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Schedule of Classes
Spring 2012
The courses in this PDF Schedule of Classes are
accurate as of November 2, 2011.
For the most up-to-date listings, go to
schedule.uwm.edu
Course Descriptions
UW-Milwaukee course descriptions can be found on the
Web at: catalog.uwm.edu.
Abbreviations and Symbols
Prerequisite
Abbreviations
(P) = Prerequisite
 
A course in which a student is
required to earn credit prior to being
allowed to enroll in a subsequent
higher-level course. A prerequisite
course may not be taken for credit
subsequent to the earning of credit
in the higher-level course. 
(NP) = Nonrepeatable Prerequisite
 
A prerequisite course for which the
student is not permitted to substitute
the grade earned when the course is
repeated subsequent to earning
credit in the higher-level course. 
(C) = Corequisite
 
A course which may be taken as
either a prerequisite or as a
concurrent registration with the
higher-level course. 
(NC) = Nonrepeatable Corequisite
 
A corequisite course for which the
student is not permitted to substitute
the grade earned when the course is
repeated subsequent to earning
credit in the higher-level course. 
(R) = Recommended Course
 
A course which the instructor
strongly recommends be taken prior
to enrollment in a subsequent
course. 
(ER) = Enrollment Restriction
 
A course which is not open for
enrollment to students that have
earned credits in a specified course
(or courses) with similar or
overlapping content. 
  
  
Course Abbreviations:
(A) = Satisfies GER Arts distribution requirement
(A&) = Satisfies GER Arts/Cultural Diversity requirement
C/NC = Credit/No Credit (special grading option) requirement
DIS = Discussion section
FLD = Fieldwork section
Fr = Freshman
G = Graduate-level course
Grad = Graduate
H = Honors
(HU) = Satisfies GER Humanities distribution requirement
(HU&) = Satisfies GER Humanities/Cultural Diversity requirement
IND = Independent study section
Jr = Junior
LAB = Lab section
LEC = Lecture
(NS) = Satisfies GER Natural Sciences requirement
(NS+) = Satisfies GER Natural Sciences lab/fieldwork requirement
Req = Requirement
SEM = Seminar section
Soph = Sophomore
Sr = Senior
(SS) = Satisfies GER Social Sciences distribution requirement
(SS&) = Satisfies GER Social Sciences/Cultural Diversity requirement
St = Class standing (freshman, sophomore, etc.)
TBA = To be arranged
U = Undergraduate-level course
U/G = Undergraduate or graduate-level course
E = Evening section
W = Weekend section
~ = Audit not allowed
& = Satisfies GER Cultural Diversity requirement
# = Written consent required to audit
+ = Not open to University Special Students or Summer Guest students
(xxx) = Course number in parentheses indicates previous course number of
current course. For undergraduates, current course is repeat of
course in parentheses.
Meeting Days: 
M = Monday
T = Tuesday
W = Wednesday
R = Thursday
F = Friday
S = Saturday
U = Sunday
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Table of Contents
Academic Opportunity Center 4 1 6
Administrative Leadership 3 2 9
Africology 6 4
Aging, Certificate Program in the Study of 4 2 0
American Indian Studies 6 7
Ancient Mediterranean Studies 4 2 1
Anthropology 6 8
Applied Gerontology 4 2 4
Arabic 7 3
Architecture 3 2 1
Art Education 2 6 5
Art History 7 4
Art 2 5 4
Asian Studies 4 2 5
Astronomy 7 8
Atmospheric Sciences 7 9
Biological Sciences 8 1
Business Administration 3 9 8
Business Management 4 1 4
Celtic Studies 9 1
Chemistry and Biochemistry 9 2
Childhood and Adolescence Studies 4 2 7
Chinese 1 0 0
Civil Engineering and Mechanics 4
Classics 1 0 1
Clinical Laboratory Sciences 2 8
College of Engineering and Applied Science 4
College of Health Sciences 2 8
College of Letters and Science 6 4
Communication Sciences and Disorders 3 4
Communication 1 0 2
Comparative Literature 1 0 9
Computer Science 8
Conservation and Environmental Sciences 1 1 1
Counseling 3 3 4
Criminal Justice 2 4 7
Cultures and Communities 4 3 0
Curriculum and Instruction 3 3 7
Dance 2 6 6
Digital Arts and Culture 4 3 9
Economics 1 1 3
Education-Interdepartmental 3 4 9
Educational Policy and Community Studies 3 5 0
Educational Psychology 3 5 5
Electrical Engineering 1 3
Engineering and Applied Science 1 8
English as a Second Language 1 3 2
English 1 1 8
Environmental and Occupational Health 3 9 5
Ethnic Studies, Comparative 1 3 3
Exceptional Education 3 5 9
Film Studies 1 3 4
Film 2 7 4
Fine Arts-Interdepartmental 2 8 0
Foreign Languages and Literature 1 3 6
Forensic Sciences 4 4 3
French and Francophone Studies 4 4 5
French 1 3 7
Freshman Seminars 4 4 7
Freshwater Sciences 3 6 4
Geographic Information Systems 4 4 8
Geography 1 4 0
Geosciences 1 4 5
German Studies Certificate Program 4 5 0
German 1 4 9
Global Studies - Global Cities 4 5 1
Global Studies - Global Communications 4 5 2
Global Studies - Global Security 4 5 5
Great Books and Liberal Arts 4 5 7
Greek 1 5 1
Health Care Administration 3 7
Health Sciences 3 9
Hebrew Studies 1 5 2
Helen Bader School of Social Welfare 2 4 7
History 1 5 4
Hmong Studies 1 6 4
Honors College 1 6 5
Human Movement Sciences 4 0
Industrial and Labor Relations 1 6 6
Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering 1 9
Information Studies 3 6 6
International Studies 1 6 7
International Technical Communication
Certificate
4 5 9
Italian 1 6 8
Japanese 1 6 9
Jewish Studies 1 7 0
Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies 1 7 1
Korean 1 7 6
Languages 4 6 0
Latin Am, Caribbean, & U.S. Latino Studies Major 4 6 4
Latin American and Caribbean Studies 1 7 8
Latin 1 7 7
Latino Studies 1 7 9
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Studies 1 8 0
Letters and Science-Humanities 1 8 1
Letters and Science-Natural Science 1 8 2
Letters and Science-Social Sciences 1 8 3
Liberal Studies 1 8 4
Linguistics 1 8 5
Literature in Translation 4 6 7
M.A. in Language, Literature, and Translation 1 8 7
Master of Human Resources and Labor
Relations
4 6 9
Master of Public Administration 4 7 3
Materials 2 2
Mathematical Sciences 1 9 0
Mathematical Statistics 2 0 0
Mechanical Engineering 2 4
Mediation and Negotiation Certificate Program 4 7 5
Middle Eastern and North African Studies 4 7 7
Milton and Lillian Peck School of the Arts 2 5 4
Modern Studies 4 7 9
Museum Studies Certificate Program 4 8 0
Music Education 2 9 2
Music Performance 2 9 3
Music 2 8 1
Nonprofit Administration 2 0 1
Nonprofit Management 4 8 1
Nursing 3 8 2
Occupational Therapy 4 5
Organizational Administration 4 8 2
Peace Studies 2 0 2
Philosophy 2 0 3
Physics 2 0 7
Polish 2 1 1
Political Science 2 1 2
Portuguese 2 1 6
Premedical Studies 4 8 7
Professional Writing and Communication 4 9 5
Psychology 2 1 7
Public Administration 2 2 7
Public Health 3 9 6
Religious Studies 2 2 8
Rhetorical Leadership Certificate 4 9 6
Russian and East European Studies 4 9 7
Russian 2 2 9
Scandinavian Studies 2 3 0
School of Architecture and Urban Planning 3 2 1
School of Education 3 2 9
School of Freshwater Sciences 3 6 4
School of Information Studies 3 6 6
School of Nursing 3 8 2
School of Public Health 3 9 5
Seminars, L&S Undergraduate 4 9 9
Service Learning 5 0 2
Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business 3 9 8
Social Work 2 4 9
Sociology 2 3 1
Spanish 2 3 5
Sport and Recreation 4 8
Swedish 5 0 5
Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages
5 0 6
Theatre 3 1 7
Therapeutic Recreation 6 3
Translation 2 4 0
Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program 5 0 7
Urban Planning Studies Certificate 5 1 1
Urban Planning 3 2 7
Urban Studies Certificate Program 5 1 2
Urban Studies Program 2 4 1
UWS Collaborative Nursing Program 3 9 4
Washington Internship Program 5 1 5
Women's Studies, Center for 2 4 6
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College of Engineering and Applied Science
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
Civil Engineering and Mechanics
Chair: Hector Bravo, hrbravo@uwm.edu, 414-229-2756
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Civil Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Non Civil Engineering majors that meet all other prerequisites for restricted courses will need permission from the Civil Engineering department to register.
Please Note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
   
         
       
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
      
      
      
      
       
 
   
       
      
 
  
       
      
      
 
   
        
       
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
      
      
 
  
        
       
       
 
  
        
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
# CIV ENG 201 U 3 Statics
E 41838 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E295 Meyer, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
30409 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS E190 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29978 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W120
29979 LAB 802 R 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W130
29980 LAB 803 R 9:00am-10:50am EMS W120
30138 LAB 804 F 10:00am-11:50am PHY 145
# CIV ENG 202 U 3 Dynamics
29981 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E190 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29982 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W130
29983 LAB 802 R 9:00am-10:50am EMS W130
29984 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E230
30117 LAB 804 F 10:00am-11:50am EMS E150
30487 LAB 805 F 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E150 Will meet in PHY 149.
# CIV ENG 250 U 3 Engineering Surveying
30150 LEC 401 M 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30139 LAB 801 W 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E145
CIV ENG 280 U 3 Computer Based Engineering Analysis
30099 LEC 401 M 9:00am-10:50am TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
30108 LAB 801 W 9:00am-10:50am EMS E285
30355 LAB 802 M 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS E285
# CIV ENG 303 U 4 Strength of Materials
29880 LEC 401 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E145 El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $83.20.
29881 LEC 402 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E225 Additional Tuition $83.20.
30255 LAB 801 W 2:30pm-4:20pm EMS W130
30256 LAB 802 R 2:30pm-4:20pm TBA
30257 LAB 803 F 10:30am-12:20pm EMS E170
30258 LAB 804 F 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E170
CIV ENG 335 U 3 Soil Mechanics
29882 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E145 Titi, H Additional Tuition $62.40.
29883 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA
30144 LAB 802 F 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E160
CIV ENG 372 U 4 Introduction to Structural Design
30067 LEC 401 T 10:00am-12:15pm EMS E150 Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $83.20.
30068 LAB 801 R 11:00am-1:15pm EMS W130 Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30259 LAB 802 R 4:30pm-6:45pm PHY 145
CIV ENG 411 U/G 3 Engineering Principles of Water Resources Design
29884 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E225 Liao, Q Additional Tuition $62.40.
29885 LAB 801 M 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E256 Location: LAP 122.
29992 LAB 802 W 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E285 Location: LAP 122.
CIV ENG 412 U/G 3 Applied Hydrology
30159 LEC 001 TR 10:00am-11:15am EMS E160 Bravo, H Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 413 U/G 3 Environmental Engineering
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Subject
Catalog No. Level
Units/
Class No.
Course Title/
Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
  
        
 
  
        
      
      
 
  
        
 
  
       
      
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
  
        
 
   
        
 
  
        
 
  
         
 
  
        
 
  
         
 
  
         
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
         
         
         
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
29886 LEC 001 TR 11:30am-12:45pm EMS E160 He, Z Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 431 U/G 3 Materials of Construction
41846 LEC 401 M 9:00am-10:15am EMS E170 Sobolev, K Additional Tuition $62.40.
41847 LAB 801 W 12:00pm-1:45pm EMS W120
41848 LAB 802 W 2:00pm-3:45pm EMS W110
CIV ENG 456 U/G 3 Foundation Engineering
30157 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E170 Helwany, M Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 463 U/G 3 Introduction to Finite Elements
30162 LEC 401 T 11:00am-12:50pm PHY 145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
41841 DIS 601 F 10:00am-11:50am EMS E285
# CIV ENG 466 U/G 3 Mechanics of Composite Materials
41849 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E295 El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
# + CIV ENG 469 U/G 3 Introduction to Biomechanical Engineering
41850 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E295 Meyer, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 490 U/G 3 Transportation Engineering
30063 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E160 Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $62.40.
# CIV ENG 494 U 1 Principles of Civil Engineering Design
30170 LEC 001 F 8:00am-8:50am EMS E237 Videkovich, R Additional Tuition $20.80.
CIV ENG 495 U 3 Senior Design
30064 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:50am EMS E237 Videkovich, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 560 U/G 3 Intermediate Structural Analysis
E 41851 LEC 001 TR 4:30pm-5:45pm EMS E160 Zhao, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 572 U/G 3 Design of Steel Structures
29985 LEC 001 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm EMS W110 Zhao, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 590 U/G 3 Urban Transportation Planning
E 30404 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E170 Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 592 U/G 3 Traffic Control
E 30160 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm PHY 145 Liu, Y Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 594 U/G 3 Physical Planning and Municipal Engineering
E 41852 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 610 U/G 3 Introduction to Water and Sewage Treatment
30254 LEC 001 M 3:00pm-5:20pm EMS E237 Li, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 614 U/G 3 Hazardous Waste Management
41853 LEC 001 W 3:00pm-5:20pm EMS E237 Li, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 691 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Civil Engineering:
E 30161 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:45pm TBA Sobolev, K TOPIC: Durability and Repair of Concrete 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
E 41845 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Helwany, M TOPIC: Designing with Geosynthetics 3 cr, Meets: 1/25, 2/29,
3/28, 4/11, 5/9. Course taught partially on-line. Internet access
reqd. Additional Tuition $62.40
E 42082 LEC 003 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schoenecker, M TOPIC: Tech Comm for Engnrg & Science 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
# + CIV ENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
29566 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29567 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29568 IND 003 - TBA El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29569 IND 004 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29570 IND 005 - TBA He, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29571 IND 006 - TBA Helwany, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29572 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29573 IND 008 - TBA Li, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
 
More abbreviations and symbols on page 2
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Catalog No. Level
Units/
Class No.
Course Title/
Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
         
 
  
         
 
  
         
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
         
        
 
  
         
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
29574 IND 009 - TBA Liao, Q Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29575 IND 010 - TBA Liu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30033 IND 011 - TBA Papaioannou, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30293 IND 012 - TBA Rahman, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30294 IND 013 - TBA Meyer, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30295 IND 014 - TBA Sobolev, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30296 IND 015 - TBA Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30297 IND 016 - TBA Titi, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30318 IND 017 - TBA Zhao, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
CIV ENG 716 G 3 Sediment Transport
E 41855 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm TBA Liao, Q Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 725 G 3 Finite Element Methods in Engineering
E 41856 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-6:30pm TBA Rahman, A Class will meet in person: Jan 26, Feb 9, Feb 23, March 15, April
12, and May 10. Course taught partially on-line. Internet access
reqd. Additional Tuition $62.40
CIV ENG 775 G 3 Analysis and Design of Bridges
E 41857 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
29576 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H Additional Tuition $20.80.
29577 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E Additional Tuition $20.80.
29578 IND 003 - TBA El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $20.80.
29579 IND 004 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29580 IND 005 - TBA He, Z Additional Tuition $20.80.
29581 IND 006 - TBA Helwany, M Additional Tuition $20.80.
29582 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29583 IND 008 - TBA Li, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29584 IND 009 - TBA Liao, Q Additional Tuition $20.80.
29585 IND 010 - TBA Liu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80.
30081 IND 011 - TBA Papaioannou, G Additional Tuition $20.80.
30298 IND 012 - TBA Rahman, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
30299 IND 013 - TBA Meyer, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
30300 IND 014 - TBA Sobolev, K Additional Tuition $20.80.
30301 IND 015 - TBA Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $20.80.
30319 IND 016 - TBA Titi, H Additional Tuition $20.80.
30302 IND 017 - TBA Zhao, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
CIV ENG 891 G 1 - 3  Advanced Topics in Civil Engineering:
E 41858 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Helwany, M TOPIC: Designing with Geosynthetics 3 cr, Meets: 1/25, 2/29,
3/28, 4/11, 5/9. Course taught partially on-line. Internet access
reqd. Additional Tuition $62.40
30448 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA Liao, Q TOPIC: Freshwater Engineering 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 940 G 1 - 3  Topics in Transportation:
E 41859 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Liu, Y Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
29586 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29587 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29588 IND 003 - TBA El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29589 IND 004 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29590 IND 005 - TBA He, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29591 IND 006 - TBA Helwany, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29592 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29593 IND 008 - TBA Li, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29594 IND 009 - TBA Liao, Q Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29595 IND 010 - TBA Liu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30082 IND 011 - TBA Papaioannou, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30303 IND 012 - TBA Rahman, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30304 IND 013 - TBA Meyer, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30305 IND 014 - TBA Sobolev, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30306 IND 015 - TBA Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30307 IND 016 - TBA Titi, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30320 IND 017 - TBA Zhao, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
CIV ENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
29596 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29597 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29598 IND 003 - TBA El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29599 IND 004 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29600 IND 005 - TBA He, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29601 IND 006 - TBA Helwany, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29602 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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29603 IND 008 - TBA Li, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29604 IND 009 - TBA Liao, Q Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29605 IND 010 - TBA Liu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30083 IND 011 - TBA Papaioannou, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30308 IND 012 - TBA Rahman, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30309 IND 013 - TBA Meyer, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30310 IND 014 - TBA Sobolev, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30311 IND 015 - TBA Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30312 IND 016 - TBA Titi, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30321 IND 017 - TBA Zhao, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
CIV ENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
29606 IND 001 - TBA Bravo, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29607 IND 002 - TBA Christensen, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29608 IND 003 - TBA El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29609 IND 004 - TBA Ghorbanpoor, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29610 IND 005 - TBA He, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29611 IND 006 - TBA Helwany, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29612 IND 007 - TBA Horowitz, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29613 IND 008 - TBA Li, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29614 IND 009 - TBA Liao, Q Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29615 IND 010 - TBA Liu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30084 IND 011 - TBA Papaioannou, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30313 IND 012 - TBA Rahman, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30314 IND 013 - TBA Meyer, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30315 IND 014 - TBA Sobolev, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30316 IND 015 - TBA Tabatabai, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30317 IND 016 - TBA Titi, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30322 IND 017 - TBA Zhao, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Subject
Catalog No. Level
Units/
Class No.
Course Title/
Section Days Hours Bldg. & Room Instructor Comments
Computer Science
Chair: H. Hosseini (414) 229-4677, hosseini@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Computer Science courses with consent of the department.
Please Note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
   
         
 
  
        
      
 
  
        
        
 
  
       
      
      
 
  
        
        
        
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
       
      
      
       
      
      
      
 
   
        
      
      
      
       
      
 
   
       
      
      
 
  
        
      
      
 
   
        
# COMPSCI 101 U 3 Introduction to PC Application Software
E 30125 LEC 001 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm EMS E285 McNally, P Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 113 U 3 Introduction to Web Document Production
30377 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am EMS E160 Rock, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
30378 LAB 801 W 1:00pm-2:45pm TBA
COMPSCI 150
(NS)
U 3 Survey of Computer Science
29887 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E190 Rock, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
29888 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E180 Sorenson, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 151 U 3 Introduction to Scientific Programming in Fortran
29889 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E170 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30070 LAB 801 W 3:00pm-4:45pm EMS W120
41908 LAB 802 T 10:00am-11:45am EMS E230
COMPSCI 201 U 3 Introductory Computer Programming
30000 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E180 Sorenson, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
30001 LEC 402 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E190 Rock, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30424 LEC 403 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E180 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30002 LAB 801 T 11:00am-12:45pm EMS W120
30003 LAB 802 T 12:00pm-1:45pm EMS W130
30119 LAB 803 T 1:00pm-2:45pm EMS E230
30004 LAB 804 W 8:00am-9:45am EMS E170
30005 LAB 805 W 9:00am-10:45am EMS W130
E 30006 LAB 806 W 4:00pm-5:45pm PHY 144
30039 LAB 807 R 2:00pm-3:45pm TBA
30040 LAB 808 F 10:00am-11:45am EMS E160
30069 LAB 809 T 3:00pm-4:45pm EMS E230
E 30120 LAB 810 T 4:00pm-5:45pm EMS W130
30153 LAB 811 W 10:00am-11:45am EMS E230
30154 LAB 812 W 11:00am-12:45pm EMS W130
30172 LAB 813 W 2:00pm-3:45pm TBA
E 30186 LAB 814 W 5:00pm-6:45pm EMS W130
30386 LAB 815 R 3:00pm-4:45pm TBA
30387 LAB 816 F 12:00pm-1:45pm EMS E150
E 30465 LAB 817 T 5:00pm-6:45pm EMS E230
30466 LAB 818 F 11:00am-12:45pm EMS W120
41303 LAB 819 F 1:00pm-2:45pm EMS W130
41955 LAB 820 T 9:00am-10:45am EMS W130
# COMPSCI 251 U 3 Intermediate Computer Programming
30041 LEC 401 MW 10:00am-10:50am EMS E180 Munson, E Additional Tuition $62.40.
30042 LAB 801 M 11:00am-12:45pm PHY 145
30043 LAB 802 M 1:00pm-2:45pm EMS W130
30044 LAB 803 M 3:00pm-4:45pm EMS W130
E 30141 LAB 804 M 5:00pm-6:45pm PHY 145
30187 LAB 805 T 8:00am-9:45am EMS E160
# COMPSCI 315 U 3 Introduction to Computer Organization and Assembly Language Programming
30031 LEC 401 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30188 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:45am EMS W120
30189 LAB 802 R 9:00am-10:45am EMS E150
COMPSCI 317 U 3 Discrete Information Structures
29890 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am EMS E145 Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $62.40.
30190 DIS 601 W 2:00pm-3:45pm TBA
30191 DIS 602 R 2:00pm-3:45pm TBA
# COMPSCI 337 U 3 System Programming
30379 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am EMS E145 Rock, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
E  Evening Section
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30380 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-3:45pm TBA
30483 LAB 802 W 12:00pm-1:45pm TBA
41912 LAB 803 M 10:00am-11:45am EMS W130
# COMPSCI 351 U 3 Data Structures and Algorithms
29891 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E190 Boyland, J Additional Tuition $83.20.
29892 LAB 801 R 11:00am-12:45pm EMS E150
29893 LAB 802 R 1:00pm-2:45pm TBA
E 30173 LAB 803 R 5:00pm-6:45pm EMS W130
COMPSCI 361 U 3 Introduction to Software Engineering
E 30381 LEC 401 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E145 Sorenson, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
30382 LAB 801 T 11:00am-12:45pm EMS 942
41170 LAB 802 W 11:00am-12:45pm EMS 942
41913 LAB 803 W 9:00am-10:45am EMS 942
# + COMPSCI 395 U 3 Social, Professional, and Ethical Issues
41171 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E295 Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 417 U/G 3 Introduction to the Theory of Computation
29894 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E237 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 422 U/G 3 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
30185 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E160 Mali, A Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 423 U/G 3 Introduction to Natural Language Processing
E 41172 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E150 Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 425 U/G 3 Introduction to Data Mining
30152 LEC 001 MW 1:00pm-2:15pm EMS E237 Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 431 U/G 3 Programming Languages Concepts
29991 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E237 Zhao, T Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 458 U/G 3 Computer Architecture
29895 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E225 Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 459 U/G 3 Fundamentals of Computer Graphics
30383 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E250 Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $62.40.
41173 LAB 801 R 2:00pm-3:45pm EMS 942
# COMPSCI 469 U/G 3 Introduction to Computer Security
30065 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E145 Cheng, C Additional Tuition $62.40.
+ COMPSCI 482 U 3 Rich Internet Applications
41174 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-9:50am TBA Rock, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
41175 LAB 801 R 8:00am-9:45am EMS E160
COMPSCI 520 U/G 3 Computer Networks
30046 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E237 Goyal, M Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 530 U/G 3 Computer Networks Laboratory
30109 LAB 801 W 9:00am-11:50am EMS 962 Elsharef, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 535 U/G 3 Algorithm Design and Analysis
E 29896 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E295 Cheng, C Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 536 U/G 3 Software Engineering
29897 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E295 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 537 U/G 3 Introduction to Operating Systems
29898 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E237 Goyal, M Additional Tuition $83.20.
COMPSCI 557 U/G 3 Introduction to Database Systems
29900 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E295 Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
E  Evening Section
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# COMPSCI 595 U 4 Capstone Project
E 41193 LEC 401 M 5:30pm-8:30pm EMS E250 El Afandi, H Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 41194 LAB 801 W 5:30pm-8:30pm PHY 230
# + COMPSCI 654 U/G 4 Introduction to Compilers
E 30390 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E170 Boyland, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 41195 DIS 601 R 4:00pm-4:50pm PHY 230
# + COMPSCI 657 U/G 1 - 4  Topics in Computer Science:
E 30066 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E170 El Afandi, H TOPIC: Software Engineering Project Management 3 cr,
Meets: 1/25, 2/8, 2/22, 3/7, 3/21, 4/4, 4/18, 5/2. Course
taught partially on-line. Internet access required. Additional
Tuition $62.40
30107 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Mali, A TOPIC: Computer Game Design 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30391 LEC 003 MW 7:00pm-8:15pm EMS E295 Yu, Z TOPIC: Advanced Computer Graphics 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30428 LEC 004 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm EMS E295 Zhao, T TOPIC: Parallel Programming 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30429 LEC 005 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Munson, E TOPIC: Human Computer Interaction 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
41917 LEC 007 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Xu, G TOPIC: Computer Forensics 1 - 4 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 42084 LEC 008 T 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Product Realization 1 - 4 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 42086 LEC 010 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schoenecker, M TOPIC: Tech Comm for Engnrg & Science 1 - 4 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
+ COMPSCI 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
29616 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29617 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29618 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29619 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29620 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29621 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29622 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29623 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29624 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29625 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29626 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29627 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29628 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29629 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29630 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29631 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29632 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29633 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29901 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30007 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30008 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30054 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30085 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30181 IND 030 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30356 IND 031 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30375 IND 032 - TBA Tonellato, P Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
COMPSCI 704 G 3 Analysis of Algorithms
E 41207 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS W110 Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 723 G 3 Natural Language Processing
E 41201 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E150 Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $62.40.
# COMPSCI 747 G 3 Human-Computer Interaction
E 41202 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 754 G 3 Compiler Construction and Theory
E 30392 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E170 Boyland, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 41209 DIS 601 R 4:00pm-4:50pm PHY 230
COMPSCI 790 G 3 Advanced Topics in Computer Science:
E 30045 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E170 El Afandi, H TOPIC: Software Engineering Project Management 3 cr,
Meets: 1/25, 2/8, 2/22, 3/7, 3/21, 4/4, 4/18, 5/2. Course
taught partially on-line. Internet access required. Additional
Tuition $62.40
30192 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Mali, A TOPIC: Computer Game Design 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 41204 LEC 003 MW 7:00pm-8:15pm EMS E295 Yu, Z TOPIC: Advanced Computer Graphics 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 41205 LEC 004 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm EMS E295 Zhao, T TOPIC: Parallel Programming 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E  Evening Section
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COMPSCI 859 G 3 Advanced Cryptography and Security Protocols
E 41206 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E150 Xu, G Additional Tuition $62.40.
COMPSCI 870 G 1 Medical Informatics Seminar
E 30151 SEM 001 W 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E160 Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
# COMPSCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
29634 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80.
29635 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29636 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29637 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80.
29638 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29639 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80.
29640 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80.
29641 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80.
29642 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
29643 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80.
29644 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80.
29646 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29645 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80.
29647 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
29648 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80.
29649 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29650 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80.
29651 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80.
29972 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80.
30009 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80.
30010 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
30055 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
30086 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80.
30179 IND 030 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80.
30357 IND 031 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
COMPSCI 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
29652 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29653 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29654 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29655 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29656 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29657 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29658 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29659 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29660 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29661 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29662 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29663 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29664 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29665 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29666 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29667 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29668 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29669 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29902 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29993 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30011 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30056 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30087 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30178 IND 030 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30358 IND 031 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30491 IND 032 - TBA Yu, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
~ COMPSCI 995 G 3 Master's Capstone Project
30193 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30194 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30195 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30196 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30197 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30198 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30199 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30200 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30201 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30202 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30203 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30204 IND 015 - TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30205 IND 016 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30206 IND 017 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30207 IND 018 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30208 IND 019 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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30209 IND 020 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30210 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30211 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30212 IND 024 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30213 IND 025 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30214 IND 026 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30215 IND 027 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30216 IND 028 - TBA Yu, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30217 IND 029 - TBA Zhang, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30218 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30219 IND 031 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
COMPSCI 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
29670 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29671 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29672 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29673 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29674 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29675 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29676 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29677 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29678 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29679 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29680 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29681 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29682 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29683 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29684 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29685 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29686 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29687 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29973 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30012 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30013 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30032 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30088 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30180 IND 030 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30359 IND 031 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30492 IND 032 - TBA Yu, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
COMPSCI 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
29688 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29689 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29690 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29691 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29692 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29693 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29694 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29695 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29696 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29697 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29698 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29699 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29700 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29701 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29702 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29703 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29704 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29705 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29903 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30014 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30015 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30057 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30089 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30174 IND 030 - TBA Yu, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30177 IND 031 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30360 IND 032 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30376 IND 033 - TBA Tonellato, P Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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Electrical Engineering
Chair: George Hanson, george@uwm.edu 414-229-3885
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Electrical Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Non Electrical Engineering majors that meet all the other prerequisites for restricted courses will need permission from the Electrical Engineering department to register.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
       
      
      
 
  
        
        
       
      
      
 
  
        
       
       
 
  
        
       
      
      
 
  
         
       
      
 
  
        
       
      
 
  
        
 
  
        
      
       
 
  
        
      
      
 
  
         
      
      
      
 
  
         
 
  
ELECENG 150
(NS)
U 3 Electronic Technology in the World Around Us
30092 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E295 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30122 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA
30123 LAB 802 W 1:00pm-2:50pm PHY 145
ELECENG 234 U 4 Analytical Methods in Engineering
E 29904 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-7:10pm EMS E237 Additional Tuition $83.20.
29905 LEC 402 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E190 Law, C Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 29906 DIS 601 T 4:00pm-5:50pm PHY 145
29907 DIS 602 W 9:00am-10:50am PHY 145
30326 DIS 603 R 9:00am-10:50am PHY 145
ELECENG 299 U 1 - 3  Topics in Electrical Engineering:
41296 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E150 McClanahan, D TOPIC: Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $62.40.
41297 LAB 801 M 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS W120 TOPIC: Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering 3 cr
41298 LAB 802 R 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA TOPIC: Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering 3 cr
ELECENG 301 U 3 Electrical Circuits I
E 30037 LEC 001 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29908 LEC 402 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E190 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29909 DIS 601 M 2:00pm-3:50pm PHY 145
29910 DIS 602 R 11:00am-12:50pm PHY 145
ELECENG 305 U 4 Electrical Circuits II
E 29911 LEC 401 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E225 Misra, D Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 29912 LAB 801 W 6:00pm-7:50pm EMS W219
29913 LAB 802 R 8:30am-10:20am EMS W219
ELECENG 306 U 4 Introduction to Electrical Engineering
E 30073 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E237 Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 30074 LAB 801 T 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS W219
30075 LAB 802 W 8:30am-10:20am EMS W219
ELECENG 310 U 3 Signals and Systems
29914 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E150 Hu, Y Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 330 U 4 Electronics I
E 29915 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E295 Additional Tuition $83.20.
29916 LAB 801 W 11:00am-12:50pm EMS W219
E 29917 LAB 802 R 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS W219
ELECENG 335 U 4 Electronics II
29918 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E170 Wang, W Additional Tuition $83.20.
29919 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E203
29920 LAB 802 R 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W219
ELECENG 354 U 3 Digital Logic
E 29921 LEC 401 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E190 Vairavan, K Additional Tuition $62.40.
29922 DIS 601 W 10:00am-11:50am EMS W120
30047 DIS 602 W 3:00pm-4:50pm PHY 145
30048 DIS 603 R 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W120
ELECENG 361 U 3 Electromagnetic Fields
E 30142 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E160 Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 362 U 4 Electromechanical Energy Conversion
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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E 29923 LEC 401 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E150 Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 29924 LAB 801 W 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS W209
29925 LAB 802 R 9:00am-10:50am EMS W209
ELECENG 367 U 4 Introduction to Microprocessors
E 29926 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E145 Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $83.20.
29927 LAB 801 W 11:00am-12:50pm EMS E286
E 29928 LAB 802 W 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS E286
30474 LAB 803 R 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E286 Tahmina, Q
E 41299 LAB 804 R 7:00pm-8:50pm EMS E286
ELECENG 420 U/G 3 Random Signals and Systems
29929 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E170 Zhang, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 421 U/G 3 Communication Systems
41300 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E160 Ying, L Additional Tuition $62.40.
# ELECENG 436 U/G 3 Introduction to Medical Instrumentation
41301 LEC 001 MW 10:30am-11:45am EMS E150 Misra, D Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 457 U/G 3 Digital Logic Laboratory
E 30038 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-8:45pm EMS E160 Cummins, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
# ELECENG 458 U/G 3 Computer Architecture
30104 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E225 Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 462 U/G 3 Antenna Theory
30394 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 465 U/G 3 Broadband Optical Networks
30395 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E170 Law, C Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 490 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Electrical Engineering:
E 30136 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E170 Cohen, A TOPIC: Cell and Tissue Image Analysis 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30222 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Hu, Y TOPIC: Android Programming with Embedded Devices 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $62.40.
30223 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E160 Kouklin, N TOPIC: Nano-Materials & Devices 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30224 LEC 004 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Controls for Renewable Energy 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30260 LEC 005 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Pashaie, R TOPIC: Neural Networks and Brain Modeling 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
E 42087 LEC 006 T 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Product Realization 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 42089 LEC 008 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schoenecker, M TOPIC: Tech Comm for Engnrg & Science 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
41683 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Misra, D TOPIC: Sensors and Systems 3 cr, This section restricted to
Graduate students. Special course fee of $2280.00 will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required.
41684 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Misra, D TOPIC: Sensors and Systems 3 cr, This section available for
undergraduate credit only.
This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required.
ELECENG 541 U/G 3 Integrated Circuits and Systems
30396 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E170 Wang, W Additional Tuition $62.40.
# + ELECENG 574 U/G 3 Intermediate Control Systems
30401 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E225 Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 595 U 4 Capstone Design Project
E 29996 LEC 401 R 6:30pm-8:30pm EMS E250 Kautzer, J Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 29997 LAB 801 M 6:30pm-10:00pm EMS E203
E 29998 LAB 802 W 6:30pm-10:00pm EMS E203
E 30402 LAB 803 T 6:30pm-10:00pm EMS E203
+ ELECENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
E  Evening Section
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29706 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29707 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29708 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29709 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29710 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29723 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29711 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29712 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29713 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29714 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29715 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29716 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29717 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29718 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29719 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29720 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29721 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29722 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29967 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30016 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30017 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30049 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30076 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30146 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30328 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30329 IND 032 - TBA Hu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30330 IND 033 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30331 IND 034 - TBA Ranji, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30332 IND 035 - TBA Pashaie, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
ELECENG 742 G 3 Electromagnetic Wave Theory
E 41302 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 765 G 3 Introduction to Fourier Optics and Optical Signal Processing
E 30221 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Ranji, M Additional Tuition $62.40.
ELECENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
29724 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80.
29725 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29726 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29727 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80.
29728 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29729 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80.
29730 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80.
29731 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80.
29732 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
29733 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80.
29734 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80.
29735 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29736 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80.
29737 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
29738 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80.
29739 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29740 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80.
29741 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80.
29968 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80.
30018 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80.
30019 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
30050 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
30077 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80.
30333 IND 030 - TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
30334 IND 031 - TBA Hu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80.
30335 IND 032 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
30336 IND 033 - TBA Ranji, M Additional Tuition $20.80.
30337 IND 034 - TBA Pashaie, R Additional Tuition $20.80.
30338 IND 035 - TBA Zhang, H Additional Tuition $20.80.
ELECENG 890 G 3 Special Topics:
E 30137 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E170 Cohen, A TOPIC: Cell and Tissue Image Analysis 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30225 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Hu, Y TOPIC: Android Programming with Embedded Devices 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $62.40.
30226 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E160 Kouklin, N TOPIC: Nano-Materials & Devices 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30227 LEC 004 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Controls for Renewable Energy 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 30325 LEC 005 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Pashaie, R TOPIC: Neural Networks and Brain Modeling 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
41681 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Misra, D TOPIC: Sensors and Systems 3 cr, Special course fee of
$2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
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Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required.
ELECENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
29742 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29743 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29744 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29745 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29746 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29747 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29748 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29749 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29750 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29751 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29752 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29753 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29754 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29755 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29756 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29757 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29758 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29759 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29969 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30020 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30021 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30051 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30078 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30147 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30339 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30340 IND 032 - TBA Hu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30341 IND 033 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30342 IND 034 - TBA Ranji, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30343 IND 035 - TBA Pashaie, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
ELECENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
29760 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29761 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29762 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29763 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29764 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29765 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29766 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29767 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29768 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29769 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29770 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29771 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29772 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29773 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29774 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29775 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29776 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29777 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29970 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30022 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30023 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30052 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30079 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30148 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30344 IND 031 - TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30345 IND 032 - TBA Hu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30346 IND 033 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30347 IND 034 - TBA Pashaie, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
ELECENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
29778 IND 002 - TBA Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29779 IND 003 - TBA Bockhorst, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29780 IND 004 - TBA Boyland, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29781 IND 005 - TBA Cheng, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29782 IND 007 - TBA Dumitrescu, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29783 IND 008 - TBA Goyal, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29784 IND 010 - TBA Hanson, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29785 IND 011 - TBA Hosseini, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29786 IND 012 - TBA Klemer, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29787 IND 013 - TBA Kouklin, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29788 IND 014 - TBA Law, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29789 IND 015 - TBA Mali, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29790 IND 016 - TBA Mcroy, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29791 IND 017 - TBA Misra, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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29792 IND 018 - TBA Munson, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29793 IND 019 - TBA Nasiri, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29794 IND 021 - TBA Suzuki, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29795 IND 023 - TBA Wang, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29971 IND 025 - TBA Xu, G Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30024 IND 026 - TBA Ying, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30025 IND 027 - TBA Yu, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30053 IND 028 - TBA Zhang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30080 IND 029 - TBA Zhao, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30149 IND 030 - TBA Zhang, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30184 IND 031 - TBA Yu, Z Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30348 IND 032 - TBA Mafi, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30349 IND 033 - TBA Hu, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30350 IND 034 - TBA Cohen, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30351 IND 035 - TBA Ranji, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30352 IND 036 - TBA Pashaie, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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Engineering and Applied Science
CEAS Student Services, EMS E 386 (414) 229-4667, ceas-adv@uwm.edu
   
       
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
         
         
         
         
         
 
  
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
      
 
+ EAS 1 U 1 Engineering Co-op Work Period
29796 FLD 001 - TBA Pickering, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29797 FLD 102 - TBA Pickering, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
EAS 200 U 1 Professional Seminar
29930 SEM 001 R 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E190 Pickering, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
41907 SEM 002 R 3:30pm-4:20pm EMS E180 Pickering, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
EAS 290 U 1 - 3  Topics in Engineering and Applied Science:
30449 LEC 001 T 9:00am-9:50am EMS W110 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 001 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 105. Additional
tuition $20.80.
30450 LEC 002 T 9:00am-9:50am EMS W120 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 002 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 116 and/or
117. Additional tuition $20.80.
42231 LEC 003 T 9:00am-9:50am PHY 145 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 003 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 231. Additional
tuition $20.80.
42232 LEC 004 T 9:00am-9:50am EMS E150 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 004 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 233 or 234.
Additional tuition $20.80.
30451 LEC 005 W 9:00am-9:50am TBA Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 005 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 116 and/or
117. Additional tuition $20.80.
30452 LEC 006 W 9:00am-9:50am EMS W120 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 006 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 231. Additional
tuition $20.80.
30453 LEC 007 M 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E230 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 007 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 116 and/or
117. Additional tuition $20.80.
30454 LEC 008 M 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 145 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 008 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 231. Additional
tuition $20.80.
30455 LEC 009 T 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 145 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 009 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 116 and/or
117. Additional tuition $20.80.
30456 LEC 010 T 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS W120 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 010 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 231. Additional
tuition $20.80.
30457 LEC 011 T 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E150 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 011 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 232. Additional
tuition $20.80.
E 30458 LEC 012 M 6:30pm-7:20pm EMS E230 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 012 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 231. Additional
tuition $20.80.
E 30459 LEC 013 M 6:30pm-7:20pm PHY 230 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 013 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 232. Additional
tuition $20.80.
E 30460 LEC 014 T 6:30pm-7:20pm PHY 144 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 014 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 116 and/or
117. Additional tuition $20.80.
E 30461 LEC 015 T 6:30pm-7:20pm PHY 145 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 015 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 231. Additional
tuition $20.80.
E 30462 LEC 016 T 6:30pm-7:20pm PHY 146 Jablonski, M TOPIC: Learning Skills and Problem Solving Practices 1 cr,
Sec 016 - Must be concurrently enrolled in Math 232. Additional
tuition $20.80.
EAS 297 U 1 - 5  Study Abroad:
30091 LEC 101 - TBA Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
EAS 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
29798 IND 001 - TBA Johnson, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29799 IND 002 - TBA Pickering, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
EAS 497 U/G 1 - 5  Study Abroad:
30113 LEC 101 - TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
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Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
Chair: A. Garg (414)229-6240, arun@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Industrial Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
        
 
   
       
 
  
       
       
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
   
      
     
 
  
        
      
 
  
         
         
         
IND ENG 111 U 3 Introduction to Engineering
30100 LEC 401 M 2:00pm-3:50pm CHM 170 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30101 LAB 801 T 9:00am-10:50am EMS W310
30105 LAB 802 T 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS W310
30110 LAB 803 W 9:00am-10:50am EMS W310
30126 LAB 804 W 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS W310
30127 LAB 805 R 11:00am-12:50pm EMS W310
30128 LAB 806 R 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS W310
IND ENG 112 U 3 Engineering Drawing & Computer Aided Design/Drafting
E 30102 LEC 401 M 5:30pm-7:10pm EMS E190 Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30423 LEC 402 W 5:30pm-7:10pm EMS E180 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30103 LAB 801 T 9:00am-10:45am EMS E285
30129 LAB 802 T 11:00am-12:45pm EMS E285
30130 LAB 803 T 1:00pm-2:45pm EMS E285
30111 LAB 804 R 9:00am-10:45am EMS E285
30112 LAB 805 R 11:00am-12:45pm EMS E285
30131 LAB 806 R 1:00pm-2:45pm EMS E285
30132 LAB 807 R 3:00pm-4:45pm EMS E285
IND ENG 360 U 3 Engineering Economic Analysis
29931 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29932 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30118 LEC 003 W 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E190 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# IND ENG 465 U/G 3 Operations Research II
30133 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
IND ENG 467 U/G 3 Introductory Statistics for Physical Sciences and Engineering Students
29933 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29934 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# IND ENG 475 U/G 3 Simulation Methodology
29974 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
# IND ENG 485 U 3 Senior Design Project
E 30114 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E250 Additional Tuition $62.40.
IND ENG 571 U/G 3 Quality Control and Design of Experiments I
29999 LEC 001 MW 1:00pm-2:15pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
# IND ENG 575 U/G 3 Design of Experiments
30403 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E285 Otieno, W Additional Tuition $62.40.
# IND ENG 582 U/G 3 Ergonomic Job Evaluation Techniques
42619 LEC 401 - TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
42620 LAB 801 - TBA
IND ENG 584 U/G 3 Biodynamics of Human Motion
42595 LEC 401 T 9:30am-10:20am TBA Beschorner, K Additional Tuition $62.40.
42596 LAB 801 R 9:30am-11:20am TBA
IND ENG 590 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Industrial and Systems Engineering:
E 30250 LEC 004 W 6:00pm-8:40pm EMS E256 Nanduri, V TOPIC: Decision Making Under Uncertainty 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
E 41904 LEC 005 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Nambisan, S TOPIC: Introduction to Technological Entrepreneurship 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 41905 LEC 006 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Zhang, L TOPIC: Production Systems Engineering 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
E 30261 LEC 007 T 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Product Realization 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E  Evening Section
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E 30433 LEC 009 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schoenecker, M TOPIC: Technical Communications for Engineering & Science
3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
41902 LEC 403 M 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
TOPIC: Advanced Ergonomics - Low Back Pain 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
41903 LAB 803 W 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA TOPIC: Advanced Ergonomics - Low Back Pain 3 cr
IND ENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
29800 IND 001 - TBA Beschorner, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29801 IND 002 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29802 IND 003 - TBA Garg, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29803 IND 004 - TBA Jang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30231 IND 005 - TBA Nanduri, V Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30232 IND 006 - TBA Petering, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30233 IND 007 - TBA Seifoddini, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30234 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30235 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30467 IND 010 - TBA Otieno, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
41864 IND 011 - TBA
IND ENG 751 G 3 Flexible Manufacturing Systems
E 41868 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Seifoddini, H Additional Tuition $62.40.
IND ENG 780 G 3 Advanced Ergonomics - Low Back Pain
41870 LEC 401 M 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
Additional Tuition $62.40.
41871 LAB 801 W 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA
IND ENG 786 G 3 Applied Biostatistics in Ergonomics
E 41872 LEC 401 T 5:30pm-7:20pm TBA Beschorner, K
E 41873 LAB 801 R 5:30pm-7:20pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
IND ENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
29804 IND 001 - TBA Beschorner, K Additional Tuition $20.80.
29805 IND 002 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
Additional Tuition $20.80.
29806 IND 003 - TBA Garg, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29807 IND 004 - TBA Jang, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
30236 IND 005 - TBA Nanduri, V Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30237 IND 006 - TBA Petering, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30238 IND 007 - TBA Seifoddini, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30239 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30240 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30468 IND 010 - TBA Otieno, W Additional Tuition $20.80.
41865 IND 011 - TBA Nambisan, S Additional Tuition $20.80.
IND ENG 890 G 1 - 3  Advanced Topics in Industrial and Systems Engineering:
E 30251 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Nambisan, S TOPIC: New Product Development 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 41876 LEC 003 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Zhang, L TOPIC: Production System Engineering 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 41877 LEC 004 W 6:00pm-8:40pm EMS E256 Nanduri, V TOPIC: Decision Making Under Uncertainty 3 cr
30156 LEC 401 T 9:30am-10:20am TBA Beschorner, K TOPIC: Biodynamics of Human Motion 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
30252 LAB 801 R 9:30am-11:20am TBA TOPIC: Biodynamics of Human Motion 3 cr
IND ENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
29808 IND 001 - TBA Beschorner, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29809 IND 002 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29810 IND 003 - TBA Garg, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29811 IND 004 - TBA Jang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30241 IND 005 - TBA Nanduri, V Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30242 IND 006 - TBA Petering, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30243 IND 007 - TBA Seifoddini, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30244 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30245 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30469 IND 010 - TBA Otieno, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
41866 IND 011 - TBA Nambisan, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
IND ENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
29812 IND 001 - TBA Beschorner, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29813 IND 002 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29814 IND 003 - TBA Garg, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29815 IND 004 - TBA Jang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
E  Evening Section
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30183 IND 005 - TBA Nanduri, V Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30246 IND 006 - TBA Petering, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30247 IND 007 - TBA Seifoddini, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30248 IND 008 - TBA Seo, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30249 IND 009 - TBA Zhang, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30470 IND 010 - TBA Otieno, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
41867 IND 011 - TBA Nambisan, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
IND ENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
29816 IND 001 - TBA Garg, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29817 IND 002 - TBA Jang, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29818 IND 003 - TBA Otieno, W Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29819 IND 004 - TBA Seifoddini, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30369 IND 005 - TBA Beschorner, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30370 IND 006 - TBA Campbell-Kyureghyan, N
Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30371 IND 007 - TBA Zhang, L Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30372 IND 008 - TBA Petering, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30373 IND 009 - TBA Seo, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30374 IND 010 - TBA Nanduri, V Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
41906 IND 011 - TBA Nambisan, S Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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Materials
Chair: Nidal Abu-Zahra (414) 229-5181, nidal@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Materials Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
  
        
        
      
      
       
      
      
       
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
   
         
 
  
        
 
   
        
 
  
        
         
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
         
 
  
         
 
  
       
       
MATLENG 201 U 4 Engineering Materials
29935 LEC 401 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS E190 Church, B Additional Tuition $83.20.
E 29936 LEC 402 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E190 Additional Tuition $83.20.
29937 LAB 801 M 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS W320
29938 LAB 802 M 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W320
E 29939 LAB 803 M 5:30pm-7:20pm EMS W320
29940 LAB 804 W 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS W320
30034 LAB 805 W 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W320
E 29941 LAB 806 W 5:30pm-7:20pm EMS W320
30035 LAB 807 T 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS W320
30036 LAB 808 T 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W320
30145 LAB 809 R 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS W320
30353 LAB 810 R 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS W320
MATLENG 330 U 3 Materials and Processes in Manufacturing
29942 LEC 401 MW 8:00am-9:15am EMS E190 Abu-Zahra, N Additional Tuition $62.40.
29943 LAB 801 M 9:30am-11:20am EMS W320
30106 LAB 802 W 9:30am-11:20am EMS W320
30121 LAB 803 F 9:30am-11:20am EMS W320
30422 LAB 804 F 11:30am-1:20pm EMS W320
MATLENG 380 U 3 Engineering Basis for Materials Selection
41701 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E150 Church, B Additional Tuition $62.40.
MATLENG 402 U/G 3 Physical Metallurgy
E 29966 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS W110 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# MATLENG 443 U/G 3 Transport Phenomena in Materials Processing
E 30220 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS W110 Venugopalan, D Additional Tuition $62.40.
MATLENG 465 U/G 3 Friction and Wear
41702 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS W110 Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $62.40.
# MATLENG 490 U 4 Senior Design Projects
41700 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $62.40.
MATLENG 690 U/G 3 Topics in Materials:
E 42090 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Product Realization 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 42092 LEC 003 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schoenecker, M TOPIC: Tech Comm for Engnrg & Science 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
+ MATLENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
29820 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29821 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29822 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29823 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30058 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30365 IND 007 - TBA Church, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30476 IND 008 - TBA Kim, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
MATLENG 702 G 3 Advanced Materials Thermodynamics
E 30169 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Kim, C Additional Tuition $62.40.
MATLENG 720 G 3 Kinetic Processes in Materials
E 41706 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $62.40.
MATLENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
29824 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N Additional Tuition $20.80.
29825 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $20.80.
29826 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
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29827 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $20.80.
30059 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D Additional Tuition $20.80.
30364 IND 007 - TBA Church, B Additional Tuition $20.80.
30477 IND 008 - TBA Kim, C Additional Tuition $20.80.
MATLENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
29828 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29829 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29830 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29831 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30060 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30363 IND 007 - TBA Church, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30478 IND 008 - TBA Kim, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
MATLENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
29832 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29833 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29834 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29835 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30061 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30362 IND 007 - TBA Church, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30479 IND 008 - TBA Kim, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
MATLENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
29836 IND 001 - TBA Abu-Zahra, N Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29837 IND 003 - TBA Lopez, H Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29838 IND 004 - TBA Neumann, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29839 IND 005 - TBA Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30062 IND 006 - TBA Venugopalan, D Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30361 IND 007 - TBA Church, B Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30480 IND 008 - TBA Kim, C Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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Mechanical Engineering
Chair: Anoop Dhingra (414) 229-3092, dhingra@uwm.edu
University Special Students with appropriate background may be permitted to enroll in certain restricted Mechanical Engineering courses with consent of the department.
Non Mechanical Engineering majors that meet all other prerequisites for restricted courses will need permission from the Mechanical Engineering department to register.
Please note: Additional tuition, applied regardless of the credit plateau, is charged for all undergraduate and graduate courses offered through the UWM College of Engineering and
Applied Science. The differential tuition rate will be set at $20.80 per credit during this academic year. The additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in engineering and
computer science.
STUDENTS WHO ARE ABSENT DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF A CEAS CLASS WITHOUT PERMISSION MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE CLASS. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for
information about fees for students dropped by department).
   
        
      
      
      
 
   
        
      
      
      
      
      
       
 
  
        
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
        
 
  
       
      
      
      
 
   
       
       
        
        
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
      
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
# MECHENG 110 U 4 Engineering Fundamentals I
30143 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am EMS E190 Beller, D Additional Tuition $83.20.
30071 LAB 801 WF 8:00am-9:50am EMS E256
30072 LAB 802 WF 10:00am-11:50am EMS E256
30093 LAB 803 WF 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS E256
# MECHENG 111 U 4 Engineering Fundamentals II
30094 LEC 401 MW 10:00am-10:50am EMS E190 Beller, D Additional Tuition $83.20.
30095 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-9:50am EMS E256
30096 LAB 802 TR 10:00am-11:50am EMS E256
30097 LAB 803 TR 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS E256
30098 LAB 804 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E256
30367 LAB 805 WF 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E256
E 41774 LAB 806 WF 4:00pm-5:50pm EMS E256
MECHENG 150
(NS+)
U 3 How Things Work: Understanding Technology
29944 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E190 Beller, D Additional Tuition $62.40.
29945 LAB 801 T 12:00pm-1:50pm PHY B47
29946 LAB 802 W 12:00pm-1:50pm PHY B47
30366 LAB 803 R 12:00pm-1:50pm PHY B47
MECHENG 301 U 3 Basic Engineering Thermodynamics
29986 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E237 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30134 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
30135 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E170 Additional Tuition $62.40.
41778 LEC 004 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E150 Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 320 U 3 Introduction to Fluid Mechanics
29947 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS E295 Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 29948 LEC 002 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 321 U 4 Basic Heat Transfer
29949 LEC 401 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E295 Additional Tuition $83.20.
29950 DIS 601 M 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E230
29951 DIS 602 W 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS E230
30229 DIS 603 W 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E230
+ MECHENG 323 U 1 Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
29952 LAB 801 T 8:00am-9:50am EMS E230 Additional Tuition $20.80.
29953 LAB 802 R 8:00am-9:50am EMS E230 Additional Tuition $20.80.
E 30115 LAB 803 T 4:00pm-5:50pm EMS W120 Additional Tuition $20.80.
E 30171 LAB 804 R 4:00pm-5:50pm EMS W120 Additional Tuition $20.80.
41779 LAB 805 W 8:00am-9:50am EMS E230 Additional Tuition $20.80.
MECHENG 360 U 3 Mechanical Design I
29954 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# MECHENG 366 U 4 Design of Machine Elements
29955 LEC 401 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E295 Additional Tuition $83.20.
29956 DIS 601 M 9:00am-10:50am EMS E256
E 29989 DIS 602 M 4:00pm-5:50pm EMS E256
# MECHENG 370 U 2 Computer Aided Engineering Laboratory
E 30368 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E256 Additional Tuition $41.60.
# MECHENG 402 U 3 Thermo-Fluid Engineering
29987 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E237 Additional Tuition $62.40.
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# MECHENG 420 U/G 3 Intermediate Fluid Mechanics
41782 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E170 Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 432 U/G 3 Internal Combustion Engines
41783 LEC 001 MW 9:00am-10:15am EMS E150 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# MECHENG 438 U 3 Mechanical Engineering Experimentation
29957 LAB 801 M 12:30pm-4:20pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
29958 LAB 802 W 12:30pm-4:20pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30182 LAB 803 R 6:00pm-9:50pm EMS E230
MECHENG 463 U/G 3 Introduction to Finite Elements
29988 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E237 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29994 DIS 601 F 12:00pm-1:50pm EMS E285
29995 DIS 602 F 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E285
MECHENG 465 U/G 3 Friction and Wear
41784 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS W110 Rohatgi, P Additional Tuition $62.40.
# MECHENG 466 U/G 3 Mechanics of Composite Materials
41930 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E295 El Hajjar, R Additional Tuition $62.40.
# + MECHENG 469 U/G 3 Introduction to Biomechanical Engineering
30463 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E295 Meyer, J Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 474 U/G 4 Introduction to Control Systems
E 29959 LEC 401 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm EMS E145 Additional Tuition $83.20.
29960 LAB 801 T 8:00am-9:50am PHY B49
E 29961 LAB 802 M 7:00pm-8:50pm PHY B49
E 29962 LAB 803 W 7:00pm-8:50pm PHY B49
30175 LAB 804 R 8:00am-9:50am PHY B49
# MECHENG 479 U/G 3 Control and Design of Mechatronic Systems
29963 LEC 401 TR 12:30pm-1:20pm EMS E225 Additional Tuition $62.40.
29964 LAB 801 T 8:00am-9:50am PHY B47
29990 LAB 802 W 8:00am-9:50am PHY B47
30327 LAB 803 R 8:00am-9:50am PHY B47
MECHENG 490 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Mechanical Engineering:
E 42094 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA TOPIC: Product Realization 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 42096 LEC 003 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schoenecker, M TOPIC: Tech Comm for Engnrg & Science 1 - 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $62.40.
# MECHENG 496 U 3 Senior Design Project
29965 LEC 001 F 8:00am-10:40am EMS E145 Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 30116 LEC 002 W 4:00pm-6:40pm EMS E250 Additional Tuition $62.40.
# MECHENG 574 U/G 3 Intermediate Control Systems
30440 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E225 Armstrong, B Additional Tuition $62.40.
+ MECHENG 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Study
29840 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29841 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29842 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29843 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29844 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29845 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29846 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29847 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30026 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30263 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30264 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30265 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30266 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30267 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30268 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
MECHENG 703 G 3 Principles of Combustion
E 41785 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
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MECHENG 712 G 3 Convection Heat and Mass Transfer
E 41786 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 715 G 3 Numerical Methods in Engineering
E 30228 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 722 G 3 Advanced Fluid Mechanics
E 41787 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
MECHENG 785 G 3 Optimization Methods in Engineering
30416 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Dhingra, A Special course fee of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required.
MECHENG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
29848 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R Additional Tuition $20.80.
29849 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
29850 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A Additional Tuition $20.80.
29851 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T Additional Tuition $20.80.
29852 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80.
29853 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R Additional Tuition $20.80.
29854 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K Additional Tuition $20.80.
29855 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J Additional Tuition $20.80.
30027 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K Additional Tuition $20.80.
30269 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I Additional Tuition $20.80.
30270 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80.
30271 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R Additional Tuition $20.80.
30272 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M Additional Tuition $20.80.
30273 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E Additional Tuition $20.80.
30274 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y Additional Tuition $20.80.
MECHENG 890 G 1 - 3  Advanced Topics in Mechanical Engineering:
E 41780 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA TOPIC: Tribology & Surface Analysis 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 41788 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA TOPIC: Multi-Physics Modeling 3 cr, Additional Tuition $62.40.
E 42213 LEC 003 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Nambisan, S TOPIC: New Product Development 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
E 42257 LEC 004 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Controls for Renewable Energy 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
42263 LEC 106 - TBA Johnsen, K TOPIC: GEHC Advanced Analysis II 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$62.40.
MECHENG 990 G 1 - 9  Masters Thesis
29856 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29857 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29858 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29859 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29860 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29861 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29862 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29863 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30028 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30275 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30276 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30277 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30278 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30279 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30280 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
MECHENG 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Thesis
29864 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29865 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29866 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29867 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29868 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29869 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29870 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29871 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30029 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30281 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30282 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30283 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30284 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30285 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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30286 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
MECHENG 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
29872 IND 001 - TBA Amano, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29873 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29874 IND 003 - TBA Dhingra, A Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29875 IND 006 - TBA Jen, T Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29876 IND 007 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29877 IND 008 - TBA Perez, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29878 IND 009 - TBA Pillai, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
29879 IND 010 - TBA Reisel, J Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30030 IND 011 - TBA Renken, K Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30287 IND 012 - TBA Avdeev, I Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30288 IND 013 - TBA Li, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30289 IND 014 - TBA Dsouza, R Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30290 IND 015 - TBA Nosonovsky, M Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30291 IND 016 - TBA Wornyoh, E Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
30292 IND 017 - TBA Yuan, Y Additional Tuition $20.80/cr.
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College of Health Sciences
NOTE: Students who are absent during first week of classes without instructor's permission may forfeit a place in class. Students will still be held responsible for dropping the class.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES INTRODUCTORY/TOPICS COURSES: C L SCI 101 Introduction to Clinical Laboratory Sciences; C L SCI 205(NS) Introduction to Diagnostic Medicine; C L SCI
232 Introduction to Nutrition; C L SCI 260(SS) Introduction to Complementary and Alternative Medicine; C L SCI 281 Dead Men Do Tell Tales: An Introduction to Forensic Science;
COMSDIS 210(SS) Survey of Communication Disorders; HS 101 Introduction to Health and Disease; HS 105 (SS) Survey of the Health Professions; HCA 203(SS) Human Life Cycle; HS 222
Language of Medicine; HS 224 Introduction to Microcomputers for Allied Health Professions; HMS 200 Introduction to Kinesiology; HMS 230(NS) Health Aspects of Exercise and
Nutrition; THERREC 203 Recreation as a Therapeutic Intervention, THERREC 103(HU) Introduction to Leisure
FORENSIC SCIENCES
Interdisciplinary certificate programs in forensic sciences are offered by the College of Health Sciences in cooperation with the College of Letters & Sciences and Helen Bader School of
Social Welfare. For a listing of courses offered in the programs this semester, see the Forensic Sciences listing toward the end of this Schedule.
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Dept. Chair: Jeri-Anne Lyons, Ph.D., End. 417, (414)229-3812, jlyons@uwm.edu
Program Coordinator: Cindy Brown, END 463, (414)229-5299, cbrown@uwm.edu
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
  
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
      
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
         
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
C L SCI 101 U 2 Introduction to Clinical Laboratory Sciences
39102 LEC 401 T 9:00am-9:50am END 115 Depons, B
39103 LAB 801 R 9:00am-10:50am END B70 Depons, B
39283 LAB 802 F 9:00am-10:50am END B70 Depons, B
C L SCI 201
(NS)
U 3 Sexually Transmitted Diseases and AIDS
39387 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am END 107 Azenabor, A
C L SCI 232
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Nutrition
E 39772 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm END 103 Wright, L
39831 LEC 002 MW 8:00am-9:15am END 103
# C L SCI 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39234 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
# C L SCI 260
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Complementary and Alternative Medicine
41630 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Stalewski, S Special course fee of $250 in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. Course taught 100% on-line following
the regular semester schedule.
C L SCI 297 U 1-12  Clinical Laboratory Sciences - Study Abroad:
39412 LEC 101 - TBA
~ C L SCI 312 U 3 Abdominal Sonography-II
39440 LEC 101 - TBA Johnson, E UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 321 U 3 Obstetrics/Gynecology Sonography II
39441 LEC 101 - TBA Johnson, E UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 323 U 3 Medical Ultrasound Principles & Apparatus
39442 LEC 101 - TBA Willey, B UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 324 U 3 Sonography Clinical Education II
39443 FLD 901 - TBA Baker, S UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
C L SCI 332 U 2 Clinical Nutrition
39104 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-11:50am END 103 de Oliveira, L
E 39278 LEC 102 M 5:30pm-7:10pm TBA Wright, L UW-Washington County, 400 University Drive, West Bend; Room
TBA.
~ C L SCI 340 U 3 Embryology of the Cardiovascular System
39447 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 341 U 3 Adult Echocardiography I
39446 LEC 101 - TBA Willey, B UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 342 U 3 Clinical Education II - Echocardiography
39445 FLD 901 - TBA Cordio, M UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
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# + C L SCI 360 U 2 Radiation Biology
39155 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39241 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39338 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital; 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39339 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9525 N. Green Bay Ave., Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39388 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics; 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI. 53792.
# + C L SCI 361 U 3 Radiographic Anatomy and Physiology II
39156 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39242 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39340 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39341 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Rd., Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39389 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave, Madison, WI 53792.
# + C L SCI 362 U 2 Radiographic Exposure II
39157 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39243 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave., Milwaukee
WI 53207
39342 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39343 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Brown Deer Road.,
Brown Deer, WI 53209
39390 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave, Madison, WI 53792.
# + C L SCI 363 U 3 Radiographic Procedures II
39158 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39244 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39344 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39345 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39391 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave, Madison, WI 53792.
# + C L SCI 364 U 5 Radiography Clinical Education II
39159 FLD 901 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39245 FLD 902 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39346 FLD 903 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39347 FLD 904 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39392 FLD 905 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave, Madison, WI 53792.
C L SCI 420 U/G 3 Clinical Hematology
39160 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 179 Ndon, J
C L SCI 421 U 1 Introduction To Hematology Laboratory
39161 LAB 801 M 11:00am-1:50pm END B70 Gunderson, C Also meets: END B88.
40022 LAB 802 F 11:00am-1:50pm END B70 Gunderson, C
C L SCI 431 U/G 3 Clinical Chemistry
39162 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am END 107
C L SCI 432 U 1 Clinical Chemistry Laboratory
39348 LAB 201 - ONLINE WEB Stalewski, S Focus on laboratory principles, quality assurance, theory of
instrumentation & laboratory problem solving. This course meets
on-line (D2L) following the regular semester schedule. No class
meetings will be required.
~ C L SCI 439 U 3 Clinical Education V - Echocardiography
39725 FLD 901 - TBA Cordio, M UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 451 U 3 Vascular Sonography II
39444 LEC 101 - TBA Cordio, M UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
~ C L SCI 457 U 3 Sonography Clinical Education V
39726 FLD 101 - TBA Baker, S UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
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~ C L SCI 458 U 3 Seminar in Advanced Medical Imaging
39727 SEM 101 - TBA Baker, S UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
41633 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Mitchell, C On-line course: only students with special permission should
enroll in this section.
~ C L SCI 459 U 3 Introduction to 3D/4D Ultrasound
41631 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mitchell, C On-line course: only students with special permission can enroll
in the section.
~ C L SCI 460 U 3 Professional Development in Sonography - Seminar
39913 LEC 101 - TBA Baker, S Location: UW Hospital & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI
53792
~ C L SCI 462 U 3 Seminar in Ultrasound Research
41632 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Mitchell, C on-line course; special permission required to enroll.
~ C L SCI 463 U 3 Seminar in Education and Management in Medical Imaging
39728 SEM 101 - TBA Willey, B UW Hospitals & Clinics, 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
41634 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Mitchell, C On-line course-only students with special permission can enroll
in this section.
# + C L SCI 475 U 2 Radiographic Physics II
39255 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39256 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 108 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39349 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39350 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39448 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics; 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
# + C L SCI 476 U 3 Radiographic Exposure IV
39257 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39258 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39351 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39352 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39449 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics; 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
# + C L SCI 477 U 3 Radiographic Anatomy and Physiology V
39259 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39260 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39353 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39354 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39450 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics; 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
# + C L SCI 478 U 2 Radiologic Pathology
39261 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39262 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39355 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39356 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39451 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics; 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53729
# + C L SCI 479 U 5 Radiography Clinical Education V
39263 FLD 901 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W Wisconsin Ave.
39264 FLD 902 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 180 W. Grange Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
39357 FLD 903 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia-St. Mary's Hospital, 4425 N. Port Washington Road,
Glendale, WI 53212.
39358 FLD 904 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton-Franciscan Healthcare; 9252 N. Green Bay Road, Brown
Deer, WI 53209
39452 FLD 905 - TBA Mitchell, C UW-Hospital & Clinics; 600 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53792
# C L SCI 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 39163 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
# + C L SCI 485 U 1 Professional Development in Radiography
39789 LEC 101 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital
39788 LEC 102 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's
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39787 LEC 103 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia St. Mary's
39786 LEC 104 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton Franciscan Health Care - St. Joseph's
39785 LEC 105 - TBA Mitchell, C UWHC - Madison
# + C L SCI 486 U 2 Radiography Clinical Education VI
39792 FLD 901 - TBA Mitchell, C Froedtert Hospital
39791 FLD 902 - TBA Mitchell, C Aurora St. Luke's
39790 FLD 903 - TBA Mitchell, C Columbia St. Mary's
39793 FLD 904 - TBA Mitchell, C Wheaton Franciscan Health Care - St Joseph's
39794 FLD 905 - TBA Mitchell, C UWHC - Madison
C L SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Clinical Laboratory Sciences - Study Abroad:
39414 LAB 901 - TBA
C L SCI 524 U 3 Advanced Clinical Hematology Practicum
39164 FLD 901 - TBA Brown, C ACL Labs-Aurora.
39165 FLD 902 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Racine, (St. Mary's Medical
Center).
39166 FLD 903 - TBA Brown, C Columbia/St. Mary's.
39167 FLD 904 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Milwaukee.
39246 FLD 905 - TBA Brown, C Dynacare.
39453 FLD 906 - TBA Brown, C Community Memorial Hospital, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
39970 FLD 907 - TBA Brown, C Children's Hospital-Milwaukee
39971 FLD 908 - TBA Brown, C Fort Memorial Hospital-Fort Atkinson, WI
41635 FLD 909 - TBA Brown, C St. Joseph-West Bend
# C L SCI 531 U 1 Advanced Lectures in the Clinical Laboratory Sciences
39168 LEC 001 W 12:00pm-12:50pm END 115 Azenabor, A
C L SCI 532 U 3 Advanced Clinical Immunohematology and Immunology
39169 FLD 901 - TBA Brown, C ACL Labs-Aurora.
39170 FLD 902 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Racine, (St. Mary's Medical
Center).
39171 FLD 903 - TBA Brown, C Columbia/St. Mary's.
39172 FLD 904 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Milwaukee
39247 FLD 905 - TBA Brown, C Dynacare.
39454 FLD 906 - TBA Brown, C Community Memorial Hospital, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
39972 FLD 907 - TBA Brown, C Children's Hospital-Milwaukee
39973 FLD 908 - TBA Brown, C Fort Memorial Hospital-Fort Atkinson, WI
41636 FLD 909 - TBA St. Joseph-West Bend
C L SCI 534 U/G 2 Medical Microbiology
39173 LEC 001 TR 10:00am-10:50am END 103 Hassan, W Prereq: jr st & Bio Sci 303(P); or grad st; or cons instr.
C L SCI 535 U/G 2 Medical Microbiology Laboratory
39174 LAB 801 TR 11:30am-1:20pm END B90 Anders, S
39393 LAB 802 TR 2:30pm-4:20pm END B90 Anders, S
C L SCI 538 U 3 Advanced Clinical Microbiology Practicum
39175 FLD 901 - TBA Brown, C ACL Labs-Aurora.
39176 FLD 902 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Racine, (St. Mary's Medical
Center).
39177 FLD 903 - TBA Brown, C Columbia/St. Mary's.
39178 FLD 904 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Milwaukee.
39179 FLD 905 - TBA Brown, C Dynacare.
39291 FLD 906 - TBA Brown, C Community Memorial Hospital, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
39455 FLD 907 - TBA Brown, C Children's Hospital-Milwaukee
39974 FLD 908 - TBA Brown, C Fort Memorial Hospital-Fort Atkinson, WI
39975 FLD 909 - TBA Brown, C St. Joseph-West Bend
41640 FLD 910 - TBA Brown, C Milwaukee City Health Dept.
C L SCI 544 U 3 Advanced Clinical Chemistry Practicum
39180 FLD 901 - TBA Brown, C ACL Labs-Aurora.
39181 FLD 902 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Racine, (St. Mary's Medical
Center).
39182 FLD 903 - TBA Brown, C Columbia/St. Mary's.
39183 FLD 904 - TBA Brown, C Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare-Milwaukee.
39248 FLD 905 - TBA Brown, C Dynacare.
39456 FLD 906 - TBA Brown, C Community Memorial Hospital, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
39976 FLD 907 - TBA Brown, C Children's Hospital-Milwaukee
39977 FLD 908 - TBA Brown, C Fort Memorial Hospital-Fort Atkinson, WI
41641 FLD 909 - TBA Brown, C St. Joseph-West Bend
C L SCI 548 U 5 Clinical Laboratory Practice
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39394 LAB 901 - TBA Brown, C Milwaukee City Health Dept.
# C L SCI 549 U 3 Professional Development in Clinical Laboratory Sciences
39320 LEC 001 W 1:00pm-2:50pm END 115 This course requires 16 additional hours of professional
development activities at times & locations TBA.
C L SCI 560 U/G 2 Molecular and Genetic Diagnostics
40064 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-8:50am END 107 Doll, J
# C L SCI 561 U/G 1 Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory
39184 LAB 801 W 11:00am-1:50pm END B70 Anders, S
39324 LAB 802 W 2:00pm-4:50pm END B70 Anders, S
C L SCI 578 U 2 Cytology of the Gastrointestinal and the Genito-Urinary Tract
39254 FLD 101 - TBA Stowe, C ACL Labs - West Allis.
C L SCI 579 U 3 Cytology of Effusions and the Central Nervous System
39274 FLD 101 - TBA Stowe, C ACL Labs - West Allis.
C L SCI 580 U 4 Aspiration Cytology
39185 FLD 101 - TBA Stowe, C ACL Labs - West Allis.
C L SCI 581 U 1 Special Procedures in Cytology
39186 FLD 101 - TBA Stowe, C ACL Labs - West Allis.
# C L SCI 582 U 1 Cytology of the Breast
39273 FLD 101 - TBA Stowe, C ACL Labs - West Allis.
~ C L SCI 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
39106 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
39906 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
39907 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
# C L SCI 586 U 1 Cytology Lab Operations and Quality Control
39292 FLD 101 - TBA Stowe, C ACL Labs - West Allis.
~ C L SCI 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
39908 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758.)
~ C L SCI 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
39909 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
~ C L SCI 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39091 IND 010 - TBA Azenabor, A May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39092 IND 015 - TBA Brown, C May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39250 IND 025 - TBA Doll, J May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39457 IND 031 - TBA Eells, J May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39798 IND 035 - TBA Hassan, W May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39105 IND 040 - TBA Lyons, J May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
40045 IND 045 - TBA Mitchell, C May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39107 IND 055 - TBA Nardelli, D May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39458 IND 056 - TBA Ndon, J May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39438 IND 065 - TBA Stalewski, S May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
39763 IND 070 - TBA de Oliveira, L May be retaken to 12 cr. max. Prereq:cons instr & prog dir.
C L SCI 710 G 1 Seminar in Clinical Laboratory Sciences
39774 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-2:50pm END 115 Azenabor, A
C L SCI 718 G 1 Experimental Design, Research, and Epidemiologic Methods
39566 LEC 001 W 10:00am-10:50am END B72 Nardelli, D Meet in END B72.
E  Evening Section
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C L SCI 775 G 2 Mechanisms of Infectious Disease
E 41642 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-6:10pm END 115 Miller, T
Nardelli, D
C L SCI 799 G 1 - 8  Research in Clinical Laboratory Sciences
39094 IND 005 - TBA Azenabor, A
41979 IND 025 - TBA Doll, J
39097 IND 030 - TBA Eells, J
41643 IND 032 - TBA Hassan, W
39322 IND 034 - TBA Lyons, J
41682 IND 040 - TBA Mitchell, C
39832 IND 043 - TBA Nardelli, D
39395 IND 045 - TBA Ndon, J
# C L SCI 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Dissertation
39775 IND 001 - TBA Azenabor, A
41980 IND 003 - TBA Doll, J
39778 IND 005 - TBA Eells, J
41645 IND 006 - TBA Hassan, W
39779 IND 007 - TBA Lyons, J
41644 IND 008 - TBA Mitchell, C
39781 IND 009 - TBA Nardelli, D
39782 IND 010 - TBA Ndon, J
C L SCI 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
39098 IND 005 - TBA Azenabor, A
39253 IND 020 - TBA Doll, J
39101 IND 025 - TBA Eells, J
39460 IND 030 - TBA Hassan, W
39188 IND 040 - TBA Lyons, J
39833 IND 043 - TBA Nardelli, D
39189 IND 045 - TBA Ndon, J
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Communication Sciences and Disorders
Chair: Marylou Gelfer, END 853, 229-6465
Undergraduate Program Coordinator: Shelley Lund, END 871, 229-4945
Graduate Program Coordinator: Carol Hubbard Seery, END 873, 229-4291
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
1. Students intending to apply for an undergraduate major in the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders may not repeat the following courses: ComSDis 220; ComSDis
230: ComSDis 240. This also applies to Second and non Degree students.
2. No student will be allowed to drop clinical practicum ComSDis 500, ComSDis 501 or ComSDis 720 without the consent of the Coordinator of Clinical Services.
3. Changes in undergraduate and graduate clinic registration may be necessitated by availability of supervisors and student priority.
4. Students who are absent during first week of class without instructor's permission may forfeit their place in class.
5. All students should contact their advisors prior to registration.
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
   
        
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
   
       
 
  
        
         
 
   
        
 
COMSDIS 210
(SS)
U 3 Survey of Communication Disorders
39113 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B56 Cottingham, L
COMSDIS 220 U 4 Anatomy and Physiology of Speech, Hearing, and Language Mechanisms
39293 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Carneol, S
COMSDIS 240
(SS)
U 3 Normal Speech and Language Development
39190 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm END 103 Heilmann, J
# COMSDIS 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39238 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
# COMSDIS 351 U 3 Clinical Process II: Child Language Disorders
39369 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Cottingham, L
COMSDIS 380 U 3 Bases of Hearing Science
39396 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Bashford, J
Song, J
COMSDIS 450 U 3 Bases of Fluency and Voice Disorders
39279 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Seery, C
COMSDIS 490 U 3 Audiologic (Re)Habilitation
E 39465 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Grall, D
# COMSDIS 500 U 3 Clinical Practice in Speech-Language Pathology:
39240 DIS 601 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Sieff, S TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum 3 cr
39116 LAB 801 - TBA Sieff, S
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum 3 cr
COMSDIS 520 U/G 3 Counseling in Communication Disorders
39266 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Carneol, S
COMSDIS 579 U/G 1 - 3  Special Topics in Communication Sciences and Disorders:
39769 LEC 001 - TBA TOPIC: MCH Pass Seminar II 1 cr, Students should register for
one credit.
# COMSDIS 661 U/G 2 The Role of the Speech-language Pathologist in Literacy
41620 LEC 001 W 3:30pm-5:20pm TBA Sieff, S
COMSDIS 670 U/G 3 Advanced Procedures in Audiology
41624 LEC 401 F 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Gregg, R Prereq: sr st; ComsDis 470 (P); cons instr.
W 41625 LAB 901 S 8:30am-12:30pm TBA Gregg, R Lab will meet at Community Audiology Services, 10243 W.
National Avenue, West Allis. Lab will meet only 2/4,3/3, 4/7,
and 5/5.
# + COMSDIS 690 U/G 2 Cognitive Communication Disorders in Adults
E 39397 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-6:20pm TBA Heuer, S
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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COMSDIS 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
39108 IND 015 - TBA Chirillo, P
39267 IND 020 - TBA Cottingham, L
39109 IND 030 - TBA Gelfer, M
39963 IND 033 - TBA Heilmann, J
39268 IND 035 - TBA Hennes, D
41621 IND 040 - TBA Heuer, S
39114 IND 045 - TBA Lund, S
39269 IND 050 - TBA Rhyner, P
39270 IND 055 - TBA Seery, C
39315 IND 060 - TBA Sieff, S
41622 IND 063 - TBA Song, J
39318 IND 065 - TBA Wangerin, K
39319 IND 070 - TBA Willis, P
39730 IND 075 - TBA Yorio, S
COMSDIS 702 G 2 Clinical Phonology and Articulation
E 41623 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-6:40pm TBA Seery, C
# COMSDIS 709 G 3 Evaluation and Management of Swallowing Disorders
39239 LEC 001 M 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Easterling, C
COMSDIS 711 G 3 Applied Speech Science
E 39327 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Song, J
# COMSDIS 717 G 2 Special Populations in Communication Disorders
E 39378 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-6:15pm TBA Lund, S
# COMSDIS 720 G 1 - 3  Advanced Clinical Practice in Speech-Language Pathology:
39118 DIS 601 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum I 3 cr, Students should register
for 3 credits.
39896 DIS 602 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum II 3 cr, Students should register
for 3 credits.
39897 DIS 603 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum III 3 cr, Students should register
for 3 credits.
39898 DIS 604 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum IV 3 cr, Students should register
for 3 credits.
39899 DIS 605 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum V 3 cr, Students should register
for 3 credits.
39117 LAB 801 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum I 3 cr
39900 LAB 802 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum II 3 cr
39901 LAB 803 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum III 3 cr
39902 LAB 804 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum IV 3 cr
39903 LAB 805 - TBA Sieff, S
Willis, P
Yorio, S
TOPIC: On-Campus Practicum V 3 cr
# COMSDIS 725 G 3 Speech/Language Services in Educational and Medical Environments
39271 LEC 001 T 12:00pm-2:40pm TBA Hennes, D
Wangerin, K
# COMSDIS 726 G 4 Speech-Language Pathology Externship in Medical Environments
39120 DIS 601 R 3:00pm-4:20pm TBA Wangerin, K Meets 1/26, 2/23, 3/15, 4/26 only.
39119 LAB 801 - TBA Wangerin, K
# COMSDIS 727 G 4 Speech-Language Pathology Externship in Educational Environments
39122 DIS 601 T 3:00pm-4:20pm TBA Hennes, D Meets 1/24, 2/7, 3/6, and 4/10 only.
39121 LAB 801 - TBA Hennes, D
COMSDIS 771 G 2 - 3  Clinical Practice in Audiologic (Re)Habilitation:
39370 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
TOPIC: Pediatric 3 cr, 01/23/2012-04/21/2012 Students
should enroll for 3 credits. Class to be held at Community
Audiology Services, West Allis, Wisconsin.
39964 DIS 602 W 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
TOPIC: Adult 2 cr, 01/23/2012-04/21/2012 Students should
enroll for 2 credits. Class to be held at Community Audiology
Services, West Allis, WI
E  Evening Section
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39123 LAB 901 - TBA Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
TOPIC: Pediatric 3 cr, 01/23/2012-04/21/2012 Class to be
held at Community Audiology Services, West Allis, Wisconsin.
39965 LAB 902 - TBA Chirillo, P
Ryan, S
TOPIC: Adult 2 cr, 01/23/2012-04/21/2012 Class to be held at
Community Audiology Services, West Allis, Wisconsin.
COMSDIS 785 G 1 Professional Development Portfolio
39371 IND 035 - TBA Hennes, D Mandatory meetings will be held twice during the semester.
Students must attend on R 2/9 1:00 - 3:00 PM. Second meeting
to be determined.
COMSDIS 790 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
39110 IND 020 - TBA Gelfer, M
39966 IND 030 - TBA Heilmann, J
41626 IND 035 - TBA Heuer, S
39111 IND 040 - TBA Lund, S
39112 IND 050 - TBA Rhyner, P
39115 IND 060 - TBA Seery, C
40027 IND 065 - TBA Song, J
# COMSDIS 791 G 1 Research Experience in Communication Sciences and Disorders
39307 IND 020 - TBA Gelfer, M
39967 IND 025 - TBA Heilmann, J
41627 IND 028 - TBA Heuer, S
39308 IND 030 - TBA Lund, S
39309 IND 035 - TBA Rhyner, P
39310 IND 040 - TBA Seery, C
39316 IND 045 - TBA Sieff, S
40028 IND 050 - TBA Song, J
COMSDIS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Studies
39294 IND 015 - TBA Chirillo, P
39295 IND 020 - TBA Cottingham, L
39296 IND 030 - TBA Gelfer, M
39968 IND 033 - TBA Heilmann, J
39297 IND 035 - TBA Hennes, D
41628 IND 040 - TBA Heuer, S
39298 IND 045 - TBA Lund, S
39299 IND 050 - TBA Rhyner, P
39300 IND 055 - TBA Seery, C
39301 IND 060 - TBA Sieff, S
40029 IND 063 - TBA Song, J
39302 IND 065 - TBA Wangerin, K
39317 IND 070 - TBA Willis, P
39733 IND 075 - TBA Yorio, S
COMSDIS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39303 IND 020 - TBA Gelfer, M
39969 IND 025 - TBA Heilmann, J
41629 IND 028 - TBA Heuer, S
39304 IND 030 - TBA Lund, S
39305 IND 035 - TBA Rhyner, P
39306 IND 040 - TBA Seery, C
40030 IND 045 - TBA Song, J
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Health Care Administration
Health Sciences Chair:Robert Burlage, END 417, (414)229-2645
Program Director: Timothy Patrick, END 945, (414-229-6849
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
  
       
 
  
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
   
      
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
HCA 203
(SS)
U 3 Human Life Cycle
39124 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G90 Smuckler, N
HCA 212
(SS)
U 3 Drugs Used and Abused
E 39729 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 175 Lange, A
# HCA 220 U 3 Leading Healthcare Professionals
39462 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wiggins, C Special course fee of $250 in addition to regular tuition is
assessed for this section. Course conducted completely on-line
following the regular semester schedule.
# HCA 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39235 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
# HCA 260 U 3 Gerontology for Health Care Administrators
40043 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am TBA Olewinski, K
HCA 297 U 1-12  Health Care Administration - Study Abroad:
39328 LEC 101 - TBA
HCA 307 U 3 Epidemiology for the Health Sciences
E 39191 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm END 107 Mori, N
HCA 333 U 2 Health Organizations Professional Practice Standards
39290 LEC 001 W 3:00pm-4:50pm SAB G90 Rutkowski, C
HCA 340 U 3 Healthcare Process Measurement
39193 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 191 Olewinski, K
HCA 460 U 3 Healthcare Reimbursement Systems
E 39289 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
HCA 497 U/G 1-12  Health Care Administration - Study Abroad:
39330 LEC 101 - TBA
HCA 502 U 3 Health Care Delivery Systems: National and International Perspectives
39192 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
HCA 541 U/G 3 Healthcare Information Systems Analysis and Design
E 39326 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B56 Steber, D
# + HCA 580 U 3 Health Care Administration Internship
39126 FLD 001 - TBA Madsen, M
39765 FLD 002 - TBA Madsen, M This section available only to students who have already
completed an Internship; contact Dr. Madsen for permission.
HCA 699 U/G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study:
41665 IND 005 - TBA Cisler, R
41666 IND 010 - TBA Kate, R
39366 IND 015 - TBA Madsen, M
39125 IND 020 - TBA Patrick, T
41667 IND 025 - TBA Prasad, R
39367 IND 030 - TBA Trinh, H
39368 IND 035 - TBA Wiggins, C
39400 IND 040 - TBA Wu, M
39464 IND 045 - TBA Yu, H
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# HCA 723 G 3 Health Care Systems Applications - Administrative and Clinical
E 39323 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Wu, M
HCA 760 G 3 Biomedical and Healthcare Terminology and Ontology
39463 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Patrick, T Online course fee of $2120.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed
for this section. Fee applies to all students enrolled in addition
to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course taught 100% on-line following the regular semester
schedule.
# HCA 890 G 1 - 6  Health Care Informatics Research and Thesis
40023 IND 005 - TBA Kate, R
39372 IND 010 - TBA Patrick, T
41668 IND 015 - TBA Prasad, R
39376 IND 020 - TBA Wu, M
39377 IND 030 - TBA Yu, H
# HCA 891 G 3 Health Care Informatics Professional Project
40024 IND 005 - TBA Kate, R
39373 IND 010 - TBA Patrick, T
41669 IND 015 - TBA Prasad, R
39374 IND 020 - TBA Wu, M
39375 IND 030 - TBA Yu, H
~ HCA 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Dissertation
41670 IND 003 - TBA Cisler, R
41671 IND 005 - TBA Kate, R
40018 IND 010 - TBA Madsen, M
40019 IND 015 - TBA Patrick, T
41672 IND 018 - TBA Prasad, R
40020 IND 020 - TBA Wu, M
40021 IND 025 - TBA Yu, H
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Health Sciences
  
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
       
        
      
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
       
 
HS 101 U 2 Introduction to Health and Disease
40042 LEC 001 MW 10:00am-10:50am CUN 151
HS 102 U 3 Health Care Delivery in the United States
39924 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Frediani, R Special Course Fee of $250, in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. Course taught 100% on-line following
the regular semester schedule.
39925 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Madsen, M Special Course Fee of $250, in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. Course taught 100% on-line following
the regular semester schedule.
HS 222 U 3 Language of Medicine
39939 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 170 Olewinski, K See course site in D2L for meeting schedule the first 2 weeks of
semester.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
39940 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B52 Olewinski, K See course site in D2L for meeting schedule the first 2 weeks of
semester.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
HS 224 U 3 Introduction to Microcomputers for Allied Health Professions
39932 LEC 401 T 11:00am-11:50am AUP 170 Castelaz, S
E 39933 LAB 801 R 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA Castelaz, S
39934 LAB 802 T 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA
39935 LAB 803 W 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Petersen, M
39936 LAB 804 F 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Petersen, M
39937 LAB 805 M 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Petersen, M
39938 LAB 806 R 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Emmons, K
HS 250 U 2 Allied Health Information Methods
40037 LEC 401 - TBA Rutkowski, C Lecture taught 100% on-line following the regular semester
schedule. Laboratory sections will meet both on-line and face to
face. Internet access required.
40038 LAB 801 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Rutkowski, C
40039 LAB 802 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Rutkowski, C
HS 251 U 1 Health Documentation
E 40040 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-6:50pm END 107 Olewinski, K
HS 301 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Fundamentals
E 39926 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 131 Ndon, J 01/23/2012-02/25/2012 
E 39927 LEC 002 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm SAB G90 Silberman, R 01/23/2012-02/25/2012 
HS 304 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Organ Systems III
E 39928 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 131 Ndon, J 02/27/2012-04/07/2012 
E 39929 LEC 002 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm SAB G90 Silberman, R 02/27/2012-04/07/2012 
HS 305 U 1 Human Pathophysiology: Organ Systems IV
E 39930 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 131 Ndon, J 04/09/2012-05/10/2012 
E 39931 LEC 002 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm SAB G90 Silberman, R 04/09/2012-05/10/2012 
HS 311 U 3 Law for Health Care Consumers and Professionals
E 40041 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm HLT 180 Finn-lenhardt, V
HS 702 G 3 Human Pathophysiology II
E 39363 LEC 401 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 131 Ndon, J
39364 DIS 601 - TBA Ndon, J Discussion 601 will be offered 100% on-line in D2L.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Human Movement Sciences
Chair: Kristian O'Connor: END 471, 229-2680
Undergraduate Director: Tracy Oles-Fairchild, END 413, 229-6694
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
NOTE: Students pursuing the Kinesiology major will be given priority in the undergraduate HMS courses. 
HMS 180 Topics in Health/Wellness - Enroll in Lec from SPT&REC 298
HMS 260 Introduction to Complementary and Alternative Medicine - Enroll in C L SCI 260
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
   
        
 
  
      
      
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
 
HMS 200 U 3 Introduction to Kinesiology
39129 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm END 107 Cramer, C
39287 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S151 Cramer, C
HMS 216 U 3 Organization and Administration of Athletic Training
39770 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Wilkinson, R
HMS 230
(NS)
U 3 Health Aspects of Exercise and Nutrition
39130 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Special course fee of $250 in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. Course taught 100% on-line following
the regular semester schedule.
# HMS 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39236 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Class is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or majors
in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in ComSDis 245.
C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec 245 LEC 001 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
HMS 270 U 3 Statistics in the Health Professions: Theory and Practice
39131 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am END 103
39336 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B52
~ HMS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Research Study:
39757 IND 010 - TBA Huddleston, W TOPIC: UROP 1 - 3 cr
40025 IND 013 - TBA Klos, L TOPIC: UROP 1 - 3 cr
39758 IND 015 - TBA Moerchen, V TOPIC: UROP 1 - 3 cr
39847 IND 028 - TBA Wang, J TOPIC: UROP 1 - 3 cr
39795 IND 030 - TBA Zalewski, K TOPIC: UROP 1 - 3 cr
# + HMS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
39329 LEC 101 - TBA
HMS 298 U 1 - 3  Independent Projects
39519 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39521 IND 020 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39980 IND 023 - TBA Ebersole, K
39560 IND 025 - TBA Keenan, K
39522 IND 030 - TBA Meyer, B
39523 IND 035 - TBA Moerchen, V
39524 IND 040 - TBA Klos, L
39525 IND 045 - TBA OConnor, K
39739 IND 065 - TBA Strath, S
39740 IND 070 - TBA Swartz, A
39741 IND 075 - TBA Wang, J
HMS 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
39526 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39528 IND 020 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39981 IND 023 - TBA Ebersole, K
39529 IND 025 - TBA Keenan, K
39530 IND 030 - TBA Meyer, B
39531 IND 035 - TBA Klos, L
39532 IND 040 - TBA OConnor, K
39744 IND 060 - TBA Strath, S
39745 IND 065 - TBA Swartz, A
39746 IND 070 - TBA Wang, J
39784 IND 075 - TBA Huddleston, W
# + HMS 312 U 3 Introduction to Prevention, Recognition, and Treatment of Athletic Injuries
39194 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
# HMS 315 U 3 Recognition and Evaluation of Injuries: Upper Extremity
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39195 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Ochsenwald, J
HMS 320 U 3 Biomechanics
39914 LEC 401 TR 9:30am-10:20am TBA OConnor, K
39132 LAB 801 W 9:00am-10:50am TBA OConnor, K
39133 LAB 802 W 11:00am-12:50pm TBA OConnor, K
39196 LAB 803 R 10:30am-12:20pm TBA OConnor, K
39281 LAB 804 R 12:30pm-2:20pm TBA OConnor, K
# HMS 325 U 3 Anatomical Kinesiology
39869 LEC 401 MW 8:00am-8:50am CRT 175 Special Course Fee: $25.00.
Additional $25.00 Lab Fee will be charged for this course.
39870 LAB 801 R 8:00am-9:50am TBA
39871 LAB 802 R 10:00am-11:50am TBA
39872 LAB 803 F 8:00am-9:50am TBA ATEP Only
# HMS 336 U 3 Principles of Strength and Conditioning
39197 LEC 401 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Cramer, C
39401 LAB 801 F 8:00am-8:50am TBA Cramer, C
39402 LAB 802 F 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Cramer, C
39915 LAB 803 F 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Cramer, C
39921 LAB 804 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA Cramer, C
# HMS 350
(SS)
U 3 Psychological Aspects of Sport and Exercise
39198 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am END 103 Meyer, B
HMS 400 U 3 Ethics and Values in the Health and Fitness Professions
39411 LEC 001 - TBA Hart, T Special course fee of $250 in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. Course taught 100% online following
the regular semester schedule.
# HMS 410 U 3 Medical Aspects of Illness Management
39771 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
# HMS 416 U 2 Competencies in Athletic Training
39715 LEC 401 F 11:00am-12:15pm HLT 180 Wilkinson, R
39716 LAB 801 T 11:00am-12:50pm TBA
39717 LAB 802 R 11:00am-12:50pm TBA Reckelberg, R
39718 LAB 803 W 9:00am-10:50am TBA Reckelberg, R
HMS 430 U 3 Exercise Testing for Fitness Assessment and Exercise Prescription
39199 LEC 401 - TBA
39280 LAB 801 - TBA
39403 LAB 802 - TBA
39200 LAB 803 - TBA
# HMS 461 U 3 Principles of Motor Learning
39201 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-9:50am END 107 Keenan, K
39202 LAB 801 M 10:00am-11:50am TBA Keenan, K
39203 LAB 802 M 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Keenan, K
39204 LAB 803 M 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Keenan, K
39205 LAB 804 T 10:00am-11:50am TBA Keenan, K
39282 LAB 805 T 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Keenan, K
39325 LAB 806 T 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Keenan, K
HMS 481 U 3 Program Development and Evaluation in the Exercise and Fitness Industry
39714 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Cramer, C
HMS 488 U 1 Professional Preparation Seminar
39134 SEM 001 W 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Oles-Fairchild, T
HMS 489 U 6-14  Kinesiology Internship and Seminar
39135 SEM 001 W 9:00am-10:50am TBA Oles-Fairchild, T register for 14 credits
39136 SEM 002 M 9:00am-10:50am TBA Wilkinson, R For athletic training students only. Athletic Training students
should register for either 7 or 14 credits.
40055 SEM 003 T 9:00am-10:50am TBA Wilkinson, R
# + HMS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
39331 LEC 101 - TBA
E  Evening Section
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HMS 520 U/G 3 Advanced Biomechanics
E 41647 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:20pm TBA OConnor, K
# HMS 521 U/G 3 Pathoetiology of Musculoskeletal Injury
E 41977 SEM 001 R 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Earl Boehm, J
~ HMS 542 U/G 3 Physical Agents
41648 LEC 401 - TBA
E 42272 LAB 801 T 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA
E 42273 LAB 802 R 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA
HMS 590 U/G 1 - 3  Current Topics in Human Kinetics:
39905 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Moerchen, V
Rhyner, P
TOPIC: MCH Pass Seminar II 3 cr, Students should enroll for 1
credit.
39878 LEC 002 - TBA Truebenbach, C TOPIC: Physical Therapy Internship Briefing 1 cr,
04/30/2012-05/10/2012 Class meeting days and times are
TBA in the weeks of May 3rd and May 10th. Students should
enroll for 1 credit.
40044 LEC 003 T 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Klos, L TOPIC: Body Image:Influences & Health Related Implication 3
cr, Students should enroll for 3 credits.
~ HMS 635 U/G 2 Pathophysiology
39469 LEC 001 W 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Ebersole, K
~ HMS 640 U/G 5 Scientific Principles of Interventions
39467 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-10:50am TBA Alt, C
39468 LAB 901 TR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Boyd, C Washington Park
# HMS 701 G 1 - 3  Seminar in Human Movement Sciences
E 39435 SEM 001 T 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA Wang, J Students should enroll for 1 credit.
HMS 702 G 3 Statistical Analysis in the Health Sciences
E 39288 LEC 001 W 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Cashin, S
~ HMS 705 G 3 Foundations of Clinical Research
39466 LEC 001 T 11:00am-1:50pm TBA Snyder, A
~ HMS 709 G 3 Research Practicum
39719 LEC 001 M 10:00am-11:50am TBA Zalewski, K
~ HMS 717 G 2 Pharmacology In Rehabilitation
41649 LEC 001 M 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Ebersole, K
~ HMS 740 G 3 Musculoskeletal: Spine
39762 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Kristl, D
# HMS 744 G 3 Healthcare Systems and Administration
39720 LEC 001 - TBA
# HMS 745 G 2 Health Promotion/Wellness for Physical Therapy Practice
39721 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:50pm TBA Alt, C
Ebersole, K
~ HMS 746 G 2 Case-based Clinical Decision Making
39722 LEC 001 W 8:00am-9:20am TBA Truebenbach, C
~ HMS 766 G 4 Neuromuscular: Pediatric
39723 LEC 001 MW 1:00pm-3:50pm TBA Moerchen, V
~ HMS 798 G 1 - 6  Independent Project
41650 IND 001 - TBA Alt, C
41651 IND 003 - TBA Cashin, S
41652 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39423 IND 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39848 IND 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
41653 IND 019 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39424 IND 020 - TBA Huddleston, W
39849 IND 023 - TBA Keenan, K
39436 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B
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39425 IND 030 - TBA Moerchen, V
39850 IND 033 - TBA Klos, L
39426 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39428 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39429 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39430 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39431 IND 060 - TBA Wang, J
39432 IND 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
HMS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
41654 IND 001 - TBA Alt, C
41655 IND 003 - TBA Cashin, S
41656 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39127 IND 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39851 IND 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
41657 IND 019 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39139 IND 020 - TBA Huddleston, W
39852 IND 023 - TBA Keenan, K
39437 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B
39140 IND 030 - TBA Moerchen, V
39853 IND 033 - TBA Klos, L
39231 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39265 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39360 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39416 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39433 IND 060 - TBA Wang, J
39434 IND 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
~ HMS 882 G 8 PT Clinical Internship III
39879 FLD 101 - TBA Dietrich, A Students should enroll for 8 credits.
HMS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
39128 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39145 IND 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39854 IND 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
42279 IND 019 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39207 IND 020 - TBA Huddleston, W
39855 IND 023 - TBA Keenan, K
39208 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B
39232 IND 030 - TBA Moerchen, V
39856 IND 033 - TBA Klos, L
39276 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39417 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39470 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39471 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39472 IND 060 - TBA Wang, J
39747 IND 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
HMS 890 G 1 - 3  Research Project
39533 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39535 IND 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39857 IND 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
41658 IND 019 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39536 IND 020 - TBA Huddleston, W
39858 IND 023 - TBA Keenan, K
39537 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B
39538 IND 030 - TBA Moerchen, V
39859 IND 033 - TBA Klos, L
39539 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39541 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39542 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39543 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39544 IND 060 - TBA Wang, J
39748 IND 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
HMS 891 G 3 Research Seminar
39141 SEM 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39143 SEM 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39860 SEM 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
41659 SEM 019 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39982 SEM 020 - TBA Huddleston, W
39861 SEM 023 - TBA Keenan, K
39209 SEM 025 - TBA Meyer, B
39233 SEM 030 - TBA Moerchen, V
39862 SEM 033 - TBA Klos, L
39277 SEM 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39473 SEM 045 - TBA Snyder, A
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39474 SEM 050 - TBA Strath, S
39475 SEM 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39418 SEM 060 - TBA Wang, J
39749 SEM 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
~ HMS 895 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
39476 IND 003 - TBA Cobb, S
39477 IND 010 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39984 IND 012 - TBA Ebersole, K
39985 IND 013 - TBA Enwemeka, C
41660 IND 014 - TBA Huddleston, W
39478 IND 015 - TBA Keenan, K
39479 IND 020 - TBA Meyer, B
39480 IND 025 - TBA Moerchen, V
39986 IND 028 - TBA Klos, L
39481 IND 030 - TBA OConnor, K
39482 IND 035 - TBA
39484 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39485 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39486 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39487 IND 060 - TBA Wang, J
39750 IND 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
HMS 910 G 1 Advanced Seminar in Health Sciences
E 39500 SEM 001 T 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA Wang, J
~ HMS 991 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
39545 IND 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39863 IND 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
41661 IND 020 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39546 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B
39864 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39866 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39867 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39868 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
# HMS 999 G 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
39488 IND 001 - TBA Alt, C
41662 IND 003 - TBA Cashin, S
41663 IND 005 - TBA Cobb, S
39490 IND 015 - TBA Earl Boehm, J
39873 IND 018 - TBA Ebersole, K
41664 IND 019 - TBA Enwemeka, C
39491 IND 020 - TBA Huddleston, W
39874 IND 023 - TBA Keenan, K
39492 IND 025 - TBA Meyer, B
39493 IND 030 - TBA Moerchen, V
39875 IND 033 - TBA Klos, L
39494 IND 035 - TBA OConnor, K
39496 IND 045 - TBA Snyder, A
39497 IND 050 - TBA Strath, S
39498 IND 055 - TBA Swartz, A
39499 IND 060 - TBA Wang, J
39751 IND 065 - TBA Zalewski, K
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Occupational Therapy
Occupational Therapy Chair :Carol Haertlein Sells, END 929, (414)229-6922
Occupational Therapy Program Director: Joyce Engel, END 977, (414)229-5534
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
   
        
 
   
     
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
 
  
        
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
        
       
       
 
   
        
        
        
 
   
     
 
   
       
       
        
 
  
# OCCTHPY 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39337 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Thomas, P
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
# OCCTHPY 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad - Occupational Therapy:
39845 LEC 101 - TBA
OCCTHPY 301 U 3 Applied Neuroscience for Health Professionals
39988 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Sindhu, B
# OCCTHPY 308 U 2 Musculoskeletal Pathology and Occupational Function
39359 LEC 001 T 11:00am-12:40pm TBA Sindhu, B
# + OCCTHPY 330 U 1 - 3  Foundations of Professional Practice in Occupational Therapy
39842 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Clough, C Students should enroll for 2 credits.
# OCCTHPY 340 U 3 Evidence for Practice I: Instrumentation and Measurement
39398 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Wang, Y
39561 LAB 801 R 8:00am-9:50am TBA Wang, Y
39562 LAB 802 R 10:00am-11:50am TBA Wang, Y
39910 LAB 803 R 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Wang, Y
+ OCCTHPY 390 U 1 Professional Development Seminar II
39916 SEM 001 T 8:30am-10:20am TBA Finet, M
39917 SEM 002 T 8:30am-10:20am TBA Clough, C
39918 SEM 003 T 8:30am-10:20am TBA Haertlein Sells, C
OCCTHPY 405 U 3 Occupational Therapy in Physical Rehabilitation II
39559 LEC 401 R 10:00am-11:50am TBA Hunley, J
Washburn, D
Special course fee of $50.00 will be assessed.
39556 LAB 801 R 12:30pm-2:20pm TBA Hunley, J
Washburn, D
39557 LAB 802 R 2:30pm-4:20pm TBA Hunley, J
Washburn, D
OCCTHPY 411 U 3 Occupational Therapy and Psychosocial Rehabilitation
39989 LEC 401 M 10:00am-11:50am TBA Plach, H
39990 LAB 801 M 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Plach, H
39991 LAB 802 M 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Plach, H
OCCTHPY 426 U 3 Occupational Therapy in Pediatrics II
39919 LEC 401 W 9:00am-10:50am TBA Clough, C Special course fee of $15 will be assessed.
39558 LAB 801 W 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Clough, C
39920 LAB 802 W 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Clough, C
~ OCCTHPY 490 U 1 Professional Development Seminar IV
39997 SEM 001 T 8:30am-10:20am TBA Finet, M Students should register for 1 credit.
39998 SEM 002 T 8:30am-10:20am TBA Clough, C Students should register for 1 credit.
39999 SEM 003 T 8:30am-10:20am TBA Haertlein Sells, C Students should register for 1 credit.
# OCCTHPY 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad - Occupational Therapy:
39415 LEC 101 - TBA
# OCCTHPY 541 U/G 3 Evidence for Practice III: Creating Evidence
39405 SEM 001 T 11:00am-1:50pm TBA Johnston, M
39406 SEM 002 T 11:00am-1:50pm TBA Finet, M
E 39979 SEM 003 T 4:30pm-7:20pm TBA Johnston, M
OCCTHPY 590 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Occupational Therapy:
39407 SEM 001 T 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Moerchen, V
Rhyner, P
TOPIC: MCH Pass Seminar II 1 - 3 cr, Only open to MCH
trainees. Enroll for 1 credit.
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40059 SEM 101 - TBA Smith, R TOPIC: TechSpec Rehabilitation Technology Sem. I 1 - 3 cr,
Course will meet weekly on the UW-Stout Campus.
OCCTHPY 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
39503 IND 003 - TBA Barnekow, K
41703 IND 005 - TBA Clough, C
39834 IND 008 - TBA Engel, J
39504 IND 010 - TBA Finet, M
39505 IND 015 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C
39506 IND 020 - TBA Johnston, M
39507 IND 025 - TBA Kapellusch, J
39876 IND 030 - TBA King, P
39508 IND 035 - TBA Nelson, N
39835 IND 038 - TBA Plach, H
41704 IND 039 - TBA Slavens, B
39509 IND 040 - TBA Smith, R
39510 IND 045 - TBA Stoffel, V
41705 IND 060 - TBA Wang, Y
OCCTHPY 610 U/G 3 Advances in Occupational Science
39563 LEC 401 M 8:00am-9:15am TBA Barnekow, K
Finet, M
A portion of the course will be conducted online. Students are
required to have access to internet/computer.
39564 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-1:15pm TBA Barnekow, K
Finet, M
39565 DIS 602 M 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Barnekow, K
Finet, M
~ + OCCTHPY 620 U/G 3 Introduction to Assistive and Rehabilitation Technology
40048 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R Distance/On-line section: Needs to be working practitioner or
with consent of instructor.
E 39992 LEC 401 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm TBA Smith, R Fee $90.
39993 LAB 801 R 10:00am-11:50am TBA
39994 LAB 802 R 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA
39995 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA
40049 LAB 901 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R Distance/On-line section: Needs to be working practitioner or
with consent of instructor.
~ OCCTHPY 725 G 6 Occupational Therapy Field Service I
40001 FLD 001 - TBA Nelson, N
Plach, H
40056 FLD 101 - TBA Nelson, N
Plach, H
~ OCCTHPY 735 G 6 Occupational Therapy Field Service II
40002 FLD 001 - TBA Nelson, N
Taugher, M
40057 FLD 101 - TBA Nelson, N
Taugher, M
# OCCTHPY 741 G 1 Research Seminar
39996 SEM 001 - TBA Smith, R Students should enroll for 1 credit.
OCCTHPY 760 G 3 Assistive and Rehabilitation Technology
40058 LEC 101 - TBA Smith, R Class meeting times are TBA upon discussion with the
Instructor. Fee $25.
~ OCCTHPY 774 G 3 Trauma Counseling I: Theory and Research
42239 SEM 201 - TBA Dunning, C Students are required to have access to the internet and
computer. Course taught 100% on-line.
# OCCTHPY 775 G 3 Trauma Counseling II: Diagnosis and Treatment
W 39549 SEM 101 S 9:00am-4:30pm TBA Dunning, C 01/23/2012-04/14/2012 Meets at the School of Continuing
Education, 161 W. Wisconsin Ave, Suite 7000. Meets every other
Saturday from 1/28/12 to 4/14/12 with the exception of Spring
recess. Meets January 28, Feb.11 & 25, March 10 & 31 and April
21, 2012 (6 Saturdays). Consent required to audit.
OCCTHPY 790 G 2 - 3  Design Project
39153 IND 025 - TBA King, P Contact instructor for number of credits to register for.
39877 IND 030 - TBA Kapellusch, J
39154 IND 035 - TBA Smith, R Contact instructor for number of credits to register for.
# OCCTHPY 880 G 1 - 6  Master's Project
39146 IND 003 - TBA Barnekow, K
41715 IND 005 - TBA Engel, J
39147 IND 010 - TBA Finet, M
E  Evening Section
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39148 IND 015 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C
39149 IND 020 - TBA Johnston, M
39210 IND 025 - TBA Kapellusch, J
39408 IND 030 - TBA King, P
39419 IND 035 - TBA Sindhu, B
40031 IND 038 - TBA Slavens, B
39836 IND 040 - TBA Smith, R
39837 IND 045 - TBA Stoffel, V
40032 IND 055 - TBA Wang, Y
~ OCCTHPY 890 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
39550 IND 003 - TBA Barnekow, K
41717 IND 005 - TBA Engel, J
39551 IND 010 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C
39552 IND 015 - TBA Johnston, M
39553 IND 020 - TBA Kapellusch, J
39554 IND 025 - TBA King, P
39555 IND 030 - TBA Sindhu, B
40033 IND 033 - TBA Slavens, B
39764 IND 035 - TBA Smith, R
39838 IND 040 - TBA Stoffel, V
40034 IND 050 - TBA Wang, Y
~ OCCTHPY 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Dissertation
39151 IND 003 - TBA Barnekow, K
41718 IND 005 - TBA Engel, J
39152 IND 010 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C
39211 IND 015 - TBA Johnston, M
39409 IND 020 - TBA King, P
39410 IND 025 - TBA Sindhu, B
39420 IND 030 - TBA Smith, R
39150 IND 035 - TBA Stoffel, V
OCCTHPY 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
39511 IND 003 - TBA Clough, C
41719 IND 005 - TBA Barnekow, K
39839 IND 008 - TBA Engel, J
39840 IND 010 - TBA Finet, M
39512 IND 015 - TBA Haertlein Sells, C
39513 IND 020 - TBA Johnston, M
39514 IND 025 - TBA Kapellusch, J
39515 IND 030 - TBA King, P
39516 IND 035 - TBA Nelson, N
39841 IND 038 - TBA Plach, H
40035 IND 039 - TBA Slavens, B
39517 IND 040 - TBA Smith, R
39518 IND 045 - TBA Stoffel, V
40036 IND 055 - TBA Wang, Y
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Sport and Recreation
Chair: Barbara Meyer, END 471, 229-6080. 
Student Advising: MER 115, 229-2758.
NOTE: Auditors will be admitted to Klotsche Center for Class. For Facility usage at other times, a membership must be purchased. 
Contact the Sport & Recreation Program at 414-227-3123 or 
'chs-outreach@uwm.edu' or come to END 411 if you need special 
accommodations.
For directions to the off-campus course sites, you may find a web location finder useful. No particular search tool is recommended but among the many available are: 
www.mapquest.com
www.mapsyahoo.com
www.mapsonus.com
www.mapblast.com
  
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
 
  
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
         
        
        
        
        
        
SPT&REC 100 U 1 Sports Officiating - Basketball
39379 LEC 303 F 9:00am-10:50am PAV 249 Barno, P
SPT&REC 110 U 1 Physical Conditioning
39285 LEC 301 MW 8:00am-8:50am PAV 249 Finco, K
39286 LEC 303 MW 9:00am-9:50am PAV 249 Finco, K
39212 LEC 305 TR 8:00am-8:50am PAV 249 Finco, K
39213 LEC 307 TR 9:00am-9:50am PAV 249 Finco, K
SPT&REC 112 U 1 Yoga I
39568 LEC 101 MW 8:00am-9:20am KENW Eckblad, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39951 LEC 102 MW 8:00am-9:20am KENW McGrath, M 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kewood Blvd.Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39569 LEC 103 MW 9:30am-10:50am KENW Eckblad, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39570 LEC 105 MW 12:30pm-1:50pm KENW Biasi, P 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39571 LEC 106 MW 12:30pm-1:50pm KENW Biasi, P 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39572 LEC 107 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Filzen, S 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39573 LEC 108 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Filzen, S 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39880 LEC 109 TR 8:00am-9:20am KENW Corbin, K 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39574 LEC 110 TR 8:00am-9:20am KENW Corbin, K 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39575 LEC 111 F 9:00am-11:50am KENW McGrath, M 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39576 LEC 113 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Celek, L 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39577 LEC 114 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Celek, L 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39578 LEC 115 M 3:30pm-6:20pm KENW McGrath, M 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
41230 LEC 119 W 3:30pm-6:20pm KENW McGrath, M 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39579 LEC 121 TR 11:30am-12:50pm KENW Celek, L 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39580 LEC 126 R 6:30pm-9:20pm KENW Garstecki, W 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39801 LEC 128 TR 10:30am-11:50am PLYM Biasi, P 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd
Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on
Hampshire Ave.
39581 LEC 133 TR 9:30am-10:50am KENW Corbin, K 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39582 LEC 134 TR 9:30am-10:50am KENW Corbin, K 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39583 LEC 137 TR 3:30pm-4:50pm KENW Biasi, P 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39584 LEC 138 TR 3:30pm-4:50pm KENW Biasi, P 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
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E 39585 LEC 139 T 5:30pm-8:20pm KENW Garstecki, W 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
E 39586 LEC 140 T 5:30pm-8:20pm KENW Garstecki, W 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
39313 LEC 143 T 9:30am-10:50am KENW Celek, L Kenwood United Methodist Church, Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39314 LEC 145 T 1:00pm-2:20pm KENW Biasi, P Kenwood United Methodist Church, Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
SPT&REC 113 U 1 Yoga II
39386 LEC 101 R 9:30am-10:50am KENW Celek, L Kenwood United Methodist Church, Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
40003 LEC 102 MW 8:00am-9:20am KENW Eckblad, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39587 LEC 104 M 3:30pm-6:20pm KENW McGrath, M 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39588 LEC 106 MW 9:30am-10:50am KENW Eckblad, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39589 LEC 114 MW 4:30pm-5:50pm PLYM 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd
Floor, 2717 E Hampshire Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on
Hampshire Ave.
39590 LEC 118 TR 11:30am-12:50pm KENW Corbin, K 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39591 LEC 120 TR 9:30am-10:50am KENW Eckblad, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39592 LEC 122 F 9:00am-11:50am KENW McGrath, M 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39773 LEC 124 MW 11:30am-12:50pm KENW Celek, L 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
SPT&REC 114 U 1 Weight Training I
E 39802 LEC 101 MW 7:00pm-8:20pm BRIC Kosich, M 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Brickyard Gym, Weight Room, 2651
S. Kinnickinnic Ave. Showers available. See Spt & Rec 296 lec 140
for Weight Training with Cardio at Brickyard Gym.
E 39846 LEC 103 TR 7:00pm-8:20pm BRIC Kosich, M 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Brickyard Gym, Weight Room, 2651
S. Kinnickinnic Ave. Showers available. See Spt & Rec 296 lec 140
for Weight Training with Cardio at Brickyard Gym.
39380 LEC 301 MW 8:00am-8:50am PAV 296 Bartz, M .
39214 LEC 303 TR 8:00am-8:50am PAV 296 Bartz, M
39215 LEC 305 MW 9:00am-9:50am PAV 296 Bartz, M
39332 LEC 307 TR 9:00am-9:50am PAV 296 Bartz, M
39216 LEC 309 MW 10:00am-10:50am PAV 296 Bartz, M
SPT&REC 115 U 1 Weight Training II
39217 LEC 301 TR 10:00am-10:50am PAV 296 Bartz, M
SPT&REC 116 U 1 Aerobic Dance
E 40014 LEC 105 MW 4:00pm-5:20pm EPIK Carter, S 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Epikos Church, 2nd Floor; 2308 E.
Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the Student Union.
E 39803 LEC 106 MW 4:00pm-5:20pm EPIK Carter, S 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Epikos Church, 2nd Floor; 2308 E.
Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the Student Union.
39804 LEC 301 MW 9:00am-9:50am KC 104 Boylan, J
SPT&REC 117 U 1 Step Aerobics
E 39593 LEC 102 TR 7:00pm-8:20pm KENW Edwards Fikes, M 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39805 LEC 301 MW 8:00am-8:50am KC 104 Schillinger, S
39806 LEC 303 MW 10:00am-10:50am KC 104 Boylan, J
39768 LEC 307 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Edwards Fikes, M
SPT&REC 120 U 1 Swim I
39218 LEC 301 TR 8:00am-8:50am KC 115 Agostini, A Beginning or advanced - beginning skills only.
39381 LEC 303 MW 9:00am-9:50am KC 115 Boock, B Beginning or advanced - beginning skills only.
39382 LEC 305 MW 10:00am-10:50am KC 115 Boock, B Beginning or advanced - beginning skills only.
SPT&REC 121 U 1 Swim II
39219 LEC 301 TR 9:00am-9:50am KC 115 Agostini, A .
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SPT&REC 123 U 1 Water Aerobics
39220 LEC 301 MW 8:00am-8:50am KC 115 Mahlberg, J
41231 LEC 303 TR 10:00am-10:50am KC 115 Mahlberg, J
SPT&REC 126 U 1 Skin & Scuba
E 39708 LEC 101 T 6:30pm-9:20pm AQUA Otte, G 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $225.00. 
Prereq: 200 Yrd swim, tread water for 10 minutes. PADI Open
Water Certification available. 
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
E 39709 LEC 102 T 6:30pm-9:20pm AQUA Otte, G 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $225.00. 
Prereq: 200 Yrd swim, tread water for 10 minutes. PADI Open
Water Certification available. 
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
E 39710 LEC 104 W 6:30pm-9:20pm AQUA Otte, G 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $225.00. 
Prereq: 200 Yrd swim, tread water for 10 minutes. PADI Open
Water Certification available. 
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
SPT&REC 130 U 1 Ballroom Dance I
39333 LEC 101 MW 11:30am-12:20pm KENW Brito, M Kenwood United Methodist Church, Basement-Gym, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39439 LEC 103 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm KENW Brito, M Kenwood United Methodist Church, Basement-Gym, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39807 LEC 301 TR 9:00am-9:50am TBA Frederick, A
39808 LEC 303 TR 10:00am-10:50am TBA Frederick, A
39809 LEC 305 TR 11:00am-11:50am TBA Frederick, A
SPT&REC 131 U 1 Ballroom Dance II
41232 LEC 301 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Frederick, A
SPT&REC 156 U 1 Orienteering
W 39712 LEC 102 U 10:00am-1:50pm TBA Teschendorf, K 04/09/2012-05/05/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $10.00. 
First class meets 4/14/12. 
Plymouth Church, Dining Room-Basement, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave.
W S 10:00am-3:50pm PLYM 04/09/2012-05/05/2012 
SPT&REC 161 U 1 Bowling I
39594 LEC 301 MW 11:00am-11:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39595 LEC 302 MW 11:00am-11:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39596 LEC 303 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39597 LEC 304 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39598 LEC 305 TR 11:00am-11:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee $40.00.
39599 LEC 306 TR 11:00am-11:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39600 LEC 307 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39601 LEC 308 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39602 LEC 309 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39603 LEC 310 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39604 LEC 311 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39952 LEC 312 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39605 LEC 313 MW 10:00am-10:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39606 LEC 314 MW 10:00am-10:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39607 LEC 315 TR 10:00am-10:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39608 LEC 316 TR 10:00am-10:50am UN WB95 Hoefs, B 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39609 LEC 321 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39610 LEC 322 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39611 LEC 323 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39735 LEC 325 F 12:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39736 LEC 326 F 12:00pm-1:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
E 39810 LEC 327 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
E 39811 LEC 328 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
SPT&REC 162 U 1 Bowling II
39612 LEC 301 F 10:00am-11:50am UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add's Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39613 LEC 302 F 10:00am-11:50am UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39614 LEC 303 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39615 LEC 304 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39812 LEC 306 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
E 39616 LEC 307 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
E 39617 LEC 308 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
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E 39618 LEC 309 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
E 39619 LEC 310 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
39953 LEC 312 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm UN WB95 Sorce, C 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
SPT&REC 166 U 1 Golf
39620 LEC 106 TR 11:00am-12:50pm OAKW Walecki, S 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Oakwood Golf Course, 3600 W.
Oakwood Rd., Franklin, WI. Clubs provided.
SPT&REC 172 U 1 Tae Kwon-Do
E 41233 LEC 101 MW 5:30pm-6:50pm EPIK Mustapich, J 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Epikos Church, 1st Floor Parlor
Room; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the Student
Union.
E 39621 LEC 102 MW 5:30pm-6:50pm EPIK Mustapich, J 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Epikos Church, 1st Floor Parlor
Room; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 173 U 1 Tae Kwon-Do II
E 41234 LEC 101 MW 5:30pm-6:50pm EPIK Mustapich, J 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Epikos Church, 1st Floor Parlor
Room; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the Student
Union.
E 39622 LEC 102 MW 5:30pm-6:50pm EPIK Mustapich, J 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Epikos Church, 1st Floor Parlor
Room; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the Student
Union.
SPT&REC 174 U 1 Self-Defense
E 42594 LEC 105 T 5:30pm-6:50pm KENW Smikowski, M Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Basement Gym, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39365 LEC 107 R 6:00pm-7:20pm KENW Konkol, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Basement Gym, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39623 LEC 109 MW 6:00pm-7:20pm KENW Konkol, A 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39624 LEC 110 MW 6:00pm-7:20pm KENW Konkol, A 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39813 LEC 303 MW 9:00am-9:50am KC 110 Kopish, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
39625 LEC 305 MW 10:00am-10:50am KC 110 Kopish, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
SPT&REC 176 U 1 Basketball
39221 LEC 301 F 8:00am-9:50am PAV 249 Mackenzie, G
39383 LEC 303 F 10:00am-11:50am PAV 249 Mackenzie, G
SPT&REC 179 U 1 Handball
39222 LEC 301 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm KC 129 Collopy, J
Deutsch, T
Keane, M
Sorrin, R
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00. 
Refer to Spt & Rec 295 Lec 301 for Handball II.
SPT&REC 180 U 1 Racquetball I
39223 LEC 301 MW 8:00am-8:50am KC 129 Klaehn, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
39224 LEC 305 TR 8:00am-8:50am KC 129 Klaehn, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
39384 LEC 307 TR 9:00am-9:50am KC 129 Klaehn, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
41235 LEC 311 MW 9:00am-9:50am KC 129 Klaehn, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
SPT&REC 181 U 1 Racquetball II
39800 LEC 301 TR 9:00am-9:50am KC 129 Klaehn, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
41236 LEC 303 MW 8:00am-8:50am KC 129 Klaehn, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
SPT&REC 182 U 1 Tennis I
39626 LEC 102 MW 10:00am-11:50am LAKE Steinbach, D 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Lake Park Tennis Courts, 2900 N.
Lake Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of
class.
E 39627 LEC 108 MW 5:30pm-7:20pm MCKN Mundt, D 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 McKinley Tennis Courts, 1750 N.
Lincoln Memorial Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the
first day of class.
E 39628 LEC 110 TR 5:30pm-7:20pm LAKE Schultz, J 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Lake Park Tennis Courts, 2900 N.
Lake Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of
class.
E 39629 LEC 112 MW 7:30pm-9:20pm MCKN Mundt, D 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 McKinley Tennis Courts, 1750 N.
Lincoln Memorial Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the
first day of class.
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E 39630 LEC 114 TR 7:30pm-9:20pm LAKE Schultz, J 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Lake Park Tennis Courts, 2900 N.
Lake Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of
class.
39631 LEC 116 TR 3:30pm-5:20pm LAKE Schultz, J 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Lake Park Tennis Courts, 2900 N.
Lake Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of
class.
SPT&REC 183 U 1 Tennis II
39632 LEC 102 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm LAKE Steinbach, D 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Lake Park Tennis Courts, 2900 N.
Lake Dr. Can of 3 balls and racquet required for the first day of
class.
SPT&REC 185 U 1 Karate I
39225 LEC 301 MW 11:00am-11:50am KC 110 Sauer, P Add'l Special Course Fee: $10.00.
39226 LEC 303 TR 8:00am-8:50am KC 110 Sauer, P Add'l Special Course Fee: $10.00.
SPT&REC 186 U 1 Karate II
39227 LEC 301 TR 9:00am-9:50am KC 110 Sauer, P Add'l Special Course Fee: $10.00. Gold belt required.
SPT&REC 187 U 1 Karate III
39814 LEC 301 TR 10:00am-10:50am KC 110 Sauer, P Add'l Special Course Fee: $10.00.
SPT&REC 191 U 1 Volleyball
39228 LEC 301 MW 9:00am-9:50am TBA Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
39547 LEC 303 MW 10:00am-10:50am TBA Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
39783 LEC 305 MW 11:00am-11:50am TBA Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
39815 LEC 309 TR 10:00am-10:50am PAV 249 Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
39816 LEC 311 TR 8:00am-8:50am TBA Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
SPT&REC 192 U 1 Volleyball II
39229 LEC 301 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
39548 LEC 303 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
39817 LEC 305 TR 11:00am-11:50am PAV 249 Kopacz, K Sports whistle recommended.
SPT&REC 289 U 1 - 2  General Recreation Activities:
E 39904 LEC 101 R 7:00pm-8:50pm AQUA Otte, G TOPIC: Advanced Dive Theory 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00 (includes PADI certification but
not books and materials).
Prereq: None. 
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
E 39633 LEC 106 M 7:00pm-8:50pm AQUA Filkins, K TOPIC: Underwater Photography 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $125.00.
Prereq: Ability to Snorkel
Aquatic Adventures, Inc. 13830 W. Greedfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
E 41237 LEC 109 W 7:00pm-8:50pm AQUA Otte, G TOPIC: Diving-Enriched Air (Nitrox) 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $150.00
(includes books, equipment rental, and PADI certification fee).
Prereq: PADI Open Water Diver certification (UWM Skin & Scuba
plus open water dives) or equivalent. 
Aquatic Adventures, Inc., 13830 W. Greenfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
E 39634 LEC 110 R 7:00pm-8:50pm AQUA Otte, G TOPIC: Rescue Diver 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $180.00.
Prereq: PADI Open Water Diver or Equiv, and CPR/First Aid
Training. Emergency First Response training available
Aquatic Adventures, Inc. 13830 W. Greedfield Ave., Brookfield,
WI & TBA.
39635 LEC 112 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Penkalski, D TOPIC: Chess: Focus on Tactics 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
South Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
41238 LEC 113 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Gelbart, S TOPIC: Chess: Focus on Strategy 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
South Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39882 LEC 301 TR 10:00am-11:20am UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39636 LEC 302 TR 10:00am-11:20am UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
41239 LEC 303 TR 11:30am-12:50pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39637 LEC 304 TR 11:30am-12:50pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39883 LEC 307 MW 11:30am-12:50pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
special Course Fee: $20.00.
39638 LEC 308 MW 11:30am-12:50pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
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41240 LEC 309 MW 1:00pm-2:20pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39639 LEC 310 MW 1:00pm-2:20pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39640 LEC 312 TR 1:00pm-2:20pm UN WB95 Leaf, L TOPIC: Table Tennis 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
41241 LEC 315 TR 10:00am-11:20am UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39641 LEC 316 TR 10:00am-11:20am UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39642 LEC 317 TR 11:30am-12:50pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39643 LEC 318 TR 11:30am-12:50pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39644 LEC 319 TR 1:00pm-2:20pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39645 LEC 320 TR 1:00pm-2:20pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39646 LEC 321 TR 2:30pm-3:50pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
39647 LEC 322 TR 2:30pm-3:50pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
E 41242 LEC 323 TR 4:00pm-5:20pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
E 39648 LEC 324 TR 4:00pm-5:20pm UN WB95 Noll, K TOPIC: Billiards and Pool 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $20.00.
W 39767 LEC 328 S 12:00pm-3:50pm LAP 268 Noll, K TOPIC: Bicycle Road Riding 1 cr ,  04/09/2012-05/05/2012
Bike and helmet required. Add'l class requirements TBA. First
day of class is Saturday, 4/14/12.
W 39889 LEC 332 S 9:00am-12:50pm LAP 268 Noll, K TOPIC: Bicycle Maintenance 1 cr ,  02/13/2012-03/10/2012
Bike required. Add'l class requirements TBA.
W 39890 LEC 334 U 12:00pm-3:50pm LAP 268 Noll, K TOPIC: Off-Road Bicycling 1 cr, 04/09/2012-05/10/2012 Bike
and helmet required. Trail use fees are required for weeks 2, 3,
& 4. Add'l class requirements TBA. First day of class is Sunday,
4 / 1 5 / 1 2
W 39891 LEC 336 S 1:00pm-4:50pm LAP 268 Noll, K TOPIC: Bicycle Maintenance 1 cr ,  02/13/2012-03/10/2012
Bike required. Add'l class requirements TBA.
SPT&REC 290 U 1 - 3  Ad Hoc Course in Sport and Recreation:
E 39311 LEC 301 M 6:30pm-9:20pm LAP 252 Clark, D TOPIC: Nat'l Swimming Pool Foundation Cert for Spa Opert 3
cr
SPT&REC 291 U 1 - 2  Recreational Arts and Crafts:
41243 LEC 101 M 10:00am-12:50pm PLYM Damien, P TOPIC: Photography Fundamentals 2 cr, Plymouth
Church-Conference Room-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire Ave.
One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
Focus on Digital/Film. Students should expect to pay for their
own film and development. $350.00 camera deposit payable to
instructor at second class. Camera deposit is due upon receipt
of camera. Deposit will be refunded when camera is returned by
last class. If you have your own 35 mm camera or digital camera,
you may use your own camera. Darkroom not avail.
39756 LEC 103 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PLYM Damien, P TOPIC: Photography Fundamentals 2 cr, Plymouth
Church-Conference Room-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire Ave.
One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
Focus on Digital/Film. Students should expect to pay for their
own film and development. $350.00 camera deposit payable to
instructor at second class. Camera deposit is due upon receipt
of camera. Deposit will be refunded when camera is returned by
last class. If you have your own 35 mm camera or digital camera,
you may use your own camera. Darkroom not available
39404 LEC 105 T 10:00am-12:50pm KENW Damien, P TOPIC: Photography Fundamentals 2 cr, Kenwood United
Methodist Church, Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot. 
Focus on Digital/Film. Students should expect to pay for their
own film and development. $350.00 camera deposit payable to
instructor at second class. Camera deposit is due upon receipt
of camera. Deposit will be refunded when camera is returned by
last class. If you have your own 35 mm camera or digital camera,
you may use your own camera. Darkroom is not available.
39312 LEC 107 T 2:30pm-5:20pm KENW Damien, P TOPIC: Photography Fundamentals 2 cr, Kenwood United
Methodist Church, Parlor Room-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot. 
Focus on Digital/Film. Students should expect to pay for their
own film and development. $350.00 camera deposit payable to
instructor at second class. Camera deposit is due upon receipt
of camera. Deposit will be refunded when camera is returned by
last class. If you have your own 35 mm camera or digital camera,
you may use your own camera. Darkroom is not available.
39649 LEC 116 W 12:30pm-3:20pm MHPW Grimm, C TOPIC: Mugs, Jugs and Crocks: Pottery on the Wheel 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00. 
Prereq: Intro to Pottery or Pottery Around the World.
Murray Hill Pottery Works, 2458 N. Murray Ave.
39650 LEC 117 R 12:30pm-3:20pm MHPW Flick, G TOPIC: Pottery Around the World 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00. 
Murray Hill Pottery Works, 2458 N. Murray Ave.
39651 LEC 118 R 12:30pm-3:20pm MHPW Flick, G TOPIC: Mugs, Jugs and Crocks: Pottery on the Wheel 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
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Prereq: Intro to Pottery or Pottery Around the World.
Murray Hill Pottery Works, 2458 N. Murray Ave.
E 39652 LEC 121 W 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Wurster, W TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Design 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Kitchen-Basement, 2319 E
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39653 LEC 122 W 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Wurster, W TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Design-Special Occasions 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Previous floral experience HIGHLY recommended.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Kitchen-Basement, 2319 E
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39881 LEC 125 R 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Wurster, W TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Design 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Kitchen-Basement, 2319 E
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39654 LEC 126 R 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Wurster, W TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Design-Special Occasions 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Previous floral experience HIGHLY recommended.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Kitchen-Basement, 2319 E
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39655 LEC 131 T 3:30pm-6:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: Cooking Healthy Foods 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
39656 LEC 132 T 3:30pm-6:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: Cooking Healthy Foods 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
E 39820 LEC 133 T 6:30pm-9:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: Cooking Healthy Foods 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
E 39657 LEC 134 T 6:30pm-9:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: Cooking Healthy Foods 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
40004 LEC 137 R 3:30pm-6:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: International Cuisines 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
39821 LEC 138 R 3:30pm-6:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: International Cuisines 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
E 39822 LEC 139 R 6:30pm-9:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: International Cuisines 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
E 39823 LEC 140 R 6:30pm-9:20pm EPIK Steele, L TOPIC: International Cuisines 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Epikos Church, Kitchen-Basement; 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five
blocks south of the Student Union.
39658 LEC 169 TR 1:00pm-2:20pm KENW Miotke, A TOPIC: Painting with Watercolors-Flowers 2 cr, Add'l Special
Course Fee: $25.00
Kenwood United Methodist Church, South Room-2nd Floor,
2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39659 LEC 171 TR 3:00pm-4:20pm KENW Miotke, A TOPIC: Painting with Watercolors-Landscapes&Architecture
2 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00
Kenwood United Methodist Church, South Room-2nd Floor,
2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39660 LEC 184 MW 9:30am-10:50am KENW Corbin, K TOPIC: Ceramics: Painting and Design 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, South Room-2nd Floor,
2319 E Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
SPT&REC 292 U 1 - 2  Social and Creative Dance:
41244 LEC 101 MW 9:30am-10:50am KENW McQuide, N TOPIC: So You Think You Can't Dance-But You Can 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Wesley Hall-Basement. 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39824 LEC 102 MW 1:30pm-2:50pm KENW Torres, E TOPIC: Swing and Salsa Dance 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
This is for "Beginners".
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
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Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39950 LEC 104 MW 3:00pm-4:20pm KENW Torres, E TOPIC: Salsa, Merengue,& Bachata 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 This is for "Beginners". 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in church lot.
39661 LEC 105 TR 10:00am-11:20am KENW McQuide, N TOPIC: Hip Hop Dance 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39662 LEC 106 TR 10:00am-11:20am KENW McQuide, N TOPIC: Hip Hop Dance 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
39663 LEC 108 MW 9:30am-10:50am KENW McQuide, N TOPIC: Hip Hop Dance 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 41245 LEC 109 M 4:30pm-6:20pm KENW Gorczynski, R TOPIC: Beginning Argentine Tango 1 cr, Kenwood United
Methodist Church, Basement Gym, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd.
Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
39956 LEC 111 MW 2:30pm-3:50pm EPIK Goeden, J TOPIC: Zumba Fitness 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Epikos
Church, 2nd Floor, 2308 E. Bellview Pl. Five blocks south of the
Student Union.
39754 LEC 112 MW 2:30pm-3:50pm EPIK Goeden, J TOPIC: Zumba Fitness 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Epikos
Church, 2nd Floor, 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the
Student Union.
E 41538 LEC 113 W 6:00pm-7:50pm KENW Nicholson, E TOPIC: American Tribal Style Belly Dance 1 cr, Kenwood
United Methodist church, East Room, 2nd Floor, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39825 LEC 115 R 4:00pm-5:50pm KENW Nicholson, E TOPIC: American Tribal Style Belly Dance 1 cr, Kenwood
United Methodist church, East Room, 2nd Floor, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39755 LEC 117 R 6:00pm-7:50pm KENW Nicholson, E TOPIC: Intermediate American Tribal Style Belly Dance 1 cr,
Prereq: American Tribal Style Belly Dance or consent of instr. 
Kenwood United Methodist church, East Room, 2nd Floor, 2319
E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
SPT&REC 293 U 1 - 2  Martial Arts:
E 39955 LEC 101 MW 4:00pm-5:20pm KENW Laughingheart, A TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, East Room-2nd Floor, 2319
E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot. 
See Spt & Rec 293 lec 105, 106, 111 & 112 for T'ai Chi Ch'uan II.
E 39711 LEC 102 MW 4:00pm-5:20pm KENW Laughingheart, A TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, East Room-2nd Floor, 2319
E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot. 
See Spt & Rec 293 lec 105, 106, 111 & 112 for T'ai Chi Ch'uan II.
39230 LEC 103 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm PLYM Laughingheart, A TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan 1 cr, Plymouth Church, Graham
Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire Ave. One block east of
Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
See Spt & Rec 293 lec 105, 106, 111 & 112 for T'ai Chi Ch'uan II.
39893 LEC 105 MW 12:30pm-1:20pm PLYM Laughingheart, A TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan II 1 cr, Prereq: T'ai Chi Ch'uan or equiv.
or consent of instr.
Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave.
E 41246 LEC 106 MW 4:00pm-5:20pm KENW Laughingheart, A TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan II 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Prereq: T'ai Chi Ch'uan or equiv. or consent of instr. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, East Room-2nd Floor, 2319
E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
41247 LEC 109 TR 2:30pm-3:50pm PLYM Meyers, M TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
See Spt & Rec 293 lec 105, 106, 111 & 112 for T'ai Chi Ch'uan II.
41248 LEC 110 TR 2:30pm-3:50pm PLYM Meyers, M TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
See Spt & Rec 293 lec 105, 106, 111 & 112 for T'ai Chi Ch'uan II.
41249 LEC 111 TR 2:30pm-3:50pm PLYM Meyers, M TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan II 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Prereq: T'ai Chi Ch'uan or equiv. or consent of instr. 
Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave.
41250 LEC 112 TR 2:30pm-3:50pm PLYM Meyers, M TOPIC: T'ai Chi Ch'uan II 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Prereq: T'ai Chi Ch'uan or equiv. or consent of instr. 
Plymouth Church, Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave.
E 39666 LEC 113 W 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Bartylla, T TOPIC: Capoeira 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
E 39667 LEC 114 W 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Bartylla, T TOPIC: Capoeira 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood
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United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
E 39668 LEC 115 W 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Bartylla, T TOPIC: Capoeira-Intermediate 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Prereq: Capoeira or cons instr.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39669 LEC 116 W 6:00pm-8:50pm KENW Bartylla, T TOPIC: Capoeira-Intermediate 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Prereq: Capoeira or cons instr.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Gym-Basement, 2319 E.
Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union.
Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39670 LEC 119 M 6:30pm-9:20pm KENW Bowden, J TOPIC: Okinawan Kobudo Weapons: Bo 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Gym-Basement, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39671 LEC 120 M 6:30pm-9:20pm KENW Bowden, J TOPIC: Okinawan Kobudo Weapons: Bo Sai 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Gym-Basement, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 41251 LEC 125 MW 6:30pm-7:50pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Mixed Martial Arts Conditioning 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00 may
be required for uniform.
Pura Vida Jiu-Jitsu, 117 W. Walker St., Suite 27
E 41252 LEC 126 MW 6:30pm-7:50pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Mixed Martial Arts Conditioning 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00 may
be required for uniform.
Pura Vida Jiu-Jitsu, 117 W. Walker St., Suite 27
E 39886 LEC 131 TF 6:30pm-7:50pm CKFC Nickel, J TOPIC: Shaolin Kung Fu 1 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Chinese Kung Fu Center, 2120 W. Clybourn St. East entrance
located in the parking lot.
E 39672 LEC 132 TF 6:30pm-7:50pm CKFC Nickel, J TOPIC: Shaolin Kung Fu 1 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Chinese Kung Fu Center, 2120 W. Clybourn St. East entrance
located in the parking lot.
E 39887 LEC 135 TF 6:30pm-7:50pm CKFC Nickel, J TOPIC: Shaolin Kung Fu 2 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Prereq: Shaolin Kung Fu I or equiv. or consent of instructor.
Chinese Kung Fu Center, 2120 W. Clybourn St. East entrance
located in the parking lot.
E 39673 LEC 136 TF 6:30pm-7:50pm CKFC Nickel, J TOPIC: Shaolin Kung Fu 2 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Prereq: Shaolin Kung Fu I or equiv or cons of instructor.
Chinese Kung Fu Center, 2120 W. Clybourn St. East entrance
located in the parking lot.
E 39888 LEC 139 TF 6:30pm-7:50pm CKFC Nickel, J TOPIC: Shaolin Kung Fu 3 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Prereq: Shaolin Kung Fu 2 or equiv or cons of instructor.
Chinese Kung Fu Center, 2120 W. Clybourn St. East entrance
located in the parking lot.
E 39826 LEC 140 TF 6:30pm-7:50pm CKFC Nickel, J TOPIC: Shaolin Kung Fu 3 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Prereq: Shaolin Kung Fu 2 or equiv or cons of instructor. 
Chinese Kung Fu Center, 2120 W. Clybourn St. East entrance
located in the parking lot.
E 39664 LEC 151 TR 5:00pm-6:20pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu 1 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $65.00 may be required for uniform. 
Pura Vida Jiu-Jitsu, 117 W. Walker St., Suite 27
E 39665 LEC 152 TR 5:00pm-6:20pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $65.00 may be required for uniform. 
Pura Vida Jiu-Jitsu, 117 W. Walker St., Suite 27
E 41253 LEC 153 TR 6:30pm-7:50pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu II 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $65.00 may be required for uniform.
Prereq: Brazillian Jiu-Jitsu or equiv or cons of instructor.
Pura Vida Jiu-Jitsu, 117 W. Walker St., Suite 27
E 41254 LEC 154 TR 6:30pm-7:50pm PVJJ Hale, A TOPIC: Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu II 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $65.00 may be required for uniform.
Prereq: Brazillian Jiu-Jitsu or equiv or cons of instructor.
Pura Vida Jiu-Jitsu, 117 W. Walker St., Suite 27
SPT&REC 294 U 1 - 2  Wilderness Adventure and Outdoor Activities:
E 39701 LEC 102 W 4:00pm-4:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Backpacking 2 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. Equipment rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 4/20/12-4/22/12 or 5/11/12-5/13/12.
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E 39674 LEC 103 T 4:00pm-4:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Winter Camping 2 cr,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. Equipment rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 2/25/12-2/26/12.
E 39675 LEC 104 W 5:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Advanced Backpacking 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Prereq: Backpacking or consent of instr. 
Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. 
Equipment rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 5/13/12-5/16/12.
E 39957 LEC 105 T 5:00pm-5:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Winter Camping-Advanced 2 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Prereq: Winter Camping or consent of
instr. Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00.
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. 
Equipment rental available. 
Requried overnight tr ip 3/12/12-3/14/12.
39702 LEC 106 T 3:30pm-4:20pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Canoeing 2 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special
Course Fee: $54.00.
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. Equipmental rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 5/4/12-5/6/12.
E 39704 LEC 108 T 4:30pm-5:20pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Canoe Camping 2 cr,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $44.00.
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. Equipment rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 5/17/12-5/21/12.
E 40010 LEC 109 R 4:00pm-5:20pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Camping Foods and Cooking Techniques 2 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $15.00. 
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. Equipment rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 4/13/12-4/15/12.
E 39703 LEC 110 R 4:00pm-4:50pm WLWA McBride, C TOPIC: Wilderness Survival 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $15.00.
Wil-O-Way Underwood, 10602 Underwood Pkwy, Wauwatosa,
WI. Equipment rental available. 
Required overnight tr ip 4/27/12-4/29/12.
E 39706 LEC 111 MW 6:00pm-7:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Basic Rockclimbing 2 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00.
Milwaukee Turners Inc., 1034 N. 4th St. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Saturday, 3/10/12
from 9:00am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
E 39705 LEC 112 MW 4:00pm-5:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Basic Rockclimbing 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00.
Milwaukee Turners Inc., 1034 N. 4th St. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Sunday, 4/29/12 from
9:00 am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
E 39954 LEC 113 MW 4:00pm-5:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Basic Rockclimbing 2 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00. 
Milwaukee Turners Inc., 1034 N. 4th St. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Saturday, 3/3/12 from
9:00 am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
E 39707 LEC 114 MW 6:00pm-7:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Basic Rockclimbing 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00.
Milwaukee Turners Inc., 1034 N. 4th St. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Sunday, 4/29/12 from
9:00 am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
E 39892 LEC 115 MW 8:00pm-9:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Basic Rockclimbing 2 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00. 
Milwaukee Turners Inc., 1034 N. 4th St. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Sunday, 3/11/12 from
9:00 am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
E 39752 LEC 116 MW 8:00pm-9:50pm MTUI Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Advanced Rockclimbing 2 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00. 
Prereq: Basic Rockclimbing. 
Milwaukee Turners, Inc., 1034 N. 4th St. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Sunday, 5/6/12 from
9:00 am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
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39753 LEC 122 T 2:00pm-3:50pm PLYM Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Rappelling 1 cr, 03/26/2012-04/21/2012 Add'l Special
Course Fee: $25.00. 
First class meets Tuesday, 3/27/12 from 2:00 pm-3:50pm at
Plymouth Church, Dining Room-Basement, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave., one block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
Required trip to Devil's Lake State Park on Saturday, 4/22/12
from 9:00 am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
W 39895 LEC 124 U 9:00am-3:50pm TBA Kosmitis, E TOPIC: Hiking WI State Trails 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-04/28/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $15.00. 
First class meets Thursday, 3/29/12 from 4:00 pm-4:50 pm at
Plymouth Church, Dining Room-Basement, 2717 E. Hampshire
Ave. One block east of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
Meet at U Park Lot, Capitol Dr. & Humboldt Ave. for class trips on
Sunday, 4/1/12, Sunday, 4/8/12, & Sunday, 4/15/12 from 9:00
am-3:50 pm. Park fees additional.
E R 4:00pm-4:50pm PLYM TOPIC: Hiking WI State Trails 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-04/28/2012 
E 41387 LEC 141 R 6:00pm-9:20pm AVSR Kohl, R TOPIC: Adaptive Skiing and Snowboarding Facilitation 2 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $275.00.
First day of class will be on Tuesday (1/24/12) from 6-8pm and
will meet at END room #995. 
All classes after this day will be on Thursdays (starting 1/26/12
thru 3/15/12) at Alpine Valley Ski Resort; W2501 County Rd D,
Elkhorn, WI
SPT&REC 295 U 1 - 2  Organized Sport:
E 39696 LEC 102 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm LKPE Wallace, D TOPIC: Touch Football 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Lake Park East, 2761 N Lincoln Memorial Dr., on west side of
road, inside of running track, south of Ravine Rd. 
No cleats are to be worn on the football field.
E 39697 LEC 104 TR 5:00pm-6:50pm LKPE Wallace, D TOPIC: Touch Football 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Lake Park East, 2761 N Lincoln Memorial Dr., on west side of
road, inside of running track, south of Ravine Rd. 
No cleats are to be worn on the football field.
40008 LEC 106 TR 2:30pm-4:20pm LKPE Killion, N TOPIC: Flag Football 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Lake Park East, 2761 N Lincoln Memorial Dr., on west side of
road, inside of running track, south of Ravine Rd. The Gun Club
football field.
No cleats are to be worn on the football field.
39698 LEC 108 MW 3:30pm-5:20pm LPPA Czyzewski, E TOPIC: Outdoor Soccer I 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Lake Park, 2800 N. Lake Dr., location between picnic areas 4 & 5.
E 40005 LEC 110 TR 4:00pm-5:50pm LPPA Czyzewski, E TOPIC: Outdoor Soccer I 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00.
Lake Park, 2800 N. Lake Dr., location between picnic areas 4 & 5.
E 40009 LEC 112 TR 6:00pm-7:50pm LPPA Czyzewski, E TOPIC: Outdoor Soccer II 1 cr,  03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Add' l
Special Course Fee: $5.00.
Lake Park, 2800 N. Lake Dr., location between picnic areas 4 & 5.
Prereq: Outdoor Soccer I or instructors consent
39922 LEC 114 MW 9:30am-10:50am KENW Blandino, M TOPIC: Badminton 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Basement-Gym, 2319 E Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
39894 LEC 116 MW 8:00am-9:20am KENW Blandino, M TOPIC: Badminton 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood
United Methodist Church, Basement-Gym, 2319 E Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
39272 LEC 301 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm KC 129 Collopy, J
Deutsch, T
Keane, M
Sorrin, R
TOPIC: Handball II 1 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee: $25.00. 
Prereq: Handball I or handball experience.
39699 LEC 304 TR 11:00am-12:20pm TBA Bartz, M TOPIC: Introduction to Running 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/05/2012 First class will meet at the front desk
of the Pavilion Center.
39700 LEC 309 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 315 Mackenzie, G TOPIC: Coaching Basketball Philosophies 2 cr
SPT&REC 296 U 1 - 2  Exercise and Fitness Activities:
39683 LEC 102 TR 9:00am-10:20am KENW Edwards Fikes, M TOPIC: Ease Into Fitness: Energy and Stamina 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $5.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot. 
It is highly recommended that students bring a mat and a
blanket or towel for their comfort. These items are not provided
by the department.
E 39961 LEC 107 W 6:00pm-8:20pm KENW McCoy, D TOPIC: Stretching for Fitness 2 cr, Kenwood United Methodist
Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across
the street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
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40015 LEC 111 MW 1:00pm-2:20pm KENW Singer, J TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot. 
It is required that students bring a 46 inch towel. This item is
not provided by the department.
39941 LEC 112 MW 1:00pm-2:20pm KENW Singer, J TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot. 
It is required that students bring a 46 inch towel. This item is
not provided by the department.
39942 LEC 113 TR 12:30pm-1:50pm KENW Miller, K TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
39943 LEC 114 TR 12:30pm-1:50pm KENW Miller, K TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
39944 LEC 115 TR 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Miller, K TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
W 39947 LEC 116 S 12:30pm-3:20pm KENW McCoy, D TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot. 
It is highly recommended that students bring a mat and a
blanket or towel for their comfort. These items are not provided
by the department.
39946 LEC 117 TR 11:30am-12:20pm KENW Miller, K TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church, North
Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39948 LEC 118 MW 11:30am-12:50pm KENW Eckblad, C TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
41262 LEC 119 MW 11:30am-12:50pm KENW Eckblad, C TOPIC: Pilates 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United
Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot.
39945 LEC 120 TR 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Miller, K TOPIC: Pilates II 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Prereq: Pilates
or instr. consent. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
40006 LEC 123 MW 2:30pm-3:50pm EPIK Goeden, J TOPIC: Zumba Fitness 1 cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Epikos
Church, 2nd Floor, 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the
Student Union.
40007 LEC 124 MW 2:30pm-3:50pm EPIK Goeden, J TOPIC: Zumba Fitness 1 cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Epikos
Church, 2nd Floor, 2308 E. Belleview Pl. Five blocks south of the
Student Union.
39960 LEC 131 MW 11:30am-12:20pm KENW Patterson, P TOPIC: Circuit Training with Weight Management 2 cr,
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available in the church lot
which is across the street from the Student Union.
Students must provide their own exercise mat and 3 levels of
resistance bands (the instructor will inform students the type of
bands needed on the first day of class).
E 41854 LEC 133 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm KENW Patterson, P TOPIC: Circuit Training with Weight Management 2 cr,
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Parking is not available in the church lot
which is across the street from the Student Union.
Students must provide their own exercise mat and 3 levels of
resistance bands (the instructor will inform students the type of
bands needed on the first day of class).
E 39676 LEC 140 MW 7:00pm-8:20pm BRIC Kosich, M TOPIC: Weight Training with Cardio Workout 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Brickyard Gym, Weight Room, 2651
S. Kinnickinnic Ave. Showers available.
E 40051 LEC 142 TR 7:00pm-8:20pm BRIC Kosich, M TOPIC: Weight Training with Cardio Workout 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Brickyard Gym, Weight Room, 2651
S. Kinnickinnic Ave. Showers available.
39677 LEC 151 MW 3:30pm-4:50pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39678 LEC 152 MW 3:30pm-4:50pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
41264 LEC 154 TR 11:00am-12:20pm KENW Kelenic, L TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
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39679 LEC 155 TR 12:30pm-1:50pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39680 LEC 156 TR 12:30pm-1:50pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39681 LEC 157 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
39682 LEC 158 MW 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
W 39335 LEC 159 S 9:00am-10:20am KENW Konkol, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee:
$35.00. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39684 LEC 161 MW 7:30pm-8:50pm KENW Konkol, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 39685 LEC 162 MW 7:30pm-8:50pm KENW Konkol, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
41265 LEC 171 TR 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Advanced Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Prereq: Cardio Kickboxing or consent of instr. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
41266 LEC 172 TR 2:00pm-3:20pm KENW Kopish, A TOPIC: Advanced Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00. 
Prereq: Cardio Kickboxing or consent of instr. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall-Basement,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
E 41321 LEC 180 T 6:00pm-7:50pm KENW McCoy, D TOPIC: Energy Vinyasa Yoga 1 cr, Kenwood United Methodist
Church, Parlor Room-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across
the street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
39958 LEC 301 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm KC 104 Bartz, M TOPIC: Weight Training with Cardio Workout 1 cr
39959 LEC 303 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm KC 104 Edwards Fikes, M TOPIC: Weight Training with Cardio Workout 1 cr
39686 LEC 309 TR 9:30am-10:50am KC 104 Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
39687 LEC 310 TR 9:30am-10:50am KC 104 Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
39688 LEC 311 TR 8:00am-9:20am KC 104 Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
39689 LEC 312 TR 8:00am-9:20am KC 104 Kopish, A TOPIC: Cardio Kickboxing 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Add'l Special Course Fee: $35.00.
SPT&REC 298 U 1 - 2  Meditation, Relaxation, and Wellness:
39334 LEC 101 W 3:00pm-4:50pm SHAM Zarate, D TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Shambhala Center of Milwaukee, 2344
N. Oakland Ave. One block north of North Ave.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39249 LEC 103 R 3:30pm-5:20pm SHAM Zarate, D TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Shambhala Center of Milwaukee, 2344
N. Oakland Ave. One block north of North Ave.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39251 LEC 105 T 11:30am-12:20pm KENW Van Linda, W TOPIC: Meditation 1 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39252 LEC 107 R 11:30am-12:20pm KENW Van Linda, W TOPIC: Meditation 1 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
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E 39830 LEC 109 T 4:00pm-5:50pm YGSC Van Linda, W TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Yoga Society, 2410 N. Farwell Ave. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39828 LEC 111 MW 11:15am-12:05pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Parlor-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from
the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39385 LEC 113 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
E 41304 LEC 115 T 4:45pm-6:35pm SHAM Chayaworakul, N TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Shambhala Center of Milwaukee, 2344
N. Oakland Ave. One block north of North Ave.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39724 LEC 117 T 1:00pm-2:50pm KENW Vian, C TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
E 39284 LEC 119 W 5:00pm-6:50pm KENW Vian, C TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center, 1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
39695 LEC 121 T 3:30pm-5:20pm KENW Trafton, S TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
41255 LEC 123 R 9:00am-10:50am SHAM Chayaworakul, N TOPIC: Meditation 2 cr, Shambhala Center of Milwaukee, 2344
N. Oakland Ave. One block north of North Ave.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
40013 LEC 125 R 10:30am-11:20am KENW Van Linda, W TOPIC: Meditation 1 cr, Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot. 
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
See Spt & Rec 298 Lec 127 for Intermediate Meditation.
41256 LEC 127 T 10:00am-10:50am YGSC Van Linda, W TOPIC: Meditation-Intermediate 1 cr, Prereq: Meditation
Yoga Society , 2410 N. Farwell Ave.
It is also recommended that students bring a cushion for their
comfort.
41257 LEC 129 M 3:00pm-4:50pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Meditation With A Touch of Yoga 2 cr, Kenwood United
Methodist Church, Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood
Blvd. Across the street from the Student Union. Parking is not
available in the church lot. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
39829 LEC 131 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm KENW Chayaworakul, N TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
39691 LEC 132 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm KENW Chayaworakul, N TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
41258 LEC 133 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm KENW Chayaworakul, N TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
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39692 LEC 134 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm KENW Chayaworakul, N TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
East Room-2nd Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street
from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
41259 LEC 135 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
39694 LEC 136 R 1:00pm-2:50pm KENW Vian, C TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
E 41884 LEC 138 TR 4:00pm-5:50pm NSPC Sommers, J TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 2 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 North Shore Presbyterian Church,
Main Hall-Basement, 4048 N. Bartlett Ave. One block west of
Oakland Ave. & one block north of Capitol Dr. It is also
recommended for students to bring a yoga mat for their comfort.
E 39690 LEC 139 M 6:00pm-7:50pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Introduction to Relaxation & Meditation 1 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Kenwood United Methodist Church,
Ranson Center-1st Floor, 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the
street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
E 39827 LEC 140 M 6:00pm-7:50pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Intermediate Relaxation and Meditation 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Prereq: Introduction to Relaxation &
Meditation. 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Ranson Center-1st Floor,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
40011 LEC 142 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm KENW Garstecki, W TOPIC: Intermediate Relaxation and Meditation 1 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Prereq: Intro to Relaxation &
Meditation
Kenwood United Methodist Church, Ranson Center-1st Floor,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion for their
comfort.
39693 LEC 150 MW 2:30pm-4:20pm KENW Singer, J TOPIC: Mind Body Awareness 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Kenwood United Methodist Church, North Room-2nd Floor,
2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across the street from the Student
Union. Parking is not available in the church lot.
41967 LEC 152 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm NSPC Sommers, J TOPIC: Mind Body Awareness 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
North Shore Presbyterian Church, Main Hall-Basement, 4048 N.
Bartlett Ave. One block west of Oakland Ave. & one block north
of Capitol Dr. It is also recommended for students to bring a
yoga mat for their comfort.
E 41260 LEC 161 R 6:30pm-7:50pm PLYM Rychner, A TOPIC: Yoga for Stress Management 1 cr, Plymouth Church,
Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire Ave. One block east
of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave.
It is also recommended for students to bring a blanket or
cushion for their comfort.
39766 LEC 163 M 10:00am-11:20am PLYM Rychner, A TOPIC: Yoga for Stress Management 1 cr, Plymouth Church,
Graham Hall-2nd Floor, 2717 E. Hampshire Ave. One block east
of Mitchell Hall on Hampshire Ave. 
It is also recommended for students to bring a cushion or
blanket for their comfort.
E 39949 LEC 170 TR 6:00pm-7:50pm NSPC Sommers, J TOPIC: Wellness: The Art of Conscious Living 2 cr,
03/26/2012-05/10/2012 North Shore Presbyterian Church,
Main Hall-Basement, 4048 N. Bartlett Ave. One block west of
Oakland Ave. & one block north of Capitol Dr. It is also
recommended for students to bring a yoga mat for their comfort.
E 41322 LEC 190 T 6:00pm-7:50pm KENW McCoy, D TOPIC: Energy Vinyasa Yoga 1 cr, Kenwood United Methodist
Church, Parlor Room, 1st Floor. 2319 E. Kenwood Blvd. Across
the street from the Student Union. Parking is not available in the
church lot.
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Therapeutic Recreation
Occupational Therapy Chair: Virginia Stoffel, END 989, 229-4713
Program Director: Patricia Thomas, END 935, 229-2507
Student Advising: MER 115, (414)229-2758
   
         
       
       
 
   
        
 
   
     
 
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
      
 
# THERREC 103
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Leisure
E 39734 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm SAB G90 Kohl, R
Thomas, P
Approximately 1/3 of class will be online. Students are required
to have Internet/Computer access. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
39978 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kohl, R
Thomas, P
Special course fee of $250.00 in addition to regular tuition will
be charged for this section. Course taught 100% online in a
regular semester format with assignments due throughout the
course. Internet/computer access required.
41646 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Kohl, R
Thomas, P
Special course fee of $250 in addition to regular tuition charged
for this section. Course taught 100% online using a self-paced
format. Internet/computer access required.
# THERREC 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39237 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Class is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or majors
in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in COMSDIS 245.
# + THERREC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad - Therapeutic Recreation:
39413 LEC 101 - TBA
# THERREC 300 U 4 Therapeutic Recreation Assessment and Documentation
39911 LEC 001 - TBA Thomas, P Course meeting times TBA upon discussion with the instructor.
Class taught mainly online. Internet access req'd. Regular UWM
tuition assessed.
39843 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Thomas, P Course taught 100% online in a regular semester format with
assignments due throughout the semester. Internet/Computer
access required. Online course fee of $1500.00 will be the ONLY
assessed charge for this section. Fees apply to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other courses they are
enrolled. Open to all students however preference is given to
TherRec Certificate students and/or students residing outside
the Metro Milwaukee area. This section is restricted to
undergraduate students only.
# THERREC 310 U 4 Facilitation Techniques in Therapeutic Recreation
39912 LEC 001 - TBA Thomas, P Course meeting times are TBA upon discussion with the
instructor.
Course taught mainly online. Internet access req'd. Regular UWM
tuition assessed.
39844 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Thomas, P Course taught 100% online in a regular semester format with
assignments due throughout the semester. Internet/Computer
access required. Online course fee of $1500.00 will be the ONLY
assessed charge for this section. Fees apply to all students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other courses they are
enrolled. Open to all students however preference is given to
TherRec Certificate students and/or students residing outside
the Metro Milwaukee area. This section is restricted to
undergraduate students only.
# THERREC 399 U 1 - 3  Independent Study in Therapeutic Recreation
39321 IND 001 - TBA Thomas, P
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College of Letters and Science
The College of Letters & Science charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These sections can be distinguished by a section number beginning
with 2-- (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the Schedule of Classes, please contact L&S Associate Dean Tom O'Bryan at (414) 229-5872.
Africology
Chair: Joyce Kirk -- MIT 214 -- 229 - 4155
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/Africology/
  
        
       
       
        
        
        
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
AFRICOL 100
(HU&)
U 3 Black Reality: Survey of African-American Society
E 38368 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm MIT 361 Jones, S
34343 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mbalia, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
42225 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Akubeze, O
Kirk, J
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34344 LEC 404 MW 9:00am-9:50am MIT 191 Mcclure, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35921 LEC 405 MW 10:00am-10:50am MIT 191 Mcclure, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36043 LEC 406 TR 11:00am-11:50am MIT 191 Wilson, A For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36175 LEC 407 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MIT 195 Wilson, A For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
38202 DIS 601 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Wendorf, B
38203 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Wendorf, B
38204 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wendorf, B
38205 DIS 604 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wendorf, B
38206 DIS 605 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA Edwards, C
38208 DIS 606 W 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Edwards, C
38209 DIS 607 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Edwards, C
38210 DIS 608 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Edwards, C
38211 DIS 609 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Perry, C
38212 DIS 610 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA Perry, C
38213 DIS 611 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Perry, C
38214 DIS 612 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Perry, C
38215 DIS 613 R 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Berkley, M
38505 DIS 614 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA Berkley, M
42168 DIS 615 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Berkley, M
42169 DIS 616 F 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Berkley, M
AFRICOL 102
(HU&)
U 3 Survey of African-American Literature
37364 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mbalia, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 111
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to African-American History to 1865
41861 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 361 VanHorne, W
36420 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Nchinda, Z A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 112
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to African-American History, 1865 to the Present
35051 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 361 Rogers, W
42124 LEC 202 - TBA Nchinda, Z A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 125
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of the Black Community
41825 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MIT 361 Gelan, A
AFRICOL 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
34345 IND 001 - TBA Aborampah, O
34346 IND 002 - TBA Austin, C
34347 IND 003 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P
34348 IND 004 - TBA Gelan, A
34349 IND 005 - TBA Jones, S
36383 IND 006 - TBA Kirk, J
34350 IND 007 - TBA Mbalia, A
34980 IND 008 - TBA Mbalia, D
34981 IND 009 - TBA Pratt, M
34982 IND 010 - TBA Rogers, W
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34983 IND 011 - TBA Stamper, R
34984 IND 012 - TBA TaylorBoyd, P
34985 IND 013 - TBA VanHorne, W
34986 IND 014 - TBA Wilson, A
36412 IND 015 - TBA Winkler, E
AFRICOL 210
(HU&)
U 3 The African-American Novel
37365 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jones, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 215
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Black Social and Cultural Traditions
38109 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 361 Aborampah, O
AFRICOL 220 U 3 Introduction to Statistics in Africology
37349 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Akubeze, O A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 228
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Black Political Economy
38321 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT 361 Akubeze, O
AFRICOL 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Africology, Lower Division
35258 FLD 001 - TBA Aborampah, O
35259 FLD 002 - TBA Austin, C
35260 FLD 003 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P
35261 FLD 004 - TBA Gelan, A
35262 FLD 005 - TBA Jones, S
35263 FLD 006 - TBA Kirk, J
35264 FLD 007 - TBA Mbalia, A
35265 FLD 008 - TBA Mbalia, D
35266 FLD 009 - TBA Pratt, M
35267 FLD 010 - TBA Rogers, W
35268 FLD 011 - TBA Stamper, R
35269 FLD 012 - TBA TaylorBoyd, P
35270 FLD 013 - TBA VanHorne, W
35271 FLD 014 - TBA Wilson, A
36517 FLD 015 - TBA Winkler, E
AFRICOL 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31847 LEC 101 - TBA
AFRICOL 314
(HU&)
U 3 The School in African- American Life
42125 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Rogers, W
AFRICOL 319 U/G 3 History of Blacks in the American City
42136 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Mcclure, D
+ AFRICOL 329 U/G 3 Economic Growth and Sustainable Development in Africa
41826 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Gelan, A
AFRICOL 352 U 3 Extended Families in Black Societies
37736 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 361 Aborampah, O Completion of Africology 352 satisfies the L&S research
requirement.
AFRICOL 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Africology, Upper Division
31848 FLD 001 - TBA Aborampah, O
31849 FLD 002 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P
31850 FLD 003 - TBA Gelan, A
31851 FLD 004 - TBA Jones, S
31852 FLD 005 - TBA Kirk, J
36384 FLD 006 - TBA Mbalia, A
33859 FLD 007 - TBA Mbalia, D
35272 FLD 008 - TBA VanHorne, W
36509 FLD 009 - TBA Wilson, A
36641 FLD 010 - TBA Winkler, E
AFRICOL 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
31853 LEC 101 - TBA
E  Evening Section
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AFRICOL 565 U/G 3 Selected Texts/Topics in Africology:
E 38314 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Winkler, E TOPIC: 'Racing' Children 3 cr
42167 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Sommers, J TOPIC: Political Economy of Africa/China Relations 3 cr, A
special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
31854 IND 001 - TBA Aborampah, O
31855 IND 002 - TBA Austin, C
31856 IND 003 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P
31857 IND 004 - TBA Gelan, A
31858 IND 005 - TBA Jones, S
36385 IND 006 - TBA Kirk, J
33860 IND 007 - TBA Mbalia, A
34987 IND 008 - TBA Mbalia, D
34988 IND 009 - TBA Pratt, M
34989 IND 010 - TBA Rogers, W
34990 IND 011 - TBA Stamper, R
34991 IND 012 - TBA TaylorBoyd, P
34992 IND 013 - TBA VanHorne, W
34993 IND 014 - TBA Wilson, A
36417 IND 015 - TBA Winkler, E
# AFRICOL 701 G 3 Theories and Methods in Empirical Research in Africology
E 38153 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm MIT 206 Chatterjee, D
# AFRICOL 706 G 3 Normative Theory and Principles of Social Organization II
E 38110 SEM 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm MIT 206 Sommers, J
AFRICOL 709 G 3 Critical Literary Theory II: Modern Concepts in the African World
41860 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-2:50pm MIT 206 Mbalia, D
# AFRICOL 799 G 1 - 3  Graduate Independent Study
35560 IND 001 - TBA Aborampah, O
35561 IND 002 - TBA Bellegarde-Smith, P
35562 IND 003 - TBA Gelan, A
35563 IND 004 - TBA Jones, S
35564 IND 005 - TBA Kirk, J
36386 IND 006 - TBA Mbalia, A
35565 IND 007 - TBA Mbalia, D
35566 IND 008 - TBA VanHorne, W
36518 IND 009 - TBA Wilson, A
36642 IND 010 - TBA Winkler, E
AFRICOL 834 G 3 Seminar on Slavery
E 42127 SEM 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm MIT 206 Kirk, J
VanHorne, W
AFRICOL 845 G 3 Race/Ethnicity and the Psychology of Oppression
42128 LEC 001 W 2:00pm-2:50pm MIT 206 Winkler, E
E  Evening Section
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American Indian Studies
Coordinator: Donald Green BOL 706 229-4259
   
      
 
  
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
 
  
      
 
   
     
 
   
      
 
   
      
 
   
     
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
~ AIS 199 U 3 Independent Study
42280 IND 001 - TBA Green, D
AIS 203
(SS&)
U 3 Western Great Lakes American Indian Community Life of the Past
42364 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 150 Miller, C
42365 DIS 601 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA
42366 DIS 602 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
42367 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
42368 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
42369 DIS 605 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA
42370 DIS 606 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
42371 DIS 607 F 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
42372 DIS 608 F 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
~ AIS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in American Indian Studies, Lower Division:
42281 IND 001 - TBA Green, D
AIS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Lower Division
42282 IND 001 - TBA Green, D
# AIS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42283 LEC 101 - TBA
~ AIS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in American Indian Studies, Upper Division
42284 IND 001 - TBA Green, D
~ + AIS 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Upper DIvision
42285 IND 001 - TBA Green, D
# AIS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
42286 LEC 101 - TBA
AIS 520
(&)
U 3 Studies in American Indian Literature:
38425 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M TOPIC: American Indian Literature and Postcolonial Theory 3
cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
AIS 699 U 3 Advanced Independent Study
42287 IND 001 - TBA Green, D
E  Evening Section
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Anthropology
Chair: Thomas Malaby SAB 290 229-5247 malaby@uwm.edu
  
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
        
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
        
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
ANTHRO 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Anthropology: Human Origins
E 34351 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G90 Sherman, R
42004 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Spott, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34352 LEC 403 MW 10:00am-10:50am LUB N146 Arnold, B
34353 DIS 601 M 1:00pm-1:50pm SAB 165 Garstki, K
34354 DIS 602 M 2:00pm-2:50pm SAB 165 Garstki, K
34355 DIS 603 M 3:00pm-3:50pm SAB 165 Garstki, K
36975 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am SAB 165 Christie, S
36976 DIS 605 W 11:00am-11:50am SAB 165 Christie, S
36977 DIS 606 W 12:00pm-12:50pm SAB 165 Christie, S
ANTHRO 102
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Anthropology: Culture and Society
E 34356 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G90 Hooyer, K
37495 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34357 LEC 403 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm AUP 170 Cooley, C
35904 DIS 601 T 9:00am-9:50am SAB 149 LeDoux, S
34358 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am SAB 149 LeDoux, S
34359 DIS 603 T 11:00am-11:50am SAB 149 LeDoux, S
34360 DIS 604 R 9:00am-9:50am SAB 149 Forster, A
34361 DIS 605 R 10:00am-10:50am SAB 149 Forster, A
34362 DIS 606 R 11:00am-11:50am SAB 149 Forster, A
ANTHRO 103
(SS)
U 3 Digging Up the Past: Approaches to Archaeology
E 36988 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E180 Jeske, R
41983 LEC 402 MW 9:00am-9:50am SAB G90 Villamil, L
34364 DIS 601 W 12:00pm-12:50pm SAB 149 Ahlrichs, R
34365 DIS 602 W 1:00pm-1:50pm SAB 149 Ahlrichs, R
34366 DIS 603 W 2:00pm-2:50pm SAB 149 Ahlrichs, R
ANTHRO 104
(SS)
U 3 Lifeways in Different Cultures: A Survey of World Societies
36859 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G90 Schulenburg, M
E 38360 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm MIT 195 Applbaum, K
34367 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ANTHRO 105
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology
38328 LEC 401 M 9:00am-10:50am CUN 107 Esche-Eiff, K
38316 DIS 601 R 12:00pm-12:50pm SAB 281 Esche-Eiff, K
38317 DIS 602 R 1:00pm-1:50pm SAB 281 Esche-Eiff, K
38318 DIS 603 R 2:00pm-2:50pm SAB 281 Esche-Eiff, K
ANTHRO 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
38301 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G28 Tenorio, R This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
ANTHRO 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33861 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
33862 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
33863 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
33864 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
33865 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
33866 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
33867 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
33868 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
33869 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
33870 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
33871 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
35614 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
33872 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
33873 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
33874 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35354 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36193 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
E  Evening Section
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36194 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36327 IND 019 - TBA
37500 IND 020 - TBA Campbell, B
ANTHRO 213
(SS&)
U 3 American Indian Peoples of Wisconsin
E 41986 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 170 Richards, P
# ANTHRO 225 U 3 The Aztec Empire
42564 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Sherman, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ANTHRO 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Anthropology, Lower Division
31870 FLD 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
31871 FLD 002 - TBA Anapol, F
31872 FLD 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
31873 FLD 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
31874 FLD 005 - TBA Arnold, B
31875 FLD 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
31876 FLD 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
31877 FLD 008 - TBA Gray, J
31878 FLD 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
31879 FLD 010 - TBA Hudson, J
31880 FLD 011 - TBA Jeske, R
35613 FLD 012 - TBA Malaby, T
31881 FLD 013 - TBA Perley, B
31882 FLD 014 - TBA Richards, J
31883 FLD 015 - TBA Richards, P
35355 FLD 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36195 FLD 017 - TBA Turner, T
36196 FLD 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36328 FLD 019 - TBA
36825 FLD 020 - TBA Campbell, B
# + ANTHRO 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
34368 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
35078 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
35079 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
35080 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
35081 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
35082 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
35083 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
35084 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
35085 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
35086 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
35087 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
35612 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
35088 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
35089 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
35090 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35361 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
35759 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
35760 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36329 IND 019 - TBA
37501 IND 020 - TBA Campbell, B
ANTHRO 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31884 LEC 101 - TBA
ANTHRO 301
(NS)
U 3 Human Evolution and Variation
34369 LEC 401 T 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B52 Campbell, B
E 34370 LEC 402 M 5:30pm-6:50pm SAB 165 Barone, L
34371 LAB 801 R 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB 165 Freire, S
34372 LAB 802 R 2:00pm-3:15pm SAB 165 Freire, S
34373 LAB 803 R 3:30pm-4:45pm SAB 165 Freire, S
E 34374 LAB 804 M 7:00pm-8:10pm SAB 165 Barone, L
ANTHRO 307 U/G 3 World Archaeology: Foundations of Civilization
42005 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G90 Arnold, B
ANTHRO 309 U/G 3 Archaeology of Central and South America
41991 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm SAB G28 Hudson, J
E  Evening Section
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# ANTHRO 362 U/G 3 System Failure: Globalization and Language Extinction
E 41992 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Perley, B
ANTHRO 401 U/G 3 Primate Populations
E 37499 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB 165 Turner, T
ANTHRO 402
(NS)
U/G 3 Primate Evolution
36858 LEC 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm SAB 165 Anapol, F
ANTHRO 404 U/G 3 Seminar in Human Evolutionary Physiology
41994 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am SAB G28 Campbell, B
# ANTHRO 405 U/G 3 Forensic Anthropology
36191 LEC 001 T 1:30pm-4:10pm SAB 165 Anapol, F
# ANTHRO 421 U/G 3 Cities in the Ancient World
42565 SEM 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB 281 Villamil, L
# ANTHRO 447 U/G 3 The Global Politics of Human Rights
41995 SEM 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Bornstein, E
ANTHRO 448 U/G 3 Cultural and Human Ecology
41996 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G28 Hudson, J
ANTHRO 460 U/G 3 Anthropological Theory
E 35362 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B56 Brodwin, P
ANTHRO 465 U/G 3 Historic Preservation in Archaeology
41997 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm SAB G28 Richards, J
# ANTHRO 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 35331 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
ANTHRO 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Anthropology, Upper Division
31885 FLD 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
31886 FLD 002 - TBA Anapol, F
31887 FLD 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
31888 FLD 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
31889 FLD 005 - TBA Arnold, B
31890 FLD 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
31891 FLD 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
31892 FLD 008 - TBA Gray, J
31893 FLD 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
31894 FLD 010 - TBA Hudson, J
31895 FLD 011 - TBA Jeske, R
35611 FLD 012 - TBA Malaby, T
31896 FLD 013 - TBA Perley, B
31897 FLD 014 - TBA Richards, J
31898 FLD 015 - TBA Richards, P
35356 FLD 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36205 FLD 017 - TBA Turner, T
36206 FLD 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36330 FLD 019 - TBA
37502 FLD 020 - TBA Campbell, B
ANTHRO 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31899 LEC 101 - TBA TOPIC: Study Abroad 1 - 12 cr
ANTHRO 561 U/G 3 Techniques and Problems in Ethnography
E 36595 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB 281 Applbaum, I
ANTHRO 562 U/G 3 Techniques and Problems in Archaeology
41998 LEC 401 M 9:30am-12:10pm SAB 149 Nicholls, B
41999 LAB 801 R 1:00pm-3:20pm SAB 240 Edwards, R
42000 LAB 802 F 1:00pm-3:20pm SAB 240 Edwards, R
ANTHRO 568 U/G 3 Introduction to Anthropological Statistics
37474 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB 240 Gray, J
E  Evening Section
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~ ANTHRO 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
35506 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37738 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37739 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this section
depends upon the availablity of internships at the State Crime
Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ ANTHRO 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
37395 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ ANTHRO 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
37741 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th Street. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
ANTHRO 641 U/G 3 Seminar in Anthropology:
42001 SEM 001 F 9:30am-12:10pm SAB 281 Malaby, T TOPIC: Social Theories of Modernity 3 cr
42391 SEM 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm SAB 281 Richards, P TOPIC: Archaeology of Great Lakes Indigenous Groups 3 cr
~ ANTHRO 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
31900 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
31901 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
31902 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
31903 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
31904 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
31905 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
31906 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
31907 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
31908 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
31909 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
31910 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
31911 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
31912 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
31913 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
31914 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35357 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36197 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
36198 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36331 IND 019 - TBA
36336 IND 020 - TBA Aycock, D
37387 IND 021 - TBA Campbell, B
ANTHRO 721 G 3 Administration and Organization of Museums
35363 LEC 101 T 1:30pm-4:10pm MUSM Jacobson, C Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W. Wells Street.
ANTHRO 722 G 3 Museum Exhibits
35364 LEC 101 R 1:30pm-4:10pm MUSM Scher Thomae, D Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W. Wells Street.
ANTHRO 724 G 3 Internship in Museum Studies
31915 LEC 101 - MUSM Arnold, B Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W. Wells Street.
# ANTHRO 797 G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
37653 IND 101 - TBA
ANTHRO 802 G 3 Perspectives on Prehistory
E 35365 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB 149 Jeske, R
ANTHRO 804 G 3 Linguistic Anthropology
E 35366 SEM 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB 149 Perley, B
# ANTHRO 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
31916 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
31917 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
31918 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
31919 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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31920 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
31921 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
31922 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
31923 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
31924 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
31925 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
31926 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
31927 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
31928 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
31929 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
31930 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35358 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36199 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
36200 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36332 IND 019 - TBA
37503 IND 020 - TBA Campbell, B
ANTHRO 940 G 3 Seminar in Problems in Cultural Anthropology:
E 37497 SEM 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB 281 Applbaum, K TOPIC: Madness and Culture 3 cr
ANTHRO 990 G 1 - 3  Research and Thesis
31931 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
31932 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
31933 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
31934 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
31935 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
31936 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
31937 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
31938 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
31939 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
31940 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
31941 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
31942 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
31943 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
31944 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
31945 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35359 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36201 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
36202 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36333 IND 019 - TBA
36335 IND 020 - TBA Aycock, D
37383 IND 021 - TBA Campbell, B
37016 IND 103 - TBA Applbaum, I
37013 IND 104 - TBA Applbaum, K
37017 IND 105 - TBA Arnold, B
ANTHRO 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
31946 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
31947 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
31948 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
31949 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
31950 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
31951 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
31952 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
31953 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
31954 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
31955 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
31956 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
31957 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
31958 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
31959 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
31960 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35360 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
36203 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
36204 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36242 IND 019 - TBA
36334 IND 020 - TBA Aycock, D
37384 IND 021 - TBA Campbell, B
37018 IND 105 - TBA Arnold, B
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Arabic
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Hamid Ouali CRT 897 (414) 229-1113, ouali@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
  
       
       
       
        
    
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
ARABIC 102 U 5 Second Semester Arabic
35326 LEC 001 MTWRF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 219 Oulhaj, A
36897 LEC 002 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 219 Al Lababidi, Z
36966 LEC 003 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am BOL B83 Algady, D
E 41401 LEC 004 MTW 6:00pm-6:50pm CRT 209 Ouali, H
E R 6:00pm-7:50pm CRT 209
~ + ARABIC 111
(HU)
U 3 Cultures and Civilizations of the Muslim Middle East
37512 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Masalkhi, F
ARABIC 164
(HU)
U 3 Arabs and Islam in America
37960 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B83 Masalkhi, F
ARABIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36508 IND 001 - TBA Ouali, H
ARABIC 202 U 5 Fourth Semester Arabic
37012 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am MER 311 Labanieh, K
ARABIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36265 LEC 101 - TBA
# ARABIC 302 U 3 Sixth Semester Arabic
37807 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 303 Labanieh, K
ARABIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34375 LEC 101 - TBA
# ARABIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36264 IND 001 - TBA Ouali, H
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Art History
Chair: Kenneth Bendiner MIT 151 229-4330
  
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
         
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
        
       
       
 
  
        
   
      
       
 
ARTHIST 101
(HU)
U 3 Ancient and Medieval Art and Architecture
37538 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Counts, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Required text: Kleiner, Fred S. Gardner's Art Through the Ages:
The Western Perspective, Volume 1. Wadsworth Publishing,
2009, 13th edition.
41685 LEC 402 MW 11:00am-11:50am CHM 180 Leson, R
41688 DIS 601 M 8:00am-8:50am MIT 158
41690 DIS 602 M 9:00am-9:50am MIT 158
41691 DIS 603 M 10:00am-10:50am MIT 158
41692 DIS 604 M 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT 158
41693 DIS 605 W 8:00am-8:50am MIT 158
41694 DIS 606 W 9:00am-9:50am MIT 158
41695 DIS 607 W 10:00am-10:50am MIT 158
41696 DIS 608 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT 158
ARTHIST 102
(HU)
U 3 Renaissance to Modern Art and Architecture
34384 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-11:50am CHM 180 Murrell, K Required text: Kleiner, Gardner's Art Through the Ages: The
Western Perspective, Volume 2, 13th Edition
E 35926 LEC 402 TR 5:00pm-5:50pm MIT 195 Aschenbrenner, M Required text: Kleiner, Gardner's Art Through the Ages: The
Western Perspective, Volume 2, 13th Edition
34385 DIS 601 T 8:00am-8:50am MIT 158
34386 DIS 602 T 9:00am-9:50am MIT 158
34387 DIS 603 T 10:00am-10:50am MIT 158
34388 DIS 604 T 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT 158
34389 DIS 605 R 8:00am-8:50am MIT 158
34390 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am MIT 158
34391 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am MIT 158
34392 DIS 608 R 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT 158
E 35183 DIS 609 T 6:00pm-6:50pm MIT 158
E 35184 DIS 610 T 7:00pm-7:50pm MIT 158
E 35185 DIS 611 R 6:00pm-6:50pm MIT 158
E 35186 DIS 612 R 7:00pm-7:50pm MIT 158
ARTHIST 103
(HU)
U 3 History of Architecture
41710 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hubbard, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 104
(HU)
U 3 African, New World and Oceanic Art and Architecture
36639 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Stone, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
ARTHIST 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
36443 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 201.
37185 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 202.
37639 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 203.
42556 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 203.
37186 LEC 405 M 9:00am-12:15pm CRT 175 Schneider, B Enroll in English 111 LEC 405 & either DIS 601 or 602.
37640 DIS 601 W 10:00am-10:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
37641 DIS 602 W 11:00am-11:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
ARTHIST 206
(HU)
U 3 History of Film II: Development of an Art
36449 LEC 401 T 1:00pm-4:50pm MIT 191 Gorfinkel, E Screenings: Tuesday 2:50-4:50, Thursday 1:00-2:50
R 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT 191
36450 DIS 601 R 3:00pm-3:50pm MIT 191
E 36451 DIS 602 R 4:00pm-4:50pm MIT 191
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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ARTHIST 250
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to American Art
38040 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jara, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ARTHIST 251 U 3 Introduction to the Art and Architecture of Latin America
38045 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Negri, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 261
(HU)
U 3 Modern Art
41732 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT 195 Murrell, K
+ ARTHIST 281 U 3 Modern and Contemporary Chinese Art
42566 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 195 Wang, Y
ARTHIST 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Art History, Lower Division
36163 FLD 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
ARTHIST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36266 LEC 101 - TBA
ARTHIST 315 U/G 3 Art and Archaeology of Ancient Egypt
37539 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Rich, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Required texts: 
Aldred, Cyril. Egyptian Art. Thames & Hudson, 1980 (reprinted
2004).
Robins, Gay. The Art of Ancient Egypt. British Museum Press,
1997 (reprinted 2008).
The Chicago field trip will not be required for this session.
ARTHIST 354 U/G 3 American Art: 1870 - Present
41716 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MIT 195 Aschenbrenner, M
ARTHIST 358
(HU)
U/G 3 Modern Painting I: 1850-1900
37331 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Murrell, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 365 U/G 3 History of Photography
38049 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Required text: Seizing the Light: A Social History of
Photography, 2nd Edition, Robert Hirsch, McGraw Hill
2009, ISBN: 978-0-07-337921-0.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 372 U/G 3 Art of the Inca and their Ancestors
41712 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MIT 195 Stone, A
~ # + ARTHIST 381
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
41711 SEM 001 W 2:00pm-4:40pm MIT 158 Leson, R TOPIC: Art and Architecture of Islamic Spain 3 cr
ARTHIST 382 U/G 3 Chinese Art and Architecture
37138 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 195 Wang, Y
ARTHIST 463 U/G 3 Cubism and its Inheritance
41708 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 195 Bendiner, K
# ARTHIST 472 U/G 3 History and Theory of New Media Art
38051 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Johung, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ARTHIST 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Art History, Upper Division
37129 FLD 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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ARTHIST 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
31961 LEC 101 - TBA
38521 LEC 102 - TBA TOPIC: The Shock of the New 1 - 12 cr, London, UK.
ARTHIST 691 U 3 Art Museum Internship
34393 FLD 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
~ ARTHIST 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
31962 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
31963 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D
31964 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
37537 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J
33875 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
33876 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J
33877 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R
33878 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A
36164 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T
36408 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y
ARTHIST 750 G 3 Colloquium in American Art:
41709 LEC 001 T 2:00pm-4:40pm MIT 158 Brazeau, L TOPIC: Popular Impressions: American Prints 1840-1940 3 cr
ARTHIST 770 G 3 Colloquium in Non-Western Art:
41714 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm MIT 158 Wang, Y TOPIC: Bronze Age Arts and Cultures of China 3 cr
ARTHIST 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
31965 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
31966 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D
31967 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
33879 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J
33880 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
33881 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J
33882 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R
36165 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A
36409 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T
37558 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y
ARTHIST 890 G 1 - 3  Independent Field Study
31968 FLD 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
31969 FLD 002 - TBA Counts, D
31970 FLD 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
33883 FLD 004 - TBA Hayes, J
33884 FLD 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
33885 FLD 006 - TBA Johung, J
33886 FLD 007 - TBA Leson, R
36166 FLD 008 - TBA Stone, A
36410 FLD 009 - TBA Tiffany, T
37559 FLD 010 - TBA Wang, Y
ARTHIST 891 G 3 Art Museum Internship
34394 FLD 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
ARTHIST 990 G 3 - 6  Thesis Research
31971 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
31972 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D
31973 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
33887 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J
33888 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
33889 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J
33890 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R
35971 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A
36167 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T
37560 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y
~ ARTHIST 991 G 3 - 6  Thesis Exhibition
36708 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
36709 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D
36710 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
36711 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J
36712 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
36713 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J
36714 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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36715 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A
36716 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T
37561 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y
ARTHIST 999 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research
31974 IND 001 - TBA Bendiner, K
31975 IND 002 - TBA Counts, D
31976 IND 003 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
33891 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J
33892 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
33893 IND 006 - TBA Johung, J
33894 IND 007 - TBA Leson, R
36168 IND 008 - TBA Stone, A
36411 IND 009 - TBA Tiffany, T
37562 IND 010 - TBA Wang, Y
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Astronomy
Chair: Alan Wiseman PHY 450 229-4079
agw@uwm.edu
  
        
        
       
 
  
        
        
        
      
 
ASTRON 103
(NS)
U 3 Survey of Astronomy
34395 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 137 Oshaughnessy, R For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35686 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am PHY 137 Dasgupta, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37682 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Friedman, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access required.
ASTRON 104
(NS+)
U 1 Astronomy Laboratory
E 34396 LAB 801 M 7:30pm-9:20pm PHY 226 Yokoi, K
E 34397 LAB 802 W 7:30pm-9:20pm PHY 226 Yokoi, K
E 35687 LAB 803 R 7:30pm-9:20pm PHY 226 Yokoi, K
36319 LAB 804 W 3:00pm-4:50pm PHY 226
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Atmospheric Sciences
Chair: Richard Stockbridge, EMS E404, (414) 229-5264
Coordinator: Kyle Swanson, EMS W447, (414) 229-3947
  
       
      
       
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
ATM SCI 100
(NS+)
U 3 Survey of Meteorology
34398 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am EMS E180 Kravtsov, S
34399 LEC 402 TR 11:00am-11:50am LAP 160
E 36612 LEC 403 T 5:00pm-6:40pm LAP N101
34401 LAB 801 M 11:00am-12:50pm EMS E169
34402 LAB 802 M 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E169
34403 LAB 803 M 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E206
34404 LAB 804 M 3:00pm-4:50pm EMS E169
E 34405 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-6:50pm EMS E169
34406 LAB 806 T 11:00am-12:50pm EMS E169
34407 LAB 807 T 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E169
34408 LAB 808 T 3:00pm-4:50pm EMS E169
34409 LAB 809 W 11:00am-12:50pm EMS E169
34410 LAB 810 W 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E169
35989 LAB 811 W 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E206
36298 LAB 812 W 3:00pm-4:50pm EMS E169
36299 LAB 813 R 11:00am-12:50pm EMS E169
36614 LAB 814 R 1:00pm-2:50pm EMS E169
36615 LAB 815 R 3:00pm-4:50pm EMS E169
ATM SCI 109
(NS)
U 3 Thunderstorms, Tornadoes and Hurricanes
37496 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ATM SCI 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36434 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J
36435 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
36436 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
36437 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
36438 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36439 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 240 U 3 Introduction to Meteorology
35195 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
~ + ATM SCI 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Atmospheric Sciences, Lower Division
37335 FLD 001 - TBA Kahl, J
37336 FLD 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
37337 FLD 003 - TBA Larson, V
37338 FLD 004 - TBA Roebber, P
37339 FLD 005 - TBA Swanson, K
37340 FLD 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34400 LEC 101 - TBA
ATM SCI 464 U/G 3 Cloud Physics
42102 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E169 Larson, V
ATM SCI 470 U/G 3 Tropical Meteorology
42103 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
ATM SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
34411 LEC 101 - TBA
ATM SCI 511 U/G 3 Seminar in Atmospheric Radiation and Remote Sensing
42104 SEM 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E212 Larson, V
ATM SCI 599 U 1 Capstone Experience
35010 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J
35011 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
35696 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
35697 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
35698 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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36301 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 690 U/G 1 - 3  Seminar in Atmospheric Sciences:
36910 SEM 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 146 Roebber, P TOPIC: Daily Weather Discussion 1 - 3 cr
ATM SCI 695 U 1 - 6  Internship in Atmospheric Sciences, Upper Division
33895 FLD 001 - TBA Kahl, J
33896 FLD 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
33897 FLD 003 - TBA Larson, V
33898 FLD 004 - TBA Roebber, P
33899 FLD 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36302 FLD 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
31977 IND 001 - TBA
31978 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
31979 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
31980 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
31981 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36303 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 750 G 3 Nonlinear Time Series Analysis
42105 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Tsonis, A
# ATM SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
31982 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J
31983 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
31984 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
31985 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
31986 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36304 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 990 G 1 - 8  Master's Thesis
31987 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J
31988 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
31989 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
31990 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
31991 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36368 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 997 G 1-12  Doctoral Externship
31992 LEC 001 - TBA Kahl, J
31993 LEC 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
31994 LEC 003 - TBA Larson, V
31995 LEC 004 - TBA Roebber, P
31996 LEC 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36305 LEC 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
31997 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J
31998 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
31999 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
32000 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
32001 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36306 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
ATM SCI 999 G 1 - 4  Advanced Independent Reading
32002 IND 001 - TBA Kahl, J
32003 IND 002 - TBA Kravtsov, S
32004 IND 003 - TBA Larson, V
32005 IND 004 - TBA Roebber, P
32006 IND 005 - TBA Swanson, K
36307 IND 006 - TBA Tsonis, A
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Biological Sciences
Chair: Daad Saffarini, LAP S181 229-4214
http://www.biology.uwm.edu
In addition to courses offered by Biological Sciences, students are also encouraged to select cross-listed courses in other departments (Clinical Laboratory Sciences; Conservation and
Environmental Sciences; Psychology; and Urban Planning). A detailed listing of all Multidisciplinary Courses can be found on the web at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/schedule/
IMPORTANT: Registered students not attending Biological Sciences Lab and/or Discussion courses during the first week may be dropped. See 'Administrative Drop for Non-Attendance'
policy under The Department of Enrollment Services 'Registration Policy' on the web at:
https://www4.uwm.edu/current_students/register_course_info/registration_policies.cfm
Registration in laboratory courses is typically restricted by the availability of openings in laboratory sections. You must register for both the lecture and laboratory sections to complete
the course.
  
        
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
       
 
   
        
      
   
      
   
      
   
      
   
      
   
      
   
      
   
       
    
 
  
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
         
       
       
 
  
        
BIO SCI 100
(NS+)
U 3 Survey of Zoology
34412 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am LAP 162 Coggins, J Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
34413 LAB 801 T 11:00am-12:50pm LAP S172
34414 LAB 802 T 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP S172
34415 LAB 803 T 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP S172
E 34416 LAB 804 T 5:00pm-6:50pm LAP S172
34417 LAB 805 R 11:00am-12:50pm LAP S172
34418 LAB 806 R 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP S172
34419 LAB 807 R 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP S172
E 34420 LAB 808 R 5:00pm-6:50pm LAP S172
+ BIO SCI 101
(NS+)
U 4 General Survey of Microbiology
34421 LEC 401 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LAP N103 Ramakrishnan, S Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
34422 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:50am LAP 468
W 9:00am-9:50am LAP 468
34423 LAB 802 M 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 468
W 11:00am-11:50am LAP 468
34424 LAB 803 M 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 468
W 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 468
35367 LAB 804 M 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP 468
W 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 468
35923 LAB 805 T 9:00am-10:50am LAP 468
R 9:00am-9:50am LAP 468
35935 LAB 806 T 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 468
R 11:00am-11:50am LAP 468
36469 LAB 807 T 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 468
R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 468
E 37798 LAB 808 M 4:00pm-5:50pm LAP 480
E W 4:00pm-4:50pm LAP 480
BIO SCI 102
(NS+)
U 3 Elements of Biology
34425 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-11:50am LAP 162 Wejksnora, P Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
34426 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:50am LAP S178
34427 LAB 802 M 11:00am-12:50pm LAP S178
34428 LAB 803 M 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP S178
34429 LAB 804 M 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP S178
34430 LAB 805 T 9:00am-10:50am LAP S178
34431 LAB 806 T 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP S178
34432 LAB 807 T 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP S178
34433 LAB 808 W 9:00am-10:50am LAP S178
34434 LAB 809 W 11:00am-12:50pm LAP S178
34435 LAB 810 W 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP S178
35368 LAB 811 W 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP S178
35924 LAB 812 R 9:00am-10:50am LAP S178
BIO SCI 103
(NS)
U 3 Topics in Modern Biology:
E 36521 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm LAP N103 Ramakrishnan, S TOPIC: Great Discoveries in Biology 3 cr
36520 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Coggins, J TOPIC: Human Biology 3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
37342 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Bott, T TOPIC: Invasive Species in Our Environment 3 cr, A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
BIO SCI 104
(NS+)
U 3 Plants in Today's World
34436 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am LAP N103 Clare, R Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
E  Evening Section
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34437 LEC 402 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP N103 Clare, R Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
E 34438 LEC 403 M 5:30pm-7:10pm LAP N103 Clare, R Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
34439 LAB 801 M 10:00am-11:50am LAP S192
34440 LAB 802 M 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP S192
34441 LAB 803 T 8:00am-9:50am LAP S192
34442 LAB 804 T 10:00am-11:50am LAP S192
34443 LAB 805 T 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP S192
34444 LAB 806 T 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP S192
E 34445 LAB 807 T 4:00pm-5:50pm LAP S192
34446 LAB 808 W 10:00am-11:50am LAP S192
34447 LAB 809 W 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP S192
E 34448 LAB 810 W 4:00pm-5:50pm LAP S192
34449 LAB 811 R 10:00am-11:50am LAP S192
34450 LAB 812 R 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP S192
34451 LAB 813 R 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP S192
34452 LAB 814 F 10:00am-11:50am LAP S192
36029 LAB 815 F 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP S192
BIO SCI 150
(NS+)
U 4 Foundations of Biological Sciences I
34453 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP 162 Hoebel, G
Wejksnora, P
Whittingham, L
Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34454 LAB 801 M 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
E 34455 LAB 802 M 4:00pm-6:50pm LAP S284
34456 LAB 803 T 8:00am-10:50am LAP S284
34457 LAB 804 T 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
34458 LAB 805 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP S284
34459 LAB 806 W 8:00am-10:50am LAP S284
34460 LAB 807 W 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
34461 LAB 808 R 8:00am-10:50am LAP S284
35937 LAB 809 R 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
37010 LAB 810 R 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP S284
BIO SCI 152
(NS+)
U 4 Foundations of Biological Sciences II
34462 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am LAP N103 Wimpee, C Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
34463 LAB 801 M 10:00am-12:50pm LAP S286
34464 LAB 802 M 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S286
E 34465 LAB 803 M 4:00pm-6:50pm LAP S286
34466 LAB 804 T 8:00am-10:50am LAP S286
35369 LAB 805 T 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S286
35579 LAB 806 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP S286
E 36468 LAB 807 T 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP S286
36495 LAB 808 W 10:00am-12:50pm LAP S286
37791 LAB 809 W 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S286
BIO SCI 201
(NS+)
U 4 Human Structure and Function
38071 LEC 401 MWF 11:00am-11:50am LAP 160 Petto, A Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
38136 LAB 801 M 12:00pm-2:50pm LAP N110
38137 LAB 802 M 3:00pm-5:50pm LAP N110
38138 LAB 803 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N110
38139 LAB 804 W 12:00pm-2:50pm LAP N110
BIO SCI 202 U 4 Anatomy and Physiology I
34467 LEC 401 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm ENG 105 Petto, A Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34468 LAB 801 M 8:00am-10:50am LAP N112
34469 LAB 802 M 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N112
E 34470 LAB 803 M 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N112
34471 LAB 804 T 8:00am-10:50am LAP N112
34472 LAB 805 T 11:00am-1:50pm LAP N112
34473 LAB 806 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N112
E 34474 LAB 807 T 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N112
34475 LAB 808 W 8:00am-10:50am LAP N112
34476 LAB 809 W 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N112
E 34477 LAB 810 W 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N112
34478 LAB 811 R 8:00am-10:50am LAP N112
34479 LAB 812 R 11:00am-1:50pm LAP N112
38270 LAB 813 R 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N112
38271 LAB 814 R 11:00am-1:50pm LAP N112
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E 38497 LAB 815 R 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N112
38507 LAB 816 F 8:00am-10:50am LAP N110
BIO SCI 203
(NS+)
U 4 Anatomy and Physiology II
34480 LEC 401 TR 8:00am-9:15am ENG 105 Scanes, C Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35812 LEC 402 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LAP 162 Clare, R Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34481 LAB 801 M 8:00am-10:50am LAP N106
34482 LAB 802 M 11:00am-1:50pm LAP N106
34483 LAB 803 M 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N106
E 34484 LAB 804 M 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N106
34485 LAB 805 T 10:00am-12:50pm LAP N106
34486 LAB 806 T 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP N106
E 34487 LAB 807 T 4:00pm-6:50pm LAP N106
35370 LAB 808 W 8:00am-10:50am LAP N106
35371 LAB 809 W 11:00am-1:50pm LAP N106
35372 LAB 810 W 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N106
E 35373 LAB 811 W 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N106
35374 LAB 812 R 10:00am-12:50pm LAP N106
35375 LAB 813 R 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP N106
E 35376 LAB 814 R 4:00pm-6:50pm LAP N106
35810 LAB 815 F 8:00am-10:50am LAP N106
35811 LAB 816 F 11:00am-1:50pm LAP N106
35932 LAB 817 F 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP N106
E 35933 LAB 818 F 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP N106
W 35936 LAB 819 S 9:00am-11:50am LAP N106
W 41619 LAB 820 S 12:00pm-2:50pm LAP N106
~ BIO SCI 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Biological Sciences, Lower Division
32007 FLD 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
35816 FLD 002 - TBA Alberto, F
32008 FLD 003 - TBA Anapol, F
32009 FLD 004 - TBA Bardy, S
32010 FLD 005 - TBA Berges, J
32011 FLD 006 - TBA Bootsma, H
32012 FLD 007 - TBA Carvan, M
32013 FLD 008 - TBA Cheng, Y
32014 FLD 009 - TBA Coggins, J
32015 FLD 010 - TBA Cuhel, R
32016 FLD 011 - TBA Dey, M
32017 FLD 012 - TBA Dunn, P
32018 FLD 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32019 FLD 014 - TBA Forst, S
32020 FLD 015 - TBA Goetz, F
32021 FLD 016 - TBA Gutzman, J
32022 FLD 017 - TBA Heathcote, R
32023 FLD 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F
32024 FLD 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
32025 FLD 020 - TBA Hoebel, G
32026 FLD 021 - TBA Hoot, S
32027 FLD 022 - TBA Hutz, R
32028 FLD 023 - TBA Janssen, J
32029 FLD 024 - TBA Karron, J
32030 FLD 025 - TBA Kaster, J
32031 FLD 026 - TBA Klaper, R
32032 FLD 027 - TBA Klemer, D
32033 FLD 028 - TBA Klump, J
32061 FLD 029 - TBA Kuchin, S
35377 FLD 030 - TBA Latch, E
35378 FLD 031 - TBA McBride, M
35379 FLD 032 - TBA Mclellan, S
35380 FLD 033 - TBA Meyer, G
35381 FLD 034 - TBA Oliver, J
35586 FLD 035 - TBA Owen, H
35705 FLD 036 - TBA Petto, A
35706 FLD 037 - TBA Prasad, G
35707 FLD 038 - TBA Quinn, C
35724 FLD 039 - TBA Raicu, V
35914 FLD 040 - TBA Reinartz, J
36024 FLD 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
36218 FLD 042 - TBA Saffarini, D
36219 FLD 043 - TBA Sandgren, C
36220 FLD 044 - TBA Scanes, C
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36221 FLD 045 - TBA Schnitzer, S
36248 FLD 046 - TBA Shepherd, B
36458 FLD 047 - TBA Steeber, D
36473 FLD 048 - TBA Strickler, J
36498 FLD 049 - TBA Swain, R
36744 FLD 050 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
36745 FLD 051 - TBA Udvadia, A
36746 FLD 052 - TBA Ulijasz, A
36747 FLD 053 - TBA Waples, J
36748 FLD 054 - TBA Wejksnora, P
36749 FLD 055 - TBA Whittingham, L
36750 FLD 056 - TBA Wimpee, C
36751 FLD 057 - TBA Witten, J
36752 FLD 058 - TBA Yang, C
36753 FLD 059 - TBA Young, E
36754 FLD 060 - TBA Zhao, D
~ BIO SCI 290 U 1 - 3  Independent Study and Research:
32034 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
37756 IND 002 - TBA Alberto, F
32035 IND 003 - TBA Anapol, F
32036 IND 004 - TBA Bardy, S
32037 IND 005 - TBA Berges, J
32038 IND 006 - TBA Bootsma, H
32059 IND 007 - TBA Carvan, M
32039 IND 008 - TBA Cheng, Y
32040 IND 009 - TBA Coggins, J
32041 IND 010 - TBA Cuhel, R
32042 IND 011 - TBA Dey, M
32043 IND 012 - TBA Dunn, P
32044 IND 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32045 IND 014 - TBA Forst, S
32046 IND 015 - TBA Goetz, F
32047 IND 016 - TBA Gutzman, J
32048 IND 017 - TBA Heathcote, R
32049 IND 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F
32050 IND 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
32051 IND 020 - TBA Hoebel, G
35708 IND 021 - TBA Hoot, S
32052 IND 022 - TBA Hutz, R
32053 IND 023 - TBA Janssen, J
32054 IND 024 - TBA Karron, J
32055 IND 025 - TBA Kaster, J
32056 IND 026 - TBA Klaper, R
32057 IND 027 - TBA Klemer, D
32058 IND 028 - TBA Klump, J
32060 IND 029 - TBA Kuchin, S
35382 IND 030 - TBA Latch, E
35383 IND 031 - TBA McBride, M
35384 IND 032 - TBA Mclellan, S
35385 IND 033 - TBA Meyer, G
35386 IND 034 - TBA Oliver, J
35587 IND 035 - TBA Owen, H
35711 IND 036 - TBA Petto, A
35712 IND 037 - TBA Prasad, G
35713 IND 038 - TBA Quinn, C
35725 IND 039 - TBA Raicu, V
35915 IND 040 - TBA Reinartz, J
36222 IND 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
36223 IND 042 - TBA Saffarini, D
36224 IND 043 - TBA Sandgren, C
36225 IND 044 - TBA Scanes, C
36249 IND 045 - TBA Schnitzer, S
36263 IND 046 - TBA Shepherd, B
36459 IND 047 - TBA Steeber, D
36474 IND 048 - TBA Strickler, J
36499 IND 049 - TBA Swain, R
36755 IND 050 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
36756 IND 051 - TBA Udvadia, A
36757 IND 052 - TBA Ulijasz, A
36758 IND 053 - TBA Waples, J
36759 IND 054 - TBA Wejksnora, P
36760 IND 055 - TBA Whittingham, L
36761 IND 056 - TBA Wimpee, C
37332 IND 057 - TBA Witten, J
35817 IND 058 - TBA Yang, C
37633 IND 059 - TBA Young, E
42140 IND 060 - TBA Zhao, D
# BIO SCI 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
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36182 IND 001 - TBA Berges, J
36183 IND 002 - TBA Carvan, M
36184 IND 003 - TBA Cheng, Y
36545 IND 004 - TBA Dunn, P
36727 IND 005 - TBA Ehlinger, T
36728 IND 006 - TBA Hoebel, G
36729 IND 007 - TBA Hoot, S
36730 IND 008 - TBA Klaper, R
36731 IND 009 - TBA Petto, A
36732 IND 010 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
36733 IND 011 - TBA Strickler, J
36805 IND 012 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
36806 IND 013 - TBA Yang, C
36974 IND 014 - TBA Young, E
37006 IND 015 - TBA Zhao, D
BIO SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32062 LEC 101 - TBA
BIO SCI 310 U 4 General Ecology
36634 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LAP 260 Add'l special course fee of $12.00 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
There will be no field trip. Field trip fee is no longer being
assessed.
36635 LAB 801 M 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S382
36636 LAB 802 W 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S382
BIO SCI 315 U 3 Cell Biology
36648 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am LAP N101 Ramakrishnan, S
# BIO SCI 316 U 2 Laboratory in Genetics and Cell Biology
41608 DIS 601 M 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP N101 Quinn, C Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
This section will be a discussion of the principles and methods
performed in lab.
41609 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP 466 Quinn, C
41610 LAB 802 W 9:00am-11:50am LAP 466 Quinn, C
41611 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP 466 Quinn, C
41612 LAB 804 F 9:00am-11:50am LAP 468 Quinn, C
BIO SCI 325 U 3 Genetics
31866 LEC 401 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP N103 Wejksnora, P
31867 DIS 601 T 9:00am-10:50am LAP 257
31868 DIS 602 T 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 257
36022 DIS 603 W 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP 257
31869 DIS 604 W 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 253
36241 DIS 605 R 9:00am-10:50am LAP 257
37015 DIS 606 R 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 257
37792 DIS 607 M 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 257
37793 DIS 608 F 9:00am-10:50am LAP 250
BIO SCI 351 U 4 Invertebrate Function & Evolution
35407 LEC 401 MW 2:30pm-3:45pm GLRF 365 Kaster, J Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
E 35408 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-6:00pm GLRF 365 Kaster, J
BIO SCI 355 U 3 Introduction to Neuroscience II: From Brain to Behavior
36533 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Greene, A Enroll in Psych 355.
BIO SCI 356 U 4 Developmental Biology
37679 LEC 401 MWF 11:00am-11:50am LAP 250 Heathcote, R
37680 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-12:50pm LAP 250 Heathcote, R
+ BIO SCI 358 U 2 Birds of Wisconsin
41291 LEC 401 F 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP S382 Dunn, P
41292 LAB 801 F 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP S382
BIO SCI 361 U 3 Diversity of Fungi, Algae, and Plants
38068 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LAP 258 Engevold, P Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
38069 LAB 801 W 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S386 Engevold, P
E  Evening Section
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~ # + BIO SCI 380
(NS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
34488 SEM 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Forst, S TOPIC: DNA in Our Everday Lives 3 cr, Location: LAP 202
37698 SEM 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP 258 Wimpee, C TOPIC: The Evolution of Evolution Theory 3 cr, Location: LAP
202
~ BIO SCI 383 U 4 General Microbiology
36528 LEC 401 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 160 McBride, M Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
36529 LAB 801 MW 10:00am-11:50am LAP 480
36530 LAB 802 MW 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 480
36531 LAB 803 TR 9:00am-10:50am LAP 480
37011 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 480
38315 LAB 805 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 480
# BIO SCI 402 U/G 3 Immunological Techniques
37710 LAB 801 MW 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP 466 Steeber, D Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
BIO SCI 407 U/G 3 Plant Systematics and Evolution
37888 LEC 401 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm LAP 252 Hoot, S Add'l special course fee of $21.75 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
Audit never allowed.
37889 LAB 801 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP S386 Emerson, J
# BIO SCI 475 U/G 3 Tropical Biology:
E 38455 LEC 102 M 7:00pm-8:15pm LAP 257 Schnitzer, S TOPIC: Tropical Ecology in Panama 3 cr, Add'l special course
fee of $2,200 is assessed to pay for trip expenses. Course runs
throughout Spring semester. Field portion conducted in Republic
of Panama: March 17 - 25, 2012 on Barro Colorado Island,
Panama. Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd.
You must have applied to CIE by October 17th to be considered
for this course.
There will be an on-line class discussion held on Monday's at
7:00 p.m.
~ BIO SCI 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Biological Sciences, Upper Division
32064 FLD 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
32065 FLD 002 - TBA Alberto, F
35557 FLD 003 - TBA Anapol, F
32066 FLD 004 - TBA Bardy, S
32067 FLD 005 - TBA Berges, J
32068 FLD 006 - TBA Bootsma, H
36025 FLD 007 - TBA Carvan, M
32069 FLD 008 - TBA Cheng, Y
32070 FLD 009 - TBA Coggins, J
32071 FLD 010 - TBA Cuhel, R
32072 FLD 011 - TBA Dey, M
32073 FLD 012 - TBA Dunn, P
32074 FLD 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32075 FLD 014 - TBA Forst, S
32076 FLD 015 - TBA Goetz, F
32077 FLD 016 - TBA Gutzman, J
32078 FLD 017 - TBA Heathcote, R
32079 FLD 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F
32080 FLD 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
32081 FLD 020 - TBA Hoebel, G
32082 FLD 021 - TBA Hoot, S
32083 FLD 022 - TBA Hutz, R
32084 FLD 023 - TBA Janssen, J
32085 FLD 024 - TBA Karron, J
32086 FLD 025 - TBA Kaster, J
32087 FLD 026 - TBA Klaper, R
32088 FLD 027 - TBA Klemer, D
35609 FLD 028 - TBA Klump, J
32089 FLD 029 - TBA Kuchin, S
32090 FLD 030 - TBA Latch, E
35387 FLD 031 - TBA McBride, M
35388 FLD 032 - TBA Mclellan, S
35389 FLD 033 - TBA Meyer, G
35390 FLD 034 - TBA Oliver, J
36800 FLD 035 - TBA Owen, H
35588 FLD 036 - TBA Petto, A
35715 FLD 037 - TBA Prasad, G
35716 FLD 038 - TBA Quinn, C
35717 FLD 039 - TBA Raicu, V
35723 FLD 040 - TBA Reinartz, J
35916 FLD 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
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36226 FLD 042 - TBA Saffarini, D
36227 FLD 043 - TBA Sandgren, C
36228 FLD 044 - TBA Scanes, C
36229 FLD 045 - TBA Schnitzer, S
36250 FLD 046 - TBA Shepherd, B
36460 FLD 047 - TBA Steeber, D
36475 FLD 048 - TBA Strickler, J
36500 FLD 049 - TBA Swain, R
36762 FLD 050 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
36763 FLD 051 - TBA Udvadia, A
36764 FLD 052 - TBA Ulijasz, A
36765 FLD 053 - TBA Waples, J
36766 FLD 054 - TBA Wejksnora, P
36767 FLD 055 - TBA Whittingham, L
36768 FLD 056 - TBA Wimpee, C
36769 FLD 057 - TBA Witten, J
36770 FLD 058 - TBA Yang, C
36771 FLD 059 - TBA Young, E
36772 FLD 060 - TBA Zhao, D
~ + BIO SCI 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Upper-Level
37388 IND 001 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
37393 IND 002 - TBA Klaper, R
37803 IND 003 - TBA Dunn, P
38504 IND 004 - TBA Strickler, J
BIO SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32063 LEC 101 - TBA
BIO SCI 499 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
41984 LEC 401 T 1:00pm-2:15pm LAP 271 Alberto, F TOPIC: Programming and Modeling in Ecology and Evolution
3 cr
41985 DIS 601 R 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP 271 Alberto, F
BIO SCI 532 U/G 3 Behavioral Ecology
37579 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 250 Rodriguez Sevilla, R
# BIO SCI 540 U/G 3 Microbial Diversity and Physiology
36010 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 258 Prasad, G
# BIO SCI 544 U/G 3 Transmission Electron Microscopy Laboratory
37183 DIS 601 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP SB72 Owen, H Additional special course fee of $56.96 will be assessed to
cover the cost of course materials.
37184 LAB 801 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP SB72 Owen, H
BIO SCI 545 U/G 3 Physiology of Reproduction
41198 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LAP 260 Hutz, R
BIO SCI 562 U/G 1 - 2  Topics in Field Biology:
W 37885 LEC 101 S 8:00am-3:00pm TBA Meyer, G TOPIC: Creative Writing About the Natural World 1 cr,
04/16/2012-04/21/2012 A special course fee of $60 will be
assessed in addition to regular UWM tuition. Contact the Field
Station for more information. UWM Cedarburg Bog Field Station,
3095 Blue Goose Road, Saukville, WI. Website:
www.uwm.edu/dept/fieldstation. Course meets April 20-21.
F 9:00am-6:00pm TBA TOPIC: Creative Writing About the Natural World 1 cr,
04 /16/2012-04/21/2012 
# + BIO SCI 565 U/G 3 Eukaryotic Gene Regulation
37580 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am LAP 258 Udvadia, A
BIO SCI 572 U/G 3 Functional Genomics
41371 LEC 401 MW 10:00am-10:50am LAP 258 Ramakrishnan, S
41372 DIS 601 F 10:00am-10:50am LAP 271 Ramakrishnan, S
BIO SCI 573 U/G 3 Cellular Evolution
36522 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am LAP 260 Wimpee, C
BIO SCI 575 U/G 3 Evolutionary Biology
41199 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 260 Karron, J
# BIO SCI 580 U/G 4 Experimental Microbiology
E  Evening Section
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35997 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am LAP 466 Ulijasz, A
Wimpee, C
Yang, C
Additional special course fee of $49.35 will be assessed to
cover the cost of course materials.
36216 LAB 801 TR 10:00am-12:50pm LAP 466 Ulijasz, A
Wimpee, C
Yang, C
# BIO SCI 596 U/G 3 Neuropharmacology
36681 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 260 Witten, J
BIO SCI 597 U/G 3 RNA Structure, Function, and Metabolism
41290 LEC 001 W 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP 252 Dey, M
BIO SCI 670 U 1 Senior Seminar in Biological Sciences
34489 SEM 001 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 257 Zhao, D
36857 SEM 002 W 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 250
E 38496 SEM 003 M 4:00pm-4:50pm LAP 252
BIO SCI 671 U 1 Undergraduate Seminar in Microbiology
37643 SEM 001 W 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 260 Yang, C
~ BIO SCI 698 U 1 - 3  Independent Study in Microbiology
36989 IND 001 - TBA Bardy, S
36990 IND 002 - TBA Cheng, Y
36991 IND 003 - TBA Dey, M
36992 IND 004 - TBA Forst, S
36993 IND 005 - TBA Kuchin, S
36994 IND 006 - TBA McBride, M
36995 IND 007 - TBA Mclellan, S
36996 IND 008 - TBA Prasad, G
36997 IND 009 - TBA Saffarini, D
36999 IND 010 - TBA Wimpee, C
37638 IND 011 - TBA Yang, C
37775 IND 012 - TBA Raicu, V
38513 IND 013 - TBA Cuhel, R
~ BIO SCI 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
32091 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
32092 IND 002 - TBA Alberto, F
32093 IND 003 - TBA Anapol, F
32094 IND 004 - TBA Bardy, S
32095 IND 005 - TBA Berges, J
32096 IND 006 - TBA Bootsma, H
36424 IND 007 - TBA Carvan, M
32097 IND 008 - TBA Cheng, Y
32098 IND 009 - TBA Coggins, J
32099 IND 010 - TBA Cuhel, R
32100 IND 011 - TBA Dey, M
32101 IND 012 - TBA Dunn, P
32102 IND 013 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32103 IND 014 - TBA Forst, S
32104 IND 015 - TBA Goetz, F
32105 IND 016 - TBA Gutzman, J
32106 IND 017 - TBA Heathcote, R
32107 IND 018 - TBA Helmstetter, F
32108 IND 019 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
32109 IND 020 - TBA Hoebel, G
32110 IND 021 - TBA Hoot, S
32111 IND 022 - TBA Hutz, R
32112 IND 023 - TBA Janssen, J
32113 IND 024 - TBA Karron, J
32114 IND 025 - TBA Kaster, J
32115 IND 026 - TBA Klaper, R
32116 IND 027 - TBA Klemer, D
32117 IND 028 - TBA Klump, J
32118 IND 029 - TBA Kuchin, S
32119 IND 030 - TBA Latch, E
35392 IND 031 - TBA McBride, M
35393 IND 032 - TBA Mclellan, S
35394 IND 033 - TBA Meyer, G
35395 IND 034 - TBA Oliver, J
35396 IND 035 - TBA Owen, H
35589 IND 036 - TBA Petto, A
35718 IND 037 - TBA Prasad, G
35719 IND 038 - TBA Quinn, C
35720 IND 039 - TBA Raicu, V
35722 IND 040 - TBA Reinartz, J
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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35917 IND 041 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
35948 IND 042 - TBA Saffarini, D
35969 IND 043 - TBA Sandgren, C
35975 IND 044 - TBA Scanes, C
36026 IND 045 - TBA Schnitzer, S
36230 IND 046 - TBA Shepherd, B
36231 IND 047 - TBA Steeber, D
36232 IND 048 - TBA Strickler, J
36233 IND 049 - TBA Swain, R
36251 IND 050 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
36461 IND 051 - TBA Udvadia, A
36477 IND 052 - TBA Ulijasz, A
36490 IND 053 - TBA Waples, J
36501 IND 054 - TBA Wejksnora, P
36773 IND 055 - TBA Whittingham, L
36774 IND 056 - TBA Wimpee, C
36775 IND 057 - TBA Witten, J
36776 IND 058 - TBA Yang, C
36777 IND 059 - TBA Young, E
42577 IND 060 - TBA Zhao, D
# BIO SCI 750 G 2 Scientific Writing
41614 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252 Saffarini, D
BIO SCI 899 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Studies
32120 IND 001 - TBA Alberto, F
32121 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
32122 IND 003 - TBA Bardy, S
32123 IND 004 - TBA Berges, J
32124 IND 005 - TBA Bootsma, H
32125 IND 006 - TBA Carvan, M
36027 IND 007 - TBA Cheng, Y
32126 IND 008 - TBA Coggins, J
32127 IND 009 - TBA Dey, M
32128 IND 010 - TBA Dunn, P
32129 IND 011 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32130 IND 012 - TBA Forst, S
32131 IND 013 - TBA Goetz, F
32132 IND 014 - TBA Heathcote, R
32133 IND 015 - TBA Hoebel, G
32134 IND 016 - TBA Hoot, S
32135 IND 017 - TBA Hutz, R
32136 IND 018 - TBA Janssen, J
32137 IND 019 - TBA Karron, J
32138 IND 020 - TBA Kaster, J
32139 IND 021 - TBA Klaper, R
32140 IND 022 - TBA Klemer, D
32141 IND 023 - TBA Klump, J
32142 IND 024 - TBA Kuchin, S
32143 IND 025 - TBA Latch, E
32144 IND 026 - TBA McBride, M
32145 IND 027 - TBA Mclellan, S
32146 IND 028 - TBA Meyer, G
32147 IND 029 - TBA Oliver, J
32148 IND 030 - TBA Owen, H
35397 IND 031 - TBA Petto, A
35398 IND 032 - TBA Prasad, G
35399 IND 033 - TBA Quinn, C
35400 IND 034 - TBA Raicu, V
35401 IND 035 - TBA Reinartz, J
35726 IND 036 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
35741 IND 037 - TBA Saffarini, D
35742 IND 038 - TBA Sandgren, C
35743 IND 039 - TBA Scanes, C
35744 IND 040 - TBA Schnitzer, S
35918 IND 041 - TBA Steeber, D
35970 IND 042 - TBA Strickler, J
36234 IND 043 - TBA Udvadia, A
36235 IND 044 - TBA Ulijasz, A
36236 IND 045 - TBA Wejksnora, P
36237 IND 046 - TBA Whittingham, L
36462 IND 047 - TBA Wimpee, C
36478 IND 048 - TBA Witten, J
36502 IND 049 - TBA Yang, C
36778 IND 050 - TBA Young, E
36779 IND 051 - TBA Zhao, D
BIO SCI 900 G 1 Biology Colloquium
E 34490 SEM 001 F 4:00pm-4:50pm LAP N101 Strickler, J
E  Evening Section
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BIO SCI 925 G 1 - 2  Seminar: Molecular and Cell Biology:
E 41293 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-5:20pm LAP S382 Oliver, J TOPIC: Research Progress 2012 1 - 2 cr
BIO SCI 929 G 1 - 2  Seminar: Behavioral Biology:
42455 SEM 001 F 10:00am-10:50am LAP 252 Dunn, P TOPIC: Behavioral and Molecular Ecology 1 cr
# BIO SCI 933 G 1 Seminar in Neuroscience
36632 SEM 001 F 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP N101
BIO SCI 990 G 1 - 8  Research
32149 IND 001 - TBA Alberto, F
32150 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
32151 IND 003 - TBA Bardy, S
32152 IND 004 - TBA Berges, J
32153 IND 005 - TBA Bootsma, H
32154 IND 006 - TBA Carvan, M
32155 IND 007 - TBA Cheng, Y
32156 IND 008 - TBA Coggins, J
32157 IND 009 - TBA Dey, M
32158 IND 010 - TBA Dunn, P
32159 IND 011 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32160 IND 012 - TBA Forst, S
32161 IND 013 - TBA Goetz, F
32162 IND 014 - TBA Heathcote, R
32163 IND 015 - TBA Hoebel, G
32164 IND 016 - TBA Hoot, S
32165 IND 017 - TBA Hutz, R
32166 IND 018 - TBA Janssen, J
32167 IND 019 - TBA Karron, J
32168 IND 020 - TBA Kaster, J
32169 IND 021 - TBA Klaper, R
32170 IND 022 - TBA Klemer, D
32171 IND 023 - TBA Klump, J
32172 IND 024 - TBA Kuchin, S
32173 IND 025 - TBA Latch, E
32174 IND 026 - TBA McBride, M
32175 IND 027 - TBA Mclellan, S
32176 IND 028 - TBA Meyer, G
32177 IND 029 - TBA Oliver, J
32178 IND 030 - TBA Owen, H
35402 IND 031 - TBA Petto, A
35403 IND 032 - TBA Prasad, G
35404 IND 033 - TBA Quinn, C
35405 IND 034 - TBA Raicu, V
35406 IND 035 - TBA Reinartz, J
35595 IND 036 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
35746 IND 037 - TBA Saffarini, D
35747 IND 038 - TBA Sandgren, C
35748 IND 039 - TBA Scanes, C
35749 IND 040 - TBA Schnitzer, S
35919 IND 041 - TBA Steeber, D
36425 IND 042 - TBA Strickler, J
35922 IND 043 - TBA Udvadia, A
35947 IND 044 - TBA Ulijasz, A
36238 IND 045 - TBA Wejksnora, P
36239 IND 046 - TBA Whittingham, L
36463 IND 047 - TBA Wimpee, C
36467 IND 048 - TBA Witten, J
36479 IND 049 - TBA Yang, C
36503 IND 050 - TBA Young, E
36781 IND 051 - TBA Zhao, D
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Celtic Studies
Coordinators: John Gleeson HLT 290 229-2608; Josepha Lanters CRT 489 229-4799
  
       
 
   
     
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
         
         
 
  
       
 
   
     
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
  
        
       
 
   
     
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
     
       
       
      
 
   
     
      
      
      
      
      
 
CELTIC 104 U 3 Second Semester Gaelic
37173 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Gleeson, J
# CELTIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36339 IND 001 - TBA
36340 IND 002 - TBA Gleeson, J
36341 IND 003 - TBA Lanters, J
36342 IND 005 - TBA Liston, M
36343 IND 006 - TBA McGuinness, A
36344 IND 007 - TBA Walczyk, N
CELTIC 204 U 3 Fourth Semester Gaelic
37174 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Ni Chiardha, B
CELTIC 250 U 3 Selected Topics in Celtic Studies:
E 37250 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Irish Folk Beliefs and Religious Practice 3 cr
E 37609 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: The Green Screen: Images of Ireland in Film 3 cr
CELTIC 285 U 3 Modern Irish Language and Literature
38032 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Hofmann, S
# CELTIC 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Celtic Studies, Lower Division
36345 FLD 001 - TBA
36346 FLD 002 - TBA Gleeson, J
36347 FLD 003 - TBA Lanters, J
36348 FLD 004 - TBA Liston, M
36349 FLD 005 - TBA McGuinness, A
36350 FLD 006 - TBA Walczyk, N
# CELTIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
38290 LEC 102 - TBA Walczyk, N TOPIC: Celtic Folklore 1 - 12 cr, London, UK.
CELTIC 350 U 3 Advanced Topics in Celtic Studies:
38033 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Crain, T TOPIC: Northern Ireland: Past and Present 3 cr
37511 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C TOPIC: The Archaeology of Ireland 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
# CELTIC 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Celtic Studies, Upper Division
36351 FLD 001 - TBA
36352 FLD 002 - TBA Gleeson, J
36353 FLD 003 - TBA Lanters, J
36354 FLD 005 - TBA Liston, M
36355 FLD 006 - TBA McGuinness, A
36356 FLD 007 - TBA Walczyk, N
# CELTIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36313 LEC 101 - TBA
38291 LEC 102 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: The Irish Experience 1 - 12 cr, Colmcille, Ireland.
38292 LEC 103 - TBA Gleeson, J TOPIC: Internship in Ireland 1 - 12 cr, Colmcille, Ireland.
38293 LEC 104 - TBA TOPIC: Irish Folklore & Heritage Studies 1 - 12 cr, Colmcille,
Ireland.
# + CELTIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36357 IND 001 - TBA
36358 IND 002 - TBA Gleeson, J
36359 IND 003 - TBA Lanters, J
36360 IND 005 - TBA Liston, M
36361 IND 006 - TBA McGuinness, A
36362 IND 007 - TBA Walczyk, N
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Chemistry and Biochemistry
Chair: Peter Geissinger CHM 112 229-4098 geissing@uwm.edu
NOTE: Failure to check out of a lab will result in an academic hold.
All course prerequisites are enforced by the Department of Chemistry.
Students who are absent during the first week without permission may forfeit a place in class.
  
        
    
       
    
        
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
CHEM 100
(NS)
U 4 Chemical Science
34491 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am CHM 190 Blecking, A The Monday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/13, 3/12, and 4/23.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E M 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34492 LEC 402 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CHM 190 The Monday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/13, 3/12, and 4/23.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E M 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
35632 LEC 403 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 190 Blecking, A The Monday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/13, 3/12, and 4/23.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E M 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34493 DIS 601 T 8:00am-8:50am CHM 193
34494 DIS 602 T 11:00am-11:50am CHM 193
34495 DIS 603 T 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 193
34496 DIS 604 T 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 193
34497 DIS 605 T 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 193
34498 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am CHM 193
34499 DIS 607 R 8:00am-8:50am CHM 193
34500 DIS 608 F 8:00am-8:50am CHM 195
34501 DIS 609 R 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 193
34502 DIS 610 R 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 193
34503 DIS 611 F 8:00am-8:50am CHM 193
34504 DIS 612 T 10:00am-10:50am CHM 195
34505 DIS 613 T 8:00am-8:50am CHM 195
34506 DIS 614 T 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
34507 DIS 615 T 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 195
34508 DIS 616 F 9:00am-9:50am CHM 195
35592 DIS 617 R 10:00am-10:50am CHM 195
35593 DIS 618 R 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
35596 DIS 619 R 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
35597 DIS 620 R 8:00am-8:50am CHM 195
35603 DIS 621 T 9:00am-9:50am CHM 195
35604 DIS 622 T 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 195
35633 DIS 623 T 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
35634 DIS 624 T 8:00am-8:50am CHM 169
35940 DIS 625 T 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
35941 DIS 626 R 9:00am-9:50am CHM 195
35942 DIS 627 R 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
35981 DIS 628 R 11:00am-11:50am CHM 193
35982 DIS 629 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
35983 DIS 630 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 193
37163 DIS 631 T 9:00am-9:50am CHM 193
37164 DIS 632 R 8:00am-8:50am CHM 169
37165 DIS 633 R 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 193
CHEM 101
(NS+)
U 4 Chemical Science
35660 LEC 401 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 180 Freschl, G The Thursday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/16, 3/15, and 4/26.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
35661 DIS 601 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 193
35662 DIS 602 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 193
35663 DIS 603 T 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
35664 DIS 604 T 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 193
35665 DIS 605 W 11:00am-11:50am CHM 193
35666 DIS 606 W 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 193
37606 DIS 607 F 11:00am-11:50am CHM 193
35667 DIS 608 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 193
37607 DIS 609 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 193
35668 LAB 801 M 10:00am-11:50am CHM 395 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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required the first day of lab.
35669 LAB 802 T 11:00am-12:50pm CHM 395
35670 LAB 803 T 1:00pm-2:50pm CHM 395
35671 LAB 804 W 10:00am-11:50am CHM 395
35672 LAB 805 F 12:00pm-1:50pm CHM 395
35673 LAB 806 R 11:00am-12:50pm CHM 395
35674 LAB 807 R 1:00pm-2:50pm CHM 395
37608 LAB 808 F 10:00am-11:50am CHM 395
37787 LAB 809 W 12:00pm-1:50pm CHM 395
CHEM 102
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry
34509 LEC 401 MWF 11:00am-11:50am CHM 190 Sorensen, T The Thursday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/16, 3/15, 4/26, and
5 /10 .
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
36055 LEC 402 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 190 Blecking, A The Thursday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/16, 3/15, and 4/26,
and 5/10.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34510 DIS 601 M 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
34511 DIS 602 T 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
34512 DIS 603 T 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
34513 DIS 604 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
34514 DIS 605 W 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
34515 DIS 606 W 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
34516 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
34517 DIS 608 R 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
34518 DIS 609 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
34519 DIS 610 R 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
34520 DIS 611 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
34521 DIS 612 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
34522 DIS 613 T 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
34523 DIS 614 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
35283 DIS 615 F 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
36056 DIS 616 R 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
36057 DIS 617 W 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
36058 DIS 618 F 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
36059 DIS 619 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
36060 DIS 620 T 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
37166 DIS 621 M 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
37167 DIS 622 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
34524 LAB 801 M 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 298 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
34525 LAB 802 M 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 286
34526 LAB 803 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 286
34527 LAB 804 F 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 286
34528 LAB 805 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 286
34529 LAB 806 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 286
34530 LAB 807 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 298
34531 LAB 808 R 8:00am-10:50am CHM 298
34532 LAB 809 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 298
34533 LAB 810 F 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 298
34534 LAB 811 T 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 298
34535 LAB 812 M 9:00am-11:50am CHM 286
34536 LAB 813 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 298
34537 LAB 814 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 298
35284 LAB 815 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 286
36061 LAB 816 R 8:00am-10:50am CHM 286
36062 LAB 817 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 286
36063 LAB 818 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 286
36064 LAB 819 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 298
36065 LAB 820 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 298
37168 LAB 821 M 9:00am-11:50am CHM 298
37169 LAB 822 T 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 286
CHEM 103
(NS+)
U 4 Survey of Biochemistry
35285 LEC 401 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 190 Freschl, G The Tuesday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/14, 3/13, and 4/24.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E T 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
35286 DIS 601 T 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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35287 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am CHM 195
35288 DIS 603 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
35289 DIS 604 W 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
35290 DIS 605 W 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
35291 DIS 606 F 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
35292 DIS 607 M 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
35293 DIS 608 M 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
35294 DIS 609 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
35650 DIS 610 M 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 195
35651 DIS 611 W 10:00am-10:50am CHM 195
35654 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
35295 LAB 801 M 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 388 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
35296 LAB 802 T 9:00am-11:50am CHM 388
35297 LAB 803 T 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 388
35298 LAB 804 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 388
35299 LAB 805 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 388
35300 LAB 806 R 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 388
35301 LAB 807 F 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 388
35302 LAB 808 M 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 398
35303 LAB 809 T 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 398
35656 LAB 810 W 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 398
35658 LAB 811 R 9:00am-11:50am CHM 398
35659 LAB 812 F 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 398
CHEM 104
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
34538 LEC 401 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 180 Murphy, K The Wednesday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/15, 3/14, 4/25 and
5 / 9 .
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E W 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
35830 LEC 402 MWF 9:00am-9:50am CHM 180 Murphy, K The Wednesday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/15, 3/14, 4/25 and
5 / 9 .
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E W 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34539 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am CHM 193
34540 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
34541 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
34542 DIS 604 W 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
34543 DIS 605 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 193
34544 DIS 606 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
34545 DIS 607 F 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
34546 DIS 608 W 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 195
34547 DIS 609 M 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 193
36011 DIS 610 M 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 193
34548 DIS 611 T 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
35831 DIS 612 W 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
35832 DIS 613 W 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 193
35833 DIS 614 F 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
37170 DIS 615 T 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 169
41295 DIS 616 W 8:00am-8:50am CHM 195
34549 LAB 801 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 284 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
34550 LAB 802 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 285
34551 LAB 803 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 284
34552 LAB 804 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 285
36012 LAB 805 R 8:00am-10:50am CHM 285
34553 LAB 806 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 285
34554 LAB 807 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 284
34555 LAB 808 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 284
34556 LAB 809 M 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 285
34557 LAB 810 M 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 284
35834 LAB 812 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 285
35835 LAB 813 W 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 284
35836 LAB 814 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 285
37171 LAB 815 F 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 285
37172 LAB 816 M 1:00pm-3:50pm CHM 284
CHEM 105
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry for Engineering
34558 LEC 401 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 190 Sorensen, T The Wednesday 5:30 pm meeting convenes only for monthly
exams; exams for both LECs are scheduled for 2/15, 3/14, 4/25,
and 5/9.
E W 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34559 DIS 601 W 8:00am-8:50am CHM 193
34560 DIS 602 M 11:00am-11:50am CHM 193
34561 DIS 603 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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34562 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am CHM 193
34563 DIS 605 M 10:00am-10:50am CHM 195
34564 DIS 606 W 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
36030 DIS 607 R 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 195
36031 DIS 608 F 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
38283 DIS 609 F 9:00am-9:50am CHM 193
34565 LAB 801 M 9:00am-11:50am CHM 490 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
34566 LAB 802 T 9:00am-11:50am CHM 490
34567 LAB 803 T 1:00pm-3:50pm CHM 490
34568 LAB 804 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 490
34569 LAB 805 W 1:00pm-3:50pm CHM 490
34570 LAB 806 R 9:00am-11:50am CHM 490
36013 LAB 807 R 1:00pm-3:50pm CHM 490
36014 LAB 808 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 490
38284 LAB 809 M 1:00pm-3:50pm CHM 480
CHEM 106
(NS+)
U 3 Chemistry in the World Around Us--Chemistry for the Non-Science Major
34571 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CHM 190 Allen, C
34572 LAB 801 M 10:00am-11:50am CHM 480 Labs will start the week of February 1st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
34573 LAB 802 T 9:00am-10:50am CHM 480
34574 LAB 803 W 9:00am-10:50am CHM 480
34575 LAB 804 W 11:00am-12:50pm CHM 480
34576 LAB 805 W 1:00pm-2:50pm CHM 480
34577 LAB 806 R 9:00am-10:50am CHM 480
36015 LAB 807 R 1:00pm-2:50pm CHM 480
+ CHEM 221 U 4 Elementary Quantitative Analysis
34578 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS E180 Aldstadt, J
34579 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:50am CHM 385 Labs will begin as scheduled. Safety goggles are required the
first day of lab.
35304 LAB 802 TR 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 385
37610 LAB 803 MW 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 385
37611 LAB 804 TR 8:00am-10:50am CHM 385
37612 LAB 805 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 385
38470 LAB 806 TR 8:00am-10:50am CHM 395
CHEM 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Chemistry, Lower Division
32179 FLD 001 - TBA Aita, C
32180 FLD 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
32181 FLD 003 - TBA Arnold, A
32182 FLD 004 - TBA Bennett, D
32183 FLD 005 - TBA Chen, J
32184 FLD 006 - TBA Cook, J
32185 FLD 007 - TBA Dietz, M
32186 FLD 008 - TBA
32188 FLD 009 - TBA Freschl, G
32187 FLD 010 - TBA Frick, D
32189 FLD 011 - TBA Geissinger, P
32190 FLD 012 - TBA Hossain, M
32191 FLD 013 - TBA Indig, G
32192 FLD 014 - TBA Moran, G
32193 FLD 015 - TBA Murphy, K
32194 FLD 016 - TBA Pacheco, A
35068 FLD 017 - TBA Peng, X
36032 FLD 018 - TBA Petering, D
36510 FLD 019 - TBA Schwabacher, A
37312 FLD 020 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37614 FLD 021 - TBA Surerus, K
37615 FLD 022 - TBA Tysoe, W
42113 FLD 023 - TBA Woehl, J
CHEM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32195 LEC 101 - TBA
CHEM 343 U 3 Organic Chemistry
32196 LEC 001 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 180 Freschl, G For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
CHEM 344 U 2 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
32197 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 475S Professor Hossain is in charge of this course.
Labs will begin as scheduled. Safety goggles are required the
first day of lab.
32198 LAB 802 MW 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 485N
32199 LAB 803 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 485S
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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32200 LAB 804 TR 9:00am-11:50am CHM 475N
35305 LAB 805 TR 9:00am-11:50am CHM 485S
35306 LAB 806 TR 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 475N
35602 LAB 807 TR 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 485S
36798 LAB 808 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 475S
CHEM 345 U 3 Organic Chemistry
32201 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CHM 180 Schwabacher, A
CHEM 399 U 1 - 4  Special Chemical Problems:
32202 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C
32204 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
32203 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A
32206 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D
32207 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J
32208 IND 006 - TBA Cheng, Y
32209 IND 007 - TBA Cook, J
32210 IND 008 - TBA Dietz, M
32211 IND 009 - TBA
32212 IND 010 - TBA Frick, D
32213 IND 011 - TBA Geissinger, P
32214 IND 012 - TBA Hossain, M
32215 IND 013 - TBA Indig, G
32216 IND 014 - TBA Moran, G
32217 IND 015 - TBA Murphy, K
32218 IND 016 - TBA Pacheco, A
35069 IND 017 - TBA Peng, X
36033 IND 018 - TBA Petering, D
36448 IND 019 - TBA Schwabacher, A
37313 IND 020 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37618 IND 021 - TBA Surerus, K
37619 IND 022 - TBA Tysoe, W
37620 IND 023 - TBA Woehl, J
# CHEM 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 35307 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
CHEM 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Chemistry, Upper Division
32219 FLD 001 - TBA Aita, C
32220 FLD 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
32221 FLD 003 - TBA Arnold, A
32222 FLD 004 - TBA Bennett, D
32223 FLD 005 - TBA Chen, J
32224 FLD 006 - TBA Cook, J
32225 FLD 007 - TBA Dietz, M
32226 FLD 008 - TBA
32227 FLD 009 - TBA Freschl, G
32228 FLD 010 - TBA Frick, D
32229 FLD 011 - TBA Geissinger, P
32230 FLD 012 - TBA Hossain, M
32231 FLD 013 - TBA Indig, G
32232 FLD 014 - TBA Moran, G
32233 FLD 015 - TBA Murphy, K
32234 FLD 016 - TBA Pacheco, A
35070 FLD 017 - TBA Peng, X
36034 FLD 018 - TBA Petering, D
37314 FLD 019 - TBA Schwabacher, A
37621 FLD 020 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37622 FLD 021 - TBA Surerus, K
37623 FLD 022 - TBA Tysoe, W
37802 FLD 023 - TBA Woehl, J
CHEM 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32205 LEC 101 - TBA
CHEM 501 U/G 3 Introduction to Biochemistry
34580 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Surerus, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
CHEM 511 U/G 3 Inorganic Chemistry
35308 LEC 001 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 197 Bennett, D
E  Evening Section
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CHEM 561 U/G 3 Physical Chemistry I
35309 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CHM 197 Geissinger, P
CHEM 584 U 2 Advanced Chemistry Laboratory II
35558 LAB 801 TR 9:00am-11:50am CHM 365 Dietz, M Lab will begin as scheduled. Safety goggles are required the first
day of class.
~ CHEM 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
35507 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37743 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37744 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this section
depends upon the availablity of internships at the State Crime
Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ CHEM 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
37394 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ CHEM 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
37745 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th Street. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
CHEM 599 U/G 3 - 5  Special Projects in Chemistry
32235 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C
32236 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
32237 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A
32238 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D
32239 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J
32240 IND 006 - TBA Cheng, Y
32241 IND 007 - TBA Cook, J
32242 IND 008 - TBA Dietz, M
32243 IND 009 - TBA
32244 IND 010 - TBA Frick, D
32245 IND 011 - TBA Geissinger, P
32246 IND 012 - TBA Hossain, M
32247 IND 013 - TBA Indig, G
32248 IND 014 - TBA Moran, G
35779 IND 015 - TBA Murphy, K
35781 IND 016 - TBA Pacheco, A
35783 IND 017 - TBA Peng, X
36041 IND 018 - TBA Petering, D
36316 IND 019 - TBA Schwabacher, A
37315 IND 020 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37624 IND 021 - TBA Surerus, K
37625 IND 022 - TBA Tysoe, W
37626 IND 023 - TBA Woehl, J
CHEM 602 U/G 3 Biochemistry: Cellular Processes
E 36271 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CHM 170 Frick, D
CHEM 603 U/G 2 Introduction to Biochemistry Laboratory
36272 DIS 601 T 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 271 Indig, G
35311 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-5:50pm CHM 271
36784 LAB 802 R 1:00pm-5:50pm CHM 271
CHEM 604 U/G 3 Biochemistry: Metabolism
35310 LEC 001 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 197 Petering, D
# CHEM 614 U/G 3 Bio-Inorganic Chemistry
41183 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CHM 170 Pacheco, A
# CHEM 691 U 1 - 4  Senior Research
35949 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C
35950 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
35951 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A
35952 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D
35953 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J
35954 IND 006 - TBA Cheng, Y
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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35955 IND 007 - TBA Cook, J
35956 IND 008 - TBA Dietz, M
35957 IND 009 - TBA
35958 IND 010 - TBA Frick, D
35959 IND 011 - TBA Geissinger, P
35960 IND 012 - TBA Hossain, M
35961 IND 013 - TBA Indig, G
35962 IND 014 - TBA Moran, G
35963 IND 015 - TBA Murphy, K
35964 IND 016 - TBA Pacheco, A
35965 IND 017 - TBA Peng, X
36037 IND 018 - TBA Petering, D
36317 IND 019 - TBA Schwabacher, A
37316 IND 020 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37627 IND 021 - TBA Surerus, K
37628 IND 022 - TBA Tysoe, W
37629 IND 023 - TBA Woehl, J
# CHEM 692 U 2 - 6  Senior Thesis
35312 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C
35313 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
35314 IND 003 - TBA Arnold, A
35315 IND 004 - TBA Bennett, D
35316 IND 005 - TBA Chen, J
35317 IND 006 - TBA Cheng, Y
35318 IND 007 - TBA Cook, J
35319 IND 008 - TBA Dietz, M
35320 IND 009 - TBA
35321 IND 010 - TBA Frick, D
35322 IND 011 - TBA Geissinger, P
35323 IND 012 - TBA Hossain, M
35324 IND 013 - TBA Indig, G
35325 IND 014 - TBA Moran, G
35790 IND 015 - TBA Murphy, K
35791 IND 016 - TBA Pacheco, A
35792 IND 017 - TBA Peng, X
36038 IND 018 - TBA Petering, D
36447 IND 019 - TBA Schwabacher, A
37323 IND 020 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37630 IND 021 - TBA Surerus, K
37631 IND 022 - TBA Tysoe, W
37632 IND 023 - TBA Woehl, J
CHEM 701 G 2 - 4  Topics in Biochemistry:
41182 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:20am CHM 170 Moran, G TOPIC: Enzyme Mechanisms 3 cr
CHEM 726 G 3 Topics in Analytical Chemistry:
37161 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CHM 170 Dietz, M TOPIC: Analytical Separations 3 cr
CHEM 741 G 2 - 3  Topics in Organic Chemistry:
E 41178 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:20pm CHM 170 Cook, J TOPIC: Heterocyclic Chemistry 2 - 3 cr
E 41179 LEC 002 MW 5:30pm-6:20pm CHM 170 Hossain, M TOPIC: Organometallic Chemistry 3 cr
37848 LEC 003 TR 3:30pm-4:20pm CHM 170 Peng, X TOPIC: Medicinal Chemistry I 2 - 3 cr,
01/23/2012-03/14/2012 This course is directed toward drug
development.
41267 LEC 004 TR 3:30pm-4:20pm CHM 170 Arnold, A TOPIC: Medicinal Chemistry II 2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012 
CHEM 798 G 1 Scientific Glassblowing
41184 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 490 Korfhage, N
CHEM 900 G 0 Chemistry Colloquium
34581 SEM 001 M 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 180 Surerus, K
CHEM 912 G 1 Graduate Seminar
34582 SEM 001 F 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 180 Surerus, K
CHEM 931 G 1 Advanced Seminar in Analytical Chemistry
34583 SEM 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J
34584 SEM 002 - TBA Arnold, A
37317 SEM 003 - TBA Dietz, M
CHEM 932 G 1 Advanced Seminar in Biochemistry
34585 SEM 001 - TBA Arnold, A
34586 SEM 002 - TBA Frick, D
E  Evening Section
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34587 SEM 003 - TBA Indig, G
34588 SEM 004 - TBA Moran, G
34589 SEM 005 - TBA Pacheco, A
34590 SEM 006 - TBA Petering, D
35734 SEM 007 - TBA Silvaggi, N
37635 SEM 008 - TBA Surerus, K
CHEM 933 G 1 Advanced Seminar in Inorganic Chemistry
34591 SEM 001 - TBA Bennett, D
34592 SEM 002 - TBA Murphy, K
34593 SEM 003 - TBA Pacheco, A
CHEM 934 G 1 Advanced Seminar in Organic Chemistry
34594 SEM 001 - TBA Arnold, A
34595 SEM 002 - TBA Chen, J
34596 SEM 003 - TBA Cook, J
36318 SEM 004 - TBA Hossain, M
37636 SEM 005 - TBA Peng, X
37637 SEM 006 - TBA Schwabacher, A
CHEM 935 G 1 Advanced Seminar in Physical Chemistry
34597 SEM 001 - TBA Aita, C
34598 SEM 002 - TBA Geissinger, P
34599 SEM 003 - TBA Tysoe, W
36039 SEM 004 - TBA Woehl, J
CHEM 990 G 1 - 9  Research: Organic
32249 IND 001 - TBA Arnold, A
32250 IND 002 - TBA Chen, J
32251 IND 003 - TBA Cook, J
36446 IND 004 - TBA Hossain, M
37674 IND 005 - TBA Peng, X
37675 IND 006 - TBA Schwabacher, A
CHEM 992 G 1 - 9  Research: Physical
32252 IND 001 - TBA Aita, C
32253 IND 002 - TBA
32254 IND 003 - TBA Geissinger, P
36040 IND 004 - TBA Tysoe, W
38377 IND 005 - TBA Woehl, J
CHEM 993 G 1 - 9  Research: Analytical
32255 IND 001 - TBA Arnold, A
32256 IND 002 - TBA Aldstadt, J
37318 IND 003 - TBA Dietz, M
CHEM 994 G 1 - 9  Research: Inorganic
32257 IND 001 - TBA Bennett, D
32258 IND 002 - TBA Murphy, K
32259 IND 003 - TBA Pacheco, A
CHEM 996 G 1 - 9  Research: Biochemical
32260 IND 001 - TBA Arnold, A
32261 IND 002 - TBA Indig, G
32262 IND 003 - TBA Moran, G
32263 IND 004 - TBA Pacheco, A
32264 IND 005 - TBA Petering, D
35735 IND 006 - TBA Surerus, K
37676 IND 007 - TBA Silvaggi, N
38516 IND 008 - TBA Frick, D
E  Evening Section
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Chinese
Chair: Michael Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, 
kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Yea-Fen Chen CRT 892 (414) 229-2492, yfchen@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/linguistics.html 
   
       
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
         
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
     
 
   
      
 
+ CHINESE 102 U 5 Second Semester Chinese
35334 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 203 Mar, L
Olson, A
36419 LEC 002 MTWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 203 Mar, L
Olson, A
35335 LEC 003 MTWRF 3:00pm-3:50pm CRT B19 Hsueh, W
Olson, A
CHINESE 150 U 3 Contemporary Chinese Society and Culture
E 42593 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B13 Chen, Y
CHINESE 202 U 5 Fourth Semester Chinese
35339 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 203 Wang, X
CHINESE 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37369 LEC 101 - TBA
CHINESE 299 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
E 42185 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-6:10pm LUB N130 Chen, Y TOPIC: Chinese for Business 2 cr, Students must register for
both Chinese 299-001 and Bus Adm 295-001. There is an
additional tuition charge of $41.20 for enrolling in Bus Adm
295-001.
CHINESE 302 U 3 Sixth Semester Chinese
35621 LEC 001 TRF 11:00am-11:50am MER 321 Hsueh, W
CHINESE 320 U 3 Contemporary Chinese Societies through Film
37966 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 321 Wang, X
CHINESE 402 U 3 Eighth Semester Chinese
37218 LEC 001 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 303 Wang, X
# CHINESE 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37368 LEC 101 - TBA
# CHINESE 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36946 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y
E  Evening Section
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Classics
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Richard Monti CRT 809 (414) 229-6859 rmonti@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/classics.html
  
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
       
       
 
  
     
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
CLASSIC 170
(HU)
U 3 Classical Mythology
34600 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B46 Precourt, B
34601 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 175 Calkins, R
34602 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B46 Calkins, R
37251 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Porter, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
CLASSIC 201
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Greek Life and Literature
37324 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Calkins, R
41689 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Porter, A
CLASSIC 202
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Roman Life and Literature
41403 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cova, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# + CLASSIC 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
36741 IND 001 - TBA Mulroy, D
CLASSIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34603 LEC 101 - TBA
CLASSIC 302
(HU)
U 3 War and Politics in Ancient Greece
38335 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Mulroy, D
CLASSIC 303
(HU)
U 3 The Life and Literature of the Roman Empire
41404 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Muse, K
CLASSIC 304
(HU)
U/G 3 The Graeco-Roman World:
37506 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Tieszen, B TOPIC: Intro to Indo-European Languages and Culture 3 cr
41687 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Porter, A TOPIC: Epic Questions 3 cr
CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
35920 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
36640 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
CLASSIC 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
34604 LEC 101 - TBA
~ CLASSIC 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
32265 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
32266 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
33900 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38337 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38338 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Communication
Chair: William Keith - JOH 210, 229-4261
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASS MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED FROM THEIR COURSES. See Registration portion of this Schedule for information
about fees for students dropped by the department.
   
      
       
       
      
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
      
       
       
      
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
      
       
       
      
       
# COMMUN 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication
35642 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244
E 35643 LEC 002 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 244
E 35800 LEC 003 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 244
38441 LEC 004 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244
37330 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Cuneo, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
41313 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Cuneo, A 03/26/2012-05/19/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
34605 LEC 407 T 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 131 Timmerman, L
34606 DIS 601 MW 9:00am-9:50am MER 244
34607 DIS 602 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 244
34608 DIS 603 MW 11:00am-11:50am MER 244
34609 DIS 604 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 244
34610 DIS 605 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 244
34611 DIS 606 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 244
34612 DIS 607 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER 244
34613 DIS 608 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER 244
34614 DIS 609 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER 244
34615 DIS 610 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 244
34616 DIS 611 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 244
34617 DIS 612 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 244
# COMMUN 103
(HU)
U 3 Public Speaking
E 34619 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
34620 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44
E 34621 LEC 003 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
E 36455 LEC 004 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
36454 LEC 005 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44
E 41938 LEC 006 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 248
37773 LEC 407 M 12:00pm-12:50pm ENG 105 Keith, W
34622 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-8:50am MER G44
34623 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER G44
34624 LAB 803 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER G44
34625 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER G44
34626 LAB 805 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G44
34627 LAB 806 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G44
35991 LAB 807 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G44
35992 LAB 808 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER G48
35993 LAB 809 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER G48
34628 LAB 810 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER G48
34629 LAB 811 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G48
34630 LAB 812 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G48
35644 LAB 813 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G48
35645 LAB 814 WF 9:00am-9:50am MER G44
35646 LAB 815 WF 10:00am-10:50am MER G44
37094 LAB 816 WF 11:00am-11:50am MER G44
37095 LAB 817 WF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G44
37096 LAB 818 WF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G44
41314 LAB 819 WF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G44
COMMUN 105
(SS)
U 3 Business and Professional Communication
E 35652 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
36295 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G48
E 36244 LEC 003 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
E 36950 LEC 004 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
37951 LEC 005 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G48
E 37952 LEC 006 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
37953 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Johnson, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
E  Evening Section
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will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34631 LEC 408 M 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 131 Timmerman, C
34632 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-8:50am MER 248
34633 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER 248
34634 LAB 803 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER 248
34635 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER 248
34636 LAB 805 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 248
34637 LAB 806 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 248
34638 LAB 807 WF 8:00am-8:50am MER 248
34639 LAB 808 WF 9:00am-9:50am MER 248
34640 LAB 809 WF 10:00am-10:50am MER 248
34641 LAB 810 WF 11:00am-11:50am MER 248
34642 LAB 811 WF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 248
37769 LAB 812 WF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 248
36476 LAB 990 - ONLINE WEB
36596 LAB 991 - ONLINE WEB
37763 LAB 992 - ONLINE WEB
37764 LAB 993 - ONLINE WEB
37949 LAB 994 - ONLINE WEB
37950 LAB 995 - ONLINE WEB
# COMMUN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36829 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36830 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36831 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36832 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36833 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36834 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36835 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36836 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36837 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36838 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36839 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36840 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36841 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36842 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36843 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36844 IND 017 - TBA Song, H Availabe for cr/no cr only.
36845 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C Availabe for cr/no cr only.
37097 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L Availabe for cr/no cr only.
38108 IND 105 - TBA Dindia, K Disney Communication Course
# COMMUN 200 U 3 Introduction to Communication Research
41942 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 344 Shields, J
# COMMUN 288 U 1 - 3  Research Practicum
38498 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
41315 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
41316 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
42053 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
42054 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
42055 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
42056 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
42057 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
42058 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
42059 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
42060 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
42061 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
42062 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
42063 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
42064 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
42065 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
42066 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
42067 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# + COMMUN 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
35092 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
35093 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
35094 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
35095 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
35096 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
35097 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
35098 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
35099 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
35100 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
35101 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
35102 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
35103 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
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35104 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35105 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36603 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36742 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36846 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37117 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34663 LEC 101 - TBA
~ COMMUN 298 U 1 - 3  Internship in Communication
38511 FLD 101 - TBA Johnson, J Credit/No Credit enrollment only.
37001 FLD 102 - TBA Dindia, K Walt Disney World College Program. This course must be taken
credit/no credit.
38447 FLD 103 - TBA Dindia, K Walt Disney World College Program. This course must be taken
credit/no credit.
# COMMUN 300 U 3 Interviewers and Interviewing
36161 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 344 Gattoni, A
E 41272 LEC 002 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 344 Grimes, D
# COMMUN 301 U 3 Interpersonal Communication Processes
35995 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MER 348 Henzl, S
37954 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 248 Kulovitz, K
COMMUN 310 U 3 Communication in Organizations
37477 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Fonner, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
42392 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Haselhuhn, E 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 313 U 3 Human Communication and Technology
41273 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kulovitz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41274 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Turkiewicz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 323 U 3 Communication in Groups and Teams
37126 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 248 Smith, K
37970 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 344 Mascarenhas, M
41276 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Fonner, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 327 U 3 Instructional Communication for Human Resource Trainers
37649 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 348 Whittenberger-Keith, K
37142 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Whittenberger-Keith, K
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 335 U 3 Critical Analysis of Communication
E 34664 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 248 Beerman, R
37956 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 344 Harris, L
41277 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 344 Adolphson, J
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
E 36016 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 England, N
36017 LEC 002 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 England, N
36247 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kim, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 362
(HU)
U 3 Argumentation and Debate
41323 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER G48 Harness, L
# COMMUN 363 U 3 Communication in Human Conflict
E 34665 LEC 001 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 344 Maier, M
37973 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 348 Ang, E
37974 LEC 003 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ang, E
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# COMMUN 370 U 3 Quantitative Research in Communication
37975 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 353 Kim, J
41278 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Song, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 381 U 3 Health Communication
36243 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 348 Tenzek, K
# COMMUN 401 U 3 Communication in Marital and Family Relationships
36827 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 348 Henzl, S
37958 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Kartch, F
41279 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Burrell, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 410 U 3 Organizational Communication Technology
37483 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mabry, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 413 U 3 Rhetoric and the Internet
37984 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jordan, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# + COMMUN 423 U 3 Decision-Making and Creativity
41324 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Haselhuhn, E 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 450 U 3 Cross-Cultural Communication
41317 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 348 Herrman, A
E 41318 LEC 002 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 Omori, K
36284 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 481 U 3 Interpersonal Issues in Health Communication
37986 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 344 Johnson, M
37987 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Peterson, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
34672 LEC 101 - TBA
# COMMUN 520 U 3 Negotiation Skills Workshop
36018 LEC 001 F 10:00am-12:40pm MER 344 Lipo Zovic, J
38479 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Timmerman, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 588 U 1 - 3  Research Practicum
32280 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
32281 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33903 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
33904 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32282 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
32283 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32284 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32285 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
32286 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
32287 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
32288 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32289 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
34996 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
34997 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36605 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36849 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36850 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37119 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 597 U 1 - 3  Practicum in Teaching Communication
32269 FLD 002 - TBA Braman, S
32270 FLD 003 - TBA Burrell, N
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33901 FLD 004 - TBA Shields, J
33902 FLD 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32271 FLD 006 - TBA Harris, L
32272 FLD 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32273 FLD 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32274 FLD 009 - TBA Keith, W
32275 FLD 010 - TBA Kim, S
32276 FLD 011 - TBA Lim, T
32277 FLD 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32278 FLD 013 - TBA Meyers, R
34994 FLD 014 - TBA Olson, K
34995 FLD 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36604 FLD 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36847 FLD 017 - TBA Song, H
36848 FLD 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37118 FLD 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 640 U/G 3 Contemporary Problems in Freedom of Speech
41327 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Braman, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 641 U 3 Current Topics in Organizational/Professional Communication:
41328 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Whittenberger-Keith, K
TOPIC: Strategic Communication in Organizations 3 cr, A
special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 651 U 3 Current Topics in Rhetorical/Public Communication:
41943 LEC 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44 Harris, L TOPIC: Rhetorics of Women's Rights 3 cr
COMMUN 665 U/G 3 Introduction to Mediation
36019 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Ang, E
W 36020 LEC 002 S 9:00am-11:40am MER 244 Ang, E 01/23/2012-05/10/2012 
COMMUN 667 U/G 3 Great American Speakers and Issues
41944 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 Olson, K
# COMMUN 675 U/G 3 Communication in International Mediation and Peacebuilding
37988 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ricigliano, R
# COMMUN 681 U/G 3 Seminar in Communication in a World of AIDS
41329 SEM 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244 Peterson, J
# COMMUN 698 U 3 Internship in Communication
32267 FLD 101 - TBA Johnson, J
~ COMMUN 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
32291 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
32292 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33905 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
32293 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32294 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
32295 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32296 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32297 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
32298 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
32299 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
32300 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
34998 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
34999 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35421 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36606 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36720 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36851 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37120 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
COMMUN 700 G 3 Quantitative Research in Communication
E 35422 SEM 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm SAB 240 Kim, S
# COMMUN 702 G 3 Qualitative Research in Communication
36828 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:40am MER 244 Burrell, N
E  Evening Section
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# COMMUN 750 G 3 Theory and Research in Intercultural Communication
41945 SEM 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Lim, T
COMMUN 770 G 3 Measurement and Evaluation in Speech Communication
E 41946 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 244 Mabry, E
COMMUN 805 G 3 Seminar on Issues in Interpersonal Communication:
38013 SEM 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 Timmerman, L TOPIC: Dark Side of Close Relationships 3 cr
41280 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB Shields, J TOPIC: Interpersonal Influence 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
# COMMUN 812 G 3 Communication Policy for Organizations
41330 SEM 001 F 9:00am-11:40am MER G48 Braman, S
# COMMUN 837 G 3 Instructional Communication in the College Classroom
E 41331 SEM 001 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 248 Meyers, R
COMMUN 860 G 3 Seminar: Issues in Communication:
37983 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Song, H TOPIC: Introduction to Health Communication 3 cr, A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 872 G 3 Rhetorics of Constituting Community and Social Controversy
41332 SEM 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244 Olson, K
# COMMUN 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32301 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M
32302 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
32303 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33906 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
33907 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32304 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
32305 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32306 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32307 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
32308 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
32309 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
32310 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32311 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35000 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35001 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36607 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36721 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36852 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37121 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 973 G 3 Topics in Rhetorical Research:
E 41333 SEM 001 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 248 Jordan, J TOPIC: Rhetoric and the Body 3 cr
# COMMUN 990 G 1-12  Research and Thesis
32312 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M
32313 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
32314 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33908 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
33909 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32315 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
32316 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32317 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32318 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
32319 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
32320 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
32321 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32322 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35002 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35003 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36608 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36722 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36853 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37122 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 998 G 1 - 3  Communication Internship
E  Evening Section
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32323 FLD 001 - TBA Allen, M
32324 FLD 002 - TBA Braman, S
32325 FLD 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33910 FLD 004 - TBA Shields, J
33911 FLD 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32326 FLD 006 - TBA Harris, L
32327 FLD 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32328 FLD 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32329 FLD 009 - TBA Keith, W
32330 FLD 010 - TBA Kim, S
32331 FLD 011 - TBA Lim, T
32332 FLD 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32333 FLD 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35004 FLD 014 - TBA Olson, K
35005 FLD 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36609 FLD 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36723 FLD 017 - TBA Song, H
36854 FLD 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37123 FLD 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
32334 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M
32335 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
32336 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33912 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
33913 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32337 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
32338 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32339 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32340 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
32341 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
32342 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
32343 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32344 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35006 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35007 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36610 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36724 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36855 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37124 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Comparative Literature
Chair: Peter Paik CRT 772 229-4382
Coordinator: Caroline Seymour Jorn CRT 785 229-5058
  
        
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
        
 
  
     
 
  
        
       
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
COMPLIT 133
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary Imagination in Literature and the Arts
34689 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA Fountain, M For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37188 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Fountain, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 135
(HU)
U 3 Experiencing Literature in the 21st Century:
37187 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Momcilovic, D TOPIC: The"undead"(vamps, monsters, & ghosts)in Lit&Film
3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 199 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
35273 IND 001 - TBA
35274 IND 002 - TBA Fountain, M
35275 IND 003 - TBA Paik, P
35276 IND 004 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
36118 IND 005 - TBA Pitt, K
36428 IND 006 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
37748 IND 007 - TBA Xu, J
COMPLIT 208
(HU)
U 3 World Literature in Translation: The 17th to the 21st Century
34690 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Russell, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 230
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Society:
37587 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am END 107 Fountain, M TOPIC: Italians and the Nazis: Literature and Film 3 cr
42289 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: Rock 'n' Roll Narratives: Lit, Music, & the Media 3 cr
COMPLIT 231
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Religion:
41975 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 221 Williams, D TOPIC: New Testament Introduction 3 cr
42093 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 221 Fountain, M TOPIC: Seven Deadly Sins: Literature, Art, and Film 3 cr
COMPLIT 233
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Film:
41422 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 209 Xu, J TOPIC: The Gangster Film in the East & West 3 cr
42290 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: Existentialism 3 cr
COMPLIT 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32345 LEC 101 - TBA
COMPLIT 350 U/G 3 Topics in Comparative Literature:
42291 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: The Modern European Novel 3 cr
38409 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Seymour-Jorn, C TOPIC: Arab Women Writers in Translation 3 cr, A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 464 U/G 3 Seminar in Comparative Literary Criticism:
41325 SEM 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 209 Xu, J TOPIC: Allegory and Allegoresis 3 cr
COMPLIT 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32346 LEC 101 - TBA
COMPLIT 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
32347 IND 001 - TBA Bolduc, M
35745 IND 002 - TBA Fountain, M
33914 IND 003 - TBA Paik, P
33915 IND 004 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
36112 IND 005 - TBA Pitt, K
36207 IND 006 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
36254 IND 007 - TBA Xu, J
37804 IND 008 - TBA Williams, D
E  Evening Section
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COMPLIT 707 G 3 Seminar in Methods of Literary Analysis:
E 41326 SEM 001 R 6:00pm-8:20pm CRT 221 Paik, P TOPIC: Introduction to Literary Theory 3 cr
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Conservation and Environmental Sciences
Director: Glen Fredlund, BOL 486, fredlund@uwm.edu, 229-6112. 
For program information, contact the Director or Coordinator.
  
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
     
 
   
        
 
  
      
      
     
     
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
CES 210
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Conservation and Environmental Science
36375 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am LAP N103 Ehlinger, T Course has a service learning component.
36377 DIS 601 T 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 252
36378 DIS 602 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252
36379 DIS 603 W 8:00am-8:50am LAP 258
36380 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am LAP 258
36381 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 253
36382 DIS 606 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 250
37008 DIS 607 R 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
38469 DIS 608 T 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
CES 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Environmental Studies, Lower Division
32628 FLD 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J
32629 FLD 002 - TBA Berges, J
32630 FLD 003 - TBA Cherkauer, D
32631 FLD 004 - TBA Coggins, J
32632 FLD 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32633 FLD 006 - TBA Dunn, P
32634 FLD 007 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32635 FLD 008 - TBA Feinberg, B
32636 FLD 009 - TBA Fredlund, G
32637 FLD 010 - TBA Grundl, T
32638 FLD 011 - TBA Hoot, S
32639 FLD 012 - TBA Isbell, J
32640 FLD 013 - TBA Karron, J
32641 FLD 014 - TBA Kaster, J
32642 FLD 015 - TBA Kean, W
32643 FLD 016 - TBA Meyer, G
37701 FLD 017 - TBA Phillips, M
35442 FLD 018 - TBA Reinartz, J
35443 FLD 019 - TBA Sandgren, C
35590 FLD 020 - TBA Schnitzer, S
35714 FLD 021 - TBA Whittingham, L
36099 FLD 022 - TBA Wimpee, C
CES 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32626 LEC 101 - TBA
# CES 471 U/G 3 Principles of Natural Resources Management
35409 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP 258 Phillips, M Additional special course fee of $10.75 will be assessed to
cover the cost of field trips.
CES 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Environmental Studies, Upper Division
32644 FLD 001 - TBA Aldstadt, J
32645 FLD 002 - TBA Berges, J
32646 FLD 003 - TBA
32647 FLD 004 - TBA
32648 FLD 005 - TBA
32649 FLD 006 - TBA Dunn, P
32650 FLD 007 - TBA Ehlinger, T
32651 FLD 008 - TBA Feinberg, B
32652 FLD 009 - TBA Fredlund, G
32653 FLD 010 - TBA Grundl, T
32654 FLD 011 - TBA Hoot, S
32655 FLD 012 - TBA Isbell, J
32656 FLD 013 - TBA Karron, J
32657 FLD 014 - TBA Kaster, J
32658 FLD 015 - TBA
32659 FLD 016 - TBA Meyer, G
37699 FLD 017 - TBA Phillips, M
35444 FLD 018 - TBA Reinartz, J
35445 FLD 019 - TBA Sandgren, C
35591 FLD 020 - TBA Schnitzer, S
35721 FLD 021 - TBA Whittingham, L
36100 FLD 022 - TBA Wimpee, C
37700 FLD 023 - TBA Young, E
38433 FLD 024 - TBA Xu, S
CES 490 U 1 Senior Seminar: Conservation and Environmental Science
36682 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252 Dunn, P
E  Evening Section
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41604 SEM 002 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 250 Latch, E
42460 SEM 203 - ONLINE WEB Phillips, M A special course fee of $92.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
CES 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32627 LEC 101 - TBA
~ + CES 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37372 IND 001 - TBA Ehlinger, T
37373 IND 002 - TBA Fredlund, G
37374 IND 003 - TBA Phillips, M
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Economics
Chair: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskoee BOL 868 229-4811
  
        
       
        
       
       
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
        
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
       
       
       
        
       
        
       
        
        
      
      
      
ECON 100
(SS)
U 3 Introductory Economics
E 34697 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Moghtaderi, A
34698 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Johnson, D
E 35638 LEC 003 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Motamedi, M
36538 LEC 004 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Fan, P
41557 LEC 005 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Salem, E
34696 LEC 406 TR 11:00am-11:50am LUB N140 Peoples, J For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34699 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34700 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34701 DIS 603 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34702 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am BOL B68
36021 DIS 605 W 10:00am-10:50am BOL B68
36023 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am BOL B68
34703 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am BOL B68
41558 DIS 608 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
ECON 103
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Microeconomics
E 34706 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm BOL B60 Oberg, P
E 34707 LEC 002 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm BOL B60 Sahabehtabrizy, S
34708 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B56 Ullman, D
34709 LEC 004 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B60 Chakrabarti, A
34710 LEC 005 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B56 Milli, J
34711 LEC 006 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B56 Javadi, S
36465 LEC 007 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B56 Martin, R
41575 LEC 008 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B64 Javadi, S
41559 LEC 209 - TBA Wilkerson, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
W 34712 LEC 310 S 10:00am-12:45pm BOL B95 Milli, J
34705 LEC 411 TR 9:00am-9:50am BOL 150 Holahan, W For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34713 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am TBA
34714 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34715 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34716 DIS 604 T 10:00am-10:50am BOL B68
34717 DIS 605 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34718 DIS 606 T 11:00am-11:50am BOL B68
34719 DIS 607 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34720 DIS 608 W 9:00am-9:50am TBA Figusch, M
34721 DIS 609 W 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34722 DIS 610 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34723 DIS 611 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
35639 DIS 612 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
35640 DIS 613 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
36279 DIS 614 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
37778 DIS 615 F 9:00am-9:50am BOL B64
37785 DIS 616 F 10:00am-10:50am BOL B64
41582 DIS 617 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
41583 DIS 618 F 11:00am-11:50am BOL B64
ECON 104
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Macroeconomics
E 34725 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm BOL B60 Motavalizadeh
Ardakani, O
34726 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B60 Milani, S
34727 LEC 003 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B60 Khadem Sameni, M
34728 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B60 Kasymova, K
E 36525 LEC 005 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm BOL B60 Khadem Sameni, M
36526 LEC 006 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B60 Zhang, R
E 36527 LEC 007 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm BOL B56 Xi, D
35538 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Meadows, G A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
W 34729 LEC 309 S 1:00pm-3:45pm BOL B95 Barati, M
34724 LEC 410 TR 10:00am-10:50am BOL 150 Bahmani-Oskoee, M For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34730 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34731 DIS 602 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34732 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34733 DIS 604 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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34734 DIS 605 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34735 DIS 606 T 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL B68
34736 DIS 607 T 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34737 DIS 608 W 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34738 DIS 609 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34739 DIS 610 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34740 DIS 611 R 11:00am-11:50am BOL B68
35641 DIS 612 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
41584 DIS 613 R 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL B68
36287 DIS 614 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
37363 DIS 615 F 9:00am-9:50am BOL B68
37779 DIS 616 F 10:00am-10:50am BOL B68
38151 DIS 617 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
41585 DIS 618 F 11:00am-11:50am BOL B68
ECON 110 U 1 Economics of Personal Finance
37786 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Neumann, R 02/20/2012-04/21/2012 A special course fee of $92.00, in
addition to regular UWM tuition will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Note: Course Dates 2/21 - 4/16
ECON 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
34741 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S
34742 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S
34743 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
34744 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K
34745 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N
34746 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
34747 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
34748 IND 008 - TBA Heywood, J
34749 IND 009 - TBA Holahan, W
34750 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
34751 IND 011 - TBA Kishor, N
34752 IND 012 - TBA Lei, W
34753 IND 013 - TBA McGinty, M
34754 IND 014 - TBA Mohtadi, H
34755 IND 015 - TBA Murshid, A
34756 IND 016 - TBA Neumann, R
34757 IND 017 - TBA Peoples, J
35539 IND 018 - TBA Song, S
35540 IND 019 - TBA Vesely, F
ECON 210 U 3 Economic Statistics
E 34758 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Murshid, A
34759 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Marfatia, H
38038 LEC 003 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Wang, L
ECON 248
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of Discrimination
34760 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B46 Bender, K
ECON 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Economics, Lower Division
32350 FLD 001 - TBA Adams, S
32351 FLD 002 - TBA Arora, S
32352 FLD 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
32353 FLD 004 - TBA Bender, K
32354 FLD 005 - TBA Bose, N
32355 FLD 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
32356 FLD 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
32358 FLD 009 - TBA Heywood, J
32359 FLD 010 - TBA Holahan, W
32360 FLD 011 - TBA Kim, S
32361 FLD 012 - TBA Kishor, N
32362 FLD 013 - TBA Lei, W
32363 FLD 014 - TBA McGinty, M
32364 FLD 015 - TBA Meadows, G
32365 FLD 016 - TBA Mohtadi, H
32366 FLD 017 - TBA Murshid, A
35424 FLD 018 - TBA Neumann, R
35425 FLD 019 - TBA Peoples, J
35426 FLD 020 - TBA Vesely, F
ECON 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32348 LEC 101 - TBA
ECON 301 U 3 Intermediate Microeconomics
E  Evening Section
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34761 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Moghtaderi, A
E 34762 LEC 002 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Van Kammen, B
37780 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kim, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 302 U 3 Intermediate Macroeconomics
E 34763 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Araji, S
35631 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Kishor, N
37781 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Lei, W
ECON 325 U 3 Money and Banking
34764 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Kumari, S
34765 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Jindal, S
E 38056 LEC 003 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Fletcher, C
ECON 328 U 3 Environmental Economics
41600 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B64 Grant, L
ECON 333 U 3 Economics and Law
E 41601 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm BOL B68 Wilkerson, R
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
E 34766 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Yukhov, A
37362 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Hosny, A
38057 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Rath, C
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
34767 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Marfatia, H
41602 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 404 U 3 Economic Applications of Game Theory
37470 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Lei, W
ECON 415 U/G 3 Economics of Employment and Labor Relations
34768 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B60 Parlow, A
E 34769 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bender, K
34770 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Drewianka, S
ECON 426 U/G 3 Public Economics
38064 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Drewianka, S
ECON 447 U/G 3 Labor Economics
37286 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Van Kammen, B
ECON 454 U/G 3 International Trade
36288 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B92 Chakrabarti, A
ECON 455 U/G 3 International Finance
34771 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Neumann, R
ECON 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Economics, Upper Division
32367 FLD 001 - TBA Adams, S
32368 FLD 002 - TBA Arora, S
33916 FLD 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
32369 FLD 004 - TBA Bender, K
32370 FLD 005 - TBA Bose, N
32371 FLD 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
32372 FLD 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
32374 FLD 009 - TBA Heywood, J
32375 FLD 010 - TBA Holahan, W
32376 FLD 011 - TBA Kim, S
32377 FLD 012 - TBA Kishor, N
32378 FLD 013 - TBA Lei, W
32379 FLD 014 - TBA McGinty, M
32380 FLD 015 - TBA Meadows, G
32381 FLD 016 - TBA Mohtadi, H
32382 FLD 017 - TBA Murshid, A
35427 FLD 018 - TBA Neumann, R
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35428 FLD 019 - TBA Peoples, J
35429 FLD 020 - TBA Vesely, F
ECON 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32349 LEC 101 - TBA
38522 LEC 102 - TBA TOPIC: Comparative Economic Systems 1 - 12 cr, London, UK.
ECON 513 U 3 Introduction to Econometrics
38152 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B64 Goh, S
ECON 606 U/G 3 Mathematical Economics II
E 35430 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Wang, Y
ECON 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
33918 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S
33919 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S
33920 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
33921 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K
33922 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N
33923 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
33924 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
33925 IND 008 - TBA Heywood, J
33926 IND 009 - TBA Holahan, W
33927 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
33928 IND 011 - TBA Kishor, N
33929 IND 012 - TBA Lei, W
33930 IND 013 - TBA McGinty, M
33931 IND 014 - TBA Meadows, G
33932 IND 015 - TBA Mohtadi, H
33933 IND 016 - TBA Murshid, A
33934 IND 017 - TBA Neumann, R
35431 IND 019 - TBA Peoples, J
35433 IND 021 - TBA Vesely, F
32383 IND 108 - TBA Holahan, W
33917 IND 109 - TBA Holahan, W
37811 IND 110 - TBA Heywood, J
ECON 701 G 3 Economic Theory: Microeconomics
E 37361 LEC 001 TR 4:30pm-5:45pm BOL B64 McGinty, M
ECON 702 G 3 Economic Theory: Macroeconomics
35636 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B64 Murshid, A
ECON 709 G 3 Industrial Organization II
35637 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B68 Peoples, J
ECON 710 G 3 Applied Econometrics
E 36289 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm BOL 294 Arora, S
ECON 734 G 3 Foundation of Econometric Methods
37724 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B64 Song, S
ECON 751 G 3 Labor Economics I
E 38066 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B64 Adams, S
ECON 753 G 3 Collective Bargaining
E 35434 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B64 Davies, S
ECON 775 G 3 Economic Development - Policy
E 38067 SEM 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B64 Mohtadi, H
# ECON 803 G 3 Advanced Microeconomic Theory II
36523 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B64 McGinty, M
# ECON 804 G 3 Advanced Macroeconomic Theory II
36524 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B68 Vesely, F
ECON 831 G 3 Monetary Theory and Policy
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36861 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B64 Vesely, F
ECON 835 G 3 Econometric Methods II
37103 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B68 Kishor, N
ECON 872 G 3 Money in the International Economy
37334 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B64 Neumann, R
# ECON 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32384 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S
32385 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S
32386 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
32387 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K
32388 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N
32389 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
33936 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
32391 IND 009 - TBA Heywood, J
32392 IND 010 - TBA Holahan, W
32393 IND 011 - TBA Kim, S
32394 IND 012 - TBA Kishor, N
32395 IND 013 - TBA Lei, W
32396 IND 014 - TBA McGinty, M
32397 IND 015 - TBA Meadows, G
32398 IND 016 - TBA Mohtadi, H
32399 IND 017 - TBA Murshid, A
35435 IND 018 - TBA Neumann, R
35436 IND 019 - TBA Peoples, J
37721 IND 020 - TBA Vesely, F
ECON 905 G 3 Seminar: Banking and Monetary Theory:
E 37469 SEM 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B68 Mohtadi, H TOPIC: Banking and Finance 3 cr
ECON 990 G 1 - 3  Graduate Thesis
32400 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S
32401 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S
32402 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
32403 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K
32404 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N
32405 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
32406 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
32408 IND 009 - TBA Heywood, J
32409 IND 010 - TBA Holahan, W
32410 IND 011 - TBA Kim, S
32411 IND 012 - TBA Kishor, N
32412 IND 013 - TBA Lei, W
32413 IND 014 - TBA McGinty, M
32414 IND 015 - TBA Meadows, G
32415 IND 016 - TBA Mohtadi, H
32416 IND 017 - TBA Murshid, A
37712 IND 018 - TBA Neumann, R
35437 IND 019 - TBA Peoples, J
35438 IND 020 - TBA Vesely, F
ECON 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Work
32417 IND 001 - TBA Adams, S
32418 IND 002 - TBA Arora, S
32419 IND 003 - TBA Bahmani-Oskoee, M
32420 IND 004 - TBA Bender, K
32421 IND 005 - TBA Bose, N
32422 IND 006 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
32423 IND 007 - TBA Drewianka, S
32425 IND 009 - TBA Heywood, J
32426 IND 010 - TBA Holahan, W
32427 IND 011 - TBA Kim, S
32428 IND 012 - TBA Kishor, N
32429 IND 013 - TBA Lei, W
32430 IND 014 - TBA McGinty, M
32431 IND 015 - TBA Meadows, G
32432 IND 016 - TBA Mohtadi, H
32433 IND 017 - TBA Murshid, A
35439 IND 018 - TBA Neumann, R
35440 IND 019 - TBA Peoples, J
35441 IND 020 - TBA Vesely, F
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Chair: Liam Callanan CRT 427 229-4511
   
       
       
       
        
 
   
       
       
       
        
        
      
       
       
       
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
        
       
       
       
       
        
        
        
        
        
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
        
       
       
      
       
       
        
  
       
       
        
       
       
# ENGLISH 95 U 0 Fundamentals of Composition
34243 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 118 Nastal, J
37484 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 118 Lyons, C
41863 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 118 Ruffino, J
37840 LEC 084 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 159 Stoner, J AOC students only.
~# ENGLISH 101 U 3 Introduction to College Writing
34244 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 211 Barnett, D
37666 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 311 Nordstrom, I
37667 LEC 003 MWF 9:00am-9:50am BOL B83 Ravel, K
34245 LEC 004 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 321 Thuemling, T This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34246 LEC 005 MWF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 108 Barth, D This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34247 LEC 006 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 142
34248 LEC 007 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 142 Vollman, T
34249 LEC 008 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 211 Brooks, P
34250 LEC 009 MW 8:00am-9:15am AUP 104 Heck, K
34251 LEC 010 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 368 Lyons, C Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34252 LEC 011 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER G16 Bott, V
34253 LEC 012 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 321 Brusin, S
37668 LEC 013 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 118 Siebert, D
34254 LEC 014 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 104 Andrews, A
34255 LEC 015 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 104 Daigle, L
34256 LEC 016 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 104 Unterweger, D
34257 LEC 017 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 211 Finch, Z
34258 LEC 018 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 142 Erwin, C
34259 LEC 019 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 142 Persinger, A
34260 LEC 020 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 211 Ruffino, J Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34261 LEC 021 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 142 Cavallaro, B
36488 LEC 022 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 211 Ruffino, J
36489 LEC 023 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 142 Sanders, M
36494 LEC 024 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 211 Moulton, C
37841 LEC 080 MWF 9:00am-9:50am BOL B80 Stoner, J AOC students only.
34262 LEC 081 MWF 10:00am-10:50am BOL B80 Stoner, J AOC students only.
34263 LEC 082 MWF 11:00am-11:50am BOL B80 Stoner, J AOC students only. Recommended for students who have
completed English 095. Please contact John Dorosz at
jmdorosz@uwm.edu to register.
35927 LEC 083 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 159 Unterweger, D AOC students only.
36260 LEC 084 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B80 Unterweger, D AOC students only.
37090 LEC 225 - ONLINE WEB Shin, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37091 LEC 226 - ONLINE WEB Pacton, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41880 LEC 227 - ONLINE WEB Green, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
~# ENGLISH 102
(ENG)
U 3 College Writing and Research
34264 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 342 Javers, K
34265 LEC 002 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 315 Smart, A
37669 LEC 003 MWF 8:00am-8:50am HLT G84 Kumar, N
37670 LEC 004 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 142 Singh, A
34266 LEC 005 MWF 9:00am-9:50am CRT 321 Terwelp, K This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34267 LEC 006 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 342 Javers, K
37671 LEC 007 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 213 Perso, J
37672 LEC 008 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 315
37677 LEC 009 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 142 Singh, A
37678 LEC 010 MWF 9:00am-9:50am HLT G84 Smart, A
34268 LEC 011 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 311 Brehm, M This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
F CRT 108
34269 LEC 012 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MER 342 Javers, K
34270 LEC 013 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MER 213 Perso, J
34271 LEC 014 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 142 Andrews, A This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34272 LEC 015 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 211 Shields, A
34273 LEC 016 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 213 Perso, J
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34274 LEC 017 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 211 Williams, P
34275 LEC 018 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 213 Thuemling, T
34276 LEC 019 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 311 Abel, C
34277 LEC 020 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 211 Shields, A
34278 LEC 021 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 213 Perso, J
34279 LEC 022 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 311 Bowen, D
34280 LEC 023 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 213 Thuemling, T
34281 LEC 024 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 311 Bowen, D
34282 LEC 025 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G84 Anastasia, A
34283 LEC 026 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 342 Shields, A
34284 LEC 027 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 213 Edenfield, A
34285 LEC 028 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 311 Trease, M
34286 LEC 029 MW 8:00am-9:15am CRT 124 Siebert, D
34287 LEC 030 MW 8:00am-9:15am SAB G25 Brown, T
34288 LEC 031 MW 8:00am-9:15am AUP 189 Pacton, A
34289 LEC 032 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 124 Siebert, D Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34290 LEC 033 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 189 Macdonald, M Cons ESL Coord is required to enroll; see Cathy Kaye in CRT 678
or email: cjkaye@uwm.edu.
37842 LEC 034 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 104 Bigler, M
34291 LEC 035 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HLT G84 Brehm, M
34292 LEC 036 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 321 Terwelp, K
34293 LEC 037 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 342 Blanchard, D
34294 LEC 038 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 315 Brown, T
34295 LEC 039 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 315 Green, J
34296 LEC 040 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 116 Mulvihill, J
34297 LEC 041 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G84 Bigler, M
34298 LEC 042 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT B14 Abbott, L
34299 LEC 043 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G25 Bott, V
34300 LEC 044 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 142 Bigler, M
34301 LEC 045 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER G16 Brehm, M
34302 LEC 046 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 321 Terwelp, K
34303 LEC 047 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 321 Harriell, D
34304 LEC 048 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 142 Bigler, M
34305 LEC 049 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 315 Brehm, M
34306 LEC 050 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 342 Heimermann, M
34307 LEC 051 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 118 Martinez, S
34308 LEC 052 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 211 Nelson, J
E 34309 LEC 053 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 213 Felten, R
E 34310 LEC 054 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 311 Chose, A
E 34311 LEC 055 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B19 Rongstad, D
E 34312 LEC 056 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm LUB S231 Norman, J
E 34313 LEC 057 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm MER 142 Chose, A
E 34314 LEC 058 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm AUP 104 Mulvihill, J
34315 LEC 059 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER G16 Beebe, M
34316 LEC 060 TR 8:00am-9:15am LUB S231 Fuerst, A
34317 LEC 061 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 189 Cristy, A
34318 LEC 062 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER 213 Rongstad, D
35464 LEC 063 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 116 Urban, A
35606 LEC 064 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER 315 Persinger, A
35465 LEC 065 TR 8:00am-9:15am CRT 108 Himmelheber, R
35466 LEC 066 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER G16 Marks, B
35467 LEC 067 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB S231 Fuerst, A
35468 LEC 068 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 311 Dworschack-Kinter, J
36211 LEC 069 TR 9:30am-10:45am SAB G25 Mendel, K
36212 LEC 070 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 116 Urban, A
36213 LEC 071 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 213 Beebe, M
36214 LEC 072 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 189 Nesheim, K
36261 LEC 073 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER G16 Blewett, P
36481 LEC 074 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 116 Nastal, J Cons ESL Coord is required to enroll; see Cathy Kaye in CRT 678
or email: cjkaye@uwm.edu.
36482 LEC 075 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 189 Sobol, C
36486 LEC 076 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 124 Bott, V
36487 LEC 077 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 213 Marks, B
36678 LEC 078 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 104 Nesheim, K
37844 LEC 079 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER G16 Listoe, D
37843 LEC 080 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
35803 LEC 081 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B80 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 002 that
meets in GML E159.
35818 LEC 082 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
35819 LEC 083 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B80 Sobol, C AOC students only.
35820 LEC 084 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B80 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 001 that
meets in GML E159.
35821 LEC 085 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 159 Bott, V AOC students only.
36743 LEC 086 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B76 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 003 that
meets in GML E159.
36783 LEC 087 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B76 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 004 that
meets in GML E159.
38367 LEC 088 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
36679 LEC 090 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 104 Banerjee, S
36680 LEC 091 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 315 Marks, B
36699 LEC 092 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 116 Nawrot, D
36700 LEC 093 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 104 Sobol, C
36701 LEC 094 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER G16 Etlinger, S
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36702 LEC 095 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 213 Learned, N
36703 LEC 096 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT G84 Martinez, S
36704 LEC 097 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 108 Seeger, J
36705 LEC 098 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 116 Nawrot, D
36706 LEC 099 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 315 Marks, B
36790 LEC 100 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 104 Gomaa, D
38358 LEC 101 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER G16 Seeger, J
36791 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Siebert, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36792 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Felten, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36793 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hall, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36794 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Learned, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36796 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Thuemling, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36797 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Macdonald, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37092 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Morrow, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37093 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Pegram, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41862 LEC 209 - ONLINE WEB Kirchner, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
37581 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Morrissey, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36787 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37379 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kies, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41208 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36309 LEC 405 M 9:00am-12:15pm CRT 175 Schneider, B
36310 DIS 601 W 10:00am-10:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
37104 DIS 602 W 11:00am-11:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
ENGLISH 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
36095 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am SAB G25 Schoeffel, M This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36096 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G25 Schoeffel, M This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36795 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G25 Walter, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36883 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G25 Walter, S This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
38207 LEC 005 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm SAB G25 Blewett, P Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
37761 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Schoeffel, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
ENGLISH 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
32441 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
32442 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
32443 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
32444 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
32445 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
32446 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
32447 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
36387 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
32448 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
32449 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
32450 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
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32451 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
32452 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
32453 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
32454 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
32455 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
32456 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
32457 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
32458 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
32459 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
32460 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
32461 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
32462 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
32463 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
32464 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
32465 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
32466 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
32467 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
32468 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
32469 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
33937 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
35461 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
35462 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
35463 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
37211 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
37212 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
37371 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
37845 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
37846 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41069 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41070 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41071 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
41072 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41073 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
# ENGLISH 201 U 3 Strategies for Academic Writing
38197 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 104 Conley, P
34319 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 116 Norman, J
34320 LEC 003 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 116 Mulvihill, J
34321 LEC 004 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 315 Dworschack-Kinter, J.
36637 LEC 005 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 315 Dworschack-Kinter, J
36698 LEC 006 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 116 Listoe, D
37488 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Unterweger, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37487 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Etlinger, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 202 U 3 Writing in the Humanities
41828 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wysocki, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ENGLISH 205 U 3 Business Writing
32434 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S
32435 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S
32436 LEC 003 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB S233 Conley, C
34322 LEC 004 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S
34323 LEC 005 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S233 Marini, R
34324 LEC 006 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER G16 Kumar, N
35469 LEC 007 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S233 Marini, R
36094 LEC 008 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S231 Lyons, C
E 36886 LEC 009 M 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G25 Marini, R
E 37105 LEC 010 W 4:00pm-6:40pm CRT 124
37106 LEC 011 TR 8:00am-9:15am LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37107 LEC 012 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37108 LEC 013 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 321 Maris, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37109 LEC 014 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 108 Maris, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37110 LEC 015 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37111 LEC 016 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 118 Maris, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37354 LEC 017 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S231 Donay, A
37797 LEC 018 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37799 LEC 019 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S231 Donay, A
38410 LEC 020 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S231 Donay, A
38244 LEC 221 - ONLINE WEB Batova, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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38245 LEC 222 - ONLINE WEB Stanton, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37510 LEC 223 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ENGLISH 206 U 3 Technical Writing
32437 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Batova, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 210
(HU)
U 3 International English
35470 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 368 Ambrose, L
ENGLISH 211 U 3 Aspects of the English Language:
41481 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm SAB G25 Mendel, K TOPIC: Heritage Lang&the Expr of Multicultural Identities 3 cr
ENGLISH 212 U 3 Grammar and Usage
34325 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 368 Ambrose, L
E 36093 LEC 002 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm AUP 189 Ambrose, L
ENGLISH 214 U 3 Writing in the Professions:
42574 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S TOPIC: Global Business Communication 3 cr
42575 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S231 Donay, A TOPIC: Writing for Criminal Justice and Social Welfare 3 cr
ENGLISH 215
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to English Studies
34326 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MER G16 Williams, P
34327 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 232 Kirchner, A
34328 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm SAB G25
34329 LEC 004 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 342
35504 LEC 005 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 124 Banerjee, S
37082 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Sullivan, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
~ + ENGLISH 218 U 2 Veterans Re-Entry Writing Workshop
E 41493 SEM 001 R 5:00pm-6:40pm END 995 Clark, R
Van Linda, W
ENGLISH 233
(A)
U 3 Introduction to Creative Writing
32438 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 116
34332 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 342 Harriell, D
34333 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT B14 Chen, E
34334 LEC 004 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER G16 Blanchard, D
34335 LEC 005 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 315 Kontny, J
34336 LEC 006 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 342 Himmelheber, R
34337 LEC 007 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 342 Vande Graaf, K
34338 LEC 008 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 321 Chapson, J
34339 LEC 009 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 211
35578 LEC 210 - ONLINE WEB Abel, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 234 U 3 Writing Fiction: Structure and Technique
34330 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 104 Conley, C
41499 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 342 Medvecky, C
ENGLISH 235 U 3 Writing Poetry: Forms, Styles, Voices
34331 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 382 Firer, S
ENGLISH 236 U 3 Introductory Topics in Creative Writing:
E 38407 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 368 Morrow, M TOPIC: The Graphic Novel 3 cr
41502 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 104 Cristy, A TOPIC: Creative Nonfiction & Memoir 3 cr
ENGLISH 240
(HU)
U 3 Rhetoric, Writing, and Culture:
42081 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 108 Prins, K TOPIC: DIY Culture: Making, Wrtng & Digital Technologies 3 cr
ENGLISH 243
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Literature by Women:
38218 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 189 Gomaa, D TOPIC: Literature by American Women of Color 3 cr
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ENGLISH 245
(HU)
U 3 The Life, Times, and Work of a Literary Artist:
41503 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 108 Heimermann, M TOPIC: Alan Moore 3 cr
ENGLISH 247
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Human Experience:
37083 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 189 Stewart, A TOPIC: American True Crime 3 cr
41504 LEC 002 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 311 Wilson, K TOPIC: Literature of Mass Atrocity 3 cr
ENGLISH 248
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Contemporary Life:
32439 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT B14 Lipton, S TOPIC: Queer Theory and the Novel 3 cr
ENGLISH 263
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to the Novel:
37772 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 189 Drew, C TOPIC: The Rural American Novel 3 cr
ENGLISH 269
(HU)
U 3 Literary Forms and Genres:
41505 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hall, N TOPIC: Young Adult Literature 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
ENGLISH 277
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to Ethnic Minority Literature:
37490 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT B14 Abbott, L TOPIC: Hurricane Katrina, Race, and Film 3 cr, This course
requires service learning, which is an off-campus community
learning assignment.
ENGLISH 278
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to World Literatures Written in English:
41506 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT B14 Rein, J TOPIC: Novels of the World 3 cr
ENGLISH 281
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to African-American Literature:
38220 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 124 Yost, D TOPIC: Novels and Plays 3 cr
ENGLISH 293 U 3 Literature and Media:
E 41210 LEC 001 TR 6:00pm-7:50pm CRT 104 Stuhmiller, J TOPIC: Medieval Texts on Film 3 cr
# + ENGLISH 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
35106 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
35107 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
35108 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
35109 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
35110 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
35111 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
35112 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
35113 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
35114 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
35115 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
35116 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
35117 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
35118 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
35119 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
35120 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
35121 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
35122 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
36388 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
35123 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
35124 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
35125 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
35126 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
35127 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
35128 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
35129 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
35130 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
35131 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
35132 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
35133 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
35134 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
35135 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
35136 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
35823 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
38221 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
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38222 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38223 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
38224 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
38225 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
38226 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41088 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41089 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41090 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
41091 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41092 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32440 LEC 101 - TBA
ENGLISH 302 U 3 Survey of English Literature, 1500-1660
41507 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 124 Netzloff, M
ENGLISH 303 U 3 Survey of English Literature, 1660-1798
38323 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 108 Kalter, B
ENGLISH 304 U 3 Survey of English Literature, 1798-1900
37084 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 124 Fischer, J
ENGLISH 305 U 3 Survey of English Literature: 1900 to the Present
38247 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 124 Lanters, J
ENGLISH 309 U 3 Survey of Contemporary American Literature
E 38228 LEC 001 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT B14 Martin, T
ENGLISH 312 U 3 Topics in Film Studies:
41213 LEC 001 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm CRT 104 Sands, P TOPIC: Science Fiction and Utopia 3 cr
37162 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Williams, T TOPIC: Cinema and Digital Culture 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
41211 DIS 601 - ONLINE WEB Morrissey, K TOPIC: Cinema and Digital Culture 3 cr
41212 DIS 602 - ONLINE WEB Morrissey, K TOPIC: Cinema and Digital Culture 3 cr
ENGLISH 316 U 3 World Cinema:
41217 LEC 001 TR 1:00pm-3:30pm CRT 104 Jones, J TOPIC: Japanese Cinema 3 cr
ENGLISH 326 U/G 3 The Development of the Novel:
E 36881 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 368 Puskar, J TOPIC: Global Modernism 3 cr
ENGLISH 327 U/G 3 The Development of the Short Story
E 42098 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 368 VanPelt, W
ENGLISH 328 U/G 3 Forms of Experimental Literature:
37207 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Moulthrop, S TOPIC: Monstrous Progeny 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
ENGLISH 329 U/G 3 Film and Literature
37208 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:50am CRT 104 Schneider, B
ENGLISH 377
(&)
U 3 Survey of African-American Literature, 1930 to the Present
41954 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Clark, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 378 U 3 Survey of Current Literary and Cultural Theory
41514 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MIT B14 Kincaid, A
ENGLISH 380 U/G 3 Media and Society:
E 41218 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:50pm CRT 104 Hall, J TOPIC: Food & Water 3 cr
ENGLISH 400 U/G 3 Introduction to English Linguistics
36543 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 189 Smith, H
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E 41541 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm AUP 189 Smith, H
ENGLISH 401 U/G 3 History of the English Language
38347 LEC 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm AUP 189 Smith, H
ENGLISH 403 U/G 3 Survey of Modern English Grammar
38325 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 189 Smith, H
ENGLISH 404 U/G 3 Language, Power, and Identity
41542 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 118 Mayes, P
ENGLISH 414 U/G 3 Special Topics in Creative Writing:
E 35683 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm SAB G25 Cardenas, B TOPIC: Texts for Performance 3 cr
42028 LEC 002 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 468 Chapson, J TOPIC: Ambiguous Utopias, Alternate Worlds 3 cr
ENGLISH 415 U 3 Fiction Workshop
36421 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 382 Clark, R
37116 LEC 002 R 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 386 Goulet, J
37386 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 468 Clark, R
ENGLISH 416 U 3 Poetry Workshop
36300 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 468 Firer, S
37665 LEC 002 R 11:00am-1:40pm CRT 382 Kilwein-Guevara, M
ENGLISH 430 U/G 3 Advanced Writing Workshop
34340 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 405 Undergrad credit ONLY this semester.
35505 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 405 Undergrad credit ONLY this semester.
37086 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 405 Undergrad credit ONLY this semester.
ENGLISH 431 U/G 3 Topics in Advanced Writing:
38359 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 108 Moulthrop, S TOPIC: Digital Literacies 3 cr
41794 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Clark, D TOPIC: Writing for Social Media 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
# ENGLISH 434 U/G 3 Editing and Publishing
E 35471 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 466 Washburne, C
ENGLISH 436 U/G 3 Writing for Information Technology
41793 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S233 Lyons, C
~ ENGLISH 442 U/G 1 Writing Center Tutoring Practicum
37087 LEC 001 - TBA Mika, M Writing Center Tutors only; contact Margaret Mika,
mmika@uwm.edu, for perm. to enroll.
# ENGLISH 443 U/G 3 Grant Writing
E 37305 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Stanton, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
ENGLISH 444 U/G 3 Technical Editing
37493 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Spilka, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 449 U/G 1 - 4  Writing Internship in English
E 37112 FLD 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 466 Washburne, C
E 37113 FLD 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 466 Washburne, C
E 37114 FLD 003 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 466 Washburne, C
E 37115 FLD 004 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 466 Washburne, C
ENGLISH 458 U/G 3 Writers in English Literature, 1798-1900:
36670 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 124 Fischer, J TOPIC: Mystery,Suspense, & Supernatural-19th Cent Eng Lit
3 cr
ENGLISH 459 U/G 3 Writers in English Literature, 1900 to the Present:
41516 LEC 001 W 11:00am-1:40pm CRT 368 Martin, T TOPIC: British Postmodernism 3 cr
ENGLISH 461 U/G 3 Writers in American Literature, 1900 to the Present:
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E 41517 LEC 001 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT B14 Laken, V TOPIC: Literature of the Midwest 3 cr
ENGLISH 465 U/G 3 Women Writers:
38233 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 368 Banerjee, S TOPIC: Contemporary Women Writers in a Global Context 3 cr
ENGLISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
35898 LEC 101 - TBA
ENGLISH 507 U/G 3 Studies in Literature, 1900 to the Present:
41518 LEC 001 M 11:00am-1:40pm CRT 368 Mcclanahan, A TOPIC: Alternate Realities in the Contemporary Novel 3 cr
ENGLISH 514 U 3 Literature in Context:
41520 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 124 Fischer, J TOPIC: The Bible as Literature: The New Testament 3 cr
ENGLISH 517
(&)
U/G 3 Studies in African-American Literature:
35472 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 368 Grayson, S TOPIC: Mythic Spaces in Afrcn Epics&Afrcn Amrcn Fict&Film
3 cr, Auditors will not be permitted this semester.
ENGLISH 520
(&)
U 3 Studies in American Indian Literature:
37765 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M TOPIC: American Indian Literature and Postcolonial Theory 3
cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 530 U 3 Studies in Shakespeare:
41521 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 368 Netzloff, M TOPIC: The Politics of Modernity 3 cr
ENGLISH 615 U/G 3 Advanced Workshop in Fiction
37146 LEC 001 M 11:00am-1:40pm CRT 405 Callanan, L
ENGLISH 616 U/G 3 Advanced Workshop in Poetry:
E 34342 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 405 Kilwein-Guevara, M TOPIC: The Architectonics of Designing a Collection 3 cr
ENGLISH 621 U/G 3 Seminar in the Literature of England:
E 38236 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 382 Banerjee, S TOPIC: Colonialism, Empire and the Victorian Novel 3 cr
ENGLISH 623 U/G 3 Seminar in American Literature:
41522 SEM 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 466 Hamilton, K TOPIC: Narrating Nation in the 19th Century 3 cr
ENGLISH 624 U/G 3 Seminar in Modern Literature:
41523 SEM 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 405 Puskar, J TOPIC: Dangerous Fictions 3 cr
ENGLISH 627 U/G 3 Seminar in Literature and Culture:
41519 SEM 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 382 Mcclanahan, A TOPIC: Literature and Culture of Financial Crisis 3 cr
ENGLISH 634 U/G 3 Seminar in English Language Studies:
41543 SEM 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 118 Mayes, P TOPIC: World Englishes 3 cr
~ # + ENGLISH 685
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
42137 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Schuster, C TOPIC: American Travel Literature 3 cr
E 42138 SEM 002 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Southward, D TOPIC: The Art of Poetry 3 cr
E 42139 SEM 003 M 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 108 VanPelt, W TOPIC: William Blake and the Age of Revolutions 3 cr
~ ENGLISH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
32470 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
32471 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
32472 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
32473 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
32474 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
32475 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
32476 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
36390 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
32477 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
32478 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
32479 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
32480 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
32481 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
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32482 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
32483 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
32484 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
32485 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
32486 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
32487 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
32488 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
32489 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
32490 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
32491 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
32492 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
32493 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
32494 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
32495 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
32496 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
32497 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
32498 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
32499 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
36389 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
32500 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
32501 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
35822 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
35825 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
35827 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
35966 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
35967 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41094 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41095 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41096 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
41097 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41098 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 710 G 3 Advanced Project Management for Professional Writers
41524 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Spilka, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 720 G 3 Modern Literary Theory
E 41525 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 386 Kalter, B
ENGLISH 758 G 3 Writing Workshop in Rhetoric and Composition
E 41829 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 108 Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 776 G 3 Women Writers:
E 41526 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 382 Kennedy, G TOPIC: Women & Anger: Early Modern & Contemporary
Writers  3 cr
ENGLISH 778 G 3 Native American Literature:
38249 LEC 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 124 Wilson, M TOPIC: Introduction to Contemporary Native Fiction 3 cr
ENGLISH 798 G 1 Graduate-Level Service Learning
35473 FLD 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
35474 FLD 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
35475 FLD 003 - TBA Blasini, G
35476 FLD 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
35477 FLD 005 - TBA Callanan, L
35478 FLD 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
35479 FLD 007 - TBA Clark, D
36391 FLD 008 - TBA Clark, G
35480 FLD 009 - TBA Dunham, R
35481 FLD 010 - TBA Eckman, F
35482 FLD 011 - TBA Fischer, J
35483 FLD 012 - TBA Gallop, J
35484 FLD 013 - TBA Gillam, A
35485 FLD 014 - TBA Grayson, S
35486 FLD 015 - TBA Grusin, R
35487 FLD 016 - TBA Hall, J
35488 FLD 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
35489 FLD 018 - TBA Iverson, G
35490 FLD 019 - TBA Jay, G
35491 FLD 020 - TBA Kalter, B
35492 FLD 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
35493 FLD 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
35494 FLD 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
35495 FLD 024 - TBA Laken, V
35496 FLD 025 - TBA Lanters, J
35497 FLD 026 - TBA Lynch, D
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35498 FLD 027 - TBA Martin, A
35499 FLD 028 - TBA Martin, T
35500 FLD 029 - TBA Mayes, P
35501 FLD 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
38250 FLD 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
38251 FLD 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
38252 FLD 033 - TBA Oren, T
38253 FLD 034 - TBA Petro, P
38254 FLD 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38255 FLD 036 - TBA Sands, P
38256 FLD 037 - TBA Sangari, K
38257 FLD 038 - TBA Schuster, C
38265 FLD 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41103 FLD 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41099 FLD 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41100 FLD 042 - TBA Williams, T
41101 FLD 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41102 FLD 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 799 G 1 - 4  Independent Reading for Master's Candidates
32502 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
32503 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
32504 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
32505 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
32506 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
32507 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
32508 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
36392 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
32509 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
32510 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
32511 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
32512 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
32513 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
32514 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
32515 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
32516 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
32517 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
32518 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
32519 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
32520 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
32521 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
32522 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
32523 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
32524 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
32525 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
32526 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
32527 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
32528 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
32529 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
32530 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
32531 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
38261 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
38262 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
32532 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
38260 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38259 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
38258 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
38263 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
38264 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41104 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41105 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41106 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
41107 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41108 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 813 G 3 Special Topics in Creative Writing:
38266 LEC 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 108 Hall, J TOPIC: Procedural Writing and Mediated Forms 3 cr
ENGLISH 815 G 3 Seminar in Fiction Writing:
E 37248 SEM 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 468 Laken, V TOPIC: The Geography of the Page 3 cr
ENGLISH 816 G 3 Seminar in Poetry Writing:
E 37357 SEM 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 405 Cardenas, B TOPIC: The Poem Series 3 cr
ENGLISH 817 G 3 Seminar in Critical Writing
41527 SEM 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 386 Gallop, J
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ENGLISH 819 G 1 - 6  Project in Creative Writing
32533 IND 001 - TBA Clark, G
ENGLISH 820 G 1 - 3  Seminar in Advanced Topics in Literary Criticism and Research:
41935 SEM 001 F 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 939 Grusin, R TOPIC: The Nonhuman Turn in 21st Century Studies 1 - 3 cr
ENGLISH 825 G 3 Seminar in Major Figures:
E 41528 SEM 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 468 Kincaid, A TOPIC: Samuel Beckett 3 cr
ENGLISH 853 G 1 - 3  Seminar in Contemporary Rhetorical Theory:
41827 SEM 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 405 Lynch, D TOPIC: Phil Bases of Cont Rhet Thries:Iss, Cncpts, Fgrs 1 -  3
cr
ENGLISH 855 G 3 Seminar in Theories of Business and Technical Writing:
E 41529 SEM 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 468 Clark, D TOPIC: Rhetoric of Technology 3 cr
ENGLISH 871 G 3 Seminar in African American Literature:
41530 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 368 Grayson, S TOPIC: Black Literature&Film-Africa&the African Diaspora 3
cr
ENGLISH 875 G 3 Seminar in Modern Literature:
41531 SEM 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 386 Sangari, K TOPIC: Becoming Modern: Gendered Narratives 3 cr
ENGLISH 877 G 3 Seminar in Film Theory:
E 41219 SEM 001 M 4:00pm-8:00pm CRT 104 Blasini, G TOPIC: Colonial and Postcolonial Cinemas 3 cr
ENGLISH 885 G 3 Seminar in Critical Theory:
E 38243 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 124 Jay, G TOPIC: Critical Race Theory and Cultural Studies 3 cr,
Auditors will not be permitted this semester.
41936 SEM 002 W 3:00pm-5:40pm CRT 939 Grusin, R TOPIC: The Nonhuman Turn 3 cr
# ENGLISH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32534 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
32535 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
32536 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
32537 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
32538 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
32539 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
36393 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
36394 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
32540 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
32541 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
32542 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
32543 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
32544 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
32545 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
32546 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
32547 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
32548 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
32549 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
32550 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
32551 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
32552 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
32553 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
32563 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
32554 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
32555 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
32556 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
32557 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
32558 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
32559 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
36395 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
32560 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
32561 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
32562 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
38272 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
38273 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38274 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
38275 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
38276 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
38277 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41109 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41110 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41111 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
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41112 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41113 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 990 G 1 - 3  Research in English
32564 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
32565 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
32566 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
32567 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
32568 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
32569 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
32570 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
36396 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
32571 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
32572 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
32573 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
32574 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
32575 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
32577 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
32576 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
32578 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
32579 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
32580 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
32581 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
32582 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
32583 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
32584 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
32585 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
32586 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
32587 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
36397 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
32588 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
32589 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
32590 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
32591 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
32592 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
36398 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
32593 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
38278 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
38279 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
35826 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
35968 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
36505 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
37782 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
38471 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
38473 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
38484 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
38506 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41114 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
ENGLISH 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading for Ph.D. Candidates
32594 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
32595 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
32596 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
32597 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
32598 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
32599 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
32600 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
32601 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
32602 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
32603 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
32604 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
32605 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
32606 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
32607 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
32608 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
32609 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
32610 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
32611 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
32612 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
32613 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
32614 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
32615 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
32616 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
32617 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
32618 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
32619 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
32620 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
32621 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
32622 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
32623 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
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32624 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
32625 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
36399 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
38280 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
36400 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38281 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
37007 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
37378 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
36259 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
38485 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
38486 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
38487 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
41115 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41116 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
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English as a Second Language
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS Director: Janet Wilgus CRT 672 229-5757 esl@uwm.edu, http://www4.uwm.edu/esl/
Intensive English as a Second Language Program
The non-credit intensive English Program (IEP) offers UWM and non-UWM students instruction in English as a Second Language. To register, please contact the ESL Office: Curtin 672,
229-5757, esl@uwm.edu.
English as a Second Language for International Teaching Assistants (ESL-ITA)
This course is for all new international TAs who do not pass the UW-Milwaukee International Teaching Assistant Assessment (MITAA). To register for the MITAA or the ESL-ITA class,
please contact the ESL Office: Curtin 672, 229-5757, esl@uwm.edu. The ESL-ITA class meets Fridays, 5:50-7:30 p.m., plus individual meetings with the instructor.
English as a Second Language Writing Courses: Coordinator: Cathy Kaye Curtin 678 229-6180 cjkaye@uwm.edu
The ESL writing courses, listed below, are designed for UWM students who grew up speaking a language other than English at home.
   
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
       
       
 
   
      
      
       
 
   
       
       
       
 
# ESL 115 U 6 Basic Writing in English as a Second Language
34772 LEC 001 MWF 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Kaye, C
# ESL 116 U 6 Introduction to College Writing in English as a Second Language
34773 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-10:50am TBA Feiza-Lenz, R
41840 LEC 002 MWF 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Feiza-Lenz, R
# ESL 117 U 6 College Writing in English as a Second Language
34774 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-10:50am TBA Barbieri, N
34775 LEC 002 MWF 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Barbieri, N
# ESL 118 U 3 Advanced College Writing in English as a Second Language
34776 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA
34777 LEC 002 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA
38476 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Shields, A
# ESL 120 U 3 Grammar and Editing in English as a Second Language
34778 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Goldstein, P
38499 LEC 002 WF 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Shields, A
38503 LEC 003 WF 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Shields, A
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Ethnic Studies, Comparative
Coordinator: Rachel Buff HLT 388 229-6483
Please note: Ethnic 203 "Western Great Lakes American Indian Community Life of the Past" has been moved to the American Indian Studies curricular area. Students should enroll in AIS
203-001.
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
      
 
  
         
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
  
        
         
 
   
        
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
 
ETHNIC 102
(HU&)
U 3 Transnational Migrations: Asian-, Arab-, Euro-American and Latino Identity
35196 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 131 Walter, S
36256 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Gerard-Larson, N
35197 DIS 602 W 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Gerard-Larson, N
38041 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Devine, S
38042 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Devine, S
38043 DIS 605 R 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Devine, S
38514 DIS 606 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA Gerard-Larson, N
ETHNIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study: Lower Division
36185 IND 001 - TBA Buff, R
ETHNIC 250 U 3 Selected Topics in Ethnic Studies:
E 42025 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Thomas, R TOPIC: Second Semester Ojibwe 3 cr
ETHNIC 255
(HU&)
U 3 Migration and Gender: Starbucks, Sex Trafficking, and Nannies
37348 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Petty, A
ETHNIC 265
(SS&)
U 3 Hmong Americans: History, Culture, and Contemporary Life
37770 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Walter, S
ETHNIC 275
(HU&)
U 3 Queer Migrations
E 37451 LEC 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Mariano, N
# ETHNIC 285 U 3 Cultures of Contemporary Russia
42026 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kitov, Y A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ETHNIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34779 LEC 101 - TBA
ETHNIC 350 U 3 Advanced Topics in Comparative Ethnic Studies:
38044 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA Petty, A TOPIC: The Globalization of Sexual Commerce 3 cr
E 38395 LEC 002 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Thomas, R TOPIC: Conversational Ojibwe 3 cr
# ETHNIC 375 U 3 Global Violence, Disease, and Death
E 37456 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Tenorio, R
ETHNIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34780 LEC 101 - TBA
ETHNIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Work
35073 IND 001 - TBA Buff, R
38517 IND 002 - TBA Vang, C
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Film Studies
Director: Gilberto Blasini CRT 487 229-4540
Asst. Director: Ben Schneider CRT 405 229-3605
  
       
       
       
       
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
        
        
 
  
         
 
   
     
 
  
        
       
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
         
 
  
      
      
 
   
     
 
  
         
 
   
Retakable w/chg in topic to 9 cr max. English 293 & FilmStd 293 are jointly offered; w/same topic, they count as repeats of one
another. Prereq: soph st.
Retakable w/chg in topic to 9 cr max. English 312 & FilmStd 312 are jointly offered; w/same topic, they count as repeats of one
another. Prereq: jr st; satisfaction of GER English Composition competency req; English 290(P).
Retakable w/chg in topic to 9 cr max. English 316 & FilmStd 316 are jointly offered; w/same topic, they count as repeats of one
another. Prereq: jr st or English 290(P); satisfaction of GER English Composition competency req.
FILMSTD 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
41887 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Morrissey, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-201.
41888 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-202.
41889 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kies, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-203.
41890 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-204.
41891 LEC 405 M 9:00am-12:15pm TBA Schneider, B Enroll in ENG 111-405 and DIS 601 or 602.
FILMSTD 206
(HU)
U 3 History of Film II: Development of an Art
41883 LEC 401 TR 1:00pm-4:50pm TBA Gorfinkel, E Enroll in Art History 206 + discussion.
FILMSTD 212
(HU)
U 3 Intermediate Topics in Film Studies:
36696 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:50pm CRT 104 Schneider, B TOPIC: US Independent Cinema 3 cr
36707 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:50pm CRT 104 Ochonicky, A TOPIC: Violence and Disorder in the Midwest 3 cr
38073 LEC 003 MW 10:00am-11:50am CRT 104 Ochonicky, A TOPIC: Introduction to Horror Films 3 cr
FILMSTD 293 U 3 Literature and Media:
E 41886 LEC 001 TR 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Stuhmiller, J TOPIC: Medieval Texts on Film 3 cr, Enroll in ENG 293.
~ FILMSTD 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37655 LEC 101 - TBA
FILMSTD 312 U 3 Topics in Film Studies:
41823 LEC 001 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Sands, P TOPIC: Science Fiction and Utopia 3 cr, Enroll in ENG 312-001
and discussion.
41822 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Williams, T TOPIC: Cinema and Digital Culture 3 cr, Enroll in ENG 312-201
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
FILMSTD 316 U 3 World Cinema:
41821 LEC 001 TR 1:00pm-3:30pm TBA Jones, J TOPIC: Japanese Cinema 3 cr, Enroll in ENG 316.
FILMSTD 329 U/G 3 Film and Literature
41820 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Schneider, B Enroll in English 329.
FILMSTD 380 U/G 3 Media and Society:
E 41824 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:50pm TBA Hall, J TOPIC: Food & Water 3 cr, Enroll in ENG 380
FILMSTD 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Film Studies, Upper Division
35074 FLD 001 - TBA Oren, T
37717 FLD 002 - TBA Schneider, B
~ FILMSTD 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37661 LEC 101 - TBA
FILMSTD 590 U 3 Seminar in Contemporary Film Theory
E 36192 SEM 001 W 4:00pm-8:00pm CRT 104 Blasini, G .
~ FILMSTD 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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35075 IND 001 - TBA Blasini, G
35541 IND 002 - TBA Gorfinkel, E
35542 IND 003 - TBA Martin, A
35543 IND 004 - TBA Oren, T
35544 IND 005 - TBA Paik, P
37175 IND 006 - TBA Petro, P
37718 IND 007 - TBA Schneider, B
37719 IND 008 - TBA Williams, T
FILMSTD 877 G 3 Seminar in Film Theory:
E 41885 SEM 001 M 4:00pm-8:00pm TBA Blasini, G TOPIC: Colonial and Postcolonial Cinema 3 cr, Enroll in ENG
877.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Foreign Languages and Literature
Department Office: CRT 829, (414) 229-4948, fll-office@uwm.edu
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, j watson@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
  
      
 
FLL 240
(HU)
U 3 Vampires: From Slavic Village to Hollywood
42182 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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French
Chair: Peter Paik CRT 772 229-4382
Coordinator: Lawrence Kuiper CRT 782 229-5966
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
       
 
  
        
       
 
  
      
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
   
        
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
       
 
  
        
    
    
 
  
      
FRENCH 103 U 4 First-Semester French
34781 LEC 401 MTWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT B19
34782 LEC 402 MTWF 11:00am-11:50am CRT B19
34783 LEC 403 MTWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B19
36540 LEC 404 MTWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B63
34784 LAB 801 R 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
34785 LAB 802 R 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
34786 LAB 803 R 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
36541 LAB 804 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B84
FRENCH 104 U 4 Second-Semester French
34788 LEC 401 MTRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT B63
35281 LEC 402 MTRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT B63
36980 LEC 403 MTRF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B63
E 37262 LEC 404 MW 6:30pm-8:10pm CRT B9
36401 LAB 801 W 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
35282 LAB 802 W 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
36981 LAB 803 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
E 37263 LAB 804 W 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B84
FRENCH 110 U 1 - 2  French for Travelers
E 37360 LEC 001 W 6:30pm-8:10pm TBA 03/05/2012-05/05/2012 Course enrollment is l imited to
students enrolled in the School of Architecture & Urban Planning.
E 37366 LEC 002 W 6:30pm-7:20pm TBA 03/05/2012-05/05/2012 
FRENCH 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of France:
35280 LEC 401 - TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr, Lecture
401 is taught online and Discussions meet on campus. Internet
access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed. No cr for students
w/cr in French 192 w/similar topic.
E 37702 DIS 601 M 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37714 DIS 602 M 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37715 DIS 603 T 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37716 DIS 604 T 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37750 DIS 605 W 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 42390 DIS 606 W 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
~ + FRENCH 192
(HU)
U 3 First-Year Seminar:
41973 SEM 001 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm TBA Kuiper, L TOPIC: World Cultures and Food 3 cr
FRENCH 197 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36695 LEC 101 - TBA
FRENCH 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
35608 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
36135 IND 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
36136 IND 003 - TBA Verdier, G
FRENCH 203 U 3 Third-Semester French
34789 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 209
36426 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
FRENCH 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester French
34790 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34791 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
E 37767 LEC 003 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm CRT B9
FRENCH 210 U 1 - 2  French Immersion: Intermediate
W 38413 LEC 001 S 9:00am-5:00pm CRT 221 04/07/2012-04/07/2012 This is a one credit course offered
Friday, April 1, 2011, Saturday, April 2, 2011, and Sunday April
3, 2011.
W U 9:00am-12:00pm CRT 221 04/08/2012-04/08/2012 
E F 5:00pm-8:00pm CRT 221 04/06/2012-04/06/2012 
FRENCH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
32663 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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32664 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
32665 FLD 003 - TBA Verdier, G
FRENCH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32660 LEC 101 - TBA
FRENCH 303
(HU)
U 3 Conversation and Composition: Intermediate Level
34792 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 209 Anderson, E
38412 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Callahan, A
FRENCH 311 U 3 French for International Business/Professional Communication: Oral Emphasis
E 41334 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Ney, R
FRENCH 324
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary French Language and Culture
34794 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 209 Farrell Whitworth, K
FRENCH 325 U 3 Intensive Grammar and Usage
34793 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 221 Alkhas, A
FRENCH 332
(HU)
U 3 Approaches to Poetry and Fiction
41335 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 209 Cordova, S
FRENCH 349 U 2 - 4  Studies in French Culture:
36364 LEC 101 - TBA This course is offered through the Paris Study Abroad Program.
May not enroll conc in French 449. Retakable w/chg in topic to 9
cr max. Prereq: French 303(215)(P) or cons instr; acceptance for
Study Abroad Prog; conc reg in French 595(C).
FRENCH 397 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32661 LEC 101 - TBA
FRENCH 401 U 3 French for Reading Knowledge
35912 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ney, R This course is not open to auditors.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
FRENCH 426
(HU)
U/G 3 Growing Up French
E 41336 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 Kuiper, L
FRENCH 427 U/G 3 Advanced Written Expression
41337 LEC 001 W 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Ney, R Mondays will be online and students will be able to do the work
during a time of their choice. The instructor does not place any
restrictions as to the time when students have to be online.
Wednesdays will be face to face from 12:30-1:45 p.m.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
FRENCH 428 U/G 3 Castles, Cathedrals, and Common People: The Foundations of French Culture
41974 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 221 Verdier, G
FRENCH 431 U 3 Seminar in Literature of the Francophone World:
E 41338 SEM 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 221 Cordova, S TOPIC: TRAVERSEES: Haiti, Martinique, Guadeloupe 3 cr
FRENCH 449 U 2 - 4  Studies in French Culture:
36365 LEC 101 - TBA TOPIC: Love and Death in Paris 2 - 4 cr
FRENCH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
32666 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
32667 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
32668 FLD 003 - TBA Verdier, G
FRENCH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32662 LEC 101 - TBA
FRENCH 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
32669 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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32670 IND 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
32671 IND 003 - TBA Terando, L
32672 IND 004 - TBA Verdier, G
FRENCH 731 G 3 Seminar in Literature of the Francophone World:
E 41341 SEM 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Cordova, S TOPIC: TRAVERSEES: Haiti, Martinique, Guadeloupe 3 cr
# FRENCH 797 G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
35332 LEC 101 - TBA
FRENCH 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study:
32673 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
32674 IND 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
32675 IND 003 - TBA Terando, L
32676 IND 004 - TBA Verdier, G
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Geography
Chair: Mark Schwartz BOL 410 229-4866
Please note: The College of Letters and Science charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These sections can be distinguished by a section
number beginning with 2 (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the Schedule of Classes, please contact a fee specialist at (414) 229-3796.
Click on section number/link for any special information/fees/requirements for that class.
  
       
 
  
       
       
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
        
        
        
        
 
  
       
 
  
       
        
         
      
      
       
      
      
       
      
 
  
      
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
GEOG 105
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Human Geography
38070 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Schroeder, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 110
(SS)
U 3 The World: Peoples and Regions
37205 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kenny, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
34795 LEC 402 TR 10:00am-10:50am LUB N140 Padilla, N
E 37382 LEC 403 W 4:30pm-6:10pm BOL B52 Ghose, R
34796 DIS 601 T 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 262
34797 DIS 602 T 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 262
34798 DIS 603 T 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 262
34799 DIS 604 W 8:00am-8:50am BOL 262
34800 DIS 605 W 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
34801 DIS 606 W 11:00am-11:50am BOL 262
34802 DIS 607 W 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 262
34803 DIS 608 R 8:00am-8:50am BOL 262
35622 DIS 609 R 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
35623 DIS 610 R 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 262
38449 DIS 611 R 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 262
E 35624 DIS 612 T 4:30pm-5:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
E 35824 DIS 613 R 4:30pm-5:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
E 38452 DIS 614 R 5:30pm-6:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
E 38453 DIS 615 R 6:30pm-7:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
GEOG 114
(SS&)
U 3 Geography of Race in the United States
37204 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kenny, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 120
(NS+)
U 3 Our Physical Environment
37206 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Rhodes, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
34804 LEC 402 MW 10:00am-10:50am BOL B52 Choi, W A special course fee of $16 will be assessed for the required
field trip.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E 34805 LEC 403 T 4:30pm-6:10pm BOL B52 Rhodes, B A special course fee of $16 will be assessed for the required
field trip.
34806 LAB 801 M 11:00am-12:50pm BOL 277
34807 LAB 802 T 10:00am-11:50am BOL 277
E 34808 LAB 803 T 6:30pm-8:20pm BOL 277
34809 LAB 804 W 8:00am-9:50am BOL 277
34810 LAB 805 R 10:00am-11:50am BOL 277
E 34812 LAB 806 R 4:30pm-6:20pm BOL 277
34811 LAB 807 F 10:00am-11:50am BOL 277
GEOG 125
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Environmental Geography
36209 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34813 LEC 402 MW 9:00am-9:50am BOL B52 Holifield, R Course has a required service learning component.
34814 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
34815 DIS 602 M 11:00am-11:50am BOL 262
34816 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
34817 DIS 604 T 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
35901 DIS 605 W 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
38074 DIS 606 W 11:00am-11:50am BOL 277
GEOG 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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35972 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
36137 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
36138 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
36139 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
36140 IND 005 - TBA Fredlund, G
36141 IND 006 - TBA Ghose, R
36142 IND 007 - TBA
36143 IND 008 - TBA
36144 IND 009 - TBA Holifield, R
36145 IND 010 - TBA Huxhold, W
36146 IND 011 - TBA Kenny, J
36147 IND 012 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
36148 IND 013 - TBA McCarthy, L
37264 IND 014 - TBA Schwartz, M
37265 IND 015 - TBA Sziarto, K
37287 IND 016 - TBA Wu, C
GEOG 215 U 3 Introduction to Geographic Information Sciences
37522 LEC 401 - ONLINE WEB Ghose, R Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Lecture is presented online and the labs will be held on-campus.
E 36097 LAB 801 M 4:30pm-6:10pm BOL 293 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
35625 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-3:40pm MIT 353 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
E 36693 LAB 803 R 7:30pm-9:10pm MIT 353 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
E 37322 LAB 804 W 4:30pm-6:10pm BOL 293 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
GEOG 225 U 3 The Language of Maps
41508 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B95 Day, P
GEOG 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Geography, Lower Division
32680 FLD 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32681 FLD 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32682 FLD 003 - TBA Choi, W
32683 FLD 004 - TBA Day, M
32684 FLD 005 - TBA
32685 FLD 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32686 FLD 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32687 FLD 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32688 FLD 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35801 FLD 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32689 FLD 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
36686 FLD 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37266 FLD 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37267 FLD 014 - TBA Wu, C
42204 FLD 015 - TBA Yoon, H
# + GEOG 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
36158 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
36149 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
36150 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
36151 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
36152 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
36153 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
36154 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
36155 IND 008 - TBA Gruhl, M
36156 IND 009 - TBA Holifield, R
36157 IND 010 - TBA Huxhold, W
35837 IND 011 - TBA Kenny, J
36159 IND 012 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
36160 IND 013 - TBA McCarthy, L
36687 IND 014 - TBA Schwartz, M
37288 IND 015 - TBA Sziarto, K
37289 IND 016 - TBA Wu, C
GEOG 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32677 LEC 101 - TBA
GEOG 306
(NS)
U 3 Natural Hazards
41948 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B95
GEOG 330 U 3 Europe: East and West
36098 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B95 McCarthy, L
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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GEOG 350
(SS)
U 3 Conservation of Natural Resources
34818 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B46 Fredlund, G
~ # + GEOG 381
(SS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
42578 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 487 Mansson McGinty, A TOPIC: Gendered Spaces 3 cr
GEOG 403 U/G 4 Remote Sensing: Environmental and Land Use Analysis
35208 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B95 Wu, C
35209 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-2:50pm BOL 293
35210 LAB 802 W 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 271
36931 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-3:50pm MIT 353
GEOG 405 U/G 4 Cartography
38077 LEC 401 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B95 Day, P
38078 LAB 801 T 3:00pm-4:50pm SAB 240
38079 LAB 802 W 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT 353
38080 LAB 803 F 12:00pm-1:50pm MIT 353
# + GEOG 415 U/G 3 Hydrogeography
38082 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL 262 Choi, W
GEOG 443 U/G 3 Cities of the World: Comparative Urban Geography
41947 LEC 201 - TBA A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Geography, Upper Division
32690 FLD 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32691 FLD 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32692 FLD 003 - TBA Choi, W
32693 FLD 004 - TBA Day, M
32694 FLD 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32695 FLD 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32696 FLD 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32697 FLD 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32698 FLD 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35802 FLD 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32699 FLD 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
36688 FLD 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37290 FLD 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37291 FLD 014 - TBA Wu, C
42205 FLD 015 - TBA Yoon, H
GEOG 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32678 LEC 101 - TBA
GEOG 525 U/G 4 Geographic Information Science
35211 LEC 401 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
35212 LAB 801 W 10:00am-11:50am MIT 353
35213 LAB 802 R 11:00am-12:50pm MIT 353
GEOG 564 U/G 3 Urban Environmental Change and Social Justice
37216 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B95 Holifield, R
GEOG 600 U 3 Perspectives on Geography
36090 SEM 001 WF 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B95 Bonds, A
GEOG 654 U/G 3 Tropical Field Course:
41509 FLD 001 T 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Day, M TOPIC: Land Use in the Karst of Western Belize 3 cr
GEOG 698 U/G 1 - 6  GIS/Cartography Internship
32679 FLD 001 - TBA Fredlund, G
35762 FLD 002 - TBA Huxhold, W
35763 FLD 003 - TBA Ghose, R
35903 FLD 004 - TBA Wu, C
37377 FLD 005 - TBA Choi, W
41638 FLD 006 - TBA Day, P
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GEOG 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Work
32700 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32701 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32702 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
32703 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
32704 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32705 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32706 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32707 IND 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32708 IND 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35804 IND 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32709 IND 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
37292 IND 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37293 IND 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37294 IND 014 - TBA Wu, C
42206 IND 015 - TBA Yoon, H
GEOG 742 G 3 Urban and Regional Dimensions of Global Economic Change
E 41510 SEM 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL 487 McCarthy, L
GEOG 750 G 3 Remote Sensing and Urban Analysis
41511 SEM 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm BOL 487 Wu, C
# GEOG 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32710 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32711 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32712 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
36677 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
32713 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32714 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32715 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32716 IND 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32717 IND 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35805 IND 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32718 IND 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
36689 IND 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37295 IND 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37296 IND 014 - TBA Wu, C
42207 IND 015 - TBA Yoon, H
# GEOG 889 G 1 - 6  Internship in Geography
33938 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
33939 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
33940 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
33941 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
33942 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
33943 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
33944 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
33945 IND 008 - TBA Holifield, R
33946 IND 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35806 IND 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
33947 IND 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
36690 IND 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37297 IND 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37298 IND 014 - TBA Wu, C
42208 IND 015 - TBA Yoon, H
GEOG 890 G 1 - 6  Research and Master Thesis
32719 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32720 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32721 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
32722 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
32723 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32724 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32725 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32726 IND 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32727 IND 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35807 IND 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32728 IND 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
36691 IND 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37299 IND 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37300 IND 014 - TBA Wu, C
42209 IND 015 - TBA Yoon, H
GEOG 905 G 3 Seminar: Selected Topics in Geography:
E 42202 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL 487 Sziarto, K TOPIC: Theorizing Spaces of Hegemony & Resistance 3 cr
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# GEOG 945 G 3 The Internal Structure of the City
E 38086 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL 487 Bonds, A
GEOG 960 G 3 Seminar: Geographic Techniques:
E 41836 SEM 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL 487 Xu, Z TOPIC: Remote Sensing, GIS, and Modern Geography 3 cr
GEOG 990 G 1-12  Research and Doctoral Dissertation
32729 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32730 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32731 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
32732 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
32733 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32734 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32735 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32736 IND 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32737 IND 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35808 IND 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32738 IND 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
36692 IND 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37301 IND 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37302 IND 014 - TBA Wu, C
42210 IND 015 - TBA Yoon, H
GEOG 999 G 1 - 6  Independent Work
32739 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
32740 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
32741 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
32742 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
32743 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
32744 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
32745 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
32746 IND 008 - TBA Holifield, R
32747 IND 009 - TBA Kenny, J
35809 IND 010 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
32748 IND 011 - TBA McCarthy, L
37319 IND 012 - TBA Schwartz, M
37320 IND 013 - TBA Sziarto, K
37321 IND 014 - TBA Wu, C
42211 IND 015 - TBA Yoon, H
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Geosciences
Chair: John L. Isbell LAP 366B 414-229-4561
   
        
         
      
      
      
      
      
       
       
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
   
       
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
# GEO SCI 100
(NS+)
U 3 Introduction to the Earth
34819 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am LAP 162 Seegers Szablewski,
G
Add'l special course fee up to $25.00 assessed for voluntary
field trip.
E 34820 LEC 402 T 5:00pm-6:50pm LAP 162 Hooyer, T Add'l special course fee up to $20.00 assessed for voluntary
field trip.
34821 LAB 801 M 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 241
34822 LAB 802 T 10:00am-11:50am LAP 241
34823 LAB 803 W 9:00am-10:50am LAP 241
35896 LAB 804 R 10:00am-11:50am LAP 241
34824 LAB 805 F 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 241
E 34825 LAB 806 M 5:00pm-6:50pm LAP 241
E 34826 LAB 807 T 7:00pm-8:50pm LAP 241
34827 LAB 808 W 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP 241
E 37704 LAB 809 R 4:00pm-5:50pm LAP 241
35897 LAB 810 M 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 241
34828 LAB 811 M 3:00pm-4:50pm LAP 241
34829 LAB 812 T 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP 241
34830 LAB 813 T 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 241
34831 LAB 814 W 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 241
34832 LAB 815 W 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 241
38363 LAB 816 R 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP 241
38364 LAB 817 R 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 241
# GEO SCI 102
(NS+)
U 3 Principles of Historical Geology
37457 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-9:50am LAP N101 Fraiser, M Add'l special course fee up to $65.00 assessed for required field
tr ip.
37458 LAB 801 W 10:00am-11:50am LAP 268
37459 LAB 802 F 9:00am-10:50am LAP 268
38365 LAB 803 F 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 268
GEO SCI 105
(NS)
U 3 Earth, Air, Fire and Water
34833 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am LAP 162 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
GEO SCI 106
(NS)
U 3 The Earth Environment
34834 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 162 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37460 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Seegers Szablewski,
G
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# + GEO SCI 108
(NS+)
U 3 A History of Life
37308 LEC 401 MW 10:00am-10:50am LAP 160 Dornbos, S
37309 LAB 801 M 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 264
37310 LAB 802 T 9:00am-10:50am LAP 264
37311 LAB 803 T 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 264
38366 LAB 804 W 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 264
GEO SCI 150
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Ocean Sciences
34835 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Sverdrup, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
GEO SCI 151
(NS+)
U 1 Ocean Sciences Laboratory
36068 LAB 801 W 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 264 Add'l special course fee up to $25.00 assessed for voluntary
field trip.
Add'l special course fee up to $15.00 assessed for required field
tr ip.
36069 LAB 802 R 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP 264 Add'l special course fee up to $25.00 assessed for voluntary
field trip.
Add'l special course fee up to $15.00 assessed for required field
tr ip.
GEO SCI 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36294 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
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33948 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
33949 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
33950 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
33951 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
33952 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
33953 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
33954 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
33955 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35207 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35648 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35649 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36073 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37461 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 302 U 3 Elementary Petrology
35198 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am LAP 275 Add'l special course fee up to $100.00 assessed for required
field trip.
35199 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP 245
37376 LAB 802 W 9:00am-11:50am LAP 245
# GEO SCI 414 U 3 Structural Geology
34836 LEC 401 M 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 268 Add'l special course fee up to $120.00 assessed for required
field trip.
34837 LAB 801 W 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 268
GEO SCI 464 U/G 3 Chemical Hydrogeology
36292 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am LAP 262 Grundl, T
36293 LAB 801 M 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 249 Grundl, T
38510 LAB 802 W 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 249
# GEO SCI 511 U/G 3 Stratigraphy and Sedimentation
35200 LEC 401 T 10:00am-11:50am LAP 275 Isbell, J Add'l special course fee up to $100.00 assessed for required
field trip.
35201 LAB 801 R 10:00am-11:50am LAP 275 Isbell, J
GEO SCI 545 U/G 3 X-Ray Analytical Methods
41807 LEC 001 MW 12:00pm-1:00pm LAP 262 McHenry, L Add'l special course fee up to $20.00 assessed for required field
tr ip.
W 1:00pm-2:00pm LAP 262
GEO SCI 562 U/G 3 Environmental Surface Hydrology
38361 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am LAP 275 Xu, S
GEO SCI 668 U/G 3 Geoelectrical Methods
41808 LEC 001 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 275 Kean, W Add'l special course fee up to $50.00 assessed for required field
tr ip.
W 2:00pm-3:00pm LAP 275
GEO SCI 695 U/G 1 - 3  Internship in Geoscience
33956 FLD 001 - TBA Cameron, B
33957 FLD 002 - TBA Czeck, D
33958 FLD 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
33959 FLD 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
33960 FLD 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
33961 FLD 006 - TBA Grundl, T
33962 FLD 007 - TBA Han, W
33963 FLD 008 - TBA Harris, M
33964 FLD 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35675 FLD 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35676 FLD 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35677 FLD 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36296 FLD 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37462 FLD 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 696 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in the Geological Sciences:
41810 LEC 001 M 3:00pm-5:30pm LAP 264 Fraiser, M TOPIC: Phanerozoic Evolutionary Trends 3 cr
41811 LEC 002 F 10:00am-11:50am LAP 249 Ketter, B TOPIC: Geoscience Application of GIS 1 - 3 cr
TR 12:00pm-12:50pm LAP 249 TOPIC: Geoscience Application of GIS 1 - 3 cr
GEO SCI 697 U/G 1 - 3  Seminar in the Geological Sciences:
37261 SEM 001 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 268 Hooyer, T TOPIC: Geologic Records of Quaternary Climate Change 1 -  3
cr
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GEO SCI 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
32749 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
32750 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
35545 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
32751 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
32752 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
32753 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
32754 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
32755 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
32756 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35546 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35547 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35653 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36076 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37463 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 730 G 3 Modelling Techniques for Hydrogeology
41809 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 262 Han, W
# GEO SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32757 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
32758 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
32759 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
32760 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
32761 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
32762 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
32763 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
32764 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
32765 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35206 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35548 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35655 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36078 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37464 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 990 G 1 - 8  Master's Thesis
32766 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
32767 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
32768 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
32769 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
32770 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
32771 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
32772 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
32773 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
32774 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35205 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35549 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35678 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36079 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37465 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 997 G 1-12  Doctoral Externship
32775 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
32776 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
32777 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
32778 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
32779 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
32780 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
32781 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
32782 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
32783 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35204 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35550 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35679 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36081 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37466 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 998 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
32784 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
32785 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
32786 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
32787 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
32788 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
32789 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
32790 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
32791 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
32792 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
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35203 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35551 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35657 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36082 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37467 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
GEO SCI 999 G 1 - 4  Advanced Independent Reading
32793 IND 001 - TBA Cameron, B
32794 IND 002 - TBA Czeck, D
32795 IND 003 - TBA Dornbos, S
32796 IND 004 - TBA Feinstein, D
32797 IND 005 - TBA Fraiser, M
32798 IND 006 - TBA Grundl, T
32799 IND 007 - TBA Han, W
32800 IND 008 - TBA Harris, M
32801 IND 009 - TBA Hooyer, T
35202 IND 010 - TBA Isbell, J
35552 IND 011 - TBA McHenry, L
35647 IND 012 - TBA Sheehan, P
36080 IND 013 - TBA Sverdrup, K
37468 IND 014 - TBA Xu, S
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German
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Jennifer Watson CRT 896 229-4547 jwatson@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/german.html
  
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
        
      
 
   
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
GERMAN 101 U 4 First-Semester German
34838 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT B13
38371 LEC 002 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT B12
41406 LEC 003 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT B13
GERMAN 102 U 4 Second-Semester German
34839 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT 103
35327 LEC 002 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT B12
38030 LEC 003 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B12
GERMAN 112
(HU)
U 3 German Life and Civilization: Part II
E 37307 LEC 001 TR 6:30pm-7:15pm CRT 124 Tieszen, B
41408 LEC 202 - TBA A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# GERMAN 115
(HU)
U 3 Seminar on Scandinavian Culture:
37976 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Lundback, V TOPIC: Crime and Criminals in the North 3 cr
GERMAN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33965 IND 001 - TBA Davis, G
33966 IND 002 - TBA Lundback, V
33967 IND 003 - TBA Wright, C
36671 IND 004 - TBA Schwertfeger, R
36672 IND 005 - TBA Watson, J
GERMAN 203 U 3 Third-Semester German
34840 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34841 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
GERMAN 204 U 3 German in Your Field and Beyond
34842 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36162 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
GERMAN 215 U 3 Reading for Research:
38442 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lundback, V TOPIC: German for a Reading Knowledge 3 cr, A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Consent required to audit.
GERMAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32802 LEC 101 - TBA
GERMAN 331 U 3 Intermediate German Grammar and Usage
37507 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Merten-Brugger, B
36786 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 103 Merten-Brugger, B
GERMAN 332
(HU)
U 3 Intermediate Conversation and Composition
34844 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Wright, C
41410 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Merten-Brugger, B
GERMAN 334
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to German Literature and Culture
36297 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Schwertfeger, R
GERMAN 415 U/G 3 Topics in German Civilization:
41411 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Vyleta, D TOPIC: Reunification 1990-2010 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
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GERMAN 450 U 3 German Literature: Enlightenment, Storm and Stress, Classicism
41412 LEC 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 203 Schwertfeger, R
GERMAN 488 U/G 3 Topics in German Philology:
41413 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 203 Davis, G TOPIC: Reading Older German Handwriting and Texts 3 cr
GERMAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32803 LEC 101 - TBA
GERMAN 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
33968 IND 001 - TBA Davis, G
33969 IND 002 - TBA Lundback, V
33970 IND 003 - TBA Wright, C
36673 IND 004 - TBA Schwertfeger, R
36674 IND 005 - TBA Watson, J
38518 IND 006 - TBA Merten-Brugger, B
E  Evening Section
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Greek
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Richard Monti CRT 809 (414) 229-6859 rmonti@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/classics.html
   
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
# GREEK 104 U 4 Second Semester Greek
35328 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am BOL B83 Mulroy, D
GREEK 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33971 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
33972 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35692 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38344 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38345 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
# GREEK 502 U/G 3 Readings in Ancient Greek Poetry:
37959 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 181 Calkins, R TOPIC: Homer, Odyssey 3 cr
~ GREEK 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
33973 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
33974 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35693 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38350 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38351 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
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Hebrew Studies
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Rachel Baum CRT 879 (414) 229-5156 rbaum@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/hebrew.html
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
   
      
HEBR ST 102 U 4 Second Semester Hebrew
37784 LEC 001 MW 9:00am-10:50am TBA Margolis, D
HEBR ST 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33975 IND 001 - TBA Baum, R
35329 IND 002 - TBA Crain, T
36694 IND 003 - TBA Mazor, Y
HEBR ST 202 U 3 Fourth-Semester Hebrew
36613 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Margolis, D
HEBR ST 230
(HU)
U 3 Bible Stories
41432 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Mazor, Y
HEBR ST 231
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible
41414 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 235
(HU)
U 3 The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Bible
41431 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 238
(HU)
U 3 Topics in Hebrew/Jewish Literature, Art, and Culture:
41427 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Crain, T TOPIC: Moses, Jesus, Mohammed 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
HEBR ST 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
36895 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HEBR ST 268
(HU)
U 3 Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust
36896 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Baum, R Taught w/Jewish 268.
HEBR ST 274
(HU)
U 3 Ancient Egyptian Civilization
35902 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:20am TBA Precourt, B jointly offered with Hist 274
HEBR ST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34846 LEC 101 - TBA
HEBR ST 321 U 3 The Holocaust and the Politics of Memory
36315 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Listoe, D
HEBR ST 331 U 3 Topics in Biblical Literature:
41686 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 219 Mazor, Y TOPIC: Mysteries of the Bible 3 cr
HEBR ST 332 U 3 Women in the Bible
41417 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Margolis, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HEBR ST 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
34847 LEC 101 - TBA
~ HEBR ST 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33976 IND 001 - TBA Baum, R
35456 IND 002 - TBA Crain, T
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History
Chair: Merry Wiesner-Hanks, HLT 342B 229-4361, merrywh@uwm.edu
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASS (INCLUDING DISCUSSIONS) OR CONTACT THE INSTRUCTOR DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES MAY BE DROPPED ADMINISTRATIVELY.
  
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
       
 
  
        
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
HIST 132
(HU)
U 3 World History Since 1500
35171 LEC 401 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 190 Filippello, M
37907 DIS 601 T 8:00am-8:50am HLT G80
37908 DIS 602 T 9:00am-9:50am HLT G80
37909 DIS 603 T 10:00am-10:50am HLT G80
37910 DIS 604 T 11:00am-11:50am HLT G80
37911 DIS 605 T 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT G88
41346 DIS 606 R 8:00am-8:50am HLT G88
41347 DIS 607 R 9:00am-9:50am HLT G88
41348 DIS 608 R 10:00am-10:50am HLT G88
41349 DIS 609 R 11:00am-11:50am HLT G88
41350 DIS 610 R 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT 286
HIST 141
(SS)
U 3 The Family and Sex Roles in the Past
41351 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT 190 Kim-Paik, N
HIST 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
37849 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Alinder, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. No service learning
requirement in this semester
HIST 151
(SS)
U 3 American History: 1607 to 1877
E 37851 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm LUB N116 Hoeveler, J
37850 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Renda, L A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 152
(SS)
U 3 American History: 1877 to the Present
E 38319 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm LUB N116 Hoeveler, J
37755 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Austin, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34851 LEC 403 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm BOL 150 Smith, R
34852 DIS 601 R 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT G88
34853 DIS 602 R 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G88
34854 DIS 603 R 3:00pm-3:50pm HLT G88
34855 DIS 604 R 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT 286
34856 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT 341
34857 DIS 606 F 8:00am-8:50am HLT G80
34858 DIS 607 F 9:00am-9:50am HLT G80
34859 DIS 608 F 10:00am-10:50am HLT G80
34860 DIS 609 F 11:00am-11:50am HLT G80
34861 DIS 610 F 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G80
37600 DIS 611 T 10:00am-10:50am HLT 286
37601 DIS 612 T 9:00am-9:50am HLT 286
37602 DIS 613 T 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G88
37603 DIS 614 T 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT 341
37604 DIS 615 T 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G88
HIST 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
32835 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32836 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
32837 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
32838 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
32839 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
32840 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32841 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
32842 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
32843 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32844 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32845 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
32846 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32847 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32848 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32849 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
32850 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32851 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
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32852 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
32853 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
32854 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
32855 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32856 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
32857 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32858 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
32859 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32860 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
32861 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35052 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35053 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36546 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36547 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36548 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37526 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37527 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
# HIST 202
(HU)
U 3 The Ancient World: The Roman Republic and Empire
37906 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm LAP 160 Galvao-Sobrinho, C
37912 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am HLT G80
37943 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am HLT G80
37944 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am HLT G80
37945 DIS 604 W 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT G88
37946 DIS 605 W 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G88
HIST 204
(HU)
U 3 The History of Medieval Europe: The High Middle Ages
41353 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am SAB G90 Carlin, M
41354 DIS 601 T 11:00am-11:50am HLT G88
41355 DIS 602 R 9:00am-9:50am HLT G80
41356 DIS 603 R 8:00am-8:50am HLT G84
41357 DIS 604 R 11:00am-11:50am HLT G80
41358 DIS 605 R 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G80
HIST 249
(HU)
U 3 The Second World War in Europe
36809 LEC 401 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 131 Minehan, P
36810 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am HLT G88
36811 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am HLT G88
36812 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am HLT G88
36813 DIS 604 T 9:00am-9:50am HLT G88
36814 DIS 605 T 10:00am-10:50am HLT G88
36815 DIS 606 M 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G80
36816 DIS 607 M 11:00am-11:50am HLT 286
36817 DIS 608 M 10:00am-10:50am HLT 286
36818 DIS 609 T 11:00am-11:50am HLT 286
36819 DIS 610 T 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G80
HIST 263
(SS&)
U 3 North American Indian History Since 1887
35174 LEC 401 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 131 Miller, C
35175 DIS 601 M 8:00am-8:50am HLT G80
35176 DIS 602 M 9:00am-9:50am HLT 286
35177 DIS 603 R 8:00am-8:50am HLT G80
35178 DIS 604 F 9:00am-9:50am HLT G88
35179 DIS 605 F 8:00am-8:50am HLT G88
35180 DIS 606 M 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G88
35181 DIS 607 F 10:00am-10:50am HLT G88
35182 DIS 608 F 11:00am-11:50am HLT G88
37654 DIS 609 M 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT G88
38474 DIS 610 M 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G88
HIST 270 U 3 Topics in American History:
42621 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Carter, G TOPIC: (HU&)Mixed-Race Identity in American Culture 3 cr,
01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets 1/23 through 3/17.
HIST 271
(HU)
U 3 The 1960s in the United States: A Cultural History
37921 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-11:50am BOL 150 Rodriguez, J
37924 DIS 601 T 3:00pm-3:50pm HLT G88
37925 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am HLT 341
37926 DIS 603 R 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT 286
37927 DIS 604 R 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G88
37928 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
41544 DIS 606 T 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT 341
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41545 DIS 607 T 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
41546 DIS 608 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
41547 DIS 609 R 3:00pm-3:50pm HLT 286
41548 DIS 610 R 10:00am-10:50am HLT 286
+ HIST 272
(HU)
U 3 The Blues: History and Culture
41555 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT 190 Terry, J
HIST 280
(HU)
U 3 Islamic Civilization: The Formative Period, ca. 500-1258
37517 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm HLT 190 Amster, E
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
32804 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in History, Lower Division
32808 FLD 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32809 FLD 002 - TBA Amster, E
32810 FLD 003 - TBA Anderson, M
32811 FLD 004 - TBA Austin, J
32812 FLD 005 - TBA Buff, R
32813 FLD 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32814 FLD 007 - TBA Carter, G
32815 FLD 008 - TBA Chu, W
32816 FLD 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32817 FLD 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32818 FLD 011 - TBA Evans, C
32819 FLD 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32820 FLD 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32821 FLD 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32822 FLD 015 - TBA Howland, D
32823 FLD 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32824 FLD 017 - TBA Johnson, B
32825 FLD 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
32826 FLD 019 - TBA Levine, M
32827 FLD 020 - TBA McBride, G
32828 FLD 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32829 FLD 022 - TBA Miller, C
32830 FLD 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32831 FLD 024 - TBA Pease, N
32832 FLD 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32833 FLD 026 - TBA Renda, L
32834 FLD 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35054 FLD 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35055 FLD 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36552 FLD 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36553 FLD 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36554 FLD 032 - TBA Smith, R
37528 FLD 033 - TBA Vang, C
37529 FLD 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
# HIST 293
(HU)
U 3 Seminar on Historical Method: Theory and Approach
35618 SEM 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm HLT 286 Evans, C
# HIST 294
(HU)
U 3 Seminar on Historical Method: Research Techniques
41362 SEM 001 T 12:30pm-3:10pm HLT 286 Seligman, A
# + HIST 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
35137 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
35138 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
35139 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
35140 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
35141 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
35142 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
35143 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
35144 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
35145 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
35146 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
35147 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
35148 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
35149 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
35150 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
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35151 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
35152 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
35164 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
35153 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
35154 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
35155 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
35156 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
35157 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
35158 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
35159 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
35160 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
35161 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
34862 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35162 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35163 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36549 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36550 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36551 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37530 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37531 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
HIST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
32805 LEC 101 - TBA
HIST 302 U/G 3 History of Christianity, East and West Since 1500
41637 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HLT G90 Beall, J Undergraduate credit only this semester.
HIST 308 U/G 3 A History of Rome: The Empire
41363 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 190 Galvao-Sobrinho, C
HIST 343 U/G 3 The Soviet Union: From Lenin to Gorbachev
37518 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HLT 180 Evans, C
HIST 348 U/G 3 Poland and Its Neighbors, 1945 to the Present
41364 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HLT 190 Pease, N
# HIST 358 U/G 3 The Jews of Modern Europe: History and Culture
37947 LEC 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 190 Pilnik, S Taught with Jewish 358-001. Undergraduate credit only this
semester.
HIST 370 U/G 3 Topics in the History of Religious Thought:
41384 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT G90 Divalerio, D TOPIC: Tibetan Buddhism 3 cr
41385 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am HLT G90 Beall, J TOPIC: Early Christianity 3 cr, Undergraduate credit only in this
section this semester.
HIST 371 U/G 3 Topics in European History:
37933 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm HLT 180 Minehan, P TOPIC: Fascism and Civil War in Southern Europe 3 cr,
Undergraduate credit only this semester.
HIST 372 U/G 3 Topics in Global History:
38320 LEC 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 190 Paugh, K TOPIC: Health and Healing-Early Modern Atlantic World 3 cr
HIST 387 U/G 3 Africa: Imperialism and Independence Since 1880
41386 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am HLT 190 Filippello, M
HIST 393 U/G 3 History of Mexico
36269 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am HLT 190 Ruggiero, K
~ # + HIST 398
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
41881 SEM 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Kim-Paik, N TOPIC: History Wars: Public Memory & the Past in E Asia 3 cr
~ # + HIST 399
(SS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
41882 SEM 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Singer, A TOPIC: Age of Revolution:Rad Ideology& Practice 1642-1848
3 cr
HIST 400 U/G 3 Topics in Latin American and Caribbean History:
36821 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HLT 190 Ruggiero, K TOPIC: Cuba, Past & Future 3 cr
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HIST 401 U/G 3 Topics in Middle Eastern History:
41388 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm HLT G90 Amster, E TOPIC: Women in Islamic History 3 cr
HIST 404 U/G 3 Topics in American History:
37936 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 180 Levine, M TOPIC: Big City Life viewed through HBO's "The Wire" 3 cr
41556 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G90 Barrett, D TOPIC: Activism & Countercultures, U.S. Since the 1960's 3 cr,
Undergraduate credit only in this section this semester
HIST 405 U/G 3 The Age of the American Revolution, 1750-1789
37130 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT 180 Paugh, K
HIST 419 U/G 3 America Since 1945
36822 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 190 Jeansonne, G
HIST 434 U/G 3 The United States as a World Power in the 20th Century
38106 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm HLT G90 Langill, E Undergraduate credit only this semester
HIST 436
(HU&)
U 3 Immigrant America Since 1880
37145 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G90 Langill, E
HIST 456 U/G 3 The Human Side of History: American Biographies
37940 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT G90 Jeansonne, G
HIST 468 U/G 3 The American Feminist Movement
41390 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 190 Eichner, C
HIST 473
(HU&)
U/G 3 History of Wisconsin Indians
E 37519 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm SAB G28 Miller, C
HIST 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in History, Upper Division
32862 FLD 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32863 FLD 002 - TBA Amster, E
32864 FLD 003 - TBA Anderson, M
36077 FLD 004 - TBA Austin, J
32865 FLD 005 - TBA Buff, R
32866 FLD 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32867 FLD 007 - TBA Carter, G
32868 FLD 008 - TBA Chu, W
32869 FLD 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32870 FLD 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32871 FLD 011 - TBA Evans, C
32872 FLD 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32873 FLD 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32874 FLD 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32875 FLD 015 - TBA Howland, D
32876 FLD 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32877 FLD 017 - TBA Johnson, B
32878 FLD 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
32879 FLD 019 - TBA Levine, M
32880 FLD 020 - TBA McBride, G
32881 FLD 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32882 FLD 022 - TBA Miller, C
32883 FLD 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32884 FLD 024 - TBA Pease, N
32885 FLD 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32886 FLD 026 - TBA Renda, L
32887 FLD 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35056 FLD 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35057 FLD 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36558 FLD 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36559 FLD 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36560 FLD 032 - TBA Smith, R
37532 FLD 033 - TBA Vang, C
37533 FLD 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
HIST 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
32806 LEC 101 - TBA
HIST 594 U/G 3 Methods and Theory in the Historical Study of Religion:
37520 LEC 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm HLT 286 Beall, J TOPIC: Women, War and Religion in Early Medieval Europe 3
cr, Undergraduate credit only this semester.
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# HIST 595 U/G 3 The Quantitative Analysis of Historical Data
41391 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL 293 Anderson, M
# HIST 600 U 3 Seminar in History:
37774 SEM 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 341 Minehan, P TOPIC: World Wars and Anti-Socialist Politics 3 cr
37131 SEM 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 341 Rodriguez, J TOPIC: Civil Rights Movement in Milwaukee, 1960s-1970s 3
cr
36823 SEM 003 M 12:30pm-3:10pm HLT 341 Schroeder, J TOPIC: The American Presidency 3 cr
37132 SEM 004 T 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 286 Carlin, M TOPIC: The Role of Food in History 3 cr
+ HIST 681 U 3 Senior Thesis I
33977 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
33978 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
33979 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
36092 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
33980 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
33981 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
33982 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
33983 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
33984 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
33985 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
33986 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
33987 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
33988 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
33989 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
33990 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
33991 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
33992 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
33993 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
33994 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
33995 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
33996 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
33997 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
33998 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
33999 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
34000 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
34001 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
34002 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35058 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35059 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36555 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36556 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36557 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37534 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37535 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
HIST 682 U 3 Senior Thesis II
34003 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
34004 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
34005 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
36083 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
34006 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
34007 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
34008 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
34009 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
34010 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
34011 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
34012 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
34013 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
34014 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
34015 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
34016 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
34017 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
34018 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
34019 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
34020 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
34021 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
34022 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
34023 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
34024 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
34025 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
34026 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
34027 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
34028 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35060 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35061 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36561 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
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36562 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36563 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37540 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37541 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
HIST 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Reading:
32888 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32889 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
32890 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
32891 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
32892 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
32893 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32894 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
32895 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
32896 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32897 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32898 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
32899 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32900 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32901 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32902 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
32903 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32904 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
32905 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
32906 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
32907 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
32908 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32909 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
32910 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32911 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
32912 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32913 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
32914 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35062 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35063 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36566 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36567 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36568 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37542 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37543 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
HIST 701 G 1 - 6  Internship in Public History
32807 FLD 101 - TBA Alinder, J
HIST 712 G 3 Historiography and Theory of History
E 41392 SEM 001 M 4:00pm-6:40pm HLT 341 McGuinness, A
HIST 715 G 3 Research Methods in Local History
E 36270 SEM 001 R 4:00pm-6:40pm HLT 341 Gordon, M
HIST 833 G 3 Colloquium on Urban History:
E 41393 SEM 001 M 7:00pm-9:40pm HLT 341 Anderson, M TOPIC: Perspectives on Milwaukee's Past 3 cr
HIST 850 G 3 Colloquium on European History:
E 37642 SEM 001 W 4:00pm-6:40pm HLT 286 Silverman, L TOPIC: Holocaust in History: Debates, Lessons, Legacies 3 cr
HIST 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32915 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32916 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
32917 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
36085 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
32918 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
32919 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32920 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
32921 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
32922 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32923 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32927 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
32924 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32925 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32926 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32928 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
32929 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32930 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
32931 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
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32932 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
32933 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
32934 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32935 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
32936 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32937 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
32938 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32939 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
32940 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35064 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35065 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36569 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36570 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36571 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37544 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37545 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
HIST 900 G 3 Seminar on U.S. History:
E 38028 SEM 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm HLT 341 Alinder, J TOPIC: Visualizing the Past: Photos as Historical Sources 3 cr
# HIST 940 G 3 Seminar on Global History:
E 38039 SEM 001 W 7:00pm-9:40pm HLT 341 Johnson, B TOPIC: Environmental History 3 cr
HIST 950 G 3 Seminar on European History:
E 37525 SEM 001 T 7:00pm-9:40pm HLT 341 Pease, N TOPIC: 20th Century Europe 3 cr
# HIST 985 G 1 - 6  Master's Thesis Research
35838 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
35839 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
35840 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
35841 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
35842 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
35843 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
35844 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
35845 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
35846 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
35847 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
35848 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
35849 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
35850 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
35851 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
35852 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
35853 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
35854 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
35855 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
35856 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
35857 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
35858 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
35859 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
35860 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
35861 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
35862 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
35863 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
35864 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35865 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35866 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36572 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36573 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36574 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37546 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37547 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
# HIST 989 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Independent Work
35867 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
35868 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
35869 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
35870 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
35871 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
35872 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
35873 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
35874 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
35875 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
35876 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
35877 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
35878 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
35879 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
35880 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
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35881 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
35882 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
35883 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
35884 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
35885 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
35886 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
35887 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
35888 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
35889 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
35890 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
35891 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
35892 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
35893 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35894 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35895 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36575 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36576 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36577 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37548 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37549 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
# HIST 990 G 1 - 6  Dissertation Research
32941 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32942 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
32943 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
36088 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
32944 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
32945 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32946 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
32947 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
32948 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32949 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32950 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
32951 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32952 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32953 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32954 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
32955 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32956 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
32957 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
32958 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
32959 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
32960 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32961 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
32962 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32963 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
32964 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32965 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
32966 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35066 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35067 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36578 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36579 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36580 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37550 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37551 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
# HIST 999 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Level Independent Work
32967 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
32968 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
32969 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
36089 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
32970 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
32971 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
32972 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
32973 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
32974 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
32975 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
32976 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
32977 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
32978 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
32979 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
32980 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
32981 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
32982 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
32983 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
32984 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
32985 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
32986 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
32987 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
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32988 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
32989 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
32990 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
32991 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
35750 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35172 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35173 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36581 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36582 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
36583 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37552 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37553 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
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Hmong Studies
  
        
 
  
       
 
HMONG 108 U 3 Second-Semester Hmong Literacy
E 38434 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B63 Thao, G
HMONG 265
(SS&)
U 3 Hmong Americans: History, Culture, and Contemporary Life
42032 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B9 Walter, S
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Honors College
Director: Charles Schuster GAR 302 229-4658
   
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
         
        
        
        
        
         
 
   
     
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
        
 
   
     
 
   
     
 
   
     
     
 
   
     
 
   
     
     
     
     
     
 
# HONORS 200
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar: The Shaping of the Modern Mind:
34863 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HON 195 Singer, A TOPIC: Imperial Idea in Modern European History 3 cr
34864 SEM 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am HON 180 Emmett, R TOPIC: New Media and Contemporary War and Peace 3 cr
34865 SEM 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HON 155 Equitz, L TOPIC: Freudian Slips 3 cr
34866 SEM 004 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HON 190 Singer, A TOPIC: Imperial Idea in Modern European History 3 cr
34867 SEM 005 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HON 180 Emmett, R TOPIC: New Media and Contemporary War and Peace 3 cr
34868 SEM 006 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HON 155 Hausdoerffer, W TOPIC: Pulp Fictions of the Ancient World 3 cr
34869 SEM 007 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HON 195 Southward, D TOPIC: Devious Cinema 3 cr
34870 SEM 008 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HON 155 Petty, A TOPIC: Up Close & Personal:The Lure of Autobio Poetry 3 cr
34871 SEM 009 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm HON 155 Hausdoerffer, W TOPIC: Breaking the Vase:Trgic Myth in Grk,Rom,Afr Contex
3 cr
E 36945 SEM 010 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm HON 190 Casey, K TOPIC: Pursuit of Pleasure: A History of Fun in America 3 cr
37471 SEM 011 TR 11:00am-12:15pm HON 155 Equitz, L TOPIC: The Last 'Good' War?: The Eastern Front 3 cr
37650 SEM 012 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HON 190 Casey, K TOPIC: Big Brother in the Bedroom 3 cr
37651 SEM 013 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HON 195 Southward, D TOPIC: Devious Cinema 3 cr
37746 SEM 014 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm HON 155 Hausdoerffer, W TOPIC: Critical Humors 3 cr
E 42027 SEM 015 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm HON 190 Casey, K TOPIC: Big Brother in the Bedroom 3 cr
# HONORS 297 U 1 - 9  Study Abroad:
34872 LEC 101 - TBA
~ # + HONORS 350
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar in the Humanities:
35537 SEM 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am HON 180 Emmett, R TOPIC: American Introspection 3 cr
~ + HONORS 351
(SS)
U 3 University Honors Seminar in the Social Sciences:
37472 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HON 180 Wisneski, D TOPIC: Exploring the Social Construct of Childhood 3 cr
~ # + HONORS 380
(A)
U 3 Honors Seminar in the Arts:
34873 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HON 155 Strini, T TOPIC: Classic American Songbook, 1920-1960 3 cr
35635 SEM 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Gabor, E TOPIC: The Art of Acting 3 cr
37574 SEM 003 F 9:30am-11:50am TBA Parsons, M TOPIC: Experiencing the Bodymind 3 cr
# + HONORS 497 U 1 - 9  Study Abroad:
34874 LEC 101 - TBA
# HONORS 685 U 1 - 3  Honors Tutorial
36042 IND 001 - TBA
~ + HONORS 686 U 3 - 6  Research in Honors
34029 IND 001 - TBA
38494 IND 002 - TBA
~ + HONORS 687 U 3 - 6  Senior Honors Project
34030 IND 001 - TBA
+ HONORS 689 U 3 - 6  Senior Honors Thesis
34031 IND 001 - TBA
38429 IND 002 - TBA
38430 IND 003 - TBA
38431 IND 004 - TBA
38432 IND 005 - TBA
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Industrial and Labor Relations
Director: John Heywood BOL 842 229-4310
Assistant Director: Susan Donohue Davies BOL 842 229-4310
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
IND REL 711 G 3 Labor Relations Law
E 36537 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Levy, A
IND REL 717 G 3 Employee Benefits
E 41969 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Davidson, C
IND REL 731 G 3 Research Tools for Practitioners in Human Resources and Labor Relations
E 38036 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Adams, S
IND REL 801 G 3 Research Project in Industrial and Labor Relations
32994 IND 001 - TBA Bender, K
32995 IND 002 - TBA Bravo, E
35169 IND 003 - TBA Davies, S
36337 IND 004 - TBA Heywood, J
IND REL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32992 IND 001 - TBA Heywood, J
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
32993 FLD 001 - TBA Davies, S
IND REL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
32996 IND 001 - TBA Bender, K
32997 IND 002 - TBA Burrell, N
35008 IND 003 - TBA Davies, S
36338 IND 004 - TBA Heywood, J
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International Studies
Coordinator: Erica Bornstein SAB 304 229-4881
Advising: Aparna Datey GAR 113 229-3042
   
       
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
# INTLST 260 U 2 Introduction to International Careers
35353 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-2:40pm TBA Datey, A
INTLST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34875 LEC 101 - TBA
# INTLST 450 U 2 - 6  Internship in International Studies
34876 FLD 101 - TBA Datey, A
INTLST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34877 LEC 101 - TBA
~ INTLST 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
36507 IND 002 - TBA Petro, P
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Italian
Chair: Peter Paik CRT 772 229-4382
Coordinator: Robin Pickering-Iazzi CRT 789 229-5897
  
       
       
       
       
         
 
  
        
        
        
        
 
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
  
         
    
    
    
    
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
 
ITALIAN 104 U 4 Second-Semester Italian
35277 LEC 001 MTWF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B63 Ferrentino, A
36480 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Ferrentino, A
35278 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Soldati, L
41308 LEC 004 MWR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B9 Soldati, L
E 37485 LEC 104 MW 6:30pm-8:45pm TBA Soldati, L This section will meet at the Italian Community Center, 631 E.
Chicago Avenue. Room TBA.
ITALIAN 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of Italy:
34885 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Celi, C TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
34886 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Milli Konewko, S TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
36864 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Celi, C TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
36865 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Celi, C TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
ITALIAN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
34032 IND 001 - TBA Milli Konewko, S
34033 IND 002 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
ITALIAN 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Italian
35279 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 221 Ferrentino, A
ITALIAN 242
(HU)
U 3 Topics in Italian American Studies:
37486 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 209 Milli Konewko, S TOPIC: America Through Italian Eyes: Dream or Nightmare? 3
cr
ITALIAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34887 LEC 101 - TBA
ITALIAN 310 U 1 Italian Immersion
W 35761 LEC 301 S 9:00am-5:00pm CRT 221 Celi, C
Soldati, L
03/09/2012-03/11/2012 Class meets March 11, 12, 13 - Friday
5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., Saturday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Sunday
9:00 a.m. - Noon.
W U 9:00am-12:00pm CRT 221 03/09/2012-03/11/2012 
W S 9:00am-5:00pm CRT 221 03/09/2012-03/11/2012 
W U 9:00am-12:00pm CRT 221 03/09/2012-03/11/2012 
E F 5:00pm-8:00pm CRT 221 03/09/2012-03/11/2012 
ITALIAN 322 U 3 Introduction to Italian Literature and Film
41309 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 221 Pickering-Iazzi, R
ITALIAN 457 U/G 3 Topics in Italian Literature and Culture in Translation:
41310 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 221 Pickering-Iazzi, R
ITALIAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
34888 LEC 101 - TBA
ITALIAN 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
32999 IND 001 - TBA Milli Konewko, S
33000 IND 002 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Japanese
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Atsuko Borgmann CRT 888 (414) 229-5650 sugaatsu@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/index.html
  
       
       
       
       
      
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
     
 
  
       
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
     
 
JAPAN 102 U 5 Second Semester Japanese
35336 LEC 001 MTWRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B19 Wert, Y
35337 LEC 002 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 303 Borgmann, A
36423 LEC 003 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 303 Takahashi, S
37213 LEC 004 MTWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B19 Takahashi, S
Takeuchi, K
41418 LEC 005 MTWRF 2:00pm-2:50pm CRT B19
JAPAN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
38387 IND 001 - TBA Takeuchi, K
JAPAN 200 U 3 Japanese Culture and Its Effect on Language
E 37968 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B19 Borgmann, A
JAPAN 202 U 5 Fourth-Semester Japanese
35340 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 227 Lackey, M
Seo, S
35620 LEC 002 MTWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 227 Lackey, M
Seo, S
37509 LEC 003 MTWRF 2:00pm-2:50pm CRT 203 Seo, S
Takahashi, S
JAPAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37656 LEC 101 - TBA
JAPAN 302 U 3 Sixth Semester Japanese
35341 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Wert, Y
38322 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wert, Y
# JAPAN 361 U 3 Translating Japanese Media
38427 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Jones, J
# JAPAN 402 U 3 Eighth Semester Japanese
37967 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Lackey, M
# JAPAN 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37404 LEC 101 - TBA
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Jewish Studies
Coordinator: Rachel Baum CRT 879 (414) 229-5156 rbaum@uwm.edu
  
       
 
   
      
     
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
   
      
 
   
     
 
  
        
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
 
   
     
 
   
      
     
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
 
JEWISH 101
(HU)
U 3 Jewish Culture in America: History, Literature, Film
37189 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# JEWISH 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36430 IND 001 - TBA Baum, R
36431 IND 002 - TBA
36878 IND 003 - TBA Crain, T
38389 IND 004 - TBA Silverman, L
JEWISH 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
36972 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Taught w/Hebrew St 261.
JEWISH 268
(HU)
U 3 Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust
36973 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Baum, R Taught w/Hebrew St 268.
JEWISH 273 U 3 U.S. - Israel Relations
41605 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Crain, T
# JEWISH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Jewish Studies, Lower Division
37190 FLD 001 - TBA Crain, T
# JEWISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36440 LEC 101 - TBA
JEWISH 328 U/G 3 The Arab-Israeli Conflict
37513 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Crain, T Taught with Pol Sci 328-001.
# JEWISH 358 U/G 3 The Jews of Modern Europe: History and Culture
36964 LEC 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA Taught with HIST 358-001.
JEWISH 421 U 3 Introduction to Yiddish Literature
42592 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Berkowitz, J
# JEWISH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Jewish Studies, Upper Division
36432 FLD 001 - TBA Crain, T
# JEWISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36441 LEC 101 - TBA
# JEWISH 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36433 IND 001 - TBA Baum, R
36877 IND 002 - TBA
37026 IND 003 - TBA Crain, T
38390 IND 004 - TBA Silverman, L
~ JEWISH 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
37027 IND 001 - TBA Silverman, L
42258 IND 002 - TBA Baum, R
42259 IND 003 - TBA Berkowitz, J
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies
Chair: David Allen JOH 110A 229-4619
www.jams.uwm.edu
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Some Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies courses are not open to University Special Students (including Summer Guest Students) or students who want to audit a course
(written consent required to audit). Enrollment restrictions such as these can be viewed in the `Expand All' view of the Online Schedule of Classes, specifically in the `Notes' area
following course prerequisites.
2. Students who enroll in a Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies course without meeting all course prerequisites may be administratively dropped. See Registration portion of this
Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.
3. Enrolled students who do not attend the first week of a Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies course may be administratively dropped. A student who misses the first day of
class should contact the instructor, either in person or via telephone / email. See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.
4. Official e-mail communication between the Department of Journalism, Advertising, and Media Studies and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student UWM PantherLink
e-mail addresses (https://pantherlink.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherLink e-mail account regularly for important university and/or course related
information (or to input a PantherLink forward mail command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
Please note: The College of Letters & Science charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These sections can be distinguished by a section number
beginning with a 2-- (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the Schedule of Classes, please contact a fee specialist at (414) 229-3796.
   
        
      
      
      
      
       
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
      
      
# + JAMS 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Mass Media
26052 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 150 Levine, E For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
26053 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-3:50pm JOH 310
26054 DIS 602 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
26055 DIS 603 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
26056 DIS 604 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
E 26057 DIS 605 W 4:00pm-4:50pm MER 347
E 26058 DIS 606 W 4:00pm-4:50pm JOH 310
E 26059 DIS 607 W 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA
E 26060 DIS 608 W 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA
26061 DIS 609 R 9:00am-9:50am JOH 310
26062 DIS 610 R 10:00am-10:50am JOH 310
26114 DIS 611 R 11:00am-11:50am JOH 310
26120 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm JOH 310
26121 DIS 613 R 1:00pm-1:50pm JOH 310
26144 DIS 614 R 2:00pm-2:50pm JOH 310
26145 DIS 615 R 3:00pm-3:50pm JOH 310
# JAMS 111
(HU)
U 3 Gender and the Media
26132 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 131 Decker, D
JAMS 113
(HU)
U 3 Internet Culture
26133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tasman, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 116 U 3 Journalism, Documentary, and Democracy
41345 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
+ JAMS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
26038 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26039 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26040 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X
26041 IND 004 - TBA Gallun, T
26042 IND 005 - TBA Daley, J
26043 IND 006 - TBA Jurek, R
26044 IND 007 - TBA Levine, E
26091 IND 008 - TBA Mcbride, J
26092 IND 009 - TBA Newman, M
41342 IND 010 - TBA Popp, R
26093 IND 011 - TBA Pritchard, D
26094 IND 012 - TBA Rockow, J
26103 IND 013 - TBA Smith, J
26104 IND 014 - TBA Tasman, M
26109 IND 015 - TBA Zoromski, M
# + JAMS 201 U 3 Media Writing
26063 LEC 401 M 8:00am-8:50am MER 131 Decker, D To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $5.00 beyond regular tuition.
26064 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:50am JOH G23
26065 LAB 802 M 9:00am-10:50am JOH G24
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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26066 LAB 803 M 11:00am-12:50pm JOH G23
26067 LAB 804 M 11:00am-12:50pm JOH G24
26068 LAB 805 M 1:00pm-2:50pm JOH G23
26069 LAB 806 M 1:00pm-2:50pm JOH G24
26070 LAB 807 T 9:00am-10:50am JOH G23
26071 LAB 808 T 10:00am-11:50am JOH G24
26072 LAB 809 T 2:00pm-3:50pm JOH G23
26073 LAB 810 W 8:00am-9:50am JOH G23
26074 LAB 811 W 10:00am-11:50am JOH G23
26075 LAB 812 W 12:00pm-1:50pm JOH G23
26076 LAB 813 W 2:00pm-3:50pm JOH G23
# JAMS 204 U 3 News Writing and Technology
26166 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am HLT 180 Gallun, T To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $5.00 beyond regular tuition.
26167 LEC 002 TR 8:00am-9:15am HLT 180 Daley, J To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $5.00 beyond regular tuition.
# JAMS 207 U 3 Introduction to Advertising and Public Relations
26136 LEC 401 TR 8:00am-8:50am LUB S220 Oelhafen, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
26137 DIS 601 T 9:00am-9:50am JOH 310
26138 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am JOH 310
26139 DIS 603 T 11:00am-11:50am JOH 310
JAMS 214
(HU)
U 3 Advertising in American Society
26077 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 131 Rockow, J
# JAMS 231 U 3 Publication Design
26148 LAB 801 R 9:00am-11:40am JOH G24 Brud, E To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26112 LAB 802 R 5:30pm-8:10pm JOH G24 Woods, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 41320 LAB 803 T 5:30pm-8:10pm JOH G24 Woods, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
# + JAMS 232 U 3 Photojournalism
41468 LEC 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm JOH G24 Tasman, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $25.00 beyond regular tuition. Special
Course Fee: $25.00
# JAMS 260
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary Non-Fiction Media
E 26102 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL B91 Sarnowski, R
+ JAMS 262 U 3 Principles of Media Studies
26105 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 347 Popp, R
# + JAMS 280 U 3 Selected Topics in Mass Communication:
E 26113 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm HLT 190 Luljak, T TOPIC: Sports Marketing 3 cr
~ JAMS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Journalism and Media Communication, Lower Division
26154 FLD 001 - TBA Jurek, R
# + JAMS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
26115 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26116 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26117 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X
26119 IND 005 - TBA Daley, J
26122 IND 006 - TBA Jurek, R
26123 IND 007 - TBA Levine, E
26124 IND 008 - TBA Mcbride, J
26125 IND 009 - TBA Newman, M
26126 IND 010 - TBA Popp, R
26127 IND 011 - TBA Pritchard, D
26128 IND 012 - TBA Rockow, J
26129 IND 013 - TBA Smith, J
26130 IND 014 - TBA Tasman, M
26131 IND 015 - TBA Zoromski, M
+ JAMS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
26006 LEC 101 - TBA
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# + JAMS 306 U 3 Feature and Magazine Article Writing
26078 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm JOH G10 Kosidowski, P
# JAMS 307 U 3 Advertising and Public Relations Writing and Production
E 26140 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm MER 214 To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26141 LEC 002 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm JOH G23 Brandt, K To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26146 LEC 003 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm JOH G23 Brandt, K To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
# JAMS 320 U 3 Integrated Reporting
26168 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 214 Mcbride, J
41475 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 214 Daley, J
+ JAMS 332 U 3 Introduction to Digital Documentary
26169 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 214 Gallun, T To cover videotaping costs, all enrolled students will be charged
an additional course fee of $30.00 in addition to regular UWM
tuition. Consent required to audit.
# + JAMS 336 U 3 Media Graphics
26149 LAB 801 TR 11:00am-12:15pm JOH G23 Tasman, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
+ JAMS 342 U 3 Television News Reporting
26170 LEC 001 MF 10:00am-12:50pm JOH G10 Zoromski, M To cover videotaping costs, all enrolled students will be charged
an additional course fee of $30.00 beyond regular tuition.
Consent required to audit.
+ JAMS 360 U 3 History of Mass Media
26100 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm END 103 Terry, C
# + JAMS 399 U 3 On-Campus Internship
26007 FLD 001 - TBA Jurek, R
# + JAMS 450 U 3 Race and Ethnicity in the Media
26143 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mcbride, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
~ JAMS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Journalism and Media Communication, Upper Division
26155 FLD 001 - TBA Jurek, R
+ JAMS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
26008 LEC 101 - TBA
# + JAMS 500 U 3 Advanced Reporting
26079 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:40am CRT 118 Mcbride, J
# + JAMS 505 U/G 3 Research for Advertising and Public Relations
26080 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Cao, X
42188 LEC 002 F 9:00am-11:40am HLT 190 Jurek, R
# JAMS 524 U 3 Advertising and Public Relations Campaigns
26081 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm JOH G24 To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
26082 LEC 002 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm JOH G24 Jurek, R To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26156 LEC 003 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm JOH G24 Rockow, J To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
# + JAMS 532 U 3 Documentary Production
26162 LEC 001 W 9:30am-12:10pm MER 214 Gallun, T
# + JAMS 544 U 3 Television Newsroom Management
26002 LEC 001 MF 8:00am-10:50am MER 214 Zoromski, M To cover videotaping costs, all enrolled students will be charged
an additional course fee of $30.00 beyond regular tuition.
# + JAMS 559 U/G 3 Law of Mass Communication
26084 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S220 Zoromski, M This section for undergraduate students only.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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E 26108 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm HLT G90 Terry, C This section for undergraduate students only.
# + JAMS 562 U/G 3 Media Studies and Culture
26099 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 347 Popp, R
# + JAMS 600 U/G 3 Off-Campus Internship
26009 FLD 101 - TBA Jurek, R
JAMS 602 U 3 Specialized Reporting:
41343 LEC 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm JOH G23 TOPIC: Crime Reporting 3 cr
+ JAMS 604 U 3 Advanced Integrated Reporting for Journalism and Documentary
26171 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm JOH G23 Daley, J
# + JAMS 614 U/G 3 Mass Media and Public Opinion
26161 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 347 Cao, X
# + JAMS 615 U/G 3 The Mass Media and Politics
41344 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 347 Pritchard, D
+ JAMS 660 U/G 3 Contemporary Issues in Mass Communication:
26153 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 347 Terry, C TOPIC: Current Topics in Digital and Electronic Media 3 cr,
This section for undergraduate students only.
# + JAMS 661 U 3 Seminar in Media Communication and Society:
26003 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 347 Smith, J TOPIC: War News, Entertainment, and Persuasion 3 cr
+ JAMS 699 U 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
26010 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26011 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26012 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X
26013 IND 004 - TBA Gallun, T
26014 IND 005 - TBA Daley, J
26015 IND 006 - TBA Jurek, R
26016 IND 007 - TBA Levine, E
26086 IND 008 - TBA Mcbride, J
26095 IND 009 - TBA Newman, M
26096 IND 010 - TBA Popp, R
26097 IND 011 - TBA Pritchard, D
26098 IND 012 - TBA Rockow, J
26106 IND 013 - TBA Smith, J
26107 IND 014 - TBA Tasman, M
26110 IND 015 - TBA Zoromski, M
JAMS 701 G 3 Media Studies Research Design
E 26101 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm MER 347 Pritchard, D
# JAMS 840 G 3 Topics in Media Law and Ethics:
41607 LEC 001 F 9:30am-12:10pm MER 347 Allen, D TOPIC: Ethics and Media Work 3 cr
JAMS 860 G 3 Seminar in Media Studies:
E 26163 SEM 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm MER 347 Newman, M TOPIC: Video Games 3 cr
E M 7:00pm-8:00pm MER 347 TOPIC: Video Games 3 cr
# JAMS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
26017 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26018 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26020 IND 003 - TBA Levine, E
26022 IND 004 - TBA Newman, M
26023 IND 005 - TBA Pritchard, D
26087 IND 006 - TBA Smith, J
# JAMS 990 G 1 - 6  Research and Thesis
26024 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26025 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26026 IND 003 - TBA Levine, E
26027 IND 004 - TBA Newman, M
26028 IND 005 - TBA Pritchard, D
26029 IND 006 - TBA Smith, J
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# JAMS 991 G 1 - 6  Professional Project
26045 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26046 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26047 IND 003 - TBA Levine, E
26048 IND 004 - TBA Newman, M
26049 IND 005 - TBA Pritchard, D
26050 IND 006 - TBA Smith, J
# JAMS 999 G 1 - 3  Graduate Independent Study
26031 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26032 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26033 IND 003 - TBA Levine, E
26034 IND 004 - TBA Newman, M
26035 IND 005 - TBA Pritchard, D
26036 IND 006 - TBA Smith, J
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Korean
Chair: Hamid Ouali CRT 535 (414) 229-5349, ouali@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Greg Iverson CRT 529 , iverson@uwm.edu
http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ l inguistics/
http:/ /www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ f l l /
Please note:
   
       
       
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
   
     
 
# KOREAN 102 U 5 Second-Semester Korean
36986 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 327 Heo, Y
41697 LEC 002 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 327 Yi, S
# KOREAN 202 U 5 Fourth Semester Korean
36374 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 181 Lee, S
KOREAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37657 LEC 101 - TBA
# KOREAN 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37662 LEC 101 - TBA
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Latin
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Richard Monti CRT 809 (414) 229-6859 rmonti@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/classics.html
   
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
 
# LATIN 104 U 4 Second Semester Latin
35333 LEC 001 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT 219
LATIN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
34034 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
34035 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35694 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38340 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38341 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
# LATIN 306 U 4 Fourth Semester Latin
38483 LEC 002 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT 103 Muse, K
LATIN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin, Upper Division
36245 FLD 001 - TBA
LATIN 508 U/G 3 Latin Prose Composition
41405 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B13 Cova, E
~ LATIN 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
33001 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
34036 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35695 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38342 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38343 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Chair: 
Coordinator: Kris Ruggiero 229-4401
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
   
     
 
  
      
 
LACS 101
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Latin American and Caribbean Studies
E 38135 LEC 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA
LACS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study:
38140 IND 001 - TBA
LACS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin American/Caribbean Studies, Lower Division
38141 FLD 001 - TBA
LACS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
38142 FLD 001 - TBA
LACS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37658 LEC 101 - TBA
LACS 300 U 3 Advanced Topics in Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Studies:
E 42348 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Latino & Latin American/Caribbean Cities 3 cr
LACS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latin American/Caribbean Studies, Upper Division
38143 FLD 001 - TBA
LACS 496 U 1 - 3  Advanced UROP Apprenticeship
38144 IND 001 - TBA
LACS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
37663 LEC 101 - TBA
# LACS 698 U 1 - 3  Independent Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Integrated Studies:
38145 IND 001 - TBA
LACS 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
38146 IND 001 - TBA Kline, J
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Latino Studies
Coordinator: Enrique Figueroa BOL 183 229-3651 figueroa@uwm.edu
  
       
 
   
      
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
   
      
 
   
      
 
   
      
      
 
LATINO 101
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Latino Studies
34966 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B46 Figueroa, E
# + LATINO 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latino Studies, Lower Division
37325 FLD 001 - TBA Figueroa, E
LATINO 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37326 LEC 101 - TBA Figueroa, E
LATINO 300 U 3 Advanced Topics in Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Studies:
E 42436 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Latino & Latin American/Caribbean Cities 3 cr
LATINO 301 U 3 Advanced Topics in U.S. Latino Studies:
41835 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Shah, P TOPIC: Latino Politics 3 cr
# LATINO 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Latino Studies, Upper Division
37328 FLD 001 - TBA Figueroa, E
# LATINO 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37327 LEC 101 - TBA Figueroa, E
# LATINO 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37329 IND 001 - TBA Figueroa, E
37402 IND 002 - TBA Santiago-Rivera, A
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Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Studies
Program Coordinator: Kathy Miller-Dillon, BOL 746, 229-5382
Please visit: http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/certificates/lgbt for more information.
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
   
     
 
   
        
 
   
      
      
 
LGBT 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
37351 IND 001 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K
38422 IND 002 - TBA Kader, C
LGBT 200
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies
38423 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Anastasia, A
# + LGBT 290 U 3 Topics in LGBT Studies:
42006 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Kader, C TOPIC: Gndr & Sexual Politics in Milw: Radical Beginnings 3 cr
LGBT 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37352 LEC 101 - TBA
# LGBT 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in LGBT Studies, Upper Division
38480 FLD 001 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K
# LGBT 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37353 LEC 101 - TBA
# LGBT 599 U 3 Selected Topics in LGBT Studies:
41613 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Rodger, G TOPIC: Cross-drssng, Gender, & Sexuality in Musical Thtr 3 cr
# LGBT 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37344 IND 001 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K
38421 IND 002 - TBA Kader, C
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Letters and Science-Humanities
Associate Dean: Jeffrey Merrick
  
       
 
   
      
 
  
     
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
     
 
   
     
 
L&S HUM 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Humanities, Lower Division:
35076 FLD 101 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Disney College & International Program Internship 1
- 6 cr, This section must be taken credit/no credit.
+ L&S HUM 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
37392 LEC 001 - TBA Mamalakis, M
L&S HUM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31626 LEC 101 - TBA
37812 LEC 102 - TBA TOPIC: British Life and Culture 1 - 12 cr, London, England.
L&S HUM 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Humanities, Upper Division
36262 FLD 101 - TBA Dindia, K
35829 FLD 102 - TBA Dindia, K
35944 FLD 103 - TBA Szmania, S
35945 FLD 104 - TBA Rogers, W
37801 FLD 105 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
+ L&S HUM 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
37020 LEC 001 - TBA
+ L&S HUM 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31627 LEC 101 - TBA
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Letters and Science-Natural Science
Associate Dean: Karen Brucks
  
       
       
 
   
     
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
   
     
 
L&S NS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Natural Sciences, Lower Division:
36544 FLD 001 - TBA OBryan, T TOPIC: Pre-Med/Pre-Health Internship 1 - 6 cr, This section
must be taken cr/no cr.
38495 FLD 002 - TBA OBryan, T TOPIC: Pre-Med Rural/Urban Community Health Internship 1
- 6 cr, This section must be taken cr/no cr.
~ + L&S NS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
31628 IND 001 - TBA
L&S NS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31629 LEC 101 - TBA
# + L&S NS 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Upper Level
36979 IND 001 - TBA Wimpee, C
+ L&S NS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31630 LEC 101 - TBA
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Letters and Science-Social Sciences
Associate Dean: Rodney Swain
  
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
        
        
 
   
     
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
L&S SS 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Social Sciences, Lower Division:
35072 FLD 101 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Disney Collegiate Course 1 - 6 cr
35913 FLD 102 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Disney College Course 1 - 6 cr
36253 FLD 103 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Disney Professional Development Studies 1 - 6 cr
36252 FLD 104 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Disney Exploration Series 1 - 6 cr, This section must
be taken credit/no credit.
36504 FLD 105 - TBA Dindia, K TOPIC: Walt Disney College Program 1 - 6 cr, This section
must be taken credit/no credit.
# + L&S SS 291 U 1 UROP Seminar
36675 SEM 001 T 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Esguerra, K Location: BOL 192
36676 SEM 002 R 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Esguerra, K Location: BOL 192
~ + L&S SS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
31631 IND 001 - TBA
L&S SS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31632 LEC 101 - TBA
L&S SS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Social Sciences, Upper Division
31633 FLD 101 - TBA Crowder, L
36464 FLD 102 - TBA Dindia, K
36470 FLD 103 - TBA Mcbride, J
36471 FLD 104 - TBA Rivas, P
36491 FLD 105 - TBA Rockow, J
36492 FLD 106 - TBA Rogers, W
36493 FLD 107 - TBA Zoromski, M
37025 FLD 108 - TBA Reddy, D
37028 FLD 109 - TBA Majewski, M
38520 FLD 110 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K
~ + L&S SS 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Upper-Level
37381 IND 001 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
L&S SS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31634 LEC 101 - TBA
L&S SS 498 U 9 Washington Internship
31635 FLD 101 - TBA Holbrook, T Washington CTR, 1101 14th Ave, NW; Washington D.C.
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Liberal Studies
Director: Jeffrey Hayes CRT 902 229-5963
   
         
 
   
         
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
# LIBRLST 702 G 4 Traditions And Transformations II:
E 35170 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-9:00pm CRT 939 Hayes, J TOPIC: Envisioning Self & Society, 1870-Present 4 cr,
Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
Add'l individual mtgs to be arranged.
# LIBRLST 722 G 3 Special Topics in Contemporary Cultural Studies:
E 41540 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm CRT 939 Melgarejo-Acosta, M TOPIC: Writing Revolution in Latin America 3 cr, Additional
tuition pricing $378 will be charged for this course. Add'l
individual mtgs to be arranged.
Consent required to audit.
# LIBRLST 798 G 4 Liberal Studies Master's Project
34037 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36186 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36187 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36188 IND 004 - TBA Clark, G Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36189 IND 005 - TBA Hall, J Additional tuition pricing $504will be charged for this course.
36190 IND 006 - TBA Hayes, J Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36257 IND 007 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36258 IND 008 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36496 IND 009 - TBA Mello, R Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36497 IND 010 - TBA Netzloff, M Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36506 IND 011 - TBA Meckstroth, T Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36719 IND 012 - TBA Oxford, R Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36788 IND 013 - TBA Roberts, S Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36801 IND 014 - TBA Rosenblum, M Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36803 IND 015 - TBA Seligman, A Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
36982 IND 016 - TBA Ward, B Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
37795 IND 017 - TBA Schwertfeger, R Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
38488 IND 018 - TBA Arnold, B Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
38489 IND 019 - TBA Gorfinkel, E Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
38502 IND 020 - TBA Warren Crow, H Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
Consent required to audit.
38509 IND 021 - TBA Schwartz, R Additional tuition pricing $504 will be charged for this course.
Consent required to audit.
# LIBRLST 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Work in Liberal Studies
34038 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
36007 IND 002 - TBA Eells, J Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
36008 IND 003 - TBA Hayes, J Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
36009 IND 004 - TBA McGuinness, A Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
37385 IND 005 - TBA Rosenblum, M Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
37783 IND 006 - TBA Schwertfeger, R Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
38437 IND 007 - TBA Jones, J Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
38467 IND 008 - TBA McMillion, R Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
38490 IND 009 - TBA Gorfinkel, E Additional tuition pricing $126/credit will be charged for this
course.
LIBRLST 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
35577 IND 001 - TBA Blaeser, K
35928 IND 002 - TBA Carlin, M
35929 IND 003 - TBA Hamilton, K
35930 IND 004 - TBA Hayes, J
35931 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N
36484 IND 006 - TBA McGuinness, A
36485 IND 007 - TBA Paik, P
36717 IND 008 - TBA Roberts, S
37390 IND 009 - TBA Schwartz, R
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Linguistics
Chair: Hamid Ouali CRT 535 (414) 229-5349, ouali@uwm.edu
http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/ l inguistics/
  
       
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
         
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
     
 
  
       
        
       
 
LINGUIS 100
(HU&)
U 3 The Diversity of Human Language
36953 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Kellogg, J
E 36954 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Kellogg, J
38329 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Heo, Y A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
38330 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Heo, Y A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
31636 LEC 405 MW 9:00am-9:50am MER 131 Zafra, C
38457 DIS 601 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA Lerdpaisalwong, S
38458 DIS 602 W 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Garcia, A
38459 DIS 603 W 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Lerdpaisalwong, S
38460 DIS 604 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA Garcia, A
38461 DIS 605 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Lerdpaisalwong, S
38462 DIS 606 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA Lerdpaisalwong, S
38463 DIS 607 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA Garcia, A
38464 DIS 608 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Lerdpaisalwong, S
38465 DIS 609 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Garcia, A
38466 DIS 610 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Garcia, A
41698 DIS 611 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Lerdpaisalwong, S
41699 DIS 612 F 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Garcia, A
LINGUIS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33003 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y
34039 IND 002 - TBA Corrigan, R
34040 IND 003 - TBA Davis, G
35338 IND 004 - TBA Eckman, F
38373 IND 005 - TBA Iverson, G
38374 IND 006 - TBA Ouali, H
38375 IND 007 - TBA Park, H
38376 IND 008 - TBA Pucci, S
LINGUIS 200
(HU)
U 3 Aspects of Language:
E 38384 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Heo, Y TOPIC: The Korean Wave 3 cr, Class meets 4:30PM ¿ 7:10PM on
Tuesdays, 1/24, 2/21, 3/27 and 4/24 Course taught partially
online. Internet access required. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
LINGUIS 210
(HU&)
U 3 Power of Words
37753 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Pattillo, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37754 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Pattillo, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
35037 LEC 403 MW 10:00am-10:50am LAP 162 Iverson, G
35038 DIS 601 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA Barry, C
35039 DIS 602 W 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Barry, C
35040 DIS 603 W 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Barry, C
35041 DIS 604 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA Barry, C
38448 DIS 605 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Barry, C
35042 DIS 606 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA Barry, C
35619 DIS 607 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA Phootirat, P
36373 DIS 608 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Phootirat, P
36372 DIS 609 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Phootirat, P
41742 DIS 610 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Phootirat, P
41743 DIS 611 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Phootirat, P
38378 DIS 612 F 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Phootirat, P
LINGUIS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
35012 LEC 101 - TBA
LINGUIS 350
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Linguistics
31637 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Zafra, C
E 36638 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Zafra, C
37247 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Park, H
LINGUIS 400 U/G 3 Introduction to English Linguistics
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36422 LEC 001 - TBA Smith, H Enroll in English 400.
LINGUIS 430
(SS)
U/G 3 Language and Society
E 35342 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Pucci, S
LINGUIS 460 U/G 3 Sounds and Sound Systems
35343 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Iverson, G
LINGUIS 466 U/G 3 Semantics
41777 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Fleisher, N
LINGUIS 470 U/G 3 Historical/Comparative Linguistics
41744 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Davis, G
LINGUIS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Linguistics, Upper Division
34041 FLD 001 - TBA Chen, Y
34042 FLD 002 - TBA Corrigan, R
34043 FLD 003 - TBA Davis, G
35344 FLD 004 - TBA Eckman, F
35345 FLD 005 - TBA Iverson, G
35346 FLD 006 - TBA Ouali, H
38391 FLD 007 - TBA Park, H
38392 FLD 008 - TBA Pucci, S
LINGUIS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33002 LEC 101 - TBA
LINGUIS 550 U/G 3 Phonetics II
E 41941 LEC 001 W 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Park, H
LINGUIS 564 U/G 3 Advanced Syntax
38331 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Ouali, H
# LINGUIS 569 U/G 3 Internship in Teaching ESL to Adult Learners
38346 LEC 001 - TBA Pucci, S
LINGUIS 570 U/G 3 Issues in Bilingualism
E 41745 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Pucci, S
~ LINGUIS 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
34044 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y
33004 IND 002 - TBA Corrigan, R
34045 IND 003 - TBA Davis, G
35013 IND 004 - TBA Eckman, F
35347 IND 005 - TBA Iverson, G
35348 IND 006 - TBA Ouali, H
38381 IND 007 - TBA Park, H
38380 IND 008 - TBA Pucci, S
LINGUIS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading and Research for Master's Students
34046 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y
34047 IND 002 - TBA Corrigan, R
34048 IND 003 - TBA Davis, G
35349 IND 004 - TBA Eckman, F
35350 IND 005 - TBA Iverson, G
35351 IND 006 - TBA Ouali, H
38382 IND 007 - TBA Park, H
38383 IND 008 - TBA Pucci, S
# LINGUIS 801 G 3 Seminar in Syntax and Semantics:
E 41746 SEM 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Fleisher, N TOPIC: Topics in Crosslinguistic Semantics 3 cr
LINGUIS 806 G 3 Seminar in Linguistics:
E 41747 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Corrigan, R TOPIC: Advanced topics in Language Acquisition 3 cr
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M.A. in Language, Literature, and Translation
Coordinator: Gabrielle Verdier, Curtin Hall 778, 229-3346
  
         
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
MALLT 707 G 3 Seminar in Methods of Literary Analysis:
E 41798 SEM 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm CRT 181 Paik, P TOPIC: Introduction to Literary Theory 3 cr, Taught with
CompLit 707.
MALLT 709 G 3 Seminar in Literary and Cultural Translation
41797 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Terando, L
Wright, C
Special course fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Taught with Trnsltn 709.
MALLT 712 G 3 Bibliographic and Research Methodology in Foreign Language and Literature
41799 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Scholz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MALLT 781 G 1 - 3  Graduate Study Abroad: Language and Culture:
31638 LEC 101 - TBA
MALLT 782 G 1 - 3  Graduate Study Abroad: Pre-1900 Literature:
31639 LEC 101 - TBA
MALLT 783 G 1 - 3  Graduate Study Abroad: Post-1900 Literature:
31640 LEC 101 - TBA
MALLT 790 G 1 - 6  Thesis
36413 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
36101 IND 002 - TBA Berkowitz, J
36102 IND 003 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
33005 IND 004 - TBA Bolduc, M
33006 IND 005 - TBA Calkins, R
33007 IND 006 - TBA Chen, Y
33008 IND 007 - TBA Ciccone, A
33009 IND 008 - TBA Cordova, S
33010 IND 009 - TBA Cova, E
36414 IND 010 - TBA Davis, G
33011 IND 011 - TBA Eckman, F
36119 IND 012 - TBA Ferreira, C
35017 IND 013 - TBA Iverson, G
35018 IND 014 - TBA Jones, J
35019 IND 015 - TBA Kuiper, L
35020 IND 016 - TBA Leone, L
35021 IND 017 - TBA Mazor, Y
35022 IND 018 - TBA McCaw, R
35023 IND 019 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
36103 IND 020 - TBA Mikos, M
35024 IND 021 - TBA Mulroy, D
36120 IND 022 - TBA Muse, K
35025 IND 023 - TBA Ney, R
36104 IND 024 - TBA Ouali, H
35026 IND 025 - TBA Oxford, J
36105 IND 026 - TBA Paik, P
36415 IND 027 - TBA Park, H
36416 IND 028 - TBA Peschio, J
36106 IND 029 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
35027 IND 030 - TBA Pitt, K
36107 IND 031 - TBA Porter, A
35028 IND 032 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
35029 IND 033 - TBA Scholz, K
35508 IND 034 - TBA Schwertfeger, R
35813 IND 035 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
36643 IND 036 - TBA Terando, L
36644 IND 037 - TBA Tieszen, B
36645 IND 038 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
42377 IND 039 - TBA Verdier, G
42378 IND 040 - TBA Vyleta, D
42380 IND 041 - TBA Watson, J
42381 IND 042 - TBA Wheatley, K
42382 IND 043 - TBA Williams, D
42473 IND 044 - TBA Wright, C
42475 IND 045 - TBA Xu, J
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MALLT 791 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Greek or Latin
35030 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
35031 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35032 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
36951 IND 004 - TBA Porter, A
MALLT 792 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Comparative Literature
36121 IND 001 - TBA Bolduc, M
34049 IND 002 - TBA Paik, P
36122 IND 003 - TBA Pitt, K
34050 IND 004 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
37143 IND 005 - TBA Williams, D
37800 IND 006 - TBA Xu, J
MALLT 793 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - French or Italian
33012 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
33013 IND 002 - TBA Ciccone, A
34051 IND 003 - TBA Kuiper, L
34052 IND 004 - TBA Milli Konewko, S
34053 IND 005 - TBA Ney, R
34054 IND 006 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
35033 IND 007 - TBA Terando, L
35703 IND 008 - TBA Verdier, G
MALLT 794 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - German
33014 IND 001 - TBA Davis, G
36123 IND 002 - TBA Schwertfeger, R
34055 IND 003 - TBA Watson, J
35016 IND 004 - TBA Wright, C
42383 IND 005 - TBA Vyleta, D
MALLT 795 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Hebrew or Arabic
34056 IND 001 - TBA Berkowitz, J
34057 IND 002 - TBA Mazor, Y
36646 IND 003 - TBA Ouali, H
42384 IND 004 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
MALLT 796 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Language
33015 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y
33016 IND 002 - TBA Eckman, F
33017 IND 003 - TBA Iverson, G
35034 IND 004 - TBA Ouali, H
35704 IND 005 - TBA Tieszen, B
MALLT 797 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Polish or Russian or Serbo-Croatian
34058 IND 001 - TBA Mikos, M
36124 IND 002 - TBA Peschio, J
MALLT 798 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research - Spanish or Portuguese
34059 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
36108 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
36109 IND 003 - TBA McCaw, R
36110 IND 004 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
35043 IND 005 - TBA Oxford, J
36111 IND 006 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
35044 IND 007 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
36647 IND 008 - TBA Wheatley, K
MALLT 799 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research
33018 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
33019 IND 002 - TBA Berkowitz, J
36125 IND 003 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
33020 IND 004 - TBA Bolduc, M
33021 IND 005 - TBA Calkins, R
34075 IND 006 - TBA Chen, Y
33022 IND 007 - TBA Ciccone, A
33023 IND 008 - TBA Cordova, S
33024 IND 009 - TBA Cova, E
34074 IND 010 - TBA Davis, G
33025 IND 011 - TBA Eckman, F
36126 IND 012 - TBA Ferreira, C
34060 IND 013 - TBA Iverson, G
34073 IND 014 - TBA Jones, J
34061 IND 015 - TBA Kuiper, L
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34062 IND 016 - TBA Leone, L
34063 IND 017 - TBA Mazor, Y
34064 IND 018 - TBA McCaw, R
34065 IND 019 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
34066 IND 020 - TBA Mikos, M
36113 IND 021 - TBA Mulroy, D
35510 IND 022 - TBA Muse, K
36127 IND 023 - TBA Ney, R
34067 IND 024 - TBA Ouali, H
36128 IND 025 - TBA Oxford, J
35509 IND 026 - TBA Paik, P
36114 IND 027 - TBA Park, H
34068 IND 028 - TBA Peschio, J
34069 IND 029 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
36129 IND 030 - TBA Pitt, K
34070 IND 031 - TBA Porter, A
34071 IND 032 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
34072 IND 033 - TBA Scholz, K
35035 IND 034 - TBA Schwertfeger, R
35814 IND 035 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
36649 IND 036 - TBA Terando, L
36650 IND 037 - TBA Tieszen, B
36948 IND 038 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
36949 IND 039 - TBA Verdier, G
42385 IND 040 - TBA Vyleta, D
42386 IND 041 - TBA Watson, J
42387 IND 042 - TBA Wheatley, K
42388 IND 043 - TBA Williams, D
42389 IND 044 - TBA Wright, C
42474 IND 045 - TBA Xu, J
MALLT 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
34091 IND 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
33026 IND 002 - TBA Berkowitz, J
36130 IND 003 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
33027 IND 004 - TBA Bolduc, M
33028 IND 005 - TBA Calkins, R
34090 IND 006 - TBA Chen, Y
33029 IND 007 - TBA Ciccone, A
33030 IND 008 - TBA Cordova, S
34089 IND 009 - TBA Cova, E
36115 IND 010 - TBA Davis, G
33031 IND 011 - TBA Eckman, F
36131 IND 012 - TBA Ferreira, C
34076 IND 013 - TBA Iverson, G
34088 IND 014 - TBA Jones, J
34077 IND 015 - TBA Kuiper, L
34078 IND 016 - TBA Leone, L
34079 IND 017 - TBA Mazor, Y
34080 IND 018 - TBA McCaw, R
34081 IND 019 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
36116 IND 020 - TBA Mikos, M
35511 IND 021 - TBA Mulroy, D
36132 IND 022 - TBA Muse, K
34082 IND 023 - TBA Ney, R
36133 IND 024 - TBA Ouali, H
35512 IND 025 - TBA Oxford, J
36117 IND 026 - TBA Paik, P
34083 IND 027 - TBA Park, H
34084 IND 028 - TBA Peschio, J
36134 IND 029 - TBA Pickering-Iazzi, R
34085 IND 030 - TBA Pitt, K
34086 IND 031 - TBA Porter, A
34087 IND 032 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
35036 IND 033 - TBA Schwertfeger, R
35815 IND 034 - TBA Seymour-Jorn, C
36651 IND 035 - TBA Terando, L
36652 IND 036 - TBA Tieszen, B
36653 IND 037 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
36669 IND 038 - TBA Verdier, G
42476 IND 039 - TBA Vyleta, D
42477 IND 040 - TBA Watson, J
42478 IND 041 - TBA Wheatley, K
42479 IND 042 - TBA Williams, D
42480 IND 043 - TBA Wright, C
42481 IND 044 - TBA Xu, J
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Mathematical Sciences
Chair: Richard Stockbridge, EMS E404, (414) 229-5264
POLICIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASS (including discussions) or contact the instructor during the first week of classes may be administratively dropped from the course.
All course prerequisites are enforced in MATH 103, 105, 116, 117, 175, 176, 211, 221, 231, 232, 233, 234, 341 & MTHSTAT 215. Students on waiting lists and students who attempt to
add or change sections after Open Enrollment should be prepared to show proof of prerequisites in the first week of classes. Math advisors are available in the Department of
Mathematical Sciences to help students with prerequisite verification problems. Students are encouraged to consult with them during the first week of classes.
MATH PLACEMENT LEVELS FOR PLACEMENT IN MATH 095, 105, 116, 117, 175, 205, 211, 214, 231, 341, AND MATH STAT 215.
MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT LEVELS AND PLACEMENT CODE
Changes Effective October 1, 2003.
The table below should be used to compute Math Placement Levels for all students
testing on or after October 1, 2003.
Note: Credit for Math 211 by either the AP or IB exams is interpreted as a C or better
in Math 211 in the following lists.
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL A+. Any of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 45;
A score of 4 or 5 on the AP AB calculus exam;
A score of 3 or higher on the AP BC calculus exam;
A score of 5 or higher on the IB Mathematics - HL;
A Math Placement Test Code of 40 and a score of 30 or higher on the Mathematics
portion of the ACT;
A grade of A- or higher in both Math 116 and Math 117.
(Level A+ OK for Math 341, 231, 221, 214, 211, 205, 175, and MthStat 215.) 
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL A. Any of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 40;
A score of 61 or higher on the CLEP Precalculus Exam;
A grade of C or better in both Math 116 and Math 117;
A grade of C or better in Math 211 and Math 117; 
A grade of C or better in Math 116 and Placement Test Code 36;
A grade of C or better in Math 211 and Placement Test Code 36;
A grade of C or better in Math 117 and Placement Test Code 35.
(Level A OK for Math 341, 231, 214, 211, 205, 175, and MthStat 215.)
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL AB. Any of the following:
Math Placement Test Code 37; 
Math Placement Test Code 26 and B or better in Math 105.
(Level AB OK for Math 214, 211, 205, 175, 117, 116, and MthStat 215.) 
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL B. Any of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 30; 
A Math Placement Test Code of 35;
A Math Placement Test Code of 36;
A grade of C or better in Math 105;
A score of 5 or higher on the IB Mathematical Studies - SL
A score of 3 or better on the AP statistics exam.
(Level B OK for Math 214, 211, 205, 175, 117, 116, and MthStat 215.)
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL C. Either of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 20;
A Math Placement Test Code of 26;
A grade of C or better in Math 094 or 095.
(Level C OK for Math 175, 106, 105.)
MATH PLACEMENT LEVEL D. Either of the following:
A Math Placement Test Code of 10; 
A grade of C or better in Math 090.
(Level D OK for Math 095.)
   
        
       
       
       
       
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
      
  
      
  
 
~ MATH 90 U 0 Basic Mathematics
E 31859 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm MIT 159 AOC students only.
31860 LEC 002 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 281 AOC students only.
31861 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
31862 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
31863 LEC 005 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 294 AOC students only.
E 31864 LEC 006 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT 159 AOC students only.
31865 LEC 007 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL 294 AOC students only.
35943 LEC 008 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MIT 159 AOC students only.
35946 LEC 009 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
36208 LEC 010 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
36427 LEC 011 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MIT 159 AOC students only.
36726 LEC 012 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MIT 159 AOC students only.
38326 LEC 013 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B87 AOC students only.
38327 LEC 014 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 281 AOC students only.
42072 LEC 015 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B87 AOC students only.
42074 LEC 016 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B79 AOC students only.
~ MATH 94 U 0 Preparation for College Mathematics
37732 LEC 001 MTWRF 9:30am-10:45am EMS E375
2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E375
37948 LEC 002 MTWRF 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E375
3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E375
~ MATH 95 U 0 Essentials of Algebra
E  Evening Section
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31641 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am EMS E208
36915 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS E208
35998 LEC 003 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS E208
31642 LEC 004 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS E220
31643 LEC 005 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS E208
31644 LEC 006 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E208
31645 LEC 007 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E220
31646 LEC 008 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E208
31647 LEC 009 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E208
31648 LEC 010 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E130
E 31649 LEC 011 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E208
31650 LEC 012 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E208 Kohlmetz, K
31651 LEC 013 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E220
31652 LEC 014 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E208
31653 LEC 015 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E140
35999 LEC 016 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E208
31659 LEC 017 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E208
31654 LEC 018 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E130
31655 LEC 019 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E208
E 31656 LEC 020 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E208
E 31657 LEC 021 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm EMS E208
38419 LEC 091 MTWR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 296
37733 LEC 097 MTWRF 9:30am-10:45am EMS E375 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Must also enroll concurrently in Math
105 LEC 097. Math 95 LEC 097 meets the first 8 weeks and Math
105 LEC 097 meets the last 7 weeks of the semester. Continuing
students must obtain permission to enroll. Contact MATH 095
Coordinator, Ms. Kelly Kohlmetz, by email at
math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info or Professor Eric Key in
Math Sci, by email at math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info.
2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E375 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
37957 LEC 098 MTWRF 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E375 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Must also enroll concurrently in Math
105 LEC 098. Math 95 LEC 098 meets the first 8 weeks and Math
105 LEC 098 meets the last 7 weeks of the semester. Continuing
students must obtain permission to enroll. Contact MATH 095
Coordinator, Ms. Kelly Kohlmetz, by email at
math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info or Professor Eric Key in
Math Sci, by email at math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info.
3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E375 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
42106 LEC 223 M - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
42107 LEC 224 M - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MATH 103
(MTH)
U 3 Contemporary Applications of Mathematics
31690 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS E220
31691 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS E220
37894 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E220
E 37895 LEC 004 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E220
37932 LEC 005 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E220 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
42108 LEC 006 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E220
37896 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Online self-paced course.
Students learn at their own pace and must demonstrate mastery
of each content unit before proceeding to the next.
37897 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB 03/26/2012-05/19/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
MATH 105
(MTH)
U 3 Intermediate Algebra
36429 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am EMS W109
36000 LEC 002 MWF 8:00am-8:50am EMS E228
36001 LEC 003 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS W109
31660 LEC 004 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS E228
36002 LEC 005 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS E212
31661 LEC 006 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS W109
31662 LEC 007 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS E228
31663 LEC 008 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS E212
31664 LEC 009 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS W109
31665 LEC 010 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS E228
31666 LEC 011 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS W109
31667 LEC 012 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E228
31668 LEC 013 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS W109
31669 LEC 014 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E228
31670 LEC 015 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E140
31671 LEC 016 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS W109
31672 LEC 017 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E228
E 31673 LEC 018 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS W129
E 31674 LEC 019 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS W109
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E 31675 LEC 020 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E228
E 31676 LEC 021 MW 7:00pm-8:15pm EMS W109
31677 LEC 022 TR 8:00am-9:15am EMS W109
36003 LEC 023 TR 8:00am-9:15am EMS E228
31678 LEC 024 TR 8:00am-9:15am EMS E220
31679 LEC 025 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS W109
31680 LEC 026 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E228
31681 LEC 027 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS W109
31682 LEC 028 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E228
31683 LEC 029 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS W109
31684 LEC 030 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E228
31685 LEC 031 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS W109
31686 LEC 032 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E228
31687 LEC 033 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS W109
31688 LEC 034 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E228
E 31689 LEC 035 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS W109
E 36889 LEC 036 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS E228
38418 LEC 091 MTWR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 296
37734 LEC 097 MTWRF 9:30am-10:45am EMS E375 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Must also enroll concurrently in Math
95 LEC 097. Math 95 LEC 097 meets the first 8 weeks and Math
105 LEC 097 meets the last 7 weeks of the semester. Continuing
students must obtain permission to enroll. Contact MATH 095
Coordinator, Ms. Kelly Kohlmetz, by email at
math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info or Professor Eric Key in
Math Sci, by email at math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info.
2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E375 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 
38149 LEC 098 MTWRF 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E375 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Must also enroll concurrently in Math
95 LEC 098. Math 95 LEC 098 meets the first 8 weeks and Math
105 LEC 098 meets the last 7 weeks of the semester. Continuing
students must obtain permission to enroll. Contact MATH 095
Coordinator, Ms. Kelly Kohlmetz, by email at
math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info or Professor Eric Key in
Math Sci, by email at math95105-list@uwm.edu for more info.
3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E375 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 
37252 LEC 240 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
42111 LEC 241 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MATH 116 U 3 College Algebra
35733 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS W119
31692 LEC 002 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS W119
31693 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS W119
35502 LEC 004 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS W119
35605 LEC 005 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS W119
37898 LEC 006 TR 8:00am-9:15am EMS W119
35731 LEC 007 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS W119
35732 LEC 008 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS W119
E 36004 LEC 009 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS W119
MATH 117 U 2 Trigonometry
31694 LEC 001 MW 9:00am-9:50am EMS E130
31695 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-11:50am EMS E206
31696 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E130
31697 LEC 004 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS W129
31698 LEC 005 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E130
31699 LEC 006 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS W119
31700 LEC 007 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS W119
35077 LEC 008 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E212
35503 LEC 009 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS W129
MATH 175
(MTH)
U 3 Mathematical Explorations for Elementary Teachers I
31701 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm PHY 152 Mandella, W For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31702 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 152 Bolanowski, J For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E 31703 LEC 003 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm PHY 152 Bolanowski, J For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31704 LEC 004 MW 9:30am-10:45am PHY 152 Koslakiewicz, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31705 LEC 005 MW 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 152 Koslakiewicz, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
MATH 176 U 3 Mathematical Explorations for Elementary Teachers II
31706 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am PHY 152 Hackbarth, D
31707 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 152 Hackbarth, D
31708 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm PHY 152 Mandella, W
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31709 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 152 Koslakiewicz, D
E 31710 LEC 005 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm PHY 152 Bolanowski, J
MATH 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33036 IND 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33037 IND 003 - TBA Beder, J
33038 IND 004 - TBA Bell, A
33039 IND 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33040 IND 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33041 IND 007 - TBA Fan, D
33042 IND 008 - TBA Feng, R
33043 IND 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33044 IND 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33045 IND 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33046 IND 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33047 IND 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33048 IND 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33049 IND 015 - TBA Key, E
33050 IND 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33051 IND 017 - TBA Lin, T
33052 IND 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33053 IND 019 - TBA Milani, A
33054 IND 020 - TBA Musson, I
33055 IND 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33056 IND 022 - TBA Okun, B
33057 IND 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33058 IND 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33059 IND 025 - TBA Sun, L
33060 IND 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33061 IND 027 - TBA Wade, B
33062 IND 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33063 IND 029 - TBA Xie, D
33064 IND 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33065 IND 031 - TBA Zou, Y
MATH 205
(NS)
U 3 Introductory Finite Mathematics
31711 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm PHY 142
MATH 211
(NS)
U 4 Survey in Calculus and Analytic Geometry
E 35751 LEC 101 MW 6:30pm-8:20pm GDHS OFF CAMPUS. Meets at: Greendale High School, 6801 Southway,
Rm 127.
E 37899 LEC 102 TR 6:30pm-8:20pm WBHS OFF CAMPUS. Meets at: Whitefish Bay HS, 1200 E. Fairmount
Ave., Rm 253.
36873 LEC 403 MWF 10:00am-10:50am BOL 150 Schultz, L Fridays are reserved for testing.
36874 LEC 404 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 170 Schultz, L For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E 36875 LEC 405 TR 6:00pm-6:50pm LAP N103 Duff, C For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31712 DIS 601 TR 8:00am-8:50am EMS E212
31713 DIS 602 TR 8:00am-8:50am EMS E206
31714 DIS 603 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E212
31715 DIS 604 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E206
31716 DIS 605 TR 10:00am-10:50am EMS E212
31717 DIS 606 TR 10:00am-10:50am EMS E206
31718 DIS 607 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS E212
31719 DIS 608 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS E206
31720 DIS 609 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E212
31721 DIS 610 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E206
31722 DIS 611 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E212
35752 DIS 612 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E206
35753 DIS 621 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E212
35754 DIS 622 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E206
E 35755 DIS 623 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E212
E 35756 DIS 624 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E206
E 35757 DIS 625 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E212
E 35758 DIS 626 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E206
36483 DIS 631 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E212
36627 DIS 632 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E206
E 36628 DIS 633 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E212
E 36629 DIS 634 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E206
E 36630 DIS 635 TR 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E212
E 36631 DIS 636 TR 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E206
# MATH 222 U 5 Honors Calculus II
37776 SEM 001 MTWR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E424A Volkmer, H
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MATH 231
(NS)
U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
36866 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-9:15am PHY 149
36867 LEC 002 MWF 9:30am-10:45am EMS E495 Musson, I
36868 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 127
36869 LEC 004 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm PHY 127
36870 LEC 005 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm PHY 127 Mandella, W
E 36871 LEC 006 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm PHY 149
36872 LEC 007 TR 10:00am-11:50am PHY 127 Boyd, S
37249 LEC 008 TR 12:00pm-1:50pm PHY 127
37585 LEC 009 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm PHY 127
E 37722 LEC 010 TR 5:00pm-6:50pm PHY 149
MATH 232 U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
33032 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-9:15am PHY 127
31723 LEC 002 MWF 9:30am-10:45am PHY 149 Feng, R
31724 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 151 Hinow, P
31725 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:50pm PHY 151
E 31726 LEC 005 MW 4:00pm-5:50pm PHY 151
35709 LEC 006 TR 8:00am-9:50am PHY 127
35710 LEC 007 TR 10:00am-11:50am PHY 151 Ancel, F
37217 LEC 008 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm PHY 151
37723 LEC 009 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm PHY 149
E 37900 LEC 010 TR 5:00pm-6:50pm PHY 127
MATH 233 U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
33033 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-9:15am PHY 151
31727 LEC 002 MW 10:00am-11:50am EMS E130 Milani, A
31728 LEC 003 MWF 12:30pm-1:45pm PHY 151 Beder, J
31729 LEC 004 TR 8:00am-9:50am PHY 151 Schwengels, S
36876 LEC 005 TR 10:00am-11:50am PHY 149 Lin, T
37749 LEC 006 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm EMS E140 Schwengels, S
MATH 234 U 4 Linear Algebra and Differential Equations
31730 LEC 001 MWF 9:30am-10:45am PHY 151 Hruska, G
37790 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 253 Fan, D
MATH 275 U 3 Problem Solving/Critical Thinking for Elementary Education Majors
36215 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm PHY 146 McLeod, K
MATH 276 U 3 Algebraic Structures for Elementary Education Majors
36955 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E140
MATH 277 U 3 Geometry for Elementary Education Majors
36893 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E495 Hackbarth, D
MATH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33034 LEC 101 - TBA
MATH 311 U/G 4 Theory of Interest
35187 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 144 Feng, R
MATH 321 U/G 3 Vector Analysis
35420 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 149 Milani, A
MATH 322 U/G 3 Introduction to Partial Differential Equations
35188 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E140 Sun, L
MATH 341 U 3 Seminar: Introduction to the Language and Practice of Mathematics
31731 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E408 Okun, B
31732 SEM 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E408 Ancel, F
MATH 414 U/G 3 Numerical Analysis
42115 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E130 Lin, T
MATH 416 U/G 3 Computational Linear Algebra
42116 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 142 Xie, D
MATH 451 U/G 3 Axiomatic Geometry
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E 35980 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm EMS E140 Okun, B
# + MATH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Mathematics, Upper Division
33066 FLD 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33067 FLD 003 - TBA Beder, J
33068 FLD 004 - TBA Bell, A
33069 FLD 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33070 FLD 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33071 FLD 007 - TBA Fan, D
33072 FLD 008 - TBA Feng, R
33073 FLD 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33074 FLD 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33075 FLD 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33076 FLD 012 - TBA Hruska, G
33077 FLD 013 - TBA Boyd, S
33078 FLD 014 - TBA Kepner, H
33079 FLD 015 - TBA Key, E
33080 FLD 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33081 FLD 017 - TBA Lin, T
33082 FLD 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33083 FLD 019 - TBA Milani, A
33084 FLD 020 - TBA Musson, I
33085 FLD 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33086 FLD 022 - TBA Okun, B
33087 FLD 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33088 FLD 024 - TBA Solomon, D
33089 FLD 025 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33090 FLD 026 - TBA Sun, L
33091 FLD 027 - TBA Volkmer, H
33092 FLD 028 - TBA Wade, B
33093 FLD 029 - TBA Willenbring, J
33094 FLD 030 - TBA Xie, D
33095 FLD 031 - TBA Zhu, C
33096 FLD 032 - TBA Zou, Y
37808 FLD 033 - TBA Ho, Y
MATH 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33035 LEC 101 - TBA
MATH 522 U/G 3 Advanced Calculus
35189 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E130 Bell, A
MATH 531 U/G 3 Modern Algebra
35190 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm PHY 144 Ancel, F
MATH 571 U/G 3 Introduction to Probability Models
38438 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am PHY 144 Key, E
MATH 581 U/G 3 Introduction to the Theory of Chaotic Dynamical Systems
42117 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 144 Boyd, S
# MATH 591 U 1 Undergraduate Seminar:
37934 SEM 001 - TBA Pinter, G TOPIC: Biomath Undergraduate Research Seminar 1 cr
38450 SEM 002 F 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E495 Lauko, I TOPIC: Biomath Undergraduate Research Seminar 1 cr
+ MATH 599 U 1 Capstone Experience
33097 IND 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33098 IND 003 - TBA Beder, J
33099 IND 004 - TBA Bell, A
33100 IND 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33101 IND 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33102 IND 007 - TBA Fan, D
33103 IND 008 - TBA Feng, R
33104 IND 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33105 IND 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33106 IND 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33107 IND 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33108 IND 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33109 IND 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33110 IND 015 - TBA Key, E
33111 IND 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33112 IND 017 - TBA Lin, T
33113 IND 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33114 IND 019 - TBA Milani, A
33115 IND 020 - TBA Musson, I
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33116 IND 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33117 IND 022 - TBA Okun, B
33118 IND 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33119 IND 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33120 IND 025 - TBA Sun, L
33121 IND 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33122 IND 027 - TBA Wade, B
33123 IND 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33124 IND 029 - TBA Xie, D
33125 IND 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33126 IND 031 - TBA Zou, Y
37399 IND 033 - TBA Ho, Y
MATH 622 U/G 3 Introduction to Analysis
35191 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS W129 Fan, D
MATH 632 U/G 3 Modern Algebra
35192 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E130 Zou, Y
MATH 675 U/G 3 Topics in Modern Mathematics:
38396 LEC 001 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS E140 Pinter, G TOPIC: Advanced Mathematical Models with Applications 3 cr
E 38451 LEC 002 TR 6:00pm-7:15pm EMS E140 McLeod, K TOPIC: High School Mathematics from an Advanced
Viewpoint  3 cr
MATH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
33127 IND 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33128 IND 003 - TBA Beder, J
33129 IND 004 - TBA Bell, A
33130 IND 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33131 IND 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33132 IND 007 - TBA Fan, D
33133 IND 008 - TBA Feng, R
33134 IND 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33135 IND 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33136 IND 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33137 IND 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33138 IND 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33139 IND 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33140 IND 015 - TBA Key, E
33141 IND 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33142 IND 017 - TBA Lin, T
33143 IND 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33144 IND 019 - TBA Milani, A
33145 IND 020 - TBA Musson, I
33146 IND 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33147 IND 022 - TBA Okun, B
33148 IND 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33149 IND 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33150 IND 025 - TBA Sun, L
33151 IND 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33152 IND 027 - TBA Wade, B
33153 IND 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33154 IND 029 - TBA Xie, D
33155 IND 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33156 IND 031 - TBA Zou, Y
33157 IND 032 - TBA Dikta, G
MATH 702 G 3 Industrial Mathematics II
E 42118 LEC 001 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm EMS E408 Lauko, I
MATH 712 G 3 Theory of Functions of a Real Variable
35193 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E495 Volkmer, H
MATH 719 G 3 Partial Differential Equations
42119 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS W119 Hinow, P
MATH 732 G 3 Abstract Algebra
35701 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E495 Musson, I
MATH 752 G 3 Introductory Topology
37505 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E424A Hruska, G
MATH 790 G 1 - 3  Master's Thesis
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33158 IND 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33159 IND 003 - TBA Beder, J
33160 IND 004 - TBA Bell, A
33161 IND 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33162 IND 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33163 IND 007 - TBA Fan, D
33164 IND 008 - TBA Feng, R
33165 IND 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33166 IND 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33167 IND 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33168 IND 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33169 IND 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33170 IND 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33171 IND 015 - TBA Key, E
33172 IND 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33173 IND 017 - TBA Lin, T
33174 IND 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33175 IND 019 - TBA Milani, A
33176 IND 020 - TBA Musson, I
33177 IND 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33178 IND 022 - TBA Okun, B
33179 IND 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33180 IND 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33181 IND 025 - TBA Sun, L
33182 IND 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33183 IND 027 - TBA Wade, B
33184 IND 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33185 IND 029 - TBA Xie, D
33186 IND 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33187 IND 031 - TBA Zou, Y
33188 IND 032 - TBA Dikta, G
MATH 791 G 1 - 3  Master's Seminar
33189 SEM 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33190 SEM 003 - TBA Beder, J
33191 SEM 004 - TBA Bell, A
33192 SEM 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33193 SEM 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33194 SEM 007 - TBA Fan, D
33197 SEM 008 - TBA Feng, R
33195 SEM 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33196 SEM 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33198 SEM 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33236 SEM 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33199 SEM 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33238 SEM 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33200 SEM 015 - TBA Key, E
33240 SEM 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33201 SEM 017 - TBA Lin, T
33242 SEM 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33202 SEM 019 - TBA Milani, A
33244 SEM 020 - TBA Musson, I
33203 SEM 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33246 SEM 022 - TBA Okun, B
33204 SEM 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33248 SEM 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33205 SEM 025 - TBA Sun, L
33250 SEM 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33206 SEM 027 - TBA Wade, B
33252 SEM 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33207 SEM 029 - TBA Xie, D
33254 SEM 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33208 SEM 031 - TBA Zou, Y
33256 SEM 032 - TBA Dikta, G
MATH 792 G 1 - 3  Industrial Internship
33209 FLD 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33210 FLD 003 - TBA Beder, J
33259 FLD 004 - TBA Bell, A
33211 FLD 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33261 FLD 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33212 FLD 007 - TBA Fan, D
33263 FLD 008 - TBA Feng, R
33213 FLD 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33265 FLD 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33214 FLD 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33267 FLD 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33215 FLD 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33269 FLD 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33216 FLD 015 - TBA Key, E
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33271 FLD 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33217 FLD 017 - TBA Lin, T
33273 FLD 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33218 FLD 019 - TBA Milani, A
33275 FLD 020 - TBA Musson, I
33219 FLD 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33277 FLD 022 - TBA Okun, B
33220 FLD 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33278 FLD 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33221 FLD 025 - TBA Sun, L
33279 FLD 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33222 FLD 027 - TBA Wade, B
33280 FLD 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33223 FLD 029 - TBA Xie, D
33281 FLD 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33224 FLD 031 - TBA Zou, Y
33282 FLD 032 - TBA Dikta, G
MATH 799 G 1 - 3  Seminar in Mathematics:
31733 SEM 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E408 Okun, B TOPIC: Topology Seminar 1 - 3 cr
35352 SEM 002 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E408 Ancel, F TOPIC: Student Topology Seminar 1 - 3 cr
31734 SEM 003 F 9:30am-10:30am EMS E408 Sun, L TOPIC: Analysis/Differential Equations 1 - 3 cr
37901 SEM 004 T 10:00am-10:50am EMS W120 Musson, I TOPIC: Algebra 1 - 3 cr
35994 SEM 005 F 11:00am-11:50am EMS E408 Xie, D TOPIC: Numerical Analysis 1 - 3 cr
37209 SEM 007 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E424A Feng, R TOPIC: Probability Seminar 1 - 3 cr
37210 SEM 008 F 12:30pm-1:30pm EMS E495 Boyd, S TOPIC: Applied & Computational Math 1 - 3 cr
MATH 814 G 3 Numercal Solution of Partial Differential Equations
42120 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E424A Xie, D
MATH 841 G 3 Advanced Topics in Algebra:
42121 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS E424A Willenbring, J TOPIC: Representations of Symmetry 3 cr
MATH 851 G 3 Advanced Topics in Topology:
37452 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E408 Guilbault, C TOPIC: Geometric Group Theory 3 cr
MATH 873 G 3 Advanced Topics in Probability:
42122 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E408 Zhu, C TOPIC: Select Topics in Probability & Stochastic Analysis 3 cr
MATH 990 G 1 - 6  Reading and Research
33225 IND 001 - TBA Ancel, F
33226 IND 003 - TBA Beder, J
33283 IND 004 - TBA Bell, A
33227 IND 005 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33284 IND 006 - TBA Brucks, K
33228 IND 007 - TBA Fan, D
33285 IND 008 - TBA Feng, R
33229 IND 009 - TBA Gervini, D
33286 IND 010 - TBA Ghorai, J
33230 IND 011 - TBA Guilbault, C
33287 IND 012 - TBA Hinow, P
33231 IND 013 - TBA Hruska, G
33288 IND 014 - TBA Boyd, S
33232 IND 015 - TBA Key, E
33289 IND 016 - TBA Lauko, I
33233 IND 017 - TBA Lin, T
33290 IND 018 - TBA McLeod, K
33234 IND 019 - TBA Milani, A
33291 IND 020 - TBA Musson, I
33235 IND 021 - TBA OBryan, T
33292 IND 022 - TBA Okun, B
33237 IND 023 - TBA Pinter, G
33293 IND 024 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33239 IND 025 - TBA Sun, L
33294 IND 026 - TBA Volkmer, H
33241 IND 027 - TBA Wade, B
33295 IND 028 - TBA Willenbring, J
33243 IND 029 - TBA Xie, D
33296 IND 030 - TBA Zhu, C
33245 IND 031 - TBA Zou, Y
33297 IND 032 - TBA Dikta, G
33247 IND 101 - TBA Ancel, F
33298 IND 102 - TBA Arnold, J
33249 IND 103 - TBA Beder, J
33299 IND 104 - TBA Bell, A
33251 IND 105 - TBA Brazauskas, V
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33300 IND 106 - TBA Brucks, K
33253 IND 107 - TBA Fan, D
33301 IND 108 - TBA Feng, R
33255 IND 109 - TBA Gervini, D
33302 IND 110 - TBA Ghorai, J
33257 IND 111 - TBA Guilbault, C
33303 IND 112 - TBA Hinow, P
33258 IND 113 - TBA Hruska, G
33304 IND 114 - TBA Boyd, S
33260 IND 115 - TBA Key, E
33305 IND 116 - TBA Lauko, I
33262 IND 117 - TBA Lin, T
33306 IND 118 - TBA McLeod, K
33264 IND 119 - TBA Milani, A
33307 IND 120 - TBA Musson, I
33266 IND 121 - TBA OBryan, T
33308 IND 122 - TBA Okun, B
33268 IND 123 - TBA Pinter, G
33309 IND 124 - TBA Stockbridge, R
33270 IND 125 - TBA Sun, L
33310 IND 126 - TBA Volkmer, H
33272 IND 127 - TBA Wade, B
33311 IND 128 - TBA Willenbring, J
33274 IND 129 - TBA Xie, D
33312 IND 130 - TBA Zhu, C
33276 IND 131 - TBA Zou, Y
33313 IND 132 - TBA Dikta, G
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Mathematical Statistics
Chair: Richard Stockbridge, EMS E404, (414) 229-5264
POLICIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASS (including discussions) or contact the instructor during the first week of classes may be administratively dropped from the course.
All course prerequisites are enforced in MTHSTAT 215. Students on waiting lists and students who attempt to add or change sections after Open Enrollment should be prepared to show
proof of prerequisites in the first week of classes. Math advisors are available in the Department of Mathematical Sciences to help students with prerequisite verification problems.
Students are encouraged to consult with them during the first week of classes.
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
       
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
   
       
 
  
        
 
MTHSTAT 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
38000 IND 001 - TBA Beder, J
38001 IND 002 - TBA Brazauskas, V
38002 IND 003 - TBA Feng, R
38003 IND 004 - TBA Gervini, D
38004 IND 005 - TBA Ghorai, J
38005 IND 006 - TBA Key, E
38006 IND 007 - TBA OBryan, T
38007 IND 008 - TBA Stockbridge, R
38008 IND 009 - TBA Zhu, C
38009 IND 010 - TBA Ho, Y
MTHSTAT 215
(NS)
U 3 Elementary Statistical Analysis
31735 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am LAP 252
31736 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 258
35934 LEC 003 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LAP 258
E 35990 LEC 004 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm LAP 252
36308 LEC 005 TR 9:30am-10:45am LAP 252
36887 LEC 006 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LAP 258
37139 LEC 007 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S233
37902 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MTHSTAT 362 U/G 3 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics II
E 35194 LEC 001 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm LAP N101 Beder, J
42114 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am EMS E206
# MTHSTAT 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Mathematical Statistics, Upper Division
33314 FLD 001 - TBA Beder, J
33315 FLD 002 - TBA Brazauskas, V
33316 FLD 003 - TBA Feng, R
33317 FLD 004 - TBA Gervini, D
33318 FLD 005 - TBA Ghorai, J
33319 FLD 006 - TBA Key, E
33320 FLD 007 - TBA OBryan, T
37214 FLD 008 - TBA Stockbridge, R
37215 FLD 009 - TBA Zhu, C
37999 FLD 010 - TBA Ho, Y
MTHSTAT 563 U/G 3 Regression Analysis
36888 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS E495 Ghorai, J
MTHSTAT 565 U/G 3 Nonparametric Statistics
42123 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S233 Gervini, D
MTHSTAT 592 U 1 Actuarial Science Laboratory I: Probability, Finance, and Economics
E 37333 LEC 001 TR 6:00pm-8:00pm EMS E495 Ho, Y
# MTHSTAT 597 U/G 3 Actuarial Statistics II: Credibility, Risk Measures and Related Topics
42373 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 126 Brazauskas, V
MTHSTAT 762 G 3 Mathematical Statistics
E 37137 LEC 001 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm EMS E130 Gervini, D
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Nonprofit Administration
Dept. Chair: Douglas M. Ihrke, x4732
Alumni House 390
dihrke@uwm.edu
  
       
 
NONPROF 789 G 3 Theory and Role of Nonprofit Organizations
42362 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Chikoto, G A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access required.
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Peace Studies
Coordinator: Robert Ricigliano; Advisor: Andrea Joseph, GAR 111, 229-6925
  
       
       
       
       
 
  
     
 
   
      
      
 
  
     
 
   
      
      
 
PEACEST 201
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Conflict Resolution and Peace
35567 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MER G48 Herrman, A
36240 LEC 002 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Kartch, F
36885 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 348 Tenzek, K
37144 LEC 004 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 Maier, M
PEACEST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36267 LEC 101 - TBA
~ PEACEST 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Peace Studies, Upper Division
36684 IND 001 - TBA Ricigliano, R
38478 IND 002 - TBA Wolf, D
PEACEST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36268 LEC 101 - TBA
~ + PEACEST 699 U 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
36685 IND 001 - TBA Ricigliano, R
37400 IND 002 - TBA Ricigliano, R 03/19/2012-05/05/2012 
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Philosophy
Chair: Richard Tierney; CRT 602, 229-4719. To view course descriptions, copy and paste the following link into your web browser:
http://www4.uwm.edu/letsci/philosophy/courses/2011f.cfm
  
         
        
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
      
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
        
        
        
      
      
PHILOS 101
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Philosophy:
E 35699 LEC 001 T 6:30pm-9:10pm CRT 309 Mack, P TOPIC: Selected Topics and Issues 3 cr
36564 LEC 402 MW 11:00am-11:50am MER 131 Hinchman, E TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr, For 1-hr
supplemental instruction review session times, visit the website
www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36565 LEC 403 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm ENG 105 Hinchman, E TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr, For 1-hr
supplemental instruction review session times, visit the website
www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31737 DIS 601 R 8:00am-8:50am CRT 309 TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31738 DIS 602 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31739 DIS 603 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31740 DIS 604 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31741 DIS 605 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31742 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
38017 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31743 DIS 608 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
37504 DIS 609 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31744 DIS 610 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31745 DIS 611 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31746 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
31747 DIS 613 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
37176 DIS 614 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
36584 DIS 615 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
37177 DIS 616 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
36585 DIS 617 F 9:00am-9:50am CRT 309 TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
41397 DIS 618 F 10:00am-10:50am CRT 309 TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
41398 DIS 619 F 11:00am-11:50am CRT 309 TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
41399 DIS 620 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 309 TOPIC: Reflections on the Human Condition 3 cr
PHILOS 111
(HU)
U 3 Informal Logic - Critical Reasoning
37101 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 109 Knachel, M
37355 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 109 Knachel, M
37356 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Knachel, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PHILOS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
35626 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M
35628 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M
35629 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W
36586 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L
35630 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E
33323 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S
33324 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M
33325 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F
33326 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B
33327 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R
33328 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J
33329 IND 012 - TBA
34092 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R
41068 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A
PHILOS 204
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Asian Religions
31748 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm END 103 Knachel, M
31749 DIS 601 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA Grandits, J
31750 DIS 602 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Grandits, J
31751 DIS 603 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Grandits, J
31752 DIS 604 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Grandits, J
PHILOS 211
(HU)
U 3 Elementary Logic
E 41132 LEC 001 T 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Hanson, J
36587 LEC 402 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 131 Tierney, R For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36588 LEC 403 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 131 Tierney, R For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31753 DIS 601 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA
31754 DIS 602 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA
31755 DIS 603 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA
E  Evening Section
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31756 DIS 604 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA
31757 DIS 605 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA
31758 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA
31759 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
31760 DIS 608 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
38018 DIS 609 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
36084 DIS 610 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
31761 DIS 611 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
31762 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
31763 DIS 613 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
36963 DIS 614 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37556 DIS 615 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37557 DIS 616 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
PHILOS 212
(HU)
U 3 Modern Deductive Logic
31764 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 309 Liston, M Taught with Philos 712-001.
PHILOS 217
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Metaphysics
41078 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 309 Mondadori, F
PHILOS 232
(HU)
U 3 Topics in Philosophy:
36808 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 309 Leeds, S TOPIC: History of Science from Galileo to Einstein 3 cr,
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
38024 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Schiller, A TOPIC: Philosophy of Film 3 cr
36807 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Boehm, M TOPIC: Theories of Human Nature 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
PHILOS 241
(HU)
U 3 Introductory Ethics
31765 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am END 103 Sensat, J
31766 DIS 601 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Mesaros, C
31767 DIS 602 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Mesaros, C
31768 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Mesaros, C
PHILOS 243
(HU)
U 1 Moral Problems:
37396 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 309 Silverstein, E TOPIC: The Environment 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-02/25/2012 
37397 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 309 Silverstein, E TOPIC: Sex and Marriage 1 cr ,  02/27/2012-04/07/2012 
37398 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 309 Silverstein, E TOPIC: Pornography and Censorship 1 cr,
04 /09/2012-05/10/2012 
PHILOS 244
(HU)
U 3 Ethical Issues in Health Care:
31769 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tym, K TOPIC: Contemporary Problems 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
PHILOS 250
(HU)
U 3 Philosophy of Religion
36591 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am BOL B40 Bristow, W
36592 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am TBA Blaschko, P
36074 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA Blaschko, P
36075 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA Blaschko, P
PHILOS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33321 LEC 101 - TBA
PHILOS 332 U 3 Philosophical Problems:
41079 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ferrero, L TOPIC: Moral Dilemmas 3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00,
in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
PHILOS 341 U/G 3 Modern Ethical Theories
37454 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 309 Neufeld, B
PHILOS 351 U/G 3 Philosophy of Mind
37839 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 309 Schiller, A
PHILOS 358 U/G 3 Action, Will, and Freedom
E  Evening Section
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E 41080 LEC 001 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm CRT 309 Ferrero, L Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
PHILOS 432 U/G 3 History of Modern Philosophy
35218 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Atherton, M
PHILOS 437 U/G 3 Phenomenology
41081 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 309 Mondadori, F
PHILOS 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Philosophy, Upper Division
37806 FLD 001 - TBA
PHILOS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33322 LEC 101 - TBA
PHILOS 516 U/G 3 Language and Meaning
E 41082 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 607 Schiller, A
PHILOS 554 U/G 3 Special Topics in the History of Modern Philosophy:
41083 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 607 Boehm, M TOPIC: Causation in Early Modern Philosophy 3 cr
PHILOS 562 U/G 3 Special Topics in Ethics and Social and Political Philosophy:
41084 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 607 Sensat, J TOPIC: Marx and Philosophy 3 cr
# PHILOS 681 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Topics:
E 36314 SEM 001 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm CRT 607 Schwartz, R TOPIC: Mental Representation 3 cr
# PHILOS 685 U 3 Senior Capstone Research Seminar:
31770 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 607 Neufeld, B TOPIC: Contemporary Political Philosophy 3 cr
PHILOS 699 U 2 - 3  Independent Work
33330 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M
33332 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M
33333 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W
36594 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L
33334 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E
33335 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S
33336 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M
33337 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F
33338 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B
33339 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R
33340 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J
34093 IND 012 - TBA
35214 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R
41074 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A
PHILOS 712 G 3 Fundamentals of Formal Logic
37102 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 309 Liston, M Taught with Philos 212-001.
PHILOS 758 G 3 Seminar in Major Philosophers:
37838 SEM 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 607 Bristow, W TOPIC: Immanuel Kant's Critique of Judgment 3 cr
# PHILOS 820 G 0 The Teaching of Philosophy
34094 IND 001 - TBA Bristow, W
34095 IND 002 - TBA Hinchman, E
41086 IND 003 - TBA Sensat, J
41087 IND 004 - TBA Tierney, R
PHILOS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
33365 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M
33367 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M
33368 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W
33369 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L
33370 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E
33371 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S
33372 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M
36326 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F
33373 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B
33374 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R
33375 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J
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33376 IND 012 - TBA
34096 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R
35217 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A
41075 IND 015 - TBA Wainwright, W
PHILOS 960 G 2 - 3  Seminar in Metaphysics:
E 41085 SEM 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 607 TOPIC: Composition 3 cr
# PHILOS 990 G 3 Thesis
33341 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M
33343 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M
33344 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W
33345 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L
33346 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E
33347 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S
33348 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M
33349 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F
33350 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B
33351 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R
33352 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J
34097 IND 012 - TBA
35215 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R
35690 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A
41076 IND 015 - TBA Wainwright, W
# PHILOS 999 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
33353 IND 001 - TBA Atherton, M
33355 IND 002 - TBA Boehm, M
33356 IND 003 - TBA Bristow, W
33357 IND 004 - TBA Ferrero, L
33358 IND 005 - TBA Hinchman, E
33359 IND 006 - TBA Leeds, S
33360 IND 007 - TBA Liston, M
33361 IND 008 - TBA Mondadori, F
33362 IND 009 - TBA Neufeld, B
33363 IND 010 - TBA Schwartz, R
33364 IND 011 - TBA Sensat, J
34098 IND 012 - TBA
35216 IND 013 - TBA Tierney, R
35691 IND 014 - TBA Westlund, A
41077 IND 015 - TBA Wainwright, W
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Physics
Chair: Alan Wiseman PHY 450 229-4079
agw@uwm.edu
  
       
 
  
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
       
       
 
  
        
        
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
        
        
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
PHYSICS 100 U 2 Quantitative Preparation for Physics
31771 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 120 Steiner, D
PHYSICS 107
(NS)
U 3 Physics in Everyday Life
37847 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Guptasarma, P A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
31772 LEC 402 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 137 Dasgupta, D
31773 LEC 403 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 137 Dasgupta, D
31774 DIS 601 T 10:00am-10:50am PHY 143
31775 DIS 602 T 11:00am-11:50am PHY 143
31776 DIS 603 R 10:00am-10:50am PHY 143
31777 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am PHY 126
31778 DIS 605 T 10:00am-10:50am PHY 145
31779 DIS 606 T 11:00am-11:50am PHY 133
31780 DIS 607 T 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 146
31781 DIS 608 R 10:00am-10:50am PHY 133
35905 DIS 609 R 11:00am-11:50am PHY 143
36217 DIS 610 R 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 145
PHYSICS 108
(NS+)
U 1 Laboratory for Physics in Everyday Life
31782 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 236
31783 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 236
31784 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 236
31785 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-2:50pm PHY 236
E 31786 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 236
E 35906 LAB 806 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 236
PHYSICS 110
(NS)
U 4 Physics for the Health Professions
31787 LEC 401 MWF 8:00am-8:50am PHY 135 Gordon, S Attendance is required the first week of class. Anyone not
attending who has not contacted the instructor will be dropped. 
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35599 LEC 402 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 135 Patch, S Attendance is required the first week of class. Anyone not
attending who has not contacted the instructor will be dropped. 
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37253 DIS 601 T 10:00am-10:50am PHY 147 Gordon, S
37254 DIS 602 T 11:00am-11:50am PHY 147 Gordon, S
37824 DIS 603 R 10:00am-10:50am PHY 147 Gordon, S
37825 DIS 604 R 11:00am-11:50am PHY 147
37255 DIS 605 W 9:00am-9:50am PHY 232
37256 DIS 606 T 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 232
37257 DIS 607 R 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 232
37258 DIS 608 W 10:00am-10:50am PHY 232
PHYSICS 120
(NS)
U 4 General Physics I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31788 LEC 401 MWF 8:00am-8:50am PHY 133 Giese, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31789 LEC 402 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 135 Gordon, S For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31790 DIS 601 TR 8:00am-8:50am PHY 230 Giese, D
31791 DIS 602 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 230 Giese, D
37014 DIS 603 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 230
31792 DIS 604 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 230
31793 DIS 605 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 146
31794 DIS 606 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 146
31795 DIS 607 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 146
31796 DIS 608 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 230
35938 DIS 609 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 230
PHYSICS 121
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31797 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
31798 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
31799 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
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31800 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
E 31801 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 233
E 31802 LAB 806 T 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 233
E 36320 LAB 807 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 233
PHYSICS 122
(NS)
U 4 General Physics II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31803 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 133 Giese, D
E 35446 LEC 402 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm PHY 135 Giese, D
31804 DIS 601 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 144
31805 DIS 602 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 144
31806 DIS 603 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 144
E 35447 DIS 604 MW 7:00pm-7:50pm PHY 135
E 35598 DIS 605 TR 5:30pm-6:20pm PHY 232
E 36070 DIS 606 TR 7:00pm-7:50pm PHY 232
# PHYSICS 123
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31807 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
31808 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
35448 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
35449 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
E 35939 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 227
E 36321 LAB 806 T 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 227
E 38481 LAB 807 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 227
PHYSICS 185
(NS+)
U 3 Basic Physics for Teachers
35450 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am PHY 126 Gordon, S
PHYSICS 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
37002 IND 001 - TBA
PHYSICS 209
(NS)
U 4 Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
31809 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 135 Wood, R
31810 LEC 402 MWF 11:00am-11:50am PHY 135 Wood, R
31811 DIS 601 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 232 Islo, K
31812 DIS 602 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 232 Islo, K
31813 DIS 603 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 232 Islo, K
31814 DIS 604 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 120
31815 DIS 605 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 120
35688 DIS 606 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 232
PHYSICS 210
(NS)
U 4 Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
31816 LEC 401 MWF 10:00am-10:50am PHY 135 Steiner, D
E 35451 LEC 402 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm PHY 135 Steiner, D
31817 DIS 601 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 142
31818 DIS 602 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 142
31819 DIS 603 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 142
E 36071 DIS 604 MW 5:30pm-6:20pm PHY 232
E 35452 DIS 605 MW 6:30pm-7:20pm PHY 232
E 35453 DIS 606 TR 7:00pm-7:50pm PHY 135
# PHYSICS 214
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
31820 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
31821 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
31822 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
31823 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
# PHYSICS 215
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
31824 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Purwar, N
31825 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Urban, A
31826 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Stevens, M
36072 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Urban, A
E 35689 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 241 Stevens, M
E 36322 LAB 806 T 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 241 Urban, A
E 38472 LAB 807 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 241 Stevens, M
PHYSICS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
36737 LEC 001 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
37401 LEC 002 - TBA Guptasarma, P
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PHYSICS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31827 LEC 101 - TBA
PHYSICS 309 U 3 Physics III: Modern Physics
31828 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 230 Dasgupta, D
PHYSICS 317 U 3 Thermodynamics
37180 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am PHY 230 Wood, R
PHYSICS 325 U 3 Optics
42322 LEC 001 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 230 Steiner, D
PHYSICS 391 U 1 - 6  Undergraduate Research Participation
31829 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D
31830 IND 002 - TBA Allen, B
31831 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P
31832 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J
31833 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J
31834 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M
31835 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P
31836 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
31837 IND 009 - TBA Li, L
31838 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P
36323 IND 011 - TBA Parker, L
31839 IND 012 - TBA Raicu, V
31840 IND 013 - TBA Saldin, D
31841 IND 014 - TBA Erb, D
31842 IND 015 - TBA Sorbello, R
31843 IND 016 - TBA Weinert, M
31844 IND 017 - TBA Wiseman, A
35513 IND 018 - TBA Yakovlev, V
36802 IND 019 - TBA Anchordoqui, L
PHYSICS 408 U/G 3 Experiments in Linear Electronics
42321 LAB 801 TR 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 242 Raicu, V
PHYSICS 411 U/G 4 Mechanics
37181 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am PHY 126 Saldin, D
W 2:00pm-2:50pm PHY 126
# + PHYSICS 422 U/G 3 Electricity and Magnetism II
37182 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am PHY 230 Schmidt, M
PHYSICS 442 U/G 3 Introduction to Quantum Mechanics II
35454 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 126 Wood, R
PHYSICS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
31845 LEC 101 - TBA
PHYSICS 499 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
37829 LEC 001 MF 12:00pm-1:15pm PHY 126 Schmidt, M TOPIC: Topic in Biophysics 1 - 6 cr
PHYSICS 532 U/G 3 Principles of Quantum Mechanics II
35455 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am PHY 146 Agterberg, D
PHYSICS 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Reading
33377 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D
33378 IND 002 - TBA Allen, B
33379 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P
33380 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J
33381 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J
33382 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M
33383 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P
33384 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
33385 IND 009 - TBA Li, L
33386 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P
33387 IND 011 - TBA Parker, L
33388 IND 012 - TBA Raicu, V
33389 IND 013 - TBA Saldin, D
33390 IND 014 - TBA Sarma, B
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33391 IND 015 - TBA Sorbello, R
33392 IND 016 - TBA Weinert, M
33393 IND 017 - TBA Wiseman, A
33394 IND 018 - TBA Yakovlev, V
36983 IND 019 - TBA Anchordoqui, L
PHYSICS 721 G 3 Electrodynamics II
36324 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm PHY 146 Sorbello, R
PHYSICS 775 G 3 Surface Physics I
42307 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-11:50am PHY 230 Li, L
PHYSICS 818 G 3 Advanced Topics in Gravitational Physics
42306 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 146 Creighton, J
PHYSICS 900 G 1 Colloquium
42305 SEM 001 R 12:30pm-1:20pm PHY 481 Sarma, B
PHYSICS 903 G 1 - 3  Seminar in Theoretical Physics:
42313 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am PHY 146 Agterberg, D TOPIC: Topics in Quantum Mechanics 2 cr
PHYSICS 990 G 1 - 9  Research
36255 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D
33395 IND 002 - TBA Allen, B
33396 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P
33397 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J
33398 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J
33417 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M
33418 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P
33419 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
33420 IND 009 - TBA Li, L
33421 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P
33422 IND 011 - TBA Parker, L
33423 IND 012 - TBA Raicu, V
33424 IND 013 - TBA Saldin, D
33425 IND 014 - TBA Sarma, B
33426 IND 015 - TBA Sorbello, R
33427 IND 016 - TBA Weinert, M
33428 IND 017 - TBA Wiseman, A
33429 IND 018 - TBA Yakovlev, V
36799 IND 019 - TBA Anchordoqui, L
37021 IND 020 - TBA Ormandy, A
37022 IND 021 - TBA Patch, S
37023 IND 022 - TBA
37024 IND 023 - TBA De Arcenegui
Siemens, F
37389 IND 024 - TBA Schmidt, M
PHYSICS 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
33399 IND 001 - TBA Agterberg, D
33400 IND 002 - TBA Allen, B
33401 IND 003 - TBA Brady, P
33402 IND 004 - TBA Creighton, J
33403 IND 005 - TBA Friedman, J
33404 IND 006 - TBA Gajdardziska, M
33405 IND 007 - TBA Guptasarma, P
33406 IND 008 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
33407 IND 009 - TBA Li, L
33408 IND 010 - TBA Lyman, P
33409 IND 011 - TBA Parker, L
33410 IND 012 - TBA Raicu, V
33411 IND 013 - TBA Saldin, D
33412 IND 014 - TBA Sarma, B
33413 IND 015 - TBA Sorbello, R
33414 IND 016 - TBA Weinert, M
33415 IND 017 - TBA Wiseman, A
33416 IND 018 - TBA Yakovlev, V
37005 IND 019 - TBA Anchordoqui, L
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Polish
Chair: Jennifer Watson CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, jwatson@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Michael Mikos CRT 819 (414) 229-4151, mikos@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/slavic.html
  
        
        
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
        
 
  
      
 
   
      
 
POLISH 102 U 5 Second-Semester Polish
42604 LEC 401 MTRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B12 Mikos, M Students must register for both Polish 102-401 and Polish
102-801
42605 LAB 801 W 9:00am-9:50am CRT B74 Mikos, M Students must register for both Polish 102-401 and Polish 801
POLISH 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
34099 IND 001 - TBA Mikos, M
POLISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33430 LEC 101 - TBA Mikos, M
POLISH 299 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
42603 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Joseph Conrad: Confronting The Irrational 3 cr
POLISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33431 LEC 101 - TBA Mikos, M
~ POLISH 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
34100 IND 001 - TBA Mikos, M
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Political Science
Chair: Tom Holbrook BOL 674 229-6468
  
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
        
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
         
 
   
       
POL SCI 103
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Political Science
41560 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Gleason, K
41739 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Gleason, K
36620 LEC 401 MW 10:00am-10:50am SAB G90 Smith, J
36621 DIS 601 W 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
36622 DIS 602 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36623 DIS 603 F 8:00am-8:50am TBA
36624 DIS 604 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
36625 DIS 605 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
POL SCI 104
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to American Government and Politics
36325 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-9:50am BOL 150 Helpap, D
34879 DIS 601 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34880 DIS 602 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
34881 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am TBA
34882 DIS 604 W 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34883 DIS 605 W 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
38087 DIS 606 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA
35684 DIS 607 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
35685 DIS 608 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
41615 DIS 609 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
41616 DIS 610 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA
POL SCI 105
(SS)
U 3 State Politics
37343 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B52 Hatch, D
38246 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B46 Bohte, J
POL SCI 106
(SS)
U 3 Politics of the World's Nations
35553 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B52 Saleh, L
41738 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Saleh, L
41561 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Horowitz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 175
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to International Relations
E 38088 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Tyburski, M
41740 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Tyburski, M
POL SCI 203 U 3 Introduction to Political Science Research
41990 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Redd, S
POL SCI 213
(SS)
U 3 Urban Government and Politics
41617 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Rast, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 215
(SS&)
U 3 Ethnicity, Religion and Race in American Politics
41789 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Pienkos, D
POL SCI 250 U 3 Law and Society
E 41791 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Wochos, A
POL SCI 255
(SS)
U 3 Great Issues of Politics
34884 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Meckstroth, T
POL SCI 268 U 1 - 3  Practicum in Mock Trial I
E 36920 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Bloch, B Instructor permission required to enroll. Email
bradleyb@uwm.edu for permission. Meets with Pol Sci 468.
# + POL SCI 284 U 1 - 3  Introduction to ULEAP
38348 LAB 801 - TBA Holbrook, T ULEAP section. Instructor permission required to enroll. Email
holbroot@uwm.edu for permission
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POL SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34889 LEC 101 - TBA
POL SCI 301 U/G 3 British Politics
41580 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Persky, L A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 316 U/G 3 International Law
38150 LEC 001 R 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B52 Beck, R Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
POL SCI 326 U 3 Brazilian Politics and Society
42590 LEC 001 MWF 11:00am-12:35pm TBA Sugiyama, N 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
POL SCI 328 U/G 3 The Arab-Israeli Conflict
37720 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Crain, T Taught with Jewish 328-001.
POL SCI 330 U/G 3 The Politics of International Economic Relations
38324 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Horowitz, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 335 U/G 3 Comparative Political Systems
38093 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Armstrong, D 04/09/2012-05/10/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 343 U 3 Asian International Relations
41579 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 359 U/G 3 Problems of American Foreign Policy
41578 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Redd, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 365 U/G 3 Theories and Methods in International Politics
41568 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Horowitz, K
POL SCI 370 U/G 3 International Conflict
36899 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am BOL B60 Horowitz, K
~ # + POL SCI 380
(SS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
E 42622 SEM 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Ferguson, K TOPIC: Power and Knowledge 3 cr
POL SCI 381 U/G 3 The Development of Western Political Thought
E 35976 LEC 001 W 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Meckstroth, T
POL SCI 390 U/G 4 Political Data Analysis
41564 LEC 401 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B40 Clouse, C
41565 LAB 801 F 9:00am-9:50am BOL 293
41566 LAB 802 R 9:00am-9:50am BOL 293
41567 LAB 803 F 10:00am-10:50am BOL 293
POL SCI 408 U/G 3 The American Presidency
41918 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA
POL SCI 411 U/G 3 Constitutional Law: Government Powers and Federalism
41581 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Olsen, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 417 U/G 3 The Supreme Court
41572 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Pashak, S
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POL SCI 426 U/G 3 Congressional Politics
41570 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Tofias, M
POL SCI 468 U 1 - 3  Practicum in Mock Trial II
E 36921 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Bloch, B Instructor permission required to enroll. Email
bradleyb@uwm.edu for permission. Meets with Pol Sci 268
POL SCI 471 U/G 3 Problems in Law Studies:
E 36922 SEM 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Bloch, B TOPIC: The Free Speech Clause 3 cr
# POL SCI 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Political Science
35908 FLD 001 - TBA Armstrong, D
34101 FLD 002 - TBA Beck, R
34102 FLD 003 - TBA Bohte, J
34103 FLD 004 - TBA Dolan, K
34104 FLD 005 - TBA Ferguson, K
34105 FLD 006 - TBA Hatch, D
34106 FLD 007 - TBA Heo, U
34107 FLD 008 - TBA Holbrook, T
34108 FLD 009 - TBA Horowitz, S
34109 FLD 010 - TBA Ihrke, D
34110 FLD 011 - TBA Meckstroth, T
34111 FLD 012 - TBA Olsen, E
34112 FLD 013 - TBA Pashak, S
34113 FLD 014 - TBA Rast, J
35977 FLD 015 - TBA Redd, S
35978 FLD 016 - TBA Shah, P
36914 FLD 017 - TBA Smith, J
37147 FLD 018 - TBA Sugiyama, N
37569 FLD 019 - TBA Tofias, M
POL SCI 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33432 LEC 101 - TBA
# + POL SCI 500 U 3 Capstone Course in Political Science
36376 SEM 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA Horowitz, S
41563 SEM 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Holbrook, T
~ + POL SCI 678 U 1 - 3  Advanced Undergraduate Laboratory for the Empirical Analysis of Politics
38349 LAB 801 - TBA Holbrook, T ULEAP section. Instructor permission required to enroll. Email
holbroot@uwm.edu for permission
POL SCI 699 U 1 - 6  Independent Reading
33433 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D
33434 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R
33435 IND 003 - TBA Bohte, J
33436 IND 004 - TBA Dolan, K
33437 IND 005 - TBA Ferguson, K
33438 IND 006 - TBA Hatch, D
33439 IND 007 - TBA Heo, U
33440 IND 008 - TBA Holbrook, T
33441 IND 009 - TBA Horowitz, S
33442 IND 010 - TBA Ihrke, D
33443 IND 011 - TBA Meckstroth, T
34114 IND 012 - TBA Olsen, E
34115 IND 013 - TBA Pashak, S
34116 IND 014 - TBA Rast, J
34117 IND 015 - TBA Redd, S
35979 IND 016 - TBA Shah, P
36902 IND 017 - TBA Smith, J
36903 IND 018 - TBA Sugiyama, N
36904 IND 019 - TBA Tofias, M
36789 IND 105 - TBA Holbrook, T
POL SCI 702 G 3 Advanced Techniques of Political Science Research
E 35457 LEC 001 R 4:00pm-6:40pm BOL 293 Armstrong, D
POL SCI 715 G 3 Introduction to Comparative Politics I
E 41577 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Smith, J
# POL SCI 801 G 3 Proseminar in Political Theory
E 41576 SEM 001 W 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Ferguson, K
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POL SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
34118 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D
34119 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R
34120 IND 003 - TBA Bohte, J
34121 IND 004 - TBA Dolan, K
34122 IND 005 - TBA Ferguson, K
34123 IND 006 - TBA Hatch, D
34124 IND 007 - TBA Heo, U
34125 IND 008 - TBA Holbrook, T
34126 IND 009 - TBA Horowitz, S
34127 IND 010 - TBA Ihrke, D
34128 IND 011 - TBA Meckstroth, T
34129 IND 012 - TBA Olsen, E
34130 IND 013 - TBA Pashak, S
34131 IND 014 - TBA Rast, J
35909 IND 015 - TBA Redd, S
37149 IND 016 - TBA Shah, P
37150 IND 017 - TBA Smith, J
37151 IND 018 - TBA Sugiyama, N
37152 IND 019 - TBA Tofias, M
POL SCI 926 G 3 Seminar in the Legislative Process
E 41573 SEM 001 M 7:00pm-9:40pm TBA Tofias, M 01/30/2012-05/10/2012 
POL SCI 960 G 3 International Conflict
E 41574 LEC 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Heo, U
POL SCI 963 G 3 Seminar in Judicial Process and Behavior
E 41639 SEM 001 M 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Olsen, E
POL SCI 990 G 1 - 3  Research and Thesis
33444 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D
33445 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R
33446 IND 003 - TBA Bohte, J
33447 IND 004 - TBA Dolan, K
33448 IND 005 - TBA Ferguson, K
33449 IND 006 - TBA Hatch, D
33450 IND 007 - TBA Heo, U
33451 IND 008 - TBA Holbrook, T
33452 IND 009 - TBA Horowitz, S
33453 IND 010 - TBA Ihrke, D
33454 IND 011 - TBA Meckstroth, T
34132 IND 012 - TBA Olsen, E
34133 IND 013 - TBA Pashak, S
34134 IND 014 - TBA Rast, J
36925 IND 015 - TBA Redd, S
35910 IND 016 - TBA Shah, P
37153 IND 017 - TBA Smith, J
37154 IND 018 - TBA Sugiyama, N
37155 IND 019 - TBA Tofias, M
POL SCI 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Work
33455 IND 001 - TBA Armstrong, D
33456 IND 002 - TBA Beck, R
33457 IND 003 - TBA Bohte, J
33458 IND 004 - TBA Dolan, K
33459 IND 005 - TBA Ferguson, K
33460 IND 006 - TBA Hatch, D
33461 IND 007 - TBA Heo, U
33462 IND 008 - TBA Holbrook, T
33463 IND 009 - TBA Horowitz, S
33464 IND 010 - TBA Ihrke, D
33465 IND 011 - TBA Meckstroth, T
34135 IND 012 - TBA Olsen, E
34136 IND 013 - TBA Pashak, S
34137 IND 014 - TBA Rast, J
35911 IND 015 - TBA Redd, S
36926 IND 016 - TBA Shah, P
37156 IND 017 - TBA Smith, J
37157 IND 018 - TBA Sugiyama, N
37158 IND 019 - TBA Tofias, M
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Portuguese
Chair: R. John McCaw, CRT 729, 229-4257
Portuguese Program Coord: Ricardo Vasconcelos, CRT 717, 229-2970
Students on Wait List MUST attend class every day during the add period in order to retain their place on the list.
  
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
PORTUGS 104 U 4 Second-Semester Portuguese
37598 LEC 401 MWRF 10:00am-10:50am MER 314
37599 LAB 801 T 10:00am-10:50am CRT B74
PORTUGS 110 U 3 Accelerated Portuguese I
37201 LEC 001 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA Vasconcelos, R
PORTUGS 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Portuguese
37202 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B13
PORTUGS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34891 LEC 101 - TBA
PORTUGS 380
(HU)
U 3 Luso-Brazilian Literature in Translation:
38112 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B25 Vasconcelos, R TOPIC: Desire, Crime and Guilt in Brazil. & Portug. Novel 3 cr
PORTUGS 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34892 LEC 101 - TBA
~ PORTUGS 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
34138 IND 001 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
E  Evening Section
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Psychology
Chair: James Moyer, GAR 224, 229-4747
Associate Chair: Christine Larson, GAR 224, 229-4747
http://psychology.uwm.edu
Department Policies
1. The Psychology Department reserves the right to drop any student who does not have the prerequisites for a course. (See Registration portion of this Schedule of Classes for
information about fees for students dropped by department.)
2. The Psychology Department reserves the right to drop a student from an advanced lab course if he or she does not attend the course during the first week of the semester. (See
Registration portion of this Schedule of Classes for information about fees for students dropped by department.)
  
       
        
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
      
  
      
  
      
  
      
PSYCH 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Psychology
E 34902 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm ENG 105
E 37711 LEC 002 R 6:00pm-8:40pm ENG 105 Stark, G
41457 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LAP 162
41459 LEC 004 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm ENG 105
42562 LEC 013 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 162
PSYCH 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
34139 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
34140 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
34141 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
34142 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
34143 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
34144 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
34145 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
34146 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
34147 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
34148 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
34149 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
34150 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
34151 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
34152 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
34153 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
34154 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
34155 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
35514 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35515 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35516 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
36655 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37219 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37220 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37435 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38154 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38155 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38156 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
41119 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
PSYCH 205
(SS)
U 3 Personality
37422 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34905 LEC 402 MW 11:00am-11:50am ENG 105
34906 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B26
34907 DIS 602 M 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 316
34908 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am MER 314
34909 DIS 604 T 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B26
34910 DIS 605 T 1:00pm-1:50pm GAR B26
34911 DIS 606 W 9:00am-9:50am MER 316
34912 DIS 607 W 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 316
34913 DIS 608 R 9:00am-9:50am MER 316
34914 DIS 609 R 10:00am-10:50am MER 316
34915 DIS 610 R 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
PSYCH 210 U 4 Psychological Statistics
41586 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Greene, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36947 LEC 402 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP N103 Diba, K
34916 LAB 801 M 9:00am-9:50am GAR B26
10:00am-10:50am BOL 293
34917 LAB 802 M 11:00am-11:50am GAR B26
12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 293
34918 LAB 803 W 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B26
1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 293
34919 LAB 804 T 10:00am-10:50am GAR B26
11:00am-11:50am BOL 293
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34920 LAB 805 T 11:00am-11:50am GAR B26
12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 293
34921 LAB 806 W 9:00am-9:50am GAR B26
10:00am-10:50am BOL 293
34922 LAB 807 R 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B26
1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 293
34923 LAB 808 R 9:00am-9:50am GAR B26
10:00am-10:50am BOL 293
PSYCH 214
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Conditioning and Learning
42563 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B52
PSYCH 230
(SS)
U 3 Social Psychology: Psychological Perspectives
34924 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am AUP 170 Schaefer, P
34925 DIS 601 T 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
34926 DIS 602 T 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 316
34927 DIS 603 T 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 316
34928 DIS 604 W 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
34929 DIS 605 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 316
PSYCH 254
(NS)
U 3 Physiological Psychology
41587 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Helmstetter, F A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34930 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 150 Moyer, J
34931 DIS 601 M 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
34932 DIS 602 M 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 316
34933 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am MER 316
34934 DIS 604 T 10:00am-10:50am MER 316
34935 DIS 605 T 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 314
34936 DIS 606 W 9:00am-9:50am MER 314
34937 DIS 607 W 11:00am-11:50am MER 314
36273 DIS 608 R 11:00am-11:50am MER 314
36274 DIS 609 R 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 314
36275 DIS 610 R 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 314
PSYCH 260
(SS)
U 3 Child Psychology
37421 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB van der Fluit, F A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37703 LEC 402 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm AUP 170 Janke, K
37705 DIS 601 T 10:00am-10:50am GAR B17
37706 DIS 602 T 11:00am-11:50am GAR B17
37707 DIS 603 T 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B17
37708 DIS 604 R 11:00am-11:50am GAR B17
37709 DIS 605 R 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B17
PSYCH 290 U 1 - 3  Undergraduate Research: Lower Division
33468 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33469 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33470 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33471 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33472 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33473 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33474 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33475 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33484 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33476 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33477 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33478 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33479 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33480 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33481 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33482 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33483 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36666 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35517 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35518 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35519 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37221 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37222 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37436 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38157 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38158 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38159 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
41120 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
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PSYCH 292 U 3 Psychology Field Placement-Lower Division
33485 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33486 FLD 002 - TBA Davies, W
33487 FLD 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33488 FLD 004 - TBA Diba, K
33489 FLD 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33490 FLD 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33491 FLD 007 - TBA Frick, K
33492 FLD 008 - TBA Greene, A
33493 FLD 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33494 FLD 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33495 FLD 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33496 FLD 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33497 FLD 013 - TBA Larson, C
33498 FLD 014 - TBA Lee, H
33499 FLD 015 - TBA Lima, S
33500 FLD 016 - TBA Medina, K
33501 FLD 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36667 FLD 018 - TBA Moore, J
35520 FLD 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35521 FLD 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35522 FLD 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37223 FLD 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37224 FLD 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37437 FLD 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38160 FLD 025 - TBA Swain, R
38161 FLD 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38162 FLD 027 - TBA Woods, D
41121 FLD 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
# + PSYCH 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
34156 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
34157 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
34158 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
34159 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
34160 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
34161 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
34162 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
34163 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
34164 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
34165 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
34166 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
34167 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
34168 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
34169 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
34170 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
34171 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
34172 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36913 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35523 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35524 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35525 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
36971 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37225 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37226 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
37438 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38163 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38164 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
38165 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
PSYCH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33466 LEC 101 - TBA
PSYCH 319
(SS)
U 3 Gay and Lesbian Psychology
E 42099 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B92 Hollander, G
PSYCH 320
(SS)
U 3 Psychology of Women
34938 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am LUB S151 Schaefer, P
34939 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 314
34940 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am MER 314
34941 DIS 603 T 11:00am-11:50am MER 314
34942 DIS 604 T 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 314
34943 DIS 605 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 314
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PSYCH 325 U 4 Research Methods in Psychology
34944 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am SAB G90 Merritt, M
34945 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:50am PER 250
34946 LAB 802 T 10:00am-11:50am PER 250
34947 LAB 803 T 12:00pm-1:50pm PER 250
34948 LAB 804 W 9:00am-10:50am PER 250
34949 LAB 805 W 11:00am-12:50pm PER 250
34950 LAB 806 R 10:00am-11:50am PER 250
34951 LAB 807 R 12:00pm-1:50pm PER 250
34952 LAB 808 M 11:00am-12:50pm PER 250
34953 LAB 809 M 1:00pm-2:50pm PER 250
PSYCH 355 U 3 Introduction to Neuroscience II: From Brain to Behavior
36532 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B60 Helmstetter, F
PSYCH 407 U 3 Personality Theory
41588 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ridley, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 412 U 3 Psychopathology
38305 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41589 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP N103 Ridley, R
41590 DIS 601 M 11:00am-11:50am GAR B17
41591 DIS 602 M 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B17
41592 DIS 603 W 9:00am-9:50am GAR B17
41593 DIS 604 W 11:00am-11:50am GAR B17
41594 DIS 605 W 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B17
# PSYCH 454 U 3 Psychopharmacology and Addiction
41595 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mueller, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33467 LEC 101 - TBA
PSYCH 502 U/G 4 Applied Behavior Analysis
34955 LEC 401 TRF 2:00pm-2:50pm GAR B26 Dermer, M Taught with Psych 702 LEC 401.
34957 LAB 801 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm PER 250
34956 LAB 902 - TBA
LAB 902 meets off campus. Students must arrange placement preferably before semester or by end of third week. Placements involve working with an approved provider of services for
autistic children. Service Learning Section. Details can be found at the following web page: https://pantherfile.uwm.edu/dermer/public/courses/502/502page.html
37269 LAB 903 - TBA
LAB 903 meets off campus. Students must arrange placement preferably before semester or by end of third week. Placements involve working with an approved dog trainer. Service
Learning Section. Details can be found at the following web page: https://pantherfile.uwm.edu/dermer/public/courses/502/502page.html
PSYCH 503 U/G 3 Perception
41596 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Greene, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 505 U/G 4 Cognitive Processes
36169 LEC 401 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL 281 Lima, S
36170 LAB 801 M 1:00pm-1:50pm PER 265
36171 LAB 802 T 8:00am-8:50am PER 265
36172 LAB 803 T 11:00am-11:50am PER 265
36173 LAB 804 T 12:00pm-12:50pm PER 265
36174 LAB 805 T 1:00pm-1:50pm PER 265
PSYCH 550 U/G 3 History of Psychology
36911 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D Taught with Psych 750 Lec 201.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 555 U 3 Health Psychology
E 41597 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm MER 131 Stark, G
PSYCH 610 U/G 3 Experimental Design
35410 LEC 401 MW 10:00am-10:50am LUB N110 Fleming, R
35411 DIS 601 W 11:00am-11:50am BOL 293
35412 DIS 602 F 11:00am-11:50am BOL 293
35413 DIS 603 W 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 293
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35414 DIS 604 F 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 293
PSYCH 611 U/G 3 Current Topics:
37697 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S185 Hannula, D TOPIC: Cognitive Neuroscience 3 cr, The study of how the
brain enables the mind. Several disciplines within cognitive
neuroscience will be discussed (e.g., attention, learning, and
memory), with an emphasis on patterns of spared and impaired
cognitive function subsequent to brain injury. Taught with Psych
711 SEM 001.
PSYCH 620 U/G 3 Single-Subject Research Methods
E 35415 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm GAR 204 Dermer, M
+ PSYCH 654 U/G 4 Advanced Physiological Psychology
37423 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Berggren, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34958 LEC 402 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N110 Mueller, D Taught with Psych 854 LEC 401.
34959 LAB 801 R 9:30am-11:50am PER 265
34960 LAB 802 R 2:00pm-4:20pm PER 265
PSYCH 656 U 4 Psychophysiology
36280 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-9:50am LUB N110 Fleming, R Taught with Psych 756 LEC 401.
36281 LAB 801 M 10:00am-11:50am PER 265
36282 LAB 802 W 10:00am-11:50am PER 265
PSYCH 660 U/G 4 Experimental Child Psychology
41598 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tran, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 677 U/G 4 Experimental Social Psychology
34961 LEC 401 MW 8:00am-8:50am CRT 109 Schaefer, P
36402 LEC 402 TR 9:00am-9:50am CRT 109 Schaefer, P
34962 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:50am CRT 109
34963 LAB 802 W 9:00am-10:50am CRT 109
36403 LAB 803 T 10:00am-11:50am CRT 109
36404 LAB 804 R 10:00am-11:50am CRT 109
PSYCH 680 U/G 3 Psychology of Aging
42112 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Driscoll, I A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 690 U 1 - 3  Undergraduate Research: Upper Division
33502 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33503 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33504 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33505 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33506 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33507 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33508 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33509 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33510 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33511 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33512 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33513 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33518 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33514 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33515 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33516 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33517 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36656 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35526 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35527 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35528 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37227 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37228 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37439 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38166 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38167 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38168 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
41122 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
PSYCH 692 U 3 Field Placement in Psychology
33519 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S
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33520 FLD 002 - TBA Davies, W
33521 FLD 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33522 FLD 004 - TBA Diba, K
33535 FLD 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33523 FLD 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33524 FLD 007 - TBA Frick, K
33525 FLD 008 - TBA Greene, A
33526 FLD 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33527 FLD 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33528 FLD 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33529 FLD 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33530 FLD 013 - TBA Larson, C
33531 FLD 014 - TBA Lee, H
33532 FLD 015 - TBA Lima, S
33533 FLD 016 - TBA Medina, K
33534 FLD 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36657 FLD 018 - TBA Moore, J
35529 FLD 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35530 FLD 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35580 FLD 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37229 FLD 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37230 FLD 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37440 FLD 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38169 FLD 025 - TBA Swain, R
38170 FLD 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38171 FLD 027 - TBA Woods, D
41123 FLD 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
# + PSYCH 697 U 3 Field or Research Placement in Psychology for Seniors
33536 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33537 FLD 002 - TBA Davies, W
33538 FLD 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33539 FLD 004 - TBA Diba, K
33540 FLD 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33541 FLD 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33542 FLD 007 - TBA Frick, K
33543 FLD 008 - TBA Greene, A
33544 FLD 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33545 FLD 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33546 FLD 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33547 FLD 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33548 FLD 013 - TBA Larson, C
33549 FLD 014 - TBA Lee, H
33550 FLD 015 - TBA Lima, S
33551 FLD 016 - TBA Medina, K
33552 FLD 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36668 FLD 018 - TBA Moore, J
35531 FLD 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35532 FLD 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35533 FLD 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37231 FLD 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37232 FLD 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37441 FLD 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38172 FLD 025 - TBA Swain, R
38173 FLD 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38174 FLD 027 - TBA Woods, D
41124 FLD 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
PSYCH 698 U 3 Senior Thesis
33553 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33554 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33555 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33556 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33557 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33558 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33559 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33560 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33561 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33562 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33563 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33564 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33565 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33566 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33567 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33568 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33569 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36658 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35554 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35555 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35556 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
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37233 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37234 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37442 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38175 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38176 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38177 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
41125 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
~ PSYCH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33570 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33571 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33572 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33573 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33574 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33575 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33576 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33577 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33578 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33579 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33580 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33581 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33582 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33583 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33584 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33585 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33586 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36659 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35534 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35535 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35536 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37235 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37236 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37443 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38178 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38179 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38180 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
41126 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
# PSYCH 702 G 3 Applied Behavior Analysis
37303 LEC 401 TRF 2:00pm-2:50pm GAR B26 Dermer, M Taught with Psych 502 LEC 401.
37304 DIS 601 - TBA Dermer, M
PSYCH 705 G 3 Information Processing
38309 LEC 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm GAR 204 Lima, S
# PSYCH 710 G 3 Survey of Clinical Research Methods
37420 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm GAR 204 Woods, D
PSYCH 711 G 1 - 4  Current Topics in Psychology:
37039 SEM 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S185 Hannula, D TOPIC: Cognitive Neuroscience 3 cr, The study of how the
brain enables the mind. Several disciplines within cognitive
neuroscience will be discussed (e.g., attention, learning, and
memory), with an emphasis on patterns of spared and impaired
cognitive function subsequent to brain injury. Taught with Psych
611 LEC 001.
E 41981 SEM 002 R 5:30pm-8:10pm GAR 204 Tiger, J TOPIC: Professional & Ethical Issues in Behavior Analysis 3
cr, Ethical, legal, and professional issues related to research,
practice, and professionalism in Behavior Analysis.
41982 SEM 003 - TBA Tiger, J TOPIC: Practicum in Behavior Analysis 1 - 4 cr, Supervised
practicum experience in accord with the requirements for
eligibility to sit for the Behavior Analysis Certification Board
(BACB) examination.
# PSYCH 734 G 1 Introduction to Scientifically-Validated Treatments
37418 LEC 001 W 3:00pm-4:50pm GAR 204 Cahill, S
# PSYCH 742 G 3 Empirically-Supported Interventions
38355 LEC 001 T 2:00pm-4:40pm GAR 204 Cahill, S
PSYCH 750 G 3 The History of Psychology
36912 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D Taught with Psych 550 Lec 201.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
PSYCH 756 G 3 Psychophysiology
36285 LEC 401 MW 9:00am-9:50am LUB N110 Fleming, R Taught with Psych 656 LEC 401.
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36286 DIS 601 - TBA Fleming, R
PSYCH 790 G 1 - 6  Masters Research
33587 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33588 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33589 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33590 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33591 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33592 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33593 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33594 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33595 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33596 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33603 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33597 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33598 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33599 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33600 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33601 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33602 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36660 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35581 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35984 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
37237 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37238 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37444 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
38181 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38182 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38183 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
41127 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
PSYCH 791 G 3 Project in Psychology
34173 LEC 001 - TBA Cahill, S
34174 LEC 002 - TBA Davies, W
34175 LEC 003 - TBA Dermer, M
34176 LEC 004 - TBA Diba, K
34177 LEC 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
34178 LEC 006 - TBA Fleming, R
34179 LEC 007 - TBA Frick, K
34180 LEC 008 - TBA Greene, A
34181 LEC 009 - TBA Hannula, D
34182 LEC 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
34183 LEC 011 - TBA Kanter, J
34184 LEC 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
34185 LEC 013 - TBA Larson, C
34186 LEC 014 - TBA Lee, H
34187 LEC 015 - TBA Lima, S
34188 LEC 016 - TBA Medina, K
34189 LEC 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36661 LEC 018 - TBA Moore, J
35582 LEC 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35985 LEC 020 - TBA Moyer, J
37239 LEC 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37240 LEC 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37445 LEC 023 - TBA Reddy, D
38184 LEC 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38185 LEC 025 - TBA Swain, R
38186 LEC 026 - TBA Tiger, J
41128 LEC 027 - TBA Woods, D
PSYCH 799 G 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
33604 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33605 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33606 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33607 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33608 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33609 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33610 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33611 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33612 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33613 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33614 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33615 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33616 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33617 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33618 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33619 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33620 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36662 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
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35583 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35986 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
37241 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37242 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37446 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
38193 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38194 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38195 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
41129 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
# PSYCH 802 G 3 First-Year Clinical Psychology Practicum
35416 LAB 801 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
PSYCH 811 G 3 Community Placement in Clinical Psychology
34903 FLD 001 - TBA Kanter, J
PSYCH 812 G 3 Field Placement in Psychology
34904 FLD 001 - TBA Reddy, D
# PSYCH 832 G 3 Assessment II
35417 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm PER 184 Medina, K
PSYCH 833 G 3 Neuropsychology
42200 LEC 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm PER 184 Osmon, D
PSYCH 842 G 4 Practicum in Therapy
35009 FLD 001 - TBA Kohl, G
PSYCH 844 G 3 Practicum in Clinical Supervision
35418 FLD 001 - TBA Ridley, R
# PSYCH 845 G 1 - 3  Practicum in Empirically-Supported Interventions
36005 FLD 001 - TBA Cahill, S
# PSYCH 854 G 3 Behavioral Neuroscience
34964 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N110 Mueller, D Taught with Psych 654 LEC 402.
34965 DIS 601 - TBA Mueller, D
PSYCH 890 G 1 - 6  Graduate Research
36663 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33621 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33622 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33623 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33624 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33625 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33626 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33627 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33628 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33629 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33630 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33631 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33632 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33633 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33634 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33635 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33636 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36664 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35584 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35987 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
37243 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37244 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37447 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
38187 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38188 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38189 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
41130 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
# PSYCH 933 G 1 Seminar in Neuroscience
36633 SEM 001 F 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP N101 Buntin, J Enroll in Bio Sci 933.
PSYCH 990 G 1 - 6  Doctoral Research
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33637 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
33638 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
33639 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
33640 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
33641 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
33642 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
33643 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
33644 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
33645 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
33646 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
33647 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
33648 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
33649 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
33650 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
33651 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
33652 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
33653 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36665 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35585 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35988 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
37245 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
37246 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37448 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
38190 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
38191 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38192 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
41131 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
# PSYCH 995 G 1 - 3  Clinical Psychology Internship
37419 FLD 101 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
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Public Administration
  
       
 
  
         
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
         
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
PUB ADM 400 U/G 3 Ethics and Responsibility in Public Administration
42398 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hatch, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access required.
PUB ADM 705 G 3 Government Public Relations
E 42359 LEC 001 M 4:00pm-6:40pm BOL B72 Lee, M Grad status required. Auditing not permitted.
PUB ADM 750 G 3 Public Administration Risk and Analysis
E 42394 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm CRT 221 Priority registration to MPA students who have accumulated 12
or more graduate credits.
PUB ADM 769 G 3 Analyzing and Evaluating Public Policies and Programs
E 42395 LEC 001 W 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Chikoto, G
PUB ADM 914 G 3 Seminar in Intergovernment Relations
E 42396 SEM 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
PUB ADM 958 G 3 Seminar in Public Administration:
E 42456 SEM 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Ihrke, D TOPIC: Governance of Nonprofit Organization 3 cr
PUB ADM 959 G 3 Capstone Seminar in Public Administration
E 42393 SEM 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm CRT 221
PUB ADM 965 G 3 Municipal Management
E 42397 LEC 001 R 7:00pm-9:40pm TBA
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Religious Studies
   
      
      
      
 
  
        
 
   
     
      
 
  
        
 
   
      
      
      
 
~ + RELIGST 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
37424 IND 001 - TBA Paik, P
37425 IND 002 - TBA Williams, D
38196 IND 003 - TBA Beall, J
RELIGST 250 U 3 Selected Topics in Religious Studies:
38394 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Williams, D TOPIC: Theoretical Approaches to Religious Studies 3 cr
~ + RELIGST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37659 LEC 101 - TBA
38528 LEC 102 - TBA TOPIC: Journeys of the Spirit: The Searching for Meaning 1  -
12 cr, London, UK.
RELIGST 350 U 3 Advanced Topics in Religious Studies:
41733 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Divalerio, D TOPIC: Sainthood 3 cr
~ + RELIGST 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
37449 IND 001 - TBA Paik, P
37450 IND 002 - TBA Williams, D
37810 IND 003 - TBA Beall, J
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Russian
Chair: Kevin Muse CRT 833 (414) 229-5654, kmuse@uwm.edu
Coordinator: Joseph Peschio CRT 816 (414) 229-4949, peschio@uwm.edu
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/
http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/slavic.html
   
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
   
        
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
# RUSSIAN 102 U 5 Second-Semester Russian
38354 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 119 Murphy-lee, M
RUSSIAN 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
36371 IND 001 - TBA Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 202 U 4 Fourth-Semester Russian
35419 LEC 001 MTWR 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 181 Murphy-lee, M
RUSSIAN 210 U 4 Russian Literacy for Native and Heritage Speakers
41421 LEC 001 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT 119 Familiant, N
RUSSIAN 245
(HU)
U 3 Russian Life and Culture
37971 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Peschio, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
RUSSIAN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Lower Division
36960 FLD 001 - TBA Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33654 LEC 101 - TBA
# RUSSIAN 311 U/G 3 Contemporary Russian Language:
37972 LEC 001 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 303 Familiant, N TOPIC: New Russian Media 3 cr
RUSSIAN 350
(HU)
U 3 Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy in Translation: Major Works
37752 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Upper Division
36961 FLD 001 - TBA Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33655 LEC 101 - TBA
~ RUSSIAN 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
37370 IND 001 - TBA Peschio, J
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Scandinavian Studies
  
      
 
  
       
 
   
     
 
   
     
 
SCNDVST 102 U 4 Second-Semester Swedish
36901 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT 227
SCNDVST 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Swedish
37306 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Lundback, V
~ + SCNDVST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37660 LEC 101 - TBA
~ + SCNDVST 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
37664 LEC 101 - TBA
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Sociology
Chair: Prof. Kent Redding BOL 778C 414/229-4388 sociology@uwm.edu
  
        
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
SOCIOL 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Sociology
E 34643 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Mantyh, M
34644 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B46 Nowacek, D
36863 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Jordan, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online U-Pace course. Students learn at their own pace and must
demonstrate mastery of each content unit before proceeding to
the next. There are multiple opportunities to retake tests.
34645 LEC 404 MW 11:00am-11:50am BOL 150 Redding, K
34646 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34647 DIS 602 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34648 DIS 603 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
34649 DIS 604 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
34650 DIS 605 M 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
34651 DIS 606 M 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
34652 DIS 607 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
34653 DIS 608 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
35727 DIS 609 T 9:00am-9:50am TBA
35828 DIS 610 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36066 DIS 611 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
36534 DIS 612 T 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
36535 DIS 613 T 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
37407 DIS 614 T 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37408 DIS 615 T 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37409 DIS 616 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
37410 DIS 617 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
SOCIOL 102
(SS)
U 3 Social Problems in American Society
34654 LEC 401 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 150 Costello, C
34655 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34656 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34657 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
35729 DIS 604 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
37078 DIS 605 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
37359 DIS 606 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
37411 DIS 607 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37412 DIS 608 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37852 DIS 609 T 9:00am-9:50am TBA
37853 DIS 610 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
37854 DIS 611 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
41148 DIS 612 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
SOCIOL 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33658 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A
33659 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M
33660 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K
33661 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N
33662 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C
33663 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P
33664 IND 007 - TBA Green, D
33665 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S
33666 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J
33667 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33668 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
33669 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S
33670 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K
33671 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H
33672 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W
33673 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 200
(SS)
U 3 Contemporary American Society
37098 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Czarnezki, M
37099 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Czarnezki, M
SOCIOL 207
(SS)
U 3 Work and Society
37813 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Moore, T
SOCIOL 224
(SS&)
U 3 American Minority Groups
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36956 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 233
(SS)
U 3 Social Inequality in the United States
37127 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Moore, T
SOCIOL 255
(SS)
U 3 Sociology of Sexuality
37814 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CHM 180 Costello, C
SOCIOL 261 U 3 Introduction to Statistical Thinking in Sociology
35702 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Shin, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
SOCIOL 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33656 LEC 101 - TBA
SOCIOL 323
(SS&)
U 3 Perspectives on Latino Communities
41133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 325 U 3 Social Change
34658 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B84 Mantyh, M
SOCIOL 330 U 3 Economy and Society
37079 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Britton, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 342 U 3 Sociology of Law
37817 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B84 Nowacek, D
SOCIOL 343 U 3 Collective Behavior
36862 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mantyh, M
SOCIOL 361 U 3 Research Methods in Sociology
34659 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am CHM 180 Britton, M
41134 LAB 801 R 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 293
41135 LAB 802 R 11:00am-11:50am BOL 293
41136 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 293
41137 LAB 804 R 3:00pm-3:50pm BOL 293
SOCIOL 375 U 3 History of Sociological Theory
34660 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B84 Nowacek, D
37777 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Nowacek, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 376 U/G 3 Modern Sociological Theory
37405 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Aneesh, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 377 U 3 Urbanism and Urbanization
E 37762 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Harris, J
# SOCIOL 399 U 1 - 3  Independent Study-Upper Division
33674 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A
33675 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M
33676 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K
33677 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N
33678 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C
33679 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P
33680 IND 007 - TBA Green, D
33681 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S
33682 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J
33683 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33684 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
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33685 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S
33686 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K
33687 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H
33688 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W
33689 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 404 U 3 Sociology and Social Policy
41138 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B84 Halpern-meekin, S
SOCIOL 440 U/G 3 Sociology of the Family
41140 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B84 Halpern-meekin, S
# SOCIOL 442 U/G 3 The Work-Family Intersection
41139 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Chesley, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 443 U/G 3 Organizations, Occupations, and Professions
41142 LEC 201 - TBA Chang, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 448 U/G 3 Sociology of Children and Adolescents
36536 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B84 Czarnezki, M This section is not available for Grad credit this semester.
37100 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B84 Czarnezki, M This section is not available for Grad credit this semester.
# SOCIOL 472 U/G 3 Population and Society
41141 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B84 Shin, H
# + SOCIOL 489 U 3 Internship in Sociology, Upper Division
34661 FLD 001 T 9:00am-9:50am TBA Mantyh, M
SOCIOL 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33657 LEC 101 - TBA
SOCIOL 610 U/G 3 Reproduction of Minority Communities
E 41143 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL B84 Velez, W
# SOCIOL 752 G 3 Fundamentals of Survey Methodology
37816 SEM 001 M 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Mathiowetz, N
SOCIOL 760 G 3 Advanced Statistical Methods in Sociology
E 36035 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL 293 Chesley, N
E 36036 LAB 801 T 7:15pm-8:15pm BOL 293 Mccarthy, M
# SOCIOL 794 G 1 Proseminar: The Teaching of Undergraduate Sociology
41147 SEM 001 W 3:00pm-3:50pm BOL 778B Redding, K
SOCIOL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
33692 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A
33693 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M
33694 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K
33695 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N
33696 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C
33697 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P
33698 IND 007 - TBA Green, D
33699 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S
33700 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J
33701 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33702 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
33703 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S
33704 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K
33705 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H
37033 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W
37034 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 901 G 3 Seminar: Urban Social Structure
E 37136 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL 778B Wilson, F
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SOCIOL 927 G 3 Seminar in Sociology of Contemporary Institutions:
E 37413 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL 778B Oliker, S TOPIC: Sociology of Institutions 3 cr
SOCIOL 928 G 3 Seminar in Social Organization:
41144 SEM 001 R 1:00pm-3:40pm BOL 778B Chang, K TOPIC: Organization Theory 3 cr
~ SOCIOL 990 G 1 - 6  Thesis/Paper
33706 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A
33707 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M
33708 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K
33709 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N
33710 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C
33711 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P
33712 IND 007 - TBA Green, D
33713 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S
33714 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J
33715 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33716 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
33717 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S
33718 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K
33719 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H
33720 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W
33721 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 999 G 1 - 3  Reading and Research
33722 IND 001 - TBA Aneesh, A
33723 IND 002 - TBA Britton, M
33724 IND 003 - TBA Chang, K
33725 IND 004 - TBA Chesley, N
33726 IND 005 - TBA Costello, C
33727 IND 006 - TBA Goldsmith, P
33728 IND 007 - TBA Green, D
33729 IND 008 - TBA Halpern-meekin, S
33730 IND 009 - TBA Jordan, J
33731 IND 010 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33732 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
33733 IND 012 - TBA Oliker, S
33734 IND 013 - TBA Redding, K
33735 IND 014 - TBA Shin, H
33736 IND 015 - TBA Velez, W
33737 IND 016 - TBA Wilson, F
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Spanish
Chair: R. John McCaw, CRT 729, 229-4257
Also see course listings under PORTUGUESE
Students with prior work in Spanish taking their first Spanish course at UWM must take the Spanish Placement Exam and register in the appropriate class. Contact the Testing Center
229-4689 or www.testingcenter.uwm.edu
Students on Wait List MUST attend class every day during the add period in order to retain their place on the list.
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
        
    
    
        
    
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      
SPANISH 103 U 4 First-Semester Spanish
36044 LEC 401 MTWR 8:00am-8:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
37192 LEC 402 MTWR 9:00am-9:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
34666 LEC 403 MTWR 9:00am-9:50am CRT B13 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37588 LEC 404 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
34667 LEC 405 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34668 LEC 406 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34669 LEC 407 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B13 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36905 LEC 408 MTWR 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34670 LEC 409 MTWR 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B13 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E 34671 LEC 410 M 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B25 Mon LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 810, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E W 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
E M 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
E 35600 LEC 411 R 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B25 Thurs LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 811, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E T 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
E R 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
34673 LAB 801 F 8:00am-8:50am CRT B84
37193 LAB 802 F 9:00am-9:50am CRT B84
34674 LAB 803 F 9:00am-9:50am CRT B74
37589 LAB 804 F 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
34675 LAB 805 F 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
34676 LAB 806 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
34677 LAB 807 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B74
36906 LAB 808 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B84
34678 LAB 809 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B74
E 35601 LAB 810 M 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
E 36045 LAB 811 R 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
SPANISH 104 U 4 Second-Semester Spanish
34679 LEC 401 TWRF 8:00am-8:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37194 LEC 402 TWRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
34680 LEC 403 TWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34681 LEC 404 TWRF 10:00am-10:50am MER 321 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36597 LEC 405 TWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34682 LEC 406 TWRF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36046 LEC 407 TWRF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 321 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35458 LEC 408 TWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
41769 LEC 409 TWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 219
E 36907 LEC 410 W 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B63 Wed LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 810, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
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session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E M 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E W 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E 37590 LEC 411 T 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B63 Tues LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 811, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E T 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E 37345 LEC 412 R 4:00pm-5:50pm CRT B63 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37195 LAB 801 M 8:00am-8:50am CRT B84
34683 LAB 802 M 9:00am-9:50am CRT B84
34684 LAB 803 M 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
34685 LAB 804 M 10:00am-10:50am CRT B74
36598 LAB 805 M 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
34686 LAB 806 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
36047 LAB 807 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B74
35459 LAB 808 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B84
41770 LAB 809 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B74
E 36908 LAB 810 W 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
E 37591 LAB 811 T 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
37346 LAB 812 - TBA Lab completed through independent study.
SPANISH 111 U 3 Intensive Course in Spoken Spanish II
E 34687 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B19 Callahan, A
SPANISH 203 U 3 Third-Semester Spanish
37593 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am CRT B19
41394 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am TBA
34691 LEC 003 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36048 LEC 004 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
37592 LEC 005 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34692 LEC 006 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
E 36909 LEC 007 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B19
SPANISH 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Spanish
35594 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am CRT B13
36957 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am TBA
41395 LEC 003 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34693 LEC 004 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34694 LEC 005 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34695 LEC 006 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
E 41396 LEC 007 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm CRT B19
E 37594 LEC 008 T 4:30pm-5:45pm TBA Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
SPANISH 211 U 3 Intensive Course in Spoken Spanish IV
E 36049 LEC 001 MW 7:00pm-8:15pm CRT B19 Callahan, A Does not count toward the Spanish minor.
# + SPANISH 296 U 3 UROP Apprenticeship
35165 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
35166 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
35167 IND 003 - TBA McCaw, R
35168 IND 004 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
36050 IND 005 - TBA Oxford, J
36051 IND 006 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
36970 IND 007 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
38134 IND 008 - TBA Wheatley, K
SPANISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34704 LEC 101 - TBA
SPANISH 308 U 3 Advanced Writing and Reading
37196 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am TBA
38031 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
37197 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
37198 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
37199 LEC 005 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B63
41764 LEC 006 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B13
41765 LEC 007 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B63
E 41766 LEC 008 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B13
# SPANISH 315 U 1 Spanish Immersion Experience
W 35460 LEC 001 S 10:00am-2:30pm CRT 739 Suarez-Felipe, E 02/25/2012-02/25/2012 FOCUS: Hablemos de baile: Bailas.
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MEETS: FRI (2/24), SAT (2/25), and SUN (2/26).
W U 10:00am-3:30pm CRT 739 02/26/2012-02/26/2012 
E F 5:00pm-7:30pm CRT 739 02/24/2012-02/24/2012 
SPANISH 318 U 3 Advanced Speaking and Listening
36599 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
37200 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
36600 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
41767 LEC 004 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
37595 LEC 005 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B25
36601 LEC 006 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B25
E 41768 LEC 007 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B13
SPANISH 319 U 3 Advanced Speaking and Listening for Heritage Speakers
36602 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
SPANISH 341 U 3 Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics
36785 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 319 Wheatley, K
36965 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 319 Rei-Doval, G
SPANISH 350
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Literary Analysis
36052 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 319 Backes, H
36962 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 319 Ferreira, C
41762 LEC 003 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B25 Suarez-Felipe, E
# SPANISH 388 U 3 Health Issues in the Hispanic World
41751 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Sotomayor, M
SPANISH 391
(HU)
U 3 Social and Historical Issues in the Hispanic World:
41752 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 319 Mendez-Santalla, I
SPANISH 442 U 3 Business and Legal Spanish II
36616 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 319 Mendez-Santalla, I
SPANISH 443 U/G 3 Spanish Phonetics and Phonology
37596 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Wheatley, K
SPANISH 447 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: Spanish to English
E 36067 SEM 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT B9 Moore, W This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. Graduate
students must enroll in SPANISH 717.
# SPANISH 448 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: English to Spanish
41753 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Zeise, M This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.Taught with TRNSLTN 448-201.
41772 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB Zeise, M This section is restricted to Graduate students. Special course
fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
seminar. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Taught with TRNSLTN 448-202.
# SPANISH 449 U/G 3 Advanced Court Interpreting
E 38120 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 181 Leone, L This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. Taught
with TRNSLTN 449.
E 41773 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 181 Leone, L This section restricted to Graduate students. Taught with
TRNSLTN 449.
SPANISH 470 U 3 Survey of Hispanic Literature and Civilization
41754 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 319 Ferreira, C
SPANISH 472 U 3 Survey of Spanish-American Literature and Civilization
38118 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Bird-Soto, N
SPANISH 474 U 3 Survey of Spanish Literature and Civilization
37597 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 319 Backes, H
~ SPANISH 489 U 1 - 3  Internship in Spanish, Upper Division
35616 FLD 101 - TBA Jordan, S
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36718 FLD 102 - TBA McCaw, R
SPANISH 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
34787 LEC 101 - TBA
SPANISH 507 U/G 3 Seminar on Spanish-American Literature:
E 41756 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 Bird-Soto, N TOPIC: Gender and Resistance in Latin American Literature 3
cr, Taught with Spanish 769. Graduate students in Spanish must
enroll in Spanish 769.
SPANISH 545 U/G 3 Seminar on Hispanic Linguistics:
E 41757 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 Rei-Doval, G TOPIC: Spanish Pragmatics 3 cr, Taught with Spanish 705.
Graduate students in Spanish must enroll in Spanish 705.
SPANISH 570 U/G 3 Seminar in Spanish Golden Age Literature:
E 42540 SEM 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 McCaw, R TOPIC: Gender and Power in Spanish Golden Age Drama 3 cr,
Taught with Spanish 757. Graduate students in Spanish must
enroll in Spanish 757.
SPANISH 599 U 1 Capstone Experience
35568 LEC 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
35569 LEC 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
35570 LEC 003 - TBA Jordan, S
35571 LEC 004 - TBA McCaw, R
35572 LEC 005 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
35573 LEC 006 - TBA Mendez-Santalla, I
35574 LEC 007 - TBA Moore, W
35575 LEC 008 - TBA Oxford, J
35576 LEC 009 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
35973 LEC 010 - TBA Sotomayor, M
36617 LEC 011 - TBA Suarez-Felipe, E
36958 LEC 012 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
38133 LEC 013 - TBA Wheatley, K
~ SPANISH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33738 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
33739 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
33740 IND 003 - TBA Jordan, S
33741 IND 004 - TBA McCaw, R
33742 IND 005 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
35610 IND 006 - TBA Oxford, J
36053 IND 007 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
36959 IND 008 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
38132 IND 009 - TBA Wheatley, K
SPANISH 705 G 3 Seminar in the Structure of the Spanish Language:
E 41758 SEM 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 Rei-Doval, G FOCUS: Spanish Pragmatics. Taught with Spanish 545.
# SPANISH 717 G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: Spanish to English
41759 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Leone, L Special course fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this seminar. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled
in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Taught with TRNSLTN 717.
# SPANISH 720 G 3 Approaches to Hispanic Literary Theory and Criticism
E 38436 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 Backes, H
SPANISH 757 G 3 Seminar in One or More Areas of Siglo de Oro Literature and Related Topics:
E 42541 SEM 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 McCaw, R TOPIC: Gender and Power in Spanish Golden Age Drama 3 cr,
Taught with Spanish 570.
SPANISH 769 G 3 Seminar in 20th Century Literature of Spain and/or Spanish America & Related Topics:
E 41760 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 Bird-Soto, N TOPIC: Gender and Resistance in Latin American Literature 3
cr, Taught with Spanish 507.
~ SPANISH 790 G 1 - 6  Thesis
37683 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
37684 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
37685 IND 003 - TBA McCaw, R
37686 IND 004 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
37687 IND 005 - TBA Oxford, J
37688 IND 006 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
37689 IND 007 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
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38130 IND 008 - TBA Wheatley, K
SPANISH 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
36619 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
33743 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
33744 IND 003 - TBA McCaw, R
33745 IND 004 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
35607 IND 005 - TBA Mendez-Santalla, I
36054 IND 006 - TBA Oxford, J
36618 IND 007 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
41790 IND 008 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
38131 IND 009 - TBA Wheatley, K
~ SPANISH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38122 IND 001 - TBA Bird-Soto, N
38123 IND 002 - TBA Ferreira, C
38124 IND 003 - TBA McCaw, R
38125 IND 004 - TBA Melgarejo-Acosta, M
38126 IND 005 - TBA Oxford, J
38127 IND 006 - TBA Rei-Doval, G
38128 IND 007 - TBA Vasconcelos, R
38129 IND 008 - TBA Wheatley, K
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Translation
Coordinator Gabrielle Verdier, Curtin Hall 778, 229-3346
   
       
       
 
   
         
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
# TRNSLTN 448 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: English to Spanish
41803 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Leone, L This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Taught with Spanish 448-201.
Special Course Fee: $275.00
41804 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB Zeise, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Taught with Spanish 448-202.
# TRNSLTN 449 U/G 3 Advanced Court Interpreting
E 38104 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 181 Leone, L Taught with Spanish 449.
~ TRNSLTN 709 G 3 Seminar in Literary and Cultural Translation
41800 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Terando, L
Wright, C
Special course fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Taught with MALLT 709.
# TRNSLTN 710 G 3 Comparative Systems for Translation
41801 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Leone, L Special course fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required.
# TRNSLTN 717 G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: Spanish to English
41802 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Leone, L Special course fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required.
~ TRNSLTN 726 G 3 Computer-Assisted Translation
36930 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Schleicher, A Special course fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required.
TRNSLTN 730 G 3 Internship in Translation
36984 FLD 001 - TBA Leone, L
36985 FLD 002 - TBA Terando, L
37391 FLD 003 - TBA Scholz, K
38369 FLD 004 - TBA Wright, C
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Urban Studies Program
Director: Amanda Seligman BOL 768 229-4751
  
      
      
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
     
 
  
         
       
 
  
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
URB STD 250
(SS)
U 3 Exploring the Urban Environment
34662 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA
35257 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
36366 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Cadenas, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# URB STD 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Urban Studies, Lower Division
35220 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M
35221 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
35222 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J
35223 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J
35224 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A
35225 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M
35226 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N
35227 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
35228 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C
35229 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R
35230 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D
35231 FLD 012 - TBA Harris, J
35232 FLD 013 - TBA Holifield, R
35233 FLD 014 - TBA Ihrke, D
35234 FLD 015 - TBA Jordan, J
35235 FLD 016 - TBA Kenny, J
35236 FLD 017 - TBA Levine, M
35237 FLD 018 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
35238 FLD 019 - TBA McBride, G
36367 FLD 020 - TBA McCarthy, L
35239 FLD 021 - TBA Montgomery, R
35240 FLD 022 - TBA Oliker, S
35241 FLD 023 - TBA Rast, J
35242 FLD 024 - TBA Redding, K
35243 FLD 025 - TBA Renda, L
35244 FLD 026 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35245 FLD 027 - TBA Seligman, A
35246 FLD 028 - TBA Shin, H
35247 FLD 029 - TBA Smith, R
35248 FLD 030 - TBA Sziarto, K
35249 FLD 031 - TBA Velez, W
35250 FLD 032 - TBA Wilson, F
35728 FLD 033 - TBA Smith, J
URB STD 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
35899 LEC 101 - TBA
URB STD 360
(SS)
U 3 Perspectives on the Urban Scene:
E 37375 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Ford, M TOPIC: Technology in the City 3 cr
36466 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Cadenas, J TOPIC: Urban Agriculture 3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00,
in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
URB STD 377 U 3 Urbanism and Urbanization
E 37341 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Harris, J
# URB STD 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Urban Studies, Upper Division
34190 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M
34191 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
34192 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J
34193 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J
34194 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A
34195 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M
34196 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N
34197 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
34198 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C
34199 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R
34200 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D
34201 FLD 012 - TBA Harris, J
34202 FLD 013 - TBA Holifield, R
34203 FLD 014 - TBA Ihrke, D
34204 FLD 015 - TBA Jordan, J
34205 FLD 016 - TBA Kenny, J
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34206 FLD 017 - TBA Levine, M
34207 FLD 018 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
34208 FLD 019 - TBA McBride, G
34209 FLD 020 - TBA McCarthy, L
34210 FLD 021 - TBA Montgomery, R
34211 FLD 022 - TBA Oliker, S
34212 FLD 023 - TBA Rast, J
34213 FLD 024 - TBA Redding, K
34214 FLD 025 - TBA Renda, L
34215 FLD 026 - TBA Rodriguez, J
34216 FLD 027 - TBA Seligman, A
34967 FLD 028 - TBA Shin, H
34968 FLD 029 - TBA Smith, R
34969 FLD 030 - TBA Sziarto, K
35045 FLD 031 - TBA Velez, W
35251 FLD 032 - TBA Wilson, F
35730 FLD 033 - TBA Smith, J
URB STD 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
35900 LEC 101 - TBA
~ + URB STD 600 U 3 Capstone Seminar in Urban Studies
41156 SEM 001 MW 1:00pm-2:15pm TBA Harris, J
# URB STD 699 U 3 Independent Reading
34217 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
34218 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
34219 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
34220 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
34221 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
34222 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
34223 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
34224 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
34225 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
34226 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
34227 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
34228 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
34229 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
36369 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
34230 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
34231 IND 016 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
34232 IND 017 - TBA McBride, G
34233 IND 018 - TBA McCarthy, L
34234 IND 019 - TBA Montgomery, R
34235 IND 020 - TBA Oliker, S
34236 IND 021 - TBA Rast, J
34237 IND 022 - TBA Redding, K
34238 IND 023 - TBA Renda, L
34239 IND 024 - TBA Rodriguez, J
34240 IND 025 - TBA Seligman, A
34241 IND 026 - TBA Shin, H
34970 IND 027 - TBA Smith, R
34971 IND 028 - TBA Sziarto, K
35046 IND 029 - TBA Velez, W
35252 IND 030 - TBA Wilson, F
35736 IND 031 - TBA Smith, J
URB STD 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
35739 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
35740 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
35764 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
35765 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
35766 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
35767 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
35768 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
35769 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
35770 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
35771 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
35772 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
35773 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
35774 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
35775 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
35776 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
35777 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M
35778 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
35780 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G
35782 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
35784 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
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35785 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S
35786 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J
35787 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K
35788 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L
35789 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35793 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A
35794 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H
35795 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R
35796 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
35797 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W
35798 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F
URB STD 901 G 3 Seminar: Urban Social Structure
E 37135 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Wilson, F
URB STD 927 G 2 - 3  Urban Internship
36472 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M
37044 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
37045 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J
37046 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J
37047 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A
37048 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M
37049 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N
37050 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
37051 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C
37052 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R
37053 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D
37054 FLD 012 - TBA Holifield, R
37055 FLD 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
37056 FLD 014 - TBA Jordan, J
37057 FLD 015 - TBA Kenny, J
37058 FLD 016 - TBA Levine, M
37059 FLD 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
37060 FLD 018 - TBA McBride, G
37061 FLD 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
37062 FLD 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
37063 FLD 021 - TBA Oliker, S
37064 FLD 022 - TBA Rast, J
37065 FLD 023 - TBA Redding, K
37066 FLD 024 - TBA Renda, L
37067 FLD 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
37068 FLD 026 - TBA Seligman, A
37069 FLD 027 - TBA Shin, H
37070 FLD 028 - TBA Smith, R
37071 FLD 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
37072 FLD 030 - TBA Velez, W
37073 FLD 031 - TBA Wilson, F
# URB STD 945 G 3 The Internal Structure of the City
E 37882 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Bonds, A
URB STD 965 G 3 Municipal Management
E 36445 LEC 001 R 7:00pm-9:40pm TBA Swartz, M
URB STD 983 G 3 Contemporary Urban Social Structure and Change
E 41154 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Jordan, J
URB STD 987 G 3 Urban Social Control
E 41155 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Austin, J
URB STD 990 G 1 - 3  Master's Research or Thesis
33746 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
33747 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
33748 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
33749 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
33750 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
33751 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
33752 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
33753 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
33754 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
33755 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
33756 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
33757 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
33758 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
33759 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
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33760 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
33761 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M
33762 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33763 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G
33764 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
33765 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
33766 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S
33767 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J
33768 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K
33769 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L
33770 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
33771 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A
33772 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H
33773 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R
34972 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
34973 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W
35047 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F
URB STD 991 G 1 - 6  Doctoral Research or Dissertation
33774 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
33775 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
33776 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
33777 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
33778 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
33779 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
33780 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
33781 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
33782 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
33783 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
33784 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
33785 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
33786 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
33787 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
33788 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
33789 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M
33790 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33791 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G
33792 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
33793 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
33794 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S
33795 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J
33796 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K
33797 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L
33798 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
33799 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A
33800 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H
33801 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R
34974 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
34975 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W
35048 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F
URB STD 998 G 1 - 3  Independent Study for Master's Students
33802 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
33803 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
33804 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
33805 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
33806 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
33807 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
33808 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
33809 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
33810 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
33811 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
33812 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
33813 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
33814 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
33815 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
33816 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
33817 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M
33818 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33819 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G
33820 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
33821 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
33822 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S
33823 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J
33824 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K
33825 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L
33826 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
33827 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A
33828 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H
33829 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R
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34976 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
34977 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W
35049 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F
URB STD 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study for Doctoral Students
33830 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
33831 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
33832 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
33833 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
33834 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
33835 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
33836 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
33837 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
33838 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
33839 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
33840 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
33841 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
33842 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
33843 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
33844 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
33845 IND 016 - TBA Levine, M
33846 IND 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
33847 IND 018 - TBA McBride, G
33848 IND 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
33849 IND 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
33850 IND 021 - TBA Oliker, S
33851 IND 022 - TBA Rast, J
33852 IND 023 - TBA Redding, K
33853 IND 024 - TBA Renda, L
33854 IND 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
33855 IND 026 - TBA Seligman, A
33856 IND 027 - TBA Shin, H
33857 IND 028 - TBA Smith, R
34978 IND 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
34979 IND 030 - TBA Velez, W
35050 IND 031 - TBA Wilson, F
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Women's Studies, Center for
Director: Gwynne Kennedy, BOL 735, 229-5918, http://www4.uwm.edu/cws/
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Students who enroll in a WMNS course and do not meet all prerequisites will be administratively dropped.
2. Students who miss the first week of a WMNS course without having contacted the instructor in advance may be administratively dropped. Students who miss the first day of classes
may also be subject to this policy.
Women's Studies Cross-listed Courses appear below under "ADDITIONAL COURSES-WOMEN'S STUDIES." Contact the Women's Studies Program for more information.
  
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
       
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
  
        
 
  
     
 
  
         
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
 
WMNS 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
37583 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Gerhart, C
41914 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Robinson, B
WMNS 200
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Women's Studies: A Social Science Perspective
41915 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Bose, P
37178 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Voltz, G
38443 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Stehman, C
WMNS 201
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Women's Studies: A Humanities Perspective
34843 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Witz, K
37586 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Prabhakar, N
37673 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Robinson, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
WMNS 290 U 3 Selected Topics in Women's Studies:
37179 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Gerhart, C TOPIC: Women's Studies Writing and Research 3 cr
WMNS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34845 LEC 101 - TBA
# WMNS 300 U 3 Gender and Spirituality:
41920 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA Mansson McGinty, A TOPIC: Women and Gender in Islam 3 cr
# WMNS 301 U 3 Queer Theory
36884 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Kader, C
WMNS 411 U/G 3 Women's Studies Research and Methods:
37358 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Bose, P TOPIC: Feminist Methods and Practice in a Global Frame 3 cr
WMNS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
35615 LEC 101 - TBA
WMNS 501 U/G 3 Advanced Humanities Seminar in Women's Studies:
E 41922 SEM 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Eichner, C TOPIC: History of Feminism in the U.S. 3 cr
~ WMNS 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
33858 IND 001 - TBA Eichner, C
36405 IND 002 - TBA Kennedy, G
36406 IND 003 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
36590 IND 004 - TBA Miller-Dillon, K
37259 IND 005 - TBA Westlund, A
38417 IND 006 - TBA Kader, C
38445 IND 007 - TBA Bose, P
WMNS 999 G 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Work
34242 IND 001 - TBA Eichner, C
36407 IND 002 - TBA Kennedy, G
36589 IND 003 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
37260 IND 004 - TBA Westlund, A
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Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
FORENSIC SCIENCES
Interdisciplinary certificate programs in forensic sciences are offered by the College of Health Sciences in cooperation with the College of Letters & Sciences and Helen Bader School of
Social Welfare. For a listing of courses offered in the programs this semester, see the Forensic Sciences listing toward the end of this Schedule.
Criminal Justice
Chair: Enderis Hall Room 1119 
  
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
        
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
        
         
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
        
 
   
      
      
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
  
     
 
   
       
       
CRM JST 110
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Criminal Justice
40377 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 170 LeBel, T
40404 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 170 Durfee, M
40415 LEC 003 M 2:00pm-4:40pm SAB G90 Durfee, M
40523 LEC 004 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 175 Brandl, S
40524 LEC 005 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B46 Durfee, M
CRM JST 150 U 1 Introduction to Research in Criminal Justice
40379 LEC 001 T 11:00am-11:50am LAP N101 Hassell, K
E 40380 LEC 002 W 5:00pm-5:50pm END 107 Hassell, K
CRM JST 271 U 3 Police Process
40425 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 175 Durfee, M
CRM JST 273 U 3 Correctional Process
40506 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 170 LeBel, T
E 42218 LEC 002 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA
CRM JST 291 U 1 - 3  Current Issues in Criminal Justice:
40493 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-3:40pm LAP N101 Hassell, K TOPIC: Race, Ethnicity, and Justice 3 cr
E 40558 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Corr, J TOPIC: Community Prosecution 3 cr
CRM JST 295 U 3 Crime and Criminal Justice Policy
40539 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B46 Kennedy, P
CRM JST 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40491 LEC 101 - TBA
CRM JST 301 U 3 Criminal Law
E 40405 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Manley, P
# CRM JST 311 U 3 - 6  Field Experience Practicum
40403 FLD 001 - TBA LeBel, T
40485 FLD 002 - TBA LeBel, T
CRM JST 410
(SS)
U 3 Comparative Criminal Justice
E 40406 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bokas, N
CRM JST 416 U 3 Domestic Violence Research
E 40525 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Quistorf, M
CRM JST 480 U 3 Criminal Evidence and Investigation
40419 LEC 001 T 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA Brandl, S
# CRM JST 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 40407 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
CRM JST 497 U/G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
40492 LEC 101 - TBA
~ CRM JST 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
40416 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
40535 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
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40536 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S 11th. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Kelby Spann via
email(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
~ CRM JST 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
40537 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W
Highland. To register, contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
CRM JST 592 U 1 - 3  Critical Issues in Criminal Justice:
E 40418 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Hall, G TOPIC: Crime Analysis 3 cr
41734 LEC 002 R 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA Brandl, S TOPIC: Crime Prevention 3 cr
~ CRM JST 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
40529 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S 11th . Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042)
# CRM JST 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
40359 IND 001 - TBA Brandl, S
40360 IND 002 - TBA Freiburger, T
40361 IND 003 - TBA Hassell, K
40362 IND 004 - TBA LeBel, T
40363 IND 005 - TBA Lovell, R
CRM JST 662 U 3 Methods of Social Welfare Research
40378 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Freiburger, T
40538 LEC 002 T 9:00am-11:40am TBA
CRM JST 680 U/G 3 Jails
E 40512 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm END 103 Husz, J
CRM JST 743 G 3 Proseminar: Administration of Criminal Justice Systems
40408 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm END 110
CRM JST 773 G 2 - 3  Perspectives on Crime and the Criminal Justice System
40409 LEC 001 W 2:00pm-4:40pm END 110 Freiburger, T
CRM JST 820 G 3 Police and the Multicultural Community
E 41735 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Hassell, K
CRM JST 970 G 3 Readings in Criminal Justice Research:
E 41763 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Hall, G TOPIC: Crime Analysis 3 cr
40557 LEC 002 R 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA Brandl, S TOPIC: Crime Prevention 3 cr
CRM JST 990 G 1 - 3  Thesis or Research Project
40364 IND 001 - TBA Brandl, S
40365 IND 002 - TBA Hassell, K
40366 IND 003 - TBA Freiburger, T
40367 IND 004 - TBA LeBel, T
40368 IND 005 - TBA Lovell, R
40513 IND 007 - TBA
# CRM JST 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading in Criminal Justice
40369 IND 001 - TBA Brandl, S
40370 IND 002 - TBA Freiburger, T
40371 IND 003 - TBA Hassell, K
40372 IND 004 - TBA LeBel, T
40373 IND 005 - TBA Lovell, R
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Social Work
Chair: Deborah Padgett, END 1073
  
         
        
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
   
       
       
       
 
   
      
       
      
 
   
       
      
       
 
   
       
      
       
 
   
      
 
   
       
        
       
 
  
     
 
  
       
 
   
         
SOC WRK 100 U 3 Introduction to Social Work
E 40381 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm MIT 195 Welch, M Service Learning
40422 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm END 107 Maillet, M Service Learning
SOC WRK 206 U 3 Introduction to Social Welfare Policy
E 40382 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm END 103 Pate, D
SOC WRK 250 U 3 Human Behavior and the Social Environment
40383 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 103 Mersky, J
SOC WRK 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40504 LEC 101 - TBA
+ SOC WRK 310 U 3 Social Work Methods I
E 40384 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm END 110
40385 LEC 002 TR 8:00am-9:15am END 110 Maillet, M
40494 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm END 110 Maillet, M
+ SOC WRK 410 U 3 Social Work Methods II
40386 LEC 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA
E 40387 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA
42129 LEC 003 R 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA
~ + SOC WRK 421 U 5 Field Education & Integrated Field Seminar I
40520 FLD 001 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
A special course fee of $40 in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. The special course fee will cover
background checks and professional liability insurance.
Enroll in Field 001 and any Lab 801-802. Can't register for Field
without Lab. Audit never allowed.
40519 LAB 801 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
E 40388 LAB 802 W 5:00pm-5:50pm TBA
~ + SOC WRK 422 U 5 Field Education & Integrated Seminar II
40389 FLD 401 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
Enroll in Field 001 and any Lab 801-802. Can't register for Field
without lab.
40530 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
E 40531 LAB 802 R 5:30pm-6:20pm TBA
# + SOC WRK 423 U 5 Field Education III
40496 FLD 001 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
+ SOC WRK 427 U 3 Social Work Methods III
40390 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA McNeely, R
E 40410 LEC 002 R 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA McNeely, R
40532 LEC 003 R 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Ambelang, J
SOC WRK 497 U/G 1 - 6  Study Abroad:
40505 LEC 101 - TBA
SOC WRK 562 U/G 2 Child and Family Services
40508 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wagner Newton, J A special course fee of $250.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# SOC WRK 581 U/G 3 Youth Work Practice
E 40517 LEC 002 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Meets: Hefter Center, 3271 N. Lake Drive. Course taught partially
on-line. Internet access reqd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
E 40420 LEC 101 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Hefter Center, 3271 N Lake Drive.
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40421 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Krueger, M Distance Ed Delivery fee of off-campus undergraduate credit
rate will be ONLY charge assessed for this LEC. This applies to
all students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course conducted completely
online. Internet/computer access req'd. This Section is taught
online Daily contact instructor for DE Admission e-mail:
markkrue@uwm.edu. Undergraduates only this section.
40518 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Krueger, M Distance Ed Delivery fee of off-campus graduate credit rate will
be ONLY charge assessed for this LEC. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course conducted completely
online. Internet/computer access req'd. This Section is taught
online Daily contact instructor for DE Admission e-mail:
markkrue@uwm.edu. Graduates only this section.
SOC WRK 591 U 1 - 3  Special Topics: Social Welfare and Social Work:
40391 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-2:50pm END 110 Prichard, R TOPIC: AODA 2 - 3 cr
40515 LEC 002 R 3:30pm-5:20pm TBA Kwak, J TOPIC: Death and Dying 2 - 3 cr
+ SOC WRK 592 U 1 - 3  Independent Research
40526 IND 001 - TBA Pate, D
# SOC WRK 599 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
40374 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L
40426 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M
40427 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M
40428 IND 004 - TBA Kadushin, G
40429 IND 005 - TBA Keigher, S
40430 IND 006 - TBA Kwak, J
40431 IND 007 - TBA Maillet, M
40432 IND 008 - TBA McMurtry, S
40433 IND 009 - TBA McNeely, R
40434 IND 010 - TBA Mersky, J
40435 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
40436 IND 012 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L
40466 IND 013 - TBA Padgett, D
40467 IND 014 - TBA Pate, D
40468 IND 015 - TBA Rose, S
40470 IND 017 - TBA Topitzes, J
SOC WRK 604 U/G 3 Social Systems and Social Work Practice
E 40392 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm END 110 Keigher, S
40417 LEC 002 T 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA
E 40511 LEC 003 T 6:00pm-6:50pm TBA
SOC WRK 630 U/G 2 - 3  Women, Poverty and Welfare Reforms
E 40488 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA
SOC WRK 662 U/G 3 Methods of Social Welfare Research
40393 LEC 001 T 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Brondino, M
E 40509 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA
SOC WRK 665
(SS&)
U/G 3 Cultural Diversity and Social Work
40486 LEC 001 R 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA This section only available for graduate credit.
40489 LEC 002 R 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA This section only available for undergrad credit.
E 40495 LEC 003 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA This section available for undergrad or grad credit.
E 40507 LEC 004 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA This section only available for undergrad credit.
SOC WRK 705 G 3 Individual Behavior and Social Welfare
40514 LEC 002 T 9:30am-12:15pm TBA
40394 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on-line;
computer/internet access required.
# SOC WRK 708 G 3 Social Work Methodology I: Individuals and Families
41165 LEC 001 T 12:30pm-3:10pm END 110 Kadushin, G
# SOC WRK 709 G 2 Social Work Methodology II: Groups, Organizations and Communities
E 40411 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-7:50pm CRT 221
40533 LEC 003 R 3:30pm-5:20pm TBA Tucker, D
# SOC WRK 711 G 3 Direct Social Work Practice I
E 40395 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm END 110
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# SOC WRK 721 G 3 Field Instruction I
40497 FLD 102 - TBA Loeher, S Title IV-E Students Only.
40396 FLD 401 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
A special course fee of $40 in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. The special course fee will cover
background checks and professional liability insurance.
Enroll in Field 401 and any Lab 801-802. Can't register for Field
without Lab. Consent required to audit.
E 40549 LAB 801 T 5:00pm-5:50pm TBA
40550 LAB 802 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
# SOC WRK 722 G 3 Field Instruction II
40397 FLD 001 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
Students exempt from Field 721 must enroll in this section. A
special course fee of $40 in addition to regular tuition will be
charged for this section. The special course fee will cover
background checks and professional liability insurance. 
Consent required to audit.
41229 FLD 002 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
40521 FLD 101 - TBA Loeher, S Title IV-E Students Only.
SOC WRK 750 G 2 Social Welfare Policy Development and Implementation
E 40543 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-6:50pm END 110 Ambelang, J
SOC WRK 753 G 3 Psychopathology for Social Workers
40398 LEC 001 T 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA
42135 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Otto-Salaj, L A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access required.
SOC WRK 754 G 2 Psychopathology of Childhood And Adolescence
40412 LEC 001 R 10:00am-11:50am TBA
SOC WRK 765 G 2 - 3  Professional Issues in Practice: Ethical and Legal Dilemmas
40423 LEC 001 T 9:00am-10:50am TBA
SOC WRK 771 G 3 Development of the Family Over the Life Span
E 40399 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA
# SOC WRK 775 G 3 Trauma Counseling II: Diagnosis and Treatment
40510 SEM 001 T 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Topitzes, J
SOC WRK 791 G 1 - 3  Current Topics in Social Work:
40400 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-2:50pm END 110 Prichard, R TOPIC: AODA 2 - 3 cr
40516 LEC 002 R 3:30pm-5:20pm TBA Kwak, J TOPIC: Death and Dying 2 - 3 cr
SOC WRK 793 G 2 Advanced Methods of Social Welfare Research
40401 LEC 001 T 10:00am-11:50am END 110 Berger, L
E 40501 LEC 002 T 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA
SOC WRK 794 G 2 Advanced Research Methods: Evaluating Social Welfare Programs
E 40402 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-8:20pm TBA McNeely, R
40424 LEC 002 R 9:00am-10:50am TBA
# SOC WRK 811 G 3 Direct Social Work Practice II:
E 40351 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA TOPIC: Family 3 cr
E 40352 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA TOPIC: Health/Behavioral Health 3 cr
40413 LEC 003 R 9:30am-12:15pm END 110 TOPIC: Family 3 cr
E 40502 LEC 004 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA TOPIC: Aging 3 cr
SOC WRK 820 G 2 Seminar in Social Work Practice:
E 40353 SEM 001 M 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Prichard, R TOPIC: Treatment of Alcoholism and the Family 2 cr
40354 SEM 002 R 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA TOPIC: Treatment of Adolescents 2 cr
E 40534 SEM 003 T 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Torres, J TOPIC: Supervision for Social Work Practice 2 cr
40559 SEM 005 T 3:30pm-5:20pm END 110 Berger, L TOPIC: Interventions for Alcohol Use Disorders 2 cr
# SOC WRK 821 G 4 Field Instruction III
40355 FLD 001 - TBA Hanus, R
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Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
40498 FLD 101 - TBA Loeher, S Title IV-E Students Only.
# SOC WRK 822 G 4 Field Instruction IV
40356 FLD 001 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
40499 FLD 101 - TBA Loeher, S Title IV-E Students Only.
SOC WRK 832 G 2 Marital Therapy
E 40414 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA
SOC WRK 851 G 2 - 3  Social Issue and Policy Analysis:
40357 SEM 001 T 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Pate, D TOPIC: Child & Family 2 - 3 cr
E 40358 SEM 002 T 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Keigher, S TOPIC: Aging 2 - 3 cr
E 40465 SEM 003 R 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA TOPIC: Physical & Mental Health 2 - 3 cr
E 40503 SEM 004 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Volz Daniels, W TOPIC: School Social Work 3 cr
SOC WRK 915 G 3 Human Services Administration II
E 40462 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Tucker, D
# SOC WRK 921 G 3 - 4  Field Instruction V
40500 FLD 001 - TBA Hanus, R
Mangan, K
Rousseau, J
Teske-Young, B
Volz Daniels, W
Wagner Newton, J
40560 FLD 002 - TBA Volz Daniels, W
40522 FLD 101 - TBA Loeher, S Title IV-E Students Only.
# SOC WRK 931 G 3 Theories of Poverty and Social Welfare Policy
41166 LEC 001 W 9:00am-11:45am TBA Pate, D
# SOC WRK 951 G 3 Quantitative Research Methods
41167 LEC 001 T 12:00pm-2:45pm TBA Fendrich, M
SOC WRK 962 G 3 Applied Multiple Regression Analysis
40551 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-4:45pm TBA Brondino, M
# SOC WRK 970 G 1 - 4  Independent Research
40375 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L
40437 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M
40438 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M
40439 IND 004 - TBA Kadushin, G
40440 IND 005 - TBA Keigher, S
40441 IND 006 - TBA Kwak, J
40442 IND 007 - TBA Maillet, M
40443 IND 008 - TBA McMurtry, S
40444 IND 009 - TBA McNeely, R
40445 IND 010 - TBA Mersky, J
40446 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
40447 IND 012 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L
40464 IND 013 - TBA Padgett, D
40473 IND 014 - TBA Pate, D
40474 IND 015 - TBA Rose, S
40476 IND 017 - TBA Topitzes, J
~ SOC WRK 990 G 1-12  Doctoral Research
40540 IND 001 - TBA Brondino, M
40541 IND 002 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L
40542 IND 003 - TBA Pate, D
40552 IND 004 - TBA Fendrich, M
40553 IND 005 - TBA Mersky, J
40554 IND 006 - TBA Montgomery, R
40555 IND 007 - TBA Topitzes, J
# SOC WRK 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading in Social Work
40376 IND 001 - TBA Berger, L
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40448 IND 002 - TBA Brondino, M
40449 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M
40450 IND 004 - TBA Kadushin, G
40451 IND 005 - TBA Keigher, S
40452 IND 006 - TBA Kwak, J
40453 IND 007 - TBA Maillet, M
40454 IND 008 - TBA McMurtry, S
40455 IND 009 - TBA McNeely, R
40456 IND 010 - TBA Mersky, J
40457 IND 011 - TBA Montgomery, R
40458 IND 012 - TBA Otto-Salaj, L
40463 IND 013 - TBA Padgett, D
40479 IND 014 - TBA Pate, D
40480 IND 015 - TBA Rose, S
40482 IND 017 - TBA Topitzes, J
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Milton and Lillian Peck School of the Arts
DIFFERENTIAL TUITION, applied regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in most undergraduate courses offered through the degree programs within the UW-Milwaukee
Peck School of the Arts beginning in the Fall 2004 semester. Eight 100-level General Education Requirement (GER) courses do not carry the differential: Music 100, Music 101, Music
102, Art 100, Art 105, Art 106, Art 124, and Theatre 100.The differential tuition rate will be set at $21.20 per credit during this academic year. Additional tuition enhances the quality
of education in the Peck School of the Arts.
All Inter-Arts traditional track majors (excluding Interdisciplinary Arts & Technology and Musical Theatre) must meet with their academic advisor in the Peck School of the Arts Student
Services Office prior to registration. A registration hold will be placed on the students record until an academic advising session is held. Upon completion of the advising session, the
registration hold will be removed.. Call 229-4763 to make an appointment to see your Peck School of the Arts academic advisor.
Art
Chair: Lee Ann Garrison, MIT 371, 414-229-4200
Note: Any student enrolled in a studio course who does not attend the first class without having previously notified the instructor may, at the discretion of the instructor, be dropped.
Attention Graphic Design Majors: The Graphic Design sub-major has undergone Program changes in the last few years. New students intending to major in Graphic Design should check
the online Undergraduate Bulletin (http://www.uwm.edu/ugbulletin/SC/S_SOA.html) for the most recent requirements. Current majors in the program should speak to a Peck School of
the Arts advisor (THR Bldg 120) or ask a Graphic Design faculty member if they have questions or are unsure of which set of programmatic policies and prerequisites apply to them.
ART COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
Click on section number/link for any special information/fees/requirements for that class.
Please Note: DIFFERENTIAL TUITION, applied regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in most undergraduate courses offered through the degree programs within the
UW-Milwaukee Peck School of the Arts beginning in the Fall 2004 semester. Eight 100-level General Education Requirement (GER) courses do not carry the differential: Music 100, Music
101, Music 102, Art 100, Art 105, Art 106, Art 124, and Theatre 100.The differential tuition rate will be set at $21.20 per credit during this academic year. Additional tuition enhances
the quality of education in the Peck School of the Arts.
All Inter-Arts traditional track majors (excluding Interdisciplinary Arts & Technology and Musical Theatre) must meet with their academic advisor in the Peck School of the Arts Student
Services Office prior to registration. A registration hold will be placed on the students record until an academic advising session is held. Upon completion of the advising session, the
registration hold will be removed.. Call 229-4763 to make an appointment to see your Peck School of the Arts academic advisor.
Please Note:
   
       
 
   
         
        
        
         
        
 
   
        
        
         
         
         
        
        
        
         
 
   
         
 
   
        
 
   
       
        
~ ART 100
(A&)
U 3 American Art and Culture
26172 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm ACL 120 Deal, R
~ ART 101 U 3 Drawing I
E 28470 LAB 802 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 322 Osborne, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
28472 LAB 804 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT 322 Henke, B Additional Tuition $63.60.
42406 LAB 806 MW 8:00am-10:45am MIT 322 Raja, N Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42407 LAB 807 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 312 Magnuson, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
42408 LAB 808 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 312 Baldeosingh, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 102 U 3 Drawing II
28475 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 322 Prosen, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28476 LAB 803 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 463 Giese, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42409 LAB 804 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 463 Walsh, S Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28477 LAB 805 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 322 Schreiber, L Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42410 LAB 806 MW 7:00pm-9:30pm ART 463 Walsh, S Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28478 LAB 807 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT 312 Beck, R Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28479 LAB 808 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 463 Hayes, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28480 LAB 809 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 322 Beck, R Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28482 LAB 810 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 463 Giese, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 105
(A)
U 3 Art Survey
E 27860 LEC 001 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ACL 120 Lampert, N Visiting artist lecture series. Art 105 does not count as the
required Art Survey course for Art majors or minors. Art 106 Art
Survey is the required course for Art majors or minors.
~ ART 106
(A)
U 3 Art Survey
26940 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm ACL 120 Osborne, M Art 106 Art Survey is the required course for Art majors or
minors.
~ ART 107 U 3 Art Explorations:
28627 LAB 294 - ONLINE WEB Linehan, K TOPIC: Typography Essentials 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee of
$275.00 will be charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM
tuition. Conducted completely online. Internet/Computer access
req'd.
28619 LAB 501 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 367 Pevnick, S TOPIC: Computer Cartoon Drawing 3 cr, Meets with ART
302-501.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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28622 LAB 502 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT B49 Horvath, J TOPIC: Digital Photography 3 cr, Meets with ART 302-502.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28623 LAB 503 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm TBA Gates, J TOPIC: Beginning Painting 3 cr, Does not count for the same
credit as ART 243 'Introduction to Painting'.
Meets with ART 302-503.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28625 LAB 504 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 349 Pevnick, S TOPIC: Beginning Photoshop 3 cr, Meets with ART 302-504.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42198 LAB 505 TR 7:00pm-9:30pm KSE B61 TOPIC: Beginning Jewelry & Metalsmith 3 cr, Special Course
Fee: $40.00.
Meets with ART 302-505.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 108 U 3 2D Concepts
28484 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 491 Schreiber, L Add'l Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28485 LAB 803 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 491 Gates, J Add'l Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28486 LAB 805 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART 491 Willey, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28487 LAB 806 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 491 Valadez, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42412 LAB 807 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 491 Deal, R Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 109 U 3 3D Concepts
28488 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am ART AB87 Schreiber, L Special Course Fee: $55.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28489 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART AB87 Chi, R Add'l Special Course Fee: $55.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28490 LAB 803 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART AB87 Chi, R Add'l Special Course Fee: $55.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28492 LAB 805 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART AB87 Martin Meurer, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $55.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28494 LAB 807 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART AB87 Martin Meurer, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $55.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 118 U 3 Digital Arts: Culture, Theory, Practice
E 27115 LEC 401 T 4:00pm-5:15pm ACL 120 Willey, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $43.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27033 LAB 801 M 8:00am-10:45am MIT 367 Jung, S
26312 LAB 802 M 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Jung, S
E 26313 LAB 803 M 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 367 Willey, C
27143 LAB 805 T 8:00am-10:45am MIT 367 Lemere, S
26941 LAB 806 T 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Lemere, S
27028 LAB 807 W 8:00am-10:45am MIT 367 Jung, S
27034 LAB 808 W 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Jung, S
E 27129 LAB 809 W 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 367 Willey, C
27404 LAB 810 R 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Lemere, S
E 27405 LAB 811 R 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 367 Lemere, S
27948 LAB 812 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 367 Golombowski, J
~ ART 124
(A)
U 3 Design Survey
26315 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm ACL 120 Slauson, J For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
+ ART 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
28606 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab
in addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely
online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
E 42421 LAB 801 T 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Greene, S
~ + ART 212 U 3 Introduction to Digital Studio Practice
28412 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT B43 Cera, B Add'l Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 218 U 3 2D Design Strategies
E 28247 LAB 801 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Valadez, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Audit never allowed.
Not for Art Majors.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 221 U 3 Introduction to Design
28086 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 431 Lahl, K Laptop computer and software required for this course (Adobe
Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
E  Evening Section
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Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
Education Essentials).
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28166 LAB 802 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 403 Laptop computer and software required for this course (Adobe
Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
Education Essentials).
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28206 LAB 803 TR 7:00pm-9:30pm ART 403 Laptop computer and software required for this course (Adobe
Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
Education Essentials).
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 223 U 3 Introduction to Typography
28207 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am ART 431 Lahl, K Laptop computer and software required for this course (Adobe
Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
Education Essentials).
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28209 LAB 803 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART 431 Lahl, K Laptop computer and software required for this course (Adobe
Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
Education Essentials).
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
42422 LAB 804 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 431 Lahl, K Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Laptop computer and software required for this course (Adobe
Creative Suite 5 Master Collection and Adobe Font Folio
Education Essentials).
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 231 U 3 Introduction to Fibers
26316 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am ART 478 Bertsch, J Also meets in ART 402.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27406 LAB 802 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 478 Brauner, M Also meets in ART 402.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 243 U 3 Introduction to Painting
26317 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT 309 Knight, K Audit never allowed.
Also meets in MIT 313.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
26318 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 309 Knight, K Audit never allowed.
Also Meets in MIT 313.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27182 LAB 803 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 309 Prosen, D Audit never allowed.
Also meets in MIT 313.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 249 U 1 - 3  Painting and Drawing Workshop:
28270 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 313 Vansen, L TOPIC: Watermedia & Collage 1 - 3 cr, Add'l Special Course
Fee: $62.00.
Taught with Art 449 Lab 501.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 253 U 3 Introduction to Photography
28413 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am MIT B51 Lochman, L Also meets in MIT B84. Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28414 LAB 802 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT B49 Johnson, R Also meets in MIT B84. Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28415 LAB 803 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT B51 Sanchez, D Also meets in MIT B84. Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28416 LAB 804 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT B49 Horvath, J Also meets in MIT B84. Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 261 U 3 Introduction to Sculpture
27145 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 51 Martin, A Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $89.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
26319 LAB 802 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 51 Martin Meurer, K Audit never allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $89.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 271 U 3 Introduction to Jewelry and Metalsmithing
27151 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART 391 Flood, F Outside class time studio work is expected.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
26321 LAB 803 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 391 Kaganovich, Y Outside class time studio work is expected.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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~ + ART 281 U 3 Introduction to Ceramics
27035 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am ART 78 Bender, J Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
26322 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 78 Gunderman, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27674 LAB 803 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 78 Bender, J Add'l Special Course Fee $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
42534 LAB 804 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART 78 Davis-Benavides, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 291 U 3 Introduction to Print and Narrative Forms:
E 28572 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 302 Wagner Lawler, M TOPIC: Printmaking Techniques 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee:
$75.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27949 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 302 Martens, G TOPIC: Printmaking Techniques 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee
$75.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28532 LAB 802 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART 302 TOPIC: Printmaking Techniques 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee:
$75.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
28227 LAB 901 - TBA
~ ART 302 U/G 3 Visual Art Workshop:
28529 LAB 292 - ONLINE WEB Meuninck Ganger, J TOPIC: Visual Journals, Asynchronous 3 cr, Add'l Special
Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab in addition to
regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely online.
Internet/Computer access req'd.
28629 LAB 294 - ONLINE WEB Linehan, K TOPIC: Typography Essentials for Non Graphic Designers 3
cr, Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this
lab in addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely
online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
28649 LAB 295 - ONLINE WEB Estes, M TOPIC: Illustration Studio 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee of
$275.00 will be charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM
tuition. Conducted completely online. Internet/Computer access
req'd.
28620 LAB 501 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 367 Pevnick, S TOPIC: Cartoon Art Drawing 3 cr, Meets with ART107-501.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28626 LAB 504 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 349 Pevnick, S TOPIC: Photoshop 3 cr, Meets with ART 107-504.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28631 LAB 505 TR 7:00pm-9:30pm TBA TOPIC: Advanced Adobe Suite 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Taught with ART 402-505.
28646 LAB 506 F 9:00am-12:50pm KSE 468 Decker, T TOPIC: Puppetry 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28647 LAB 507 R 9:00am-12:50pm TBA Decker, T TOPIC: Animation 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 309 U/G 3 Issues in Contemporary Art:
E 28611 LEC 002 R 7:00pm-9:30pm TBA Warren Crow, H TOPIC: Animation and Aesthetics 3 cr, Taught with Art 509 Lec
002.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28613 LEC 003 R 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Greene, S TOPIC: Visual Culture 3 cr, Taught with Art 509 Lec 003.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42609 LEC 004 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ACL 120 Lampert, N TOPIC: Visiting Artist Lecture Series 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$63.60.
42434 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V TOPIC: Remix 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be
charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM tuition.
Conducted completely online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ + ART 317 U/G 3 3D Imaging I
E 28628 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Pevnick, S Special Course Fee: $20.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 318 U 3 Physical Computing
42193 LAB 801 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm KSE 516 Ludwig, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $34.50.
~ + ART 322 U 3 Illustration
28650 LAB 295 - ONLINE WEB Estes, M Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab
in addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely
online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ + ART 323 U 3 Typography II
28424 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 403 Blair, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28425 LAB 802 MW 7:00pm-9:30pm ART 403 Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 324 U 3 Web Design
27952 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT 349 Moline, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
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27953 LAB 802 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 349 Moline, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 325 U 3 Multimedia Design
28436 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am MIT 349 Stroeh, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 326 U/G 3 Video and Audio Strategies for Artists and Designers
28245 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT B43 Stern, N Special Course Fee: $30.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 327 U 3 Digital Media Workshop:
E 28235 LAB 801 M 4:00pm-6:50pm MIT B43 Greene, S TOPIC: Performance & Social Networking 3 cr, Add'l Special
Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 332 U 3 Woven Structure I
26942 LAB 501 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 478 Cho, K Taught with Art 432 Lab 501 and Art 539 Ind 002. Audit never
allowed.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 337 U 3 Screen Printing on Fabric
E 26943 LAB 801 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 478 Brauner, M Also meets in ART 478.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $93.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 342 U 3 Introduction to Figure Drawing
27954 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am ART 463 Prosen, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27955 LAB 802 TR 8:00am-10:45am ART 463 Hayes, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 343 U 3 Figure Painting
26323 LAB 801 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 319 Cooke, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 350 U 3 Color Photography
28417 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am MIT B49 McGuire, R Add'l Special Course Fee: $72.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28418 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT B49 Horvath, J Add'l Special Course Fee: $72.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 352 U 3 Photographic Materials and Processes
28419 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT B51 Lochman, L Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28420 LAB 802 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT B49 Johnson, R Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 365 U 3 Foundry Techniques
E 42192 LAB 801 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 51 Kraus, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $120.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 368 U 3 Sculptural Practices:
E 42428 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 51 Cho, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $68.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
42189 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am ART 51 Giese, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $68.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 372 U 3 The Multiple in Jewelry and Metalsmithing
42199 LAB 502 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 391 Flood, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
E 42608 LAB 503 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Flood, F Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 381 U 3 Throwing and Wheel Construction
42539 LAB 801 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 78 Davis-Benavides, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 384 U 3 Experimental Processes in Woodfiring I
28421 LAB 501 F 9:00am-2:30pm KSE 392 Davis-Benavides, C Taught with Art 584 Lab 501.
Students enrolling must be available for: Wood processing, Fri
March 30-Sat March 31; Kiln loading, Fri Apr 13-Sun 15; Firing,
Wed Apr 18 to Sat Apr 21; Unloading, Sat Apr 28.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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~ + ART 393 U 3 Digital Printmaking
E 27861 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 349 Luther, C Taught with Art 493 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 394 U/G 3 Intaglio
28449 LAB 501 F 9:00am-2:30pm TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Taught with Art 597 Lec 001.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $115.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 396 U/G 3 Photo Screenprinting
42403 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 390 Wagner Lawler, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $105.00.
~ + ART 397 U/G 3 Book Arts Workshop:
28422 LAB 801 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm TBA Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 402 U/G 3 Visual Art Workshop:
28651 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Meuninck Ganger, J TOPIC: Visual Journals, Asynchronous 3 cr, Add'l Special
Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab in addition to
regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely online.
Internet/Computer access req'd.
E 28632 LEC 505 TR 7:00pm-9:30pm TBA TOPIC: Advanced Adobe Suite 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $40.00.
Taught with ART 302-505.
~ ART 426 U/G 3 Motion Graphics
E 28438 LAB 801 TR 7:00pm-9:30pm MIT B43 Stroeh, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 427 U/G 1 - 3  Advanced Design Workshop:
28618 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Estes, M TOPIC: Advanced Illustration 1 - 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee
of $275.00 will be charged for this lab in addition to regular
UWM tuition. Conducted completely online. Internet/Computer
access req'd.
28439 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 349 Moline, L TOPIC: Web II (PHP and CMS) 1 - 3 cr, Prerequisites: ART 324
Web Design or permission of instructor.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28440 LAB 802 MW 7:00pm-9:30pm MIT 349 Mayer, S TOPIC: Client-side Scripting 1 - 3 cr, Prerequisites: ART 324
Web Design or permission of instructor.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42426 LAB 803 R 4:00pm-6:30pm KSE 316 Collura-Gehrt, N TOPIC: Portfolio Photo for Designers 1 - 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $21.20.
~ + ART 432 U/G 3 Woven Structure II
26944 LAB 501 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 478 Cho, K Taught with Art 332 Lab 501 and Art 539 Ind 002.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 435 U/G 3 Mixed Materials: Concept/Object
E 28441 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 51 Cho, K Taught with Art 531 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 441 U/G 3 Advanced Drawing Strategies I
27111 LAB 501 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 312 Knight, K Taught with Art 541 Lab 501.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 442 U 3 Figure Drawing Explorations
E 42195 LAB 501 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 312 Cooke, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
~ + ART 443 U 3 Painting Strategies
26923 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm TBA Sargent, D Add'l Special Course Fee: $31.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 449 U/G 1 - 3  Painting And Drawing Workshop:
28271 LAB 501 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 313 Vansen, L TOPIC: Watermedia & Collage 1 - 3 cr, Add'l Special Course
Fee: $62.00.
Taught with Art 249 Lab 501.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 451 U 3 Special Topics in Photography:
E 28442 LAB 801 MW 4:30pm-6:30pm MIT B51 Horvath, J TOPIC: Experimental Image-Making 3 cr, Also meets in MIT
B84.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $72.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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~ + ART 456 U/G 3 Digital Imaging in Photography
28458 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-10:45am MIT B49 Gindlesberger, H Add'l Special Course Fee: $72.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 468 U/G 3 Advanced Sculptural Practices:
E 42429 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Cho, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $68.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
42190 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-3:15pm TBA Giese, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $68.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 474 U/G 3 Portfolio and Professional Practice in Jewelry and Metalsmithing
E 27410 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Kaganovich, Y Instructor consent required. Taught with Art 575 Lab 501 and
Art 973 Ind 502.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 481 U/G 3 Ceramics Special Topics and Portfolio I
E 26324 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 78 Gunderman, K Taught with Art 482 Lab 501, Art 489 Lab 501 and Art 583 Lab
501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 482 U/G 3 Ceramics Special Topics and Portfolio II
E 26325 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 78 Gunderman, K Taught with Art 481 Lab 501, Art 489 Lab 501 and Art 583 Lab
501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 483 U/G 3 Ceramics Special Topics and Portfolio III
E 42554 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 78 Gunderman, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 489 U/G 1 - 3  Ceramics Workshop:
E 28236 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 78 Gunderman, K TOPIC: Advanced Problems in Ceramics 1 - 3 cr, Taught with
Art 481Lab 501, Art 482 Lab 501 and Art 583 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 493 U/G 3 Advanced Digital Printmaking
E 27983 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 349 Luther, C Taught with Art 393 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 495 U/G 3 Advanced Printmaking:
42402 LAB 801 F 9:00am-2:30pm ART 302 Meuninck Ganger, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $115.00.
~ ART 496 U/G 3 Sequence and Structure
42404 LAB 801 F 9:00am-2:30pm TBA Cucullu, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $70.00.
~ ART 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
27888 LAB 901 - TBA
~ ART 509 U/G 3 Visual Art Seminar:
E 28612 SEM 002 R 7:00pm-9:30pm TBA Warren Crow, H TOPIC: Animation and Aesthetics 3 cr, Taught with Art 309 Lec
002.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28614 SEM 003 R 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Greene, S TOPIC: Visual Culture 3 cr, Taught with Art 309 Lec 003.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
42433 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V TOPIC: Remix 3 cr, Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be
charged for this lab in addition to regular UWM tuition.
Conducted completely online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
~ ART 524 U/G 3 - 6  Professional Practice:
42427 LAB 801 F 10:00am-12:10pm TBA Rohan, S TOPIC: Portfolio Development 3 - 6 cr, Add'l Special Course
Fee: $41.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 528 U 3 Print Production and Presentation Techniques
28444 LAB 801 F 1:00pm-3:10pm TBA Rohan, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 529 U/G 3 Graphic Design III
42423 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-10:45am KSE 316 Decker, A Special Course Fee: $41.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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42424 LAB 802 TR 8:00am-10:45am KSE 316 Blair, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
42425 LAB 803 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm KSE 316 Blair, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $41.00.
~ + ART 531 U 3 Senior Project in Fibers
E 27988 IND 502 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Cho, K Taught with Art 435 Lab 501, Art 469 Lab 503, and Art 539 Lab
001.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 539 U/G 1 - 6  Fibers-Independent Study
28445 IND 002 TR - TBA Brauner, M Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ + ART 541 U/G 3 Advanced Drawing Strategies II
26945 LAB 501 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm TBA Knight, K Taught with Art 441 Lab 501.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 542 U/G 3 Advanced Figure Drawing Explorations
E 42196 LAB 501 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Cooke, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
~ + ART 543 U/G 3 Painting Studio
E 26327 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Vansen, L Also meets in MIT 316.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 552 U/G 3 Studio Practice and Research in Photography
42419 LAB 501 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT B51 Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $72.00.
E 42420 LAB 502 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT B51 Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $72.00.
~ + ART 553 U 3 Senior Project in Photography
28630 LAB 501 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm TBA Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $72.00.
E 42418 LAB 502 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $72.00.
~ + ART 567 U 3 Senior Project in Sculpture
E 28447 LAB 502 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Cho, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $89.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 575 U 3 Senior Project in Jewelry and Metalsmithing
E 27996 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Kaganovich, Y Taught with Art 474 Lab 501 and Art 973 Ind 502.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 583 U 3 Senior Project in Ceramics
E 26328 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm ART 78 Gunderman, K Taught with Art 481 Lab 501, Art 482 Lab 501 and Art 489 Lab
501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $62.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 584 U/G 3 Experimental Processes in Woodfiring II
28448 LAB 501 F 9:00am-2:30pm KSE 392 Davis-Benavides, C Taught with Art 384 Lab 501.
Students enrolling must be available for: Wood processing, Fri
March 30-Sat March 31; Kiln loading, Fri Apr 13-Sun 15; Firing,
Wed Apr 18 to Sat Apr 21; Unloading, Sat Apr 28.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $71.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 591 U/G 1 - 6  Print and Narrative Forms-Advanced Studio Practice
E 28000 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Wagner Lawler, M Taught with Art 291 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ + ART 595 U/G 3 Colloquium: Print and Narrative Forms
42405 LEC 001 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $75.00.
~ + ART 597 U 3 Senior Project in Print and Narrative Forms
28237 LEC 001 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Taught with Art 394 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $115.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 603 U/G 1 - 3  Advanced Studio Practice
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26336 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26337 IND 003 - TBA Brauner, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26338 IND 004 - TBA Cho, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26339 IND 005 - TBA Cooke, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26340 IND 006 - TBA Cosier, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26341 IND 007 - TBA Davis-Benavides, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26342 IND 008 - TBA Deal, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26343 IND 009 - TBA Flood, F Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26344 IND 010 - TBA Garrison, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27407 IND 011 - TBA Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26345 IND 012 - TBA Greene, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26346 IND 013 - TBA Kaganovich, Y Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26347 IND 014 - TBA Knight, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28403 IND 015 - TBA Kundu, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26348 IND 016 - TBA Ludwig, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28358 IND 017 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26349 IND 018 - TBA Moline, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26350 IND 019 - TBA Osborne, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27718 IND 020 - TBA Pevnick, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28001 IND 021 - TBA Prosen, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28002 IND 022 - TBA Sargent, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28003 IND 023 - TBA Horvath, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28004 IND 024 - TBA Stern, N Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28005 IND 025 - TBA Johnson, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28006 IND 026 - TBA Trafi-prats, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28007 IND 027 - TBA Vansen, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28504 IND 028 - TBA Warren Crow, H Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28505 IND 029 - TBA Callahan, V Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ ART 605 U 0 Senior Thesis BFA Exhibition
E 27717 LAB 801 M 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA Cho, K Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + ART 608 U/G 3 - 6  Visual Art Internship
28090 FLD 002 - TBA Blair, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28091 FLD 003 - TBA Ludwig, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28092 FLD 004 - TBA Cho, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28093 FLD 005 - TBA Cooke, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28094 FLD 006 - TBA Cosier, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28095 FLD 007 - TBA Greene, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28096 FLD 008 - TBA Deal, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28097 FLD 009 - TBA Flood, F Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28098 FLD 010 - TBA Garrison, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E 28099 FLD 011 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Kaganovich, Y Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28100 FLD 012 - TBA Warren Crow, H Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28102 FLD 014 - TBA Knight, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28103 FLD 016 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28104 FLD 018 - TBA Osborne, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28105 FLD 019 - TBA Pevnick, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28106 FLD 020 - TBA Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28107 FLD 021 - TBA Sargent, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28109 FLD 023 - TBA Stern, N Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28111 FLD 025 - TBA Trafi-prats, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28112 FLD 026 - TBA Vansen, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28113 FLD 027 - TBA Horvath, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28496 FLD 028 F 10:00am-12:10pm TBA Rohan, S Instructor permission required to enroll; Graphic Design
students with internships for Credit must register for this course.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ ART 609 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Reading and Research
26352 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26353 IND 003 - TBA Ludwig, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26354 IND 004 - TBA Cho, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26355 IND 005 - TBA Cooke, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26356 IND 006 - TBA Cosier, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26357 IND 007 - TBA Greene, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26358 IND 008 - TBA Deal, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26359 IND 009 - TBA Flood, F Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26360 IND 010 - TBA Garrison, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26361 IND 011 - TBA Kaganovich, Y Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26362 IND 012 - TBA Warren Crow, H Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26364 IND 014 - TBA Knight, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26365 IND 016 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28352 IND 017 - TBA Moline, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26366 IND 018 - TBA Osborne, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26367 IND 019 - TBA Pevnick, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27618 IND 020 - TBA Gindlesberger, H Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28008 IND 021 - TBA Sargent, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28010 IND 023 - TBA Stern, N Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28011 IND 024 - TBA Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
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28012 IND 025 - TBA Trafi-prats, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28013 IND 026 - TBA Vansen, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ + ART 618 U 3 Senior Project in Digital Studio Practice
E 42194 LAB 501 TR 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Ludwig, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 629 U/G 3 Graduate Graphic Design I
26921 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART 643 U 3 Senior Project in Painting
E 26333 LAB 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Vansen, L Also meets in MIT 306 and MIT 316.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART 900 G 3 Graduate Studio
28499 LAB 801 F 9:30am-3:00pm KSE 320 Garrison, L
~ ART 901 G 3 Seminar in Art-Philosophy and Concepts
E 28500 SEM 001 R 4:00pm-6:45pm TBA Ridgway, N
~ ART 904 G 3 Seminar In Art-Unique Topics:
E 28238 SEM 001 M 4:00pm-6:45pm TBA Ridgway, N TOPIC: Artful Histories 3 cr
~ ART 906 G 3 Graduate Workshop:
E 42197 SEM 001 W 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Lampert, N
~ ART 908 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-General
26369 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A
26370 IND 003 - TBA Brauner, M
26371 IND 004 - TBA Cho, K
26372 IND 005 - TBA Cosier, K
26373 IND 006 - TBA Davis-Benavides, C
26374 IND 007 - TBA Flood, F
26375 IND 008 - TBA Garrison, L
26376 IND 009 - TBA Gindlesberger, H
26377 IND 010 - TBA Greene, S
27408 IND 011 - TBA Kaganovich, Y
28506 IND 012 - TBA Knight, K
28507 IND 013 - TBA Kundu, R
28508 IND 014 - TBA Ludwig, C
28509 IND 015 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J
28510 IND 016 - TBA Moline, L
28511 IND 017 - TBA Pevnick, S
28512 IND 018 - TBA Sargent, D
28514 IND 020 - TBA Stern, N
28515 IND 021 - TBA Ridgway, N
28516 IND 022 - TBA Trafi-prats, L
28517 IND 023 - TBA Vansen, L
28518 IND 024 - TBA Warren Crow, H
28520 IND 026 - TBA Woywod, C
28667 IND 027 - TBA Osborne, M
~ ART 909 G 1 - 4  Independent Reading and Research
26379 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A
26380 IND 003 - TBA Brauner, M
26381 IND 004 - TBA Cho, K
26382 IND 005 - TBA Cosier, K
26383 IND 006 - TBA Davis-Benavides, C
26384 IND 007 - TBA Flood, F
26385 IND 008 - TBA Garrison, L
26386 IND 009 - TBA Gindlesberger, H
26387 IND 010 - TBA Greene, S
27409 IND 011 - TBA Kaganovich, Y
26388 IND 012 - TBA Knight, K
26389 IND 013 - TBA Kundu, R
26390 IND 014 - TBA Ludwig, C
26391 IND 015 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J
26392 IND 016 - TBA Moline, L
27869 IND 017 - TBA Pevnick, S
28016 IND 018 - TBA Sargent, D
28018 IND 020 - TBA Stern, N
28537 IND 021 - TBA Horvath, J
28538 IND 022 - TBA Trafi-prats, L
28539 IND 023 - TBA Vansen, L
28540 IND 024 - TBA Warren Crow, H
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28542 IND 026 - TBA Woywod, C
~ ART 918 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-InterMedia
28544 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A
28545 IND 003 - TBA Brauner, M
28546 IND 004 - TBA Cho, K
28547 IND 005 - TBA Cosier, K
28548 IND 006 - TBA Davis-Benavides, C
28549 IND 007 - TBA Flood, F
28550 IND 008 - TBA Garrison, L
28551 IND 009 - TBA Gindlesberger, H
28552 IND 010 - TBA Greene, S
28553 IND 011 - TBA Kaganovich, Y
28554 IND 012 - TBA Knight, K
28555 IND 013 - TBA Kundu, R
28556 IND 014 - TBA Ludwig, C
28557 IND 015 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J
28558 IND 016 - TBA Moline, L
28559 IND 017 - TBA Pevnick, S
28560 IND 018 - TBA Sargent, D
28562 IND 020 - TBA Stern, N
28564 IND 022 - TBA Trafi-prats, L
28565 IND 023 - TBA Vansen, L
28566 IND 024 - TBA Warren Crow, H
~ ART 929 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Design & Digital Media
26922 IND 002 - TBA Blair, A
28265 IND 003 - TBA Moline, L
~ ART 930 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Fibers
27241 IND 001 - TBA Brauner, M
28536 IND 002 - TBA Cho, K
~ ART 943 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Painting
26393 IND 001 - TBA Garrison, L
26394 IND 002 - TBA Knight, K
26395 IND 003 - TBA Sargent, D
27714 IND 005 - TBA Vansen, L
~ ART 952 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Photography
28409 LAB 801 - TBA Gindlesberger, H Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
28410 LAB 802 - TBA Horvath, J Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
~ ART 961 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research - Sculpture
28568 IND 001 - TBA Cho, K
28569 IND 002 - TBA Flood, F
28570 IND 003 - TBA Ludwig, C
~ ART 973 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Jewelry and Metalsmithing
E 42201 IND 501 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Kaganovich, Y Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
28459 IND 502 TR 12:30pm-3:15pm ART 391 Flood, F Taught with Art 472 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
E 28460 IND 503 TR 4:00pm-6:20pm ART 391 Flood, F Taught with Art 474 Lab 501 and Art 575 Lab 501.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
~ ART 989 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Ceramics
28015 IND 001 - TBA Gunderman, K
42555 IND 002 - TBA Davis-Benavides, C
~ ART 994 G 1 - 4  Advanced Research-Printmaking
26334 IND 001 - TBA Meuninck Ganger, J Add'l Special Course Fee: $58.00.
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~ ART ED 130 U 3 Art and Visual Learning in Elementary Education
26331 LAB 801 MW 8:00am-9:50am ART 179 Woywod, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $26.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
26332 LAB 802 MW 10:00am-11:50am ART 179 Woywod, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $26.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27110 LAB 803 T 4:30pm-7:10pm ART 179 Loss, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $26.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ ART ED 227 U 3 Introduction to Art Education
27411 FLD 801 MW 2:00pm-3:50pm ART 179 Woywod, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $29.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + ART ED 328 U 6 Art Education Theory and Practice: Secondary
28114 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-10:30am ART 179 Cosier, K
Kundu, R
Add'l Special Course Fee: $49.00.
Additional Tuition $127.20.
12:30pm-3:45pm TBA
~ + ART ED 425 U 5 Student Teaching in Art I - Elementary Levels
E 28239 FLD 001 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Mitchel, N Additional Tuition $127.20.
E 28240 FLD 002 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Kundu, R Additional Tuition $127.20.
E 28453 FLD 003 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Mitchel, N Additional Tuition $127.20.
E 28454 FLD 004 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Kundu, R Additional Tuition $127.20.
~ + ART ED 426 U 5 Student Teaching in Art II: Secondary Levels
E 28241 FLD 001 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Mitchel, N Additional Tuition $127.20.
E 28242 FLD 002 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Kundu, R Additional Tuition $127.20.
E 28455 FLD 003 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Mitchel, N Additional Tuition $127.20.
E 28456 FLD 004 W 4:30pm-6:20pm ART 179 Kundu, R Additional Tuition $127.20.
~ ART ED 699 U 1 - 4  Independent Reading and Research
28243 IND 001 - TBA Cosier, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28450 IND 002 - TBA Kundu, R
28451 IND 003 - TBA Mitchel, N
28452 IND 004 - TBA Woywod, C
~ ART ED 810 G 3 Curricular Designs for Art Instruction
28503 LEC 001 - TBA Trafi-prats, L Add'l Special Course Fee: $16.00.
~ ART ED 900 G 3 Advanced Independent Problems in Art Education
28244 IND 001 - TBA Cosier, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
42430 IND 002 - TBA Kundu, R
42431 IND 003 - TBA Trafi-prats, L
42432 IND 004 - TBA Woywod, C
~ ART ED 910 G 3 Seminar in Art Education:
E 28457 SEM 001 T 4:00pm-6:45pm TBA Trafi-prats, L TOPIC: Artful Histories 3 cr
~ ART ED 999 G 1 - 4  Independent Reading and Research
26397 IND 001 - TBA Cosier, K
28533 IND 002 - TBA Kundu, R
28534 IND 003 - TBA Trafi-prats, L
28535 IND 004 - TBA Woywod, C
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Dance
Department Office: Mitchell Hall, Room 345
Simone Ferro, Chair: Mitchell Hall, Room 345C
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION
1. Prerequisites will be strictly enforced. Students who do not meet prerequisites will be administratively dropped from the course, without notice.
2. Any student enrolled in a dance course, who does not attend the first class without first notifying the Department of Dance Office (414.229.2571) may, at the discretion of the
instructor, be administratively dropped. It is the student's responsibility to check the office hours of the instructor if a drop is requested. See administrative or departmental drop
section in the Registration portion of the Schedule of Classes for information about fees for students dropped from the course. 
3. Dance and Musical Theatre majors will have priority registration for courses required in the major.
4. All Dance majors must complete the audition process before enrolling in Dance majors classes. Contact the Department of Dance Office at (414.229.2571) for more information and
upcoming audition dates.
5. Non-Dance majors: To satisfy GER requirements, the following courses are offered in the Dance Department: 103, 110, 111, 113, 115, 117, 122, 220, 313, 315, and 370. Please
register for any section labeled 'Non-Dance majors only.'
6. All official email communication between the Department of Dance and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student ePantherID email addresses (pantherlink.uwm.edu).
It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherLink email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to input a PantherLink forward mail
command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
7. Students in Dance Department courses must maintain a level of personal fitness necessary to participate fully in the course. 
8. DANCE COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
   
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
         
        
        
        
        
         
        
        
        
 
   
        
  
~ DANCE 103
(A)
U 2 - 3  Introduction to Iyengar Yoga
26175 LAB 801 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm ZEL 378 Melchior, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27392 LAB 802 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm ZEL 378 Radloff, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27715 LAB 803 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm ZEL 378 Melchior, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27745 LAB 804 MW 9:30am-10:45am ZEL 378 Goulet, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27892 LAB 805 MW 11:00am-12:15pm ZEL 378 Goulet, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27935 LAB 806 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm ZEL 378 Goulet, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
28115 LAB 807 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm ZEL 378 Melchior, A Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance and Musical Theatre majors only.
28182 LAB 808 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm ZEL 378 Melchior, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
28210 LAB 809 TR 9:30am-10:45am ZEL 378 Melchior, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 28573 LAB 810 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm ZEL 378 Melchior, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27393 LAB 901 MW 9:00am-10:15am YOGA Radloff, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
27394 LAB 902 MW 10:30am-11:45am YOGA Radloff, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
27395 LAB 903 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm YOGA Hansen, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
27396 LAB 904 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm YOGA Hansen, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
E 27397 LAB 905 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm YOGA Goulet, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
27412 LAB 906 TR 10:30am-11:45am YOGA Radloff, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
27656 LAB 907 TR 1:30pm-2:45pm YOGA Hansen, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
27936 LAB 908 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm YOGA Hansen, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Milwaukee Yoga Center, 3514
N Oakland Ave (side alley entrance next to William Ho's)
Shorewood.
~ DANCE 110
(A)
U 3 Introduction to the Art of Dance
27758 LAB 801 T 9:00am-10:15am MIT 341 Parsons, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. On one day of the week, class meets in
Kenilworth Square East, located approximately 1.5 miles south
of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your UWM email a
week prior to the beginning of the semester for information on
how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility.
R KSE 640
28211 LAB 802 T 9:00am-10:15am KSE 640 LeMense, D Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. On one day of the week, class meets in
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Non-Dance majors only. On one day of the week, class meets in
Kenilworth Square East, located approximately 1.5 miles south
of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your UWM email a
week prior to the beginning of the semester for information on
how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility.
R MIT 341
~ DANCE 111
(A)
U 2 - 3  Ballet I
27398 LAB 801 MWF 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 395 Johnson, E Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 111-801 & 112-801 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
28212 LAB 802 TR 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 395 Briggs Winslow, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 111-802 & 112-802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
F MIT 254
27666 LAB 803 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 254 Anderson, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Dance 111-803 & 111-804 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27707 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 254 Anderson, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 111-803 & 111-804 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
E 28226 LAB 805 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm MIT 395 LeMense, D Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Dance 111-805 & 111-806 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
E 28528 LAB 806 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm MIT 395 LeMense, D Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 111-805 & 111-806 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27399 LAB 901 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm DANW Wenzler Farris, D Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Danceworks, 1661 N. Water
Street. Milwaukee.
~ DANCE 112 U 2 - 3  Ballet II
27875 LAB 801 MWF 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 395 Johnson, E Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 111-801 & 112-801 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
28213 LAB 802 TR 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 395 Briggs Winslow, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 111-802 & 112-802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
F MIT 254
27876 LAB 803 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 254 Anderson, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Dance 112-803 & 112-804 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27881 LAB 804 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 254 Anderson, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 112-803 & 112-804 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
42233 LAB 805 MW 11:00am-12:40pm TBA Johnson, E Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Class is taught with Dance
111/112-801, and meets in Mitchell 395.
~ DANCE 113
(A)
U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique I
26930 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:40am MIT 256 Casel, G
Kuepper, D
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 113-801 & 114-801 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
F
28116 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-10:15am KSE 660 Kuepper, D Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Dance 113-802 & 113-803 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
28117 LAB 803 TR 9:00am-10:15am KSE 660 Kuepper, D Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 113-802 & 113-803 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
E 42186 LAB 804 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MIT 395 Briggs Winslow, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27400 LAB 901 MW 9:00am-10:15am DANW Johnson, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Danceworks, 1661 N. Water
Street, Milwaukee.
~ + DANCE 114 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique II
27882 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:40am MIT 256 Casel, G
Kuepper, D
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 113-801 & 114-801 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
F
~ DANCE 115
(A)
U 1 - 3  Jazz Dance I
26904 LAB 801 TR 10:30am-11:45am KSE 660 Wagner, C Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square
East, located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main
Kenwood campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to
the beginning of the semester for information on how to gain
access to this 24/7 secured facility. Dance 115-801 & 115-802
are taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27458 LAB 802 TR 10:30am-11:45am KSE 660 Wagner, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square East,
located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood
campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to the
beginning of the semester for information on how to gain access
to this 24/7 secured facility. Dance 115-801 & 115-802 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
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27937 LAB 803 TR 12:00pm-1:15pm KSE 660 Wagner, C Additional Tuition $42.40.
Musical Theatre majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square
East, located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main
Kenwood campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to
the beginning of the semester for information on how to gain
access to this 24/7 secured facility. Dance 115-803 & 115-804
are taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
28258 LAB 804 TR 12:00pm-1:15pm KSE 660 Wagner, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square East,
located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood
campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to the
beginning of the semester for information on how to gain access
to this 24/7 secured facility. Dance 115-803 & 115-804 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
E 42256 LAB 805 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm MIT 256 Wutz, D Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance and Musical Theatre majors only.
~ + DANCE 116 U 1 - 3  Jazz Dance II
E 28524 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-5:40pm MIT 254 Wutz, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance and Musical Theatre majors only. Dance 116 & 310 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
~ DANCE 117
(A)
U 1 - 3  Tap I
42161 LAB 901 TR 10:00am-11:15am DANW Brinkman-Sustache,
A
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Meets at Danceworks, 1661 N Water St,
Milwaukee.
~ DANCE 122
(A&)
U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique I
26176 LAB 801 TR 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. Dance 122-801 & 122-802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27401 LAB 802 TR 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 122-801 & 122-802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27402 LAB 803 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT 254 Turner, V Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
27403 LAB 804 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 256 World Heil, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
28171 LAB 805 M 1:00pm-3:20pm MIT 256 World Heil, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 28615 LAB 806 MW 6:00pm-7:15pm MIT 254 Pinder-fearen, P Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
~ + DANCE 123 U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique II
27667 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 254 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. Dance 123/222/223-801/802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27686 LAB 802 MW 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 254 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 123/222/223-801/802 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
~ + DANCE 211 U 2 - 3  Ballet III
26905 LAB 801 MTWRF 9:00am-10:40am MIT 254 Linhares Ferro, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance majors only. (following 2007 curriculum, please enroll for
2 cr; following 2010 curriculum, please enroll for 3 cr.) Dance
211-801 & 212-801 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
~ + DANCE 212 U 2 - 3  Ballet IV
26931 LAB 801 MTWRF 9:00am-10:40am MIT 254 Linhares Ferro, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance majors only. (following 2007 curriculum, please enroll for
2 cr; following 2010 curriculum, please enroll for 3 cr.) Dance
211-801 & 212-801 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
~ + DANCE 213 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique III
26906 LAB 801 F 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Casel, G
Kuepper, D
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance majors only. (following 2007 curriculum, please enroll for
2 cr; following 2010 curriculum, please enroll for 3 cr.) Dance
213/214/317/318-801 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
MW
~ # + DANCE 214 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique IV
26907 LAB 801 F 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Casel, G
Kuepper, D
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance majors only. (following 2007 curriculum, please enroll for
2 cr; following 2010 curriculum, please enroll for 3 cr.) Dance
213/214/317/318-801 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
MW
~ DANCE 220
(A)
U 3 Body Sense
E 27761 LAB 801 M 5:00pm-7:45pm ZEL 378 Alberts, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
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E 27938 LAB 802 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm KSE 660 Johnson, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Class meets in Kenilworth Square East, located approximately
1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your
UWM email a week prior to the beginning of the semester for
information on how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility.
E 27939 LAB 803 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm KSE 660 Johnson, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Class meets in Kenilworth Square East, located approximately
1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your
UWM email a week prior to the beginning of the semester for
information on how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility.
E 27940 LAB 804 W 5:00pm-7:45pm ZEL 378 Parsons, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 220-804/809 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
E 27941 LAB 805 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm MIT 395 Ryan, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
Business majors only.
27942 LAB 806 F 9:00am-11:45am KSE 660 Alberts, R Class meets in Kenilworth Square East, located approximately
1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your
UWM email a week prior to the beginning of the semester for
information on how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28523 LAB 807 TR 11:00am-12:15pm KSE 640 LeMense, D Class meets in Kenilworth Square East, located approximately
1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your
UWM email a week prior to the beginning of the semester for
information on how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42331 LAB 809 W 5:00pm-7:45pm ZEL 378 Parsons, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 220-804/809 are taught together
and have a combined enrollment limit.
42212 LAB 908 TR 12:00pm-1:15pm TBA Deicher, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
College of Nursing students only.
~ DANCE 222 U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique III
42234 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 254 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance majors only. Dance 123/222/223-801/802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
42235 LAB 802 MW 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 254 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 123/222/223-801/802 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
~ DANCE 223 U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique IV
42236 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 254 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Dance 123/222/223-801/802 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
~ DANCE 231 U 3 Music and Dancers I
42162 LAB 801 TR 2:30pm-3:45pm MIT 395 Warren-crow, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Friday session is combined.
F 3:00pm-4:45pm MIT 341
42163 LAB 802 F 3:00pm-4:45pm MIT 341 Warren-crow, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
Friday session is combined.
E TR 4:00pm-5:15pm MIT 395
~ + DANCE 233 U 3 Improvisation for Dancemaking
27144 LAB 801 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MIT 256 Casel, G Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27870 LAB 802 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm MIT 254 Johnson, E Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + DANCE 309 U 1 Dance Production Practicum
27871 LAB 801 - TBA Court, I Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meeting schedule will be determined by the instructor.
~ + DANCE 310 U 2 - 3  Jazz III
E 42158 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-5:40pm MIT 254 Wutz, D Dance & Musical Theatre majors only. Dance 116 & 310 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ + DANCE 311 U 2 - 3  Ballet V
26924 LAB 801 MTWRF 9:00am-10:40am MIT 395 Vanier, L Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance 311-801 & 312-801 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
~ DANCE 312 U 2 - 3  Ballet VI
26937 LAB 801 MTWRF 9:00am-10:40am MIT 395 Vanier, L Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance 311-801 & 312-801 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
~ + DANCE 314 U 3 Contemporary Dance History
28616 LEC 001 TR 1:00pm-2:45pm MIT 341 Loewen, D Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + DANCE 317 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique V
26908 LAB 801 F 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Casel, G
Kuepper, D
Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance 213/214/317/318-801 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
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MW
~ + DANCE 318 U 2 - 3  Modern Dance Technique VI
26909 LAB 801 F 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Casel, G
Kuepper, D
Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance 213/214/317/318-801 are taught together and have a
combined enrollment limit.
MW
~ + DANCE 319 U/G 1 - 3  Dance Service-Learning
26932 FLD 001 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27943 FLD 002 - TBA Kuepper, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance Outreach Events section.
~ DANCE 320
(A)
U 2 - 3  Rituals and Culture
E 26933 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:15pm MIT 341 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + DANCE 321 U 2 - 3  Alexander Technique for the Performer
42149 LAB 801 TRF 8:00am-8:50am ZEL 378 Ventura, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance Majors only. Friday class meeting will only be for the
second half of the semester.
42150 LAB 802 TR 11:00am-12:15pm ZEL 378 Patterson, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42151 LAB 803 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm ZEL 378 Patterson, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
~ DANCE 323 U 2 - 3  Body Conditioning: Pilates Method
26934 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm KSE 640 Moberly, L Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance and Musical Theatre majors only. Class meets in
Kenilworth Square East, located approximately 1.5 miles south
of the main Kenwood campus. Please check your UWM email a
week prior to the beginning of the semester for information on
how to gain access to this 24/7 secured facility. Dance 323-801
& 323-802 are taught together and have a combined enrollment
l imit.
27706 LAB 802 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm KSE 640 Moberly, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square East,
located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood
campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to the
beginning of the semester for information on how to gain access
to this 24/7 secured facility. Dance 323-801 and Dance
323-802 are taught together and have a combined enrollment
l imit.
27116 LAB 803 MW 11:00am-12:15pm KSE 640 Moberly, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets in Kenilworth Square East,
located approximately 1.5 miles south of the main Kenwood
campus. Please check your UWM email a week prior to the
beginning of the semester for information on how to gain access
to this 24/7 secured facility.
~ DANCE 370
(A)
U 2 - 3  World Movement Traditions:
42240 LAB 801 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 385 Johnson, C
Johnson, F
TOPIC: International Folk Dance 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 42241 LAB 802 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm MIT 395 Ryan, T TOPIC: Tai-Chi 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42242 LAB 803 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 385 Sperl, S TOPIC: Ballroom Dance 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42243 LAB 804 TR 2:30pm-3:45pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 2 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance
370, subtitle Salsa/Merengue, in a prior semester to remain in
this course. The Dance Office will check enrollment every few
weeks, and will administratively drop students not meeting the
prerequisite.
E 42246 LAB 807 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 2 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance
370, subtitle Hip Hop, in a prior semester to remain in this
course. The Dance Office will check enrollment every few weeks,
and will administratively drop students not meeting the
prerequisites.
42254 LAB 808 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 42270 LAB 809 MW 6:30pm-7:45pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42247 LAB 811 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 385 Johnson, C
Johnson, F
TOPIC: International Folk Dance 2 cr, Additional Tuition
$42.40.
Dance majors only.
E 42248 LAB 812 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm MIT 395 Ryan, T TOPIC: Tai-Chi 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
42249 LAB 813 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 385 Sperl, S TOPIC: Ballroom Dance 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
42250 LAB 814 TR 2:30pm-3:45pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance 370,
subtitle Salsa/Merengue, in a prior semester to remain in this
course. The Dance Office will check enrollment every few weeks,
and will administratively drop students not meeting the
prerequisite.
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E 42253 LAB 817 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance 370,
subtitle Hip Hop, in a prior semester to remain in this course.
The Dance Office will check enrollment every few weeks, and
will administratively drop students not meeting the prerequisites.
42255 LAB 818 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
E 42271 LAB 819 MW 6:30pm-7:45pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
42244 LAB 905 MW 1:00pm-2:15pm DANW Wood, S TOPIC: Hip Hop 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets at Danceworks, 1661 N
Water St, Milwaukee.
42245 LAB 906 MW 2:30pm-3:45pm DANW Wood, S TOPIC: Hip Hop 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets at Danceworks, 1661 N
Water St, Milwaukee.
~ DANCE 371 U 3 Applied Anatomy
27945 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:45pm MIT 341 Johnson, E Additional Tuition $63.60.
Please register for lab 801 or 802.
28224 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-2:15pm MIT 395 Johnson, E
28225 LAB 802 R 1:00pm-2:15pm MIT 395 Johnson, E
~ DANCE 403 U/G 2 - 3  Intermediate Yoga For Dancers
28408 LAB 901 - TBA Vanier, L Dance MFA students only.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ DANCE 411 U 2 Field Work in Dance
26910 FLD 001 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
27668 FLD 102 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
Off Campus location TBA.
~ + DANCE 414 U 2 - 3  Dance Composition III
27669 LAB 801 F 3:30pm-5:15pm KSE 660 Vanier, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
E TR 4:00pm-5:45pm KSE 660
~ + DANCE 420 U 3 Creating Community Rituals
42166 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:45pm TBA Kuepper, D Additional Tuition $63.60.
Class meets in Mitchell 335, and 1-2 offcampus locations still
tbd (one most likely St. John's on the Lake on Prospect).
~ + DANCE 421 U 2 Alexander Technique Practicum
42156 LAB 801 TRF 8:00am-8:50am TBA Vanier, L Additional Tuition $42.40.
Class meets in Zel 388. Friday class meeting will only be for the
second half of the semester.
~ DANCE 485 U 1 - 9  Student Teaching in Dance in Elementary Schools
26911 FLD 001 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27670 FLD 102 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Off Campus location TBA.
~ DANCE 486 U 1 - 9  Student Teaching in Dance in Secondary Schools
26912 FLD 001 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27671 FLD 102 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Off Campus location TBA.
~ + DANCE 490 U 0 - 3  Repertoire and Ensemble
27872 LAB 801 M 2:30pm-3:50pm MIT 254 Kuepper, D For Colleen Thomas New Work Award cast.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27873 LAB 802 W 1:00pm-3:45pm MIT 254 Briggs Winslow, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
M 2:30pm-3:50pm MIT 395
E 27874 LAB 803 TR 7:00pm-10:00pm MIT 256 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27907 LAB 804 W 1:00pm-3:45pm KSE 660 Vanier, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
F 1:00pm-3:15pm KSE 660
42183 LAB 805 W 1:00pm-3:45pm MIT 395 Johnson, E Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
F 1:00pm-2:45pm MIT 254
42184 LAB 806 W 1:00pm-3:15pm MIT 256 Casel, G Comp 3 students released at 3pm on Fridays.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
F 1:00pm-3:45pm MIT 256
~ + DANCE 491 U 0 - 1  Repertory/Student Choreographer
26913 LAB 801 - TBA Briggs Winslow, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26935 LAB 802 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ + DANCE 601 U 2 - 4  Senior Project
26914 LEC 001 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27146 LEC 002 F 5:00pm-6:45pm MIT 254 Briggs Winslow, C
Warren-crow, S
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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~ DANCE 699 U 1 - 4  Independent Study in Dance
26896 IND 001 - TBA Bronson, F Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26897 IND 002 - TBA Briggs Winslow, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26898 IND 003 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26899 IND 004 - TBA Vanier, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26900 IND 005 - TBA Loewen, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27672 IND 007 - TBA Court, I Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27704 IND 008 - TBA Johnson, E Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27705 IND 009 - TBA Kuepper, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28256 IND 010 - TBA Casel, G Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27243 IND 101 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Off Campus location TBA.
~ DANCE 711 G 2 Theory and Techniques of Ballet: Intermediate
27039 LAB 901 - TBA Vanier, L MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 721 G 1 - 3  Alexander Technique: Developmental Movement and Dance
42155 LAB 801 TRF 8:00am-8:50am ZEL 378 Ventura, M Friday class meeting will only be for the second half of the
semester.
27878 LAB 901 - TBA Vanier, L MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 722 G 1 - 3  Alexander Technique Practicum
42157 LAB 801 TRF 8:00am-8:50am TBA Vanier, L Class meets in Zel 388. Friday class meeting will only be for the
second half of the semester.
28259 LAB 901 - TBA Vanier, L MFA off campus section
~ DANCE 751 G 3 Laban Movement Analysis
28604 LAB 901 - TBA Johnson, E MFA offcampus section
~ DANCE 761 G 3 Survey of Dance Literature and Bibliography
27944 LEC 101 - TBA Parsons, M MFA Off campus section
~ DANCE 762 G 3 Dance in Secondary Education and College
26915 LEC 101 - TBA Parsons, M MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 772 G 3 American Concert Dance of the Twentieth Century
28260 SEM 101 - TBA Vanier, L MFA off campus section
~ DANCE 790 G 1 - 3  Repertoire and Ensemble
26916 LAB 901 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
26901 IND 101 - TBA Bronson, F MFA Off Campus section.
28255 IND 102 - TBA Casel, G MFA Off Campus section.
26938 IND 103 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S MFA Off Campus section.
26903 IND 104 - TBA Parsons, M MFA Off Campus section.
26902 IND 106 - TBA Loewen, D MFA Off Campus section.
27673 IND 108 - TBA Court, I MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 801 G 3 Choreography I
26917 LAB 901 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 802 G 3 Choreography II
26918 LAB 901 - TBA Vanier, L MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 861 G 3 Research Methodology for Dance
27913 LEC 101 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S MFA Off Campus section.
28406 LEC 102 - TBA Parsons, M MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 873 G 2 - 4  Field History: Contemporary Dance Festivals
26919 LEC 101 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 880 G 1 - 3  Developing Performance Quality
26939 LAB 901 - TBA Casel, G MFA Off Campus section.
~ DANCE 889 G 1 - 3  Special Workshops:
28600 LAB 901 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S TOPIC: Modern Dance Pedagogy 3 cr, MFA offcampus section.
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42329 LAB 902 - TBA Court, I TOPIC: Lighting Design for Dance 3 cr
~ DANCE 990 G 2 - 4  Dance Final Thesis/Project
26920 IND 101 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S MFA Off Campus section.
27877 IND 102 - TBA Vanier, L MFA Off Campus section.
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Film
Chair: Rob Yeo, MIT B59
Dept Office: Mitchell Hall B70
IMPORTANT NOTES:
1) PREREQUISITES for Film Department courses will be enforced. Students who register for courses without completing the prerequisites may be administratively dropped from the class.
2) Students who do not attend classes in which they are registered may be administratively dropped. Students who do not attend the first class meetings are subject to this policy.
3) FILM COURSES MAY NOT BE TAKEN ON A CREDIT/NO CREDIT BASIS.
4) FILM/VIDEO PRODUCTION COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
   
        
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
        
        
        
        
 
  
        
        
 
   
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
        
         
        
        
        
        
        
        
~ FILM 116 U 3 Experimentation with Media
27682 LEC 401 M 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Wetzel, S Enroll in LEC 401 & any LAB 801-805.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27854 LAB 801 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B18 Wetzel, S
27855 LAB 802 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B75 Thiele, B
Wetzel, S
27856 LAB 803 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S
Wood, K
27857 LAB 804 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B61 Balko, A
Wetzel, S
41400 LAB 805 W 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Weissbach, J
Wetzel, S
~ + FILM 117 U 3 Filmmaking Technologies and Techniques
28248 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-12:50pm MIT B61 Wood, K Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28249 LAB 802 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B61 Torinus, A Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28250 LAB 803 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B61 Czarnecki, L Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28251 LAB 804 MW 9:00am-10:50am MIT B18 Buccheri, S Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
FILM 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
27890 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B65 Cobb, P Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41402 LEC 002 T 12:00pm-2:50pm MIT B68 Umali, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
Audit never allowed.
~ FILM 201 U 3 Introduction to Experimental Media Arts
27675 LEC 401 M 11:00am-12:50pm MUS 175 Balcom, B
Bogner, C
McGuire, B
Torinus, A
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27676 DIS 601 W 11:00am-11:50am MIT B75 Bronikowski, K
27677 DIS 602 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B75 Bronikowski, K
27678 DIS 603 W 11:00am-11:50am MIT B68 Balcom, B
27679 DIS 604 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B68 Balcom, B
27680 DIS 605 W 11:00am-11:50am MIT B18 McGuire, B
27681 DIS 606 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B18 McGuire, B
# FILM 203 U 1 - 3  Media Workshop:
27416 LEC 001 F 1:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Nugent, R TOPIC: Milwaukee Underground Film 3 cr, Special Course Fee:
$50.00
Taught with Film 380/001.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27887 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-9:50pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S TOPIC: Writing for Short Films 3 cr, Taught with FILM 380/002.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27417 LEC 003 F 9:00am-12:50pm MIT B61 Kafer, S TOPIC: Filmmakers and the Web 3 cr, Special Course Fee:
$50.00
Taught with Film 380/003.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27415 LEC 004 F 9:00am-12:50pm KSE 468 Decker, T TOPIC: Puppetry 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with Film 380/004.
41407 LEC 005 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B65 Balsley, K TOPIC: Cinema & Surveillance 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 341/005.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28072 LEC 006 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B91 Muckerheide, S TOPIC: Film and the Entertainment Industry 3 cr, Special
Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 302/006.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28576 LEC 007 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B75 Bunker, T TOPIC: Zen and the Art of Filmmaking 3 cr, Taught with Film
380/006.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41409 LEC 008 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm KSE 408 Nugent, R TOPIC: Expanded Cinema 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with Film 380/008.
E 41939 LEC 009 T 4:00pm-6:50pm MIT B65 Czarnecki, L TOPIC: The Creative Voice: Finding Yours in Media 1 - 3 cr,
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Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 341/009.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42142 LEC 010 MW 5:00pm-6:30pm MIT B75 Kurz, J TOPIC: The Producer's Role 1 - 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 341/010.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41498 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB TOPIC: The Business of Animation 3 cr, Taught with Film
341/291.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41534 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Coughenour, B TOPIC: Video Editing/Post Production 1 - 3 cr, Taught with
Film 420/292.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# FILM 210 U 3 Concepts of Production in the Media Arts
27413 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Coughenour, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28577 LAB 992 - ONLINE WEB Coughenour, B
28578 LAB 993 - ONLINE WEB Coughenour, B
28579 LAB 994 - ONLINE WEB Balsley, K
28580 LAB 995 - ONLINE WEB Balsley, K
28581 LAB 996 - ONLINE WEB Walsh, M
28582 LAB 997 - ONLINE WEB Buccheri, S
~ FILM 220 U 3 Basic Elements of Filmmaking
26398 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:50am MIT B91 Yeo, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
26399 LAB 802 MW 9:00am-10:50am MIT B61 Czarnecki, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
26400 LAB 803 MW 9:00am-10:50am TBA Additional Tuition $63.60.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
~ + FILM 222 U 3 Basic Elements of Video
26401 LAB 801 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B56 Torinus, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
27128 LAB 803 TR 11:00am-12:50pm MIT B56 Additional Tuition $63.60.
28643 LAB 804 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B56 Condit, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
FILM 232 U 3 Animation I
E 28070 LAB 801 W 6:00pm-9:50pm KSE 468 Thiele, B Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# FILM 234 U 3 Introduction to the Screenplay
28252 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB White, I Additional Tuition $63.60.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# FILM 250 U 3 Internship/Professional Practice
28071 FLD 001 - TBA Yeo, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + FILM 255 U 3 Introduction to Digital Arts
28583 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Umali, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
A special course fee of $275.00 in addition to regular tuition
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
27230 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:50am MIT B43 Charlesworth, W Additional Tuition $63.60.
# + FILM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
27716 FLD 901 - TBA
~ FILM 299 U 1 - 6  Independent Study
26402 IND 001 - TBA Blau, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26403 IND 002 - TBA Charlesworth, W Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26404 IND 003 - TBA Condit, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26405 IND 005 - TBA White, I Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
27914 IND 006 - TBA Yeo, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
27915 IND 007 - TBA Decker, T Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
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FILM 301
(A)
U 3 Conversations with Filmmakers and Critics
E 28261 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:50pm TBA Cakaroz, E Focus: The Documentary.
Taught with Film 319/001.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41436 LEC 002 T 10:00am-12:50pm TBA Witzling, D Focus: Experimental Film and Modernism.
Taught with Film 318/002.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28263 LEC 003 R 1:00pm-3:50pm TBA Kirshtner, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Focus: Apocalyptic Cinema.
Taught with Film 319/003.
28268 LEC 004 T 1:00pm-3:50pm TBA Kirshtner, K Focus: Sound in Film.
Taught with Film 434/001.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28262 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Mink, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Focus: Art and the Moving Image.
Taught with Film 318/291.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28269 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Danker, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on-line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Taught with Film 319/292.
Focus: Indie Film of North America.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28584 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Balsley, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Focus: Cartoons, Animation & the Graphic Novel.
Taught with Film 341/293.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41423 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Danker, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on-line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Focus: Short Film Art & Exhibition.
Taught with Film 434/294.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41424 LEC 302 TR 10:00am-11:50am TBA Cobb, P Focus: Radical Cinema.
Taught with Film 319/302.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# FILM 302
(A)
U 3 Video in the Classroom
41937 FLD 006 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B91 Muckerheide, S FOCUS: Film & the Entertainment Industry.
Taught with Film 203/006.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# FILM 318 U 3 Film and the Visual and Performing Arts:
41437 LEC 002 T 10:00am-12:50pm TBA Witzling, D TOPIC: Experimental Film & Modernism 3 cr, Taught with Film
301/002.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28575 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Mink, K TOPIC: Art & the Moving Image 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with Film 301/291.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# FILM 319 U 3 Film Genres:
E 41539 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:50pm TBA Cakaroz, E TOPIC: The Documentary 3 cr, Taught with Film 301/001.
Consent required to audit.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28585 LEC 003 R 1:00pm-3:50pm TBA Kirshtner, K TOPIC: Apocalyptic Cinema 3 cr, Taught with Film 301/003.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28586 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Danker, E TOPIC: Indie Cinema of North America 3 cr, Taught with Film
301/292.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on-line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41473 LEC 302 TR 10:00am-11:50am TBA Cobb, P TOPIC: Radical Cinema 3 cr, Taught with Film 301/302.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# + FILM 341 U 3 - 4  Theory/Practice Seminar:
41500 SEM 005 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B65 Balsley, K TOPIC: Cinema & Surveillance 3 cr, Taught with Film 203/005.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 41940 SEM 009 T 4:00pm-6:50pm MIT B65 Czarnecki, L TOPIC: The Creative Voice: Finding Yours in Media 3 cr,
Taught with Film 203/009.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42143 SEM 010 MW 5:00pm-6:30pm MIT B75 Kurz, J TOPIC: The Producer's Role 3 cr, Taught with Film 203/010.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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41474 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB TOPIC: The Business of Animation 3 cr, Taught with Film
203/291.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41501 SEM 293 - ONLINE WEB Balsley, K TOPIC: Cartoons, Animation & the Graphic Novel 3 cr, Taught
with Film 301/293.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ FILM 380 U 3 Media Arts Module:
28074 LEC 001 F 1:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Nugent, R TOPIC: Milwaukee Underground Film 3 cr, Special Course Fee:
$50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with Film 203/001.
E 42292 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-9:50pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S TOPIC: Writing for Short Films 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Taught with Film 203/002.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28073 LEC 003 F 9:00am-12:50pm MIT B61 Kafer, S TOPIC: Filmmakers and the Web 3 cr, Special Course Fee:
$50.00
Taught with Film 203/003.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28589 LEC 004 F 9:00am-12:50pm KSE 468 Decker, T TOPIC: Puppetry 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 203/004.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28590 LEC 005 TR 9:00am-10:50am TBA Sarnowski, R TOPIC: Documentary Project 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28617 LEC 006 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B75 Bunker, T TOPIC: Zen and the Art of Filmmaking 3 cr, Add'l Special
Course Fee: $50.00.
Taught with Film 203/007.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41435 LEC 007 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B43 Charlesworth, W TOPIC: Non-Linear Editing 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41532 LEC 008 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm KSE 408 Nugent, R TOPIC: Expanded Cinema 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 203/008.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# FILM 399 U 1 - 6  Advanced Independent Study
28075 IND 001 - TBA Blau, R Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28076 IND 002 - TBA Charlesworth, W Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28077 IND 003 - TBA Condit, C Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28078 IND 004 - TBA Cobb, P Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28079 IND 005 - TBA White, I Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28080 IND 006 - TBA Yeo, R Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28081 IND 007 - TBA Decker, T Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28365 IND 008 - TBA Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
28688 IND 009 - TBA Sarnowski, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
~ FILM 420 U/G 3 Intermediate Media Arts Module:
28118 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Coughenour, B TOPIC: Video, Editing & Post Prod 3 cr, Taught with Film
203/292.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27684 LEC 402 W 9:00am-10:50am KSE 408 White, I TOPIC: Directing 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Enroll in Lec 402 and Lab 802.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27685 LEC 403 TR 9:00am-10:50am MIT B91 Kirshtner, K TOPIC: Post Production Sound 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41535 LEC 404 R 9:00am-12:50pm KSE 468 Decker, T TOPIC: Advanced Animation 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Meets with Film 460/404.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28354 LEC 405 TR 9:00am-10:50am MIT B65 Condit, C TOPIC: From Script to Screen 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28356 LEC 406 W 5:30pm-8:50pm MIT B56 Wetzel, S TOPIC: Motion Graphics 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28591 LEC 407 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA TOPIC: Works in Progress 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28266 LAB 802 F 9:00am-2:30pm TBA White, I TOPIC: Directing Lab 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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# FILM 434 U 3 Film Aesthetics:
28267 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-3:50pm TBA Kirshtner, K TOPIC: Sound in Film 3 cr, Taught with FILM 301 LEC 004.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41533 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Danker, E TOPIC: Short Film, Art & Exhibition 3 cr, Taught with Film
301/294.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ FILM 450 U/G 1 - 6  Advanced Internship/Professional Practice
26406 IND 001 - TBA Blau, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28672 IND 002 - TBA Condit, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26407 IND 006 - TBA White, I Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26408 IND 007 - TBA Yeo, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27746 IND 010 - TBA Bogner, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ FILM 460 U/G 3 Advanced Media Arts Module:
28348 LEC 001 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm TBA Cobb, P TOPIC: Doc Prod & Comm Partners 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$63.60.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
41536 LEC 404 R 9:00am-12:50pm KSE 468 Decker, T TOPIC: Advanced Animation 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Taught with Film 420/404.
Audit Never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# + FILM 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
27619 FLD 901 - TBA
~ FILM 509 U 3 Senior Project I
28082 LEC 401 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm KSE 420 Blau, R Consent of instructor req'd to enroll.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28083 LEC 402 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm KSE 420 Charlesworth, W Consent of instructor req'd to enroll.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27683 LAB 801 - TBA Blau, R
28084 LAB 802 - TBA Charlesworth, W
~ FILM 510 U 6 Senior Project II
28088 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-10:50am MIT B75 White, I Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $127.20.
28264 LEC 402 TR 11:00am-12:50pm MIT B61 Bunker, T Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $127.20.
41537 LEC 403 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B65 Walsh, M Special course fees $50.00.
Additional Tuition $127.20.
# FILM 700 G 3 Professional Practice: Production
26409 FLD 001 - TBA Blau, R
28690 FLD 002 - TBA Cobb, P
26410 FLD 004 - TBA White, I
26177 FLD 005 - TBA Yeo, R
28177 FLD 006 - TBA Condit, C
28085 FLD 007 - TBA Charlesworth, W
# FILM 710 G 3 Graduate Film Studio/Seminar I
E 28597 SEM 001 M 6:00pm-9:50pm TBA Bogner, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00
# FILM 712 G 3 Graduate Film Studio/Seminar II
E 28598 SEM 001 M 6:00pm-9:50pm TBA Bogner, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
# FILM 714 G 3 Graduate Film Studio/Seminar III
E 28599 SEM 001 M 6:00pm-9:50pm TBA Bogner, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
~ FILM 720 G 1 - 6  Graduate Media Arts Workshop I
28411 LAB 801 F 8:00am-10:00am TBA Blau, R
R 10:00am-12:50pm TBA
28673 LAB 802 F 8:00am-12:50pm TBA Condit, C
28675 LAB 803 F 8:00am-12:50pm TBA
# FILM 730 G 3 Advanced Research in Film I
26411 IND 001 - TBA Blau, R Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26412 IND 002 - TBA Condit, C Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26413 IND 006 - TBA White, I Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26414 IND 007 - TBA Yeo, R Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
28674 IND 008 - TBA Special Course Fee: $50.00.
E  Evening Section
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# FILM 732 G 3 - 6  Advanced Research in Film II
26926 IND 001 - TBA Blau, R Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26927 IND 002 - TBA Condit, C Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
28363 IND 003 - TBA Charlesworth, W Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
28364 IND 004 - TBA Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26928 IND 006 - TBA White, I Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26929 IND 007 - TBA Yeo, R Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
# FILM 799 G 1 - 6  Independent Graduate Study:
26415 IND 001 - TBA Blau, R Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26416 IND 002 - TBA Charlesworth, W Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26417 IND 003 - TBA Condit, C Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26418 IND 004 - TBA Wetzel, S Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26419 IND 005 - TBA White, I Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
26420 IND 006 - TBA Yeo, R Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
28351 IND 007 - TBA Special Course Fee: $50.00.
28355 IND 008 - TBA Cobb, P Add'l Special course fee: $50.00.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Fine Arts-Interdepartmental
Dean: Wade Hobgood, Art 278 229-4762
   
         
 
  
       
    
  
      
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
~ + FINEART 313 U/G 3 Programming for Artists I
E 28063 LAB 801 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Burns, L Meets in KSE 592.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
FINEART 489 U/G 1 - 6  Fine Arts Workshop I:
42164 LAB 801 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Horne, A
Wutz, D
TOPIC: Musical Theatre for Performers 3 cr,
01 /23/2012-03/17/2012 
E MTWRF 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA TOPIC: Musical Theatre for Performers 3 cr,
01 /23/2012-03/17/2012 
E/W U TOPIC: Musical Theatre for Performers 3 cr,
01 /23/2012-03/17/2012 
42165 LAB 802 - TBA TOPIC: Musical Theatre for Musicians 1 - 3 cr
~ + FINEART 510 U 6 IAT Senior Project
28357 LAB 801 F 9:00am-2:30pm TBA Ludwig, C
Witzling, D
Additional Tuition $127.20.
+ FINEART 689 U 3 Senior Capstone-Musical Theatre
28526 IND 001 - TBA Horne, A
Wutz, D
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Music
Chair: Jon Welstead, FAM 120A, 229-5162
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY, INDEPENDENT READING, & FIELD WORK COURSES: to register on PAWS, choose 'Add a Class'. Select the term you want to add the class to. Next
to Search for Classes click 'Search'. Select subject from the drop down menu and enter the Catalog Number. Click on 'Search'. Select section with your instructor's name, click on 'select
class.' Select the number of Units from the drop down menu then click on 'Next.' Click on 'Proceed To Step 2 of 3'. Click on 'Finish Enrolling.' Some courses may require permission to
enroll.
  
        
 
  
         
 
  
         
 
  
        
   
 
  
        
   
 
  
        
   
 
  
        
   
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
  
        
   
 
  
        
   
 
   
         
 
  
         
MUSIC 1 U 2 Theory Fundamentals
26421 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-8:50am MUS 320 Schoofs, A Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 30 U 1 University Band
E 26422 LAB 560 MW 4:00pm-5:30pm ZEL 280 Corley, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 31
(A)
U 2 University Band
E 26423 LAB 560 MW 4:00pm-5:30pm ZEL 280 Corley, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 40 U 1 Symphony Band
26424 LAB 561 W 2:00pm-2:50pm ZEL 280 Corley, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
MF 2:00pm-3:50pm ZEL 280
MUSIC 41
(A)
U 2 Symphony Band
26425 LAB 561 W 2:00pm-2:50pm ZEL 280 Corley, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
MF 2:00pm-3:50pm ZEL 280
MUSIC 42 U 1 Wind Ensemble
27468 LAB 562 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm ZEL 280 Climer, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
F 1:00pm-1:50pm ZEL 280
MUSIC 43 U 2 Wind Ensemble
27469 LAB 562 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm ZEL 280 Climer, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
F 1:00pm-1:50pm ZEL 280
MUSIC 44 U 1 University Choir
26426 LAB 563 TR 1:00pm-2:30pm MUS 280 Thompson, P Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 45
(A)
U 2 University Choir
26427 LAB 563 TR 1:00pm-2:30pm MUS 280 Thompson, P Additional Tuition $42.40.
# MUSIC 51 U 1 Men's Glee Club
E 41168 LAB 801 M 7:30pm-9:00pm MUS 180 Thompson, P
# MUSIC 52 U 1 Women's Chorus
26428 LAB 501 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MUS 280 Hansen, G Additional Tuition $21.20.
# MUSIC 53
(A)
U 2 Women's Chorus
26429 LAB 501 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MUS 280 Hansen, G Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 56 U 1 Concert Chorale
27461 LAB 501 M 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 280 Hansen, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
TWR 3:00pm-3:50pm MUS 280
MUSIC 57
(A)
U 2 Concert Chorale
27462 LAB 501 M 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 280 Hansen, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
TWR 3:00pm-3:50pm MUS 280
# MUSIC 62
(A)
U 1 Gospel Choir
E 27465 LAB 801 M 7:00pm-8:30pm MUS 280 Hansen, S
Nunley, D
Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 81
(A)
U 2 University Community Orchestra
E 27036 LAB 501 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ZEL 280 Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
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MUSIC 82
(A)
U 2 Symphony Orchestra
26173 LAB 573 TR 1:00pm-3:50pm ZEL 280 Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 100
(A)
U 3 Introduction to Music Literature
26434 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MUS 175 Noonan, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 101
(A)
U 3 Fundamentals of Music
26435 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MUS 360 Dietrich, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Meets: Golda Meir Library, (GML) E281.
41879 LEC 002 MW 8:00am-8:50am TBA Grimsby, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
26436 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Heinrichs, W A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MUSIC 102
(A)
U 3 American Popular Music
26437 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MUS 175 Rosenblum, M
28203 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MUS 175 Brauner, M
MUSIC 107 U 0 Music Convocation
26438 LEC 001 F 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 175 Noonan, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 108
(A)
U 3 The Concert Experience
26439 LEC 001 F 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 175 Noonan, T Meets in MUSIC 175 on Fridays
Additional Tuition $63.60.
MW MUS 240
MUSIC 120 U 0 Composition Colloquium:
26440 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-1:50pm MUS B40 Burns, L TOPIC: Selected Contemporary Compositions 0 cr, Additional
Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 123 U 1 Aural Theory I
26441 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-8:50am MUS 230 Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 124 U 1 Aural Theory II
26442 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-9:50am MUS 230 Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
26946 LEC 002 TR 10:00am-10:50am MUS 230 Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
Remedial section.
MUSIC 127 U 1 Materials of Theory I
26444 LEC 001 MF 8:00am-8:50am MUS 180 Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $21.20.
27487 LEC 002 MF 8:00am-8:50am MUS 180 Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 128 U 2 Materials of Theory II
26445 LEC 001 MF 9:00am-9:50am MUS 180 Schoofs, A Additional Tuition $42.40.
26446 LEC 002 MF 9:00am-9:50am MUS 180 Schoofs, A Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 140
(A)
U 1 - 2  Class Voice
27868 LEC 002 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 280 Hansen, G Music Major Only. Vocal Fundamentals for Instrumental Majors.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27880 LEC 003 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 320 Thompson, P Open to all UWM Students
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28669 LEC 005 TR 10:00am-10:50am MUS 360 Ruck, T Musical Theater Majors Only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 150
(A)
U 3 Beginning Guitar
26430 LAB 801 TR 10:00am-11:15am MUS 180 Belfer, B Additional Tuition $63.60.
26431 LAB 802 TR 11:30am-12:45pm MUS 180 Belfer, B Additional Tuition $63.60.
26432 LAB 803 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MUS 180 Belfer, B Additional Tuition $63.60.
26433 LAB 804 T 3:30pm-6:00pm MUS 180 Belfer, B Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 151
(A)
U 3 Intermediate Guitar
26178 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Chekan, E Meets in ZEL 188
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ MUSIC 152
(A)
U 3 Guitar Performance Survey
E  Evening Section
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27576 LEC 001 TR 11:30am-12:45pm TBA Chekan, E Meets in ZEL 188
Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 181 U 1 University Community Orchestra
E 27037 LAB 501 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ZEL 280 Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 182 U 1 Symphony Orchestra
26179 LAB 573 TR 1:00pm-3:50pm ZEL 280 Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 212 U 3 General History of Western Music II
26948 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MUS 320 Rodger, G Additional Tuition $63.60.
27049 DIS 601 T 9:00am-9:50am MUS 240 Pahl, S
27050 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am MUS 240 Pahl, S
MUSIC 220 U 3 Introduction to Computers and Music
E 27889 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm MUS 180 Schlei, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 225 U 2 Materials of Theory III
26180 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-9:50am MUS 360 Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 226 U 1 Aural Theory III
26447 LEC 001 MF 8:00am-8:50am MUS 230 Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 230 U 3 Form Analysis
26949 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MUS 340 Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 247 U 1 French Diction in Singing
41185 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-11:50am MUS 320 Ollmann, K Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 259 U 2 Accompanying
26182 LAB 801 - TBA Abend, E Additional Tuition $42.40.
Meets: MUS 421
27139 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
Meets: MUS 321
MUSIC 268 U 1 - 2  Ensemble - Brass
26950 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27153 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 271
(A)
U 1 Jazz Ensemble
26183 LAB 801 TR 12:00pm-1:50pm MUS 150 Hanrahan, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 274 U 1 Guitar Repertoire and Ensemble
28232 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm KSE 640 Rodriguez Quiros, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
28233 LEC 002 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm KSE 640 Izquierdo, R Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 280 U 1 - 3  Special Studies in Music:
28038 LEC 002 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Orchestral Excerpts for Flute 1 - 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $21.20/cr.
41190 LEC 003 W 8:00am-8:50am MUS 180 Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Music Literature Level I 1 - 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$21.20.
41186 LEC 004 F 11:00am-11:50am MUS 180 Monhardt, J TOPIC: Music Literature Level II 1 - 3 cr
41187 LEC 005 W 10:00am-10:50am MUS 180 Monhardt, J TOPIC: Music Literature Level III 1 - 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$21.20.
41188 LEC 006 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MUS 230 Brauner, M TOPIC: Music History through the Movies 1 - 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $63.60.
41189 LEC 007 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Vocal Jazz 1 - 3 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27866 LEC 010 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Flute Ensemble 1 - 3 cr, Open to Flute Majors or
Non-Majors, Pre-College and Adults. See instructor regarding
non-credit.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27911 LEC 013 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Ethnic Percussion Styles 1 - 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$21.20/cr.
~ MUSIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
28228 LAB 901 - TBA
# MUSIC 300
(A)
U 3 Literary Aspects of Rock and Roll
27946 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:30pm MUS 340 Rosenblum, M Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E  Evening Section
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~ + MUSIC 304 U 3 Jazz Arranging
41707 LAB 801 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Cucunato, L
~ + MUSIC 306 U 2 Jazz Theory II
28019 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-11:50am MUS 230 Nelson-Raney, S Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $42.40.
# MUSIC 309
(A)
U/G 2 American Folk and Popular Music
E 26952 LEC 001 R 7:00pm-8:50pm MUS 360 Rosenblum, M Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 311 U/G 3 Music of the Baroque Era
41192 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MUS 240 Noonan, T Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 314 U/G 3 Music since 1900
28463 LEC 001 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MUS 320 Kuhn, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 323 U 3 Instrumentation
E 26953 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-6:10pm MUS 240 Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
E R 5:00pm-5:50pm MUS 320
MUSIC 326 U/G 1 Advanced Aural Theory
27488 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-11:50am MUS 230 Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 327 U/G 3 Analog and Digital Synthesis I
26954 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:20pm MUS B50 Schlei, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + MUSIC 331 U 1 Improvisation II
28020 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-2:50pm MUS 150 Hanrahan, C Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
# MUSIC 348 U 1 Sight-Reading for Guitar II
27577 LEC 001 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: ZEL 192.
Consent required to audit
MUSIC 354 U 2 Instrumental Conducting
26955 LEC 001 MW 10:00am-10:50am ZEL 353 Climer, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
Add'l Prereq: Music 230(P); jr st; Music Major.
MUSIC 357 U 2 Choral Conducting
27466 LEC 001 MW 10:00am-10:50am MUS 280 Hansen, G Additional Tuition $42.40.
# MUSIC 361 U 1 - 2  Ensemble - Piano
27622 LAB 801 - TBA Abend, E Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Meets MUS 110.
Consent required to audit
# MUSIC 365 U 1 - 2  Ensemble - Woodwind
27617 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# MUSIC 367 U 1 - 2  Ensemble - Brass
27657 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27804 LAB 802 - TBA Hartman, K Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# MUSIC 369 U 1 - 2  Ensemble - Strings
27658 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27897 LAB 802 - TBA Zinck, B Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27898 LAB 803 - TBA Rosove, L Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 370 U 1 - 2  Chamber Ensemble - Mixed
E  Evening Section
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26951 LAB 801 - TBA Zinck, B Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27687 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27688 LAB 803 - TBA Abend, E Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27689 LAB 804 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27904 LAB 809 - TBA Rosove, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27905 LAB 810 - TBA Kartman, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 378 U 2 Song Literature: United States and Select European Countries
41197 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ruck, T A Special Course Fee of $275, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged for this course. Conducted completely online.
# MUSIC 402 U 1 Jazz Combo
28021 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-2:50pm KSE 594 Linke, D Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20.
28022 LAB 803 - TBA Hanrahan, C Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20.
28023 LAB 804 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 150 Nelson-Raney, S Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSIC 405 U 1 Improvisation IV
28200 LAB 801 R 2:00pm-2:50pm MUS 150 Hanrahan, C Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUSIC 420 U/G 3 Advanced Computing and Music
E 26956 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm MUS B40 Schlei, K
Welstead, J
Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 446 U/G 2 Vocal Pedagogy
E 27623 LEC 001 T 7:00pm-9:00pm MUS 360 Errante, V Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 452
(A)
U/G 1 - 2  Collegium Musicum
E 28636 LAB 801 MW 5:30pm-7:10pm TBA Brauner, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 457 U/G 0 - 3  Opera Theatre
E 26184 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-5:30pm MUS 320 Bieneman, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Enroll for 1, 2, or 3 cr. By Audition only - contact Instructor
# MUSIC 478 U 3 Finger-Style Guitar: History and Performance
E 27578 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Stropes, J Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# MUSIC 489 U/G 1 - 4  Workshop:
28405 LEC 001 - TBA Climer, J TOPIC: Band Teaching and Conducting Workshop 1 - 4 cr,
03/12/2012-03/17/2012 Addit ional Tuit ion $21.20.
27579 LEC 005 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm KSE 640 Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Guitar Technique 1 - 4 cr, Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27805 LEC 008 R 3:30pm-6:30pm MUS 240 Rosenblum, M TOPIC: Rock and Roll Lyrics: the Art of Songwriting 1 - 4 cr,
Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28466 LEC 009 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Improvisation and Aleatoric Structures 1 - 4 cr,
Contact Instructor for Scheduling.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28683 LEC 010 - TBA TOPIC: Using Technology in Music Education 1 - 4 cr, -
Prereq: jr st; additional prereq announced each offering.
Class meets 01/28/11 - 01-30-11.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
~ MUSIC 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
28229 LAB 901 - TBA Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
+ MUSIC 509 U 3 Certificate Program in Rock and Roll Studies Capstone
28637 SEM 001 - TBA Rosenblum, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
Contact Instructor for Scheduling.
MUSIC 553 U/G 2 Advanced Conducting I
27708 LEC 002 - TBA Hansen, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUSIC 554 U/G 2 Advanced Conducting II
26957 LEC 001 - TBA Hansen, S Contact Instructor for Scheduling.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27690 LEC 003 - TBA Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
28350 LEC 004 - TBA Climer, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
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MUSIC 559 U/G 3 The Wind Band: Its History and Literature
28221 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Corley, S A Special course fee of $275, in addition to regular tuition, will
be charged for this section. Conducted completely online:
computer/internet access req'd.
~ MUSIC 561 U/G 1 - 3  Advanced Chamber Music
26185 LAB 801 - TBA Zinck, B Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27691 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27692 LAB 803 - TBA Abend, E Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27693 LAB 804 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E 27722 LAB 806 M 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Storniolo, C Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
FOCUS: Percussion.
27747 LAB 807 - TBA Ollmann, K Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27894 LAB 810 - TBA Kartman, S Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27895 LAB 811 - TBA Izquierdo, R Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27896 LAB 812 - TBA Rosove, L Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E 27893 LAB 813 M 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA Wetzel, T Audit never allowed
Meets in MUS170
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 611 U/G 3 Music of the Medieval Era
41214 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Brauner, M Meets in Library E280
Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUSIC 659 U 0 Junior Recital
26186 LEC 001 - TBA Abend, E Additional Tuition $21.20.
26187 LEC 002 - TBA Baime, P Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: KSE 505.
26188 LEC 003 - TBA Borghesani, D Additional Tuition $21.20.
26189 LEC 004 - TBA Burns, L Additional Tuition $21.20.
26190 LEC 005 - TBA Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $21.20.
27999 LEC 006 - TBA Climer, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
28037 LEC 008 - TBA Soluri, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
26192 LEC 009 - TBA Erickson, M Additional Tuition $21.20.
26193 LEC 010 - TBA Errante, V Additional Tuition $21.20.
26194 LEC 012 - TBA Flint, G Additional Tuition $21.20.
26195 LEC 013 - TBA Giacobassi, B Additional Tuition $21.20.
26196 LEC 014 - TBA Hanrahan, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
26197 LEC 015 - TBA Hartman, K Additional Tuition $21.20.
26198 LEC 017 - TBA Hoelscher, M Additional Tuition $21.20.
26199 LEC 018 - TBA Izquierdo, R Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: KSE 505.
26201 LEC 022 - TBA Kartman, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
26202 LEC 023 - TBA Ruck, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
26203 LEC 024 - TBA Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
26204 LEC 026 - TBA Levy, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
26205 LEC 027 - TBA Linke, D Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: KSE 593.
26206 LEC 028 - TBA Lobotzke, A Additional Tuition $21.20.
27107 LEC 032 - TBA Ollmann, K Additional Tuition $21.20.
27108 LEC 033 - TBA Peterson, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
27109 LEC 034 - TBA Rosove, L Additional Tuition $21.20.
27244 LEC 035 - TBA Snyder, L Additional Tuition $21.20.
27245 LEC 036 - TBA Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
27353 LEC 037 - TBA Storniolo, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
27625 LEC 038 - TBA Stropes, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
27626 LEC 039 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
27627 LEC 040 - TBA Welstead, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
27628 LEC 041 - TBA Wetzel, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
27629 LEC 042 - TBA Zinck, B Additional Tuition $21.20.
27630 LEC 043 - TBA Soluri, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
27807 LEC 047 - TBA Padilla, M Additional Tuition $21.20.
27858 LEC 048 - TBA Borghesani, D Additional Tuition $21.20.
27910 LEC 049 - TBA Drexler, D Additional Tuition $21.20.
# + MUSIC 660 U 0 - 2  Senior Recital:
28272 IND 001 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Piano 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28274 IND 002 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Guitar 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28276 IND 003 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Percussion 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28278 IND 004 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
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28280 IND 005 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28283 IND 007 - TBA Drexler, D TOPIC: Tuba/Euphonium 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28285 IND 008 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Tuba/Euphonium 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28287 IND 009 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28289 IND 010 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: French Horn 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28291 IND 011 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Bassoon 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28293 IND 012 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Saxophone 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28295 IND 013 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Trumpet 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28297 IND 014 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Trombone 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28299 IND 015 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Guitar-Classical 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28303 IND 017 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Cello 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28305 IND 018 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28307 IND 019 - TBA TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28308 IND 020 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Clarinet 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28310 IND 021 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Guitar 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28312 IND 022 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Harp 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28314 IND 023 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28318 IND 025 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28320 IND 026 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Piano 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28322 IND 027 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Clarinet 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28324 IND 028 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28326 IND 029 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Bassoon 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28328 IND 030 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Organ 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28330 IND 031 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Percussion 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28332 IND 032 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Guitar 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28334 IND 033 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Flute 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28336 IND 034 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28338 IND 035 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Percussion 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28340 IND 036 - TBA Zinck, B TOPIC: Violin 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28344 IND 038 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Oboe 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28346 IND 039 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, Enroll for 1 or 2 cr.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28273 IND 051 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Piano 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28275 IND 052 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Guitar 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28277 IND 053 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Percussion 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28279 IND 054 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28284 IND 057 - TBA Drexler, D TOPIC: Tuba/Euphonium 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28286 IND 058 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Tuba/Euphonium 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28288 IND 059 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28290 IND 060 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: French Horn 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28292 IND 061 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Bassoon 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28294 IND 062 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Saxophone 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28296 IND 063 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Trumpet 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28298 IND 064 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Trombone 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28300 IND 065 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Guitar-Classical 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28304 IND 067 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Cello 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28306 IND 068 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
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28309 IND 070 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Clarinet 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28311 IND 071 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Guitar 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28313 IND 072 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Harp 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28315 IND 073 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28319 IND 075 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28321 IND 076 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Piano 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28323 IND 077 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Viola 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28325 IND 078 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28327 IND 079 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Bassoon 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28329 IND 080 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Organ 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28331 IND 081 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Percussion 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28333 IND 082 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Guitar 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28335 IND 083 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Flute 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28337 IND 084 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Composition 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28339 IND 085 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Percussion 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28341 IND 086 - TBA Zinck, B TOPIC: Violin 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28345 IND 088 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Oboe 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28347 IND 089 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Voice 0 - 2 cr, 0 cr only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 680 U/G 1 - 3  Special Studies in Music:
28062 LEC 002 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Orchestral Excerpts for Flute 1 - 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $21.20/cr.
41223 LEC 003 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Monhardt, J
Welstead, J
TOPIC: Music Composition and Film 1 - 3 cr, Music
Composition Majors Only
Additional Tuition $42.40.
41875 LEC 006 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Brauner, M TOPIC: Music History through the Movies 1 - 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $21.20.
27867 LEC 009 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Flute Ensemble 1 - 3 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Open to Flute Majors or Non-Majors, Pre-College and Adults.
See instructor for non-credit.
27912 LEC 013 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Jazz Vibraphone 1 - 3 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
# MUSIC 691 U/G 2 Senior Thesis
26208 IND 001 - TBA Emmons, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
26210 IND 003 - TBA Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $42.40.
26211 IND 004 - TBA Burns, L Additional Tuition $42.40.
26212 IND 005 - TBA Welstead, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
26213 IND 006 - TBA Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $42.40.
26215 IND 008 - TBA Rodger, G Additional Tuition $42.40.
26216 IND 009 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
27859 IND 011 - TBA Storniolo, C Additional Tuition $42.40.
41878 IND 012 - TBA Brauner, M Additional Tuition $42.40.
# MUSIC 693 U/G 1 - 4  Apprenticeship:
27631 LEC 001 - TBA Hansen, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27808 LEC 003 - TBA Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28185 LEC 004 - TBA Burns, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28186 LEC 005 - TBA Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28187 LEC 006 - TBA Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28188 LEC 007 - TBA Welstead, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# MUSIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Work (Undergraduate)
26217 IND 002 - TBA Burns, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26218 IND 003 - TBA Deutsch, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28189 IND 004 - TBA Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26219 IND 005 - TBA Emmons, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26220 IND 006 - TBA Errante, V Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26221 IND 007 - TBA Flint, G Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26222 IND 008 - TBA Hansen, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26223 IND 009 - TBA Hartman, K Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26224 IND 011 - TBA Climer, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26225 IND 012 - TBA Kartman, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26226 IND 013 - TBA Brauner, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26227 IND 014 - TBA Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26228 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26229 IND 016 - TBA Rodger, G Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
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27632 IND 017 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26230 IND 018 - TBA Welstead, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26231 IND 019 - TBA Zinck, B Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27721 IND 020 - TBA Rosenblum, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27756 IND 021 - TBA Stropes, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27809 IND 022 - TBA Monhardt, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUSIC 710 G 3 Graduate Studies in Music
E 27414 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Kuhn, J Meets: Golda Meir Library, (GML) E281.
# MUSIC 711 G 3 Graduate Seminar in Music History:
E 28349 SEM 002 W 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Kuhn, J TOPIC: 20th Century Opera 3 cr, Add'l Prereq: Written cons
Instr.
Consent required to audit
Meets: Golda Meir Library (GML) E281
# MUSIC 715 G 3 Choral Literature
41224 LEC 001 - TBA Hansen, S
MUSIC 719 G 2 Violin and Viola Pedagogy Level II
26958 LEC 401 W 2:00pm-2:50pm MUS 320 Drexler, D Various offcampus locations
W 26959 LAB 901 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Drexler, D Meets: Various offcampus locations.
MUSIC 723 G 2 Cello Pedagogy Level II
27080 LEC 401 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA Cook, S Meets in MUS 361.
E 27079 LAB 801 W 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Cook, S
MUSIC 731 G 3 Contemporary Composition Techniques
E 41225 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm MUS 340 Heinrichs, W Prereq: grad st: diagnostic test or Music 703 with grade of B or
better
MUSIC 732 G 3 Score Reading
E 26960 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:20pm MUS 230 Burmeister, J
# MUSIC 752 G 2 Advanced Piano Repertoire II
28635 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Otwell, M
28639 LEC 002 - TBA
MUSIC 754 G 2 Advanced Song Literature II
41226 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ruck, T Fee: $275, a special fee of $275, in addition to regular tuition
will be charged for this course. Conducted completely online.
computer/internet access req'd.
MUSIC 756 G 2 Advanced Instrumental Repertoire II: Strings
28061 LEC 001 - TBA Cook, S
MUSIC 758 G 2 Advanced Instrumental Repertoire II: Brass and Woodwinds
27659 LEC 001 - TBA Flint, G
# MUSIC 765 G 2 Advanced Instrumental Repertoire I: Guitar
27580 LEC 001 - TBA Baime, P Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 505.
27581 LEC 002 - TBA Izquierdo, R Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 507.
27582 LEC 003 - TBA Linke, D Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 505.
27583 LEC 004 - TBA Stropes, J Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 507.
# MUSIC 766 G 2 Advanced Instrumental Repertoire II: Guitar
27660 LEC 001 - TBA Baime, P Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 507.
27661 LEC 002 - TBA Izquierdo, R Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 505.
27662 LEC 003 - TBA Linke, D Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 593.
27663 LEC 004 - TBA Stropes, J Consent required to audit
Meets: KSE 597.
# MUSIC 769 G 2 Graduate Choral Conducting I
27231 LEC 001 - TBA Hansen, S
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# MUSIC 770 G 2 Graduate Choral Conducting II
27242 LEC 001 - TBA Hansen, S
MUSIC 771 G 2 Graduate Choral Conducting III
27467 LEC 001 - TBA Hansen, S
MUSIC 772 G 2 Advanced Instrumental Conducting
27694 LEC 001 - TBA Deutsch, M
MUSIC 781 G 1 University Community Orchestra
E 27038 LAB 501 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ZEL 280 Deutsch, M
MUSIC 782 G 1 Symphony Orchestra
26232 LAB 573 TR 1:00pm-3:50pm ZEL 280 Deutsch, M Add'l Prereq: req'd audition
MUSIC 788 G 1 Symphony Band
26233 LAB 561 W 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Corley, S
MF 2:00pm-3:50pm ZEL 280
MUSIC 789 G 1 Wind Ensemble
27470 LAB 562 MW 12:00pm-1:50pm ZEL 280 Climer, J
F 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
MUSIC 795 G 1 Concert Chorale
27463 LAB 501 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Hansen, S
TWR 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
MUSIC 798 G 1 University Choir
27464 LAB 563 TR 1:00pm-2:30pm TBA Thompson, P
# MUSIC 799 G 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Work
26234 IND 002 - TBA Burns, L
26235 IND 003 - TBA Deutsch, M
28024 IND 004 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S
26236 IND 005 - TBA Emmons, S
26237 IND 006 - TBA Errante, V
26238 IND 007 - TBA Flint, G
26239 IND 008 - TBA Hansen, S
26240 IND 009 - TBA Hartman, K
28191 IND 010 - TBA Heinrichs, W
26242 IND 012 - TBA Kartman, S
26243 IND 013 - TBA Stropes, J
26244 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
26245 IND 016 - TBA Rodger, G
26246 IND 017 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C
27665 IND 018 - TBA Welstead, J
26247 IND 019 - TBA Zinck, B
28192 IND 021 - TBA Monhardt, J
28664 IND 2 3 - TBA Brauner, M
MUSIC 806 G 1 Chamber Music Master Class
27081 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G
E 28064 LAB 802 M 8:00pm-9:50pm TBA Storniolo, C
MUSIC 829 G 2 Seminar: Historical Perspectives On Violin, Viola And Cello Pedagogy
26990 SEM 001 F 12:00pm-1:50pm TBA Drexler, D
MUSIC 835 G 2 Chamber Music Coaching
26248 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G
27713 LAB 802 - TBA
27730 LAB 803 - TBA Levy, T
27863 LAB 804 - TBA Abend, E
27899 LAB 805 - TBA Kartman, S
27900 LAB 806 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C
27901 LAB 807 - TBA Hartman, K
27902 LAB 808 - TBA Izquierdo, R
27903 LAB 809 - TBA Rosove, L
27916 LAB 810 - TBA Zinck, B
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# MUSIC 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
26249 IND 001 - TBA Rodger, G
MUSIC 911 G 3 Seminar In Musicology I
41227 SEM 001 W 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Rodger, G Meets in Library E280
~ MUSIC 990 G 1 - 3  Research of Thesis
26961 IND 002 - TBA Burns, L
26962 IND 003 - TBA Deutsch, M
27884 IND 004 - TBA Hartman, K
26963 IND 005 - TBA Emmons, S
26964 IND 006 - TBA Errante, V
26965 IND 007 - TBA Flint, G
26966 IND 008 - TBA Hansen, S
28025 IND 009 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S
28119 IND 010 - TBA Climer, J
26968 IND 012 - TBA Kartman, S
27117 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
27118 IND 016 - TBA Rodger, G
27119 IND 017 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C
27120 IND 018 - TBA Welstead, J
27130 IND 019 - TBA Zinck, B
27720 IND 020 - TBA Izquierdo, R
28042 IND 021 - TBA Stropes, J
28065 IND 022 - TBA Storniolo, C
28172 IND 023 - TBA Heinrichs, W
28194 IND 024 - TBA Monhardt, J
28665 IND 026 - TBA Brauner, M
# MUSIC 991 G 1 Recital And Lecture Demonstration
27031 LEC 001 - TBA Cook, S
Zinck, B
# MUSIC 999 G 1 - 3  Research (Independent Work)
26250 IND 002 - TBA Burns, L
26251 IND 003 - TBA Deutsch, M
28026 IND 004 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S
26970 IND 005 - TBA Emmons, S
26971 IND 006 - TBA Errante, V
26972 IND 007 - TBA Flint, G
26973 IND 008 - TBA Hansen, S
26974 IND 009 - TBA Hartman, K
26976 IND 012 - TBA Kartman, S
26979 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
26980 IND 016 - TBA Rodger, G
26981 IND 017 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C
26982 IND 018 - TBA Welstead, J
26983 IND 019 - TBA Zinck, B
28196 IND 020 - TBA Heinrichs, W
28197 IND 021 - TBA Monhardt, J
28666 IND 2 3 - TBA Brauner, M
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Music Education
Chair: Jon Welstead, FAM 120A, 229-5162
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY, INDEPENDENT READING, & FIELD WORK COURSES: to register on PAWS, choose 'Add a Class'. Select the term you want to add the class to. Next
to Search for Classes click 'Search'. Select subject from the drop down menu and enter the Catalog Number. Click on 'Search'. Select section with your instructor's name, click on 'select
class.' Select the number of Units from the drop down menu then click on 'Next.' Click on 'Proceed To Step 2 of 3'. Click on 'Finish Enrolling.' Some courses may require permission to
enroll.
  
         
 
  
        
         
 
  
        
 
   
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
         
   
 
  
        
 
   
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
         
 
  
      
 
  
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
 
MUS ED 249 U 2 Diction Survey
E 28222 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm MUS 280 Hansen, G Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUS ED 260
(A)
U 3 Making Music Connections with Children
26252 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am MUS 340 Sacharski, B Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27695 LEC 002 R 4:30pm-7:10pm MUS 340 Garthee, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
MUS ED 331 U 1 Keyboard Skills for Music Educators I
28467 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-9:50am MUS 220 Peterson, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
# MUS ED 350 U 1 Introduction to Teaching Music
27891 FLD 001 T 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 360 Feay-Shaw, S Add'l Special Course Fee $12.00
Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUS ED 450 U 1 Field Experience in Music Education II
27188 FLD 001 T 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 340 Feay-Shaw, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUS ED 451 U 2 Teaching Instrumental Music: Elementary and Middle Levels
26984 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-8:50am MUS 360 Emmons, S Additional Tuition $42.40.
MUS ED 452 U 1 - 2  String Pedagogy
W 26985 LEC 001 S 8:00am-10:00am MUS 220 Drexler, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
R 10:00am-10:50am MUS 240
MUS ED 462 U 2 Teaching Secondary Choral Music
E 28668 LAB 803 M 6:30pm-8:10pm MUS 360 Additional Tuition $42.40.
# + MUS ED 477 U 1 - 9  Student Teaching in Music - Elementary Level
26253 FLD 001 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26254 FLD 002 - TBA Emmons, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUS ED 478 U 1 - 9  Student Teaching in Music - Secondary Level
26255 FLD 001 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
26256 FLD 002 - TBA Emmons, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
MUS ED 479 U 1 Seminar in Student Teaching
E 26258 SEM 001 R 4:30pm-6:00pm MUS 360 Feay-Shaw, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
MUS ED 778 G 3 Recent Developments in Music Education
41869 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Emmons, S
MUS ED 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Study in Music Education
27075 IND 001 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S
27076 IND 003 - TBA Emmons, S
# MUS ED 990 G 1 - 6  Thesis or Final Project
27078 IND 001 - TBA Emmons, S
27077 IND 002 - TBA Feay-Shaw, S
26259 IND 004 - TBA Hansen, S
28184 IND 005 - TBA Climer, J
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Music Performance
Chair: Jon Welstead, FAM 120A, 229-5162
The following courses include instrument fundamentals, master classes, courses for MM Accompanying and ICM students, and music performance (lessons). These courses are governed
by special Music Department policies and are available only to Music Majors and Inter-Arts Majors (see NON-MUSIC MAJOR notation below regarding performance lessons).
MUSIC MAJORS - Registration in MUSPERF area courses in the 100, 200, 300, 400, 900 and 700 series/tracks is restricted to Music Major students meeting all of the following
prerequisites. (The 800 series/track courses are open only to students admitted to the Institute of Chamber Music.)
a. Music Major (or Inter-Arts Major) for whom these courses are a curricular requirement
b. Permission of the Department, obtained by official individual audition and a recommendation of the music faculty.
c. Concurrent registration in at least four (4) credits in music other than Music Performance (lessons).
d. Instrumental and Vocal Music Majors meeting requirements for the Performance degree and the Music Education degree program must be registered in an approved major
performing ensemble concurrent with each semester of performance study on their principal instrument or voice.
NO MUSIC PERFORMANCE LESSON, WHETHER FOR MUSIC MAJORS OR NON-MAJORS, MAY BE ADDED OR DROPPED BY A STUDENT AFTER THE SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES.
ANY STUDENT WHO HAS NOT ARRANGED FOR A LESSON TIME WITH HIS/HER STUDIO INSTRUCTOR WITHIN THE FIRST TWO WEEKS WILL BE DROPPED FROM THE INSTRUCTOR'S STUDIO
FOR THE SEMESTER. 
NON-MUSIC MAJOR - (when space is available)
Under the following conditions a non-music major currently enrolled at UWM may enroll for performance lessons.
a. Successfully pass an audition on an instrument or voice (for audition information call Music Department at 229-5162)
b. Consent of the chair of the Music Department
c. Instrumentalists and Vocalists must be registered for an approved performing ensemble concurrent with each semester of study
NOTE: Non-majors will receive final confirmation of lesson space after all music majors have been assigned lesson space.
**ALL VOICE students must have Thursdays at 4:00pm - 5:30pm free for Voice Lab, MUS 175. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY, INDEPENDENT READING, & FIELD WORK COURSES: to register on PAWS, choose 'Add a Class'. Select the term you want to add the class to. Next
to Search for Classes click 'Search'. Select subject from the drop down menu and enter the Catalog Number. Click on 'Search'. Select section with your instructor's name, click on 'select
class.' Select the number of Units from the drop down menu then click on 'Next.' Click on 'Proceed To Step 2 of 3'. Click on 'Finish Enrolling.' Some courses may require permission to
enroll.
   
        
        
        
        
 
   
        
 
   
         
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
~ MUSPERF 1 U 1 Fundamentals of Piano:
26260 LAB 801 TR 10:00am-10:50am MUS 270 Krueger, L TOPIC: Piano Fundamentals II 1 cr, Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26261 LAB 802 TR 11:00am-11:50am MUS 270 Krueger, L TOPIC: Piano Fundamentals II 1 cr, Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26262 LAB 803 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MUS 270 Otwell, M TOPIC: Piano Fundamentals II 1 cr, Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
42591 LAB 804 MW 10:00am-10:50am TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Piano Fundamentals I 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 21 U 1 Fundamentals of Flute
26672 LAB 801 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA Bae, Y Audit never allowed
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 24 U 1 Fundamentals of Saxophone
E 28230 LAB 801 W 5:30pm-6:30pm TBA Hanrahan, C Audit never allowed
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 31 U 1 Fundamentals of French Horn
27074 LAB 801 - TBA Swinney, A Audit never allowed
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 273
~ MUSPERF 32 U 1 Fundamentals of Trumpet or Cornet
26263 LAB 801 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA Audit never allowed
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Meets in MUS 260.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 33 U 1 Fundamentals of Trombone
27602 LAB 801 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 34 U 1 Fundamentals of Baritone
27655 LEC 001 - TBA Erickson, M Audit never allowed
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 43 U 1 Fundamentals of Cello
28217 LAB 801 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA Cook, S Audit never allowed
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 44 U 1 Fundamentals of Double Bass
28353 LAB 801 - TBA Snyder, L Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
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~ MUSPERF 51 U 1 Fundamentals of Percussion
28214 LAB 801 F 10:00am-11:50am ZEL 280 Storniolo, C Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 101 U 1 Lessons in Piano:
27042 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Audit never allowed
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27032 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27043 LAB 803 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27044 LAB 804 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27045 LAB 805 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27046 LAB 806 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27047 LAB 807 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27048 LAB 808 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26264 LAB 811 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26265 LAB 812 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26266 LAB 813 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26267 LAB 814 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26268 LAB 815 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26269 LAB 816 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26270 LAB 817 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26271 LAB 818 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26991 LAB 821 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26992 LAB 822 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26993 LAB 823 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26994 LAB 824 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26995 LAB 825 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26996 LAB 826 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26997 LAB 827 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26998 LAB 828 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42582 LAB 851 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42583 LAB 852 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42584 LAB 853 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42585 LAB 854 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42586 LAB 855 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42587 LAB 856 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42588 LAB 857 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
42589 LAB 858 - TBA Schlei, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 102 U 1 Lessons in Organ:
26280 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26281 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26282 LAB 803 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26283 LAB 804 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26284 LAB 805 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26285 LAB 806 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26286 LAB 807 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26287 LAB 808 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27471 LAB 811 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27472 LAB 812 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27473 LAB 813 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27474 LAB 814 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27475 LAB 815 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27476 LAB 816 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27477 LAB 817 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27478 LAB 818 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 111 U 1 Lessons in Voice:
26288 LAB 801 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26289 LAB 802 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26290 LAB 803 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26291 LAB 804 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28121 LAB 805 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28122 LAB 806 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28123 LAB 807 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28124 LAB 808 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27633 LAB 811 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27634 LAB 812 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27635 LAB 813 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27636 LAB 814 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28125 LAB 815 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28126 LAB 816 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28127 LAB 817 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28128 LAB 818 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27961 LAB 821 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27962 LAB 822 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27963 LAB 823 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27964 LAB 824 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28129 LAB 825 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
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28130 LAB 826 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28131 LAB 827 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28132 LAB 828 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27418 LAB 831 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27419 LAB 832 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27420 LAB 833 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27421 LAB 834 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28133 LAB 835 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28134 LAB 836 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28135 LAB 837 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28136 LAB 838 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27957 LAB 841 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27958 LAB 842 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27959 LAB 843 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27960 LAB 844 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28137 LAB 845 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28138 LAB 846 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28139 LAB 847 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28140 LAB 848 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 121 U 1 Lessons in Flute:
26296 LAB 801 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26297 LAB 802 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26298 LAB 803 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26299 LAB 804 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26300 LAB 805 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26301 LAB 806 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26302 LAB 807 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
26303 LAB 808 - TBA Bae, Y TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
Meets: MUS 461.
~ MUSPERF 122 U 1 Lessons in Oboe:
27051 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27053 LAB 802 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27054 LAB 803 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27055 LAB 804 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27052 LAB 805 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27056 LAB 806 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27057 LAB 807 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27058 LAB 808 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 123 U 1 Lessons in Clarinet:
26448 LAB 801 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26449 LAB 802 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26450 LAB 803 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26451 LAB 804 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26452 LAB 805 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26453 LAB 806 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26454 LAB 807 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26455 LAB 808 - TBA Pimentel, O TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26456 LAB 811 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26457 LAB 812 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26458 LAB 813 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26459 LAB 814 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26460 LAB 815 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26461 LAB 816 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26462 LAB 817 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26463 LAB 818 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 124 U 1 Lessons in Saxophone:
26464 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26465 LAB 802 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26466 LAB 803 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26467 LAB 804 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26468 LAB 805 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26469 LAB 806 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26470 LAB 807 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26471 LAB 808 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 125 U 1 Lessons in Bassoon:
26472 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26473 LAB 802 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
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26474 LAB 803 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26475 LAB 804 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26476 LAB 805 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26477 LAB 806 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26478 LAB 807 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26479 LAB 808 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27549 LAB 811 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27550 LAB 812 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27551 LAB 813 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27552 LAB 814 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27553 LAB 815 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27554 LAB 816 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27555 LAB 817 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27556 LAB 818 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 131 U 1 Lessons in French Horn:
26480 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26481 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26482 LAB 803 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26483 LAB 804 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26484 LAB 805 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26485 LAB 806 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26486 LAB 807 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26487 LAB 808 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 132 U 1 Lessons in Trumpet or Cornet:
26488 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26489 LAB 802 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26490 LAB 803 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26491 LAB 804 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26492 LAB 805 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26493 LAB 806 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26494 LAB 807 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26495 LAB 808 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27770 LAB 811 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27771 LAB 812 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27772 LAB 813 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27773 LAB 814 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27774 LAB 815 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27775 LAB 816 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27776 LAB 817 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27777 LAB 818 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 133 U 1 Lessons in Trombone:
27155 LAB 811 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27156 LAB 812 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27157 LAB 813 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27158 LAB 814 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27159 LAB 815 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27160 LAB 816 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27161 LAB 817 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27162 LAB 818 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 134 U 1 Lessons in Baritone:
27305 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27306 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27307 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27308 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27309 LAB 815 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27310 LAB 816 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27311 LAB 817 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27312 LAB 818 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 135 U 1 Lessons in Tuba:
27313 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27314 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27315 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27316 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27317 LAB 815 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27318 LAB 816 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27319 LAB 817 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27320 LAB 818 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 141 U 1 Lessons in Violin:
26496 LAB 801 - TBA TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
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26497 LAB 802 - TBA TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26498 LAB 803 - TBA TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26499 LAB 804 - TBA TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26500 LAB 805 - TBA TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26501 LAB 806 - TBA TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26502 LAB 807 - TBA TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26503 LAB 808 - TBA TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 142 U 1 Lessons in Viola:
26504 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26505 LAB 802 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26506 LAB 803 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26507 LAB 804 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26508 LAB 805 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26509 LAB 806 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26510 LAB 807 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26511 LAB 808 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 143 U 1 Lessons in Cello:
26512 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26513 LAB 802 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26514 LAB 803 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26515 LAB 804 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26516 LAB 805 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26517 LAB 806 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26518 LAB 807 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26519 LAB 808 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 144 U 1 Lessons in Double Bass:
27083 LAB 811 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27084 LAB 812 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27085 LAB 813 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27086 LAB 814 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27087 LAB 815 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27088 LAB 816 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27089 LAB 817 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27090 LAB 818 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 145 U 1 Lessons in Harp:
26520 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26521 LAB 802 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26522 LAB 803 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26523 LAB 804 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26524 LAB 805 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26525 LAB 806 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26526 LAB 807 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26527 LAB 808 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 146 U 1 Lessons in Guitar--Classical:
27192 LAB 801 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27246 LAB 802 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
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27247 LAB 803 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27248 LAB 804 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27249 LAB 805 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27250 LAB 806 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27251 LAB 807 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27252 LAB 808 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 188.
Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27594 LAB 811 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27595 LAB 812 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27596 LAB 813 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27597 LAB 814 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27598 LAB 815 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27599 LAB 816 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27600 LAB 817 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27601 LAB 818 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28043 LAB 821 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28044 LAB 822 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28045 LAB 823 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28046 LAB 824 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28047 LAB 825 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28048 LAB 826 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28049 LAB 827 - TBA Rodriguez Quiros, C TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28050 LAB 828 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 147 U 1 Lessons in Guitar-Finger-Style:
27193 LAB 801 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27253 LAB 802 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27254 LAB 803 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27255 LAB 804 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27256 LAB 805 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27257 LAB 806 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27258 LAB 807 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27259 LAB 808 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27810 LAB 811 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27811 LAB 812 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27812 LAB 813 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27813 LAB 814 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27814 LAB 815 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27815 LAB 816 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27816 LAB 817 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27817 LAB 818 - TBA Lardner, A TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 148 U 1 Lessons in Guitar--Jazz:
27194 LAB 801 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27260 LAB 802 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27261 LAB 803 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27262 LAB 804 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27263 LAB 805 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27264 LAB 806 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27265 LAB 807 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27266 LAB 808 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27818 LAB 811 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27819 LAB 812 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27820 LAB 813 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27821 LAB 814 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27822 LAB 815 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27823 LAB 816 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27824 LAB 817 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27825 LAB 818 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
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~ + MUSPERF 149 U 1 Lessons in Guitar--Flamenco:
27195 LAB 801 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27267 LAB 802 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27268 LAB 803 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27269 LAB 804 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27270 LAB 805 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27271 LAB 806 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27272 LAB 807 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27273 LAB 808 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 151 U 1 Lessons in Percussion:
26528 LAB 801 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26529 LAB 802 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26530 LAB 803 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26531 LAB 804 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26532 LAB 805 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26533 LAB 806 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26534 LAB 807 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26535 LAB 808 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26999 LAB 811 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27000 LAB 812 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27001 LAB 813 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27002 LAB 814 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27003 LAB 815 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27004 LAB 816 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27005 LAB 817 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27006 LAB 818 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 201 U 1 Lessons in Piano:
26536 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26537 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26538 LAB 803 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26539 LAB 804 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26541 LAB 805 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26540 LAB 806 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26542 LAB 807 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26543 LAB 808 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26544 LAB 811 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26545 LAB 812 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26546 LAB 813 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26547 LAB 814 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26548 LAB 815 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26549 LAB 816 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26550 LAB 817 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26551 LAB 818 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27233 LAB 821 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27234 LAB 822 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27235 LAB 823 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27236 LAB 824 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27237 LAB 825 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27238 LAB 826 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27239 LAB 827 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27240 LAB 828 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 202 U 1 Lessons in Organ:
26560 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26561 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26562 LAB 803 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26563 LAB 804 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26564 LAB 805 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26565 LAB 806 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26566 LAB 807 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26567 LAB 808 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27479 LAB 811 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27480 LAB 812 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27481 LAB 813 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27482 LAB 814 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27483 LAB 815 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27484 LAB 816 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27485 LAB 817 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27486 LAB 818 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
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~ MUSPERF 211 U 1 Lessons in Voice:
26568 LAB 801 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26569 LAB 802 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26570 LAB 803 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26571 LAB 804 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26572 LAB 805 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26573 LAB 806 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26574 LAB 807 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26575 LAB 808 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27637 LAB 811 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27638 LAB 812 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27639 LAB 813 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27640 LAB 814 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27641 LAB 815 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27642 LAB 816 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27643 LAB 817 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27644 LAB 818 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27426 LAB 831 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27427 LAB 832 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27428 LAB 833 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27429 LAB 834 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27430 LAB 835 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27431 LAB 836 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27432 LAB 837 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27433 LAB 838 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27979 LAB 841 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27980 LAB 842 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27981 LAB 843 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27982 LAB 844 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27984 LAB 845 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27985 LAB 846 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27986 LAB 847 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27987 LAB 848 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26576 LAB 851 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26577 LAB 852 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26578 LAB 853 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26579 LAB 854 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26580 LAB 855 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26581 LAB 856 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26582 LAB 857 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26583 LAB 858 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 221 U 1 Lessons in Flute:
26584 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26585 LAB 802 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26586 LAB 803 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26587 LAB 804 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26588 LAB 805 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26589 LAB 806 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26590 LAB 807 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26591 LAB 808 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 222 U 1 Lessons in Oboe:
27059 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27060 LAB 802 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27061 LAB 803 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27062 LAB 804 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27063 LAB 805 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27064 LAB 806 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27065 LAB 807 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27066 LAB 808 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 223 U 1 Lessons in Clarinet:
26600 LAB 801 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26601 LAB 802 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26602 LAB 803 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26603 LAB 804 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26604 LAB 805 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26605 LAB 806 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26606 LAB 807 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26607 LAB 808 - TBA Ahearn, S TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26608 LAB 811 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
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26609 LAB 812 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26610 LAB 813 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26611 LAB 814 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26612 LAB 815 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26613 LAB 816 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26614 LAB 817 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26615 LAB 818 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 224 U 1 Lessons in Saxophone:
26616 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26617 LAB 802 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26618 LAB 803 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26619 LAB 804 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26620 LAB 805 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26621 LAB 806 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26622 LAB 807 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26623 LAB 808 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 225 U 1 Lessons in Bassoon:
26624 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26625 LAB 802 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26626 LAB 803 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26627 LAB 804 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26628 LAB 805 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26629 LAB 806 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26630 LAB 807 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26631 LAB 808 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27557 LAB 811 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27558 LAB 812 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27559 LAB 813 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27560 LAB 814 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27561 LAB 815 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27562 LAB 816 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27563 LAB 817 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27564 LAB 818 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 231 U 1 Lessons in French Horn:
26632 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26633 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26634 LAB 803 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26635 LAB 804 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26636 LAB 805 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26637 LAB 806 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26638 LAB 807 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26639 LAB 808 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 232 U 1 Lessons in Trumpet or Cornet:
26640 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26641 LAB 802 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26642 LAB 803 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26643 LAB 804 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26644 LAB 805 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26645 LAB 806 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26646 LAB 807 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26647 LAB 808 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27732 LAB 811 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27733 LAB 812 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27734 LAB 813 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27735 LAB 814 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27736 LAB 815 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27737 LAB 816 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27738 LAB 817 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27739 LAB 818 - TBA Haake, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 233 U 1 Lessons in Trombone:
27163 LAB 811 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27164 LAB 812 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27165 LAB 813 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27166 LAB 814 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27167 LAB 815 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27168 LAB 816 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27169 LAB 817 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27170 LAB 818 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 234 U 1 Lessons in Baritone:
27321 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
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this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27322 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27323 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27324 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27325 LAB 815 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27326 LAB 816 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27327 LAB 817 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27328 LAB 818 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 235 U 1 Lessons in Tuba:
27329 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27330 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27331 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27332 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27333 LAB 815 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27334 LAB 816 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27335 LAB 817 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27336 LAB 818 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 241 U 1 Lessons in Violin:
26648 LAB 801 - TBA TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26649 LAB 802 - TBA TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26650 LAB 803 - TBA TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26651 LAB 804 - TBA TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26652 LAB 805 - TBA TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26653 LAB 806 - TBA TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26654 LAB 807 - TBA TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26655 LAB 808 - TBA TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 441
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 242 U 1 Lessons in Viola:
26656 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26657 LAB 802 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26658 LAB 803 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26659 LAB 804 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26660 LAB 805 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26661 LAB 806 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26662 LAB 807 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26663 LAB 808 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 243 U 1 Lessons in Cello:
26664 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26665 LAB 802 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26666 LAB 803 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26667 LAB 804 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26668 LAB 805 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26669 LAB 806 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26670 LAB 807 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26671 LAB 808 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
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~ MUSPERF 244 U 1 Lessons in Double Bass:
27091 LAB 811 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27092 LAB 812 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27093 LAB 813 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27094 LAB 814 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27095 LAB 815 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27096 LAB 816 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27097 LAB 817 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27098 LAB 818 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 245 U 1 Lessons in Harp:
26673 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26674 LAB 802 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26675 LAB 803 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26676 LAB 804 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26677 LAB 805 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26678 LAB 806 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26679 LAB 807 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26680 LAB 808 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 246 U 1 Lessons in Guitar--Classical:
27196 LAB 801 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27197 LAB 802 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27198 LAB 803 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27199 LAB 804 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27200 LAB 805 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27201 LAB 806 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27202 LAB 807 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27203 LAB 808 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27826 LAB 811 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27827 LAB 812 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27828 LAB 813 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27829 LAB 814 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27830 LAB 815 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27831 LAB 816 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27832 LAB 817 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27833 LAB 818 - TBA Chekan, E TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 247 U 1 Lessons in Guitar-Finger-Style:
27204 LAB 801 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27205 LAB 802 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27206 LAB 803 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27207 LAB 804 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27208 LAB 805 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27209 LAB 806 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27210 LAB 807 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27211 LAB 808 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27834 LAB 811 - TBA TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27835 LAB 812 - TBA TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27836 LAB 813 - TBA TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27837 LAB 814 - TBA TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27838 LAB 815 - TBA TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27839 LAB 816 - TBA TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27840 LAB 817 - TBA TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27841 LAB 818 - TBA TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 248 U 1 Lessons in Guitar--Jazz:
27212 LAB 801 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
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27213 LAB 802 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27214 LAB 803 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27215 LAB 804 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27216 LAB 805 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27217 LAB 806 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27218 LAB 807 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27219 LAB 808 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27842 LAB 811 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27843 LAB 812 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27844 LAB 813 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27845 LAB 814 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27846 LAB 815 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27847 LAB 816 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27848 LAB 817 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27849 LAB 818 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 249 U 1 Lessons in Guitar--Flamenco:
27220 LAB 801 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27274 LAB 802 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27275 LAB 803 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27276 LAB 804 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27277 LAB 805 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27278 LAB 806 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27279 LAB 807 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
27280 LAB 808 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 251 U 1 Lessons in Percussion:
26701 LAB 801 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26702 LAB 802 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26703 LAB 803 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26704 LAB 804 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26705 LAB 805 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26706 LAB 806 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26707 LAB 807 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26708 LAB 808 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27007 LAB 811 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27008 LAB 812 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27009 LAB 813 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27010 LAB 814 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27011 LAB 815 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27012 LAB 816 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27013 LAB 817 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27014 LAB 818 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 261 U 1 Lessons in Composition:
27492 LAB 801 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27493 LAB 802 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27494 LAB 803 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27495 LAB 804 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27496 LAB 805 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27497 LAB 806 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27498 LAB 807 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27499 LAB 808 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27500 LAB 811 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27501 LAB 812 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27502 LAB 813 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27503 LAB 814 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27504 LAB 815 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27505 LAB 816 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27506 LAB 817 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27507 LAB 818 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28367 LAB 821 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28368 LAB 822 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28369 LAB 823 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28370 LAB 824 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28371 LAB 825 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28372 LAB 826 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28373 LAB 827 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
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28374 LAB 828 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27508 LAB 841 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27509 LAB 842 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27510 LAB 843 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27511 LAB 844 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27512 LAB 845 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27513 LAB 846 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27514 LAB 847 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27515 LAB 848 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27516 LAB 851 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 1 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27517 LAB 852 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27518 LAB 853 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27519 LAB 854 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27520 LAB 855 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 5 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27521 LAB 856 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 6 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27522 LAB 857 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 7 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27523 LAB 858 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 8 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 301 U 2 Lessons in Piano:
26681 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26682 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26683 LAB 803 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26684 LAB 804 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26685 LAB 811 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26686 LAB 812 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26687 LAB 813 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26688 LAB 814 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27023 LAB 831 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27024 LAB 832 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27025 LAB 833 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27026 LAB 834 - TBA Otwell, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 302 U 2 Lessons in Organ:
26689 LAB 811 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26690 LAB 812 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26691 LAB 813 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26692 LAB 814 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 304 U 2 Lessons in Collaborative Pianio-Vocal:
27607 LAB 811 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27608 LAB 812 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27609 LAB 813 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27610 LAB 814 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 306 U 2 Jazz Piano:
28027 LAB 801 - TBA Cucunato, L TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Non-majors audition; contact instructor.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
28028 LAB 802 - TBA Cucunato, L TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Non-majors audition; contact instructor.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 311 U 2 Lessons in Voice:
26693 LAB 801 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26694 LAB 802 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26695 LAB 803 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26696 LAB 804 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27645 LAB 811 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27646 LAB 812 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27647 LAB 813 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27648 LAB 814 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27989 LAB 821 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27990 LAB 822 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27991 LAB 823 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27992 LAB 824 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27442 LAB 831 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27443 LAB 832 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27444 LAB 833 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27445 LAB 834 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28157 LAB 841 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28158 LAB 842 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28159 LAB 843 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28160 LAB 844 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26697 LAB 851 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26698 LAB 852 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26699 LAB 853 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26700 LAB 854 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 321 U 2 Lessons in Flute:
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26709 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26710 LAB 802 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26711 LAB 803 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26712 LAB 804 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 322 U 2 Lessons in Oboe:
27067 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27068 LAB 802 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27069 LAB 803 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27070 LAB 804 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 323 U 2 Lessons in Clarinet:
26717 LAB 801 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26718 LAB 802 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26719 LAB 803 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26720 LAB 804 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26721 LAB 811 - TBA TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26722 LAB 812 - TBA TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26723 LAB 813 - TBA TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26724 LAB 814 - TBA TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 324 U 2 Lessons in Saxophone:
26725 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26726 LAB 802 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26727 LAB 803 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26728 LAB 804 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 325 U 2 Lessons in Bassoon:
26822 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26823 LAB 802 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26824 LAB 803 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26825 LAB 804 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27565 LAB 811 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27566 LAB 812 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27567 LAB 813 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27568 LAB 814 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 328 U 2 Jazz Saxophone:
28029 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28030 LAB 802 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 331 U 2 Lessons in French Horn:
26729 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26730 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26731 LAB 803 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26732 LAB 804 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 332 U 2 Lessons in Trumpet or Cornet:
26733 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26734 LAB 802 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26735 LAB 803 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26736 LAB 804 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 333 U 2 Lessons in Trombone:
27171 LAB 811 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27172 LAB 812 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27173 LAB 813 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27174 LAB 814 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 334 U 2 Lessons in Baritone:
27337 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27338 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27339 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27340 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
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~ MUSPERF 335 U 2 Lessons in Tuba:
27341 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27342 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27343 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27344 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 336 U 2 Jazz Trumpet:
28031 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28032 LAB 802 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 341 U 2 Lessons in Violin:
26737 LAB 801 - TBA TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26738 LAB 802 - TBA TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26739 LAB 803 - TBA TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26740 LAB 804 - TBA TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 342 U 2 Lessons in Viola:
26741 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26742 LAB 802 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26743 LAB 803 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26744 LAB 804 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 343 U 2 Lessons in Cello:
26745 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26746 LAB 802 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26747 LAB 803 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26748 LAB 804 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 344 U 2 Lessons in Double Bass:
27099 LAB 811 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27100 LAB 812 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27101 LAB 813 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27102 LAB 814 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 345 U 2 Lessons in Harp:
26749 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26750 LAB 802 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26751 LAB 803 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26752 LAB 804 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 346 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Classical:
27221 LAB 801 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27281 LAB 802 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27282 LAB 803 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27283 LAB 804 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 347 U 2 Lessons in Guitar-Finger-Style:
27222 LAB 801 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27284 LAB 802 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27285 LAB 803 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27286 LAB 804 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 348 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Jazz:
27223 LAB 801 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
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27287 LAB 802 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27288 LAB 803 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27289 LAB 804 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27917 LAB 811 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27918 LAB 812 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27919 LAB 813 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27920 LAB 814 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 349 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Flamenco:
27224 LAB 801 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27290 LAB 802 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27291 LAB 803 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27292 LAB 804 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 351 U 2 Lessons in Percussion:
26753 LAB 801 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26754 LAB 802 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26755 LAB 803 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26756 LAB 804 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27015 LAB 811 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27016 LAB 812 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27018 LAB 813 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27017 LAB 814 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27131 LAB 821 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27132 LAB 822 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27133 LAB 823 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27134 LAB 824 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 352 U 2 Jazz Drum Set:
28033 LAB 801 - TBA Bayles, D TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28034 LAB 802 - TBA Bayles, D TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 353 U 2 Jazz String Bass:
28035 LAB 801 - TBA Mcgirr, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28036 LAB 802 - TBA Mcgirr, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 361 U 1 Lessons in Composition:
26759 LAB 801 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 1 - Group 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26760 LAB 802 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26761 LAB 803 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
26762 LAB 804 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
41285 LAB 811 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 1 - Group 1 cr
27532 LAB 812 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27533 LAB 813 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27534 LAB 814 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
41286 LAB 821 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 1 - Group 1 cr
28375 LAB 822 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28376 LAB 823 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
28377 LAB 824 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
41287 LAB 841 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 1 - Group 1 cr
27121 LAB 842 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27122 LAB 843 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27123 LAB 844 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
41288 LAB 851 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 1 - Group 1 cr
27140 LAB 852 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 2 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27141 LAB 853 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 3 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
27142 LAB 854 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 4 1 cr, Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 401 U 2 Lessons in Piano:
26763 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26764 LAB 802 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26765 LAB 803 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26766 LAB 804 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26767 LAB 811 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26768 LAB 812 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26769 LAB 813 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26770 LAB 814 - TBA Abend, E TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 402 U 2 Lessons in Organ:
26771 LAB 811 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
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26772 LAB 812 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26773 LAB 813 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26774 LAB 814 - TBA Burmeister, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 404 U 2 Lessons in Collaborative Piano-Vocal
27611 LAB 811 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27612 LAB 812 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27613 LAB 813 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27614 LAB 814 - TBA Peterson, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 411 U 2 Lessons in Voice:
26777 LAB 801 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26778 LAB 802 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26779 LAB 803 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26780 LAB 804 - TBA Errante, V TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27649 LAB 811 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27650 LAB 812 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27651 LAB 813 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27652 LAB 814 - TBA Ruck, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28173 LAB 821 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28174 LAB 822 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28175 LAB 823 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28176 LAB 824 - TBA Ollmann, K TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27450 LAB 831 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27451 LAB 832 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27452 LAB 833 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27453 LAB 834 - TBA Gettel, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28161 LAB 841 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28162 LAB 842 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28163 LAB 843 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28164 LAB 844 - TBA Bieneman, K TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26781 LAB 851 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26782 LAB 852 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26783 LAB 853 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26784 LAB 854 - TBA Haas, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 421 U 2 Lessons in Flute:
26785 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26786 LAB 802 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26787 LAB 803 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26788 LAB 804 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 461.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 422 U 2 Lessons in Oboe:
27071 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27072 LAB 802 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27073 LAB 803 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27030 LAB 804 - TBA Padilla, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 423 U 2 Lessons in Clarinet:
26793 LAB 801 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26794 LAB 802 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26795 LAB 803 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26796 LAB 804 - TBA Levy, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 424 U 2 Lessons in Saxophone:
26802 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26803 LAB 802 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26804 LAB 803 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26805 LAB 804 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 425 U 2 Lessons in Bassoon:
26806 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26807 LAB 802 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26808 LAB 803 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26809 LAB 804 - TBA Giacobassi, B TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27569 LAB 811 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27570 LAB 812 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27571 LAB 813 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27572 LAB 814 - TBA Soluri, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 428 U 2 Jazz Saxophone:
28178 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
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28179 LAB 802 - TBA Hanrahan, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 431 U 2 Lessons in French Horn:
26810 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26811 LAB 802 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26812 LAB 803 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26813 LAB 804 - TBA Flint, G TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 432 U 2 Lessons in Trumpet-Cornet:
26816 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26817 LAB 802 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26818 LAB 803 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26819 LAB 804 - TBA Hartman, K TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 433 U 2 Lessons in Trombone:
27175 LAB 811 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27176 LAB 812 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27177 LAB 813 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27178 LAB 814 - TBA Hoelscher, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 434 U 2 Lessons in Baritone:
27345 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27346 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27347 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27348 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Euphonium students must register under
this number.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 435 U 2 Lessons in Tuba:
27349 LAB 811 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27350 LAB 812 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27351 LAB 813 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27352 LAB 814 - TBA Erickson, M TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 441 U 2 Lessons in Violin:
26826 LAB 801 - TBA TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26827 LAB 802 - TBA TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26828 LAB 803 - TBA TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26829 LAB 804 - TBA TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 441.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 442 U 2 Lessons in Viola:
26830 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26831 LAB 802 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26832 LAB 803 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26833 LAB 804 - TBA Rosove, L TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 443 U 2 Lessons in Cello:
26834 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26835 LAB 802 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26836 LAB 803 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
26837 LAB 804 - TBA Kartman, S TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: MUS 245.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 444 U 2 Lessons in Double Bass:
27103 LAB 811 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27104 LAB 812 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27105 LAB 813 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27106 LAB 814 - TBA Snyder, L TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: ZEL 196.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
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~ MUSPERF 445 U 2 Lessons in Harp:
26838 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26839 LAB 802 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26840 LAB 803 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26841 LAB 804 - TBA Lobotzke, A TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 446 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Classical:
27225 LAB 801 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27293 LAB 802 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27294 LAB 803 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27295 LAB 804 - TBA Izquierdo, R TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 505.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 447 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Finger-Style:
27226 LAB 801 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27296 LAB 802 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27297 LAB 803 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27298 LAB 804 - TBA Stropes, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 597.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 448 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Jazz:
27227 LAB 801 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27299 LAB 802 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27300 LAB 803 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27301 LAB 804 - TBA Linke, D TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 593
Additional Tuition $42.40.
28167 LAB 811 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28168 LAB 812 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28169 LAB 813 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28170 LAB 814 - TBA Billmann, P TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 449 U 2 Lessons in Guitar--Flamenco:
27228 LAB 801 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27302 LAB 802 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27303 LAB 803 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
27304 LAB 804 - TBA Baime, P TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Meets: KSE 507.
Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 451 U 2 Lessons in Percussion:
26842 LAB 801 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26843 LAB 802 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26844 LAB 803 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26845 LAB 804 - TBA Storniolo, C TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27019 LAB 811 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27020 LAB 812 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27021 LAB 813 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27022 LAB 814 - TBA Borghesani, D TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27135 LAB 821 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27136 LAB 822 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27137 LAB 823 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27138 LAB 824 - TBA Wetzel, T TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 452 U 2 Jazz Drum Set:
28068 LAB 801 - TBA Bayles, D TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28069 LAB 802 - TBA Bayles, D TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + MUSPERF 453 U 2 Jazz String Bass:
28066 LAB 801 - TBA Mcgirr, T TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28067 LAB 802 - TBA Mcgirr, T TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 461 U 2 Lessons in Composition:
26846 LAB 801 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26847 LAB 802 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26848 LAB 803 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
26849 LAB 804 - TBA Burns, L TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27538 LAB 811 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
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27539 LAB 812 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27540 LAB 813 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27541 LAB 814 - TBA Welstead, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28378 LAB 821 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28379 LAB 822 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28380 LAB 823 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
28381 LAB 824 - TBA Schoofs, A TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27124 LAB 841 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27125 LAB 842 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27126 LAB 843 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27127 LAB 844 - TBA Heinrichs, W TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27184 LAB 851 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 1 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27185 LAB 852 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27186 LAB 853 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 3 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
27187 LAB 854 - TBA Monhardt, J TOPIC: Level 4 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ MUSPERF 501 U/G 1 Master Class in Keyboard Instruments, Piano
E 26757 LAB 801 W 4:00pm-4:50pm MUS 175 Meets in MUS175
Additional Tuition $21.20.
26986 LAB 802 M 3:00pm-3:50pm MUS 175 Abend, E Additional Tuition $21.20.
28120 LAB 803 M 3:00pm-3:50pm MUS 220 Peterson, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 502 U/G 1 Master Class in Keyboard Instruments, Organ
27729 LAB 801 - TBA Burmeister, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 511 U/G 1 Master Class in Voice
E 26758 LAB 801 R 4:00pm-5:30pm MUS 175 Errante, V Additional Tuition $21.20.
E 27112 LAB 802 R 4:00pm-5:30pm MUS 175 Ruck, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
E 27113 LAB 803 R 4:00pm-5:30pm MUS 175 Ollmann, K Additional Tuition $21.20.
E 27114 LAB 804 R 4:00pm-5:30pm MUS 175 Gettel, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
27459 LAB 805 R 3:00pm-3:50pm MUS 320 Bieneman, K Open only to Musical Theater students.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
E 27802 LAB 806 R 4:00pm-5:30pm MUS 175 Haas, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 521 U/G 1 Master Class in Woodwind Instruments, Flute
26775 LAB 801 W 3:00pm-3:50pm MUS 175 Thomason-Redus, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 522 U/G 1 Master Class in Woodwind Instruments, Oboe
26776 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 523 U/G 1 Master Class in Woodwind Instruments, Clarinet
27727 LAB 801 - TBA Levy, T Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 524 U/G 1 Master Class in Woodwind Instruments, Saxophone
26801 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 525 U/G 1 Master Class in Woodwind Instruments, Bassoon
26814 LAB 801 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Giacobassi, B
Soluri, T
Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 531 U/G 1 Master Class in Brass Instruments, French Horn
E 26815 LAB 801 M 7:00pm-7:50pm MUS 175 Flint, G Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 532 U/G 1 Master Class in Brass Instruments, Trumpet-Cornet
E 26820 LAB 801 M 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA Hartman, K Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 533 U/G 1 Master Class in Brass Instruments, Trombone
E 27154 LAB 802 M 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA Hoelscher, M Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 534 U/G 1 Master Class in Brass Instruments, Baritone
E 26821 LAB 801 M 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA Erickson, M Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~# MUSPERF 535 U/G 1 Master Class in Brass Instruments, Tuba
E 26850 LAB 801 M 7:00pm-7:50pm TBA Erickson, M Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Meets in ZEL 353
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~# MUSPERF 541 U/G 1 Master Class in String Instruments, Violin
27653 LAB 801 M 1:30pm-3:00pm MUS 175 Zinck, B Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
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Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 542 U/G 1 Master Class in String Instruments, Viola
26851 LAB 801 M 1:30pm-3:00pm TBA Rosove, L Meets: MUS 115.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 543 U/G 1 Master Class in String Instruments, Violoncello
26852 LAB 801 W 1:00pm-2:50pm MUS 175 Kartman, S Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 544 U/G 1 Master Class in String Instruments, Bass Viol
28183 LAB 801 W 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Snyder, L Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Meets in Music 175
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 545 U/G 1 Master Class in String Instruments, Harp
26987 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ + MUSPERF 546 U/G 1 Master Class in Guitar
27384 LEC 001 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Stropes, J Additional Tuition $21.20.
27584 LEC 002 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Izquierdo, R Additional Tuition $21.20.
27585 LEC 003 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Linke, D Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 551 U/G 1 Master Class in Percussion
26853 LAB 801 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Borghesani, D Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
Beginning master class. Meets: MUS 170.
27183 LAB 802 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wetzel, T Contact instructor to confirm schedule.
Additional Tuition $21.20.
Intermediate Master Class. Meets: MUS 170.
27191 LAB 803 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA Additional Tuition $21.20.
~ MUSPERF 701 G 3 Keyboard Instruments, Piano
26989 LAB 801 - TBA Jaimes, J
27615 LAB 802 - TBA Abend, E
~ MUSPERF 702 G 3 Keyboard Instruments, Organ
27027 LAB 801 - TBA Burmeister, J
~ MUSPERF 703 G 2 Collaborative Piano - Vocal
26925 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J
~ MUSPERF 704 G 2 Collaborative Piano - Instrumental
26854 LAB 801 - TBA Abend, E Meets: MUS 421
~ MUSPERF 705 G 1 Techniques of Opera Coaching and Accompanying
26855 LAB 801 - TBA Johns, J
~ MUSPERF 706 G 1 Sonatas, Piano and String
26856 LAB 801 - TBA Jaimes, J
~ MUSPERF 711 G 3 Voice
26857 LAB 801 - TBA Errante, V
26858 LAB 802 - TBA Ruck, T
26859 LAB 803 - TBA Ollmann, K
27041 LAB 804 - TBA Gettel, J
27803 LAB 806 - TBA
27969 LAB 807 - TBA Haas, C
~ MUSPERF 721 G 3 Woodwind Instruments, Flute
26860 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Meets: MUS 461
~ MUSPERF 722 G 3 Woodwind Instruments, Oboe
26861 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M
28039 LAB 802 - TBA Colburn, S
~ MUSPERF 723 G 3 Woodwind Instruments, Clarinet
26862 LAB 801 - TBA Levy, T
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~ MUSPERF 724 G 3 Woodwind Instruments, Saxophone
26863 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C
~ MUSPERF 725 G 3 Woodwind Instruments, Bassoon
26864 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B
27573 LAB 802 - TBA Soluri, T
~ MUSPERF 731 G 3 Brass Instruments, French Horn
26865 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G
~ MUSPERF 732 G 3 Brass Instruments, Trumpet-Cornet
26866 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K
~ MUSPERF 733 G 3 Brass Instruments, Trombone
27180 LAB 802 - TBA Hoelscher, M
~ MUSPERF 734 G 3 Brass Instruments, Baritone
26867 LAB 801 - TBA Erickson, M Euphonium students must register under this number.
~ MUSPERF 735 G 3 Brass Instruments, Tuba
26868 LAB 801 - TBA Erickson, M
~ MUSPERF 741 G 2 - 3  String Instruments, Violin
26869 LAB 801 - TBA Meets: MUS 441.
~ MUSPERF 742 G 2 - 3  String Instruments, Viola
26870 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L Meets: MUS 115.
~ MUSPERF 743 G 2 - 3  String Instruments, Violoncello
26871 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S Meets: MUS 245.
~ MUSPERF 744 G 3 String Instruments, Bass Viol
27152 LAB 801 - TBA Snyder, L Meets: ZEL 196.
~ MUSPERF 745 G 3 String Instruments, Harp
26872 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A
~ MUSPERF 746 G 3 Guitar
27586 LAB 801 - TBA Baime, P Meets: KSE 507.
27587 LAB 802 - TBA Izquierdo, R Meets: KSE 505.
27588 LAB 803 - TBA Linke, D Meets: KSE 593.
27589 LAB 804 - TBA Stropes, J Meets: KSE 597.
~ MUSPERF 751 G 3 Percussion
26873 LAB 801 - TBA Storniolo, C
27181 LAB 802 - TBA Borghesani, D
~ MUSPERF 761 G 2 Advanced Composition
26874 IND 801 - TBA Burns, L
27546 IND 802 - TBA Welstead, J
28382 IND 803 - TBA Heinrichs, W Additional Tuition $42.40.
27547 IND 804 - TBA Monhardt, J
~ MUSPERF 801 G 2 Keyboard Instruments, Piano
26875 LAB 801 - TBA Abend, E
~ MUSPERF 821 G 2 Woodwind Instruments, Flute
28676 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Open to ICM students only. Prereq: grad st; cons instr.
Principal performance study in solo and chamber works for
institute of chamber music students on their major instrument.
Public performance required.
~ MUSPERF 822 G 2 Woodwind Instruments, Oboe
28677 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M Open to ICM students only. Prereq: grad st; cons instr.
Principal performance study for solo and chamber works for
institute of chamber music students on their major instrument.
Public performance required.
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~ MUSPERF 823 G 2 Woodwind Instruments, Clarinet
28679 LAB 801 - TBA Levy, T Open to ICM students only. Prereq: grad st; cons instr.
Principal performance study in solo and chamber works for
institute of chamber music students on their major instrument.
Public performance required.
~ MUSPERF 825 G 2 Woodwind Instruments, Bassoon
28681 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B Open to ICM students only. Prereq: grad st; cons instr.
Principal performance study in solo and chamber works for
institute of chamber music students on their major instrument.
Public performance required.
28682 LAB 802 - TBA Soluri, T
~ MUSPERF 841 G 2 String Instruments, Violin
26876 LAB 801 - TBA Meets: MUS 441.
~ MUSPERF 842 G 2 String Instruments, Viola
28060 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L
~ MUSPERF 843 G 2 String Instruments, Violoncello
26877 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S Meets: MUS 245.
~ MUSPERF 855 G 1 Instrumental Master Class
27082 LAB 801 M 1:30pm-3:00pm TBA Meets: MUS 175
27189 LAB 802 W 1:00pm-2:50pm TBA Kartman, S Meets in MUS175
27190 LAB 803 - TBA Rosove, L
27603 LAB 804 - TBA
27604 LAB 805 - TBA Levy, T
28684 LAB 806 - TBA Padilla, M
28685 LAB 807 - TBA Soluri, T
~ MUSPERF 901 G 1 Keyboard Instruments, Piano
26878 LAB 801 - TBA Peterson, J
27029 LAB 802 - TBA
27616 LAB 803 - TBA Abend, E
27726 LAB 804 - TBA
~ MUSPERF 902 G 1 Keyboard Instruments, Organ
26879 LAB 801 - TBA Burmeister, J
~ MUSPERF 911 G 1 Voice
26880 LAB 801 - TBA Errante, V
26881 LAB 802 - TBA Ruck, T
26882 LAB 803 - TBA Ollmann, K
27040 LAB 804 - TBA Gettel, J
27460 LAB 805 - TBA
27997 LAB 807 - TBA Haas, C
~ MUSPERF 921 G 1 Woodwind Instruments, Flute
26883 LAB 801 - TBA Thomason-Redus, C Meets: MUS 461.
~ MUSPERF 922 G 1 Woodwind Instruments, Oboe
26884 LAB 801 - TBA Padilla, M
~ MUSPERF 923 G 1 Woodwind Instruments, Clarinet
28041 LAB 801 - TBA Levy, T
~ MUSPERF 924 G 1 Woodwind Instruments, Saxophone
26885 LAB 801 - TBA Hanrahan, C
~ MUSPERF 925 G 1 Woodwind Instruments, Bassoon
26886 LAB 801 - TBA Giacobassi, B
27574 LAB 802 - TBA Soluri, T
~ MUSPERF 931 G 1 Brass Instruments, French Horn
26887 LAB 801 - TBA Flint, G
~ MUSPERF 932 G 1 Brass Instruments, Trumpet-Cornet
26888 LAB 801 - TBA Hartman, K
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~ MUSPERF 933 G 1 Brass Instruments, Trombone
27179 LAB 802 - TBA Hoelscher, M
~ MUSPERF 934 G 1 Brass Instruments, Baritone
26889 LAB 801 - TBA Erickson, M Euphonium students must register under this number.
~ MUSPERF 935 G 1 Brass Instruments, Tuba
26890 LAB 801 - TBA Erickson, M
~ MUSPERF 941 G 1 String Instruments, Violin
26891 LAB 801 - TBA Meets: MUS 441.
~ MUSPERF 942 G 1 String Instruments, Viola
26892 LAB 801 - TBA Rosove, L Meets: MUS 115.
~ MUSPERF 943 G 1 String Instruments, Violoncello
26988 LAB 801 - TBA Kartman, S Meets: MUS 245.
~ MUSPERF 944 G 1 String Instruments, Bass Viol
26893 LAB 801 - TBA Snyder, L Meets: ZEL 196.
~ MUSPERF 945 G 1 String Instruments, Harp
26894 LAB 801 - TBA Lobotzke, A
~ MUSPERF 946 G 1 Guitar
27590 LAB 801 - TBA Baime, P Meets: KSE 507.
27591 LAB 802 - TBA Izquierdo, R Meets: KSE 505.
27592 LAB 803 - TBA Linke, D Meets: KSE 593.
27593 LAB 804 - TBA Stropes, J Meets: KSE 597.
~ MUSPERF 951 G 1 Percussion
26895 LAB 801 - TBA Storniolo, C
27654 LAB 802 - TBA Borghesani, D
28215 LAB 803 - TBA Wetzel, T
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Theatre
Department Office: Art 203, 414-229-4947
Chair: LeRoy Stoner, ART 234, 414-229-3913
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION
1. Prerequisites will be strictly enforced. Students who do not meet prerequisites will be administratively dropped from the course.
2. Any student enrolled in a Theatre course, who does not attend the first class without having previously notified the Theatre Department Office (229-4947) may, at the discretion of
the instructor, be administratively dropped. After the Friday of the first week of classes students will not be allowed to drop without the written permission of the instructor. It is the
student's responsibility to check the office hours of the instructor if a drop is requested. See administrative or departmental drop section in the registration portion of the schedule of
classes for information about fees for students dropped from the course. Note: students must file signed drop forms personally, at the registrar's office; instructors take students off
their own list, but they do not contact the registrar's office.
3. Theatre majors will generally have priority registration for courses REQUIRED in the major.
4. All official email communication between the Department of Theatre and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student PantherMail email addresses
(http://panthermail.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherMail email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to
input a PantherMail forward mail command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
5. THEATRE COURSES ARE CLOSED TO AUDITORS.
   
       
        
       
 
   
        
         
        
        
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
       
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
       
# THEATRE 100
(A)
U 3 Introduction to the Theatre
27354 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am ACL 120 Berlin Krivsky, J
E 27355 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-8:45pm ACL 120 Rios, A
28223 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Lopez Rios, I A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# THEATRE 101
(A)
U 3 Introduction to the Actor's Art
27356 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm THR 7 McMillion, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27357 LAB 802 M 6:00pm-8:45pm THR 6 McMillion, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
27385 LAB 803 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm THR 7 McMillion, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
27358 LAB 804 MW 11:00am-12:15pm THR 6 Tasse, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
28574 LAB 805 MW 9:00am-10:15am THR 7 Wanasek, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 102
(A)
U 3 Introduction to Design and Production for Performance
27359 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MIT 375 White, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 111
(A)
U 3 Theatre Games
27360 LAB 901 R 2:00pm-4:30pm TBA Chudnow, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
Meets at Comedy Sportz, 420 South First Street, Milwaukee, WI
(414) 272-8888.
28362 LAB 902 W 2:00pm-4:30pm TBA Chudnow, R Meets at Comedy Sportz, 420 South First Street, Milwaukee, WI
(414)272-8888
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 202 U 1 - 4  Theatre Practicum
27921 LAB 801 - TBA Strawn, S To register for more than 2cr please take a signed Add form to
the PSOA Advising office, THR 120, and see your Academic
Advisor.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 204
(A)
U 3 Participatory Theatre
27386 LAB 801 TR 11:00am-12:15pm THR 7 Wanasek, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 213
(A)
U 3 Play Analysis
27362 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 375 Rios, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ THEATRE 214 U 4 Stagecraft
27922 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:15pm THR 90 Laughner, T
White, S
Add'l special course fee $20.
Additional Tuition $84.80.
27923 LAB 802 MW 2:00pm-4:45pm THR 90 Laughner, T
27924 LAB 803 TR 2:00pm-4:45pm THR 90 Laughner, T
+ THEATRE 224 U 3 Make-Up
27926 LEC 001 F 10:30am-12:30pm THR 35 Russo, C Add'l special course fee $55.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 225 U 4 Costume Construction
27927 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:25pm THR 35 Lieder, J Add'l special course fee $28.
Additional Tuition $84.80.
27928 LAB 801 MW 2:00pm-4:45pm THR 35 Rehberg, P
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27929 LAB 802 TR 2:00pm-4:45pm THR 35 Lieder, J
# THEATRE 230 U 3 Acting II: Text and Performance
27363 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:45am THR 6 Lopez Rios, I Additional Tuition $63.60.
27930 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-10:45am THR 7 Tasse, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
28360 LAB 803 MW 9:00am-10:45am MIT 385 Watson, W Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 231 U 3 Introduction to Voice and Speech
28642 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-12:15pm THR 7 McMillion, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 236 U 3 Theatre Production and Design
27361 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MUS B12 Graham, R Special Course Fee: $15.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27620 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am MUS B12 Graham, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 275 U 3 Performing Arts Management
27757 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 375 Stoner, L Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 285 U 3 Costume Construction II
28640 LAB 801 TR 9:00am-10:30am THR 35 Lieder, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
Special Course Fee: $60.00.
# THEATRE 305
(A)
U 3 The Theatrical Experience:
E 27364 FLD 001 W 6:00pm-9:00pm THR TBA Rehberg, P TOPIC: Out and About in Milwaukee 3 cr, Add'l special course
fee $110.00. First meeting will be held in Theatre T6 on
Wednesday, January 25, 2012.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ THEATRE 311 U 3 Advanced Theatre Games and Improvisation
28202 LAB 901 F 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Chudnow, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
Meets at Comedy Sportz, 420 South First Street, Milwaukee, WI
(414) 272-8888.
THEATRE 322
(A)
U 3 The Theatre: Modern and Contemporary Period
41149 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm ACL 120 Weinberg, M Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 325
(A)
U 3 History of Costume
28430 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 339 U 3 Stage Combat
E 41150 LAB 801 M 6:00pm-8:45pm MIT 385 Hedderman, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 354 U 3 Draping I
27931 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:45am THR 35 Rehberg, P Add'l special course fee $25.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 400 U 1 Foundations
27387 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-9:00am MIT 385 Lopez Rios, I Additional Tuition $21.20.
# THEATRE 415 U 3 Casting and Molding for the Stage
41161 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Strawn, S Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 418 U 3 Lighting Design
41151 LAB 801 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm THR 6 White, S Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 431 U 2 Stage Voice and Speech 2
27388 LAB 801 TR 9:00am-10:30am THR 6 Lopez Rios, I Additional Tuition $42.40.
# + THEATRE 432 U 1 - 6  Advanced Theatre Practicum
27575 FLD 001 - TBA Graham, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
To register for more than 2cr please see instructor and then take
a signed Add form to your Academic Advisor in the PSOA
Advising office, THR 120.
# THEATRE 441 U 2 Physical Performance 2
27389 LAB 801 TR 10:45am-12:15pm MIT 385 Holderness, R Additional Tuition $42.40.
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# THEATRE 471 U 1 - 4  Acting Technique 4
27390 LAB 801 MW 2:00pm-4:45pm MIT 385 Watson, W Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
THEATRE 474 U/G 3 Theatre in Secondary Education
E 27709 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:45pm MIT 375 Mello, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 475 U 2 - 4  Rehearsal and Performance:
E 27932 LAB 801 MTWRF 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA Horne, A This section for "Into the Woods " Rehearsal and Performance.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
41157 LAB 802 MTWRF 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA Watson, W This section for "The Nature of Mutation" Rehearsal and
Performance.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA
E 41158 LAB 803 MTWRF 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA Lopez Rios, I This section for "New Works" Rehearsal and Performance.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E 41159 LAB 804 MTWRF 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA Holderness, R This section for "Three Sisters" Rehearsal and Performance.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
E 41160 LAB 805 MTWRF 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA Berlin Krivsky, J This section for Stage Managers Rehearsal and Performance.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 480 U 3 Leadership Skills for Theatre Management
41162 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm THR 28 Berlin Krivsky, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
THEATRE 484 U/G 1 - 3  Field Work in Theatre
28691 FLD 001 - TBA Mello, R Additional Tuition $21.20.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed. Includes 70+ hours of service-learning.
This class will meet on Thursday May 12 from 9:00AM-4:45PM.
# THEATRE 485 U/G 2 - 6  Teaching Field Work in Theatre - Elementary Level
E 27365 FLD 001 W 5:00pm-7:45pm MIT 375 Mello, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l special course fee $50.
# THEATRE 486 U/G 2 - 6  Teaching Field Work in Theatre - Secondary Level
E 27366 FLD 001 T 5:00pm-7:45pm TBA Mello, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Add'l special course fee $50.
# THEATRE 490 U/G 2 - 4  Topics in Theatre:
E 28253 LAB 801 M 6:00pm-9:00pm TBA Schermer, P TOPIC: Creative Visualization I 3 cr, Quick sketch, visual
note-taking and problem-solving strategies for designers. For
Level 2 and grad arch students.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28254 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA Schermer, P TOPIC: Creative Visualization I 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 28361 LAB 803 W 6:00pm-9:00pm TBA Schermer, P TOPIC: Creative Visualization II 3 cr, Advanced
problem-solving and development of a body of work. Preq:
Rapid Visualization or consent of instructor.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41305 LAB 804 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA TOPIC: Gay Plays 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 531 U 2 Stage Voice and Speech 4
27710 LAB 801 TR 10:45am-12:15pm THR 6 Lopez Rios, I Additional Tuition $42.40.
# THEATRE 541 U 2 Physical Performance 4
28687 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-10:30am MIT 385 Watson, W Additional Tuition $42.40.
~ + THEATRE 571 U 3 Acting 6
27621 LAB 801 MW 2:00pm-4:45pm THR 6 Holderness, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THEATRE 575 U 1 - 4  Studio
E 27391 LAB 801 MTWR 6:00pm-10:00pm TBA Guse, C
White, S
Strawn, S
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
- TBA
28652 LAB 802 - TBA Lieder, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 675 U 1 - 6  Advanced Studio
27764 LAB 801 - TBA Strawn, S May be taken to max of 12 cr. Prereq: Theatre 575.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 685 U/G 1 - 6  Internship in Professional Theatre
27862 FLD 001 - TBA Strawn, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27934 FLD 002 - TBA Lieder, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
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# THEATRE 689 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Stage Management
27368 IND 001 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
THEATRE 690 U 1 - 6  Independent Study--Make-Up
27883 IND 001 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 691 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Acting
27369 IND 001 - TBA Watson, W Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27909 IND 002 - TBA Lopez Rios, I Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 692 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Technical Theatre, Scene Design and Lighting
27370 IND 001 - TBA Guse, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27371 IND 002 - TBA Graham, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27762 IND 003 - TBA White, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27763 IND 004 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27950 IND 005 - TBA Strawn, S Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 693 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Costumes
27372 IND 001 - TBA Lieder, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28434 IND 002 - TBA Rehberg, P
# THEATRE 694 U/G 1 - 4  Independent Study-Directing
27373 IND 001 - TBA Holderness, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28180 IND 002 - TBA Horne, A May be taken to max of 9 cr. Prereq: jr st & cons instr. Consent
required to audit.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 695 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-History, Literature, and Criticism
27374 IND 001 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 696 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Playwriting
27375 IND 001 - TBA Basting, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 697 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Theatre Education and Children's Theatre
27376 IND 001 - TBA Mello, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 698 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study-Theatre Management and Public Relations
27377 IND 001 - TBA Stoner, L Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
# THEATRE 699 U/G 1 - 6  Independent Study:
27378 IND 001 - TBA Basting, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27379 IND 002 - TBA Graham, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27380 IND 003 - TBA Guse, C Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27381 IND 004 - TBA Holderness, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27382 IND 005 - TBA Horne, A Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27383 IND 006 - TBA Lieder, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27490 IND 008 - TBA Lopez Rios, I Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27491 IND 009 - TBA McMillion, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27605 IND 010 - TBA Maerz, J Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27606 IND 011 - TBA Mello, R Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27489 IND 012 - TBA Schermer, P TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27719 IND 013 - TBA Strawn, S TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27885 IND 014 - TBA Watson, W TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27886 IND 015 - TBA White, S TOPIC: Advanced Independent Study in Dance 1 - 6 cr,
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27908 IND 016 - TBA Court, I Open to Graduate Dance MFA students only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27947 IND 017 - TBA Open to Graduate Dance MFA students only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28165 IND 018 - TBA Linhares Ferro, S Open to Graduate Dance MFA students only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
28359 IND 019 - TBA Vanier, L Open to Graduate Dance MFA students only.
Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
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School of Architecture and Urban Planning
Architecture
  
       
 
   
        
       
 
  
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
   
 
   
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
ARCH 101
(A)
U 3 Introduction to Architectural Theory
40908 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hanlon, D A special course fee of $150.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ARCH 190 U 1 - 3  Special Topics:
42266 LEC 001 TR 12:00pm-1:15pm AUP 110 Thomson, G TOPIC: Sustainable Architecture for the 21st Century 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $11.55/cr.
42268 LEC 003 - TBA Keane, M TOPIC: SUPAR Mentoring II 1 cr, Additional Tuition $11.55/cr.
ARCH 210 U 3 Introduction to Building Technologies
40749 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 170 Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
~ + ARCH 280 U 3 Introduction to Architectural Drawing
40803 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:40am AUP 170 Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 300 U/G 3 Architectural History and Theory
40713 LEC 001 MW 10:30am-11:45am AUP 110 Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41352 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Hubbard, N A special course fee of $290.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# + ARCH 301 U/G 3 Architectural Structures & Construction
40714 LEC 001 MW 9:00am-10:15am AUP 110 Unaka, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 302 U/G 3 Architecture and Human Behavior
40715 LEC 001 TR 10:30am-11:45am AUP 110 Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 303 U/G 3 Architecture and Environmental Response
40750 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:15am AUP 110 Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
~ + ARCH 320 U 6 Fundamentals of Architectural Design II
40805 LAB 801 MWF 1:30pm-3:50pm AUP 427 Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
E 4:00pm-5:20pm AUP 170
# + ARCH 390 U 1 - 3  Special Topics:
42265 LEC 001 TR 12:00pm-1:15pm AUP 110 Thomson, G TOPIC: Sustainable Architecture for the 21st Century 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 391 U 3 Directed Research
40628 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40767 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40629 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40782 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40630 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40631 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40632 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40633 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40889 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40751 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40636 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40638 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40639 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40640 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40641 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40642 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40643 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40644 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40645 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40646 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40647 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40648 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40735 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40745 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40813 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
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41673 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 392 U 3 Independent Studies
40563 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40768 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40565 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40566 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40567 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40752 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40569 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40570 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40571 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40572 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40573 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40575 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40576 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40577 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40578 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40579 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40580 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40581 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40582 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40584 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40736 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40740 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40746 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40583 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40815 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41674 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 420 U 6 Architectural Design II
40716 LAB 801 MWF 1:30pm-2:50pm AUP TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 170
E 4:00pm-5:20pm AUP TBA
# + ARCH 510 U/G 3 Survey of Structural Analysis and Design
E 40913 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 144 Lo Ricco, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 516 U/G 3 Building Construction
40561 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:15am AUP 144 Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 522 U/G 3 Environmental Systems: Lighting and Acoustical Design
42561 LEC 001 TR 10:30am-11:45am AUP 144 Ollswang, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
+ ARCH 532 U/G 3 Modern Concepts of Architecture
E 40914 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 183 Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
+ ARCH 533 U/G 3 Topics in Architectural Theory:
E 42274 LEC 002 R 6:00pm-8:40pm AUP 183 Witzling, L TOPIC: Urban Design and Practical Theory 3 cr
# + ARCH 534 U/G 3 Field Study:
42469 FLD 101 - MERC Sen, A TOPIC: Reading the City: Inside/Out 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$43.00/cr.
Meets: Merchandise Mart, Chicago
# + ARCH 581 U/G 3 Law and Professional Practice for Architects
40883 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:40am AUP 110 Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 582 U/G 3 Advanced Computer Applications in Architecture
42557 LEC 101 - TBA Tran, T Meets: Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 583 U/G 3 Emerging Digital Technology:
41152 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:15am AUP 194 Talbott, K TOPIC: Scripting & Parametric Design 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 584 U/G 3 Urban Landscape Architecture
E 42180 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm AUP 144 Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
+ ARCH 586 U/G 3 Programming for Architectural Design
40806 LEC 101 - MERC Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
Meets: Merchandise Mart, Chicago
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Meets: Merchandise Mart, Chicago
# + ARCH 615 U 6 Studies in Architectural Technology and Theory:
40900 LAB 801 TR 1:30pm-6:20pm AUP TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: M2fx: The Spancrete Studio 6 cr, Additional Tuition
$43.00/cr.
An expression of interest in the studio to gsnyder@uwm.edu no
later than 11/18. Students will be notified of acceptance prior to
11/21.
F 1:30pm-3:20pm AUP 194 TOPIC: M2fx: The Spancrete Studio 6 cr
40917 LAB 802 TR 12:30pm-6:20pm AUP TBA Stagg, J TOPIC: Neo-Postmodern Skyscraper/Animation Studio 6 cr,
Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 633 U 6 Chicago Design Critic Studio
40801 LAB 901 - MERC Frankel, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
Meets: Merchandise Mart, Chicago
# + ARCH 634 U 6 Distinguished Visiting Design Critic Studio
41145 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
Marcus Prize Studio. Portfolio submission required prior to
admittance. Submit portfolio in pdf format, maximum 3MB file
size, by email to christc@uwm.edu no later than 11/18. Students
will be notified of acceptance prior to 11/21.
# + ARCH 636 U 6 Studies in Form and Composition:
40918 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Hanlon, D TOPIC: Small Buildings in Difficult Places 6 cr, Additional
Tuition $43.00/cr.
42048 LAB 802 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Zell, M TOPIC: Car Museum 6 cr, Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 637 U 6 Competitions Studio
40885 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# + ARCH 645 U 6 Studies in Urban and Community Design Theory:
40904 LAB 801 TF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Esswein, C
Witzling, L
TOPIC: Inner Harbor Redevelopment 6 cr, Additional Tuition
$43.00/cr.
41163 LAB 802 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Sobti, M TOPIC: Chandigarh Urban Design Studio 6 cr
# + ARCH 685 U 6 Studies in Building Typology:
42049 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
ARCH 722 G 3 Daylighting and Architectural Design
42181 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:15am AUP 191 Sanati, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 751 G 3 Theories of Environment Design Research
40910 LEC 001 M 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 183 Weisman, G
ARCH 760 G 3 History of Building Technology
40785 LEC 001 TR 10:30am-11:45am AUP 191 Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
ARCH 785 G 3 Advanced Research Methods in Architecture
40786 LEC 001 W 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 183 Stagg, J
# ARCH 790 G 1 - 3  Special Topics:
41281 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:40am AUP 191 Sen, A TOPIC: Practicum on Buildings-Landscapes-Cultures 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 791 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Directed Research
40585 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40783 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40587 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40588 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40589 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40753 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40591 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40592 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40593 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40594 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40595 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40597 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40598 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40599 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40600 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40601 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40602 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40603 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
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40604 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40605 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40607 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40737 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40741 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40817 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40818 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41675 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 792 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Independent Studies and Research
40606 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40769 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40609 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40610 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40611 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40754 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40613 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40614 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40615 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40616 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40617 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40619 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40620 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40621 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40622 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40623 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40624 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40625 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40626 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40627 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40738 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40742 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40748 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40820 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40821 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41676 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 794 G 3 Pre-Thesis or Master's Project Seminar
40649 SEM 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40784 SEM 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40651 SEM 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40652 SEM 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40653 SEM 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40755 SEM 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40655 SEM 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40656 SEM 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40657 SEM 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40658 SEM 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40660 SEM 011 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40661 SEM 012 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40662 SEM 013 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40663 SEM 014 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40664 SEM 015 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40665 SEM 016 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40666 SEM 017 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40667 SEM 018 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40668 SEM 019 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40794 SEM 020 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40562 SEM 021 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40800 SEM 022 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40808 SEM 023 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40823 SEM 024 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 815 G 6 Studies in Architectural Technology and Theory:
40901 LAB 801 TR 1:30pm-6:20pm AUP TBA Snyder, G TOPIC: M2fx: The Spancrete Studio 6 cr, Additional Tuition
$43.00/cr.
An expression of interest in the studio to gsnyder@uwm.edu no
later than 11/18. Students will be notified of acceptance prior to
11/21.
F 1:30pm-3:20pm AUP 194 TOPIC: M2fx: The Spancrete Studio 6 cr
40921 LAB 802 TR 12:30pm-6:20pm AUP TBA Stagg, J TOPIC: Neo-Postmodern Skyscraper/Animation Studio 6 cr,
Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 820 G 6 Architectural Design II
40792 LAB 801 MWF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
Enrollment restricted to 3-1/2 year M.Arch students.
# ARCH 825 G 6 Comprehensive Design Studio:
40797 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Shields, J TOPIC: The Water Institute 6 cr, Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
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42046 LAB 802 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Hofman, T TOPIC: Generative Detailing 6 cr, Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
42047 LAB 803 T 10:30am-5:00pm AUP TBA Weber, H TOPIC: Building Enclosure 6 cr, Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
ARCH 833 G 6 Chicago Design Critic Studio
40802 LAB 901 - MERC Frankel, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
Meets: Merchandise Mart, Chicago
ARCH 834 G 6 Distinguished Visiting Design Critic Studio
41146 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
Marcus Prize Studio. Portfolio submission required prior to
admittance. Submit portfolio in pdf format, maximum 3MB file
size, by email to christc@uwm.edu no later than 11/18. Students
will be notified of acceptance prior to 11/21.
# ARCH 836 G 6 Studies in Form and Composition:
40919 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Hanlon, D TOPIC: Small Buildings in Difficult Places 6 cr, Additional
Tuition $43.00/cr.
42051 LAB 802 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Zell, M TOPIC: Car Museum 6 cr, Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 837 G 6 Competitions Studio
40886 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 845 G 6 Studies in Urban and Community Design Theory:
40905 LAB 801 TF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Esswein, C
Witzling, L
TOPIC: Inner Harbor Redevelopment 6 cr, Additional Tuition
$43.00/cr.
40929 LAB 802 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Sobti, M TOPIC: Chandigarh Urban Design Studio 6 cr, Additional
Tuition $43.00/cr.
ARCH 885 G 6 Studies in Building Typology:
40909 LAB 801 TRF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
~ ARCH 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
40882 IND 001 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 891 G 1 - 9  Master's Project
40669 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40670 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40673 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40674 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40756 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40676 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40677 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40678 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40679 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40680 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40682 IND 011 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40683 IND 012 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40684 IND 013 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40685 IND 014 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40686 IND 015 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40687 IND 016 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40688 IND 017 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40689 IND 018 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40690 IND 019 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40788 IND 020 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40795 IND 021 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40804 IND 022 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40811 IND 023 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40825 IND 024 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41677 IND 025 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 990 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
40691 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C
40693 IND 002 - TBA Greenstreet, R
40694 IND 003 - TBA Hanlon, D
40695 IND 004 - TBA Hubbard, N
40757 IND 005 - TBA Isaacs, R
40697 IND 006 - TBA Keane, M
40698 IND 007 - TBA Krause, L
40699 IND 008 - TBA La, G
40701 IND 009 - TBA Rabinowitz, H
40702 IND 010 - TBA Schermer, B
40703 IND 011 - TBA Sen, A
40704 IND 012 - TBA Shields, J
40705 IND 013 - TBA Snyder, G
40706 IND 014 - TBA Sobti, M
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40707 IND 015 - TBA Stagg, J
40708 IND 016 - TBA Talbott, K
40709 IND 017 - TBA Thomson, G
40710 IND 018 - TBA Utzinger, D
40711 IND 019 - TBA Wallick, K
40712 IND 020 - TBA Wasley, J
40789 IND 021 - TBA Weisman, G
40826 IND 022 - TBA Witzling, L
41678 IND 023 - TBA Zell, M
# ARCH 991 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Level Research
40832 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C
40834 IND 002 - TBA Greenstreet, R
40835 IND 003 - TBA Hanlon, D
40836 IND 004 - TBA Hubbard, N
40838 IND 005 - TBA Isaacs, R
40839 IND 006 - TBA Keane, M
40840 IND 007 - TBA Krause, L
40841 IND 008 - TBA La, G
40843 IND 009 - TBA Rabinowitz, H
40844 IND 010 - TBA Schermer, B
40845 IND 011 - TBA Sen, A
40846 IND 012 - TBA Shields, J
40847 IND 013 - TBA Snyder, G
40848 IND 014 - TBA Sobti, M
40849 IND 015 - TBA Stagg, J
40850 IND 016 - TBA Talbott, K
40851 IND 017 - TBA Thomson, G
40852 IND 018 - TBA Utzinger, D
40853 IND 019 - TBA Wallick, K
40854 IND 020 - TBA Wasley, J
40855 IND 021 - TBA Weisman, G
40856 IND 022 - TBA Witzling, L
41679 IND 023 - TBA Zell, M
# ARCH 992 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Level Independent Work
40857 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C
40859 IND 002 - TBA Greenstreet, R
40860 IND 003 - TBA Hanlon, D
40861 IND 004 - TBA Hubbard, N
40863 IND 005 - TBA Isaacs, R
40864 IND 006 - TBA Keane, M
40865 IND 007 - TBA Krause, L
40866 IND 008 - TBA La, G
40868 IND 009 - TBA Rabinowitz, H
40869 IND 010 - TBA Schermer, B
40870 IND 011 - TBA Sen, A
40871 IND 012 - TBA Shields, J
40872 IND 013 - TBA Snyder, G
40873 IND 014 - TBA Sobti, M
40874 IND 015 - TBA Stagg, J
40875 IND 016 - TBA Talbott, K
40876 IND 017 - TBA Thomson, G
40877 IND 018 - TBA Utzinger, D
40878 IND 019 - TBA Wallick, K
40879 IND 020 - TBA Wasley, J
40880 IND 021 - TBA Weisman, G
40881 IND 022 - TBA Witzling, L
41680 IND 023 - TBA Zell, M
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Urban Planning
  
        
       
       
        
       
       
        
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
  
        
       
 
  
       
 
URBPLAN 141
(SS)
U 3 Urban Planning Solutions to Contemporary Urban Problems
E 40758 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:20pm AUP 170 Brault, E
Casey, T
Riordan, K
40759 DIS 601 T 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
40760 DIS 602 T 3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
E 40761 DIS 603 T 4:00pm-4:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
40762 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
40763 DIS 605 R 3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
E 40764 DIS 606 R 4:00pm-4:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
URBPLAN 315 U 3 Great Cities of the World: Their Growth and Guided Urbanization
E 42179 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 110
URBPLAN 350
(&)
U 3 Social Justice, Urban Planning and the New Multicultural America
42178 LEC 001 R 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 191 Harris, K
# + URBPLAN 399 U 3 Independent Study
40771 IND 001 - TBA Frank, N
40772 IND 002 - TBA Harris, K
40773 IND 003 - TBA Hu, L
40774 IND 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40775 IND 005 - TBA Sanders, W
40911 IND 006 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 491 U 3 Urban Planning Internship
40777 FLD 001 - TBA Frank, N
40778 FLD 002 - TBA Harris, K
40779 FLD 003 - TBA Hu, L
40780 FLD 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40781 FLD 005 - TBA Sanders, W
40937 FLD 006 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 591 U 3 Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in Planning
E 40733 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-6:50pm AUP 110 Huxhold, W
40793 LAB 801 T 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 194 Huxhold, W
# URBPLAN 655 U/G 3 Negotiation Theory and Practice for Urban Planners
E 40765 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm AUP 191 Harris, K
# URBPLAN 662 U/G 3 Land Use Planning for Urban Redevelopment
40790 LEC 001 W 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 110 Sanders, W
# URBPLAN 720 G 3 Urban Development Theory and Planning
E 40827 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 144 Frank, N
# URBPLAN 740 G 3 Data Analysis Methods I
E 40896 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194 Hu, L
URBPLAN 762 G 3 Housing Markets and Public Policy
40799 LEC 001 T 9:00am-11:40am AUP 183 White, S
# URBPLAN 771 G 3 Transportation Policy and Planning
E 40884 SEM 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 191 Henken, R
URBPLAN 791 G 3 Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems for Planning
E 40734 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-6:50pm AUP 110 Huxhold, W
40809 LAB 801 T 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 194 Huxhold, W
URBPLAN 792 G 3 Using Urban Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Planning
E 40791 LAB 801 R 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194
URBPLAN 793 G 3 Applied Projects in Urban Geographic Information Systems
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E 40828 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-6:20pm AUP 191 Huxhold, W
E 6:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194
URBPLAN 811 G 3 Applied Planning Workshop
E 40766 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 191 Esswein, C
Frank, N
URBPLAN 858 G 6 Studio in Urban Design and Physical Planning
40906 LAB 801 TF 1:30pm-5:20pm AUP TBA Esswein, C
Witzling, L
Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# URBPLAN 880 G 3 Challenges to Urban Sustainability
40899 SEM 001 W 9:00am-11:40am AUP 183 Esswein, C
URBPLAN 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
40810 IND 001 - TBA Huxhold, W
# URBPLAN 990 G 3 - 6  Graduate Thesis
40719 IND 001 - TBA Frank, N
40720 IND 002 - TBA Harris, K
40721 IND 003 - TBA Hu, L
40938 IND 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40939 IND 005 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 991 G 3 - 6  Legislative/Administrative Agency Internship
40722 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C
40723 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N
40724 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K
40725 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L
40726 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W
40743 FLD 006 - TBA Sanders, W
40812 FLD 007 - TBA White, S
URBPLAN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
40727 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C
40728 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N
40729 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K
40730 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L
40731 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W
40744 IND 006 - TBA Rabinowitz, H
40897 IND 007 - TBA Sanders, W
40940 IND 008 - TBA White, S
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School of Education
The School of Education charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections, these sections can be distinguished by a section number beginning with 2
(e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the online Schedule of Classes, please contact the department.
Administrative Leadership
Chair: Larry Martin END 621 229-4740
Dept. Program Spec.: Roger Kocher END 615 229-4740
  
     
 
  
     
 
  
         
 
   
       
       
 
   
        
 
  
       
       
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
         
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
   
AD LDSP 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31341 LEC 101 - TBA
AD LDSP 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
31344 LEC 101 - TBA
AD LDSP 507 U/G 3 Introduction to Group Leadership
E 31518 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Mina, L Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 1/23, 2/6, 3/5, 4/2, 5/7.
+ AD LDSP 557 U/G 3 Foundations and Philosophy of WTCS in Wisconsin
41909 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Fulmer, D Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Higher Education Administration. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
41911 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Fulmer, D Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Higher Education Administration. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
# AD LDSP 577 U/G 3 Adult Literacy and Workforce Development
E 41916 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Bria, M
AD LDSP 581 U/G 3 Administration and Supervision in Early Childhood Programs
42457 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Bennett, P 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
42461 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Stoddard, A 03/12/2012-05/10/2012 No class week of 3/19.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42463 LEC 296 - ONLINE WEB Stoddard, A 03/12/2012-05/10/2012 No class week of 3/19.
Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 583 U/G 3 Financial Management and Planning in Early Childhood Programs
42464 LEC 101 MT 8:30am-4:30pm TBA Linsmeier, D 02/06/2012-03/17/2012 Class meets at SCE downtown,
Plankington Building, 161 W. Wisconsin Ave., 7th floor.
# AD LDSP 586 U/G 3 Administrative Seminar: Leadership in Early Childhood Programs
42399 SEM 101 RF 8:30am-4:30pm TBA Stoddard, A 04/09/2012-05/05/2012 Face-to-face meetings 5/10 & 5/11.
Online dates 4/2-5/5.
Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets at SCE downtown campus, Plankington Building, 161
W. Wisconsin Ave., 7th floor.
# AD LDSP 630 U/G 2 - 6  Field Work in Schools, Agencies and Institutions
E 31293 FLD 301 F 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Conceicao, S Class meets face-to-face on 2/3, 3/2, 4/6, 5/4.
~ + AD LDSP 631 U/G 3 Emerging Research in Human Resource Development
41919 SEM 301 - TBA Akdere, M Class meets face-to-face on 1/25 from 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm. The
rest of the class meeting will take place in conjunction with the
Academy of Human Resource Development International
Conference in Denver, CO between February 29th through March
3rd, 2012 and online.
~ + AD LDSP 691 U/G 1 Leadership Ethics in Multicultural Organizations
41921 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 01/23/2012-02/18/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
~ + AD LDSP 692 U/G 1 Quality Management in Education
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41923 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 02/20/2012-03/17/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
~ + AD LDSP 693 U/G 1 Decision Making in Multicultural Organizations
41924 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M 03/26/2012-04/21/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
# AD LDSP 702 G 3 Leadership in Educational Organizations
31309 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
41895 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 707 G 3 Using Technology With Adult Learners
31294 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
41925 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 710 G 3 Organizational Change and Team Leadership
31340 LEC 001 - TBA Akdere, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 1/25. The rest of the course will be
online.
41926 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
41927 LEC 293 - TBA Akdere, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
AD LDSP 711 G 3 Organization and Governance in Higher Education Administration
E 31455 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Mina, L Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 1/24, 2/7, 3/6, 4/3, 5/8.
# AD LDSP 732 G 3 The Politics of Education
E 31461 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Irby, D
# AD LDSP 740 G 3 Innovative Technologies for Learning in Education
42318 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Conceicao, S Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
42319 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Conceicao, S Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# AD LDSP 747 G 3 Strategic Planning and Budgeting in Adult Education
E 31347 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Munoz, S
41928 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Munoz, S Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Higher Education Administration. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
41929 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Munoz, S Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Higher Education Administration. Contact Mr. Kris Thomas,
thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission number to register for
this course.
AD LDSP 750 G 1 - 6  Internship in Administrative Leadership
30998 FLD 001 - TBA Akdere, M
31013 FLD 002 - TBA Conceicao, S
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31014 FLD 003 - TBA Daley, B
31003 FLD 004 - TBA Irby, D
31002 FLD 005 - TBA Martin, L
31001 FLD 006 - TBA Mina, L
31000 FLD 007 - TBA Munoz, S
30999 FLD 008 - TBA Reed, L
31567 FLD 009 - TBA Schneider, G
42333 FLD 010 - TBA Wallace, L
42334 FLD 111 - TBA Joynt, T
# AD LDSP 752 G 3 School Law
E 31296 LEC 101 T 4:30pm-8:30pm TBA Joynt, T 03/12/2012-05/10/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 3/13, 3/27, 4/3, 4/17, 4/24, 5/1,
5/8. MATC-West.
# AD LDSP 757 G 3 Principles and Foundations of Adult Education
31148 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31482 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
# AD LDSP 762 G 3 Management of Educational Resources
E 41894 LEC 101 W 4:30pm-8:30pm TBA Barry, M 01/23/2012-03/03/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 1/25, 2/1, 2/8, 2/15, 2/22, 2/29.
MATC-West.
AD LDSP 787 G 3 Administration of Adult Education Programs
E 31458 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Yelich Biniecki, S
41931 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Yelich Biniecki, S Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
41932 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Yelich Biniecki, S Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
~ AD LDSP 790 G 3 Internship in Instructional Leadership
31462 FLD 301 - TBA Wallace, L Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 3 Saturdays, 2/4, 3/31, 4/28, from
9:30 am to 12:30 pm.
AD LDSP 792 G 3 Principalship Field Practicum
41897 SEM 292 - ONLINE WEB Wallace, L Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
W 41896 SEM 301 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Reed, L Class meets face-to-face on 1/28, 3/10, 5/5 from 9:00 am to
12:00 noon.
AD LDSP 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30512 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M
31016 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S
31017 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B
30513 IND 004 - TBA Irby, D
30514 IND 005 - TBA Martin, L
31015 IND 006 - TBA Mina, L
30515 IND 007 - TBA Munoz, S
30516 IND 008 - TBA Reed, L
31163 IND 009 - TBA Schneider, G
31242 IND 010 - TBA Smith, R
31308 IND 011 - TBA Wallace, L
31470 IND 112 - TBA Yelich Biniecki, S
42324 IND 113 - TBA Joynt, T
# AD LDSP 801 G 3 Urban Education: Doctoral Seminar
E 41933 SEM 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Yelich Biniecki, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 1/26, 2/9, 2/23, 3/8, 4/19, 5/3.
AD LDSP 812 G 3 Educational Personnel Administration and Supervision
E 41898 LEC 101 W 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Joynt, T UW-Green Bay
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AD LDSP 829 G 3 Advanced Qualitative Research Techniques for Education Settings
E 31459 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:30pm TBA Irby, D Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 2/2. 2/16. 3/1. 3/15. 3/29. 4/12.
4/26.  5/10.
AD LDSP 842 G 3 Program Planning and Evaluation in Education
41899 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Reed, L Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
41900 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Reed, L Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 862 G 3 School Finance
31568 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Villarruel, B Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
41901 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Villarruel, B Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 882 G 1 - 3  Practicum in the School Superintendency
31149 FLD 101 - TBA Joynt, T Instructor will contact students regarding meetings.
AD LDSP 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
30517 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M
31019 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S
31020 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B
30518 IND 004 - TBA Martin, L
30519 IND 005 - TBA Joynt, T
31018 IND 006 - TBA Martin, L
30520 IND 007 - TBA Mina, L
30521 IND 008 - TBA Munoz, S
31384 IND 009 - TBA Reed, L
42337 IND 011 - TBA Smith, R
42338 IND 012 - TBA Wallace, L
42339 IND 013 - TBA Yelich Biniecki, S
30522 IND 110 - TBA Schneider, G
AD LDSP 892 G 2 - 6  Specialist Applied Research Project
31471 IND 001 - TBA Reed, L
31103 IND 002 - TBA Schneider, G
31104 IND 003 - TBA Wallace, L
31021 IND 104 - TBA Joynt, T
AD LDSP 967 G 3 Seminar in Urban Adult Education
E 41934 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Smith, R Class meets face-to-face on 1/23, 2/6, 2/20, 3/5, 3/26, 4/9,
4/23, 5/7. Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd.
Regular UWM off campus tuition assessed.
AD LDSP 970 G 1 - 3  Policy Issues in Urban Education
E 31465 LEC 101 W 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Joynt, T Meets: Preble High School (Media Center), 2222 Deckner Ave.,
Green Bay.
AD LDSP 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
30523 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M
31022 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S
31023 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B
30524 IND 004 - TBA Irby, D
30525 IND 005 - TBA Martin, L
30526 IND 006 - TBA Mina, L
31348 IND 007 - TBA Munoz, S
31349 IND 008 - TBA Reed, L
31563 IND 009 - TBA Schneider, G
42325 IND 010 - TBA Smith, R
42326 IND 011 - TBA Thurman, A
AD LDSP 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30527 IND 001 - TBA Akdere, M
31025 IND 002 - TBA Conceicao, S
31026 IND 003 - TBA Daley, B
30528 IND 004 - TBA Irby, D
30529 IND 005 - TBA Joynt, T
31024 IND 006 - TBA Martin, L
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30530 IND 007 - TBA Mina, L
30531 IND 008 - TBA Munoz, S
31472 IND 009 - TBA Reed, L
31473 IND 010 - TBA Schneider, G
31474 IND 011 - TBA Smith, R
42327 IND 012 - TBA Wallace, L
42328 IND 013 - TBA Yelich Biniecki, S
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Counseling
General Information: 229-4767 EDPSYDept@uwm.edu
Chair: Nadya Fouad, END 773 229-6830 nadya@uwm.edu
   
      
 
   
       
 
  
        
 
  
         
 
  
        
 
   
       
 
   
      
 
   
       
       
 
   
        
       
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
     
      
     
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# COUNS 704 G 3 Multicultural Mental Health Guidelines and Ethics Overview
31351 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# COUNS 705 G 3 Multicultural Practice: Awareness and Knowledge of Others
31369 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Arndt, L Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
COUNS 710 G 3 Counseling: Theory and Issues
E 31358 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Sapp, M
COUNS 714 G 3 Essentials of Counseling Practice
E 31263 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Hains, A Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
COUNS 715 G 3 Multicultural Counseling
E 31264 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Korell, S
# COUNS 741 G 3 Multicultural Mental Health Guidelines for Working with LGBT Individuals
42073 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Korell, S Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# COUNS 745 G 3 Multicultural Mental Health Guidelines for Working with Men
42075 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# COUNS 764 G 3 Supervised Practicum 1 in School Counseling
E 42275 FLD 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
E 42278 FLD 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
# COUNS 765 G 3 Supervised Practicum 1 in Community Counseling
E 42276 FLD 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Arndt, L
E 42277 FLD 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
COUNS 790 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
31011 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30532 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30533 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30534 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30535 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30536 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30537 IND 007 - TBA Hains, A
30538 IND 008 - TBA Fouad, N
30539 IND 009 - TBA
30540 IND 010 - TBA Lamborn, S
30541 IND 011 - TBA
30542 IND 012 - TBA Martell, S
30543 IND 013 - TBA
30544 IND 014 - TBA Sapp, M
30545 IND 015 - TBA Stoiber, K
30546 IND 016 - TBA Walker, C
30547 IND 017 - TBA Wester, S
30548 IND 018 - TBA Zhang, B
31062 IND 019 - TBA Surber, J
31098 IND 020 - TBA Walker, C
31109 IND 021 - TBA Wester, S
31150 IND 022 - TBA Zhang, B
COUNS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30549 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30550 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30551 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30552 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30553 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30554 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30555 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30556 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
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30557 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30558 IND 010 - TBA
30559 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30560 IND 012 - TBA
30561 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30562 IND 014 - TBA
30563 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30564 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30565 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30566 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31063 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
COUNS 800 G 3 Group Counseling Theory
E 31352 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
COUNS 810 G 3 Counseling in the Schools
E 31359 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Baskin, T Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
COUNS 816 G 3 Counseling Children and Adolescents
E 31268 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Hains, A Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
COUNS 820 G 3 Counseling Appraisal and Clinical Decision-Making
31523 LEC 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA Wester, S
# COUNS 831 G 3 Proseminar 2: Psychotherapy Interventions
42080 SEM 001 T 9:30am-12:20pm TBA Hains, A
# COUNS 860 G 3 Proseminar 6: Capstone-Research in Couns Psych; Professional Development
31377 SEM 001 T 8:30am-11:50am TBA Sapp, M
COUNS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
30567 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30568 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30569 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30570 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30571 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30572 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30573 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30574 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30575 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30576 IND 010 - TBA
30577 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30578 IND 012 - TBA
30579 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30580 IND 014 - TBA
30581 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30582 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30583 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30584 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31064 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
COUNS 904 G 3 Family Systems Theory, Research, and Practice
31270 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baskin, T Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# COUNS 968 G 3 Supervised Practicum 2 in School Counseling
E 31271 FLD 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
E 31272 FLD 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
# COUNS 970 G 3 Supervised Practicum 2 in Community Counseling
E 31273 FLD 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Arndt, L
E 31452 FLD 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
# COUNS 975 G 3 Doctoral Practicum in Counseling 3
31274 FLD 001 W 8:30am-10:45am TBA Fouad, N
# COUNS 976 G 3 Doctoral Practicum in Counseling 4
31275 FLD 001 W 8:30am-10:45am TBA Wester, S
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# COUNS 977 G 3 Advanced Doctoral Practicum in Counseling-5
31276 FLD 001 W 8:30am-11:50am TBA Fouad, N
COUNS 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
31012 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30585 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30586 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30587 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30588 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30589 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30590 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30591 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30592 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30593 IND 010 - TBA Kwon, K
30594 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30595 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W
30596 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30597 IND 014 - TBA Newell, M
30598 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30599 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30600 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30601 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31065 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
COUNS 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30602 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30603 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30604 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30605 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30606 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30607 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30608 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30609 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30610 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30611 IND 010 - TBA
30612 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30613 IND 012 - TBA
30614 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30615 IND 014 - TBA
30616 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30617 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30618 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30619 IND 018 - TBA Walker, C
31066 IND 019 - TBA Wester, S
31102 IND 020 - TBA Zhang, B
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Curriculum and Instruction
Department Chair: Dr. Hope Longwell-Grice, hope@uwm.edu, END 309, 229-4884/4814
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Some Curriculum and Instruction courses are not open to University Special Students (including Summer Guest Students) or students who want to audit a course (written consent
required to audit). Enrollment restrictions such as these can be viewed in the `Expand All' view of the Online Schedule of Classes, specifically in the `Notes' area following course
prerequisites (if any), and directly above course section schedule information. Post-baccalaureate undergraduate special students, and non-degree graduate special students, must
obtain department approval to enroll for these courses (END 310, 229-4814, cni@uwm.edu).
2. Students who do not meet course prerequisites may be administratively dropped. See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by
department.
3. Students who do not attend classes in which they are registered may be administratively dropped. Students who do not attend the first class meeting are subject to this policy. See
Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.
4. Students accepted into Curriculum and Instruction programs may be given priority registration for department courses for which Junior Standing is a prerequisite.
5. Student Teachers (only) please note: The 2012 Spring Semester mandatory two day mid-late January 2012 on-campus student teaching orientation is schedule to be held on:
Tuesday-Wednesday, January 17-18, 2012, each day from 9:00am to 4:00pm. Please contact your specific program director [or your assigned advisor(s)] if you have questions regarding
whether or not you are required to attend the orientation. Students enrolled in CURRINS 300, or CURRINS 328, do not attend this orientation.
6. Requests for (enrollment) permission numbers for CURRINS courses (only) should be submitted via email to the department email address: cni@uwm.edu. Each email request should
include: 1.) your full legal name, 2.) your UWM campus ID number, 3.) a daytime phone number, and 4.) the CURRINS course and section numbers as published in the online Schedule of
Classes.
7. Official e-mail communication between the Department of Curriculum and Instruction and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student UWM PantherLink e-mail
addresses (https://pantherlink.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherLink e-mail account regularly for important university and/or course related
information. If you do not check your PantherLink e-mail on a regular basis, then we suggest that you enter a PantherLink e-mail account forward mail command routing e-mail to your
preferred non-UWM e-mail address.
  
       
       
 
  
        
        
 
   
        
        
 
  
        
        
         
         
         
         
       
 
   
       
        
        
 
   
        
CURRINS 110 U 1 Reading Proficiency for College Students I
42078 LEC 081 MW 9:00am-9:50am CRT 203 Lucius, B 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
42079 LEC 082 MW 9:00am-9:50am CRT 203 Lucius, B 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 
CURRINS 112 U 1 College Reading:
31243 LEC 081 TR 10:00am-10:50am MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: College Reading 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Restricted to AOC students only.
31046 LEC 082 TR 10:00am-10:50am MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: College Reading 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Location: MIT B9
Restricted to AOC students only.
~ + CURRINS 250 U 1 1st-Year Student Seminar: Early Childhood Education
41215 SEM 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm END 384 Becker, L
Cocos, R
01/23/2012-02/25/2012 Meets 5 weeks: 1/25, 2/1, 2/8,
2/15,  2/22.
Course intended only for and restricted to Early Childhood
Education intended (declared) students with 23 or fewer credits.
41216 SEM 002 W 12:30pm-3:10pm END 384 Becker, L
Cocos, R
02/27/2012-04/07/2012 Meets: 2/29, 3/7, 3/14, 3/28, 4/4.
Course intended only for and restricted to Early Childhood
Education intended (declared) students with 23 or fewer credits.
CURRINS 300 U 3 Introduction to Teaching: Colloquium and Fieldwork
31315 SEM 001 T 11:00am-1:40pm END 109 Hessel, A Add'l Special course fee $12.00. MPS Field Experience: to be
arranged. See above notes for additional information.
31316 SEM 002 R 11:00am-1:40pm END 109 Hessel, A Add'l Special course fee $12.00. MPS Field Experience: to be
arranged. See above notes for additional information.
E 31317 SEM 003 T 4:30pm-7:10pm END 127 Pitchford, D Add'l Special course fee $12.00. MPS Field Experience: to be
arranged. See above notes for additional information.
E 31318 SEM 004 R 4:30pm-7:10pm END 346 Price, E Add'l Special course fee $12.00. MPS Field Experience: to be
arranged. See above notes for additional information.
W 31437 SEM 005 S 11:00am-1:40pm END 346 Price, E Add'l Special course fee $12.00. MPS Field Experience: to be
arranged. See above notes for additional information.
E 31476 SEM 006 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Garcia, J Add'l Special course fee $12.00. MPS Field Experience: to be
arranged. See above notes for additional information.
31319 SEM 297 - ONLINE WEB Saffold, F
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
Add'l Special course fee $12.00.
MPS Field Experience (50 hours): to be arranged.
Unless you have an approved waiver for field experience you must attend either one of two on-campus 1-hour field experience orientation sessions: TBA. Contact your academic
advisor (listed in your PAWS account) for waiver information. A downloadable waiver request form is available on the C&I Advising webpage page at:
www4.uwm.edu/soe/departments/currins/advising/forms-1.cfm.
Although this course is online, you are required to spend the same amount of hours on course work and online as you would in a traditional face-to-face class.
For additional information, contact: Prof. Felicia Saffold (fsaffold@uwm.edu, 4145-229-3846)
# CURRINS 301 U 3 Infants and Toddlers: Curriculum and Teaching
31389 LEC 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm END 384 Angeles, V
E 31390 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm END 109 Kucharski, L
E 42570 LEC 103 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Meets: Off-campus. Location TBA.
# CURRINS 302 U 3 Curriculum Design in Early Childhood
31138 LEC 001 M 9:30am-12:10pm END 384 Bender, A Concurrent enrollment in 314 is required for students in ECE
certification. This does not include EXCEDUC program students.
E 31391 LEC 002 T 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL B83 Bender, A Concurrent enrollment in 314 is required for students in ECE
certification. This does not include EXCEDUC program students.
Meets with CURRINS 602-001.
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# CURRINS 310 U 1 - 4  Curriculum for the Pre and Early Adolescent
E 31548 LEC 101 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Daroszeski, A Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This is a hybrid (blended) course taught 50% online, 50% F2F
(face-to-face).
Meets F2F off-campus at: Riverside University High School (1615
E Locust) on 1/23, 2/6, 2/20, 3/5, 3/26, 4/9, and 4/23.
CURRINS 312 U 3 Developing Early Childhood Programs
E 31392 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
31114 LEC 002 R 9:30am-12:10pm END 384 Herman, V
# + CURRINS 314 U 1 Field Work I in Early Childhood Education - PreK/K
31336 FLD 001 F 12:00pm-2:00pm END 488 Becker, L 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets: 1/27, 2/3, 2/24, 3/9, 4/13,
5 / 4 .
Concurrent enrollment in any section of CURRINS 302 required.
Students must be available one morning per week to complete
the field requirement in a PreK/K classroom.
For additional meeting information contact: Lori Becker,
beckerla@uwm.edu.
31421 FLD 002 F 12:00pm-2:00pm END 488 Becker, L 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets: 1/27, 2/3, 2/24, 3/9, 4/13,
5 / 4 .
Concurrent enrollment in any section of CURRINS 302 required.
Students must be available one morning per week to complete
the field requirement in a PreK/K classroom.
For additional meeting information contact: Lori Becker,
beckerla@uwm.edu.
+ CURRINS 316 U 3 Field Work in Secondary Reading in Content Areas, Grade 6-12:
31225 FLD 002 - TBA Scott, T TOPIC: English 3 cr, Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid
to late January) 2-day pre-student teaching orientation: see the
"Important Registration Information" note #5 preceding the
CURRINS course listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 321 U 1 Introduction to the Teaching of Social Studies
E 31134 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:40pm TBA Goree, R 01/23/2012-02/18/2012 Meets 1st 4-Wks, Restricted: EA-A
Social Studies Education program students only.
# + CURRINS 323 U 1 - 4  Teaching of Social Studies:
E 30969 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Goree, R TOPIC: Early Childhood 3 cr, Early Childhood Education
program students only. All other students will be
administratively dropped. 
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004. Early Adolescence - Adolescence SS
students enroll in Sec 005.
31200 LEC 002 W 9:30am-12:10pm END 384 Hawkins, J TOPIC: Early Childhood 3 cr, Early Childhood Education
program students only. All other students will be
administratively dropped. 
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004. Early Adolescence - Adolescence SS
students enroll in Sec 005.
30967 LEC 003 T 11:00am-1:40pm END 346 Hawkins, J TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence 3 cr,
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence Program students only:
Block 3 / Cohort B1.
All other students will be administratively dropped. 
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
Early Adolescence - Adolescence Social Studies students enroll
in Sec 005.
E 30968 LEC 004 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA DeRose, J TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence 3 cr,
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students only:
Block 3 / Cohort B2.
All other students will be administratively dropped. 
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
Early Adolescence - Adolescence Social Studies students enroll
in Sec 005.
E 31228 LEC 005 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Goree, R TOPIC: Early Adolesence through Adolesence 3 cr, Early
Adolescence-Adolescence Social Studies program students only.
All other students will be administratively dropped.
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004.
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CURRINS 325 U 1 Instructional Strategies for Using the Computer
E 31089 LEC 001 F 4:00pm-6:10pm END 346 01/23/2012-03/03/2012 Meets 1st 6 wks: 1/27/12, 2/3,
2/10, 2/17, 2/24 & 3/2.
E 31255 LEC 002 F 4:00pm-6:10pm END 346 03/05/2012-04/21/2012 Meets 6Wks: 3/9/12, 3/16, 3/30,
4/6,  4/13 & 4/20.
+ CURRINS 326 U 1 Environmental Education for Teachers
W 42100 LEC 101 S 9:00am-2:30pm WEHR Bryant, B 02/18/2012-02/18/2012 Meets: Sat 2/18, Sun 2/19, & Sun
3/4. Weher Nature Center, 9701 W. College Ave.
W U 02/19/2012-02/19/2012 
E 42101 LEC 102 T 5:30pm-8:30pm SCHL Lubner, J 02/27/2012-04/07/2012 Meets: 2/28, 3/6, 3/13, 3/27,4/4.
Schlitz Audubon Nature Center, 1111 East Brown Deer Road,
Bayside.
# + CURRINS 327 U 1 - 4  Teaching of Science in the Elementary School
E 30972 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm END 488 Add'l Special course fee $10.00. 
Restricted, Early Childhood Education program students only. All
other students will be administratively dropped. 
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004.
31229 LEC 002 T 9:30am-12:10pm END 488 Hamlin, M Add'l Special course fee $10.00. 
Restricted, Early Childhood Education program students only. All
other students will be administratively dropped. 
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004.
30970 LEC 003 W 12:30pm-3:10pm END 488 Voelker, L Add'l Special course fee $10.00.
Restricted, Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program
students only: Block 2 / Cohort D1.
All other students will be administratively dropped. 
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
E 30971 LEC 004 W 5:00pm-7:40pm END 488 Posnanski, T Add'l Special course fee $10.00.
Restricted, Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program
students only: Block 2 / Cohort D2.
All other students will be administratively dropped.
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
~ CURRINS 328 U 3 Introduction to Teaching Science in Middle and High School
41221 LEC 001 W 8:00am-10:40am END 488 Berg, C Add'l special course fee $32.00.
MPS Field Experience required: to be arranged. See published
notes for important information.
For additional information, contact: Prof. Craig Berg
(caberg@uwm.edu, 414-229-4047).
# + CURRINS 330 U 2 - 3  Teaching of Mathematics: Early Childhood
E 31088 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm END 346 Early Childhood Education program students only.
Recommended for (but not restricted to) EXCEDUC Early
Childhood program students.
31306 LEC 002 R 9:30am-12:10pm END 488 Early Childhood Education program students only.
# + CURRINS 331 U 1 - 4  Teaching of Mathematics Grades 1-6
30973 LEC 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm END 488 Restricted, Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (MCEA)
Program students only: Block 2 / Cohort D1.
E 30974 LEC 002 T 5:00pm-7:40pm END 384 Restricted, Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (MCEA)
Program students only: Block 2 / Cohort D2.
CURRINS 332 U 2 - 3  Teaching of Mathematics: Middle School
30975 LEC 001 T 8:00am-10:40am END 346 Hopfensperger, P Restricted, Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (MCEA)
Program students only: Block 3 / Cohort B1.
E 30976 LEC 002 T 4:30pm-7:10pm END 488 Kranendonk, H Restricted, Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (MCEA)
Program students only: Block 3 / Cohort B2.
E 31403 LEC 003 R 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Restricted to Exceptional Education program students only. For
additional information contact Dr. Nancy Rice, Dept. of
Exceptional Education: nerice@uwm.edu, 414) 229-3920.
# CURRINS 336 U 1 Instructional Computing II for Teachers
31136 LAB 801 - TBA Himes, D 01/30/2012-04/21/2012 MCEA Program students only: Block 2
/ Cohort D1.
Orientation: Monday, 1/30, 3:30pm-4:30pm. Wrap-up: Monday,
4/16, 3:30pm; Meets END 740 Remstad Lab A.
Lab (workshop) schedule to be handed out by instructor at Lab
Orientation.
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31137 LAB 802 - TBA Himes, D 01/30/2012-04/21/2012 MCEA Program students only: Block 2
/ Cohort D2.
Orientation: Thursday, 2/2, 8:00pm-9:00pm. Wrap-up:
Thursday, 4/19, 8:00pm-9:00pm; Meets END 740 Remstad Lab
A.
Lab (workshop) schedule to be handed out by instructor at Lab
Orientation.
# + CURRINS 337 U 1 Instructional Computing III for Teachers
31142 LAB 801 - TBA Himes, D 01/30/2012-04/21/2012 MCEA Program students only: Block 3
/ Cohort B1.
Orientation: Tuesday, 1/31 2:30pm-3:30pm. Wrap-up: Tuesday,
4/17; Meets END 740 Remstad Lab A.
Lab (workshop) schedule to be handed out by instructor at Lab
Orientation.
31143 LAB 802 - TBA Himes, D 01/30/2012-04/21/2012 MCEA Program students only: Block 3
/ Cohort B2.
Orientation: Saturday, 2/4, 12:15pm-1:15pm. Wrap-up:
Saturday, 4/21, 12:15pm-1:15pm; Meets END 740 Remstad Lab
A.
Lab (workshop) schedule to be handed out by instructor at Lab
Orientation.
# + CURRINS 343 U 1 - 4  Teaching of Reading
E 30977 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL 281 Habeck, T
# CURRINS 400 U 1 - 6  Field Work in Curriculum and Instruction:
30493 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31047 FLD 002 - TBA Bales, B
30494 FLD 003 - TBA Berg, C
30495 FLD 004 - TBA Chapman, T
31048 FLD 005 - TBA File, N
30496 FLD 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30497 FLD 007 - TBA Goree, R
30498 FLD 008 - TBA Habeck, T
30499 FLD 009 - TBA Hamlin, M
30500 FLD 010 - TBA Hawkins, J
31130 FLD 011 - TBA Himes, D
30698 FLD 012 - TBA Huinker, D
31049 FLD 013 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
31050 FLD 014 - TBA Mueller, J
30501 FLD 015 - TBA Oxford, R
30702 FLD 016 - TBA Pasternak, D
30502 FLD 017 - TBA Post, L
30503 FLD 018 - TBA Pugach, M
30504 FLD 019 - TBA Pasternak, D
31171 FLD 020 - TBA Rigoni, K
30704 FLD 021 - TBA Saffold, F
30505 FLD 022 - TBA Scolavino, R
30506 FLD 023 - TBA Short, R
41949 FLD 024 - TBA Wisneski, D
# + CURRINS 401 U 1 Seminar for Student Teaching
E 31422 SEM 101 R 4:00pm-6:00pm NXDF Becker, L Early Childhood Education program students only. Meets: Next
Door Foundation, 2545 N. 29th Street, Milwaukee (Educare
Classroom).
Meets 1/26, 2/2, 2/9, 3/1, 3/15, 4/19, 4/26, 5/10.
Must atend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 402 U 6 Student Teaching in Nursery and Kindergarten
31230 FLD 001 - TBA Becker, L Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 404 U 6 Student Teaching in Primary Grades
30978 FLD 001 - TBA Becker, L Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 406 U 1 - 6  Student Teaching in Middle Childhood-Early Adolescence
30979 FLD 001 - TBA Hessel, A MCEA program: Block 4 students only.
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Concureent registration in CURRINS 407 & CurrIns 471 required.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 407 U 1 - 6  Student Teaching in Middle Childhood-Early Adolescence
30980 FLD 001 - TBA Hessel, A MCEA program: Block 4 students only.
Concureent registration in CURRINS 406 & CurrIns 471 required.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 415 U 1 - 6  Student Teaching in Grades 7 and 8:
31226 FLD 002 - TBA Scott, T TOPIC: English 1 - 6 cr, Must attend a mandatory on-campus
(mid to late January) 2-day pre-student teaching orientation:
see the "Important Registration Information" note #5 preceding
the CURRINS course listings in the Schedule of Classes.
+ CURRINS 423 U 2 - 6  Student Teaching in Social Studies
E 31051 FLD 001 W 4:30pm-6:10pm END 127 Goree, R Contact: Senior Lecturer Randy Goree for additional information.
31090 FLD 002 - TBA Goree, R Meets with FLD (Sect) 001.
+ CURRINS 427 U 2 - 6  Student Teaching in Science
E 31052 FLD 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm END 488 Berg, C
Scolavino, R
Meets with FLD (Section) 002.
Contact Prof. Craig Berg (caberg@uwm.edu) and/or Senior
Lecturer Ray Scolavino (ni3@uwm.edu) for additional
information.
31053 FLD 002 - TBA Berg, C
Scolavino, R
Meets with FLD (Section) 001.
# + CURRINS 431 U 2 - 6  Student Teaching in Mathematics
E 30981 FLD 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm END 384 Hopfensperger, P Meets with FLD (Section) 002.
30982 FLD 002 - TBA Hopfensperger, P Meets with FLD (Section) 001.
# + CURRINS 437 U 2-12  Student Teaching in World Language- Minor:
30983 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CurrIns 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 438 U 2-12  Student Teaching in World Language: Early Childhood-Adolescence
31054 LEC 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CURRINS 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
31558 LEC 002 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CURRINS 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 442 U 2-12  Student Teaching in Bilingual Education
30984 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CURRINS 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 443 U 2-12  Student Teaching in English as a Second Language: Minor
30985 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CurrIns 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
# + CURRINS 444 U 2-12  Student Teaching in ESL- Early Childhood-Adolescence:
30986 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CurrIns 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
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31398 FLD 002 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R Meets with CurrIns 445 Sec 001.
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
~ + CURRINS 445 U 3 Seminar in Language Education
E 31320 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA May, J Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
+ CURRINS 452 U 2 - 6  Student Teaching in English
E 30994 FLD 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Scott, T Location: Golda Meir Library E281. Meets with FLD (Section) 002.
30995 FLD 002 - TBA Scott, T Location: Golda Meir Library E281. Meets with FLD (Section) 001.
+ CURRINS 470 U 2 Professional Urban Teaching Linking Seminar:
31374 SEM 001 W 9:30am-11:50am END 346 TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block I
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 MCEA program students only.
Block 1 / Cohort E1 students only.
Meets: 1/25, 2/1, 2/8, 2/22, 3/7, 3/28, 4/11, 4/25, 5/2.
E 31375 SEM 003 R 5:00pm-7:20pm BOL 281 TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 2
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Concurrent enrollment for 1
credit required in an assigned section of CURRINS 400. Please
contact Prof. Karen Rigoni (MCEA Program Director,
kskelly@uwn,edu) for additional information.
Meets Thursday, 5:00pm-7:20pm: 1/26, 2/9, 2/23, 3/8, 3/29,
4/12,  4/26,  5/3.
MCEA program students only. Block 2 / Cohort D1 students only.
E 31376 SEM 005 M 4:30pm-6:50pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 3
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 MCEA program students only.
Block 3 / Cohort B1 students only.
Meets Monday, 4:30pm-6:50pm: 1/23, 2/6, 2/20, 3/5, 3/26,
4/2,  4/23,  4/30.
W 42576 SEM 102 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block I
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets Saturday,
9:00am-12:00pm: 1/28, 2/18, 3/3, 3/31, 4/14, 5/5.
MCEA program students. Block 1 / Cohort E2.
Meets off-campus, location TBA.
W 42579 SEM 104 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 2
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Concurrent enrollment for 1
credit required in an assigned section of CURRINS 400. Please
contact Prof. Karen Rigoni (MCEA Program Director,
kskelly@uwn,edu) for additional information.
Meets Saturday, 9:00am-12:00pm: 1/28, 2/18, 3/3, 3/31, 4/14,
5 / 5 .
MCEA program students only. Block 2 / Cohort D2 students only.
Meets: off-campus location TBA.
W 42580 SEM 106 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 3
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets Saturday,
9:00am-12:00pm: 1/28, 2/18, 3/3, 3/31, 4/14, 5/5.
MCEA program students only. Block 3 / Cohort B2 students only.
Meets: Off-campus, location TBA.
CURRINS 471 U 3 Seminar Curriculum and Classroom Management for Grades 1-8
E 31091 SEM 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm HLT 180 Hessel, A
Post, L
MCEA program students only. Concurrent registration in CurrIns
406 & CurrIns 407 required.
Meets in HLT 180 (with breakout room HLT G84).
Must attend a mandatory on-campus (mid to late January) 2-day
pre-student teaching orientation: see the "Important
Registration Information" note #5 preceding the CURRINS course
listings in the Schedule of Classes.
Consent required to audit.
# + CURRINS 499 U 1 - 4  Independent Reading:
30621 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
30620 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B
30624 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C
30625 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30622 IND 005 - TBA File, N
30626 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30627 IND 007 - TBA Goree, R
30628 IND 008 - TBA Habeck, T
30629 IND 009 - TBA Hamlin, M
30630 IND 010 - TBA Hawkins, J
31131 IND 011 - TBA Himes, D
30631 IND 012 - TBA Huinker, D
30623 IND 013 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30632 IND 014 - TBA Mueller, J
30633 IND 015 - TBA Oxford, R
30634 IND 016 - TBA Pasternak, D
30635 IND 017 - TBA Posnanski, T
30636 IND 018 - TBA Post, L
30637 IND 019 - TBA Pugach, M
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31172 IND 020 - TBA Rigoni, K
30638 IND 021 - TBA Saffold, F
30639 IND 022 - TBA Scolavino, R
41956 IND 023 - TBA Short, R Students looking to enroll for the 2012 Wisconsin State Reading
Association Convention / UW-Milwaukee 1-credit course option
should enroll for CURRINS 499 Sec 125 (Class Number 42363).
For additional information contact: Prof. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
41957 IND 024 - TBA Wisneski, D
42363 IND 125 F 7:30am-8:30am FALC Short, R 02/03/2012-02/03/2012 Enrolled students must also sign up
for and attend the 2012 Wisconsin State Reading Association
(WSRA) convention: Thursday 2/2, Friday 2/3, & Saturday 2/4 at
the Frontier Airlines Center (400 W. Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee, WI).
For additional convention info, see the WSRA webpage at:
http://www.wsra.org/
One pre-convention class meeting with instructor on Friday,
2/3, 7:30am-8:30am (Frontier Airlines Center, Room TBA).
For additional information contact: Prof. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
# + CURRINS 502 U/G 3 Developing Early Reading and Writing
30987 LEC 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm END 109 Gwiazdowski, C
E 31522 LEC 002 R 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Recommended (but not reserved soley) for EXCEDUC ECE
program students. CURRINS ECE program students may also
enroll.
+ CURRINS 503 U/G 3 Assessment Issues in Language Education
E 31399 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
# + CURRINS 504 U/G 3 Teaching Reading and Writing in Early Childhood: The Primary Years
31139 LEC 001 R 12:30pm-3:10pm END 127 Gwiazdowski, C Concurrent enrollment in CURRINS 514 required for students in
EC certification.
E 31337 LEC 002 R 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B83 Champeau, K Concurrent enrollment in CURRINS 514 required for students in
EC certification.
# + CURRINS 505 U/G 1 - 4  Home-School Relations
31400 LEC 001 W 9:30am-12:10pm END 109 Herman, V
E 31423 LEC 102 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Robinson, L Meets Off-campus: Urban Day School (1441 North 24th Street).
# CURRINS 508 U/G 3 Language and Urban Schooling
31196 LEC 001 T 12:30pm-3:10pm END 127 Joseph, T Restricted. Early Childhood Education program students only. All
other students will be administratively dropped. 
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004.
E 31211 LEC 002 R 6:00pm-8:40pm END 109 Castellon, J Restricted. Early Childhood Education program students only. All
other students will be administratively dropped. 
Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program students enroll
in Sec 003 or Sec 004.
30988 LEC 003 M 9:30am-12:10pm END 346 Tatera, J Restricted Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program
students only: Block 1 / Cohort E1.
All other students will be administratively dropped.
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
E 30989 LEC 004 M 5:00pm-7:40pm END 127 Kuschel, K Restricted Middle Childhood - Early Adolescence program
students only: Block 1 / Cohort E2. All other students will be
administratively dropped.
Early Childhood Education program students enroll in Sec 001 or
Sec 002.
CURRINS 510 U/G 1 - 3  Cooperative Strategies for Pre and Early Adolescents
E 31401 LEC 101 T 5:00pm-6:10pm RVHS Orozco, J 01/23/2012-04/21/2012 Meets: 12 weeks at Riverside
University High School (Room/TBA), 1615 E. Locust St.,
Milwaukee. No class meeting on 3/22 (UWM Spring recess week) .
# + CURRINS 511 U 3 Curriculum and Guidance for Social -Emotional Learning
31232 LEC 001 M 9:30am-12:10pm END 109 File, N Restricted: Early Childhood Education program students only.
E 31233 LEC 002 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Restricted: Early Childhood Education program students only.
# + CURRINS 512 U 3 Reflective Practice in Early Childhood Teaching and Learning
31220 LEC 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm END 109 Mueller, J
E 31221 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm END 346 Mueller, J
# + CURRINS 514 U 1 Field Work II in Early Childhood Education-Primary
31234 FLD 001 F 2:00pm-4:00pm END 488 Becker, L 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets: 1/27, 2/3, 2/24, 3/9, 4/13,
5 / 4 .
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5 / 4 .
Students must be available one morning per week to complete
work in an MPS classroom placement.
Concurrent registration in either section of CURRINS 504
required.
For additional meeting information contact: Lori Becker,
beckerla@uwm.edu.
31424 FLD 002 F 2:00pm-4:00pm END 488 Becker, L 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets: 1/27, 2/3, 2/24, 3/9, 4/13,
5 / 4 .
Students must be available one morning per week to complete
work in an MPS classroom placement.
Concurrent registration in either section of CURRINS 504
required.
For additional meeting information contact: Lori Becker,
beckerla@uwm.edu.
# CURRINS 525 U/G 1 - 3  Environmental Resources Workshop:
W 41294 LEC 101 S 8:30am-4:30pm ZEC Mills, J TOPIC: Fit for Survival-Animal Habitats and Adaptations 1 cr,
03/31/2012-03/31/2012 Meets: Saturday, 3/31 & Sunday, 4/1;
Zoo Conservation Education Center (Purple Room), 10005 W.
Blue Mound Road, Milwaukee.
W U TOPIC: Fit for Survival-Animal Habitats and Adaptations 1 cr,
04 /01/2012-04/01/2012 
W 42040 LEC 102 S 8:30am-4:30pm WEHR Bryant, B TOPIC: Teaching with Animals 1 cr ,  04/28/2012-04/28/2012
Meets: 4/28 & 4/29. Wehr Nature Center, 9701 W. College Ave.
For additional information, contact: Bev Bryant
(beverly.bryant@milwcnty.com).
W U TOPIC: Teaching with Animals 1 cr ,  04/29/2012-04/29/2012 
W 42109 LEC 103 S 8:30am-3:30pm UREC Vargo, T TOPIC: Bringing Field Research to the Classroom 1 cr,
04/28/2012-04/28/2012 Meets: Sat 4/28 & Sun 4/29, Urban
Ecology Center (Camouflage Room), 1500 E. Park Place,
Milwaukee (next to Riverside Park).
W U TOPIC: Bringing Field Research to the Classroom 1 cr,
04 /29/2012-04/29/2012 
W 42110 LEC 104 S 8:30am-4:30pm WEHR Bryant, B TOPIC: Teaching Evolution in the 21st Century Classroom 1
cr, 03/31/2012-03/31/2012 Meets: Sat 3/31 & Sun 4/1, Wehr
Nature Center, 9701 W. College Ave., Franklin.
W U TOPIC: Teaching Evolution in the 21st Century Classroom 1
cr ,  04/01/2012-04/01/2012 
# + CURRINS 541 U/G 3 - 4  Principles and Methods of Teaching ESL
E 42571 LEC 101 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Rivas, R Meets off-campus: Milwaukee Academy of Chinese Language
(2430 West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Room TBA, enter on 24th
Street).
+ CURRINS 543 U/G 3 Developing Biliteracy
E 31092 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL 281 Kuschel, K
E 41365 LEC 002 W 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL B83 Alvarado, N
E 42569 LEC 103 W 5:00pm-7:40pm UCC Cramer, G Meets: Off-campus, United Community Center (UCC, 1028 S 9th
St., Room TBA).
# + CURRINS 545 U/G 2 - 3  Reading in the Content Areas: Middle, Junior, and Senior High School
30990 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am END 127 Edyburn, D
E 30992 LEC 002 T 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL 281 Short, R
E 42572 LEC 103 W 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Meets off-campus: Bryant & Stratton College, 500 W. Silver
Spring Rd., Bayshore Town Center, Suite K340, Glendale, WI.
CURRINS 547 U/G 3 Curricular Applications of the Internet
E 31256 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm END 740 Scott, T Meets: Remstad Computer Lab A (END 740).
~ + CURRINS 552 U/G 3 Teaching Reading, Grades 1-3
31244 LEC 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm END 346 Habeck, T Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 1 / Cohort E1
students only.
E 42573 LEC 102 R 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Skurulsky, K
Wanie, C
Meets off-campus: Hartford Ave Elementary School (2227 E
Hartford Ave). Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 1 /
Cohort E2
~ + CURRINS 553 U/G 3 Teaching Language Arts and Children's Literature, Grades 1-3
31245 LEC 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm END 346 Rigoni, K Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 1 / Cohort E1.
E 31247 LEC 002 T 5:00pm-7:40pm END 346 Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 1 / Cohort E2.
CURRINS 554 U/G 3 Teaching Reading and Adolescent Literature, Grades 4-8
31235 LEC 001 R 11:00am-1:40pm END 346 Short, R Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 3 / Cohort B1.
E 31248 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm END 384 Huebsch, W Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 3 / Cohort B2.
CURRINS 555 U/G 3 Teaching Language Arts, Grades 4-8
31236 LEC 001 R 8:00am-10:40am END 346 Turetsky, J Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 3 / Cohort B1.
E 31249 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm END 109 Timko, V Restricted MCEA program students only: Block 3 / Cohort B2.
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CURRINS 561 U/G 3 Issues in Elementary and Middle School Mathematics
E 41792 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm END 698
# + CURRINS 565 U 1 Pedagogy Labs:
42050 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Devasto, M TOPIC: Linking Science Content with Pedagogy 1 cr,
02/20/2012-05/10/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
42052 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Dornbos, S
Posnanski, T
TOPIC: Linking Science Content with Pedagogy 1 cr,
02/20/2012-05/10/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
42068 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB McLeod, K 02/20/2012-05/10/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
Subtitle: "Linking Mathematics Content with Pedagogy"
42069 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Blecking, A
Murphy, K
Posnanski, T
02/20/2012-05/10/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
Subtitle: "Linking Chemistry/BioChemistry Content with
Pedagogy"
42071 LEC 295 - ONLINE WEB Blecking, A
Posnanski, T
02/20/2012-05/10/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
Subtitle: "Linking Chemistry/BioChemistry Content with
Pedagogy"
CURRINS 579 U/G 1 - 3  Current Topics in Curriculum and Instruction:
W 42602 LEC 001 S 9:00am-4:00pm END 740 Himes, D TOPIC: Technology in the Curriculum: Grade 4-8 Multimedia
1 cr, 04/02/2012-05/05/2012 Meets: Fri 4/6, Fri 4/20, & Sat
5/5. Remstad Computer Lab A, END 740.
E F 5:00pm-8:00pm END 740 TOPIC: Technology in the Curriculum: Grade 4-8 Multimedia
1 cr ,  04/02/2012-05/05/2012 
~ CURRINS 585 U/G 3 Best Practices in Early Childhood for Children and Families
42041 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Howe, C 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
CURRINS 602 U/G 1 - 4  Early Childhood Education
E 41306 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL B83 Mueller, J Meets with CURRINS 302 Sec 002.
Restricted enrollment. For permission to enroll, please contact:
Prof. Jennifer Mueller (jennjm@uwm.edu). Enrollment request
email should include: 1.) your full legal name, 2.) your UWM
campus ID number, 3.) a daytime phone number, and 4.) the
course and section number as published in the Schedule of
Classes. Your permission request email (including the
information just indicated) may also be sent to the C&I
department email address: cni@uwm.edu.
CURRINS 629 U/G 1 - 4  Change and Change Strategies in Education
41839 LEC 001 W 3:30pm-9:45pm END 280 Longwell-Grice, H 01/30/2012-04/14/2012 Restricted to graduate students in the
Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (MCEA) program.
Meets: 2/1, 2/15, 2/29, 3/14, 3/28, 4/11.
For additional information contact Prof. Karen Rigoni
(kskelley@uwm.edu, 414-229-5665).
# + CURRINS 639 U/G 3 Critical Issues and Methods in World Language Education
E 31231 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm END 384 Joseph, T A minimum of 30 hours of field experience is required.
CURRINS 643 U/G 1 - 3  Balanced Literacy Instruction in the Elementary School
E 42607 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL 281 Habeck, T Meets with CURRINS 343.
Restricted enrollment: graduate students only.
CURRINS 648 U/G 3 Early Reading Empowerment: Part 2
E 42029 LEC 101 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TCES Champeau, K Meets: Tess Corners School, W147s6800 Durham Place,
Muskego, WI 53150-3199.
CURRINS 650 U/G 3 Reading Interests of Adolescents
E 31056 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm END 127 Scott, T Meets: Remstad Computer Lab A (END 740) 6:00pm-7:40pm.
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# CURRINS 651 U 3 Literature for the Young Child
E 30993 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bender, A Golda Meir Library E281
31072 LEC 002 W 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA Bender, A Golda Meir Library E281
# CURRINS 657 U/G 3 Approaches to Teaching and Assessing Texts in the Secondary Schools
E 31087 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm END 740 Chapman, T
Scott, T
Meets: Remstad Computer Lab A (END 740). Graduate students
only enroll in this section until filled, then Sec 002.
Undergraduates should enroll in Sec 002.
31250 LEC 002 - TBA Chapman, T
Scott, T
Note Summary - - - - -
Description: Meets with Sec 001. Remstad Computer Lab A (END
740). Undergraduate students enroll in this section until filled,
then Sec 001. Graduate students should enroll in Sec 001.
+ CURRINS 659 U/G 2 - 3  Teaching and Assessing Grammar to Enrich Writing
E 31404 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B83 Hussa, J Restricted: English Education Program students only.
CURRINS 664 U/G 1 - 4  Dramatizing Literature in Elementary Classrooms
E 31396 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Mello, R Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This hybrid (blended) class meets 25% online. For additional
information, contact Professor Robin Mello (mello@uwm.edu,
414-229-6066).
# CURRINS 700 G 2 - 6  Field Work in Schools, Agencies and Institutions:
30641 FLD 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31173 FLD 002 - TBA Bales, B
30644 FLD 003 - TBA Berg, C
30645 FLD 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30642 FLD 005 - TBA File, N
30646 FLD 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30647 FLD 007 - TBA Habeck, T
30648 FLD 008 - TBA Hamlin, M
30649 FLD 009 - TBA Hawkins, J
30650 FLD 010 - TBA Huinker, D
31124 FLD 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30651 FLD 012 - TBA Mueller, J
30643 FLD 013 - TBA Oxford, R
30652 FLD 014 - TBA Pasternak, D
30653 FLD 015 - TBA Posnanski, T
31174 FLD 016 - TBA Post, L
30654 FLD 017 - TBA Pugach, M
30655 FLD 018 - TBA Rigoni, K
41970 FLD 019 - TBA Saffold, F
41971 FLD 020 - TBA Short, R
41972 FLD 2 1 - TBA Wisneski, D
CURRINS 701 G 3 Curriculum Planning and Ideologies
31386 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
For additional course information contact the listed instructor via
email (or phone 414-229-4814).
CURRINS 702 G 4 Curriculum Problems and Practices in Early Childhood Education
E 41191 LEC 001 F 4:30pm-8:10pm END 384 Wisneski, D For Early Childhood Education Master's Cohort.
CURRINS 714 G 3 Analysis of Instruction to Improve Teaching and Learning
31387 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Saffold, F Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
For additional course information, contact: Professor Felicia
Saffold (fsaffold@uwm.edu).
CURRINS 774 G 3 College Teaching
31393 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Schroeder, C Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
For additional course information contact the listed instructor via
email (or phone 414-229-4814 if no instructor is listed).
# CURRINS 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading:
30657 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31176 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B
30660 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C
30661 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30658 IND 005 - TBA File, N
30662 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30663 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T
30664 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M
30665 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J
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30666 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D
31125 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30667 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J
30659 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R
30668 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D
30669 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T
31177 IND 016 - TBA Post, L
30670 IND 017 - TBA Pugach, M
30671 IND 018 - TBA Rigoni, K
30672 IND 019 - TBA Saffold, F
41959 IND 020 - TBA Short, R Students looking to enroll for the 2012 Wisconsin State Reading
Association Convention / UW-Milwaukee 1-credit course option
should enroll for CURRINS 799 Sec 122 (Class Number 42330).
For additional information contact: Prof. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
41960 IND 021 - TBA Wisneski, D
42330 IND 122 F 7:30am-8:30am FALC Short, R 02/03/2012-02/03/2012 Enrolled students must also sign up
for and attend the 2012 Wisconsin State Reading Association
(WSRA) convention: Thursday 2/2, Friday 2/3, & Saturday 2/4 at
the Frontier Airlines Center (400 W. Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee, WI).
For additional convention info, see the WSRA webpage at:
http://www.wsra.org/
One pre-convention class meeting with instructor on Friday,
2/3, 7:30am-8:30am (Frontier Airlines Center, Room TBA).
For additional information contact: Prof. Ruth Short
(rashort@uwm.edu).
# CURRINS 800 G 3 Master's Seminar in Curriculum and Instruction
31388 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Bales, B Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
Enrollment in this course is controlled. Students seeking to
register must send an email enrollment request (for a PAWS
permission number) to the Dept. of Curriculum and Instruction
email address: cni@uwm.edu. The email must include: (1.)
Complete student full name as listed in PAWS (not a nick name).
(2.) UWM Campus ID Number. (3.) Student's Dept. of C&I faculty
advisor name (for enrollment need verification). (4.) Daytime
contact phone number.
For additional course information contact: Prof. Marleen Pugach
(mpugach@uwmm.edu).
CURRINS 819 G 3 Theory and Design of Curriculum
E 42227 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm END 388 Chapman, T
# CURRINS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
30673 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31179 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B
30675 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C
30676 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30674 IND 005 - TBA File, N
30677 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30678 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T
31126 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M
30679 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J
30680 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D
30681 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30682 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J
31180 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R
31181 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D
30683 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T
30684 IND 016 - TBA Post, L
31182 IND 017 - TBA Pugach, M
30685 IND 018 - TBA Rigoni, K
30686 IND 019 - TBA Saffold, F
41961 IND 020 - TBA Short, R
41962 IND 021 - TBA Wisneski, D
# CURRINS 890 G 3 - 6  Master's Research or Thesis
30688 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31183 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B
30690 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C
30691 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30689 IND 005 - TBA File, N
30692 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30693 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T
31127 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M
30694 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J
30695 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D
30696 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30697 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J
31184 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R
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31185 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D
30699 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T
30700 IND 016 - TBA Post, L
31186 IND 017 - TBA Pugach, M
30701 IND 018 - TBA Rigoni, K
30703 IND 019 - TBA Saffold, F
41963 IND 020 - TBA Short, R
41964 IND 021 - TBA Wisneski, D
# CURRINS 990 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Research or Thesis
30705 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31187 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B
30729 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C
30706 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30728 IND 005 - TBA File, N
30707 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30708 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T
31128 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M
30730 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D
30710 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30731 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J
31188 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R
31189 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D
30711 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T
30712 IND 016 - TBA Post, L
31190 IND 017 - TBA Pugach, M
30713 IND 018 - TBA Rigoni, K
30714 IND 019 - TBA Saffold, F
30732 IND 020 - TBA Short, R
41965 IND 021 - TBA Wisneski, D
# CURRINS 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30716 IND 001 - TBA Antrop-Gonzalez, R
31191 IND 002 - TBA Bales, B
30735 IND 003 - TBA Berg, C
30717 IND 004 - TBA Chapman, T
30734 IND 005 - TBA File, N
30718 IND 006 - TBA Garcia, J
30719 IND 007 - TBA Habeck, T
31129 IND 008 - TBA Hamlin, M
30720 IND 009 - TBA Hawkins, J
30736 IND 010 - TBA Huinker, D
30721 IND 011 - TBA Longwell-Grice, H
30737 IND 012 - TBA Mueller, J
31192 IND 013 - TBA Oxford, R
31193 IND 014 - TBA Pasternak, D
30722 IND 015 - TBA Posnanski, T
30723 IND 016 - TBA Post, L
31194 IND 017 - TBA Pugach, M
30724 IND 018 - TBA Rigoni, K
30725 IND 019 - TBA Saffold, F
30738 IND 020 - TBA Short, R
41966 IND 021 - TBA Wisneski, D
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Education-Interdepartmental
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT MEET COURSE PREREQUISITES WILL BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED FROM THE COURSE. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees
for students dropped by department.)
2. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASSES IN WHICH THEY ARE REGISTERED MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND THE FIRST CLASS MEETING ARE
SUBJECT TO THIS POLICY. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.)
3. All official email communication between the Urban Education Doctoral Program and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student PantherMail email addresses
(http://panthermail.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherMail email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to
input a PantherMail forward mail command routing email to any other preferred non-UWM email address).
   
        
 
# EDUC 701 G 3 Urban Educational Issues
E 31475 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Swaminathan, R
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Educational Policy and Community Studies
Chair: Aaron Schutz END 553 229-4150, schutz@uwm.edu
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT MEET COURSE PREREQUISITES WILL BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED FROM THE COURSE. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees
for students dropped by department.)
2. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASSES IN WHICH THEY ARE REGISTERED MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED. STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND THE FIRST CLASS MEETING ARE
SUBJECT TO THIS POLICY. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees for students dropped by department.)
3. Students accepted into Educational Policy & Community Studies programs may be given priority registration for department courses for which Junior Standing is a prerequisite. 
4. All official email communication between the Department of Educational Policy & Community Studies and admitted UWM students will be sent to assigned student UWM PantherMail
(http://panthermail.uwm.edu). It is a student's responsibility to check her or his PantherMail email account regularly for important university and/or course related information (or to
input a PantherMail 'forward mail' command routing email to another preferred non-PantherMail email address).
   
        
 
  
       
      
 
  
       
       
 
   
        
       
       
       
        
 
  
        
       
      
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# + ED POL 100 U 3 Community Education I
E 31546 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 314 Schutz, A
ED POL 111 U 3 Organizing for Social Action in Urban Communities
42517 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Sandy, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42519 LEC 303 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
ED POL 112 U 3 Introduction to Community Education
31331 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Bauder, C Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31257 LEC 301 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Logan, J
+ ED POL 113
(SS)
U 3 The Milwaukee Community
E 31262 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Johnson, F
31195 LEC 302 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mathews, J
31292 LEC 303 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Rush, R
31555 LEC 304 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA McNally, J
E 42610 LEC 307 T 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 314 McNally, J
ED POL 114 U 3 Community Problems
E 42300 LEC 004 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Williams, G
31330 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Weber, N Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42302 LEC 296 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31356 LEC 301 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Fehrman, D
ED POL 202 U 1 - 6  Community Service Volunteer
30941 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Schutz, A Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 203 U 3 Communities and Neighborhoods in America
42341 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Farmer-Hinton, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 212
(HU&)
U 3 Educational Issues in Spanish Speaking Communities
E 42343 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm END 516 Tapia, J
ED POL 279 U 1 - 3  Current Topics in Educational Policy and Community Studies:
42304 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Himes, D TOPIC: Ethical Issues in Education 3 cr, Taught completely
on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31342 LEC 101 - TBA
ED POL 299 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30740 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M
30741 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E
30861 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30862 IND 004 - TBA Johnson, F
30742 IND 005 - TBA Kailin, J
30743 IND 006 - TBA Sandy, M
30744 IND 007 - TBA Schutz, A
30745 IND 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30863 IND 009 - TBA Tapia, J
31006 IND 010 - TBA Troiano, A
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31028 IND 011 - TBA Williams, G
31252 IND 012 - TBA Krueger, M
31321 IND 016 - TBA Beaulieu, D
31027 IND 113 - TBA Folkman, D
31073 IND 114 - TBA Rai, K
31074 IND 115 - TBA Syam, D
ED POL 302 U 3 Approaches to Relationships in the Child Care Setting
E 42358 LEC 101 T 6:00pm-8:45pm TBA Andres, M Class will meet at Plymouth Church, 2717 E. Hampshire St.
ED POL 375 U 3 Cultural Foundations of Education
30942 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Williams, G
30943 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm END 127 Troiano, A
30944 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm END 127 Johnson, F
30945 LEC 005 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Tapia, J
E 42309 LEC 007 W 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Johnson, F
31525 LEC 298 - ONLINE WEB Fehrman, D Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31135 LEC 304 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Gallant, M
31334 LEC 306 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Brosio, R
# ED POL 381 U 3 Introduction to Child Care
42356 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Horejs, K 03/12/2012-05/10/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
No class the week of 3/19/12.
42357 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Horejs, K 03/12/2012-05/10/2012 No class week of 3/19.
Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $958.65 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
ED POL 383 U 1 - 3  Child Care Programming
42354 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Horejs, K 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 409 U 1 - 6  Fieldwork/Practicum in Education and the Community
30946 FLD 201 - ONLINE WEB Johnson, F Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 416 U 3 - 6  Analysis of Child Care Environments
42352 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Melzl, T 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
42353 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Melzl, T 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Course taught completely online;
Internet access req'd. Special Course Fee of $958.65 will be
ONLY charge assessed for this section. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled.
ED POL 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
31345 LEC 101 - TBA
ED POL 499 U 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30746 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M
30747 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E
30864 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30865 IND 004 - TBA Johnson, F
30748 IND 005 - TBA Kailin, J
30749 IND 006 - TBA Sandy, M
30750 IND 007 - TBA Schutz, A
30751 IND 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30866 IND 009 - TBA Tapia, J
30867 IND 010 - TBA Troiano, A
30868 IND 011 - TBA Williams, G
31007 IND 012 - TBA Krueger, M
31322 IND 016 - TBA Beaulieu, D
30760 IND 113 - TBA Folkman, D
31075 IND 114 - TBA Rai, K
31076 IND 115 - TBA Syam, D
ED POL 506 U/G 3 Research Techniques for Community Organizers and Community Educators
31082 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Farmer-Hinton, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 507 U/G 3 Action Research on Milwaukee Institutions
31509 LEC 101 - TBA Rai, K
31569 LEC 102 - TBA Folkman, D Class will meet at St. Jacobi Catholic School
E  Evening Section
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ED POL 530 U/G 3 Urban Education: Foundations
E 31222 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Kailin, J
ED POL 534 U/G 3 The Student at Risk (Causes)
31332 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Horning, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 535 U/G 3 Educating At-Risk Students
31086 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Schuster, J Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# ED POL 581 U/G 3 Youth Work Practice
E 42581 LEC 101 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Class will meet at the Hefter Ctr, 3271 N Lake Drive.
# ED POL 582 U/G 3 Operations Management in Early Childhood Programs
42349 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Stoddard, A 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Taught completely on-line, internet
access req'd. UWM off campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 584 U/G 3 Early Childhood Programs and the External Environment
31505 LEC 101 RF 8:30am-4:30pm TBA Montgomery, W 03/26/2012-05/05/2012 Course taught partially online.
Internet access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
Class will meet at SCE Plankinton Bldg, 7th flr
161 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Face-to-face mtg dates 3/29 & 3/30
Online begins 4/2
ED POL 601 U/G 3 Foundations of Community-Based Organizations
31335 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Mahan, S Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
E 31258 LEC 301 T 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Mann, J
ED POL 602 U/G 3 Proposal Writing and Fundraising Skills for Community-Based Organizations
42345 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Bonds, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 610 U/G 3 Reproduction of Minority Communities
31333 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Epps, E Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 613 U/G 3 Context and Foundations of Educational Policy
42615 LEC 201 - TBA Bonds, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 621
(&)
U/G 3 History of Native Education and Policy Development
31427 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Beaulieu, D
ED POL 624 U/G 3 Gender and Education
31426 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Swaminathan, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 625
(&)
U/G 3 Race Relations in Education
W 31212 LEC 001 S 9:30am-5:00pm END 516 Kailin, J 02/06/2012-03/31/2012 Meets: 2/10, 2/11, 2/17, 2/18, 3/9,
3/10, 3/30, 3/31 in END 516.
E F 5:00pm-9:00pm TBA 02/06/2012-03/31/2012 
ED POL 630 U/G 3 Race and Public Policy in Urban America
E 42347 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 314 Bonds, M
ED POL 688 U/G 1 - 6  Fieldwork in Multicultural Education
31029 FLD 001 - TBA Bonds, M
31030 FLD 002 - TBA Epps, E
30869 FLD 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30870 FLD 004 - TBA Johnson, F
30871 FLD 005 - TBA Kailin, J
30872 FLD 006 - TBA Sandy, M
30873 FLD 007 - TBA Schutz, A
30874 FLD 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30875 FLD 009 - TBA Tapia, J
31080 FLD 010 - TBA Troiano, A
30876 FLD 011 - TBA Williams, G
30877 FLD 012 - TBA Krueger, M
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31323 FLD 016 - TBA Beaulieu, D
31008 FLD 113 - TBA Folkman, D
31077 FLD 114 - TBA Rai, K
31253 FLD 115 - TBA Syam, D
31436 FLD 117 - TBA Hansen, T
ED POL 698 U/G 1 - 6  Fieldwork in International Education
31031 FLD 001 - TBA Bonds, M
31032 FLD 002 - TBA Epps, E
30878 FLD 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30879 FLD 004 - TBA Johnson, F
31033 FLD 005 - TBA Kailin, J
31034 FLD 006 - TBA Sandy, M
30752 FLD 007 - TBA Schutz, A
30753 FLD 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30880 FLD 009 - TBA Tapia, J
30881 FLD 010 - TBA Troiano, A
30882 FLD 011 - TBA Williams, G
30761 FLD 012 - TBA Krueger, M
31324 FLD 016 - TBA Beaulieu, D
31009 FLD 113 - TBA Folkman, D
31078 FLD 114 - TBA Rai, K
31079 FLD 115 - TBA Syam, D
ED POL 705 G 3 Sociology of Education and Community Engagement
E 31430 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm END 516 Epps, E Meets with Ed Pol 805-001.
31329 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Epps, E Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# ED POL 715 G 3 Popular Education: Theory and Practice
42401 SEM 291 - TBA Hansen, T
ED POL 750 G 3 History of Education in American Communities
31035 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Troiano, A Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30754 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M
30755 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E
30883 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30884 IND 004 - TBA Johnson, F
30756 IND 005 - TBA Kailin, J
30757 IND 006 - TBA Sandy, M
30758 IND 007 - TBA Schutz, A
30759 IND 008 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30885 IND 009 - TBA Tapia, J
30886 IND 010 - TBA Troiano, A
30887 IND 011 - TBA Williams, G
30888 IND 012 - TBA Krueger, M
31325 IND 016 - TBA Beaulieu, D
31010 IND 113 - TBA Folkman, D
31081 IND 114 - TBA Rai, K
31254 IND 115 - TBA Syam, D
# ED POL 801 G 1 - 3  Urban Education: Doctoral Seminar
31435 SEM 001 F - TBA Schutz, A For more information on meeting times, contact Prof. Schutz at
229-4150 or schutz@uwm.edu.
ED POL 805 G 3 Sociology of Education: Seminar
E 31560 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm END 516 Epps, E Meets with Ed Pol 705-001.
ED POL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
31116 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M
31117 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E
31118 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
31119 IND 004 - TBA Kailin, J
31120 IND 005 - TBA Sandy, M
31121 IND 006 - TBA Schutz, A
31122 IND 007 - TBA Swaminathan, R
31123 IND 008 - TBA Tapia, J
31326 IND 009 - TBA Beaulieu, D
ED POL 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
30762 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M
E  Evening Section
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30763 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E
30889 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30890 IND 004 - TBA Kailin, J
30764 IND 005 - TBA Sandy, M
30765 IND 006 - TBA Schutz, A
30766 IND 007 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30767 IND 008 - TBA Tapia, J
31327 IND 009 - TBA Beaulieu, D
42400 IND 110 - TBA Hansen, T
ED POL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30768 IND 001 - TBA Bonds, M
30769 IND 002 - TBA Epps, E
30891 IND 003 - TBA Farmer-Hinton, R
30892 IND 004 - TBA Kailin, J
30770 IND 005 - TBA Sandy, M
30771 IND 006 - TBA Schutz, A
30772 IND 007 - TBA Swaminathan, R
30773 IND 008 - TBA Tapia, J
31328 IND 009 - TBA Beaulieu, D
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Educational Psychology
Genral Information: 
EDPSYDept@uwm.edu or website: http://www4.uwm.edu/soe/ed_psychology/
Chair: Dr. Nadya Fouad, Enderis 773 nadya@uwm.edu or (414)-229-6830
For additional information regarding the Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (Collaborative Teacher Education Program) cohort/block courses, contact: Linda Post, Coordinator,
MCEA Teacher Eduction Program, (414) 229-2659, lpost@uwm.edu.
  
        
        
        
         
        
        
      
      
 
   
       
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
         
        
       
        
        
        
 
   
       
       
       
        
 
  
        
       
 
  
      
         
 
  
        
       
       
       
       
       
      
 
ED PSY 100 U 2 Learning Skills Laboratory
30511 LEC 081 MW 11:00am-11:50am BOL B72 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
30510 LEC 082 MW 10:00am-10:50am BOL B72 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
30509 LEC 083 TR 10:00am-10:50am BOL B72 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
E 30508 LEC 084 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm MIT 159 Lucius, B Restricted to AOC students only.
30507 LEC 085 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL B68 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
31218 LEC 086 MW 11:00am-11:50am MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M Restricted to AOC students only.
42076 LEC 087 MW 10:00am-10:50am BOL B76
42077 LEC 088 TR 11:00am-11:50am BOL B72
~ ED PSY 101 U 1 - 2  Foundations of Academic Success:
31240 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-3:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
E 31241 LEC 002 M 5:00pm-6:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
30997 LEC 003 T 3:00pm-4:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31151 LEC 004 R 2:00pm-3:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31152 LEC 005 M 3:00pm-4:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31153 LEC 006 M 1:00pm-2:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31373 LEC 007 M 11:00am-12:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr
31154 LEC 008 M 2:00pm-3:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31155 LEC 009 M 12:00pm-1:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31156 LEC 010 M 10:00am-11:40am TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
E 31157 LEC 011 W 4:00pm-5:40pm TBA Lessac, L TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
E 31158 LEC 012 T 5:00pm-6:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
42070 LEC 081 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: Career Foundations 1 -  2 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
30996 LEC 082 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: Career Foundations 1 -  2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Location: MIT B9
Restricted to AOC students only.
31217 LEC 083 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 203 Lucius, B TOPIC: A Course for Students on Academic Probation 1 -  2
cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Restricted to AOC students only.
31301 LEC 084 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 203 Lucius, B TOPIC: A Course for Students on Academic Probation 1 -  2
cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Restricted to AOC students only.
# ED PSY 301 U 2 Successful Career Transitions: Ideas, Strategies, Accomplishments
42599 LEC 001 T 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Bachhuber, T
42600 LEC 002 M 10:00am-11:50am TBA Bachhuber, T
42601 LEC 003 M 2:00pm-3:50pm TBA Bachhuber, T
42614 LEC 004 W 10:00am-11:50am TBA Bachhuber, T This section is for UWM Varsity Student Athletes only.
ED PSY 320 U 2 - 3  Principles of Classroom Appraisal and Evaluation
E 31285 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-6:20pm TBA Berg, N
E 31286 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-6:20pm TBA
ED PSY 325 U 2 - 3  Practice of Classroom Assessment
31368 LEC 001 M 10:00am-11:50am END 127
E 31287 LEC 002 R 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA Berg, N MCEA Program students only: Cohort D2/Block 2
ED PSY 330 U 3 Introduction to Learning and Development
E 31280 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA MCEA Program students only. Cohort C1/Block 1
E 31281 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
31282 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Zeidler, A
31283 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Zeidler, A
E 31304 LEC 005 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
31478 LEC 006 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Zeidler, A
31279 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Restricted to MCEA program students only; no exceptions.
Cohort A1/Block 1.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# ED PSY 543 U/G 1 Assessment in Science and Math III
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E 42288 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Scolavino, R 01/23/2012-02/25/2012 
ED PSY 575 U/G 3 Infant and Early Childhood Assessment
E 31290 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Esser, M
E 31305 LEC 002 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Esser, M
ED PSY 624 U/G 3 Educational Statistical Methods I
E 31484 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm END 107 Evans, R
ED PSY 631 U/G 3 Cognition: Learning, Problem Solving and Thinking
E 31284 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Zeidler, A
ED PSY 640 U/G 3 Human Development: Theory and Research
31479 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA
E 31367 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Lamborn, S
ED PSY 720 G 3 Techniques of Educational and Psychological Measurement
E 31360 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Zhang, B
# ED PSY 724 G 4 Educational Statistical Methods II
31289 LEC 001 M 1:00pm-4:20pm TBA Walker, C
ED PSY 728 G 3 Techniques of Educational Research
E 41176 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
ED PSY 748 G 3 Oral Language, Cognition, and Literacy
31441 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Corrigan, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 752 G 3 Pediatric Psychopathology
31355 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Newell, M
ED PSY 760 G 3 Academic Intervention and Alternative Assessment
31298 LEC 001 M 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Kwon, K Prerequisite ED PSY 755: Assessment and Intervention: School
Age
ED PSY 790 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
30774 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30775 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30776 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30777 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30778 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30779 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30780 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30781 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30782 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30783 IND 010 - TBA Kwon, K
30784 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30785 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W
30786 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30787 IND 014 - TBA Newell, M
30788 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30789 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
31067 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
31093 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31198 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
ED PSY 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30790 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30791 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30792 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30793 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30794 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30795 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30796 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30797 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30798 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30799 IND 010 - TBA Kwon, K
30800 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30801 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W
30802 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30803 IND 014 - TBA Newell, M
E  Evening Section
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30804 IND 016 - TBA Sapp, M
30805 IND 017 - TBA Stoiber, K
30806 IND 018 - TBA Walker, C
31068 IND 019 - TBA Wester, S
31165 IND 021 - TBA Zhang, B
ED PSY 823 G 3 Structural Equation Modeling
E 41987 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-7:00pm TBA Luo, W 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
# ED PSY 825 G 3 Multivariate Methods
41988 LEC 001 TR 1:00pm-3:30pm TBA Luo, W 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
ED PSY 827 G 3 Survey Research Methods in Education
E 41989 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Zhang, B
ED PSY 844 G 3 The Multicultural Family
42033 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lamborn, S Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 851 G 3 Assessment and Interventions: Personality, Social and Emotional Functioning
31362 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Kwon, K This class will be assessed an additional course fee. 
Special Course Fee: $157.00
ED PSY 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
30807 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30808 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30809 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30810 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30811 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30812 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30813 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30814 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30815 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30816 IND 010 - TBA Kwon, K
30817 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30818 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W
30819 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30820 IND 014 - TBA Newell, M
30821 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30822 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30823 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30824 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31069 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
ED PSY 929 G 3 Seminar in Statistics and Research Design
31477 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Luo, W Hierarchical Linear Model: Introducing theories and applications
of the statistical techniques for analyzing multilevel data.
ED PSY 955 G 3 Advanced Therapeutic Interventions
31277 LEC 001 M 9:00am-11:40am TBA Newell, M
ED PSY 975 G 3 - 9  Advanced Practicum in School Psychology
31278 FLD 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA Cleary, T Meets with section 002.
31302 FLD 002 M 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA Cleary, T Meets with section 001.
ED PSY 976 G 1 - 6  MS Internship in School Psychology
31300 FLD 001 - TBA Stoiber, K
ED PSY 986 G 3 - 6  Doctoral Internship in School Psychology
31299 FLD 001 - TBA Stoiber, K
ED PSY 990 G 1 - 3  Research or Thesis
30825 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30826 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30827 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30828 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30829 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30830 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30831 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30832 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30833 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
E  Evening Section
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30834 IND 010 - TBA Kwon, K
30835 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30836 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W
30837 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30838 IND 014 - TBA Newell, M
30839 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30840 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30841 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30842 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31070 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
ED PSY 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30843 IND 001 - TBA Arndt, L
30844 IND 002 - TBA Arredondo, P
30845 IND 003 - TBA Azen, R
30846 IND 004 - TBA Baskin, T
30847 IND 005 - TBA Cleary, T
30848 IND 006 - TBA Corrigan, R
30849 IND 007 - TBA Fouad, N
30850 IND 008 - TBA Hains, A
30851 IND 009 - TBA Korell, S
30852 IND 010 - TBA Kwon, K
30853 IND 011 - TBA Lamborn, S
30854 IND 012 - TBA Luo, W
30855 IND 013 - TBA Martell, S
30856 IND 014 - TBA Newell, M
30857 IND 015 - TBA Sapp, M
30858 IND 016 - TBA Stoiber, K
30859 IND 017 - TBA Walker, C
30860 IND 018 - TBA Wester, S
31071 IND 019 - TBA Zhang, B
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Exceptional Education
Chair: Elise Frattura, END 695 229-3864.
For additional information regarding Exceptional Education enrollment contact Cindy Pharm, (414) 229-6597, cpharm@uwm.edu.
For additional information regarding the Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence (Collaborative Teacher Education Program) cohort/block courses, contact: M. Agnew, Mgr, MCEA
Teacher Eduction Program, (414) 229-3679, jagnew@uwm.edu.
  
     
 
  
       
      
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
        
 
   
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
   
        
         
 
   
        
 
   
         
 
EXCEDUC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
31343 LEC 101 - TBA
EXCEDUC 300 U 3 The Exceptional Individual
30947 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm END 103 Keyes, M
31164 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
+ EXCEDUC 301 U 3 American Sign Language I
30948 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am END 680 Byington, R
30951 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am END 680 Hartmann, T
30950 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm END 680 Byington, R
30949 LEC 004 TR 11:00am-12:15pm END 680 Waala, S
31144 LEC 005 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 680 Hartmann, T
31145 LEC 006 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm END 680 Patterson, C
31057 LEC 007 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm END 680 Hartmann, T
E 31202 LEC 008 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Patterson, C
+ EXCEDUC 302 U 3 American Sign Language II
30952 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Waala, S ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31169 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Waala, S ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31207 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mankowski, J ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31223 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm END 680 Hartmann, J ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31224 LEC 005 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 674 Hartmann, J ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
E 31381 LEC 006 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
# EXCEDUC 303 U 3 American Sign Language III
30953 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm END 674 Hartmann, J ASL 3 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
302 (ASL 2), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
E 31146 LEC 002 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Hartmann, J ASL 3 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
302 (ASL 2), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
# EXCEDUC 304 U 3 American Sign Language IV
31147 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am END 674 Kovacs-houlihan, M ASL 4 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
303 (ASL 3), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
# EXCEDUC 305 U 3 American Sign Language V
E 41776 LEC 001 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Bronk, A ASL 5 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
304, (ASL 4) or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
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# EXCEDUC 306 U 3 American Sign Language VI
31552 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm END 674 Hartmann, T ASL 6 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
305, (ASL 5) or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
# EXCEDUC 330
(SS)
U 3 Deaf History
31203 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 107 Mankowski, J
# EXCEDUC 350 U 3 Interpreting: Spoken English to ASL II
31083 LEC 001 W 9:30am-12:10pm END 638 Hayes, J
# EXCEDUC 351 U 3 Interpreting ASL to Spoken English II
31205 LEC 001 R 9:30am-12:10pm END 638 Conine, P
# EXCEDUC 352
(SS)
U 3 American Deaf Culture
31084 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm END 107 Mankowski, J
# EXCEDUC 353 U/G 3 Introduction to Culturally Diverse Community Resources
31261 LEC 001 - TBA Conine, P Internship for 2nd year ITP students.
# EXCEDUC 354 U/G 3 Field work: Interacting in the Deaf Community II
31363 FLD 001 W 1:00pm-3:40pm END 638 Hayes, J Add'l Special course fee: $100.00.
+ EXCEDUC 360 U 3 Transliteration/Oral I
31085 LEC 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm END 638 Gallanis, S 1st year cohort.
# EXCEDUC 362 U 3 Specialized Interpreting Across Diverse Settings
31364 LEC 001 F 8:30am-11:10am END 674 Conine, P
EXCEDUC 363 U/G 3 ASL/English Linguistics II
31115 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am END 680 Kovacs-houlihan, M This section is for ITP students only.
41775 LEC 002 TR 8:00am-9:15am END 674 Skoczynski, C This section is for ASL students only.
# + EXCEDUC 364 U 6-12  Fieldwork: Interacting in the Deaf Community IV
31206 FLD 001 F 12:00pm-2:40pm END 674 Conine, P Add'l Special course fee: $100.00.
# + EXCEDUC 481 U 1-12  Student Teaching with Students Having Early Childhood Exceptional Ed Needs
30955 FLD 001 - TBA Mclean, M
EXCEDUC 486 U 1 - 3  Linking Seminar I: Teaching in Urban Schools
31204 LEC 001 - TBA Rice, N 02/06/2012-04/14/2012 Restricted to students in the EAA
Cohort ONLY. Alternates with ExEd 636. Internet access required.
+ EXCEDUC 488 U 1 Linking Seminar III: Primary/Middle - Professional Development
W 42126 SEM 001 S 9:00am-12:10pm END 680 Himes, D DATES: 2/4, 3/3, 4/21, 5/12 in END 680.
# + EXCEDUC 496 U 2 Linking Seminar III: Middle/High - Professional Development
31519 LEC 001 - TBA Rice, N This section for year 1 ExEd EAA undergrad cohort. Atlernates
with ExEd 636 on Tuesdays and also meets on Friday, 3/2 & 4/6
1-3:40pm. Internet access required.
42375 LEC 002 - TBA Rice, N This section for year 2 ExEd EAA cohorts. Alternates with ExEd
662 on Monday nights. Internet access req'd.
# EXCEDUC 500 U/G 3 Fingerspelling & Numbers
31239 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am END 674 Waala, S
# EXCEDUC 520 U/G 3 ASL Literature
31214 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am END 680 Kovacs-houlihan, M
# + EXCEDUC 531 U/G 3 Inclusion for Secondary Educators: Humanities, the Arts, Foreign Language
E 31004 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Owens, L Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Meets face-to-face: 1/23, 1/30, 2/13, 2/27, 3/12, 4/2, 4/23,
4/30, 5/7 from 5-7:40pm Location: TBA (Online: 2/6, 2/20,
3/5,  3/26,  4/9)
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# EXCEDUC 533 U/G 1 Assessment/Monitoring : Deaf & Hard of Hearing
42558 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Routier, W Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42559 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $958.65 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
42560 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
# + EXCEDUC 536 U/G 2 Inclusion for Secondary Science and Math Educators I
E 31365 LEC 301 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Fitzgerald, M 03/05/2012-05/10/2012 
E 31379 LEC 302 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Jackson-Thomas, A 03/05/2012-05/10/2012 
# EXCEDUC 560 U/G 3 Foundations of Autism Spectrum Disorders
E 31516 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm END 674 Kilp, B Meets: 1/25, 2/8, 2/22, 3/7, 3/28, 4/18, 5/2 from 5-7:40pm in
END 674.
EXCEDUC 563 U/G 3 Speechreading/Auditory Rehabilitation
31260 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# + EXCEDUC 574 U/G 3 Curriculum Accommodations II: Primary/Middle
E 31036 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm END 674 Ford, A
# EXCEDUC 581 U/G 3 Youth Work Practice
E 31489 LEC 101 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Meets: UWM Hefter Center, 3271 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee.
31490 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Krueger, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 585 U/G 2 - 4  Supervised Practicum in Child and Youth Care
31517 FLD 002 - TBA Kilp, F This section is for students interested in field experience with
individuals with Autism Disorders. Prereq: EXCEDUC 560 and
561. Field-based with face-to-face meetings 2/1, 2/29, 4/4,
5/9 from 5-7:40pm in END 674.
31492 FLD 101 - TBA Krueger, M
EXCEDUC 586 U 3-12  Teaching Experience I
31201 FLD 001 - TBA Winn, J Restricted to MCEA Cohort students only.
31338 FLD 002 - TBA Owens, L Restricted to EAA cohort students only.
EXCEDUC 587 U 3-12  Teaching Experience II
30956 FLD 001 - TBA Winn, J Restricted to MCEA cohort only.
30957 FLD 002 - TBA Owens, L Restricted to EAA cohort only.
# EXCEDUC 588 U 3-12  Teaching Experience III
30958 FLD 001 - TBA Winn, J Restricted to MCEA cohort only.
31005 FLD 002 - TBA Owens, L Restricted to EAA cohort only.
EXCEDUC 600 U/G 3 Survey of Exceptional Education
31213 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42147 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $958.65 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
42148 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
EXCEDUC 605 U/G 3 Child, Learner, Disabilities
31141 LEC 001 W 9:30am-12:15pm END 127 Fitzgerald, M MCEA Program students only:
E 31140 LEC 002 M 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Fitzgerald, M MCEA Program students only:
# + EXCEDUC 630 U/G 3 Survey Early Childhood Intervention: Young Chldren with Special Needs, Families
31259 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Bartlett, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31357 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Bartlett, M Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $958.65 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
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42152 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Bartlett, M Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
42153 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Kilp, F Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# EXCEDUC 636 U/G 2 - 3  Curriculum Accommodations
E 31037 LEC 001 T 5:00pm-7:40pm END 680 Course will have some assignments on D2L. Internet access
req'd.
# EXCEDUC 648 U/G 3 Early Childhood Special Education Field Experience: Preschool
31170 FLD 001 - TBA Mclean, M
# EXCEDUC 649 U/G 3 Early Childhood Special Education Field Experience: Primary
31038 FLD 001 - TBA Mclean, M
# EXCEDUC 652 U/G 3 Developmental Evaluation of Young Children with Disabilities
E 31039 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm END 674 Mclean, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Meets: 1/23, 2/6, 2/20, 3/5, 3/19, 4/2, 4/16, 4/30, 5/7 from
5-7:40pm in END 674.
# + EXCEDUC 662 U/G 3 Collaborative Strategies
E 31380 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 681 U/G 3 Literacy II
E 30959 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm END 680 Winn, J MCEA Students Only.
# EXCEDUC 682 U/G 3 Language and Literacy in Early Childhood Special Education
E 31238 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm END 680 Bartlett, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Meets: 1/25, 2/1, 2/15, 2/29, 3/14, 3/28, 4/11, 4/25, 5/9 from
5-7:40pm in END 680
# + EXCEDUC 699 U/G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
31237 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M
30893 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E
30894 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D
31040 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A
30895 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E
30896 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M
30897 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M
30898 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
30899 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L
30900 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N
30901 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J
# EXCEDUC 771 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Exceptional Education Needs
30960 FLD 001 - TBA Winn, J
31058 FLD 002 - TBA Owens, L
# EXCEDUC 772 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Hearing Impairments
30961 FLD 001 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
# EXCEDUC 773 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Cognitive Disabilities
30962 FLD 001 - TBA Winn, J
31059 FLD 002 - TBA Owens, L
# EXCEDUC 775 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Emotional Disturbance
30963 FLD 001 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
31060 FLD 002 - TBA Drame, E
# EXCEDUC 776 G 1 - 3  Fieldwork with Students Having Early Childhood-Exceptional Education Needs
30964 FLD 001 - TBA Mclean, M
# EXCEDUC 777 G 1 - 6  Fieldwork in Assistive Technology
31291 FLD 001 - TBA Edyburn, D
# EXCEDUC 778 G 3 Field Work with Students Having Learning Disabilities
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30965 FLD 001 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
31061 FLD 002 - TBA Drame, E
# EXCEDUC 780 G 3 Internship in Special Education Administration
30966 FLD 001 - TBA Frattura, E
# EXCEDUC 799 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30911 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M
30902 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E
30903 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D
30904 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A
30905 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M
30906 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M
30907 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
30908 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L
30909 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N
30910 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J
# EXCEDUC 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
30920 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M
30912 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E
30913 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D
30914 IND 004 - TBA Frattura, E
31042 IND 005 - TBA Ford, A
30915 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M
30916 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M
30917 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
30918 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L
31043 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N
30919 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J
EXCEDUC 961 G 3 Advanced Analysis and Design of Student Service and Special Education Administration
E 31227 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-8:30pm END 674 Frattura, E Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Dates: 1/31, 2/14, 2/28, 3/13, 4/10, 4/24, 5/8.
# EXCEDUC 970 G 3 Seminar: Research on Individuals With Handicapping Conditions
31339 SEM 291 - ONLINE WEB Rice, N Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42154 SEM 292 - ONLINE WEB Rice, N Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
# EXCEDUC 990 G 1 - 6  Research or Thesis
30930 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M
30921 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E
30922 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D
30923 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A
31044 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E
30924 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M
30925 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M
30926 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
30927 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L
30928 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N
30929 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J
# EXCEDUC 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Reading
30940 IND 001 - TBA Bartlett, M
30931 IND 002 - TBA Drame, E
30932 IND 003 - TBA Edyburn, D
30933 IND 004 - TBA Ford, A
31045 IND 005 - TBA Frattura, E
30934 IND 006 - TBA Keyes, M
30935 IND 007 - TBA Mclean, M
30936 IND 008 - TBA Otis-Wilborn, A
30937 IND 009 - TBA Owens, L
30938 IND 010 - TBA Rice, N
30939 IND 011 - TBA Winn, J
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School of Freshwater Sciences
Academic Program Manager: Margret Petrie, petriem@uwm.edu, GLRF 108
Freshwater Sciences
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
         
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
         
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# FRSHWTR 506 U/G 3 Environmental Health of Freshwater Ecosystems
41024 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Klaper, R
Mclellan, S
Cons instr not enforced this term.
Recommended for undergraduates: upper level biology and
chemistry course with grade B or better.
Meets at Great Lakes Research Facility, 600 E. Greenfield Ave.
+ FRSHWTR 508 U/G 3 Freshwater Engineering
41026 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm TBA Liao, Q Not open to undergrad Civil Eng students.
# + FRSHWTR 510 U/G 3 Economics, Policy and Management of Water
42007 LEC 001 R 9:00am-11:40am TBA Grant, L
Klaper, R
Lazkano, I
2 sem calculus prereq not required this term.
Meets at Great Lakes Research Facility, 600 E Greenfield Ave.
# FRSHWTR 650 U/G 1 - 3  Topics in Freshwater Sciences:
42323 LEC 002 W 11:00am-1:40pm TBA Smith, M TOPIC: Techniques & Technology in Aquatic Microbiology 1  -
3 cr, Meets at Great Lakes Research Facility, 600 E Greenfield
Ave.
42174 LEC 401 MW 2:30pm-3:45pm GLRF 365 Kaster, J TOPIC: Invertebrate Function and Evolution 3 cr, Structures,
function, classification, and life histories of the invertebrates.
2.5 hrs lec, 4 hrs lab.
Open only to graduate students.
Meets at Great Lakes Research Facility, 600 E Greenfield Ave.
E 42176 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-6:00pm GLRF 365 Kaster, J TOPIC: Invertebrate Function and Evolution 3 cr
~ FRSHWTR 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study for Undergraduates
41007 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
41008 IND 002 - TBA Mclellan, S
41009 IND 003 - TBA Bootsma, H
41010 IND 004 - TBA Carvan, M
41011 IND 005 - TBA Consi, T
41012 IND 006 - TBA Cuhel, R
41013 IND 007 - TBA Goetz, F
41014 IND 008 - TBA Grundl, T
41015 IND 009 - TBA Janssen, J
41016 IND 010 - TBA Klaper, R
41017 IND 011 - TBA Klump, J
41018 IND 012 - TBA Waples, J
41019 IND 013 - TBA Hutz, R
41020 IND 014 - TBA Kaster, J
41021 IND 015 - TBA Petering, D
41022 IND 016 - TBA Strickler, J
41023 IND 017 - TBA Udvadia, A
42008 IND 018 - TBA Lazkano, I
42013 IND 019 - TBA Grant, L
42170 IND 2 2 - TBA Smith, M
# FRSHWTR 901 G 1 - 3  Seminar in Freshwater Sciences:
E 41006 SEM 001 R 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA Mclellan, S TOPIC: Rsch, Policy & Applications in Water Professions 1 cr,
Meets at Great Lakes Research Facility, 600 E. Greenfield Ave.
~ FRSHWTR 985 G 1 - 6  Master's Research and Thesis
40984 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
40985 IND 002 - TBA Bootsma, H
40986 IND 003 - TBA Carvan, M
40987 IND 004 - TBA Consi, T
40988 IND 005 - TBA Cuhel, R
40989 IND 006 - TBA Goetz, F
40990 IND 007 - TBA Grundl, T
40991 IND 008 - TBA Janssen, J
40992 IND 009 - TBA Klaper, R
40993 IND 010 - TBA Klump, J
40994 IND 011 - TBA Mclellan, S
40995 IND 012 - TBA Waples, J
40996 IND 013 - TBA Hutz, R
40997 IND 014 - TBA Kaster, J
40998 IND 015 - TBA Petering, D
40999 IND 016 - TBA Strickler, J
41000 IND 017 - TBA Udvadia, A
42009 IND 018 - TBA Lazkano, I
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42014 IND 019 - TBA Grant, L
42171 IND 2 0 - TBA Smith, M
# FRSHWTR 990 G 1 - 9  Doctoral Research and Dissertation
40972 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
40973 IND 002 - TBA Bootsma, H
40974 IND 003 - TBA Carvan, M
40975 IND 004 - TBA Consi, T
40976 IND 005 - TBA Cuhel, R
40977 IND 006 - TBA Goetz, F
40978 IND 007 - TBA Grundl, T
40979 IND 008 - TBA Janssen, J
40980 IND 009 - TBA Klaper, R
40981 IND 010 - TBA Klump, J
40982 IND 011 - TBA Mclellan, S
40983 IND 012 - TBA Waples, J
42010 IND 013 - TBA Lazkano, I
41001 IND 014 - TBA Kaster, J
41002 IND 015 - TBA Petering, D
41003 IND 016 - TBA Strickler, J
41004 IND 017 - TBA Udvadia, A
41005 IND 018 - TBA Hutz, R
42015 IND 019 - TBA Grant, L
42172 IND 2 0 - TBA Smith, M
# FRSHWTR 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
40956 IND 001 - TBA Aguilar-Diaz, C
40957 IND 002 - TBA Bootsma, H
40965 IND 003 - TBA Carvan, M
40964 IND 004 - TBA Consi, T
40955 IND 005 - TBA Cuhel, R
42011 IND 006 - TBA Lazkano, I
40963 IND 007 - TBA Grundl, T
40962 IND 008 - TBA Janssen, J
40961 IND 009 - TBA Klaper, R
40960 IND 010 - TBA Klump, J
40959 IND 011 - TBA Mclellan, S
40958 IND 012 - TBA Waples, J
40966 IND 013 - TBA Cuhel, R
40967 IND 014 - TBA Hutz, R
40968 IND 015 - TBA Kaster, J
40969 IND 016 - TBA Petering, D
40970 IND 017 - TBA Strickler, J
40971 IND 018 - TBA Udvadia, A
42016 IND 019 - TBA Grant, L
42173 IND 2 0 - TBA Smith, M
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School of Information Studies
The School of Information Studies charges an additional special course fee for Distance Education (online) sections. These online sections can be distinguished by a section number
beginning with 2 (e.g., 201, 202). If the special course fee is not listed in the printed or online Schedule of Classes, please contact (414) 229-4707.
Information Studies
Dean: Johannes Britz BOL 510 414-229-4707 
  
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
        
       
 
  
       
       
 
   
       
        
       
 
L&I SCI 101 U 1 Information Literacy
40288 LEC 001 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Bloom, R 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 AOC students only. Also enroll in
College Writing and Research (English 102 LEC 084). Meets in
GML E159.
40289 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Lenski, S 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 AOC students only. Also enroll in
College Writing and Research (English 102 LEC 081). Meets in
GML E159.
40295 LEC 003 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Bloom, R 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 AOC students only. Also enroll in
College Writing and Research (English 102 LEC 086). Meets in
GML E159.
40294 LEC 004 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Bloom, R 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 AOC students only. Also enroll in
College Writing and Research (English 102 LEC 087). Meets in
GML E159.
E 41832 LEC 005 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Honors College students only.
E 41833 LEC 006 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Art and Design students only. Class
meets in GML E159.
L&I SCI 110 U 3 Introduction to Information Science
41749 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Zimmer, M
41750 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kawooya, D This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 120
(HU)
U 3 Information Technology Ethics
40263 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Hoffmann, A
# L&I SCI 150 U 3 Introduction to Information Resources on the Internet
40326 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Zahrt, C This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
+ L&I SCI 210
(HU)
U 3 Information Resources for Research
40203 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Henderson, L
E 40244 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Schoeller, B
40116 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 230 U 3 Organization of Knowledge
40226 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Schoeller, B
40082 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Schoeller, B This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 240 U 3 Information Architecture I
40119 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Hudson, A
E 42613 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Anderson, K
40223 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
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L&I SCI 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
40115 LEC 101 - TBA
L&I SCI 310 U 3 Human Factors in Information Seeking and Use
E 40074 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Newell, T
40205 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Babu, R This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 330 U 3 Electronic Information Retrieval Systems
40338 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Bell, S This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 340 U 3 Information Architecture II
40228 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Haigh, T
40122 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 399 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
40095 IND 020 - TBA Du Plessis, J
40101 IND 025 - TBA Haigh, M
40344 IND 027 - TBA Hall, R
40102 IND 028 - TBA Haigh, T
40246 IND 029 - TBA Henderson, L
40103 IND 030 - TBA Jeong, W
40264 IND 031 - TBA Hudson, A
40107 IND 035 - TBA Mu, X
40247 IND 038 - TBA Newell, T
40282 IND 039 - TBA Scheibach, B
40209 IND 040 - TBA Zhang, J
40266 IND 041 - TBA Zahrt, C
40221 IND 043 - TBA Zimmer, M
40236 IND 220 - TBA Du Plessis, J This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40237 IND 225 - TBA Haigh, M This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40238 IND 228 - TBA Haigh, T This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40240 IND 230 - TBA Jeong, W This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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40265 IND 231 - TBA Hudson, A This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40241 IND 235 - TBA Mu, X This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40248 IND 238 - TBA Newell, T This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40242 IND 240 - TBA Zhang, J This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40267 IND 241 - TBA Zahrt, C This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40243 IND 243 - TBA Zimmer, M This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $392.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to BSIST students including College Connection Program
and/or those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 410 U 3 Database Information Retrieval Systems
40227 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Babu, R
40083 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 440 U 3 Information Architecture III
E 40297 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Will meet in BOL 289.
40100 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
+ L&I SCI 490 U 3 Senior Capstone
E 40204 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Haigh, T
40254 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Piziak, D This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 491 U 1 - 3  Advanced Topics in Information Science & Technology:
40120 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Piziak, D TOPIC: Information Security 3 cr, This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1176.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
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classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSIST students including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
40329 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A TOPIC: Advanced Web Design 3 cr, This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $1176.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSIST students including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 495 U 3 Information Internship
40089 FLD 120 - TBA Du Plessis, J
40097 FLD 123 - TBA Haigh, M
40098 FLD 124 - TBA Haigh, T
40268 FLD 125 - TBA Hudson, A
40269 FLD 126 - TBA Ponelis, S
40090 FLD 130 - TBA Jeong, W
40091 FLD 134 - TBA
40099 FLD 135 - TBA Mu, X
40249 FLD 138 - TBA Newell, T
40220 FLD 140 - TBA Zhang, J
40250 FLD 143 - TBA Zimmer, M
40300 FLD 220 - ONLINE WEB Du Plessis, J This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40331 FLD 223 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40336 FLD 224 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, T This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40332 FLD 225 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40333 FLD 226 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40334 FLD 230 - ONLINE WEB Jeong, W This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40335 FLD 243 - ONLINE WEB Zimmer, M This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
40274 LEC 101 - TBA
# + L&I SCI 501 U/G 3 Foundations of Library and Information Science
40181 LEC 001 W 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Hansen, C
40182 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hansen, C This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
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of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40197 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Moyer, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40239 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Latham, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 511 U/G 3 Organization of Information
40076 LEC 001 R 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Kipp, M
40077 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lee, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40109 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smiraglia, R This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40117 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Miller, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 520 U/G 3 Managing Library Collections
40211 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Sweetland, J 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2280.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 521 U/G 3 Introduction to Reference Services and Resources
40255 LEC 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Mathias, M
40075 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
L&I SCI 524 U/G 3 Management of Libraries and Information Services
E 41736 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Hansen, C
40104 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 571 U/G 3 Information Access and Retrieval
E 40183 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Mu, X
40184 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Xie, I This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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40198 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40224 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Xie, I This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 591 U/G 3 Introduction to Research Methods in Library and Information Science
E 40185 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Peekhaus, W
40186 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Zhang, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40199 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Zhang, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40225 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 603 U/G 3 History of Books and Printing
E 40343 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Yela, G Class will meet in room TBD in the Special Collections area of the
UWM
# + L&I SCI 622 U/G 3 Information Marketing
E 40322 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Ponelis, S
40323 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40327 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 642 U/G 3 School Library Media Programs and Resources
40229 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 644 U/G 1 - 3  School Library Practicum
40206 FLD 112 - TBA Wepking, M
40207 FLD 212 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# + L&I SCI 645 U/G 3 Library Materials for Children
40121 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
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delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40245 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 646 U/G 3 Library Materials for Young Adults
E 41737 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Wepking, M
40313 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40314 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 650 U/G 3 An Introduction to Modern Archives Administration
41728 LEC 001 - TBA Anderson, K
40105 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40234 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Eaton, F This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
42320 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 655 U/G 3 Information and Records Management:
41725 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 656 U/G 3 Electronic Documents and Records Management
E 40276 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Larsen, D
# + L&I SCI 660 U/G 3 Information Policy
40315 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lipinski, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40337 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Lipinski, T This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 670 U/G 3 Instructional Technologies
40096 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Stoerger, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
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of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40200 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Stoerger, S This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 682 U/G 3 Digital Libraries
41741 LEC 001 W 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Benoit, E
# + L&I SCI 685 U/G 3 Electronic Publishing and Web Design
40305 LEC 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Hall, R
L&I SCI 691 U/G 1 - 3  Special Topics in Information Science:
E 42145 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Walker, T TOPIC: Library Architecture and Planning 3 cr
40278 LEC 002 M 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA Wepking, M TOPIC: GLBTQ Literature for Young Adults 1 cr,
02 /13/2012-03/17/2012 
E 42223 LEC 003 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Newell, T TOPIC: Video game Information Literacy 3 cr
42146 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Walker, T TOPIC: Library Architecture and Planning 3 cr, This section
restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee of $2280.00
will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to
ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
40123 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Baugrud, K TOPIC: Genealogy: In Search of Your Family I 1 cr,
01/23/2012-02/25/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $760.00 per credit will be the
ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
40231 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Baugrud, K TOPIC: Genealogy: In Search of Your Family II 1 cr,
02/27/2012-04/07/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $760.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee
area. All other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40232 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Baugrud, K TOPIC: Genealogy: In Search of Your Family I 1 cr,
01/23/2012-02/25/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $392.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSIST students including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent of
instructor to enroll.
40233 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Baugrud, K TOPIC: Genealogy: In Search of Your Family II 1 cr,
02/27/2012-04/07/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $392.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSIST students including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent of
instructor to enroll.
40279 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M TOPIC: GLBTQ Literature for Young Adults 1 cr,
02/13/2012-03/17/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $760.00 will be the ONLY charge
assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in
addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are
enrolled. Course delivered completely online; internet/computer
access required. Open to all students, however, preference is
given to MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee
area. All other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40280 LEC 209 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M TOPIC: GLBTQ Literature for Young Adults 1 cr,
02/13/2012-03/17/2012 This section restricted to
Undergraduate students. Special course fee of $392.00 will be
the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to BSIST students including College
Connection Program and/or those residing outside the metro
Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent of
instructor to enroll.
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42224 LEC 210 - ONLINE WEB Walker, T TOPIC: Library Architecture and Planning 3 cr, This section
restricted to Undergraduate students. Special course fee of
$1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to BSIST students
including College Connection Program and/or those residing
outside the metro Milwaukee area.
40324 LEC 211 - ONLINE WEB TOPIC: Information Literacy Instruction 3 cr, This section
restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee of $2280.00
will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to
ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 711 G 3 Cataloging and Classification
E 40187 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA
40188 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Bothmann, R This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 717 G 3 Information Architecture and Knowledge Organization
40257 LEC 001 R 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA Miller, S
40262 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Miller, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 734 G 3 Library Services and Resources for Adults
40321 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Weibel, K This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 735 G 3 The Academic Library
E 42611 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA
42612 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 745 G 3 Library Services for Children and Young Adults
40094 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40208 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 752 G 3 Archival Outreach: Programs and Services
41726 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Anderson, K This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 759 G 1 - 3  Fieldwork in Archives and Manuscripts
40202 FLD 101 - TBA Cary, A
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40079 FLD 202 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 780 G 3 XML for Libraries
40307 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jeong, W This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
L&I SCI 791 G 1 - 3  Topics in Information Organization:
E 40330 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Kipp, M TOPIC: Linked Data in Libs: Mashups, Semantic Web & Web 2
3 cr
41837 LEC 002 - TBA Smiraglia, R TOPIC: Comparative Bibliography 3 cr
40118 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lee, H TOPIC: Subject Analysis in Library Catalogs 3 cr, This section
restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee of $2280.00
will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to
ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered completely
online; internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 835 G 3 Information Sources and Services in the Health Sciences
42220 LEC 001 M 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Davies, K
42221 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Davies, K This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 850 G 3 Seminar in Modern Archives Administration
40308 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree:
40084 IND 001 - TBA
40085 IND 202 - TBA This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 891 G 1 - 3  Advanced Topics in Library and Information Science:
E 40259 LEC 001 R 4:00pm-7:00pm TBA Cary, A TOPIC: Technology Issues in Archives 3 cr
E 40311 LEC 003 T 4:00pm-7:00pm TBA Cary, A TOPIC: Electronic Description of Archival Materials 3 cr
E 42222 LEC 004 W 4:00pm-7:00pm TBA Cary, A TOPIC: Managing Archives 1 - 3 cr
40275 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lor, P TOPIC: International and Comparative Librarianship 3 cr, This
section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee of
$2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to MLIS students
residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students
must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40310 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Latham, J TOPIC: Public Libraries: Philosophy, Policy Politics 3 cr, This
section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee of
$2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture. Fee
Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course delivered
completely online; internet/computer access required. Open to
all students, however, preference is given to MLIS students
residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other students
must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 898 G 1 - 3  Master's Thesis
40189 IND 110 - TBA Aman, M
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40251 IND 125 - TBA Dimitroff, A
40190 IND 130 - TBA Mu, X
40191 IND 140 - TBA Olson, H
40252 IND 145 - TBA Walker, T
40192 IND 150 - TBA Xie, I
40193 IND 210 - TBA Aman, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40194 IND 230 - TBA Mu, X This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40195 IND 240 - TBA Olson, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40196 IND 250 - TBA Xie, I This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40350 IND 260 - TBA Zimmer, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 970 G 3 Doctoral Seminar in Information Retrieval
41748 SEM 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Wolfram, D
Xie, I
Zhang, J
~ L&I SCI 990 G 1 - 3  Fieldwork in Library and Information Science Services
40093 FLD 105 - TBA Aman, M
40339 FLD 110 - TBA Bloom, R
40065 FLD 115 - TBA Cary, A
40283 FLD 118 - TBA Davies, K
40284 FLD 121 - TBA Dimitroff, A
40108 FLD 125 - TBA Du Plessis, J
40066 FLD 130 - TBA Haigh, M
40086 FLD 131 - TBA Haigh, T
40124 FLD 135 - TBA Hansen, C
40067 FLD 140 - TBA Henderson, L
40128 FLD 145 - TBA Jeong, W
40302 FLD 146 - TBA Kipp, M
40212 FLD 148 - TBA Latham, J
40068 FLD 150 - TBA Lee, H
40129 FLD 158 - TBA Miller, S
40130 FLD 160 - TBA Mu, X
40110 FLD 165 - TBA Newell, T
40131 FLD 170 - TBA Olson, H
40132 FLD 173 - TBA Schoeller, B
40340 FLD 176 - TBA Walker, T
40133 FLD 180 - TBA Wepking, M
40134 FLD 183 - TBA Withers, B
40135 FLD 185 - TBA Wolfram, D
40136 FLD 190 - TBA Xie, I
40138 FLD 193 - TBA Zahrt, C
40137 FLD 195 - TBA Zhang, J
40213 FLD 198 - TBA Zimmer, M
40301 FLD 210 - ONLINE WEB Bloom, R This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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40078 FLD 215 - ONLINE WEB Cary, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40285 FLD 218 - ONLINE WEB Davies, K This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40286 FLD 221 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40106 FLD 225 - ONLINE WEB Du Plessis, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40139 FLD 230 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40140 FLD 231 - ONLINE WEB Haigh, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40141 FLD 235 - ONLINE WEB Hansen, C This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40112 FLD 240 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40142 FLD 245 - ONLINE WEB Jeong, W This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40303 FLD 246 - ONLINE WEB Kipp, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40214 FLD 248 - ONLINE WEB Latham, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40126 FLD 250 - ONLINE WEB Lee, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40210 FLD 258 - ONLINE WEB Miller, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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40127 FLD 265 - ONLINE WEB Newell, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40143 FLD 270 - ONLINE WEB Olson, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40144 FLD 273 - ONLINE WEB Schoeller, B This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40341 FLD 276 - ONLINE WEB Walker, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40145 FLD 280 - ONLINE WEB Wepking, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40201 FLD 283 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40146 FLD 285 - ONLINE WEB Wolfram, D This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40147 FLD 290 - ONLINE WEB Xie, I This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40148 FLD 293 - ONLINE WEB Zahrt, C This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40149 FLD 295 - ONLINE WEB Zhang, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40215 FLD 298 - ONLINE WEB Zimmer, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 998 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Dissertation
40087 IND 005 - TBA Aman, M
40270 IND 015 - TBA Britz, J
40271 IND 020 - TBA Dimitroff, A
40088 IND 026 - TBA Olson, H
40069 IND 050 - TBA Wolfram, D
40272 IND 055 - TBA Xie, I
40273 IND 060 - TBA Zhang, J
~ L&I SCI 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Research
E  Evening Section
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40150 IND 001 - TBA Aman, M
40092 IND 005 - TBA Britz, J
40070 IND 015 - TBA Cary, A
40290 IND 018 - TBA Davies, K
40291 IND 021 - TBA Dimitroff, A
40151 IND 025 - TBA Du Plessis, J
40071 IND 030 - TBA Haigh, M
40152 IND 031 - TBA Haigh, T
40153 IND 035 - TBA Hansen, C
40072 IND 040 - TBA Henderson, L
40349 IND 043 - TBA Hudson, A
40154 IND 045 - TBA Jeong, W
40304 IND 046 - TBA Kipp, M
40216 IND 048 - TBA Latham, J
40073 IND 050 - TBA Lee, H
40155 IND 058 - TBA Miller, S
40156 IND 060 - TBA Mu, X
40157 IND 065 - TBA Newell, T
40158 IND 070 - TBA Olson, H
40159 IND 073 - TBA Schoeller, B
40347 IND 074 - TBA Walker, T
40345 IND 078 - TBA Smiraglia, R
40160 IND 080 - TBA Wepking, M
40161 IND 085 - TBA Wolfram, D
40162 IND 090 - TBA Xie, I
40163 IND 093 - TBA Zahrt, C
40164 IND 095 - TBA Zhang, J
40217 IND 098 - TBA Zimmer, M
40114 IND 205 - TBA Britz, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40281 IND 213 - TBA Buchanan, E This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40165 IND 215 - TBA Cary, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40287 IND 218 - TBA Davies, K This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40292 IND 221 - TBA Dimitroff, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40166 IND 225 - TBA Du Plessis, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40167 IND 230 - TBA Haigh, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40168 IND 231 - TBA Haigh, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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40169 IND 235 - TBA Hansen, C This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40080 IND 240 - TBA Henderson, L This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40125 IND 245 - TBA Jeong, W This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40299 IND 246 - TBA This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40219 IND 248 - TBA Latham, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40170 IND 250 - TBA Lee, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40173 IND 258 - TBA Miller, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40171 IND 260 - TBA Mu, X This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40172 IND 265 - TBA Newell, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40174 IND 270 - TBA Olson, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40175 IND 273 - TBA Schoeller, B This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40346 IND 274 - TBA Walker, T This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40176 IND 280 - TBA Wepking, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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40177 IND 285 - TBA Wolfram, D This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40178 IND 290 - TBA Xie, I This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40180 IND 293 - TBA Zahrt, C This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40179 IND 295 - TBA Zhang, J This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40218 IND 298 - TBA Zimmer, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $760.00 per credit will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
MLIS students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All
other students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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School of Nursing
All undergraduate students enrolled in Junior level classes (NURS 205, 211, 315, 320, 321, 326, 327, 328, 331 & 334) and Senior level classes (NURS 403, 404, 415, 440, 442, 443) in
the clinical major will be assessed a Differential Tuition of $30.60 per credit, regardless of the credit plateau. This additional tuition enhances the quality of education in the College of
Nursing.
Nursing
Student Advising: 229-5482 CUN 129
  
      
       
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
NURS 101
(SS&)
U 3 Cultural Diversity in Health Care
38705 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am CUN 151
E 38706 LEC 002 M 5:00pm-7:50pm CUN 151
NURS 102 U 2 Perspectives on Health Care Systems
38707 LEC 001 M 8:00am-9:50am CUN 151
NURS 103 U 1 Freshman Seminar in Professional Nursing
38708 SEM 001 T 10:00am-10:50am CUN 557
NURS 110 U 3 Introduction to Global Health
41275 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CUN 107
# + NURS 190 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
38690 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38529 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38958 IND 004 - TBA Bitzan, J
38530 IND 006 - TBA Buseh, A
38959 IND 007 - TBA Cao, F
38531 IND 008 - TBA Coenen, A
38532 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A
38960 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J
38747 IND 013 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38533 IND 014 - TBA Doering, J
38534 IND 017 - TBA Falco, S
38535 IND 018 - TBA Fontana, S
38537 IND 020 - TBA Gehring, M
38961 IND 021 - TBA Hewitt, J
38538 IND 022 - TBA Johnson, T
38539 IND 023 - TBA Joosse, L
38700 IND 025 - TBA Kako, P
38541 IND 026 - TBA Kim, T
38536 IND 027 - TBA Kovach, C
38540 IND 028 - TBA Kunert, M
38776 IND 030 - TBA Lang, N
38962 IND 031 - TBA Leske, J
38777 IND 035 - TBA Litwack, K
38778 IND 036 - TBA Lundeen, S
38779 IND 038 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38780 IND 039 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38781 IND 041 - TBA Morgan, S
38782 IND 043 - TBA Morin, K
38783 IND 044 - TBA Poedel, R
38784 IND 047 - TBA Rodgers, B
38894 IND 050 - TBA Royer, H
38895 IND 051 - TBA Sawin, K
38896 IND 052 - TBA Schiffman, R
39010 IND 053 - TBA Schoneman, D
39011 IND 054 - TBA Seal, N
39012 IND 055 - TBA Simpson, M
39013 IND 056 - TBA Snethen, J
39014 IND 057 - TBA Stevens, P
39015 IND 058 - TBA Tao, H
39016 IND 059 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
41812 IND 060 - TBA Zabler, B
41813 IND 061 - TBA
NURS 203
(SS)
U 4 Human Growth and Development Across the Life Span
38775 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:50pm CUN 151
NURS 205 U 3 Clinical Pharmacology
38709 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am LAP 160 Additional Tuition $91.80.
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# NURS 211 U 3 Health Assessment
38710 LEC 401 W 3:00pm-4:50pm CRT 175 Additional Tuition $91.80.
38711 LAB 800 M 10:00am-11:50am CUN 608
38719 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-2:50pm CUN 608
38876 LAB 802 W 8:00am-9:50am CUN 608
38712 LAB 803 R 1:00pm-2:50pm CUN 608
38713 LAB 804 R 3:00pm-4:50pm CUN 608
38714 LAB 805 W 10:00am-11:50am CUN 608
38715 LAB 806 T 1:00pm-2:50pm CUN 652
38716 LAB 807 R 1:00pm-2:50pm CUN 652
38717 LAB 808 M 3:00pm-4:50pm CUN 652
38718 LAB 809 M 3:00pm-4:50pm CUN 608
38831 LAB 810 M 10:00am-11:50am CUN 652
38891 LAB 811 R 3:00pm-4:50pm CUN 652
# + NURS 290 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
38691 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38542 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38963 IND 004 - TBA Bitzan, J
38543 IND 006 - TBA Buseh, A
38964 IND 007 - TBA Cao, F
38545 IND 008 - TBA Coenen, A
38546 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A
38969 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J
38748 IND 013 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38547 IND 014 - TBA Doering, J
38548 IND 017 - TBA Falco, S
38549 IND 018 - TBA Fontana, S
38965 IND 019 - TBA Gehring, M
38551 IND 020 - TBA Hewitt, J
38966 IND 021 - TBA Jansen, K
38552 IND 022 - TBA Johnson, T
38553 IND 023 - TBA Joosse, L
38544 IND 025 - TBA Kako, P
38555 IND 026 - TBA Kim, T
38550 IND 027 - TBA Kovach, C
38554 IND 028 - TBA Kunert, M
38785 IND 030 - TBA Lang, N
38786 IND 033 - TBA Leske, J
38787 IND 035 - TBA Litwack, K
38788 IND 036 - TBA Lundeen, S
38789 IND 038 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38790 IND 039 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38967 IND 040 - TBA Morgan, S
38791 IND 041 - TBA Morin, K
38968 IND 042 - TBA Poedel, R
38792 IND 043 - TBA Rodgers, B
38793 IND 044 - TBA Royer, H
38794 IND 047 - TBA Sawin, K
38897 IND 050 - TBA Schiffman, R
39017 IND 051 - TBA Schoneman, D
39018 IND 052 - TBA Seal, N
39019 IND 053 - TBA Simpson, M
39020 IND 054 - TBA Snethen, J
39021 IND 055 - TBA Stevens, P
39022 IND 056 - TBA Tao, H
39023 IND 057 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
41375 IND 058 - TBA Whitcroft, C
41814 IND 059 - TBA Zabler, B
41815 IND 060 - TBA
NURS 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
39038 LEC 101 - TBA
# + NURS 300 U 2 Introduction to Nursing Research
38720 LEC 001 W 8:00am-9:50am CUN 151
E 39088 LEC 002 R 5:00pm-6:50pm CUN 107 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
For UWM students.
E 38866 LEC 103 R 5:00pm-6:50pm TBA For UW-Washington County students. Will meet in room 276 on
the UW-Washington County campus.
# + NURS 315 U 2 Nursing Science I: Concepts of Promoting and Maintaining Health
38774 LEC 001 W 1:00pm-2:50pm CRT 175 Additional Tuition $61.20.
# + NURS 320 U 3 Concepts of Illness I
38721 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CUN 151 Additional Tuition $91.80.
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# + NURS 321 U 3 Concepts of Illness II
38722 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CUN 151 Additional Tuition $91.80.
# + NURS 326 U 3 Nursing Science II: Concepts of Aging and Long Term Health Care
38742 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CUN 151 Additional Tuition $91.80.
# + NURS 327 U 4 Nursing Science III: Health Concepts-Women & Children
38743 LEC 001 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm CUN 151 Additional Tuition $122.40.
# + NURS 328 U 4 Nursing Science IV: Concepts of Health Care of the Adult
38744 LEC 001 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm CUN 151 Additional Tuition $122.40.
# + NURS 331 U 5 Foundations of Clinical Practice I
38839 DIS 600 W 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
38840 DIS 601 M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $153.00.
R 1:30pm-5:30pm TBA
38841 DIS 602 M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $153.00.
R 3:00pm-7:00pm TBA
38842 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-3:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $153.00.
T 3:00pm-7:00pm TBA
38843 DIS 604 M 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
R 1:00pm-3:00pm CUN 505
38844 DIS 605 T 1:30pm-5:30pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
R 3:00pm-5:00pm CUN 505
38845 DIS 606 W 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
R 3:00pm-5:00pm CUN 505
38853 DIS 607 F 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
T 1:00pm-3:00pm CUN 505
38854 DIS 608 M 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
T 1:00pm-3:00pm CUN 505
38855 DIS 609 T 1:00pm-3:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $153.00.
R 1:30pm-5:30pm TBA
38856 DIS 610 W 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
T 3:00pm-5:00pm CUN 505
38857 DIS 611 F 8:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
T 3:00pm-5:00pm CUN 505
38879 DIS 612 R 1:30pm-5:30pm TBA Additional Tuition $153.00.
T 3:00pm-5:00pm CUN 505
38848 LEC 901 M 1:00pm-2:50pm CRT 175
# NURS 334 U 3 Foundations of Clinical Practice II
38768 LEC 001 M 8:00am-10:00am CUN 505 Additional Tuition $91.80.
F 1:00pm-4:00pm TBA
E T 4:30pm-9:30pm TBA
38769 LEC 002 W 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
UW- Washington County students.
M 8:00am-10:00am CUN 505
F 9:00am-12:00pm TBA
38770 LEC 003 F 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 557
R 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA
38771 LEC 004 M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 557 Additional Tuition $91.80.
R 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA
E T 4:30pm-9:30pm TBA
38772 LEC 005 F 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 557
T 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA
W 38773 LEC 006 S 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
W 9:00am-12:00pm TBA
M 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 557
38795 LEC 007 F 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
W 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
E R 4:30pm-9:30pm TBA
38858 LEC 008 F 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
M 9:00am-12:00pm TBA
W 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
W 38859 LEC 009 S 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
M 9:00am-12:00pm TBA
W 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
38860 LEC 010 F 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
W 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
F 1:00pm-4:00pm TBA
38861 LEC 011 W 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $91.80.
F 1:00pm-4:00pm TBA
E R 4:30pm-9:30pm TBA
38862 LEC 012 M 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
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UW-Washington County students.
W 9:00am-12:00pm TBA
F 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
38863 LEC 013 M 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
F 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505
1:00pm-4:00pm TBA
38864 LEC 014 F 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $91.80.
1:00pm-4:00pm TBA
E T 4:30pm-9:30pm TBA
38865 LEC 015 F 10:00am-12:00pm CUN 505 Additional Tuition $91.80.
1:00pm-4:00pm TBA
E R 4:30pm-9:30pm TBA
39040 LEC 016 W 7:00am-12:00pm TBA Additional Tuition $91.80.
M 8:00am-10:00am CUN 505
T 2:00pm-5:00pm TBA
# NURS 365 U 1 - 3  Current Topics of Nursing:
38870 LEC 001 - TBA TOPIC: G&D: Early Adulthood - Death, Dying, & Bereavement
1 - 3 cr, Add'l Prereq: cons instr.
# + NURS 390 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
38692 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38556 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38557 IND 005 - TBA Bitzan, J
38559 IND 008 - TBA Buseh, A
38560 IND 009 - TBA Cao, F
38749 IND 013 - TBA Coenen, A
38561 IND 014 - TBA Cook, A
38562 IND 017 - TBA Darmody, J
38563 IND 018 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38565 IND 020 - TBA Doering, J
38566 IND 022 - TBA Falco, S
38567 IND 023 - TBA Fontana, S
38558 IND 025 - TBA Gehring, M
38569 IND 026 - TBA Hewitt, J
38564 IND 027 - TBA Johnson, T
38568 IND 028 - TBA Joosse, L
38796 IND 030 - TBA Kako, P
38797 IND 033 - TBA Kim, T
38798 IND 035 - TBA Kovach, C
38799 IND 036 - TBA Kunert, M
38800 IND 037 - TBA Lang, N
38801 IND 038 - TBA Leske, J
38802 IND 039 - TBA Litwack, K
38803 IND 041 - TBA Lundeen, S
38804 IND 044 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38805 IND 047 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38898 IND 050 - TBA Morgan, S
38899 IND 051 - TBA Morin, K
38900 IND 052 - TBA Poedel, R
38901 IND 053 - TBA Rodgers, B
38902 IND 054 - TBA Royer, H
38903 IND 055 - TBA Sawin, K
38904 IND 056 - TBA Schiffman, R
39024 IND 057 - TBA Schoneman, D
39025 IND 058 - TBA Seal, N
39026 IND 059 - TBA Simpson, M
39027 IND 060 - TBA Snethen, J
39028 IND 061 - TBA Stevens, P
39029 IND 062 - TBA Tao, H
41376 IND 063 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
41816 IND 064 - TBA Zabler, B
41817 IND 065 - TBA
NURS 396 U 0-18  Parkside Consortial Program:
38846 LEC 101 - TBA
# + NURS 403 U 3 Practice, Research and Leadership Role Development I
38806 LEC 002 F 1:00pm-3:50pm CUN 151 Additional Tuition $91.80.
# + NURS 404 U 3 Practice, Research and Leadershp Role Development II
38849 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:50am LAP N101 Additional Tuition $91.80.
# + NURS 415 U 3 Nursing Science V: Concepts of Community Health Care of Aggregates
38807 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:50am CUN 151 Additional Tuition $91.80.
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# + NURS 440 U 2 Nursing Specialty:
38852 LEC 001 F 1:00pm-3:50pm CUN 107 TOPIC: To be Arranged 2 cr ,  01/23/2012-04/07/2012
Additional Tuition $61.20.
39042 LEC 003 F 1:00pm-3:50pm CUN G40 TOPIC: To be Arranged 2 cr ,  01/23/2012-04/07/2012
Additional Tuition $61.20.
# + NURS 442 U 8 Nursing Practice I
38723 LAB 800 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at St. Luke's 9LM
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38724 LAB 810 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at St. Mary's Ozaukee Acuity/Adaptive
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38725 LAB 820 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Community Memorial Hospital 4th floor
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38745 LAB 830 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Froedtert Hospital 5SW
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38832 LAB 840 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Zablocki VA Hospital 7CS
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38833 LAB 850 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Specialty Hospital (6th Fl. West Allis Mem. Hosp.)
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38834 LAB 860 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Columbia/St. Mary's Hospital 6 east
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 2:00pm-10:00pm TBA
38835 LAB 870 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at St. Francis Hospital 6E
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38836 LAB 880 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at St. Luke's 10 ST
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 2:00pm-10:00pm TBA
38837 LAB 890 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at St. Mary's Hospital-Racine 4B Ortho
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
38838 LAB 891 MT 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Aurora Medical Center-Hartford
Additional Tuition $244.80.
W 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
39052 LAB 892 TW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at All Saints-Racine 2D-medical/oncology
Additional Tuition $244.80.
R 1:00pm-9:00pm TBA
NURS 443 U 8 Nursing Practice II
38726 LAB 800 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at MLK Drive Clinics MTW 8am-4:30pm 1/23-3/14/12
and at Sinai Samaritan Medical Center; OB MTW 7:00am-3:30pm
3 / 2 6 - 5 / 9 / 1 2
Additional Tuition $244.80.
8:00am-4:30pm TBA
38727 LAB 810 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Waukesha Pro Health Behavioral Health MTW
8:00am-4:30pm 1/23-3/14/12 and at Childrens Hospital-West
9 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm 3/26-5/9/12
Additional Tuition $244.80.
8:00am-4:30pm TBA
38728 LAB 820 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Sinai Samaritan Medical Center; OB MTW
7:00am-3:30pm 1/23-3/14/12 and at MLK Drive Clinics MTW
8am-4:30pm 3/26-5/9 /12
Additional Tuition $244.80.
8:00am-4:30pm TBA
38729 LAB 830 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Childrens Hospital-West 9 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm
1/23-3/14/12 and at Waukesha Pro Health Behavioral Health
MTW 8:00am-4:30pm 3/26-5/9/12
Additional Tuition $244.80.
8:00am-4:30pm TBA
38850 LAB 840 - TBA Additional Tuition $244.80.
Preceptors
38949 LAB 850 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Childrens Hospital- East 8 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm
1/23-3/14/12 and at Silver Spring NC MTW 9:00am-5:30pm
3 / 2 6 - 5 / 9 / 1 2
Additional Tuition $244.80.
9:00am-5:30pm TBA
38950 LAB 860 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Meets at Silver Spring NC MTW 9:00am-5:30pm 1/23-3/14/12
and at Childrens Hospital- East 8 MTW 7:00am-3:30pm
3 / 2 6 - 5 / 9 / 1 2
Additional Tuition $244.80.
9:00am-5:30pm TBA
38953 LAB 970 TWR 7:00am-3:30pm TBA Additional Tuition $244.80.
Priority for UWWC students. Meets at St. Joseph's Hospital West
Bend TWR 7:00am-3:30pm 1/23-5/10/2012. Days of week may
vary due to clinical schedules.
38954 LAB 980 TWR 8:00am-4:30pm TBA Additional Tuition $244.80.
Priority for UWWC students. Meets at Aurora Medical Center
Hartford TWR 8:00am-4:30pm 1/23-5/10/2012
NURS 445 U 4 Capstone Practicum for Registered Nurses
E 38730 FLD 001 W 4:30pm-7:00pm CUN 505 1st class is tba, room tba.
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# + NURS 490 U 1 - 5  Special Studies in Nursing
38693 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38570 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38571 IND 005 - TBA Bitzan, J
38573 IND 008 - TBA Buseh, A
38574 IND 009 - TBA Cao, F
38750 IND 013 - TBA Coenen, A
38575 IND 014 - TBA Cook, A
38576 IND 017 - TBA Darmody, J
38577 IND 018 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38578 IND 020 - TBA Doering, J
38580 IND 022 - TBA Falco, S
38581 IND 023 - TBA Fontana, S
38582 IND 024 - TBA Gehring, M
38572 IND 025 - TBA Hewitt, J
38584 IND 026 - TBA Johnson, T
38579 IND 027 - TBA Joosse, L
38583 IND 028 - TBA Kako, P
38808 IND 030 - TBA Kim, T
38809 IND 033 - TBA Kovach, C
38810 IND 035 - TBA Kunert, M
38811 IND 036 - TBA Lang, N
38812 IND 037 - TBA Leske, J
38813 IND 038 - TBA Litwack, K
38814 IND 039 - TBA Lundeen, S
38815 IND 043 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38816 IND 044 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38817 IND 047 - TBA Morgan, S
38905 IND 050 - TBA Morin, K
38906 IND 051 - TBA Poedel, R
38907 IND 052 - TBA Rodgers, B
38908 IND 053 - TBA Royer, H
38909 IND 054 - TBA Sawin, K
38910 IND 055 - TBA Schiffman, R
39030 IND 056 - TBA Schoneman, D
39031 IND 057 - TBA Seal, N
39032 IND 058 - TBA Simpson, M
39033 IND 059 - TBA Snethen, J
39034 IND 060 - TBA Stevens, P
39035 IND 061 - TBA Tao, H
41377 IND 062 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
41818 IND 063 - TBA Zabler, B
41819 IND 064 - TBA
NURS 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
39039 LEC 101 - TBA
# NURS 657 G 3 Pharmacotherapeutics for Nursing Practice
39090 LEC 001 R 1:00pm-3:50pm CUN 557
# NURS 670 G 3 Nursing Care of Adults and Older Adults I
39047 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CUN G40
# NURS 672 G 2 Nursing Care of Women and Infants
39048 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-3:50pm CUN 557
# NURS 674 G 2 Mental Health Nursing Care Across the Lifespan
39049 LEC 001 W 2:00pm-3:50pm CUN 557
# NURS 685 U/G 5 Clinical Reasoning
38979 LEC 401 T 1:00pm-2:50pm CUN 557 Open to Masters of Nursing students only.
38877 FLD 801 F 7:00am-3:30pm TBA
38878 FLD 802 F 7:00am-3:30pm TBA
39041 LAB 901 T 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Meets in NLRC (CUN 361 or 329).
42035 LAB 902 R 9:00am-12:00pm TBA Meets in NLRC (CUN 361 or 329).
NURS 707 G 3 Advanced Pharmacology: Application to Advanced Nursing Practice
E 38731 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm CUN G40
# NURS 712 G 3 Health Promotion Perspectives
41373 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Additional distance ed fee of $390 will be assessed for this
section.
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# NURS 721 G 3 Pathophysiology and Pharmacology for the Advanced Generalist
41374 LEC 001 M 3:00pm-5:50pm CUN G40
# NURS 725 G 3 Evidence Based Practice in Healthcare I
E 38766 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm CUN G40
NURS 727 G 3 Epidemiology
38976 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Additional distance ed fee of $390 will be assessed for this
section.
NURS 729 G 3 Organizational Systems
E 38767 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm CUN 505
NURS 737 G 4 Clinical Nurse Specialist: Practicum I
38732 FLD 001 - TBA Class meets Wednesdays 1/25, 2/15, 3/14, and 4/18/12 from
5:30 to 8:10PM. Class orientation held tba room tba.
NURS 739 G 4 Clinical Nurse Specialist: Practicum III
38733 FLD 001 - TBA Class will meet Wednesdays 2/1, 2/29, 3/28, and 4/25/12 from
5:30 to 8:10PM.
NURS 753 G 3 Physiologic Basis of Advanced Nursing Practice
42036 LEC 001 R 2:00pm-4:50pm CUN 107
NURS 754 G 3 Comprehensive Assessment of Health: Implications for Clinical Decision-Making
E 38746 LEC 401 T 5:00pm-6:50pm CUN G40
38851 LAB 801 T 3:00pm-4:50pm CUN 608
E 38872 LAB 802 T 7:00pm-8:50pm CUN 608
E 38884 LAB 803 T 7:00pm-8:50pm CUN 652
E 42037 LAB 804 M 7:00pm-8:50pm CUN 608
NURS 759 G 4 Family Nurse Practitioner Practicum III
38819 FLD 001 - TBA
NURS 769 G 3 Family Nurse Practitioner Theory III
E 38820 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm CUN 107
NURS 771 G 3 Nursing Administration Practicum
38956 FLD 001 - TBA
# NURS 774 G 3 Trauma Counseling I: Theory and Research
42133 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Dunning, C
~ NURS 775 G 3 Trauma Counseling II: Diagnosis and Treatment
42134 SEM 101 - TBA Dunning, C 161 W. Wisconsin Suite 7000. Meets 6 Saturdays 9:00 am to
4:30 pm: Jan. 28, Feb. 11 & 25, March 10 & 31, April 21.
NURS 779 G 1 - 5  Special Topics Seminar:
E 39085 SEM 001 M 5:00pm-7:50pm TBA TOPIC: Multivariate Statistics for Healthcare 3 cr
42038 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB TOPIC: Women and Childbearing Families with Acute and Chr
1 - 5 cr, Additional distance ed fee of $390 will be assessed for
this section.
42039 SEM 203 - ONLINE WEB TOPIC: Adult Health 1 - 5 cr, Additional distance ed fee of
$390 will be assessed for this section.
NURS 784 G 3 Advanced Nursing Practice Interventions
38978 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Additional distance ed fee of $390 will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. Regular UWM
tuition assessed.
# NURS 797 G 1 - 6  Independent Study for Graduate Students
38694 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38585 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38586 IND 005 - TBA Buseh, A
38587 IND 006 - TBA Cao, F
38588 IND 007 - TBA Coenen, A
38590 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A
38591 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J
38592 IND 012 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
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38751 IND 013 - TBA Devine, E
38593 IND 014 - TBA Doering, J
38752 IND 015 - TBA Falco, S
38594 IND 016 - TBA Fontana, S
38595 IND 017 - TBA Gehring, M
38596 IND 018 - TBA Hewitt, J
38753 IND 019 - TBA Joosse, L
38598 IND 020 - TBA Kako, P
38599 IND 021 - TBA Kim, T
38600 IND 022 - TBA Kovach, C
38589 IND 024 - TBA Kunert, M
38602 IND 025 - TBA Lang, N
38597 IND 026 - TBA Leske, J
38601 IND 027 - TBA Litwack, K
38701 IND 028 - TBA Lundeen, S
38885 IND 029 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38886 IND 031 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38892 IND 032 - TBA Morgan, S
38893 IND 034 - TBA Morin, K
38911 IND 035 - TBA Rodgers, B
38912 IND 036 - TBA Royer, H
38913 IND 037 - TBA Sawin, K
38914 IND 038 - TBA Schiffman, R
38915 IND 039 - TBA Schoneman, D
38916 IND 040 - TBA Simpson, M
39004 IND 041 - TBA Snethen, J
39005 IND 042 - TBA Stevens, P
39006 IND 043 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
39007 IND 044 - TBA Zabler, B
39008 IND 045 - TBA
39009 IND 046 - TBA
NURS 802 G 3 The Science of Nursing
41270 LEC 001 M 9:00am-11:50am TBA
NURS 881 G 2 Measurement for Health Research
42237 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course: Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
NURS 882 G 3 Qualitative Methods in Health Research
41271 LEC 001 M 1:00pm-3:50pm TBA
42238 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course: Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
# NURS 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
38695 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38603 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38604 IND 005 - TBA Bitzan, J
38605 IND 006 - TBA Buseh, A
38606 IND 007 - TBA Cao, F
38607 IND 008 - TBA Coenen, A
38608 IND 009 - TBA Cook, A
38609 IND 010 - TBA Darmody, J
38610 IND 011 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38611 IND 012 - TBA Devine, E
38754 IND 013 - TBA Doering, J
38612 IND 014 - TBA Falco, S
38755 IND 015 - TBA Fontana, S
38613 IND 016 - TBA Gehring, M
38614 IND 017 - TBA Hewitt, J
38615 IND 018 - TBA Johnson, T
38756 IND 019 - TBA Joosse, L
38617 IND 020 - TBA Kako, P
38618 IND 021 - TBA Kim, T
38619 IND 022 - TBA Kovach, C
38620 IND 023 - TBA Kunert, M
38621 IND 025 - TBA Lang, N
38616 IND 026 - TBA Leske, J
38821 IND 029 - TBA Litwack, K
38822 IND 030 - TBA Lundeen, S
38873 IND 031 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38887 IND 032 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
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38888 IND 033 - TBA Morgan, S
38917 IND 035 - TBA Morin, K
38918 IND 036 - TBA Rodgers, B
38919 IND 037 - TBA Royer, H
38920 IND 038 - TBA Sawin, K
38921 IND 040 - TBA Schiffman, R
38997 IND 041 - TBA Schoneman, D
38998 IND 042 - TBA Simpson, M
38999 IND 043 - TBA Snethen, J
39000 IND 044 - TBA Stevens, P
39001 IND 045 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
39002 IND 046 - TBA Whitcroft, C
39003 IND 047 - TBA Zabler, B
# NURS 897 G 1 - 6  Independent Study for Doctoral Students
38696 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38622 IND 004 - TBA Buseh, A
38623 IND 005 - TBA Cao, F
38624 IND 006 - TBA Coenen, A
38625 IND 007 - TBA Cook, A
38626 IND 008 - TBA Darmody, J
38627 IND 009 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38628 IND 010 - TBA Devine, E
38629 IND 011 - TBA Doering, J
38630 IND 012 - TBA Falco, S
38631 IND 014 - TBA Fontana, S
38757 IND 015 - TBA Gehring, M
38632 IND 016 - TBA Hewitt, J
38633 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, T
38634 IND 018 - TBA Joosse, L
38758 IND 019 - TBA Kako, P
38636 IND 020 - TBA Kim, T
38637 IND 021 - TBA Kovach, C
38638 IND 022 - TBA Kunert, M
38639 IND 023 - TBA Lang, N
38640 IND 025 - TBA Leske, J
38635 IND 026 - TBA Litwack, K
38869 IND 029 - TBA Lundeen, S
38889 IND 034 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38922 IND 036 - TBA Morgan, S
38923 IND 037 - TBA Morin, K
38924 IND 038 - TBA Rodgers, B
38925 IND 039 - TBA Royer, H
38926 IND 040 - TBA Sawin, K
38927 IND 041 - TBA Schiffman, R
38970 IND 042 - TBA Schoneman, D
38980 IND 043 - TBA Simpson, M
38981 IND 044 - TBA Snethen, J
38982 IND 045 - TBA Stevens, P
38983 IND 046 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
38985 IND 047 - TBA Zabler, B
38995 IND 048 - TBA
38996 IND 049 - TBA
38868 IND 233 - TBA Morin, K Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course. Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
Consent required to audit.
38871 IND 234 - TBA Morin, K Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course. Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
Consent required to audit.
# NURS 899 G 1 - 6  Practicum in Nursing Research
38697 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38641 IND 003 - TBA Baisch, M
38642 IND 006 - TBA Buseh, A
38643 IND 007 - TBA Coenen, A
38645 IND 008 - TBA Darmody, J
38646 IND 010 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38647 IND 011 - TBA Devine, E
38648 IND 012 - TBA Doering, J
38759 IND 013 - TBA Falco, S
38760 IND 015 - TBA Fontana, S
38649 IND 016 - TBA Gehring, M
38650 IND 017 - TBA Hewitt, J
38651 IND 018 - TBA Johnson, T
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38761 IND 019 - TBA Joosse, L
38654 IND 020 - TBA Kako, P
38653 IND 021 - TBA Kim, T
38655 IND 022 - TBA Kovach, C
38656 IND 023 - TBA Kunert, M
38644 IND 024 - TBA Lang, N
38652 IND 026 - TBA Leske, J
38657 IND 027 - TBA Litwack, K
38702 IND 028 - TBA Lundeen, S
38823 IND 030 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38890 IND 035 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38928 IND 037 - TBA Morgan, S
38929 IND 038 - TBA Morin, K
38930 IND 039 - TBA Rodgers, B
38931 IND 040 - TBA Royer, H
38932 IND 041 - TBA Sawin, K
38947 IND 042 - TBA Schiffman, R
38948 IND 043 - TBA Simpson, M
38971 IND 044 - TBA Snethen, J
38972 IND 045 - TBA Stevens, P
38984 IND 046 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
38994 IND 047 - TBA Zabler, B
38867 IND 233 - TBA Morin, K Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course. Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
Consent required to audit.
38874 IND 234 - TBA Morin, K Online PhD Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course. Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
Consent required to audit.
# NURS 991 G 1 - 3  Research and Thesis
38698 IND 002 - TBA Appleyard, J
38658 IND 006 - TBA Baisch, M
38660 IND 007 - TBA Bitzan, J
38661 IND 010 - TBA Buseh, A
38662 IND 012 - TBA Cao, F
38762 IND 013 - TBA Coenen, A
38663 IND 014 - TBA Cook, A
38664 IND 015 - TBA Darmody, J
38665 IND 016 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38763 IND 017 - TBA Devine, E
38678 IND 019 - TBA Doering, J
38666 IND 020 - TBA Falco, S
38667 IND 021 - TBA Fontana, S
38659 IND 022 - TBA Gehring, M
38680 IND 023 - TBA Hewitt, J
38677 IND 024 - TBA Johnson, B
38679 IND 025 - TBA Joosse, L
38703 IND 026 - TBA Kako, P
38824 IND 027 - TBA Kim, T
38825 IND 028 - TBA Kovach, C
38826 IND 030 - TBA Kunert, M
38827 IND 031 - TBA Lang, N
38828 IND 033 - TBA Leske, J
38829 IND 034 - TBA Litwack, K
38880 IND 036 - TBA Lundeen, S
38883 IND 038 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38933 IND 040 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38934 IND 041 - TBA Morgan, S
38935 IND 042 - TBA Morin, K
38936 IND 043 - TBA Rodgers, B
38937 IND 044 - TBA Royer, H
38938 IND 045 - TBA Sawin, K
38939 IND 046 - TBA Schiffman, R
38955 IND 047 - TBA Schoneman, D
38973 IND 049 - TBA Simpson, M
38988 IND 050 - TBA Snethen, J
38989 IND 051 - TBA Stevens, P
38990 IND 052 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
38991 IND 053 - TBA Whitcroft, C
38992 IND 054 - TBA Zabler, B
38993 IND 055 - TBA
38951 IND 099 - TBA
~ NURS 995 G 1 - 4  Doctor of Nursing Practice Residency
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39053 FLD 001 - TBA Appleyard, J
39054 FLD 002 - TBA Baisch, M
39055 FLD 003 - TBA Buseh, A
39056 FLD 004 - TBA Coenen, A
39057 FLD 005 - TBA Darmody, J
39058 FLD 006 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
39059 FLD 007 - TBA Devine, E
39060 FLD 008 - TBA Doering, J
39061 FLD 009 - TBA Falco, S
39062 FLD 010 - TBA Gehring, M
39063 FLD 011 - TBA Hewitt, J
39064 FLD 012 - TBA Johnson, T
39065 FLD 013 - TBA Joosse, L
39066 FLD 014 - TBA Kako, P
39067 FLD 015 - TBA Kim, T
39068 FLD 016 - TBA Kovach, C
39069 FLD 017 - TBA Kunert, M
39070 FLD 018 - TBA Lang, N
39071 FLD 019 - TBA Leske, J
39072 FLD 020 - TBA Lundeen, S
39073 FLD 021 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
39074 FLD 022 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
39075 FLD 023 - TBA Morgan, S
39076 FLD 024 - TBA Morin, K
39077 FLD 025 - TBA Rodgers, B
39078 FLD 026 - TBA Royer, H
39079 FLD 027 - TBA Sawin, K
39080 FLD 028 - TBA Schiffman, R
39081 FLD 029 - TBA Schoneman, D
39082 FLD 030 - TBA Simpson, M
39083 FLD 031 - TBA Snethen, J
39086 FLD 032 - TBA Stevens, P
41381 FLD 033 - TBA
41382 FLD 034 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
41383 FLD 035 - TBA Zabler, B
39084 FLD 232 - ONLINE WEB Litwack, K Online DNP Delivery fee of $910/cr will be assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Web-based course. Open only to students enrolled in on-line
PhD program. All other students must have consent of instructor
to enroll.
Consent required to audit.
# NURS 997 G 1 - 3  Doctoral Dissertation
38699 IND 002 - TBA Buseh, A
38668 IND 004 - TBA Coenen, A
38681 IND 005 - TBA Darmody, J
38669 IND 006 - TBA Dean-Baar, S
38682 IND 007 - TBA Devine, E
38670 IND 009 - TBA Doering, J
38683 IND 010 - TBA Falco, S
38671 IND 011 - TBA Fontana, S
38684 IND 012 - TBA Hewitt, J
38672 IND 014 - TBA Johnson, T
38764 IND 015 - TBA Joosse, L
38685 IND 016 - TBA Kako, P
38673 IND 017 - TBA Kim, T
38686 IND 018 - TBA Kunert, M
38765 IND 019 - TBA Lang, N
38687 IND 020 - TBA Leske, J
38674 IND 021 - TBA Litwack, K
38688 IND 022 - TBA Lundeen, S
38689 IND 023 - TBA Millon-Underwood, S
38676 IND 025 - TBA Mkandawire-Valhmu, L
38675 IND 026 - TBA Morgan, S
38704 IND 027 - TBA Morin, K
38830 IND 029 - TBA
38940 IND 034 - TBA Rodgers, B
38941 IND 035 - TBA Royer, H
38942 IND 036 - TBA
38943 IND 037 - TBA Sawin, K
38944 IND 038 - TBA Schiffman, R
38945 IND 039 - TBA Simpson, M
38946 IND 040 - TBA Snethen, J
38974 IND 041 - TBA Stevens, P
38975 IND 042 - TBA Thongpriwan, V
38986 IND 043 - TBA
38987 IND 044 - TBA
38881 IND 232 - TBA Kovach, C Delivery fee of $680/cr will be assessed for this section. This
applies to all students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
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applies to all students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for
any other classes in which they are enrolled. Web-based course:
Open only to students enrolled in on-line PhD program. Consent
required to audit.
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UWS Collaborative Nursing Program
Student Advising: at UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
  
      
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
  
         
       
 
  
      
       
 
  
       
 
UWS NSG 317 U 4 Health Assessment
42131 LEC 101 - TBA Aurora St. Luke's Medical Center, 2900 W. Oklahoma Avenue,
Milwaukee, WI.
38734 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 341 U 4 Theoretical Foundations of Nursing
38735 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 365 U 1 - 6  Current Topics of Nursing:
38736 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Pathophysiology 3 cr, Distance Ed Delivery fee of
$108.45 per credit, in addition to regular tuition, will be
assessed for this course. Taught via the internet. Contact your
College of Nursing Advisor for permission number to enroll. At
UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
38737 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Nursing & Healthcare Informatics 2 cr, Distance Ed
Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to regular tuition,
will be assessed for this course. Taught via the internet. Contact
your College of Nursing Advisor for permission number to
enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
38738 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Primary Health Care In A School Setting 2 cr, Distance
Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to regular
tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the internet.
Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission number
to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
38847 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Nursing Care at the End of Life 3 cr, Distance Ed
Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to regular tuition,
will be assessed for this course. Taught via the internet. Contact
your College of Nursing Advisor for permission number to
enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
38882 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Coordinated Care of the Child with Chronic Illness 3
cr, Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
39044 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Clinical Pharmacology 3 cr, Distance Ed Delivery fee of
$108.45 per credit, in addition to regular tuition, will be
assessed for this course. Taught via the internet. Contact your
College of Nursing Advisor for permission number to enroll. At
UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
39045 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S TOPIC: Cross Cultural Nursing 3 cr, Distance Ed Delivery fee of
$108.45 per credit, in addition to regular tuition, will be
assessed for this course. Taught via the internet. Contact your
College of Nursing Advisor for permission number to enroll. At
UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call 262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 434 U 3 Nursing Research
E 39046 LEC 101 M 6:00pm-8:50pm TBA Snethen, J Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W. Wisconsin Ave, Milwaukee.
38739 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Devine, E Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 437 U 4 Nursing Management and Leadership
42130 LEC 101 - TBA Froedtert Hospital, 9200 W. Wisconsin Ave, Milwaukee.
38740 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
UWS NSG 444 U 3 Community Health Nursing
38741 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Forbes, S Distance Ed Delivery fee of $108.45 per credit, in addition to
regular tuition, will be assessed for this course. Taught via the
internet. Contact your College of Nursing Advisor for permission
number to enroll. At UWM call 414-229-5047, at Parkside call
262-595-2653.
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School of Public Health
Environmental and Occupational Health
  
      
 
  
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
EOH 822 G 3 Molecular & Cellular Basis of Environmental Disease
41027 LEC 001 M 9:00am-11:40am TBA
EOH 939 G 1 Seminar in Environmental and Occupational Health
41063 SEM 003 W 9:00am-10:15am TBA Tonellato, P Class held in Lapham 234 laboratory.
~ EOH 940 G 1 - 6  Research in Environmental and Occupational Health
41029 IND 001 - TBA Burlage, R
41030 IND 002 - TBA Carvan, M
41031 IND 003 - TBA Hutz, R
41032 IND 004 - TBA Laiosa, M
41033 IND 005 - TBA Mclellan, S
41034 IND 006 - TBA Petering, D
41035 IND 007 - TBA Tonellato, P
41036 IND 008 - TBA Weber, D
41064 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K
42502 IND 010 - TBA Hewitt, J
42503 IND 011 - TBA Bartholomew, K
42504 IND 012 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A
42505 IND 013 - TBA
~ EOH 990 G 1 - 8  Research and Dissertation
42507 IND 001 - TBA Svoboda, K
42508 IND 002 - TBA Laiosa, M
42509 IND 003 - TBA Tonellato, P
42510 IND 004 - TBA Carvan, M
42511 IND 005 - TBA Petering, D
42512 IND 006 - TBA Hutz, R
42513 IND 007 - TBA Hewitt, J
42514 IND 008 - TBA Mclellan, S
42515 IND 009 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A
42516 IND 010 - TBA Bartholomew, K
42550 IND 011 - TBA
~ EOH 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
41037 IND 001 - TBA Burlage, R
41038 IND 002 - TBA Carvan, M
41039 IND 003 - TBA Hutz, R
41040 IND 004 - TBA Laiosa, M
41041 IND 005 - TBA Mclellan, S
41042 IND 006 - TBA Petering, D
41043 IND 007 - TBA Tonellato, P
41044 IND 008 - TBA Bartholomew, K
42506 IND 009 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A
42549 IND 010 - TBA
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Public Health
   
       
       
 
   
        
 
   
         
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
  
        
       
 
  
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
~ PH 101 U 3 Introduction to Public Health
41834 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Gass, E
41028 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Harley, A Additional course fee $175.00
# PH 206 U 3 Child and Adolescent Health
E 42597 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Yan, F
+ PH 375 U 3 Topics in Public Health for Undergrads:
E 41061 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Ngui, E TOPIC: Health Disparities 3 cr
~ + PH 699 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
42437 IND 001 - TBA Hewitt, J
42438 IND 002 - TBA Cisler, R
42439 IND 003 - TBA Petering, D
42440 IND 004 - TBA Fendrich, M
42441 IND 005 - TBA Florsheim, P
42442 IND 006 - TBA Harley, A
42443 IND 007 - TBA Tonellato, P
42444 IND 008 - TBA Laiosa, M
42445 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K
42446 IND 010 - TBA Miller, T
42447 IND 011 - TBA Bartholomew, K
42448 IND 012 - TBA Walker, R
42449 IND 013 - TBA Cho, Y
42450 IND 014 - TBA Wang, X
42451 IND 015 - TBA Weinhardt, L
42452 IND 016 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A
42453 IND 017 - TBA Yan, F
42454 IND 018 - TBA Ngui, E
# PH 703 G 3 Environmental Health Sciences
E 41830 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Laiosa, M
# PH 704 G 3 Principles and Methods of Epidemiology
E 41831 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Kalkbrenner, A
# PH 705 G 3 Principles of Public Health Policy and Administration
E 41842 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Bartholomew, K
# PH 732 G 3 Youth Mental Health Practice for Non Mental Health Professionals
E 42379 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Florsheim, P
PH 740 G 3 Special Topics in Public Health:
41065 LEC 002 R 2:00pm-4:40pm TBA Cho, Y TOPIC: Program Evaluation 3 cr, This class includes a LAB
component.
42544 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Walker, R TOPIC: Topics in Social Justice, Race, and Health 3 cr
PH 801 G 3 Seminar in Public Health Research
42376 SEM 001 R 12:00pm-2:40pm TBA
~ PH 990 G 1 - 8  Research and Dissertation
41045 IND 001 - TBA Petering, D
41046 IND 002 - TBA Cisler, R
41047 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M
41048 IND 004 - TBA Florsheim, P
41049 IND 005 - TBA Harley, A
41050 IND 006 - TBA Hewitt, J
41051 IND 007 - TBA Tonellato, P
41052 IND 008 - TBA Laiosa, M
42482 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K
42483 IND 010 - TBA Miller, T
42484 IND 011 - TBA Bartholomew, K
42485 IND 012 - TBA Walker, R
42486 IND 013 - TBA Cho, Y
42487 IND 014 - TBA Wang, X
42488 IND 015 - TBA Weinhardt, L
42489 IND 016 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A
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42490 IND 017 - TBA Yan, F
42491 IND 018 - TBA Ngui, E
~ PH 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
41053 IND 001 - TBA Petering, D
41054 IND 002 - TBA Cisler, R
41055 IND 003 - TBA Fendrich, M
41056 IND 004 - TBA Florsheim, P
41057 IND 005 - TBA Harley, A
41058 IND 006 - TBA Hewitt, J
41059 IND 007 - TBA Mcroy, S
41060 IND 008 - TBA Tonellato, P
41062 IND 009 - TBA Svoboda, K
41067 IND 010 - TBA Laiosa, M
42492 IND 012 - TBA Svoboda, K
42493 IND 013 - TBA Miller, T
42494 IND 014 - TBA Bartholomew, K
42495 IND 015 - TBA Walker, R
42496 IND 016 - TBA Cho, Y
42497 IND 017 - TBA Wang, X
42498 IND 018 - TBA Weinhardt, L
42499 IND 019 - TBA Kalkbrenner, A
42500 IND 020 - TBA Yan, F
42501 IND 021 - TBA Ngui, E
41066 IND 101 - TBA Hewitt, J
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Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business
Additional tuition will be applied, regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in the UW-Milwaukee Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business' 200-600 level classes. The
differential tuition rate is $20.60 per credit during the 2011-2012 academic year. Additional tuition will enhance the quality of education in the Lubar School of Business.
DISTANCE EDUCATION COURSE FEES are assessed, regardless of the credit plateau, for all students enrolled in undergraduate program courses through UW-Milwaukee. The Distance
Education Course fee for the Spring 2012 semester is $300 per 3-credit course. This fee is in addition to standard tuition and additional program costs. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING PRIORITY ENROLLMENT PLAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSES.
1. Pre-Business Administration Seniors and UWM special students who do not hold an undergraduate degree are not eligible to register for any 400, 500, or 600-level business courses.
There is one exceptional circumstance, based on both cumulative and five-course GPAs, allowing a pre-business senior to enroll in one 400-level business course on a one-time basis.
Please see the Business School academic advising staff in LUB N297 for more information.
2. Non-business degree students can register in 400, 500, or 600-level courses if they have completed course prerequisites and can provide evidence of GPA of 2.50 or above.
3. UWM special students who do not hold an undergraduate degree can register for 100, 200, and 300-level business courses if they meet course prerequisites, including class standing
criteria.
4. Guest matriculates from other universities who are continuing degree students at their home universities are eligible to register in any Bus Adm courses if they meet course
prerequisites, including class standing criteria.
5. Business Administration courses are not available to students on a credit/no credit grading basis. Exceptions: 400, 439, 449, 459, 469, 479, 534
6. STRICT ENFORCEMENT OF THE REQUIREMENT FOR ADVANCING TO A MAJOR IN THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Consistent with our grade point average policy for advancement to the business major, students who have a 2.50 cumulative grade point average or above (including transfer work, if
any) are guaranteed admission.
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR GRADUATE BUSINESS STUDENTS
1. The Business School has two curricular areas - Business Administration (BUS ADM) and Business Management (BUSMGMT), Please check both areas for courses as well as seminars in
management (Bus Adm 795).
2. Masters level foundation courses are Bus Adm 700-703. Contact the Business School Graduate Program Services Office if you have questions.
3. Enrollment in 900-level doctoral seminars is restricted to Ph.D. students.
STUDENTS WHO DO NOT ATTEND CLASSES IN WHICH THEY ARE REGISTERED MAY BE DROPPED FROM THE COURSE. (See Registration portion of this Schedule for information about fees
for students dropped by department).
IT IS THE STUDENT'S RESPONSIBILITY TO MEET ALL PUBLISHED PREREQUISITES OF A COURSE; THE STUDENT MAY BE ADMINISTRATIVELY DROPPED AT ANY TIME DURING THE SEMESTER IF
THE PREREQUISITES ARE NOT MET.
Business Administration
   
       
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
         
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
       
       
       
       
 
   
# BUS ADM 100 U 3 Introduction to Business
29093 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB S151 Barrett, W
29094 DIS 601 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N130
29095 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N130
29096 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N130
29097 DIS 604 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N130
41425 DIS 605 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S165
# BUS ADM 200 U 3 Business and Society
29176 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N126 Kahn, L Course counts as repeat of Bus Adm 295 and Bus Adm 495 with
same title.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 201 U 4 Introduction to Financial Accounting
28933 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N140 Konkol, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
28934 LEC 402 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N140 Konkol, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29289 LEC 403 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N140 Konkol, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
28935 DIS 601 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB S191
28936 DIS 602 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB S195
28937 DIS 603 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB S191
28938 DIS 604 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB S195
28939 DIS 605 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB S191
28940 DIS 606 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB S195
28941 DIS 607 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S191
28942 DIS 608 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S195
28943 DIS 609 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB S191
28944 DIS 610 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB S195
28945 DIS 611 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB S191
28946 DIS 612 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB S195
29117 DIS 613 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB S191
29118 DIS 614 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB S195
29119 DIS 615 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S191
29173 DIS 616 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S195
E 29174 DIS 617 R 4:30pm-5:20pm LUB S191
E 29175 DIS 618 R 4:30pm-5:20pm LUB S195
E 29198 DIS 619 W 5:30pm-6:20pm TBA
E 29276 DIS 620 W 6:30pm-7:20pm TBA
# BUS ADM 210 U 4 Introduction to Management Statistics
41426 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Poliak, C Course fee of $300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee
is assessed in addition to standard tuition and additional
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is assessed in addition to standard tuition and additional
program costs. Course conducted completely online;
Internet/computer access req'd.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
28959 LEC 401 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB S151 Poliak, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
28960 LEC 402 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N140 Poliak, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
28961 DIS 601 F 8:00am-8:50am LUB N110
28962 DIS 602 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N110
28963 DIS 603 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N110
28964 DIS 604 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N110
28965 DIS 605 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB N110
28966 DIS 606 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB N110
28967 DIS 607 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB N110
28968 DIS 608 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N110
28969 DIS 609 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB N110
28970 DIS 610 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB N110
28971 DIS 611 R 3:00pm-3:50pm LUB N110
E 29122 DIS 612 R 4:00pm-4:50pm LUB N110
# BUS ADM 211 U 4 Business Scholars: Introduction to Management Statistics
29179 LEC 401 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S165 Soofi, E Additional Tuition $61.80.
29180 DIS 601 W 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB N130
# BUS ADM 230 U 3 Introduction to Information Systems
29363 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kasum, J Course fee of $300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee
is assessed regardless of the credit plateau for ALL students
enrolled in the LEC. The course fee is in addition to regular
tuitioon for this LEC and additional program costs. Course
conducted online, with exams at the UWM campus;
Internet/computer acccess req'd. Students must have access to
Microsoft Office 2007, including Word, PowerPoint, Excel and
Access. Previous versions of Microsoft Office will not suffice.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
28972 LEC 401 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N140 Zaffar, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
28973 LEC 402 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB S151 Zaffar, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
28974 LEC 404 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm LUB S151 Kasum, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29132 LEC 405 W 5:30pm-7:20pm LUB N146 Kasum, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
28975 DIS 601 F 8:00am-8:50am LUB N219
28976 DIS 602 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N219
28977 DIS 603 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N219
28978 DIS 604 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N219
28979 DIS 605 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N219
28980 DIS 606 F 8:00am-8:50am LUB N234
28981 DIS 607 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N234
28982 DIS 608 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N234
28983 DIS 609 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N234
28984 DIS 610 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N234
28985 DIS 611 M 9:00am-9:50am LUB N219
28986 DIS 612 M 10:00am-10:50am LUB N219
28987 DIS 613 M 11:00am-11:50am LUB N219
28988 DIS 614 M 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N219
28989 DIS 615 M 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB N219
29159 DIS 616 R 8:00am-8:50am LUB N219
29160 DIS 617 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB N219
29161 DIS 618 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB N219
29395 DIS 619 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB N219
29402 DIS 620 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB N219
E 29403 DIS 621 W 7:30pm-8:20pm LUB N219
E 29404 DIS 622 W 7:30pm-8:20pm LUB N234
E 29405 DIS 623 W 8:30pm-9:20pm LUB N219
E 29406 DIS 624 W 8:30pm-9:20pm LUB N234
# BUS ADM 292 U 3 Introduction to Entrepreneurship and Small Business Formation
E 29364 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N126 Rank, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 295 U 1 - 3  Management Seminar:
E 42567 SEM 001 R 6:30pm-8:10pm LUB N130 TOPIC: Conducting Business in China 2 cr, Students must
register for both Bus Adm 295 and Chinese 299.
Additional Tuition $41.20.
# BUS ADM 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
28932 LEC 101 - TBA
# BUS ADM 301 U 4 Intermediate Accounting
E 42097 LEC 003 TR 5:30pm-7:20pm LUB S195 Viel, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
28953 LEC 401 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB N120 Fischer, P Additional Tuition $61.80.
28954 LEC 402 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N120 Fischer, P Additional Tuition $61.80.
28955 DIS 601 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N120
28956 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N120
28957 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N120
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28958 DIS 604 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N120
# BUS ADM 302 U 3 Managerial Accounting
28947 LEC 401 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB N146 Miller, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
28948 LEC 402 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm LUB S151 Miller, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29120 LEC 403 W 5:30pm-7:20pm LUB N140 Hunt, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
28949 DIS 601 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB S220
28950 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB S220
28951 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB S220
28952 DIS 604 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S220
29200 DIS 605 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB S230
29201 DIS 606 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB S230
29202 DIS 607 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB S230
29361 DIS 608 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S230
E 29113 DIS 609 W 7:30pm-8:20pm LUB N140
E 29114 DIS 610 W 7:30pm-8:20pm LUB N146
# BUS ADM 305 U 3 Taxes and Personal Financial Planning
29524 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kozub, R Course fee of $300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee
is assessed regardless of the credit plateau for ALL students
enrolled in the LEC. The course fee is in addition to regular
tuition for this LEC and additional program costs. Course
conducted online. Internet/computer access req'd.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 311 U 3 Quality and Process Improvement
28992 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am LUB N140 Haas, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 28993 LEC 402 T 6:30pm-8:20pm LUB N140 Haas, T Hybrid course taught partially online (50%). Internet access
required. Class meets on campus on 1/24, 2/07, 2/14, 2/28,
3/13, 4/24, and 5/08. On campus exam dates are 3/13, 5/08,
and 5/15 (final). Regular tuition assessed.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
28994 DIS 601 W 9:00am-9:50am LUB S263
28995 DIS 602 W 10:00am-10:50am LUB S263
28996 DIS 603 W 11:00am-11:50am LUB S263
28997 DIS 604 W 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S263
28998 DIS 605 W 9:00am-9:50am LUB S220
28999 DIS 606 W 10:00am-10:50am LUB S220
29000 DIS 607 W 11:00am-11:50am LUB S220
29408 DIS 608 W 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S220
E 29365 DIS 609 T 8:30pm-9:20pm LUB N126
E 29366 DIS 610 T 8:30pm-9:20pm LUB N116
# BUS ADM 320 U 3 Managerial Economics
E 29142 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Trick, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29143 LEC 002 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S151 Gomes, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
29001 LEC 403 MW 10:00am-10:50am LUB N140 Trick, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29144 LEC 404 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB S151 Trick, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29002 DIS 601 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB S220
29003 DIS 602 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB S220
29004 DIS 603 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB S220
29005 DIS 604 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S220
29006 DIS 605 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB S220
29007 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB S341
29008 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB S341
29009 DIS 608 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB S341
29277 DIS 609 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S341
# BUS ADM 330 U 3 Organizations
29104 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB S230 Hsu, Y Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29105 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Chen, Y Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29367 LEC 003 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N146 Tews, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
29544 LEC 006 MW 1:30pm-4:10pm LUB S241 Ehrhardt, K 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 This is an 8-week course section.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
29138 LEC 404 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB N146 Rathburn, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
29368 LEC 405 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm LUB N146 Rathburn, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
29145 DIS 601 W 8:00am-8:50am LUB S231
29146 DIS 602 W 9:00am-9:50am LUB S231
29147 DIS 603 W 10:00am-10:50am LUB S231
29148 DIS 604 W 11:00am-11:50am LUB S231
29149 DIS 605 W 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
29150 DIS 606 W 8:00am-8:50am LUB S165
29151 DIS 607 W 9:00am-9:50am LUB S165
29152 DIS 608 W 10:00am-10:50am LUB S165
29153 DIS 609 W 11:00am-11:50am LUB S165
29154 DIS 610 W 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB S263
# BUS ADM 335 U 3 Visual System Development
29010 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N116 Kasum, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
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E 29124 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S263 Zaffar, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 350 U 3 Principles of Finance
E 29139 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S151 Chatterjee, U Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29140 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S151 Chatterjee, U Additional Tuition $61.80.
29155 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Carls, W Course fee of $300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee
is assessed regardless of the credit plateau for ALL students
enrolled in the LEC. The course fee is in addition to regular
tuition for this LEC and additional program costs. Course
conducted completely online; Internet/computer access req'd.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
29525 LEC 404 TR 9:00am-9:50am LUB S151 Marcus, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
29156 LEC 405 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB N140 Marcus, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
29011 DIS 601 W 8:00am-8:50am LUB S191
29012 DIS 602 W 9:00am-9:50am LUB S191
29013 DIS 603 W 10:00am-10:50am LUB S191
29014 DIS 604 W 11:00am-11:50am LUB S191
29015 DIS 605 W 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB S191
29016 DIS 606 W 8:00am-8:50am LUB S195
29123 DIS 607 W 9:00am-9:50am LUB S195
29017 DIS 608 W 10:00am-10:50am LUB S195
29369 DIS 609 W 11:00am-11:50am LUB S195
29398 DIS 610 W 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB S195
# BUS ADM 360 U 3 Principles of Marketing
E 29370 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Zhao, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29371 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Zhao, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29550 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Wang, Y Course fee of $300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee
is assessed regardless of the credit plateau for ALL students
enrolled in this LEC. The course fee is in addition to regular
tuition for this LEC and additional program costs. Course
conducted completely online; internet/computer access req'd.
Enrollment preference given to students in the UWM College
Connection Program.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
29373 LEC 404 MW 9:00am-9:50am LUB N140 Bhatnagar, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
41428 LEC 405 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S151 Bhatnagar, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
29018 DIS 601 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N126
29019 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N126
29020 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N126
29021 DIS 604 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N126
29022 DIS 605 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB N116
41429 DIS 606 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB N116
29023 DIS 607 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB N116
41430 DIS 608 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N116
29024 DIS 609 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB N130
29025 DIS 610 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB N130
29409 DIS 611 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB N130
29410 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB N130
# BUS ADM 370 U 3 Operations Management
E 29141 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N146 Kuzu, K Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29411 LEC 002 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N140 Additional Tuition $61.80.
41433 LEC 403 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB N146 Kuzu, K Additional Tuition $61.80.
29269 LEC 404 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB N146 Kuzu, K Additional Tuition $61.80.
29026 DIS 601 F 9:00am-9:50am LUB S171
29027 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am LUB S171
29028 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am LUB S171
29029 DIS 604 F 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S171
29030 DIS 605 F 1:00pm-1:50pm LUB S171
29278 DIS 606 R 9:00am-9:50am LUB S165
29279 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am LUB S165
29280 DIS 608 R 11:00am-11:50am LUB S165
29375 DIS 609 R 12:00pm-12:50pm LUB S165
41434 DIS 610 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LUB S165
# BUS ADM 371 U 3 Business Scholars: Operations Management
29281 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S165 Alwan, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 380 U 3 Introduction to Real Estate Markets
29031 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N146 Rymaszewski, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 391 U 3 Business Law I
29033 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB N146 Rausch, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
29034 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S151 Rausch, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29035 LEC 003 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm LUB N146 Zickuhr, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29036 LEC 004 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S151 Zickuhr, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
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# BUS ADM 393 U 3 Business Ethics
29091 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N140 Haselhuhn, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29098 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N146 Haselhuhn, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 400 U 3 Accounting Internship
29037 FLD 001 - TBA Fischer, P Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 402 U 3 Advanced Financial Accounting
29038 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S230 Fischer, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
29039 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S230 Fischer, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 404 U 3 Cost Management
29040 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N120 Abbott, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29392 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S230 Kren, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 405 U 3 Income Tax Accounting I
29041 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S185 Gross, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29099 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N120 Konkol, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 406 U/G 3 Income Tax Accounting II
29042 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S185 Rozek, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29043 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S241 Gross, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 408 U/G 3 Accounting Information Systems
28990 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S185 Sidgman, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 28991 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S185 Sidgman, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 409 U 3 Auditing: Procedures and Applications
29158 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N120 Abbott, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29169 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S220 Brown, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 432 U 3 Object-Oriented Systems Development
E 29044 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N126 Zhao, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 434 U 3 Data Base Management Systems
29045 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S230 Nazareth, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29412 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S341 Nazareth, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 436 U 3 Systems Analysis and Design
E 29046 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S191 Sinha, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 439 U 3 Management Information Systems Internship
29047 FLD 001 - TBA Haseman, W Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 440 U 3 Compensation Management
E 29376 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Davidson, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 441 U/G 3 Diversity in Organizations
E 29100 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 442 U/G 3 Industrial Psychology
29092 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N110 Ren, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 443 U/G 3 Special Topics in Human Resources Management:
E 29377 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Davidson, C TOPIC: Compensation 3 cr, Prereq: Bus Adm 444. Not open for
credit to students with previous credit in Bus Adm 440.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29378 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Pegorsch, D TOPIC: Training and Development 3 cr, Prereq: Bus Adm 444.
Not open for credit to students with previous credit in Bus Adm
445.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
41729 LEC 003 R 1:30pm-4:10pm LUB S341 Lipo Zovic, J TOPIC: Negotiation Skills: Theory to Practice 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $61.80.
41805 LEC 004 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S230 Ren, H TOPIC: Staffing Human Resources 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$61.80.
# BUS ADM 444 U 3 Human Resources Management
E 29048 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Davidson, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
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# BUS ADM 445 U/G 3 Training & Development in Organizations
E 29137 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Pegorsch, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 447 U 3 Entrepreneurship
E 29049 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B40 Hunter, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 448 U 3 Staffing Human Resources
41806 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S230 Ren, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 449 U 3 Human Resources Management Internship
28692 FLD 004 - TBA Ragins, B Additional Tuition $61.80.
28693 FLD 005 - TBA Ren, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
29168 FLD 007 - TBA Singh, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 450 U 3 Intermediate Finance
29050 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N126 Hsu, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
29051 LEC 002 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB N126 Hsu, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
29112 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N126 Xiao, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29288 LEC 004 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 179 Taylor, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 451 U 3 Investment Finance
29284 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB S185 Hsu, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
29285 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S185 Hsu, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
29286 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S185 Huang, Z Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29287 LEC 004 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Voit, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 453 U 3 Corporate Finance Seminar
29052 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N126 Sibilkov, V Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29380 SEM 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 454 U 3 Analysis of Options and Futures
29136 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB N120 McBain, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 455 U 3 Financial Institutions
29053 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S230 Bender, B Additional Tuition $61.80.
29054 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S263 Bender, B Additional Tuition $61.80.
29125 LEC 003 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S185 Voit, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29492 LEC 004 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Bandyopadhyay, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 456 U 3 International Financial Management
29055 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N116 Ng, L Recommended for Finance majors only.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
29381 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N116 Ng, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29397 LEC 003 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S185 Kim, Y Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 458 U 3 Venture Finance
E 29296 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S185 Kim, Y Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 459 U 3 Finance Internship
28695 FLD 002 - TBA Hsu, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
28696 FLD 005 - TBA Hsu, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
29382 FLD 006 - TBA Huang, Z Additional Tuition $61.80.
28697 FLD 008 - TBA Kim, Y Additional Tuition $61.80.
28698 FLD 009 - TBA Marcus, R Additional Tuition $61.80.
28699 FLD 010 - TBA McBain, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29167 FLD 011 - TBA Ng, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
29172 FLD 012 - TBA Sibilkov, V Additional Tuition $61.80.
29564 FLD 013 - TBA Spellman, G Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 461 U 3 Consumer Behavior
29056 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB S171 Yang, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
29057 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S171 Yang, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
29383 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N116 Brachman, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29399 LEC 004 T 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 179 Brachman, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 462 U 3 Marketing Research
29058 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S171 Ostinelli, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29059 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N116 Johnson, G Additional Tuition $61.80.
29204 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N116 Johnson, G Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29203 LEC 004 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Ostinelli, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
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# BUS ADM 463 U 3 Marketing Management
29060 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S230 Williams, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
29061 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N120 He, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
29162 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N126 He, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29163 LEC 004 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171 Williams, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 464 U 3 Management of Promotion
29062 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S171 Blankenburg, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29107 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N120 Blankenburg, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 465 U 3 International Marketing
29063 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB N126 France, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29064 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N126 France, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29101 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S263 Blankenburg, J Hybrid course-80% online with 6 face-to-face meetings on
campus, dates TBA. Internet/computer access required.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
29157 LEC 004 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S263 Blankenburg, J Hybrid course-80% online with 6 face-to-face meetings on
campus, dates TBA. Internet/computer access required.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29170 LEC 005 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S230 Brachman, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 466 U 3 Business to Business Sales and Marketing
E 29065 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S185 Geiger, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 467 U 3 Marketing Seminar:
E 41439 SEM 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Barrett, W TOPIC: Product and Brand Management 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 469 U 3 Marketing Internship
28700 FLD 001 - TBA Bhatnagar, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
29384 FLD 002 - TBA France, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29385 FLD 003 - TBA Ghose, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
28925 FLD 004 - TBA He, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
28701 FLD 005 - TBA Ostinelli, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29171 FLD 006 - TBA Papatla, P Additional Tuition $61.80.
28702 FLD 007 - TBA Peracchio, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
29108 FLD 008 - TBA Prasad, V Additional Tuition $61.80.
29181 FLD 010 - TBA Yang, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 471 U 3 Enterprise Resource Planning and Control
E 29546 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S220 Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 472 U 3 Special Topics in Supply Chain and Operations Management:
E 29526 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N126 Fang, X TOPIC: Logistics/Transportation 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$61.80.
E 29527 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S230 Hawbaker, P TOPIC: Project Management & Innovative Operations 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $61.80.
42045 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S191 Ross, A TOPIC: Purchasing & Global Sourcing 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$61.80.
# BUS ADM 473 U 3 Supply Chain Management
E 29549 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171 Yue, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 474 U 3 Spreadsheet Applications in Operations Management
E 29295 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S230 Yue, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 479 U 3 Supply Chain and Operations Management Internship
29088 FLD 001 - TBA Alwan, L Additional Tuition $61.80.
29206 FLD 002 - TBA Fang, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
29089 FLD 003 - TBA Kuzu, K Additional Tuition $61.80.
29102 FLD 004 - TBA Ross, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
29528 FLD 005 - TBA Yue, X Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 481 U/G 3 Real Estate Finance
E 29290 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B40 Rymaszewski, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 482 U/G 3 Valuation of Real Estate
E 29386 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 483 U/G 3 Property Development and Management
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E 29066 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N130 Rymaszewski, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 485 U 3 Environmental Issues in Real Estate
E 29183 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Rymaszewski, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 489 U 3 Real Estate Internship
29554 FLD 001 - TBA Rymaszewski, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
BUS ADM 490 U 3 Entrepreneur Internship
29116 FLD 001 - TBA Prasad, V Consent required
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 491 U 3 Legal Issues for Entrepreneurs
41440 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S263 Rausch, R Not open for credit to Business Scholars who completed Bus Adm
493 with similar title.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 492 U 3 Business Modeling of New Ventures
E 29387 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S311 Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 493 U 3 Business Scholars: Seminar in Business:
29388 SEM 001 W 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S341 Peracchio, L TOPIC: Consumer Decision-Making & Persuasion 3 cr,
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 494 U 3 International Business Internship
29414 FLD 101 - TBA Li, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
29415 FLD 102 - TBA Shaffer, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 495 U 1 - 3  Special Topics in Business:
E 29067 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S341 Geiger, D TOPIC: Sports Management 3 cr, Prereq: Bus Adm 330
Additional Tuition $61.80.
41730 LEC 002 R 1:30pm-4:10pm LUB S341 Lipo Zovic, J TOPIC: Negotiation Skills: Theory to Practice 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $61.80.
E 42017 LEC 003 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Nambisan, S TOPIC: Introduction to Technological Entrepreneurship 3 cr,
Open to Seniors only.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 496 U 3 International Business
29068 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S185 De Angelis, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29069 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S171 De Angelis, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29070 LEC 003 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S171 De Angelis, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29560 LEC 005 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Brachman, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
28923 LEC 101 - TBA
# BUS ADM 499 U 1 - 3  Research in Industry
29416 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28704 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41549 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28705 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, VAdditional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28706 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29311 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29312 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28707 IND 011 - TBA France, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28708 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29313 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28709 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29207 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28710 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28711 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28712 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29530 IND 019 - TBA He, T Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28713 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29531 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29186 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28714 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28715 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28716 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28717 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29208 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28718 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29314 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29532 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
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28719 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28720 IND 033 - TBA Li, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41441 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41442 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29315 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28722 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29316 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28723 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28724 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28725 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28726 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28727 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28728 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28729 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28731 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28732 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29209 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28733 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28734 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28926 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29210 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29211 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29212 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29213 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29214 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29215 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29216 IND 074 - TBA Rathburn, J Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29417 IND 076 - TBA Spellman, G Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29533 IND 077 - TBA Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41443 IND 078 - TBA Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
# BUS ADM 532 U 3 Web Development for Open Business Systems
E 41444 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233 Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 533 U 3 Information Technology Infrastructure for Business
29071 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB N120 Huang, C Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 535 U 3 Global Information Systems Management
41843 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Zahedi, F Course fee of $300 will be assessed for this LEC. This course fee
is assessed regardless of the credit plateau for ALL students
enrolled in the LEC. The course fee is in addition to regular
tuition for this LEC and additional program costs. Course
conducted online. Computer/high speed Internet connection
req'd.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 536 U 3 Business Intelligence
E 29282 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N120 Sinha, A Not open for credit to students with prior credit in Bus Adm 438,
Business Intelligence, or Bus Adm 438, Data Warehousing.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 538 U 3 Business Process Integration
E 29379 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N126 Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 541 U 3 Cross-Cultural Management
29553 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S195 Li, S Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 551 U 3 International Investments
E 29535 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 179 Garba, A Additional Tuition $61.80.
# + BUS ADM 552 U/G 3 Investment Management Practice I
29536 LEC 001 F 8:30am-11:10am LUB S212 Spellman, G Additional Tuition $61.80.
# + BUS ADM 554 U/G 3 Investment Management Practice III
29537 LEC 001 R 1:30pm-4:10pm LUB S212 Spellman, G Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 599 U 1 - 3  Reading and Research-Business Administration
29418 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28736 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41550 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28737 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, VAdditional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28738 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29320 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29321 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28739 IND 011 - TBA France, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
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28740 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29322 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28741 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29217 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28742 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28743 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28744 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29538 IND 019 - TBA He, T Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28745 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29539 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29187 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28746 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28747 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28748 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28749 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29218 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28750 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29323 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29540 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28751 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28752 IND 033 - TBA Li, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41445 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41446 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29324 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28754 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29325 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28755 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28756 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28757 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28758 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28759 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28760 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28761 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28763 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28764 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29219 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28765 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28766 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
28927 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29188 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29220 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29221 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29222 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29223 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29224 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29225 IND 074 - TBA Rausch, R Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29283 IND 075 - TBA Rathburn, J Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29419 IND 076 - TBA Spellman, G Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
29420 IND 077 - TBA Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
41447 IND 078 - TBA Additional Tuition $20.60/cr.
# BUS ADM 600 U 3 Management Analysis
29541 LEC 001 MW 1:30pm-4:45pm LUB S241 Rathburn, J 04/16/2012-05/10/2012 4-week course for Accounting
majors. Starts week of 4/16/12.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
29072 LEC 002 M 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S241 Hekman, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
29389 LEC 003 M 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB S341 Goranova, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29073 LEC 004 T 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S241 Hekman, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
29185 LEC 005 T 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB S241 Goranova, M Additional Tuition $61.80.
29390 LEC 006 W 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S241 Hou, W Additional Tuition $61.80.
29090 LEC 007 W 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB S341 Lewis, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
29126 LEC 008 R 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S241 Lewis, T Additional Tuition $61.80.
29491 LEC 009 R 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB S171 Hou, W Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29559 LEC 010 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S241 Rathburn, J Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29561 LEC 011 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S241 Hekman, D Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 700 G 2 Building Business Interfacing Skills
E 29164 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-7:10pm LUB S311 Hill, C
# BUS ADM 701 G 2 Business Mathematics
E 29127 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-7:10pm TBA Schultz, L
# BUS ADM 702 G 2 Business Statistics
E 29128 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-7:10pm LUB S231 Poliak, C
# BUS ADM 703 G 3 Financial Accounting
42021 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kimmel, P Special course fee of $100 above other UWM charges that are
payable by all enrolling students. Course taught completely
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payable by all enrolling students. Course taught completely
online. Internet access req'd.
# BUS ADM 724 G 3 Business Combinations and Governmental Accounting
E 29109 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S220 Neely, D
# BUS ADM 726 G 3 Strategic Cost Management II
E 29292 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S341 Kren, L
# BUS ADM 733 G 3 Organizational Development
E 29293 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233
# BUS ADM 738 G 3 Human Resource Management
E 29074 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Singh, R
# BUS ADM 744 G 3 Information Technology Strategy and Management
E 29075 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233 Ramamurthy, K
# BUS ADM 749 G 3 Data and Information Management
E 29294 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S231 Zhao, H
# BUS ADM 751 G 3 Analysis of U.S. Business Environment
E 41469 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S195 Bender, B
# BUS ADM 753 G 3 Advanced Business Law
E 29106 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm LUB S220 Griffin, M
# BUS ADM 762 G 3 Marketing Research
E 29129 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S311 Pflughoeft, K
# BUS ADM 764 G 3 Buyer Behavior and Marketing Communications
41724 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Johnson, G Course has additional fee of $100. Course conducted completely
online. Internet/computer access required.
# BUS ADM 766 G 3 Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations
E 41470 LEC 001 M 7:00pm-9:40pm LUB S341 Peracchio, L
# BUS ADM 771 G 3 Investments
E 29076 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S231 Huang, Z
# BUS ADM 772 G 3 Portfolio Management
E 29421 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N110 Hsu, D
# BUS ADM 775 G 3 Financial Strategy
E 29077 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N130 Sibilkov, V
# BUS ADM 779 G 3 Fixed Income Securities
E 41471 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 McBain, M
# BUS ADM 781 G 3 Enterprise Resource Planning and Control
E 29547 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S220
# BUS ADM 782 G 3 Supply Chain Technology and Simulation
E 41472 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S230 Yue, X
# BUS ADM 785 G 3 Project Management and Innovative Operations
E 29271 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S230 Hawbaker, P
# BUS ADM 795 G 1 - 3  Seminar-in-Management:
E 29499 SEM 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S191 Abbott, L TOPIC: Auditing in a Computerized Environment 3 cr
E 29500 SEM 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Davidson, C TOPIC: Compensation 3 cr
E 41727 SEM 004 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Nambisan, S TOPIC: New Product Development 3 cr
# BUS ADM 797 G 2 - 4  Management Project
29422 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
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28768 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
41551 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28770 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28771 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29328 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29329 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28773 IND 011 - TBA France, S
28774 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29330 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28775 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29255 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28777 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28779 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28780 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29501 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28781 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29502 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29189 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28785 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
28786 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28788 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28789 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29226 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28790 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
29331 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29503 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28794 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28796 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41448 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41449 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29332 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28802 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29333 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
28806 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28807 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28808 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28809 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28822 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28823 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28825 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
28827 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28828 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29227 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28830 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
28831 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28928 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
29228 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29229 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29230 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29231 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29232 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29233 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29234 IND 074 - TBA
29423 IND 075 - TBA
# BUS ADM 799 G 1-12  Reading and Research
29424 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
28834 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
41552 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28836 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28837 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29336 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29337 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28840 IND 011 - TBA France, S
28841 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29338 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28842 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29235 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28843 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28844 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28851 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29504 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28854 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29505 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29190 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28855 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
28857 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28858 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28859 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29236 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28861 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
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29339 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29506 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28863 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28865 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41450 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41451 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29340 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28871 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29341 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
28872 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28873 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28874 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28876 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28878 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28881 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28882 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
28885 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28887 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29237 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28888 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
28889 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28929 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
28930 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29238 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29239 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29240 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29241 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29242 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29243 IND 074 - TBA Davies, S
29244 IND 075 - TBA Smith, J
29396 IND 076 - TBA McBain, M
29425 IND 077 - TBA Rathburn, J
29426 IND 078 - TBA
# BUS ADM 806 G 3 International Marketing
E 29078 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S319 Prasad, V
# BUS ADM 811 G 3 Process and Work-Flow Management
E 29508 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N333 Hybrid course - 70% taught online. High speed Internet
connection is req'd.
# BUS ADM 814 G 3 Enterprise Knowledge & Semantic Management
E 41482 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N333 Zahedi, F Hybrid course - 70% taught online. Computer/high speed
Internet connection req'd.
# BUS ADM 819 G 3 Information Technology Management Internship
29079 FLD 001 - TBA Haseman, W
# BUS ADM 821 G 3 Business Taxation
E 29297 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S263 Schadewald, M
# BUS ADM 823 G 3 Corporate Income Taxation
E 41483 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S263 Miller, J
# BUS ADM 827 G 3 Taxes and Business Strategy
E 29080 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 Laplante, C
# BUS ADM 831 G 3 Multistate Income Taxation
29298 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Healy, J 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Course runs 8 weeks, from 1/23/12
to 3/17/12. Course fee for Spring 2012 semester will be
$2,400. Conducted completely online; Internet/computer access
required. Contact Matt Jensen @ 414-229-5403 with questions
about registering for this course.
# BUS ADM 838 G 3 Managing State and Local Audits
42022 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Healy, J 04/23/2012-05/10/2012 Course runs 8 weeks, from 4/23/12
to 6/15/12. Course fee for Spring 2012 semester will be
$2,400. Conducted completely online; Internet/computer access
req'd. Contact Matt Jensen at 414-229-5403 with questions
about registering for this course.
# BUS ADM 841 G 3 Financial Statement Analysis
29299 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB N333 Miller, A Prereqs: Bus Adm 402 or Bus Adm 722. Registration priority will
be given to students enrolled in the MSPA Program.
29300 LEC 002 W 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB N333 Miller, A Prereqs: Bus Adm 402 or Bus Adm 722. Registration priority will
be given to students enrolled in the MSPA Program.
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# BUS ADM 844 G 3 Auditing: Professional Standards and Practices
29194 LEC 001 M 9:30am-12:10pm LUB N333 Looknanan-brown, VRegistration priority will be given to students enrolled in the
MSPA Program.
29301 LEC 002 W 9:30am-12:10pm LUB N333 Looknanan-brown, VRegistration priority will be given to students enrolled in the
MSPA Program.
# BUS ADM 848 G 3 Professional Accounting Practice
W 29195 LEC 001 S 9:00am-12:00pm LUB N126 Viel, S Course meets on UWM campus on 6 Saturdays: 1/28, 2/4, 3/3,
3/31, 4/28, and 5/12. Course taught partially online. Internet
access required. Hybrid course-50% taught online. Regular UWM
tuition assessed. Registration priority will be given to students
enrolled in the MSPA Program.
# BUS ADM 849 G 3 Accounting Internship
29205 IND 001 - TBA Fischer, P Contact Career Services office (LUB N203) to interview for this
course.
~ BUS ADM 851 G 3 Global Investments
E 29509 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 179 Garba, A
# BUS ADM 853 G 3 Financial Modeling
E 41484 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S231 McBain, M
# BUS ADM 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
28924 IND 001 - TBA Jensen, M
# BUS ADM 895 G 3 Strategic Marketing Issues in eBusiness
E 41486 LEC 251 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S319 Gibler, P This course has an additional fee of $225 beyond other UWM
tuition charges that are payable by all enrolling students.
# BUS ADM 899 G 1 - 6  Management Research Project/Thesis
29427 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
28772 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
41553 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28776 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28778 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29344 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29345 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28782 IND 011 - TBA France, S
28783 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29346 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28784 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29245 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28787 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28791 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28792 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29511 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28793 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29512 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29191 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28795 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
28798 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28799 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28800 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29246 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28801 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
29347 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29513 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28803 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28804 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41452 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41453 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29348 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28810 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29349 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
29350 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28811 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28812 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28813 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28814 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28815 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28816 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
28818 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28819 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29247 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28820 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
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28821 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28931 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
29248 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29249 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29250 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29251 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29252 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29253 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29254 IND 074 - TBA Rathburn, J
29351 IND 075 - TBA
29428 IND 076 - TBA
# BUS ADM 914 G 3 Advanced Multivariate Techniques in Management Research
E 41487 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S319 Haas, T
# BUS ADM 991 G 3 MIS Doctoral Seminar II:
29429 SEM 001 W 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S311 Srite, M TOPIC: Cultural/Technological Issues in IT Mgmt Research 3
cr
# BUS ADM 992 G 3 Doctoral Seminar in Marketing:
29081 SEM 001 T 2:00pm-4:40pm LUB S341 Ghose, S TOPIC: Models in Marketing: Theory & Applications 3 cr
# BUS ADM 995 G 3 Doctoral Seminar in Decision Sciences:
41731 SEM 001 - TBA Soofi, E TOPIC: Bayesian Analysis with Applications 3 cr
# BUS ADM 996 G 3 Doctoral Seminar in Organizations:
29490 SEM 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm LUB S341 Singh, R TOPIC: Human Resource Management 3 cr
# BUS ADM 997 G 1-12  Doctoral Dissertation
28824 IND 001 - TBA Alwan, L
29431 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
29199 IND 009 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28835 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, P
28838 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
28839 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28845 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28846 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
28847 IND 019 - TBA Hsu, D
28848 IND 020 - TBA Jain, H
28849 IND 023 - TBA Kim, Y
28850 IND 024 - TBA Kimmel, P
28852 IND 026 - TBA Kozub, R
28853 IND 027 - TBA Kren, L
29256 IND 029 - TBA Levitas, E
28856 IND 032 - TBA Marcus, R
28860 IND 034 - TBA Miller, J
28862 IND 035 - TBA Mone, M
41454 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
28864 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28866 IND 038 - TBA Ng, L
28867 IND 040 - TBA Papatla, P
28869 IND 042 - TBA Peracchio, L
28870 IND 044 - TBA Prasad, V
28875 IND 047 - TBA Ragins, B
28877 IND 048 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28879 IND 051 - TBA Ross, A
28880 IND 052 - TBA Schadewald, M
29192 IND 053 - TBA Shaffer, M
28884 IND 054 - TBA Singh, R
28886 IND 055 - TBA Sinha, A
29257 IND 056 - TBA Soofi, E
29515 IND 057 - TBA Srite, M
29432 IND 059 - TBA Yue, X
29258 IND 063 - TBA Zahedi, F
29394 IND 064 - TBA Zhao, H
# BUS ADM 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Work
29433 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
28898 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
29352 IND 004 - TBA Arnold, P
41554 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28899 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28900 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29354 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29355 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28901 IND 011 - TBA France, S
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28902 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29356 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28903 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29259 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28904 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28905 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28906 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29516 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28907 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29517 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29193 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28908 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
28909 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28910 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28911 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29260 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28912 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
29357 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29518 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28913 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28890 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41455 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41456 IND 036 - TBA
29358 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28893 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29359 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
28894 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28895 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28896 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28897 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28914 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28915 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28916 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
28918 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28919 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29261 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28920 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
28921 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28922 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
29262 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29263 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29264 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29265 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29266 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29267 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29268 IND 074 - TBA Rathburn, J
29360 IND 075 - TBA
29434 IND 076 - TBA
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Business Management
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
 
   
        
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
     
 
   
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# BUSMGMT 704 G 3 Accounting Analysis and Control
E 29082 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S263 Fischer, J
# BUSMGMT 705 G 3 Corporate Finance
E 29130 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S241 Engle, G
# BUSMGMT 706 G 3 Managing in a Dynamic Environment
E 29302 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171 Laughland, S
E 29273 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233 Freeman, S
# BUSMGMT 707 G 3 Information Technology for Competitive Advantage
E 29083 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N333 Ramamurthy, K
# BUSMGMT 708 G 3 Marketing Strategy: Concepts and Practice
E 29303 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N110 Papatla, P
# BUSMGMT 709 G 3 Data Analysis for Management Applications
E 29084 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S191 Alwan, L
E 29085 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S191 Alwan, L
# BUSMGMT 710 G 3 Economic Analysis for Managers
E 29306 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S195 Steinke, S
E 29196 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N110 SrungBoonmee, T
# BUSMGMT 711 G 3 Competitive Operations Strategy
E 29086 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N110 Madan, M
# BUSMGMT 712 G 3 Strategic Management
E 29307 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171
# BUSMGMT 715 G 3 Leadership, Team Building, and Effective Management
E 29131 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 Hill, C
# BUSMGMT 721 G 3 Fundraising and Development for Nonprofit Organizations
E 29308 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA
# BUSMGMT 723 G 3 Managing and Negotiating Across Cultures
E 29275 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N130 Li, S
# BUSMGMT 725 G 3 Governance and Executive Leadership of Nonprofit Organizations
E 29197 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 Ihrke, D
# BUSMGMT 726 G 1 - 3  Study Abroad: Business Topics:
29274 FLD 111 - TBA
# BUSMGMT 727 G 3 Health Care Accounting, Law and Ethics
E 41497 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N440 Devita, R
~ BUSMGMT 729 G 3 MBA Internship
29436 FLD 002 - TBA Abbott, L
29437 FLD 003 - TBA Alwan, L
29440 FLD 007 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
29441 FLD 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29442 FLD 009 - TBA Fang, X
29443 FLD 010 - TBA Fischer, P
29444 FLD 011 - TBA France, S
29445 FLD 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29446 FLD 013 - TBA Ghose, S
29447 FLD 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29448 FLD 015 - TBA Gross, A
29449 FLD 016 - TBA Haas, T
29450 FLD 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
29451 FLD 018 - TBA Haseman, W
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29519 FLD 019 - TBA He, T
29452 FLD 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29520 FLD 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29453 FLD 022 - TBA Hsu, H
29454 FLD 023 - TBA Huang, Z
29455 FLD 024 - TBA Jain, H
29456 FLD 026 - TBA Kim, Y
29457 FLD 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29458 FLD 028 - TBA Kozub, R
29459 FLD 029 - TBA Kren, L
29460 FLD 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29521 FLD 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
29461 FLD 032 - TBA Levitas, E
29462 FLD 033 - TBA Li, S
29463 FLD 034 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
41495 FLD 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41496 FLD 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29464 FLD 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
29465 FLD 040 - TBA Neely, D
29466 FLD 042 - TBA Ng, L
29467 FLD 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
29468 FLD 044 - TBA Papatla, P
29469 FLD 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
29470 FLD 047 - TBA Prasad, V
29471 FLD 051 - TBA Ragins, B
29472 FLD 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
29473 FLD 053 - TBA Ren, H
29475 FLD 055 - TBA Ross, A
29476 FLD 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29477 FLD 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
29478 FLD 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
29479 FLD 063 - TBA Singh, R
29480 FLD 064 - TBA Sinha, A
29481 FLD 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29482 FLD 068 - TBA Srite, M
29483 FLD 070 - TBA Yang, X
29484 FLD 071 - TBA Yue, X
29485 FLD 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29486 FLD 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29487 FLD 074 - TBA
29488 FLD 075 - TBA
# BUSMGMT 731 G 3 Research Tools for Practitioners in Human Resources and Labor Relations
E 29552 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Adams, S
~ BUSMGMT 733 G 3 Enterprise Simulation Game
E 29522 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N333 Srite, M
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Academic Opportunity Center
  
       
       
 
  
        
        
 
  
        
        
        
         
        
        
      
      
 
   
       
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
         
        
       
        
        
        
 
   
       
       
       
        
 
   
       
       
       
        
        
      
       
       
       
        
       
       
CURRINS 110 U 1 Reading Proficiency for College Students I
42078 LEC 081 MW 9:00am-9:50am CRT 203 Lucius, B 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
42079 LEC 082 MW 9:00am-9:50am CRT 203 Lucius, B 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 
CURRINS 112 U 1 College Reading:
31243 LEC 081 TR 10:00am-10:50am MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: College Reading 1 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012
Restricted to AOC students only.
31046 LEC 082 TR 10:00am-10:50am MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: College Reading 1 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Location: MIT B9
Restricted to AOC students only.
ED PSY 100 U 2 Learning Skills Laboratory
30511 LEC 081 MW 11:00am-11:50am BOL B72 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
30510 LEC 082 MW 10:00am-10:50am BOL B72 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
30509 LEC 083 TR 10:00am-10:50am BOL B72 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
E 30508 LEC 084 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm MIT 159 Lucius, B Restricted to AOC students only.
30507 LEC 085 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL B68 Izard, A Restricted to AOC students only.
31218 LEC 086 MW 11:00am-11:50am MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M Restricted to AOC students only.
42076 LEC 087 MW 10:00am-10:50am BOL B76
42077 LEC 088 TR 11:00am-11:50am BOL B72
~ ED PSY 101 U 1 - 2  Foundations of Academic Success:
31240 LEC 001 M 2:00pm-3:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
E 31241 LEC 002 M 5:00pm-6:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
30997 LEC 003 T 3:00pm-4:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31151 LEC 004 R 2:00pm-3:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31152 LEC 005 M 3:00pm-4:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31153 LEC 006 M 1:00pm-2:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31373 LEC 007 M 11:00am-12:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr
31154 LEC 008 M 2:00pm-3:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31155 LEC 009 M 12:00pm-1:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
31156 LEC 010 M 10:00am-11:40am TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
E 31157 LEC 011 W 4:00pm-5:40pm TBA Lessac, L TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
E 31158 LEC 012 T 5:00pm-6:40pm TBA TOPIC: Planning Your Major and/or Career 2 cr, There is no
textbook req'd for this section.
42070 LEC 081 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: Career Foundations 1 -  2 cr ,  01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
30996 LEC 082 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B9 Walz-Chojnacki, M TOPIC: Career Foundations 1 -  2 cr ,  03/26/2012-05/10/2012
Location: MIT B9
Restricted to AOC students only.
31217 LEC 083 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 203 Lucius, B TOPIC: A Course for Students on Academic Probation 1 -  2
cr, 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 Restricted to AOC students only.
31301 LEC 084 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 203 Lucius, B TOPIC: A Course for Students on Academic Probation 1 -  2
cr, 03/26/2012-05/10/2012 Restricted to AOC students only.
# ENGLISH 95 U 0 Fundamentals of Composition
34243 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 118 Nastal, J
37484 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 118 Lyons, C
41863 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 118 Ruffino, J
37840 LEC 084 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 159 Stoner, J AOC students only.
~# ENGLISH 101 U 3 Introduction to College Writing
34244 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 211 Barnett, D
37666 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 311 Nordstrom, I
37667 LEC 003 MWF 9:00am-9:50am BOL B83 Ravel, K
34245 LEC 004 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 321 Thuemling, T This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34246 LEC 005 MWF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 108 Barth, D This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34247 LEC 006 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 142
34248 LEC 007 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 142 Vollman, T
34249 LEC 008 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 211 Brooks, P
34250 LEC 009 MW 8:00am-9:15am AUP 104 Heck, K
34251 LEC 010 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 368 Lyons, C Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34252 LEC 011 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER G16 Bott, V
34253 LEC 012 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 321 Brusin, S
37668 LEC 013 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 118 Siebert, D
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34254 LEC 014 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 104 Andrews, A
34255 LEC 015 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 104 Daigle, L
34256 LEC 016 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 104 Unterweger, D
34257 LEC 017 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 211 Finch, Z
34258 LEC 018 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 142 Erwin, C
34259 LEC 019 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 142 Persinger, A
34260 LEC 020 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 211 Ruffino, J Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34261 LEC 021 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 142 Cavallaro, B
36488 LEC 022 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 211 Ruffino, J
36489 LEC 023 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 142 Sanders, M
36494 LEC 024 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 211 Moulton, C
37841 LEC 080 MWF 9:00am-9:50am BOL B80 Stoner, J AOC students only.
34262 LEC 081 MWF 10:00am-10:50am BOL B80 Stoner, J AOC students only.
34263 LEC 082 MWF 11:00am-11:50am BOL B80 Stoner, J AOC students only. Recommended for students who have
completed English 095. Please contact John Dorosz at
jmdorosz@uwm.edu to register.
35927 LEC 083 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 159 Unterweger, D AOC students only.
36260 LEC 084 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B80 Unterweger, D AOC students only.
37090 LEC 225 - ONLINE WEB Shin, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37091 LEC 226 - ONLINE WEB Pacton, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41880 LEC 227 - ONLINE WEB Green, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
~# ENGLISH 102
(ENG)
U 3 College Writing and Research
34264 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 342 Javers, K
34265 LEC 002 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 315 Smart, A
37669 LEC 003 MWF 8:00am-8:50am HLT G84 Kumar, N
37670 LEC 004 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 142 Singh, A
34266 LEC 005 MWF 9:00am-9:50am CRT 321 Terwelp, K This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34267 LEC 006 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 342 Javers, K
37671 LEC 007 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 213 Perso, J
37672 LEC 008 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 315
37677 LEC 009 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 142 Singh, A
37678 LEC 010 MWF 9:00am-9:50am HLT G84 Smart, A
34268 LEC 011 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 311 Brehm, M This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
F CRT 108
34269 LEC 012 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MER 342 Javers, K
34270 LEC 013 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MER 213 Perso, J
34271 LEC 014 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 142 Andrews, A This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34272 LEC 015 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 211 Shields, A
34273 LEC 016 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 213 Perso, J
34274 LEC 017 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 211 Williams, P
34275 LEC 018 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 213 Thuemling, T
34276 LEC 019 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 311 Abel, C
34277 LEC 020 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 211 Shields, A
34278 LEC 021 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 213 Perso, J
34279 LEC 022 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 311 Bowen, D
34280 LEC 023 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 213 Thuemling, T
34281 LEC 024 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 311 Bowen, D
34282 LEC 025 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G84 Anastasia, A
34283 LEC 026 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 342 Shields, A
34284 LEC 027 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 213 Edenfield, A
34285 LEC 028 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 311 Trease, M
34286 LEC 029 MW 8:00am-9:15am CRT 124 Siebert, D
34287 LEC 030 MW 8:00am-9:15am SAB G25 Brown, T
34288 LEC 031 MW 8:00am-9:15am AUP 189 Pacton, A
34289 LEC 032 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 124 Siebert, D Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34290 LEC 033 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 189 Macdonald, M Cons ESL Coord is required to enroll; see Cathy Kaye in CRT 678
or email: cjkaye@uwm.edu.
37842 LEC 034 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 104 Bigler, M
34291 LEC 035 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HLT G84 Brehm, M
34292 LEC 036 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 321 Terwelp, K
34293 LEC 037 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 342 Blanchard, D
34294 LEC 038 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 315 Brown, T
34295 LEC 039 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 315 Green, J
34296 LEC 040 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 116 Mulvihill, J
34297 LEC 041 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G84 Bigler, M
34298 LEC 042 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT B14 Abbott, L
34299 LEC 043 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G25 Bott, V
34300 LEC 044 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 142 Bigler, M
34301 LEC 045 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER G16 Brehm, M
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34302 LEC 046 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 321 Terwelp, K
34303 LEC 047 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 321 Harriell, D
34304 LEC 048 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 142 Bigler, M
34305 LEC 049 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 315 Brehm, M
34306 LEC 050 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 342 Heimermann, M
34307 LEC 051 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 118 Martinez, S
34308 LEC 052 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 211 Nelson, J
E 34309 LEC 053 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 213 Felten, R
E 34310 LEC 054 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 311 Chose, A
E 34311 LEC 055 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B19 Rongstad, D
E 34312 LEC 056 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm LUB S231 Norman, J
E 34313 LEC 057 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm MER 142 Chose, A
E 34314 LEC 058 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm AUP 104 Mulvihill, J
34315 LEC 059 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER G16 Beebe, M
34316 LEC 060 TR 8:00am-9:15am LUB S231 Fuerst, A
34317 LEC 061 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 189 Cristy, A
34318 LEC 062 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER 213 Rongstad, D
35464 LEC 063 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 116 Urban, A
35606 LEC 064 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER 315 Persinger, A
35465 LEC 065 TR 8:00am-9:15am CRT 108 Himmelheber, R
35466 LEC 066 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER G16 Marks, B
35467 LEC 067 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB S231 Fuerst, A
35468 LEC 068 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 311 Dworschack-Kinter, J
36211 LEC 069 TR 9:30am-10:45am SAB G25 Mendel, K
36212 LEC 070 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 116 Urban, A
36213 LEC 071 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 213 Beebe, M
36214 LEC 072 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 189 Nesheim, K
36261 LEC 073 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER G16 Blewett, P
36481 LEC 074 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 116 Nastal, J Cons ESL Coord is required to enroll; see Cathy Kaye in CRT 678
or email: cjkaye@uwm.edu.
36482 LEC 075 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 189 Sobol, C
36486 LEC 076 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 124 Bott, V
36487 LEC 077 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 213 Marks, B
36678 LEC 078 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 104 Nesheim, K
37844 LEC 079 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER G16 Listoe, D
37843 LEC 080 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
35803 LEC 081 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B80 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 002 that
meets in GML E159.
35818 LEC 082 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
35819 LEC 083 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B80 Sobol, C AOC students only.
35820 LEC 084 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B80 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 001 that
meets in GML E159.
35821 LEC 085 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 159 Bott, V AOC students only.
36743 LEC 086 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B76 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 003 that
meets in GML E159.
36783 LEC 087 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B76 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 004 that
meets in GML E159.
38367 LEC 088 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
36679 LEC 090 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 104 Banerjee, S
36680 LEC 091 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 315 Marks, B
36699 LEC 092 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 116 Nawrot, D
36700 LEC 093 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 104 Sobol, C
36701 LEC 094 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER G16 Etlinger, S
36702 LEC 095 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 213 Learned, N
36703 LEC 096 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT G84 Martinez, S
36704 LEC 097 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 108 Seeger, J
36705 LEC 098 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 116 Nawrot, D
36706 LEC 099 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 315 Marks, B
36790 LEC 100 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 104 Gomaa, D
38358 LEC 101 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER G16 Seeger, J
36791 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Siebert, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36792 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Felten, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36793 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hall, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36794 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Learned, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36796 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Thuemling, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36797 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Macdonald, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37092 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Morrow, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37093 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Pegram, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41862 LEC 209 - ONLINE WEB Kirchner, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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~ MATH 90 U 0 Basic Mathematics
E 31859 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm MIT 159 AOC students only.
31860 LEC 002 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 281 AOC students only.
31861 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
31862 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
31863 LEC 005 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 294 AOC students only.
E 31864 LEC 006 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT 159 AOC students only.
31865 LEC 007 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL 294 AOC students only.
35943 LEC 008 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MIT 159 AOC students only.
35946 LEC 009 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
36208 LEC 010 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL B79 AOC students only.
36427 LEC 011 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MIT 159 AOC students only.
36726 LEC 012 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MIT 159 AOC students only.
38326 LEC 013 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B87 AOC students only.
38327 LEC 014 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL 281 AOC students only.
42072 LEC 015 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B87 AOC students only.
42074 LEC 016 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B79 AOC students only.
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Aging, Certificate Program in the Study of
  
       
 
PSYCH 680 U/G 3 Psychology of Aging
42112 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Driscoll, I A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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Ancient Mediterranean Studies
  
        
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
        
 
ANTHRO 103
(SS)
U 3 Digging Up the Past: Approaches to Archaeology
E 36988 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm EMS E180 Jeske, R
41983 LEC 402 MW 9:00am-9:50am SAB G90 Villamil, L
34364 DIS 601 W 12:00pm-12:50pm SAB 149 Ahlrichs, R
34365 DIS 602 W 1:00pm-1:50pm SAB 149 Ahlrichs, R
34366 DIS 603 W 2:00pm-2:50pm SAB 149 Ahlrichs, R
ANTHRO 307 U/G 3 World Archaeology: Foundations of Civilization
42005 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G90 Arnold, B
ARTHIST 101
(HU)
U 3 Ancient and Medieval Art and Architecture
37538 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Counts, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Required text: Kleiner, Fred S. Gardner's Art Through the Ages:
The Western Perspective, Volume 1. Wadsworth Publishing,
2009, 13th edition.
41685 LEC 402 MW 11:00am-11:50am CHM 180 Leson, R
41688 DIS 601 M 8:00am-8:50am MIT 158
41690 DIS 602 M 9:00am-9:50am MIT 158
41691 DIS 603 M 10:00am-10:50am MIT 158
41692 DIS 604 M 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT 158
41693 DIS 605 W 8:00am-8:50am MIT 158
41694 DIS 606 W 9:00am-9:50am MIT 158
41695 DIS 607 W 10:00am-10:50am MIT 158
41696 DIS 608 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT 158
ARTHIST 315 U/G 3 Art and Archaeology of Ancient Egypt
37539 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Rich, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Required texts: 
Aldred, Cyril. Egyptian Art. Thames & Hudson, 1980 (reprinted
2004).
Robins, Gay. The Art of Ancient Egypt. British Museum Press,
1997 (reprinted 2008).
The Chicago field trip will not be required for this session.
CLASSIC 170
(HU)
U 3 Classical Mythology
34600 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B46 Precourt, B
34601 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 175 Calkins, R
34602 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B46 Calkins, R
37251 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Porter, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
CLASSIC 201
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Greek Life and Literature
37324 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Calkins, R
41689 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Porter, A
CLASSIC 202
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Roman Life and Literature
41403 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cova, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
CLASSIC 302
(HU)
U 3 War and Politics in Ancient Greece
38335 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Mulroy, D
CLASSIC 303
(HU)
U 3 The Life and Literature of the Roman Empire
41404 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Muse, K
CLASSIC 304
(HU)
U/G 3 The Graeco-Roman World:
37506 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Tieszen, B TOPIC: Intro to Indo-European Languages and Culture 3 cr
41687 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Porter, A TOPIC: Epic Questions 3 cr
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CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
35920 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
36640 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
~ CLASSIC 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
32265 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
32266 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
33900 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38337 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38338 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
# GREEK 104 U 4 Second Semester Greek
35328 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am BOL B83 Mulroy, D
GREEK 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
33971 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
33972 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35692 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38344 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38345 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
# GREEK 502 U/G 3 Readings in Ancient Greek Poetry:
37959 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 181 Calkins, R TOPIC: Homer, Odyssey 3 cr
~ GREEK 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
33973 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
33974 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35693 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38350 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38351 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
HEBR ST 235
(HU)
U 3 The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Bible
41431 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 274
(HU)
U 3 Ancient Egyptian Civilization
35902 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:20am TBA Precourt, B jointly offered with Hist 274
HEBR ST 332 U 3 Women in the Bible
41417 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Margolis, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# HIST 202
(HU)
U 3 The Ancient World: The Roman Republic and Empire
37906 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm LAP 160 Galvao-Sobrinho, C
37912 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am HLT G80
37943 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am HLT G80
37944 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am HLT G80
37945 DIS 604 W 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT G88
37946 DIS 605 W 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G88
HIST 308 U/G 3 A History of Rome: The Empire
41363 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 190 Galvao-Sobrinho, C
HIST 370 U/G 3 Topics in the History of Religious Thought:
41384 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT G90 Divalerio, D TOPIC: Tibetan Buddhism 3 cr
41385 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am HLT G90 Beall, J TOPIC: Early Christianity 3 cr, Undergraduate credit only in this
section this semester.
# LATIN 104 U 4 Second Semester Latin
35333 LEC 001 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT 219
LATIN 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
34034 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
34035 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35694 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38340 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38341 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
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# LATIN 306 U 4 Fourth Semester Latin
38483 LEC 002 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT 103 Muse, K
LATIN 508 U/G 3 Latin Prose Composition
41405 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B13 Cova, E
~ LATIN 699 U 1 - 3  Directed Reading
33001 IND 001 - TBA Cova, E
34036 IND 002 - TBA Mulroy, D
35695 IND 003 - TBA Muse, K
38342 IND 004 - TBA Monti, R
38343 IND 005 - TBA Porter, A
POL SCI 381 U/G 3 The Development of Western Political Thought
E 35976 LEC 001 W 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Meckstroth, T
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Applied Gerontology
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
 
# AD LDSP 577 U/G 3 Adult Literacy and Workforce Development
E 41916 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Bria, M
# + ARCH 302 U/G 3 Architecture and Human Behavior
40715 LEC 001 TR 10:30am-11:45am AUP 110 Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 791 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Directed Research
40585 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40783 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40587 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40588 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40589 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40753 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40591 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40592 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40593 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40594 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40595 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40597 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40598 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40599 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40600 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40601 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40602 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40603 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40604 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40605 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40607 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40737 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40741 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40817 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40818 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41675 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# ARCH 792 G 1 - 3  Master's Level Independent Studies and Research
40606 IND 001 - TBA Cornelius, C Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40769 IND 002 - TBA Dicker, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40609 IND 003 - TBA Greenstreet, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40610 IND 004 - TBA Hanlon, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40611 IND 005 - TBA Hubbard, N Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40754 IND 006 - TBA Isaacs, R Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40613 IND 007 - TBA Jarosz, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40614 IND 008 - TBA Keane, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40615 IND 009 - TBA Krause, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40616 IND 010 - TBA La, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40617 IND 011 - TBA Manley, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40619 IND 012 - TBA Rabinowitz, H Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40620 IND 013 - TBA Schermer, B Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40621 IND 014 - TBA Sen, A Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40622 IND 015 - TBA Shields, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40623 IND 016 - TBA Snyder, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40624 IND 017 - TBA Sobti, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40625 IND 018 - TBA Stagg, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40626 IND 019 - TBA Talbott, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40627 IND 020 - TBA Thomson, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40738 IND 021 - TBA Utzinger, D Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40742 IND 022 - TBA Wallick, K Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40748 IND 023 - TBA Wasley, J Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40820 IND 024 - TBA Weisman, G Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
40821 IND 025 - TBA Witzling, L Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
41676 IND 026 - TBA Zell, M Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
# SOCIOL 752 G 3 Fundamentals of Survey Methodology
37816 SEM 001 M 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA Mathiowetz, N
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+ ARTHIST 281 U 3 Modern and Contemporary Chinese Art
42566 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 195 Wang, Y
ARTHIST 382 U/G 3 Chinese Art and Architecture
37138 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 195 Wang, Y
+ CHINESE 102 U 5 Second Semester Chinese
35334 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 203 Mar, L
Olson, A
36419 LEC 002 MTWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 203 Mar, L
Olson, A
35335 LEC 003 MTWRF 3:00pm-3:50pm CRT B19 Hsueh, W
Olson, A
CHINESE 202 U 5 Fourth Semester Chinese
35339 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 203 Wang, X
CHINESE 302 U 3 Sixth Semester Chinese
35621 LEC 001 TRF 11:00am-11:50am MER 321 Hsueh, W
CHINESE 320 U 3 Contemporary Chinese Societies through Film
37966 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 321 Wang, X
CHINESE 402 U 3 Eighth Semester Chinese
37218 LEC 001 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 303 Wang, X
# CHINESE 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36946 IND 001 - TBA Chen, Y
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
E 34766 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Yukhov, A
37362 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Hosny, A
38057 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Rath, C
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
34767 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Marfatia, H
41602 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
32804 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HMONG 108 U 3 Second-Semester Hmong Literacy
E 38434 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B63 Thao, G
JAPAN 102 U 5 Second Semester Japanese
35336 LEC 001 MTWRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B19 Wert, Y
35337 LEC 002 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 303 Borgmann, A
36423 LEC 003 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 303 Takahashi, S
37213 LEC 004 MTWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B19 Takahashi, S
Takeuchi, K
41418 LEC 005 MTWRF 2:00pm-2:50pm CRT B19
JAPAN 202 U 5 Fourth-Semester Japanese
35340 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 227 Lackey, M
Seo, S
35620 LEC 002 MTWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 227 Lackey, M
Seo, S
37509 LEC 003 MTWRF 2:00pm-2:50pm CRT 203 Seo, S
Takahashi, S
JAPAN 302 U 3 Sixth Semester Japanese
35341 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Wert, Y
38322 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wert, Y
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# JAPAN 361 U 3 Translating Japanese Media
38427 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Jones, J
# KOREAN 102 U 5 Second-Semester Korean
36986 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 327 Heo, Y
41697 LEC 002 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 327 Yi, S
# KOREAN 202 U 5 Fourth Semester Korean
36374 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 181 Lee, S
PHILOS 204
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Asian Religions
31748 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm END 103 Knachel, M
31749 DIS 601 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA Grandits, J
31750 DIS 602 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Grandits, J
31751 DIS 603 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Grandits, J
31752 DIS 604 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Grandits, J
POL SCI 343 U 3 Asian International Relations
41579 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Heo, U A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 325 U 3 Social Change
34658 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B84 Mantyh, M
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COMSDIS 240
(SS)
U 3 Normal Speech and Language Development
39190 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm END 103 Heilmann, J
CURRINS 650 U/G 3 Reading Interests of Adolescents
E 31056 LEC 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm END 127 Scott, T Meets: Remstad Computer Lab A (END 740) 6:00pm-7:40pm.
# CURRINS 651 U 3 Literature for the Young Child
E 30993 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bender, A Golda Meir Library E281
31072 LEC 002 W 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA Bender, A Golda Meir Library E281
ED POL 534 U/G 3 The Student at Risk (Causes)
31332 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Horning, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
# ED POL 581 U/G 3 Youth Work Practice
E 42581 LEC 101 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Class will meet at the Hefter Ctr, 3271 N Lake Drive.
ED PSY 330 U 3 Introduction to Learning and Development
E 31280 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA MCEA Program students only. Cohort C1/Block 1
E 31281 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
31282 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Zeidler, A
31283 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Zeidler, A
E 31304 LEC 005 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA
31478 LEC 006 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Zeidler, A
31279 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Restricted to MCEA program students only; no exceptions.
Cohort A1/Block 1.
Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED PSY 640 U/G 3 Human Development: Theory and Research
31479 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-3:40pm TBA
E 31367 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Lamborn, S
# EXCEDUC 581 U/G 3 Youth Work Practice
E 31489 LEC 101 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Meets: UWM Hefter Center, 3271 N. Lake Drive, Milwaukee.
31490 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Krueger, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
EXCEDUC 600 U/G 3 Survey of Exceptional Education
31213 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42147 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $958.65 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
42148 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Owens, L Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
HCA 203
(SS)
U 3 Human Life Cycle
39124 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G90 Smuckler, N
# + L&I SCI 645 U/G 3 Library Materials for Children
40121 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40245 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Withers, B This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# + L&I SCI 646 U/G 3 Library Materials for Young Adults
E 41737 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Wepking, M
E  Evening Section
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40313 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40314 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Henderson, L This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
NURS 203
(SS)
U 4 Human Growth and Development Across the Life Span
38775 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:50pm CUN 151
PSYCH 205
(SS)
U 3 Personality
37422 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Osmon, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34905 LEC 402 MW 11:00am-11:50am ENG 105
34906 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B26
34907 DIS 602 M 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 316
34908 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am MER 314
34909 DIS 604 T 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B26
34910 DIS 605 T 1:00pm-1:50pm GAR B26
34911 DIS 606 W 9:00am-9:50am MER 316
34912 DIS 607 W 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 316
34913 DIS 608 R 9:00am-9:50am MER 316
34914 DIS 609 R 10:00am-10:50am MER 316
34915 DIS 610 R 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
PSYCH 260
(SS)
U 3 Child Psychology
37421 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB van der Fluit, F A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37703 LEC 402 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm AUP 170 Janke, K
37705 DIS 601 T 10:00am-10:50am GAR B17
37706 DIS 602 T 11:00am-11:50am GAR B17
37707 DIS 603 T 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B17
37708 DIS 604 R 11:00am-11:50am GAR B17
37709 DIS 605 R 12:00pm-12:50pm GAR B17
PSYCH 660 U/G 4 Experimental Child Psychology
41598 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tran, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOC WRK 250 U 3 Human Behavior and the Social Environment
40383 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 103 Mersky, J
SOC WRK 562 U/G 2 Child and Family Services
40508 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wagner Newton, J A special course fee of $250.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# SOC WRK 581 U/G 3 Youth Work Practice
E 40517 LEC 002 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Meets: Hefter Center, 3271 N. Lake Drive. Course taught partially
on-line. Internet access reqd. Regular UWM tuition assessed.
E 40420 LEC 101 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Krueger, M Hefter Center, 3271 N Lake Drive.
40421 LEC 293 - ONLINE WEB Krueger, M Distance Ed Delivery fee of off-campus undergraduate credit
rate will be ONLY charge assessed for this LEC. This applies to
all students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course conducted completely
online. Internet/computer access req'd. This Section is taught
online Daily contact instructor for DE Admission e-mail:
markkrue@uwm.edu. Undergraduates only this section.
40518 LEC 294 - ONLINE WEB Krueger, M Distance Ed Delivery fee of off-campus graduate credit rate will
be ONLY charge assessed for this LEC. This applies to all
students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other
classes in which they are enrolled. Course conducted completely
online. Internet/computer access req'd. This Section is taught
online Daily contact instructor for DE Admission e-mail:
markkrue@uwm.edu. Graduates only this section.
SOCIOL 448 U/G 3 Sociology of Children and Adolescents
36536 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B84 Czarnezki, M This section is not available for Grad credit this semester.
37100 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B84 Czarnezki, M This section is not available for Grad credit this semester.
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AFRICOL 100
(HU&)
U 3 Black Reality: Survey of African-American Society
E 38368 LEC 001 W 6:00pm-8:40pm MIT 361 Jones, S
34343 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mbalia, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
42225 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Akubeze, O
Kirk, J
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34344 LEC 404 MW 9:00am-9:50am MIT 191 Mcclure, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35921 LEC 405 MW 10:00am-10:50am MIT 191 Mcclure, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36043 LEC 406 TR 11:00am-11:50am MIT 191 Wilson, A For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36175 LEC 407 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MIT 195 Wilson, A For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
38202 DIS 601 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Wendorf, B
38203 DIS 602 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Wendorf, B
38204 DIS 603 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wendorf, B
38205 DIS 604 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA Wendorf, B
38206 DIS 605 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA Edwards, C
38208 DIS 606 W 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Edwards, C
38209 DIS 607 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Edwards, C
38210 DIS 608 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Edwards, C
38211 DIS 609 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Perry, C
38212 DIS 610 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA Perry, C
38213 DIS 611 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Perry, C
38214 DIS 612 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Perry, C
38215 DIS 613 R 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Berkley, M
38505 DIS 614 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA Berkley, M
42168 DIS 615 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Berkley, M
42169 DIS 616 F 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Berkley, M
AFRICOL 102
(HU&)
U 3 Survey of African-American Literature
37364 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mbalia, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 111
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to African-American History to 1865
41861 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 361 VanHorne, W
36420 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Nchinda, Z A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 112
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to African-American History, 1865 to the Present
35051 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 361 Rogers, W
42124 LEC 202 - TBA Nchinda, Z A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 125
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of the Black Community
41825 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am MIT 361 Gelan, A
AFRICOL 210
(HU&)
U 3 The African-American Novel
37365 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jones, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
AFRICOL 215
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Black Social and Cultural Traditions
38109 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 361 Aborampah, O
AFRICOL 228
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Black Political Economy
38321 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT 361 Akubeze, O
AFRICOL 314
(HU&)
U 3 The School in African- American Life
E  Evening Section
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42125 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Rogers, W
AIS 203
(SS&)
U 3 Western Great Lakes American Indian Community Life of the Past
42364 LEC 401 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 150 Miller, C
42365 DIS 601 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA
42366 DIS 602 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
42367 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
42368 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
42369 DIS 605 F 9:00am-9:50am TBA
42370 DIS 606 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
42371 DIS 607 F 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
42372 DIS 608 F 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
AIS 520
(&)
U 3 Studies in American Indian Literature:
38425 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M TOPIC: American Indian Literature and Postcolonial Theory 3
cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
ANTHRO 102
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Anthropology: Culture and Society
E 34356 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G90 Hooyer, K
37495 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34357 LEC 403 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm AUP 170 Cooley, C
35904 DIS 601 T 9:00am-9:50am SAB 149 LeDoux, S
34358 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am SAB 149 LeDoux, S
34359 DIS 603 T 11:00am-11:50am SAB 149 LeDoux, S
34360 DIS 604 R 9:00am-9:50am SAB 149 Forster, A
34361 DIS 605 R 10:00am-10:50am SAB 149 Forster, A
34362 DIS 606 R 11:00am-11:50am SAB 149 Forster, A
ANTHRO 104
(SS)
U 3 Lifeways in Different Cultures: A Survey of World Societies
36859 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G90 Schulenburg, M
E 38360 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm MIT 195 Applbaum, K
34367 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ANTHRO 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
38301 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G28 Tenorio, R This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
ANTHRO 213
(SS&)
U 3 American Indian Peoples of Wisconsin
E 41986 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 170 Richards, P
~ + ARABIC 111
(HU)
U 3 Cultures and Civilizations of the Muslim Middle East
37512 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Masalkhi, F
ARABIC 164
(HU)
U 3 Arabs and Islam in America
37960 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B83 Masalkhi, F
~ ART 100
(A&)
U 3 American Art and Culture
26172 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm ACL 120 Deal, R
~ ART 105
(A)
U 3 Art Survey
E 27860 LEC 001 W 7:00pm-9:30pm ACL 120 Lampert, N Visiting artist lecture series. Art 105 does not count as the
required Art Survey course for Art majors or minors. Art 106 Art
Survey is the required course for Art majors or minors.
~ ART 106
(A)
U 3 Art Survey
26940 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm ACL 120 Osborne, M Art 106 Art Survey is the required course for Art majors or
minors.
+ ART 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
28606 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab
in addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely
E  Evening Section
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online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
E 42421 LAB 801 T 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Greene, S
ARTHIST 104
(HU)
U 3 African, New World and Oceanic Art and Architecture
36639 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Stone, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
# C L SCI 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39234 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
CES 210
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Conservation and Environmental Science
36375 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am LAP N103 Ehlinger, T Course has a service learning component.
36377 DIS 601 T 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 252
36378 DIS 602 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252
36379 DIS 603 W 8:00am-8:50am LAP 258
36380 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am LAP 258
36381 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 253
36382 DIS 606 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 250
37008 DIS 607 R 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
38469 DIS 608 T 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
E 36016 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 England, N
36017 LEC 002 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 England, N
36247 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kim, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 133
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary Imagination in Literature and the Arts
34689 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA Fountain, M For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37188 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Fountain, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 135
(HU)
U 3 Experiencing Literature in the 21st Century:
37187 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Momcilovic, D TOPIC: The"undead"(vamps, monsters, & ghosts)in Lit&Film
3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 208
(HU)
U 3 World Literature in Translation: The 17th to the 21st Century
34690 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Russell, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMSDIS 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39238 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
CRM JST 410
(SS)
U 3 Comparative Criminal Justice
E 40406 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bokas, N
~ DANCE 122
(A&)
U 2 - 3  African Dance & Diaspora Technique I
26176 LAB 801 TR 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. Dance 122-801 & 122-802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27401 LAB 802 TR 11:00am-12:40pm MIT 256 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Dance 122-801 & 122-802 are taught
together and have a combined enrollment limit.
27402 LAB 803 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MIT 254 Turner, V Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
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27403 LAB 804 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 256 World Heil, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
28171 LAB 805 M 1:00pm-3:20pm MIT 256 World Heil, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 28615 LAB 806 MW 6:00pm-7:15pm MIT 254 Pinder-fearen, P Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
~ DANCE 320
(A)
U 2 - 3  Rituals and Culture
E 26933 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:15pm MIT 341 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
ECON 248
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of Discrimination
34760 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B46 Bender, K
+ ED POL 113
(SS)
U 3 The Milwaukee Community
E 31262 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Johnson, F
31195 LEC 302 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mathews, J
31292 LEC 303 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Rush, R
31555 LEC 304 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA McNally, J
E 42610 LEC 307 T 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 314 McNally, J
ED POL 212
(HU&)
U 3 Educational Issues in Spanish Speaking Communities
E 42343 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm END 516 Tapia, J
ED POL 625
(&)
U/G 3 Race Relations in Education
W 31212 LEC 001 S 9:30am-5:00pm END 516 Kailin, J 02/06/2012-03/31/2012 Meets: 2/10, 2/11, 2/17, 2/18, 3/9,
3/10, 3/30, 3/31 in END 516.
E F 5:00pm-9:00pm TBA 02/06/2012-03/31/2012 
ENGLISH 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
36095 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am SAB G25 Schoeffel, M This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36096 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G25 Schoeffel, M This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36795 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G25 Walter, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36883 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G25 Walter, S This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
38207 LEC 005 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm SAB G25 Blewett, P Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
37761 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Schoeffel, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
ENGLISH 277
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to Ethnic Minority Literature:
37490 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MIT B14 Abbott, L TOPIC: Hurricane Katrina, Race, and Film 3 cr, This course
requires service learning, which is an off-campus community
learning assignment.
ENGLISH 281
(HU&)
U 3 Introduction to African-American Literature:
38220 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 124 Yost, D TOPIC: Novels and Plays 3 cr
ENGLISH 377
(&)
U 3 Survey of African-American Literature, 1930 to the Present
41954 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Clark, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 517
(&)
U/G 3 Studies in African-American Literature:
35472 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 368 Grayson, S TOPIC: Mythic Spaces in Afrcn Epics&Afrcn Amrcn Fict&Film
3 cr, Auditors will not be permitted this semester.
ENGLISH 520
(&)
U 3 Studies in American Indian Literature:
37765 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Wilson, M TOPIC: American Indian Literature and Postcolonial Theory 3
cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
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tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
ETHNIC 102
(HU&)
U 3 Transnational Migrations: Asian-, Arab-, Euro-American and Latino Identity
35196 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 131 Walter, S
36256 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Gerard-Larson, N
35197 DIS 602 W 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Gerard-Larson, N
38041 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Devine, S
38042 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Devine, S
38043 DIS 605 R 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Devine, S
38514 DIS 606 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA Gerard-Larson, N
ETHNIC 265
(SS&)
U 3 Hmong Americans: History, Culture, and Contemporary Life
37770 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Walter, S
ETHNIC 275
(HU&)
U 3 Queer Migrations
E 37451 LEC 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA Mariano, N
# EXCEDUC 330
(SS)
U 3 Deaf History
31203 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 107 Mankowski, J
# EXCEDUC 352
(SS)
U 3 American Deaf Culture
31084 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm END 107 Mankowski, J
FILM 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
27890 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B65 Cobb, P Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41402 LEC 002 T 12:00pm-2:50pm MIT B68 Umali, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
Audit never allowed.
# FILM 302
(A)
U 3 Video in the Classroom
41937 FLD 006 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B91 Muckerheide, S FOCUS: Film & the Entertainment Industry.
Taught with Film 203/006.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
GEOG 110
(SS)
U 3 The World: Peoples and Regions
37205 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kenny, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
34795 LEC 402 TR 10:00am-10:50am LUB N140 Padilla, N
E 37382 LEC 403 W 4:30pm-6:10pm BOL B52 Ghose, R
34796 DIS 601 T 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 262
34797 DIS 602 T 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 262
34798 DIS 603 T 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 262
34799 DIS 604 W 8:00am-8:50am BOL 262
34800 DIS 605 W 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
34801 DIS 606 W 11:00am-11:50am BOL 262
34802 DIS 607 W 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 262
34803 DIS 608 R 8:00am-8:50am BOL 262
35622 DIS 609 R 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
35623 DIS 610 R 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 262
38449 DIS 611 R 1:00pm-1:50pm BOL 262
E 35624 DIS 612 T 4:30pm-5:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
E 35824 DIS 613 R 4:30pm-5:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
E 38452 DIS 614 R 5:30pm-6:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
E 38453 DIS 615 R 6:30pm-7:20pm BOL 262 Fernandes, A
GEOG 114
(SS&)
U 3 Geography of Race in the United States
37204 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kenny, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 125
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Environmental Geography
36209 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34813 LEC 402 MW 9:00am-9:50am BOL B52 Holifield, R Course has a required service learning component.
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34814 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
34815 DIS 602 M 11:00am-11:50am BOL 262
34816 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
34817 DIS 604 T 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
35901 DIS 605 W 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
38074 DIS 606 W 11:00am-11:50am BOL 277
GEOG 350
(SS)
U 3 Conservation of Natural Resources
34818 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B46 Fredlund, G
~ GLOBAL 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Global Studies I: People and Politics
31597 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MIT 361 Song, S
41720 LEC 002 - TBA Song, S Course taught partially on-line. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed. One in-person meeting is required and
will be held on Friday, Sept 14, 2012 from 10:00am-12:40pm.
# HCA 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39235 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
HEBR ST 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
36895 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HEBR ST 268
(HU)
U 3 Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust
36896 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Baum, R Taught w/Jewish 268.
HIST 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
37849 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Alinder, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. No service learning
requirement in this semester
HIST 263
(SS&)
U 3 North American Indian History Since 1887
35174 LEC 401 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 131 Miller, C
35175 DIS 601 M 8:00am-8:50am HLT G80
35176 DIS 602 M 9:00am-9:50am HLT 286
35177 DIS 603 R 8:00am-8:50am HLT G80
35178 DIS 604 F 9:00am-9:50am HLT G88
35179 DIS 605 F 8:00am-8:50am HLT G88
35180 DIS 606 M 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G88
35181 DIS 607 F 10:00am-10:50am HLT G88
35182 DIS 608 F 11:00am-11:50am HLT G88
37654 DIS 609 M 1:00pm-1:50pm HLT G88
38474 DIS 610 M 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G88
HIST 271
(HU)
U 3 The 1960s in the United States: A Cultural History
37921 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-11:50am BOL 150 Rodriguez, J
37924 DIS 601 T 3:00pm-3:50pm HLT G88
37925 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am HLT 341
37926 DIS 603 R 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT 286
37927 DIS 604 R 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT G88
37928 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
41544 DIS 606 T 12:00pm-12:50pm HLT 341
41545 DIS 607 T 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
41546 DIS 608 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
41547 DIS 609 R 3:00pm-3:50pm HLT 286
41548 DIS 610 R 10:00am-10:50am HLT 286
HIST 280
(HU)
U 3 Islamic Civilization: The Formative Period, ca. 500-1258
37517 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm HLT 190 Amster, E
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
32804 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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HIST 436
(HU&)
U 3 Immigrant America Since 1880
37145 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G90 Langill, E
HIST 473
(HU&)
U/G 3 History of Wisconsin Indians
E 37519 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm SAB G28 Miller, C
HMONG 265
(SS&)
U 3 Hmong Americans: History, Culture, and Contemporary Life
42032 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B9 Walter, S
# HMS 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39236 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Class is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or majors
in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in ComSDis 245.
C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec 245 LEC 001 are
taught together and have a combined enrollment limit.
ITALIAN 242
(HU)
U 3 Topics in Italian American Studies:
37486 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 209 Milli Konewko, S TOPIC: America Through Italian Eyes: Dream or Nightmare? 3
cr
JEWISH 101
(HU)
U 3 Jewish Culture in America: History, Literature, Film
37189 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
JEWISH 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
36972 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Taught w/Hebrew St 261.
JEWISH 268
(HU)
U 3 Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust
36973 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Baum, R Taught w/Hebrew St 268.
LACS 101
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Latin American and Caribbean Studies
E 38135 LEC 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA
LATINO 101
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Latino Studies
34966 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B46 Figueroa, E
LGBT 200
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies
38423 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm TBA Anastasia, A
MUSIC 102
(A)
U 3 American Popular Music
26437 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MUS 175 Rosenblum, M
28203 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MUS 175 Brauner, M
# MUSIC 309
(A)
U/G 2 American Folk and Popular Music
E 26952 LEC 001 R 7:00pm-8:50pm MUS 360 Rosenblum, M Consent required to audit
Additional Tuition $42.40.
NURS 101
(SS&)
U 3 Cultural Diversity in Health Care
38705 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am CUN 151
E 38706 LEC 002 M 5:00pm-7:50pm CUN 151
# OCCTHPY 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39337 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Thomas, P
Course is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or
majors in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in
ComSDis 245. C L Sci/ComSDis/HCA/HMS/OccThpy/TherRec
245 LEC 001 are taught together and have a combined
enrollment limit.
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PHILOS 204
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Asian Religions
31748 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm END 103 Knachel, M
31749 DIS 601 R 8:00am-8:50am TBA Grandits, J
31750 DIS 602 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Grandits, J
31751 DIS 603 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA Grandits, J
31752 DIS 604 F 11:00am-11:50am TBA Grandits, J
POL SCI 106
(SS)
U 3 Politics of the World's Nations
35553 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B52 Saleh, L
41738 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Saleh, L
41561 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Horowitz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 175
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to International Relations
E 38088 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Tyburski, M
41740 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Tyburski, M
POL SCI 215
(SS&)
U 3 Ethnicity, Religion and Race in American Politics
41789 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Pienkos, D
PSYCH 230
(SS)
U 3 Social Psychology: Psychological Perspectives
34924 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am AUP 170 Schaefer, P
34925 DIS 601 T 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
34926 DIS 602 T 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 316
34927 DIS 603 T 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 316
34928 DIS 604 W 11:00am-11:50am MER 316
34929 DIS 605 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 316
PSYCH 319
(SS)
U 3 Gay and Lesbian Psychology
E 42099 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B92 Hollander, G
SOC WRK 665
(SS&)
U/G 3 Cultural Diversity and Social Work
40486 LEC 001 R 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA This section only available for graduate credit.
40489 LEC 002 R 12:30pm-3:10pm TBA This section only available for undergrad credit.
E 40495 LEC 003 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA This section available for undergrad or grad credit.
E 40507 LEC 004 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA This section only available for undergrad credit.
SOCIOL 207
(SS)
U 3 Work and Society
37813 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Moore, T
SOCIOL 224
(SS&)
U 3 American Minority Groups
36956 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 233
(SS)
U 3 Social Inequality in the United States
37127 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Moore, T
SOCIOL 323
(SS&)
U 3 Perspectives on Latino Communities
41133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SPANISH 391
(HU)
U 3 Social and Historical Issues in the Hispanic World:
41752 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 319 Mendez-Santalla, I
# THEATRE 204
(A)
U 3 Participatory Theatre
27386 LAB 801 TR 11:00am-12:15pm THR 7 Wanasek, J Additional Tuition $63.60.
# THERREC 245
(SS)
U 3 Client Diversity in Health Sciences: An Interdisciplinary Perspective
39237 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Heilmann, J
Ndon, J
Thomas, P
Class is 30% on-line. Students who are not premajors or majors
in the College of Health Sciences should enroll in COMSDIS 245.
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URBPLAN 350
(&)
U 3 Social Justice, Urban Planning and the New Multicultural America
42178 LEC 001 R 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 191 Harris, K
WMNS 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
37583 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Gerhart, C
41914 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Robinson, B
WMNS 200
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Women's Studies: A Social Science Perspective
41915 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Bose, P
37178 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Voltz, G
38443 LEC 003 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Stehman, C
WMNS 201
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Women's Studies: A Humanities Perspective
34843 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Witz, K
37586 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Prabhakar, N
37673 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Robinson, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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~ ART 118 U 3 Digital Arts: Culture, Theory, Practice
E 27115 LEC 401 T 4:00pm-5:15pm ACL 120 Willey, C Add'l Special Course Fee: $43.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27033 LAB 801 M 8:00am-10:45am MIT 367 Jung, S
26312 LAB 802 M 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Jung, S
E 26313 LAB 803 M 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 367 Willey, C
27143 LAB 805 T 8:00am-10:45am MIT 367 Lemere, S
26941 LAB 806 T 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Lemere, S
27028 LAB 807 W 8:00am-10:45am MIT 367 Jung, S
27034 LAB 808 W 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Jung, S
E 27129 LAB 809 W 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 367 Willey, C
27404 LAB 810 R 12:30pm-3:15pm MIT 367 Lemere, S
E 27405 LAB 811 R 4:00pm-6:30pm MIT 367 Lemere, S
27948 LAB 812 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 367 Golombowski, J
~ + ART 317 U/G 3 3D Imaging I
E 28628 LAB 801 MW 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Pevnick, S Special Course Fee: $20.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
ARTHIST 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
36443 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 201.
37185 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 202.
37639 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 203.
42556 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Enroll in English 111 LEC 203.
37186 LEC 405 M 9:00am-12:15pm CRT 175 Schneider, B Enroll in English 111 LEC 405 & either DIS 601 or 602.
37640 DIS 601 W 10:00am-10:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
37641 DIS 602 W 11:00am-11:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
# COMMUN 313 U 3 Human Communication and Technology
41273 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kulovitz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41274 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Turkiewicz, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 410 U 3 Organizational Communication Technology
37483 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mabry, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 413 U 3 Rhetoric and the Internet
37984 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Jordan, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 233
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Film:
41422 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 209 Xu, J TOPIC: The Gangster Film in the East & West 3 cr
42290 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: Existentialism 3 cr
ENGLISH 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
37581 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Morrissey, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36787 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37379 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kies, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41208 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36309 LEC 405 M 9:00am-12:15pm CRT 175 Schneider, B
36310 DIS 601 W 10:00am-10:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
37104 DIS 602 W 11:00am-11:50am CRT 175 Kies, B
E  Evening Section
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ENGLISH 328 U/G 3 Forms of Experimental Literature:
37207 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Moulthrop, S TOPIC: Monstrous Progeny 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
ENGLISH 329 U/G 3 Film and Literature
37208 LEC 001 TR 9:00am-10:50am CRT 104 Schneider, B
~ FILM 201 U 3 Introduction to Experimental Media Arts
27675 LEC 401 M 11:00am-12:50pm MUS 175 Balcom, B
Bogner, C
McGuire, B
Torinus, A
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27676 DIS 601 W 11:00am-11:50am MIT B75 Bronikowski, K
27677 DIS 602 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B75 Bronikowski, K
27678 DIS 603 W 11:00am-11:50am MIT B68 Balcom, B
27679 DIS 604 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B68 Balcom, B
27680 DIS 605 W 11:00am-11:50am MIT B18 McGuire, B
27681 DIS 606 W 12:00pm-12:50pm MIT B18 McGuire, B
# FILM 203 U 1 - 3  Media Workshop:
27416 LEC 001 F 1:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Nugent, R TOPIC: Milwaukee Underground Film 3 cr, Special Course Fee:
$50.00
Taught with Film 380/001.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 27887 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-9:50pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S TOPIC: Writing for Short Films 3 cr, Taught with FILM 380/002.
Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27417 LEC 003 F 9:00am-12:50pm MIT B61 Kafer, S TOPIC: Filmmakers and the Web 3 cr, Special Course Fee:
$50.00
Taught with Film 380/003.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27415 LEC 004 F 9:00am-12:50pm KSE 468 Decker, T TOPIC: Puppetry 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with Film 380/004.
41407 LEC 005 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B65 Balsley, K TOPIC: Cinema & Surveillance 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 341/005.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28072 LEC 006 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B91 Muckerheide, S TOPIC: Film and the Entertainment Industry 3 cr, Special
Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 302/006.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
28576 LEC 007 TR 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B75 Bunker, T TOPIC: Zen and the Art of Filmmaking 3 cr, Taught with Film
380/006.
Add'l Special Course Fee: $50.00.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41409 LEC 008 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm KSE 408 Nugent, R TOPIC: Expanded Cinema 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Additional Tuition $63.60.
Taught with Film 380/008.
E 41939 LEC 009 T 4:00pm-6:50pm MIT B65 Czarnecki, L TOPIC: The Creative Voice: Finding Yours in Media 1 - 3 cr,
Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 341/009.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
E 42142 LEC 010 MW 5:00pm-6:30pm MIT B75 Kurz, J TOPIC: The Producer's Role 1 - 3 cr, Special Course Fee: $50.00
Taught with Film 341/010.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41498 LEC 291 - ONLINE WEB TOPIC: The Business of Animation 3 cr, Taught with Film
341/291.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41534 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Coughenour, B TOPIC: Video Editing/Post Production 1 - 3 cr, Taught with
Film 420/292.
A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely on line;
computer/internet access req'd.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + FILM 222 U 3 Basic Elements of Video
26401 LAB 801 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B56 Torinus, A Additional Tuition $63.60.
27128 LAB 803 TR 11:00am-12:50pm MIT B56 Additional Tuition $63.60.
28643 LAB 804 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm MIT B56 Condit, C Additional Tuition $63.60.
~ + FILM 255 U 3 Introduction to Digital Arts
28583 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Umali, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
A special course fee of $275.00 in addition to regular tuition
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
27230 LAB 801 MW 9:00am-10:50am MIT B43 Charlesworth, W Additional Tuition $63.60.
# FILM 302
(A)
U 3 Video in the Classroom
41937 FLD 006 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B91 Muckerheide, S FOCUS: Film & the Entertainment Industry.
Taught with Film 203/006.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
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FILMSTD 111
(HU)
U 3 Entertainment Arts: Film, Television, and the Internet
41887 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Morrissey, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-201.
41888 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-202.
41889 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kies, B A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-203.
41890 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB McCourt, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Enroll in ENG 111-204.
41891 LEC 405 M 9:00am-12:15pm TBA Schneider, B Enroll in ENG 111-405 and DIS 601 or 602.
~ + FINEART 313 U/G 3 Programming for Artists I
E 28063 LAB 801 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Burns, L Meets in KSE 592.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
# + JAMS 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Mass Media
26052 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 150 Levine, E For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
26053 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-3:50pm JOH 310
26054 DIS 602 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
26055 DIS 603 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
26056 DIS 604 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
E 26057 DIS 605 W 4:00pm-4:50pm MER 347
E 26058 DIS 606 W 4:00pm-4:50pm JOH 310
E 26059 DIS 607 W 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA
E 26060 DIS 608 W 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA
26061 DIS 609 R 9:00am-9:50am JOH 310
26062 DIS 610 R 10:00am-10:50am JOH 310
26114 DIS 611 R 11:00am-11:50am JOH 310
26120 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm JOH 310
26121 DIS 613 R 1:00pm-1:50pm JOH 310
26144 DIS 614 R 2:00pm-2:50pm JOH 310
26145 DIS 615 R 3:00pm-3:50pm JOH 310
# JAMS 111
(HU)
U 3 Gender and the Media
26132 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 131 Decker, D
JAMS 113
(HU)
U 3 Internet Culture
26133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tasman, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 214
(HU)
U 3 Advertising in American Society
26077 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 131 Rockow, J
# JAMS 231 U 3 Publication Design
26148 LAB 801 R 9:00am-11:40am JOH G24 Brud, E To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26112 LAB 802 R 5:30pm-8:10pm JOH G24 Woods, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 41320 LAB 803 T 5:30pm-8:10pm JOH G24 Woods, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
# + JAMS 232 U 3 Photojournalism
41468 LEC 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm JOH G24 Tasman, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $25.00 beyond regular tuition. Special
Course Fee: $25.00
# JAMS 260
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary Non-Fiction Media
E 26102 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL B91 Sarnowski, R
+ JAMS 262 U 3 Principles of Media Studies
26105 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 347 Popp, R
+ JAMS 332 U 3 Introduction to Digital Documentary
E  Evening Section
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26169 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 214 Gallun, T To cover videotaping costs, all enrolled students will be charged
an additional course fee of $30.00 in addition to regular UWM
tuition. Consent required to audit.
# + JAMS 336 U 3 Media Graphics
26149 LAB 801 TR 11:00am-12:15pm JOH G23 Tasman, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
+ JAMS 360 U 3 History of Mass Media
26100 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm END 103 Terry, C
# + JAMS 450 U 3 Race and Ethnicity in the Media
26143 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mcbride, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# JAMS 524 U 3 Advertising and Public Relations Campaigns
26081 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm JOH G24 To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
26082 LEC 002 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm JOH G24 Jurek, R To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26156 LEC 003 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm JOH G24 Rockow, J To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
# + JAMS 559 U/G 3 Law of Mass Communication
26084 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S220 Zoromski, M This section for undergraduate students only.
E 26108 LEC 002 T 5:30pm-8:10pm HLT G90 Terry, C This section for undergraduate students only.
# + JAMS 562 U/G 3 Media Studies and Culture
26099 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 347 Popp, R
L&I SCI 110 U 3 Introduction to Information Science
41749 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Zimmer, M
41750 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kawooya, D This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 240 U 3 Information Architecture I
40119 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Hudson, A
E 42613 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Anderson, K
40223 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Hudson, A This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
L&I SCI 310 U 3 Human Factors in Information Seeking and Use
E 40074 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Newell, T
40205 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Babu, R This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
# L&I SCI 340 U 3 Information Architecture II
40228 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Haigh, T
40122 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Ponelis, S This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
MUSIC 327 U/G 3 Analog and Digital Synthesis I
26954 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:20pm MUS B50 Schlei, K Additional Tuition $63.60.
E  Evening Section
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ANTHRO 404 U/G 3 Seminar in Human Evolutionary Physiology
41994 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am SAB G28 Campbell, B
# ANTHRO 405 U/G 3 Forensic Anthropology
36191 LEC 001 T 1:30pm-4:10pm SAB 165 Anapol, F
# ANTHRO 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 35331 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
~ ANTHRO 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
35506 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37738 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37739 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this section
depends upon the availablity of internships at the State Crime
Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ ANTHRO 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
37395 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ ANTHRO 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
37741 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th Street. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
# C L SCI 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 39163 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
C L SCI 560 U/G 2 Molecular and Genetic Diagnostics
40064 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-8:50am END 107 Doll, J
# C L SCI 561 U/G 1 Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory
39184 LAB 801 W 11:00am-1:50pm END B70 Anders, S
39324 LAB 802 W 2:00pm-4:50pm END B70 Anders, S
~ C L SCI 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
39106 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
39906 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
39907 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
~ C L SCI 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
39908 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758.)
~ C L SCI 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
39909 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Susan Gruzis via email
(scg@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-2758).
# CHEM 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 35307 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
~ CHEM 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
35507 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
E  Evening Section
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37743 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
37744 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th. Enrollment in this section
depends upon the availablity of internships at the State Crime
Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ CHEM 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
37394 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiners Office, 933 W.
Highland Blvd. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
~ CHEM 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
37745 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Lab, 1578 S. 11th Street. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Aggie Northrup via email:
witowski@uwm.edu or phone 414-229-2795.
CHEM 602 U/G 3 Biochemistry: Cellular Processes
E 36271 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CHM 170 Frick, D
CRM JST 110
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Criminal Justice
40377 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 170 LeBel, T
40404 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 170 Durfee, M
40415 LEC 003 M 2:00pm-4:40pm SAB G90 Durfee, M
40523 LEC 004 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 175 Brandl, S
40524 LEC 005 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B46 Durfee, M
CRM JST 480 U 3 Criminal Evidence and Investigation
40419 LEC 001 T 1:30pm-4:10pm TBA Brandl, S
# CRM JST 481 U 3 Criminalistics
E 40407 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G28 Camp, M
~ CRM JST 585 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Toxicology
40416 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
40535 FLD 102 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W.
Highland. To register contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
40536 FLD 103 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S 11th. Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Kelby Spann via
email(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
~ CRM JST 589 U 1 - 3  Internship in Death Investigation
40537 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office, 933 W
Highland. To register, contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042).
~ CRM JST 594 U 1 - 3  Internship in Forensic Science
40529 FLD 101 - TBA Anapol, F Meets: State Crime Laboratory, 1578 S 11th . Enrollment in this
section depends upon the availability of internships at the State
Crime Lab. To register, contact Kelby Spann via email
(spann@uwm.edu) or phone (414-229-6042)
HCA 212
(SS)
U 3 Drugs Used and Abused
E 39729 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 175 Lange, A
E  Evening Section
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ANTHRO 213
(SS&)
U 3 American Indian Peoples of Wisconsin
E 41986 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 170 Richards, P
ARTHIST 358
(HU)
U/G 3 Modern Painting I: 1850-1900
37331 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Murrell, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
FRENCH 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of France:
35280 LEC 401 - TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr, Lecture
401 is taught online and Discussions meet on campus. Internet
access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed. No cr for students
w/cr in French 192 w/similar topic.
E 37702 DIS 601 M 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37714 DIS 602 M 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37715 DIS 603 T 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37716 DIS 604 T 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37750 DIS 605 W 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 42390 DIS 606 W 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
FRENCH 203 U 3 Third-Semester French
34789 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 209
36426 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
FRENCH 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester French
34790 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34791 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
E 37767 LEC 003 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm CRT B9
FRENCH 210 U 1 - 2  French Immersion: Intermediate
W 38413 LEC 001 S 9:00am-5:00pm CRT 221 04/07/2012-04/07/2012 This is a one credit course offered
Friday, April 1, 2011, Saturday, April 2, 2011, and Sunday April
3, 2011.
W U 9:00am-12:00pm CRT 221 04/08/2012-04/08/2012 
E F 5:00pm-8:00pm CRT 221 04/06/2012-04/06/2012 
FRENCH 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
32663 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
32664 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
32665 FLD 003 - TBA Verdier, G
FRENCH 303
(HU)
U 3 Conversation and Composition: Intermediate Level
34792 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 209 Anderson, E
38412 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Callahan, A
FRENCH 311 U 3 French for International Business/Professional Communication: Oral Emphasis
E 41334 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Ney, R
FRENCH 324
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary French Language and Culture
34794 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 209 Farrell Whitworth, K
FRENCH 325 U 3 Intensive Grammar and Usage
34793 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 221 Alkhas, A
FRENCH 332
(HU)
U 3 Approaches to Poetry and Fiction
41335 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 209 Cordova, S
FRENCH 349 U 2 - 4  Studies in French Culture:
36364 LEC 101 - TBA This course is offered through the Paris Study Abroad Program.
May not enroll conc in French 449. Retakable w/chg in topic to 9
cr max. Prereq: French 303(215)(P) or cons instr; acceptance for
Study Abroad Prog; conc reg in French 595(C).
FRENCH 426
(HU)
U/G 3 Growing Up French
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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E 41336 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 Kuiper, L
FRENCH 428 U/G 3 Castles, Cathedrals, and Common People: The Foundations of French Culture
41974 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 221 Verdier, G
FRENCH 431 U 3 Seminar in Literature of the Francophone World:
E 41338 SEM 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 221 Cordova, S TOPIC: TRAVERSEES: Haiti, Martinique, Guadeloupe 3 cr
FRENCH 449 U 2 - 4  Studies in French Culture:
36365 LEC 101 - TBA TOPIC: Love and Death in Paris 2 - 4 cr
FRENCH 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in French
32666 FLD 001 - TBA Alkhas, A
32667 FLD 002 - TBA Kuiper, L
32668 FLD 003 - TBA Verdier, G
HIST 387 U/G 3 Africa: Imperialism and Independence Since 1880
41386 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am HLT 190 Filippello, M
PHILOS 432 U/G 3 History of Modern Philosophy
35218 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Atherton, M
E  Evening Section
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~ + FRENCH 192
(HU)
U 3 First-Year Seminar:
41973 SEM 001 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm TBA Kuiper, L TOPIC: World Cultures and Food 3 cr
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Geographic Information Systems
   
        
 
  
       
      
      
      
 
  
       
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
  
         
 
   
        
 
  
        
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
   
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# BUS ADM 749 G 3 Data and Information Management
E 29294 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S231 Zhao, H
GEOG 403 U/G 4 Remote Sensing: Environmental and Land Use Analysis
35208 LEC 401 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B95 Wu, C
35209 LAB 801 T 1:00pm-2:50pm BOL 293
35210 LAB 802 W 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 271
36931 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-3:50pm MIT 353
GEOG 405 U/G 4 Cartography
38077 LEC 401 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B95 Day, P
38078 LAB 801 T 3:00pm-4:50pm SAB 240
38079 LAB 802 W 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT 353
38080 LAB 803 F 12:00pm-1:50pm MIT 353
GEOG 525 U/G 4 Geographic Information Science
35211 LEC 401 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
35212 LAB 801 W 10:00am-11:50am MIT 353
35213 LAB 802 R 11:00am-12:50pm MIT 353
GEOG 698 U/G 1 - 6  GIS/Cartography Internship
32679 FLD 001 - TBA Fredlund, G
35762 FLD 002 - TBA Huxhold, W
35763 FLD 003 - TBA Ghose, R
35903 FLD 004 - TBA Wu, C
37377 FLD 005 - TBA Choi, W
41638 FLD 006 - TBA Day, P
GEOG 750 G 3 Remote Sensing and Urban Analysis
41511 SEM 001 R 2:00pm-4:40pm BOL 487 Wu, C
GEOG 960 G 3 Seminar: Geographic Techniques:
E 41836 SEM 001 R 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL 487 Xu, Z TOPIC: Remote Sensing, GIS, and Modern Geography 3 cr
# URBPLAN 771 G 3 Transportation Policy and Planning
E 40884 SEM 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 191 Henken, R
URBPLAN 791 G 3 Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems for Planning
E 40734 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-6:50pm AUP 110 Huxhold, W
40809 LAB 801 T 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 194 Huxhold, W
URBPLAN 792 G 3 Using Urban Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Planning
E 40791 LAB 801 R 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194
URBPLAN 793 G 3 Applied Projects in Urban Geographic Information Systems
E 40828 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-6:20pm AUP 191 Huxhold, W
E 6:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194
# URBPLAN 991 G 3 - 6  Legislative/Administrative Agency Internship
40722 FLD 001 - TBA Esswein, C
40723 FLD 002 - TBA Frank, N
40724 FLD 003 - TBA Harris, K
40725 FLD 004 - TBA Hu, L
40726 FLD 005 - TBA Huxhold, W
40743 FLD 006 - TBA Sanders, W
40812 FLD 007 - TBA White, S
URBPLAN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
40727 IND 001 - TBA Esswein, C
40728 IND 002 - TBA Frank, N
40729 IND 003 - TBA Harris, K
40730 IND 004 - TBA Hu, L
40731 IND 005 - TBA Huxhold, W
40744 IND 006 - TBA Rabinowitz, H
40897 IND 007 - TBA Sanders, W
40940 IND 008 - TBA White, S
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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German Studies Certificate Program
  
        
      
 
  
       
 
GERMAN 112
(HU)
U 3 German Life and Civilization: Part II
E 37307 LEC 001 TR 6:30pm-7:15pm CRT 124 Tieszen, B
41408 LEC 202 - TBA A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GERMAN 415 U/G 3 Topics in German Civilization:
41411 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Vyleta, D TOPIC: Reunification 1990-2010 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Global Studies - Global Cities
  
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
CES 210
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Conservation and Environmental Science
36375 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am LAP N103 Ehlinger, T Course has a service learning component.
36377 DIS 601 T 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 252
36378 DIS 602 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252
36379 DIS 603 W 8:00am-8:50am LAP 258
36380 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am LAP 258
36381 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 253
36382 DIS 606 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 250
37008 DIS 607 R 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
38469 DIS 608 T 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
GEOG 564 U/G 3 Urban Environmental Change and Social Justice
37216 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B95 Holifield, R
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Global Studies - Global Communications
   
        
       
       
 
   
        
       
       
 
  
       
        
       
 
   
       
       
 
  
       
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
         
        
        
         
        
         
        
         
        
        
         
        
         
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
E 36016 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 England, N
36017 LEC 002 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 England, N
36247 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kim, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 363 U 3 Communication in Human Conflict
E 34665 LEC 001 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 344 Maier, M
37973 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 348 Ang, E
37974 LEC 003 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ang, E
COMMUN 450 U 3 Cross-Cultural Communication
41317 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 348 Herrman, A
E 41318 LEC 002 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 Omori, K
36284 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 520 U 3 Negotiation Skills Workshop
36018 LEC 001 F 10:00am-12:40pm MER 344 Lipo Zovic, J
38479 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Timmerman, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 665 U/G 3 Introduction to Mediation
36019 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Ang, E
W 36020 LEC 002 S 9:00am-11:40am MER 244 Ang, E 01/23/2012-05/10/2012 
# COMMUN 675 U/G 3 Communication in International Mediation and Peacebuilding
37988 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ricigliano, R
~ DANCE 370
(A)
U 2 - 3  World Movement Traditions:
42240 LAB 801 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 385 Johnson, C
Johnson, F
TOPIC: International Folk Dance 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 42241 LAB 802 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm MIT 395 Ryan, T TOPIC: Tai-Chi 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42242 LAB 803 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 385 Sperl, S TOPIC: Ballroom Dance 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42243 LAB 804 TR 2:30pm-3:45pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 2 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance
370, subtitle Salsa/Merengue, in a prior semester to remain in
this course. The Dance Office will check enrollment every few
weeks, and will administratively drop students not meeting the
prerequisite.
E 42246 LAB 807 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 2 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance
370, subtitle Hip Hop, in a prior semester to remain in this
course. The Dance Office will check enrollment every few weeks,
and will administratively drop students not meeting the
prerequisites.
42254 LAB 808 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
E 42270 LAB 809 MW 6:30pm-7:45pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only.
42247 LAB 811 F 9:00am-11:45am MIT 385 Johnson, C
Johnson, F
TOPIC: International Folk Dance 2 cr, Additional Tuition
$42.40.
Dance majors only.
E 42248 LAB 812 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm MIT 395 Ryan, T TOPIC: Tai-Chi 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
42249 LAB 813 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 385 Sperl, S TOPIC: Ballroom Dance 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
42250 LAB 814 TR 2:30pm-3:45pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance 370,
subtitle Salsa/Merengue, in a prior semester to remain in this
course. The Dance Office will check enrollment every few weeks,
and will administratively drop students not meeting the
prerequisite.
E 42253 LAB 817 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 2 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only. You must have been enrolled in Dance 370,
subtitle Hip Hop, in a prior semester to remain in this course.
The Dance Office will check enrollment every few weeks, and
will administratively drop students not meeting the prerequisites.
42255 LAB 818 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm MIT 256 World Heil, K TOPIC: Salsa/Merengue 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
E 42271 LAB 819 MW 6:30pm-7:45pm MIT 256 Krich, D TOPIC: Hip Hop 2 cr, Additional Tuition $42.40.
Dance majors only.
42244 LAB 905 MW 1:00pm-2:15pm DANW Wood, S TOPIC: Hip Hop 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets at Danceworks, 1661 N
Water St, Milwaukee.
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Water St, Milwaukee.
42245 LAB 906 MW 2:30pm-3:45pm DANW Wood, S TOPIC: Hip Hop 3 cr, Additional Tuition $63.60.
Non-Dance majors only. Class meets at Danceworks, 1661 N
Water St, Milwaukee.
~ FILM 116 U 3 Experimentation with Media
27682 LEC 401 M 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Wetzel, S Enroll in LEC 401 & any LAB 801-805.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
27854 LAB 801 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B18 Wetzel, S
27855 LAB 802 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B75 Thiele, B
Wetzel, S
27856 LAB 803 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B65 Wetzel, S
Wood, K
27857 LAB 804 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B61 Balko, A
Wetzel, S
41400 LAB 805 W 3:00pm-4:50pm MIT B91 Weissbach, J
Wetzel, S
FRENCH 324
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary French Language and Culture
34794 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 209 Farrell Whitworth, K
# + JAMS 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Mass Media
26052 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 150 Levine, E For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
26053 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-3:50pm JOH 310
26054 DIS 602 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
26055 DIS 603 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
26056 DIS 604 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
E 26057 DIS 605 W 4:00pm-4:50pm MER 347
E 26058 DIS 606 W 4:00pm-4:50pm JOH 310
E 26059 DIS 607 W 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA
E 26060 DIS 608 W 4:00pm-4:50pm TBA
26061 DIS 609 R 9:00am-9:50am JOH 310
26062 DIS 610 R 10:00am-10:50am JOH 310
26114 DIS 611 R 11:00am-11:50am JOH 310
26120 DIS 612 R 12:00pm-12:50pm JOH 310
26121 DIS 613 R 1:00pm-1:50pm JOH 310
26144 DIS 614 R 2:00pm-2:50pm JOH 310
26145 DIS 615 R 3:00pm-3:50pm JOH 310
# JAMS 111
(HU)
U 3 Gender and the Media
26132 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 131 Decker, D
JAMS 113
(HU)
U 3 Internet Culture
26133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tasman, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
JAMS 116 U 3 Journalism, Documentary, and Democracy
41345 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# JAMS 204 U 3 News Writing and Technology
26166 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am HLT 180 Gallun, T To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $5.00 beyond regular tuition.
26167 LEC 002 TR 8:00am-9:15am HLT 180 Daley, J To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $5.00 beyond regular tuition.
# JAMS 207 U 3 Introduction to Advertising and Public Relations
26136 LEC 401 TR 8:00am-8:50am LUB S220 Oelhafen, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
26137 DIS 601 T 9:00am-9:50am JOH 310
26138 DIS 602 T 10:00am-10:50am JOH 310
26139 DIS 603 T 11:00am-11:50am JOH 310
# JAMS 231 U 3 Publication Design
26148 LAB 801 R 9:00am-11:40am JOH G24 Brud, E To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26112 LAB 802 R 5:30pm-8:10pm JOH G24 Woods, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 41320 LAB 803 T 5:30pm-8:10pm JOH G24 Woods, M To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E  Evening Section
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# JAMS 260
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary Non-Fiction Media
E 26102 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL B91 Sarnowski, R
+ JAMS 262 U 3 Principles of Media Studies
26105 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 347 Popp, R
# + JAMS 280 U 3 Selected Topics in Mass Communication:
E 26113 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm HLT 190 Luljak, T TOPIC: Sports Marketing 3 cr
# JAMS 307 U 3 Advertising and Public Relations Writing and Production
E 26140 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm MER 214 To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26141 LEC 002 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm JOH G23 Brandt, K To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
E 26146 LEC 003 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm JOH G23 Brandt, K To cover printing costs, all enrolled students will be charged an
additional course fee of $15.00 beyond regular tuition.
# JAMS 320 U 3 Integrated Reporting
26168 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 214 Mcbride, J
41475 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 214 Daley, J
# + JAMS 614 U/G 3 Mass Media and Public Opinion
26161 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 347 Cao, X
# + JAMS 615 U/G 3 The Mass Media and Politics
41344 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 347 Pritchard, D
JAPAN 200 U 3 Japanese Culture and Its Effect on Language
E 37968 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B19 Borgmann, A
L&I SCI 120
(HU)
U 3 Information Technology Ethics
40263 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Hoffmann, A
# L&I SCI 150 U 3 Introduction to Information Resources on the Internet
40326 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Zahrt, C This section restricted to Undergraduate students. Special
course fee of $1176.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for
this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Open to all students, however, preference is given to
BSIST students including College Connection Program and/or
those residing outside the metro Milwaukee area.
LINGUIS 350
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Linguistics
31637 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Zafra, C
E 36638 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Zafra, C
37247 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Park, H
LINGUIS 430
(SS)
U/G 3 Language and Society
E 35342 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Pucci, S
LINGUIS 570 U/G 3 Issues in Bilingualism
E 41745 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Pucci, S
SPANISH 341 U 3 Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics
36785 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 319 Wheatley, K
36965 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 319 Rei-Doval, G
E  Evening Section
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Global Studies - Global Security
  
       
 
  
       
         
 
  
        
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
 
   
        
       
       
 
   
        
       
       
 
  
       
        
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
 
  
        
         
 
  
        
       
       
 
  
       
       
 
   
         
 
ANTHRO 448 U/G 3 Cultural and Human Ecology
41996 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G28 Hudson, J
C L SCI 332 U 2 Clinical Nutrition
39104 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-11:50am END 103 de Oliveira, L
E 39278 LEC 102 M 5:30pm-7:10pm TBA Wright, L UW-Washington County, 400 University Drive, West Bend; Room
TBA.
CES 210
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Conservation and Environmental Science
36375 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am LAP N103 Ehlinger, T Course has a service learning component.
36377 DIS 601 T 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 252
36378 DIS 602 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252
36379 DIS 603 W 8:00am-8:50am LAP 258
36380 DIS 604 W 9:00am-9:50am LAP 258
36381 DIS 605 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 253
36382 DIS 606 R 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 250
37008 DIS 607 R 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
38469 DIS 608 T 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 252
CHINESE 320 U 3 Contemporary Chinese Societies through Film
37966 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 321 Wang, X
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
E 36016 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 England, N
36017 LEC 002 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 England, N
36247 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kim, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 363 U 3 Communication in Human Conflict
E 34665 LEC 001 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 344 Maier, M
37973 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 348 Ang, E
37974 LEC 003 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ang, E
COMMUN 450 U 3 Cross-Cultural Communication
41317 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 348 Herrman, A
E 41318 LEC 002 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 Omori, K
36284 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Lim, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 675 U/G 3 Communication in International Mediation and Peacebuilding
37988 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ricigliano, R
# COMMUN 681 U/G 3 Seminar in Communication in a World of AIDS
41329 SEM 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244 Peterson, J
CRM JST 291 U 1 - 3  Current Issues in Criminal Justice:
40493 LEC 001 T 1:00pm-3:40pm LAP N101 Hassell, K TOPIC: Race, Ethnicity, and Justice 3 cr
E 40558 LEC 002 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Corr, J TOPIC: Community Prosecution 3 cr
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
E 34766 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Yukhov, A
37362 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Hosny, A
38057 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Rath, C
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
34767 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Marfatia, H
41602 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ENGLISH 443 U/G 3 Grant Writing
E 37305 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Stanton, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
E  Evening Section
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# ETHNIC 375 U 3 Global Violence, Disease, and Death
E 37456 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Tenorio, R
GEOG 443 U/G 3 Cities of the World: Comparative Urban Geography
41947 LEC 201 - TBA A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 564 U/G 3 Urban Environmental Change and Social Justice
37216 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B95 Holifield, R
HEBR ST 238
(HU)
U 3 Topics in Hebrew/Jewish Literature, Art, and Culture:
41427 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Crain, T TOPIC: Moses, Jesus, Mohammed 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
HIST 287
(SS)
U 3 The Vietnam War
32804 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Vang, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
NURS 101
(SS&)
U 3 Cultural Diversity in Health Care
38705 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am CUN 151
E 38706 LEC 002 M 5:00pm-7:50pm CUN 151
~ PH 101 U 3 Introduction to Public Health
41834 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Gass, E
41028 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Harley, A Additional course fee $175.00
+ PH 375 U 3 Topics in Public Health for Undergrads:
E 41061 LEC 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Ngui, E TOPIC: Health Disparities 3 cr
POL SCI 175
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to International Relations
E 38088 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Tyburski, M
41740 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Tyburski, M
POL SCI 316 U/G 3 International Law
38150 LEC 001 R 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B52 Beck, R Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
POL SCI 328 U/G 3 The Arab-Israeli Conflict
37720 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Crain, T Taught with Jewish 328-001.
POL SCI 330 U/G 3 The Politics of International Economic Relations
38324 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Horowitz, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POL SCI 365 U/G 3 Theories and Methods in International Politics
41568 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Horowitz, K
POL SCI 370 U/G 3 International Conflict
36899 LEC 001 TR 8:00am-9:15am BOL B60 Horowitz, K
SOCIOL 325 U 3 Social Change
34658 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B84 Mantyh, M
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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ANTHRO 460 U/G 3 Anthropological Theory
E 35362 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm BOL B56 Brodwin, P
CLASSIC 201
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Greek Life and Literature
37324 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Calkins, R
41689 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Porter, A
CLASSIC 202
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Roman Life and Literature
41403 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cova, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
CLASSIC 302
(HU)
U 3 War and Politics in Ancient Greece
38335 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Mulroy, D
CLASSIC 303
(HU)
U 3 The Life and Literature of the Roman Empire
41404 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Muse, K
COMPLIT 208
(HU)
U 3 World Literature in Translation: The 17th to the 21st Century
34690 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Russell, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 302 U 3 Survey of English Literature, 1500-1660
41507 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 124 Netzloff, M
ENGLISH 303 U 3 Survey of English Literature, 1660-1798
38323 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 108 Kalter, B
ENGLISH 304 U 3 Survey of English Literature, 1798-1900
37084 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 124 Fischer, J
ENGLISH 305 U 3 Survey of English Literature: 1900 to the Present
38247 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 124 Lanters, J
ENGLISH 458 U/G 3 Writers in English Literature, 1798-1900:
36670 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 124 Fischer, J TOPIC: Mystery,Suspense, & Supernatural-19th Cent Eng Lit
3 cr
ENGLISH 530 U 3 Studies in Shakespeare:
41521 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 368 Netzloff, M TOPIC: The Politics of Modernity 3 cr
HEBR ST 231
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible
41414 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 235
(HU)
U 3 The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Bible
41431 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Brusin, D
POL SCI 381 U/G 3 The Development of Western Political Thought
E 35976 LEC 001 W 6:30pm-9:10pm TBA Meckstroth, T
RUSSIAN 350
(HU)
U 3 Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy in Translation: Major Works
37752 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Peschio, J
SOCIOL 375 U 3 History of Sociological Theory
34660 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B84 Nowacek, D
37777 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Nowacek, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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International Technical Communication Certificate
  
       
 
  
       
 
ENGLISH 436 U/G 3 Writing for Information Technology
41793 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S233 Lyons, C
ENGLISH 710 G 3 Advanced Project Management for Professional Writers
41524 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Spilka, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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Languages
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
        
 
   
        
        
        
        
        
        
 
   
        
         
 
   
        
 
  
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
      
CELTIC 104 U 3 Second Semester Gaelic
37173 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Gleeson, J
CELTIC 204 U 3 Fourth Semester Gaelic
37174 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Ni Chiardha, B
+ EXCEDUC 301 U 3 American Sign Language I
30948 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am END 680 Byington, R
30951 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am END 680 Hartmann, T
30950 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm END 680 Byington, R
30949 LEC 004 TR 11:00am-12:15pm END 680 Waala, S
31144 LEC 005 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 680 Hartmann, T
31145 LEC 006 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm END 680 Patterson, C
31057 LEC 007 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm END 680 Hartmann, T
E 31202 LEC 008 MW 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Patterson, C
+ EXCEDUC 302 U 3 American Sign Language II
30952 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Waala, S ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31169 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Waala, S ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31207 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mankowski, J ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31223 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm END 680 Hartmann, J ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
31224 LEC 005 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm END 674 Hartmann, J ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
E 31381 LEC 006 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA ASL 2 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
301 (ASL 1), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
# EXCEDUC 303 U 3 American Sign Language III
30953 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm END 674 Hartmann, J ASL 3 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
302 (ASL 2), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
E 31146 LEC 002 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm TBA Hartmann, J ASL 3 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
302 (ASL 2), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
# EXCEDUC 304 U 3 American Sign Language IV
31147 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am END 674 Kovacs-houlihan, M ASL 4 courses have a prerequisite of C- or better in EXCEDUC
303 (ASL 3), or the appropriate leveling of an ASLPI score. If your
grade does not satisfy this requirement and you do not
voluntarily withdraw your registration, you will be
administratively dropped from this course.
FRENCH 103 U 4 First-Semester French
34781 LEC 401 MTWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT B19
34782 LEC 402 MTWF 11:00am-11:50am CRT B19
34783 LEC 403 MTWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B19
36540 LEC 404 MTWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B63
34784 LAB 801 R 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
34785 LAB 802 R 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
34786 LAB 803 R 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
36541 LAB 804 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B84
FRENCH 104 U 4 Second-Semester French
34788 LEC 401 MTRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT B63
35281 LEC 402 MTRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT B63
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36980 LEC 403 MTRF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B63
E 37262 LEC 404 MW 6:30pm-8:10pm CRT B9
36401 LAB 801 W 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
35282 LAB 802 W 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
36981 LAB 803 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
E 37263 LAB 804 W 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B84
GERMAN 101 U 4 First-Semester German
34838 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT B13
38371 LEC 002 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT B12
41406 LEC 003 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT B13
GERMAN 102 U 4 Second-Semester German
34839 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT 103
35327 LEC 002 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT B12
38030 LEC 003 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B12
GERMAN 203 U 3 Third-Semester German
34840 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34841 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
GERMAN 204 U 3 German in Your Field and Beyond
34842 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36162 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
ITALIAN 104 U 4 Second-Semester Italian
35277 LEC 001 MTWF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B63 Ferrentino, A
36480 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Ferrentino, A
35278 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Soldati, L
41308 LEC 004 MWR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B9 Soldati, L
E 37485 LEC 104 MW 6:30pm-8:45pm TBA Soldati, L This section will meet at the Italian Community Center, 631 E.
Chicago Avenue. Room TBA.
ITALIAN 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Italian
35279 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 221 Ferrentino, A
# KOREAN 102 U 5 Second-Semester Korean
36986 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 327 Heo, Y
41697 LEC 002 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT 327 Yi, S
POLISH 102 U 5 Second-Semester Polish
42604 LEC 401 MTRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B12 Mikos, M Students must register for both Polish 102-401 and Polish
102-801
42605 LAB 801 W 9:00am-9:50am CRT B74 Mikos, M Students must register for both Polish 102-401 and Polish 801
PORTUGS 104 U 4 Second-Semester Portuguese
37598 LEC 401 MWRF 10:00am-10:50am MER 314
37599 LAB 801 T 10:00am-10:50am CRT B74
PORTUGS 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Portuguese
37202 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B13
SPANISH 103 U 4 First-Semester Spanish
36044 LEC 401 MTWR 8:00am-8:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
37192 LEC 402 MTWR 9:00am-9:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
34666 LEC 403 MTWR 9:00am-9:50am CRT B13 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37588 LEC 404 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
34667 LEC 405 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34668 LEC 406 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34669 LEC 407 MTWR 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B13 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
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36905 LEC 408 MTWR 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B9 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34670 LEC 409 MTWR 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B13 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E 34671 LEC 410 M 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B25 Mon LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 810, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E W 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
E M 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
E 35600 LEC 411 R 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B25 Thurs LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 811, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E T 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
E R 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B25
34673 LAB 801 F 8:00am-8:50am CRT B84
37193 LAB 802 F 9:00am-9:50am CRT B84
34674 LAB 803 F 9:00am-9:50am CRT B74
37589 LAB 804 F 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
34675 LAB 805 F 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
34676 LAB 806 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
34677 LAB 807 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B74
36906 LAB 808 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B84
34678 LAB 809 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B74
E 35601 LAB 810 M 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
E 36045 LAB 811 R 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
SPANISH 104 U 4 Second-Semester Spanish
34679 LEC 401 TWRF 8:00am-8:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37194 LEC 402 TWRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu
34680 LEC 403 TWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34681 LEC 404 TWRF 10:00am-10:50am MER 321 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36597 LEC 405 TWRF 11:00am-11:50am CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34682 LEC 406 TWRF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
36046 LEC 407 TWRF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 321 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
35458 LEC 408 TWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B25 For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
41769 LEC 409 TWRF 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 219
E 36907 LEC 410 W 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B63 Wed LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 810, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E M 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E W 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E 37590 LEC 411 T 5:30pm-6:20pm CRT B63 Tues LEC meets 5:30pm-6:20pm and again, after LAB 811, at
7:30pm-8:20pm. For 1-hr supplemental instruction review
session times, visit the website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and
click on 'Supplemental Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 6:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E T 7:30pm-8:20pm CRT B63
E 37345 LEC 412 R 4:00pm-5:50pm CRT B63 Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37195 LAB 801 M 8:00am-8:50am CRT B84
34683 LAB 802 M 9:00am-9:50am CRT B84
34684 LAB 803 M 10:00am-10:50am CRT B84
34685 LAB 804 M 10:00am-10:50am CRT B74
36598 LAB 805 M 11:00am-11:50am CRT B84
34686 LAB 806 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B84
36047 LAB 807 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT B74
35459 LAB 808 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B84
41770 LAB 809 M 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT B74
E 36908 LAB 810 W 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
E 37591 LAB 811 T 6:30pm-7:20pm CRT B84
37346 LAB 812 - TBA Lab completed through independent study.
SPANISH 203 U 3 Third-Semester Spanish
37593 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am CRT B19
41394 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am TBA
34691 LEC 003 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36048 LEC 004 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
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37592 LEC 005 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34692 LEC 006 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
E 36909 LEC 007 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B19
SPANISH 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Spanish
35594 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am CRT B13
36957 LEC 002 MWF 9:00am-9:50am TBA
41395 LEC 003 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34693 LEC 004 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34694 LEC 005 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34695 LEC 006 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
E 41396 LEC 007 TR 7:00pm-8:15pm CRT B19
E 37594 LEC 008 T 4:30pm-5:45pm TBA Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
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ANTHRO 104
(SS)
U 3 Lifeways in Different Cultures: A Survey of World Societies
36859 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G90 Schulenburg, M
E 38360 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm MIT 195 Applbaum, K
34367 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ANTHRO 225 U 3 The Aztec Empire
42564 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Sherman, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ANTHRO 309 U/G 3 Archaeology of Central and South America
41991 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm SAB G28 Hudson, J
ARTHIST 104
(HU)
U 3 African, New World and Oceanic Art and Architecture
36639 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Stone, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
# ARTHIST 251 U 3 Introduction to the Art and Architecture of Latin America
38045 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Negri, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 350
(SS&)
U 3 Intercultural Communication
E 36016 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 348 England, N
36017 LEC 002 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 England, N
36247 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Kim, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 675 U/G 3 Communication in International Mediation and Peacebuilding
37988 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 348 Ricigliano, R
~ DANCE 320
(A)
U 2 - 3  Rituals and Culture
E 26933 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:15pm MIT 341 Bronson, F Additional Tuition $63.60.
ECON 248
(SS&)
U 3 Economics of Discrimination
34760 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am BOL B46 Bender, K
ECON 353 U 3 Economic Development
34767 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Marfatia, H
41602 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Mohtadi, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ED POL 212
(HU&)
U 3 Educational Issues in Spanish Speaking Communities
E 42343 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm END 516 Tapia, J
ENGLISH 404 U/G 3 Language, Power, and Identity
41542 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 118 Mayes, P
ETHNIC 102
(HU&)
U 3 Transnational Migrations: Asian-, Arab-, Euro-American and Latino Identity
35196 LEC 401 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 131 Walter, S
36256 DIS 601 W 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Gerard-Larson, N
35197 DIS 602 W 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Gerard-Larson, N
38041 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Devine, S
38042 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Devine, S
38043 DIS 605 R 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA Devine, S
38514 DIS 606 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA Gerard-Larson, N
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FRENCH 303
(HU)
U 3 Conversation and Composition: Intermediate Level
34792 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 209 Anderson, E
38412 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Callahan, A
FRENCH 311 U 3 French for International Business/Professional Communication: Oral Emphasis
E 41334 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Ney, R
GEOG 114
(SS&)
U 3 Geography of Race in the United States
37204 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kenny, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 393 U/G 3 History of Mexico
36269 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am HLT 190 Ruggiero, K
HIST 400 U/G 3 Topics in Latin American and Caribbean History:
36821 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HLT 190 Ruggiero, K TOPIC: Cuba, Past & Future 3 cr
HIST 436
(HU&)
U 3 Immigrant America Since 1880
37145 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G90 Langill, E
# + JAMS 450 U 3 Race and Ethnicity in the Media
26143 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Mcbride, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
LACS 101
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Latin American and Caribbean Studies
E 38135 LEC 001 T 4:00pm-6:40pm TBA
LACS 300 U 3 Advanced Topics in Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Studies:
E 42348 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Latino & Latin American/Caribbean Cities 3 cr
# LACS 698 U 1 - 3  Independent Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Integrated Studies:
38145 IND 001 - TBA
LATINO 101
(SS&)
U 3 Introduction to Latino Studies
34966 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B46 Figueroa, E
LATINO 300 U 3 Advanced Topics in Latin American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Studies:
E 42436 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA TOPIC: Latino & Latin American/Caribbean Cities 3 cr
LINGUIS 570 U/G 3 Issues in Bilingualism
E 41745 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Pucci, S
POL SCI 215
(SS&)
U 3 Ethnicity, Religion and Race in American Politics
41789 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Pienkos, D
POL SCI 326 U 3 Brazilian Politics and Society
42590 LEC 001 MWF 11:00am-12:35pm TBA Sugiyama, N 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 
PORTUGS 380
(HU)
U 3 Luso-Brazilian Literature in Translation:
38112 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B25 Vasconcelos, R TOPIC: Desire, Crime and Guilt in Brazil. & Portug. Novel 3 cr
SOCIOL 224
(SS&)
U 3 American Minority Groups
36956 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 323
(SS&)
U 3 Perspectives on Latino Communities
41133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 610 U/G 3 Reproduction of Minority Communities
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E 41143 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm BOL B84 Velez, W
SPANISH 308 U 3 Advanced Writing and Reading
37196 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am TBA
38031 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
37197 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
37198 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
37199 LEC 005 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B63
41764 LEC 006 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B13
41765 LEC 007 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B63
E 41766 LEC 008 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B13
SPANISH 318 U 3 Advanced Speaking and Listening
36599 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
37200 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA
36600 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
41767 LEC 004 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
37595 LEC 005 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B25
36601 LEC 006 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT B25
E 41768 LEC 007 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm CRT B13
SPANISH 319 U 3 Advanced Speaking and Listening for Heritage Speakers
36602 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
SPANISH 341 U 3 Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics
36785 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 319 Wheatley, K
36965 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 319 Rei-Doval, G
SPANISH 350
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Literary Analysis
36052 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 319 Backes, H
36962 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 319 Ferreira, C
41762 LEC 003 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B25 Suarez-Felipe, E
# SPANISH 388 U 3 Health Issues in the Hispanic World
41751 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Sotomayor, M
SPANISH 391
(HU)
U 3 Social and Historical Issues in the Hispanic World:
41752 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 319 Mendez-Santalla, I
SPANISH 442 U 3 Business and Legal Spanish II
36616 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 319 Mendez-Santalla, I
# SPANISH 449 U/G 3 Advanced Court Interpreting
E 38120 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 181 Leone, L This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. Taught
with TRNSLTN 449.
E 41773 LEC 002 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 181 Leone, L This section restricted to Graduate students. Taught with
TRNSLTN 449.
SPANISH 472 U 3 Survey of Spanish-American Literature and Civilization
38118 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Bird-Soto, N
SPANISH 507 U/G 3 Seminar on Spanish-American Literature:
E 41756 SEM 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 319 Bird-Soto, N TOPIC: Gender and Resistance in Latin American Literature 3
cr, Taught with Spanish 769. Graduate students in Spanish must
enroll in Spanish 769.
# TRNSLTN 449 U/G 3 Advanced Court Interpreting
E 38104 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT 181 Leone, L Taught with Spanish 449.
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CLASSIC 201
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Greek Life and Literature
37324 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Calkins, R
41689 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Porter, A
CLASSIC 202
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to Roman Life and Literature
41403 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Cova, E A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
CLASSIC 302
(HU)
U 3 War and Politics in Ancient Greece
38335 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA Mulroy, D
CLASSIC 303
(HU)
U 3 The Life and Literature of the Roman Empire
41404 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Muse, K
CLASSIC 304
(HU)
U/G 3 The Graeco-Roman World:
37506 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Tieszen, B TOPIC: Intro to Indo-European Languages and Culture 3 cr
41687 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Porter, A TOPIC: Epic Questions 3 cr
CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
35920 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
36640 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
COMPLIT 133
(HU)
U 3 Contemporary Imagination in Literature and the Arts
34689 LEC 002 MWF 11:00am-11:50am TBA Fountain, M For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
37188 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Fountain, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 135
(HU)
U 3 Experiencing Literature in the 21st Century:
37187 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Momcilovic, D TOPIC: The"undead"(vamps, monsters, & ghosts)in Lit&Film
3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular
tuition, will be charged for this section. Conducted completely
online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 208
(HU)
U 3 World Literature in Translation: The 17th to the 21st Century
34690 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Russell, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
COMPLIT 230
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Society:
37587 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am END 107 Fountain, M TOPIC: Italians and the Nazis: Literature and Film 3 cr
42289 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: Rock 'n' Roll Narratives: Lit, Music, & the Media 3 cr
COMPLIT 231
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Religion:
41975 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 221 Williams, D TOPIC: New Testament Introduction 3 cr
42093 LEC 002 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 221 Fountain, M TOPIC: Seven Deadly Sins: Literature, Art, and Film 3 cr
COMPLIT 233
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Film:
41422 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 209 Xu, J TOPIC: The Gangster Film in the East & West 3 cr
42290 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: Existentialism 3 cr
COMPLIT 350 U/G 3 Topics in Comparative Literature:
42291 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: The Modern European Novel 3 cr
38409 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Seymour-Jorn, C TOPIC: Arab Women Writers in Translation 3 cr, A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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FRENCH 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of France:
35280 LEC 401 - TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr, Lecture
401 is taught online and Discussions meet on campus. Internet
access req'd. Regular UWM tuition assessed. No cr for students
w/cr in French 192 w/similar topic.
E 37702 DIS 601 M 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37714 DIS 602 M 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37715 DIS 603 T 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37716 DIS 604 T 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 37750 DIS 605 W 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT 209 TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
E 42390 DIS 606 W 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA TOPIC: Learning French Culture through Cuisine 3 cr
HEBR ST 231
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible
41414 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 235
(HU)
U 3 The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Bible
41431 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 274
(HU)
U 3 Ancient Egyptian Civilization
35902 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:20am TBA Precourt, B jointly offered with Hist 274
HEBR ST 331 U 3 Topics in Biblical Literature:
41686 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 219 Mazor, Y TOPIC: Mysteries of the Bible 3 cr
HEBR ST 332 U 3 Women in the Bible
41417 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Margolis, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ITALIAN 145
(HU)
U 3 Views of Italy:
34885 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Celi, C TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
34886 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Milli Konewko, S TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
36864 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Celi, C TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
36865 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Celi, C TOPIC: Italians and the Mafia 3 cr
PORTUGS 380
(HU)
U 3 Luso-Brazilian Literature in Translation:
38112 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT B25 Vasconcelos, R TOPIC: Desire, Crime and Guilt in Brazil. & Portug. Novel 3 cr
RUSSIAN 350
(HU)
U 3 Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy in Translation: Major Works
37752 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Peschio, J
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# AD LDSP 710 G 3 Organizational Change and Team Leadership
31340 LEC 001 - TBA Akdere, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
Class meets face-to-face on 1/25. The rest of the course will be
online.
41926 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Akdere, M Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
41927 LEC 293 - TBA Akdere, M Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
Priority registration is given to students in the Online M.S. in
Human Resource Development in Adult & Continuing Education.
Contact Mr. Kris Thomas, thomaskj@uwm.edu, for a permission
number to register for this course.
# AD LDSP 757 G 3 Principles and Foundations of Adult Education
31148 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31482 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smith, R Course taught completely online; Internet access req'd. Special
Course Fee of $1868.40 will be ONLY charge assessed for this
section. This applies to all students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
AD LDSP 812 G 3 Educational Personnel Administration and Supervision
E 41898 LEC 101 W 5:00pm-7:40pm TBA Joynt, T UW-Green Bay
# BUS ADM 441 U/G 3 Diversity in Organizations
E 29100 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 442 U/G 3 Industrial Psychology
29092 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB N110 Ren, H Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 443 U/G 3 Special Topics in Human Resources Management:
E 29377 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Davidson, C TOPIC: Compensation 3 cr, Prereq: Bus Adm 444. Not open for
credit to students with previous credit in Bus Adm 440.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
E 29378 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Pegorsch, D TOPIC: Training and Development 3 cr, Prereq: Bus Adm 444.
Not open for credit to students with previous credit in Bus Adm
445.
Additional Tuition $61.80.
41729 LEC 003 R 1:30pm-4:10pm LUB S341 Lipo Zovic, J TOPIC: Negotiation Skills: Theory to Practice 3 cr, Additional
Tuition $61.80.
41805 LEC 004 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S230 Ren, H TOPIC: Staffing Human Resources 3 cr, Additional Tuition
$61.80.
# BUS ADM 733 G 3 Organizational Development
E 29293 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233
# BUS ADM 738 G 3 Human Resource Management
E 29074 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Singh, R
# BUS ADM 799 G 1-12  Reading and Research
29424 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
28834 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
41552 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28836 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28837 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29336 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29337 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28840 IND 011 - TBA France, S
28841 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29338 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28842 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29235 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28843 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28844 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28851 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29504 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28854 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29505 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29190 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28855 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
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28857 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28858 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28859 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29236 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28861 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
29339 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29506 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28863 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28865 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41450 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41451 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29340 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28871 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29341 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
28872 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28873 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28874 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28876 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28878 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28881 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28882 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
28885 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28887 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29237 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28888 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
28889 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28929 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
28930 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29238 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29239 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29240 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29241 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29242 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29243 IND 074 - TBA Davies, S
29244 IND 075 - TBA Smith, J
29396 IND 076 - TBA McBain, M
29425 IND 077 - TBA Rathburn, J
29426 IND 078 - TBA
# BUS ADM 899 G 1 - 6  Management Research Project/Thesis
29427 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
28772 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
41553 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28776 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28778 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29344 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29345 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28782 IND 011 - TBA France, S
28783 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29346 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28784 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29245 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28787 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28791 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28792 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29511 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28793 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29512 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29191 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28795 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
28798 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28799 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28800 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29246 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28801 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
29347 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29513 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28803 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28804 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41452 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41453 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29348 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28810 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29349 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
29350 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28811 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28812 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28813 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28814 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28815 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28816 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
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28818 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28819 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29247 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28820 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
28821 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28931 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
29248 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29249 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29250 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29251 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29252 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29253 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29254 IND 074 - TBA Rathburn, J
29351 IND 075 - TBA
29428 IND 076 - TBA
# BUSMGMT 706 G 3 Managing in a Dynamic Environment
E 29302 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171 Laughland, S
E 29273 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233 Freeman, S
# BUSMGMT 712 G 3 Strategic Management
E 29307 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171
# BUSMGMT 715 G 3 Leadership, Team Building, and Effective Management
E 29131 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 Hill, C
# BUSMGMT 723 G 3 Managing and Negotiating Across Cultures
E 29275 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N130 Li, S
# BUSMGMT 731 G 3 Research Tools for Practitioners in Human Resources and Labor Relations
E 29552 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Adams, S
COMMUN 665 U/G 3 Introduction to Mediation
36019 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Ang, E
W 36020 LEC 002 S 9:00am-11:40am MER 244 Ang, E 01/23/2012-05/10/2012 
ECON 415 U/G 3 Economics of Employment and Labor Relations
34768 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B60 Parlow, A
E 34769 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bender, K
34770 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Drewianka, S
ECON 447 U/G 3 Labor Economics
37286 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Van Kammen, B
ECON 753 G 3 Collective Bargaining
E 35434 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B64 Davies, S
IND REL 711 G 3 Labor Relations Law
E 36537 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Levy, A
IND REL 717 G 3 Employee Benefits
E 41969 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Davidson, C
IND REL 731 G 3 Research Tools for Practitioners in Human Resources and Labor Relations
E 38036 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Adams, S
IND REL 801 G 3 Research Project in Industrial and Labor Relations
32994 IND 001 - TBA Bender, K
32995 IND 002 - TBA Bravo, E
35169 IND 003 - TBA Davies, S
36337 IND 004 - TBA Heywood, J
IND REL 888 G 0 Candidate for Degree
32992 IND 001 - TBA Heywood, J
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
32993 FLD 001 - TBA Davies, S
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IND REL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
32996 IND 001 - TBA Bender, K
32997 IND 002 - TBA Burrell, N
35008 IND 003 - TBA Davies, S
36338 IND 004 - TBA Heywood, J
SOCIOL 443 U/G 3 Organizations, Occupations, and Professions
41142 LEC 201 - TBA Chang, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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# BUS ADM 738 G 3 Human Resource Management
E 29074 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Singh, R
CIV ENG 592 U/G 3 Traffic Control
E 30160 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm PHY 145 Liu, Y Additional Tuition $62.40.
CIV ENG 594 U/G 3 Physical Planning and Municipal Engineering
E 41852 LEC 001 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Additional Tuition $62.40.
CRM JST 743 G 3 Proseminar: Administration of Criminal Justice Systems
40408 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-4:40pm END 110
# GEOG 945 G 3 The Internal Structure of the City
E 38086 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm BOL 487 Bonds, A
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
32993 FLD 001 - TBA Davies, S
POL SCI 926 G 3 Seminar in the Legislative Process
E 41573 SEM 001 M 7:00pm-9:40pm TBA Tofias, M 01/30/2012-05/10/2012 
PUB ADM 958 G 3 Seminar in Public Administration:
E 42456 SEM 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Ihrke, D TOPIC: Governance of Nonprofit Organization 3 cr
PUB ADM 959 G 3 Capstone Seminar in Public Administration
E 42393 SEM 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm CRT 221
PUB ADM 965 G 3 Municipal Management
E 42397 LEC 001 R 7:00pm-9:40pm TBA
URB STD 927 G 2 - 3  Urban Internship
36472 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M
37044 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
37045 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J
37046 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J
37047 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A
37048 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M
37049 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N
37050 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
37051 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C
37052 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R
37053 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D
37054 FLD 012 - TBA Holifield, R
37055 FLD 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
37056 FLD 014 - TBA Jordan, J
37057 FLD 015 - TBA Kenny, J
37058 FLD 016 - TBA Levine, M
37059 FLD 017 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
37060 FLD 018 - TBA McBride, G
37061 FLD 019 - TBA McCarthy, L
37062 FLD 020 - TBA Montgomery, R
37063 FLD 021 - TBA Oliker, S
37064 FLD 022 - TBA Rast, J
37065 FLD 023 - TBA Redding, K
37066 FLD 024 - TBA Renda, L
37067 FLD 025 - TBA Rodriguez, J
37068 FLD 026 - TBA Seligman, A
37069 FLD 027 - TBA Shin, H
37070 FLD 028 - TBA Smith, R
37071 FLD 029 - TBA Sziarto, K
37072 FLD 030 - TBA Velez, W
37073 FLD 031 - TBA Wilson, F
# URB STD 945 G 3 The Internal Structure of the City
E 37882 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Bonds, A
# URBPLAN 720 G 3 Urban Development Theory and Planning
E  Evening Section
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E 40827 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 144 Frank, N
# URBPLAN 740 G 3 Data Analysis Methods I
E 40896 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194 Hu, L
URBPLAN 762 G 3 Housing Markets and Public Policy
40799 LEC 001 T 9:00am-11:40am AUP 183 White, S
URBPLAN 791 G 3 Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems for Planning
E 40734 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-6:50pm AUP 110 Huxhold, W
40809 LAB 801 T 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 194 Huxhold, W
URBPLAN 792 G 3 Using Urban Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Planning
E 40791 LAB 801 R 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 194
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Mediation and Negotiation Certificate Program
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
 
  
       
        
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# BUS ADM 799 G 1-12  Reading and Research
29424 IND 002 - TBA Abbott, L
28834 IND 003 - TBA Alwan, L
41552 IND 006 - TBA Bhatnagar, A
28836 IND 007 - TBA Looknanan-brown, V
28837 IND 008 - TBA Daugherty, B
29336 IND 009 - TBA Fang, X
29337 IND 010 - TBA Fischer, P
28840 IND 011 - TBA France, S
28841 IND 012 - TBA Freeman, S
29338 IND 013 - TBA Ghose, S
28842 IND 014 - TBA Goranova, M
29235 IND 015 - TBA Gross, A
28843 IND 016 - TBA Haas, T
28844 IND 017 - TBA Haselhuhn, M
28851 IND 018 - TBA Haseman, W
29504 IND 019 - TBA He, T
28854 IND 020 - TBA Hekman, D
29505 IND 021 - TBA Hsu, D
29190 IND 022 - TBA Hsu, H
28855 IND 023 - TBA Huang, Z
28857 IND 024 - TBA Jain, H
28858 IND 026 - TBA Kim, Y
28859 IND 027 - TBA Kimmel, P
29236 IND 028 - TBA Kozub, R
28861 IND 029 - TBA Kren, L
29339 IND 030 - TBA Kumar, S
29506 IND 031 - TBA Kuzu, K
28863 IND 032 - TBA Levitas, E
28865 IND 033 - TBA Li, S
41450 IND 035 - TBA Marcus, R
41451 IND 036 - TBA Nambisan, S
29340 IND 037 - TBA Nazareth, D
28871 IND 040 - TBA Neely, D
29341 IND 042 - TBA Ng, L
28872 IND 043 - TBA Ostinelli, M
28873 IND 044 - TBA Papatla, P
28874 IND 045 - TBA Peracchio, L
28876 IND 047 - TBA Prasad, V
28878 IND 051 - TBA Ragins, B
28881 IND 052 - TBA Ramamurthy, K
28882 IND 053 - TBA Ren, H
28885 IND 055 - TBA Ross, A
28887 IND 056 - TBA Schadewald, M
29237 IND 057 - TBA Shaffer, M
28888 IND 058 - TBA Sibilkov, V
28889 IND 063 - TBA Singh, R
28929 IND 064 - TBA Sinha, A
28930 IND 065 - TBA Soofi, E
29238 IND 068 - TBA Srite, M
29239 IND 070 - TBA Yang, X
29240 IND 071 - TBA Yue, X
29241 IND 072 - TBA Zahedi, F
29242 IND 073 - TBA Zhao, H
29243 IND 074 - TBA Davies, S
29244 IND 075 - TBA Smith, J
29396 IND 076 - TBA McBain, M
29425 IND 077 - TBA Rathburn, J
29426 IND 078 - TBA
COMMUN 665 U/G 3 Introduction to Mediation
36019 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Ang, E
W 36020 LEC 002 S 9:00am-11:40am MER 244 Ang, E 01/23/2012-05/10/2012 
# COMMUN 998 G 1 - 3  Communication Internship
32323 FLD 001 - TBA Allen, M
32324 FLD 002 - TBA Braman, S
32325 FLD 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33910 FLD 004 - TBA Shields, J
33911 FLD 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32326 FLD 006 - TBA Harris, L
32327 FLD 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32328 FLD 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32329 FLD 009 - TBA Keith, W
32330 FLD 010 - TBA Kim, S
E  Evening Section
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32331 FLD 011 - TBA Lim, T
32332 FLD 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32333 FLD 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35004 FLD 014 - TBA Olson, K
35005 FLD 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36609 FLD 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36723 FLD 017 - TBA Song, H
36854 FLD 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37123 FLD 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# COMMUN 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
32334 IND 001 - TBA Allen, M
32335 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
32336 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
33912 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
33913 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
32337 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
32338 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
32339 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
32340 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
32341 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
32342 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
32343 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
32344 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35006 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35007 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36610 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36724 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36855 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37124 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
ECON 753 G 3 Collective Bargaining
E 35434 LEC 001 M 6:00pm-8:40pm BOL B64 Davies, S
IND REL 801 G 3 Research Project in Industrial and Labor Relations
32994 IND 001 - TBA Bender, K
32995 IND 002 - TBA Bravo, E
35169 IND 003 - TBA Davies, S
36337 IND 004 - TBA Heywood, J
IND REL 921 G 1 - 6  Internship in Industrial Relations
32993 FLD 001 - TBA Davies, S
IND REL 999 G 1 - 3  Independent Study
32996 IND 001 - TBA Bender, K
32997 IND 002 - TBA Burrell, N
35008 IND 003 - TBA Davies, S
36338 IND 004 - TBA Heywood, J
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Middle Eastern and North African Studies
  
       
       
       
        
    
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
     
 
  
     
 
   
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
ARABIC 102 U 5 Second Semester Arabic
35326 LEC 001 MTWRF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 219 Oulhaj, A
36897 LEC 002 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 219 Al Lababidi, Z
36966 LEC 003 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am BOL B83 Algady, D
E 41401 LEC 004 MTW 6:00pm-6:50pm CRT 209 Ouali, H
E R 6:00pm-7:50pm CRT 209
~ + ARABIC 111
(HU)
U 3 Cultures and Civilizations of the Muslim Middle East
37512 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Masalkhi, F
ARABIC 164
(HU)
U 3 Arabs and Islam in America
37960 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B83 Masalkhi, F
ARABIC 199 U 1 - 3  Independent Study
36508 IND 001 - TBA Ouali, H
ARABIC 202 U 5 Fourth Semester Arabic
37012 LEC 001 MTWRF 11:00am-11:50am MER 311 Labanieh, K
ARABIC 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
36265 LEC 101 - TBA
ARABIC 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
34375 LEC 101 - TBA
# ARABIC 699 U 1 - 3  Advanced Independent Study
36264 IND 001 - TBA Ouali, H
ARTHIST 315 U/G 3 Art and Archaeology of Ancient Egypt
37539 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Rich, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Required texts: 
Aldred, Cyril. Egyptian Art. Thames & Hudson, 1980 (reprinted
2004).
Robins, Gay. The Art of Ancient Egypt. British Museum Press,
1997 (reprinted 2008).
The Chicago field trip will not be required for this session.
CLASSIC 390
(HU)
U 3 Egyptian Mythology
35920 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
36640 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Precourt, B
HEBR ST 102 U 4 Second Semester Hebrew
37784 LEC 001 MW 9:00am-10:50am TBA Margolis, D
HEBR ST 202 U 3 Fourth-Semester Hebrew
36613 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Margolis, D
HEBR ST 231
(HU)
U 3 Introduction to the Old Testament/Hebrew Bible
41414 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Brusin, D
HEBR ST 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
36895 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HEBR ST 268
(HU)
U 3 Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust
36896 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Baum, R Taught w/Jewish 268.
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HEBR ST 274
(HU)
U 3 Ancient Egyptian Civilization
35902 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:20am TBA Precourt, B jointly offered with Hist 274
HEBR ST 321 U 3 The Holocaust and the Politics of Memory
36315 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Listoe, D
HEBR ST 332 U 3 Women in the Bible
41417 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Margolis, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
HIST 280
(HU)
U 3 Islamic Civilization: The Formative Period, ca. 500-1258
37517 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm HLT 190 Amster, E
HIST 387 U/G 3 Africa: Imperialism and Independence Since 1880
41386 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am HLT 190 Filippello, M
HIST 401 U/G 3 Topics in Middle Eastern History:
41388 LEC 001 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm HLT G90 Amster, E TOPIC: Women in Islamic History 3 cr
JEWISH 261
(HU)
U 3 Representing the Holocaust in Words and Images
36972 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Baum, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Taught w/Hebrew St 261.
JEWISH 268
(HU)
U 3 Jewish and Christian Responses to the Holocaust
36973 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Baum, R Taught w/Hebrew St 268.
E  Evening Section
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Modern Studies
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
        
 
ENGLISH 624 U/G 3 Seminar in Modern Literature:
41523 SEM 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 405 Puskar, J TOPIC: Dangerous Fictions 3 cr
ENGLISH 720 G 3 Modern Literary Theory
E 41525 LEC 001 W 5:00pm-7:40pm CRT 386 Kalter, B
ENGLISH 875 G 3 Seminar in Modern Literature:
41531 SEM 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 386 Sangari, K TOPIC: Becoming Modern: Gendered Narratives 3 cr
HIST 712 G 3 Historiography and Theory of History
E 41392 SEM 001 M 4:00pm-6:40pm HLT 341 McGuinness, A
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Museum Studies Certificate Program
  
        
 
  
        
 
  
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
       
       
       
 
   
       
 
   
       
       
 
  
        
       
 
ANTHRO 721 G 3 Administration and Organization of Museums
35363 LEC 101 T 1:30pm-4:10pm MUSM Jacobson, C Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W. Wells Street.
ANTHRO 722 G 3 Museum Exhibits
35364 LEC 101 R 1:30pm-4:10pm MUSM Scher Thomae, D Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W. Wells Street.
ANTHRO 724 G 3 Internship in Museum Studies
31915 LEC 101 - MUSM Arnold, B Milwaukee Public Museum, 800 W. Wells Street.
# BUS ADM 738 G 3 Human Resource Management
E 29074 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N116 Singh, R
# BUSMGMT 721 G 3 Fundraising and Development for Nonprofit Organizations
E 29308 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA
# BUSMGMT 725 G 3 Governance and Executive Leadership of Nonprofit Organizations
E 29197 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 Ihrke, D
# + L&I SCI 511 U/G 3 Organization of Information
40076 LEC 001 R 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Kipp, M
40077 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Lee, H This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40109 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Smiraglia, R This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
40117 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Miller, S This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 520 U/G 3 Managing Library Collections
40211 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Sweetland, J 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 This section restricted to Graduate
students. Special course fee of $2280.00 will be the ONLY
charge assessed for this lecture. Fee Applies to ALL students
enrolled in addition to tuition/fees for any other classes in which
they are enrolled. Course delivered completely online;
internet/computer access required. Open to all students,
however, preference is given to MLIS students residing outside
the metro Milwaukee area. All other students must have consent
of instructor to enroll.
# L&I SCI 521 U/G 3 Introduction to Reference Services and Resources
40255 LEC 001 T 9:30am-12:10pm TBA Mathias, M
40075 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Dimitroff, A This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
L&I SCI 524 U/G 3 Management of Libraries and Information Services
E 41736 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Hansen, C
40104 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Aman, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2280.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee Applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Open to all students, however, preference is given to MLIS
students residing outside the metro Milwaukee area. All other
students must have consent of instructor to enroll.
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Nonprofit Management
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
   
        
        
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
   
        
 
# BUS ADM 441 U/G 3 Diversity in Organizations
E 29100 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Additional Tuition $61.80.
# BUS ADM 733 G 3 Organizational Development
E 29293 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233
# BUS ADM 766 G 3 Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations
E 41470 LEC 001 M 7:00pm-9:40pm LUB S341 Peracchio, L
# BUSMGMT 706 G 3 Managing in a Dynamic Environment
E 29302 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S171 Laughland, S
E 29273 LEC 002 W 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S233 Freeman, S
# BUSMGMT 707 G 3 Information Technology for Competitive Advantage
E 29083 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB N333 Ramamurthy, K
# BUSMGMT 721 G 3 Fundraising and Development for Nonprofit Organizations
E 29308 LEC 001 T 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA
# BUSMGMT 725 G 3 Governance and Executive Leadership of Nonprofit Organizations
E 29197 LEC 001 R 5:30pm-8:10pm LUB S165 Ihrke, D
E  Evening Section
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Organizational Administration
   
      
       
       
      
       
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
       
      
       
       
      
       
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
  
       
      
       
       
      
       
       
       
      
# COMMUN 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication
35642 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244
E 35643 LEC 002 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 244
E 35800 LEC 003 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 244
38441 LEC 004 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244
37330 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Cuneo, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
41313 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Cuneo, A 03/26/2012-05/19/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
34605 LEC 407 T 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 131 Timmerman, L
34606 DIS 601 MW 9:00am-9:50am MER 244
34607 DIS 602 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 244
34608 DIS 603 MW 11:00am-11:50am MER 244
34609 DIS 604 MW 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 244
34610 DIS 605 MW 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 244
34611 DIS 606 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 244
34612 DIS 607 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER 244
34613 DIS 608 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER 244
34614 DIS 609 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER 244
34615 DIS 610 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 244
34616 DIS 611 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 244
34617 DIS 612 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 244
# COMMUN 103
(HU)
U 3 Public Speaking
E 34619 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
34620 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44
E 34621 LEC 003 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
E 36455 LEC 004 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
36454 LEC 005 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44
E 41938 LEC 006 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 248
37773 LEC 407 M 12:00pm-12:50pm ENG 105 Keith, W
34622 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-8:50am MER G44
34623 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER G44
34624 LAB 803 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER G44
34625 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER G44
34626 LAB 805 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G44
34627 LAB 806 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G44
35991 LAB 807 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G44
35992 LAB 808 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER G48
35993 LAB 809 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER G48
34628 LAB 810 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER G48
34629 LAB 811 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G48
34630 LAB 812 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G48
35644 LAB 813 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G48
35645 LAB 814 WF 9:00am-9:50am MER G44
35646 LAB 815 WF 10:00am-10:50am MER G44
37094 LAB 816 WF 11:00am-11:50am MER G44
37095 LAB 817 WF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G44
37096 LAB 818 WF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G44
41314 LAB 819 WF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G44
COMMUN 105
(SS)
U 3 Business and Professional Communication
E 35652 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
36295 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G48
E 36244 LEC 003 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
E 36950 LEC 004 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
37951 LEC 005 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G48
E 37952 LEC 006 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G48
37953 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Johnson, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
34631 LEC 408 M 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 131 Timmerman, C
34632 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-8:50am MER 248
34633 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER 248
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34634 LAB 803 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER 248
34635 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER 248
34636 LAB 805 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 248
34637 LAB 806 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 248
34638 LAB 807 WF 8:00am-8:50am MER 248
34639 LAB 808 WF 9:00am-9:50am MER 248
34640 LAB 809 WF 10:00am-10:50am MER 248
34641 LAB 810 WF 11:00am-11:50am MER 248
34642 LAB 811 WF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 248
37769 LAB 812 WF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 248
36476 LAB 990 - ONLINE WEB
36596 LAB 991 - ONLINE WEB
37763 LAB 992 - ONLINE WEB
37764 LAB 993 - ONLINE WEB
37949 LAB 994 - ONLINE WEB
37950 LAB 995 - ONLINE WEB
# COMMUN 300 U 3 Interviewers and Interviewing
36161 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 344 Gattoni, A
E 41272 LEC 002 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 344 Grimes, D
COMMUN 310 U 3 Communication in Organizations
37477 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Fonner, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
42392 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Haselhuhn, E 01/23/2012-03/17/2012 A special course fee of $275.00, in
addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
COMMUN 323 U 3 Communication in Groups and Teams
37126 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 248 Smith, K
37970 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 344 Mascarenhas, M
41276 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Fonner, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# COMMUN 370 U 3 Quantitative Research in Communication
37975 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 353 Kim, J
41278 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Song, H A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ECON 103
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Microeconomics
E 34706 LEC 001 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm BOL B60 Oberg, P
E 34707 LEC 002 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm BOL B60 Sahabehtabrizy, S
34708 LEC 003 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B56 Ullman, D
34709 LEC 004 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B60 Chakrabarti, A
34710 LEC 005 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B56 Milli, J
34711 LEC 006 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B56 Javadi, S
36465 LEC 007 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B56 Martin, R
41575 LEC 008 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B64 Javadi, S
41559 LEC 209 - TBA Wilkerson, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
W 34712 LEC 310 S 10:00am-12:45pm BOL B95 Milli, J
34705 LEC 411 TR 9:00am-9:50am BOL 150 Holahan, W For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34713 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am TBA
34714 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34715 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34716 DIS 604 T 10:00am-10:50am BOL B68
34717 DIS 605 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34718 DIS 606 T 11:00am-11:50am BOL B68
34719 DIS 607 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34720 DIS 608 W 9:00am-9:50am TBA Figusch, M
34721 DIS 609 W 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34722 DIS 610 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34723 DIS 611 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
35639 DIS 612 R 10:00am-10:50am TBA
35640 DIS 613 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
36279 DIS 614 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
37778 DIS 615 F 9:00am-9:50am BOL B64
37785 DIS 616 F 10:00am-10:50am BOL B64
41582 DIS 617 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
41583 DIS 618 F 11:00am-11:50am BOL B64
ECON 104
(SS)
U 3 Principles of Macroeconomics
E  Evening Section
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E 34725 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm BOL B60 Motavalizadeh
Ardakani, O
34726 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B60 Milani, S
34727 LEC 003 MW 9:30am-10:45am BOL B60 Khadem Sameni, M
34728 LEC 004 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B60 Kasymova, K
E 36525 LEC 005 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm BOL B60 Khadem Sameni, M
36526 LEC 006 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B60 Zhang, R
E 36527 LEC 007 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm BOL B56 Xi, D
35538 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Meadows, G A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
For online tutoring, go to the UWM D2L site and search
"Tutoring" for the TARC online tutoring site or email
tarc@uwm.edu to be added.
W 34729 LEC 309 S 1:00pm-3:45pm BOL B95 Barati, M
34724 LEC 410 TR 10:00am-10:50am BOL 150 Bahmani-Oskoee, M For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34730 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34731 DIS 602 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34732 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34733 DIS 604 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34734 DIS 605 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34735 DIS 606 T 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL B68
34736 DIS 607 T 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34737 DIS 608 W 10:00am-10:50am TBA
34738 DIS 609 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34739 DIS 610 W 11:00am-11:50am TBA
34740 DIS 611 R 11:00am-11:50am BOL B68
35641 DIS 612 R 11:00am-11:50am TBA
41584 DIS 613 R 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL B68
36287 DIS 614 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
37363 DIS 615 F 9:00am-9:50am BOL B68
37779 DIS 616 F 10:00am-10:50am BOL B68
38151 DIS 617 F 10:00am-10:50am TBA
41585 DIS 618 F 11:00am-11:50am BOL B68
ECON 210 U 3 Economic Statistics
E 34758 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Murshid, A
34759 LEC 002 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Marfatia, H
38038 LEC 003 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Wang, L
ECON 325 U 3 Money and Banking
34764 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Kumari, S
34765 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Jindal, S
E 38056 LEC 003 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Fletcher, C
ECON 351 U 3 Introduction to International Economic Relations
E 34766 LEC 001 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Yukhov, A
37362 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Hosny, A
38057 LEC 003 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Rath, C
ECON 415 U/G 3 Economics of Employment and Labor Relations
34768 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B60 Parlow, A
E 34769 LEC 002 W 6:00pm-8:40pm TBA Bender, K
34770 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Drewianka, S
# ENGLISH 205 U 3 Business Writing
32434 LEC 001 MW 8:00am-9:15am LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S
32435 LEC 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S
32436 LEC 003 MW 9:30am-10:45am LUB S233 Conley, C
34322 LEC 004 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB N130 Khatchadourian, S
34323 LEC 005 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S233 Marini, R
34324 LEC 006 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER G16 Kumar, N
35469 LEC 007 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S233 Marini, R
36094 LEC 008 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S231 Lyons, C
E 36886 LEC 009 M 5:30pm-8:10pm SAB G25 Marini, R
E 37105 LEC 010 W 4:00pm-6:40pm CRT 124
37106 LEC 011 TR 8:00am-9:15am LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37107 LEC 012 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37108 LEC 013 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 321 Maris, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37109 LEC 014 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 108 Maris, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37110 LEC 015 TR 11:00am-12:15pm LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37111 LEC 016 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 118 Maris, M Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
37354 LEC 017 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S231 Donay, A
37797 LEC 018 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LUB S233 Nygaard, N
37799 LEC 019 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm LUB S231 Donay, A
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38410 LEC 020 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm LUB S231 Donay, A
38244 LEC 221 - ONLINE WEB Batova, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
38245 LEC 222 - ONLINE WEB Stanton, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37510 LEC 223 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
# ENGLISH 206 U 3 Technical Writing
32437 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Batova, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 430 U/G 3 Advanced Writing Workshop
34340 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am CRT 405 Undergrad credit ONLY this semester.
35505 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 405 Undergrad credit ONLY this semester.
37086 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 405 Undergrad credit ONLY this semester.
PSYCH 325 U 4 Research Methods in Psychology
34944 LEC 401 TR 9:00am-9:50am SAB G90 Merritt, M
34945 LAB 801 M 9:00am-10:50am PER 250
34946 LAB 802 T 10:00am-11:50am PER 250
34947 LAB 803 T 12:00pm-1:50pm PER 250
34948 LAB 804 W 9:00am-10:50am PER 250
34949 LAB 805 W 11:00am-12:50pm PER 250
34950 LAB 806 R 10:00am-11:50am PER 250
34951 LAB 807 R 12:00pm-1:50pm PER 250
34952 LAB 808 M 11:00am-12:50pm PER 250
34953 LAB 809 M 1:00pm-2:50pm PER 250
SOCIOL 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Sociology
E 34643 LEC 001 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Mantyh, M
34644 LEC 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B46 Nowacek, D
36863 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Jordan, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online U-Pace course. Students learn at their own pace and must
demonstrate mastery of each content unit before proceeding to
the next. There are multiple opportunities to retake tests.
34645 LEC 404 MW 11:00am-11:50am BOL 150 Redding, K
34646 DIS 601 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34647 DIS 602 M 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
34648 DIS 603 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
34649 DIS 604 M 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
34650 DIS 605 M 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
34651 DIS 606 M 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
34652 DIS 607 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
34653 DIS 608 M 3:00pm-3:50pm TBA
35727 DIS 609 T 9:00am-9:50am TBA
35828 DIS 610 T 10:00am-10:50am TBA
36066 DIS 611 T 11:00am-11:50am TBA
36534 DIS 612 T 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
36535 DIS 613 T 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA
37407 DIS 614 T 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37408 DIS 615 T 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA
37409 DIS 616 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
37410 DIS 617 T 2:00pm-2:50pm TBA
SOCIOL 330 U 3 Economy and Society
37079 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Britton, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 361 U 3 Research Methods in Sociology
34659 LEC 401 TR 10:00am-10:50am CHM 180 Britton, M
41134 LAB 801 R 12:00pm-12:50pm BOL 293
41135 LAB 802 R 11:00am-11:50am BOL 293
41136 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-2:50pm BOL 293
41137 LAB 804 R 3:00pm-3:50pm BOL 293
SOCIOL 443 U/G 3 Organizations, Occupations, and Professions
41142 LEC 201 - TBA Chang, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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ANTHRO 104
(SS)
U 3 Lifeways in Different Cultures: A Survey of World Societies
36859 LEC 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G90 Schulenburg, M
E 38360 LEC 002 M 5:30pm-8:10pm MIT 195 Applbaum, K
34367 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hamlin, C A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
BIO SCI 150
(NS+)
U 4 Foundations of Biological Sciences I
34453 LEC 401 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP 162 Hoebel, G
Wejksnora, P
Whittingham, L
Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
34454 LAB 801 M 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
E 34455 LAB 802 M 4:00pm-6:50pm LAP S284
34456 LAB 803 T 8:00am-10:50am LAP S284
34457 LAB 804 T 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
34458 LAB 805 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP S284
34459 LAB 806 W 8:00am-10:50am LAP S284
34460 LAB 807 W 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
34461 LAB 808 R 8:00am-10:50am LAP S284
35937 LAB 809 R 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S284
37010 LAB 810 R 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP S284
BIO SCI 152
(NS+)
U 4 Foundations of Biological Sciences II
34462 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am LAP N103 Wimpee, C Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
34463 LAB 801 M 10:00am-12:50pm LAP S286
34464 LAB 802 M 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S286
E 34465 LAB 803 M 4:00pm-6:50pm LAP S286
34466 LAB 804 T 8:00am-10:50am LAP S286
35369 LAB 805 T 11:00am-1:50pm LAP S286
35579 LAB 806 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP S286
E 36468 LAB 807 T 5:00pm-7:50pm LAP S286
36495 LAB 808 W 10:00am-12:50pm LAP S286
37791 LAB 809 W 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP S286
BIO SCI 315 U 3 Cell Biology
36648 LEC 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am LAP N101 Ramakrishnan, S
# BIO SCI 316 U 2 Laboratory in Genetics and Cell Biology
41608 DIS 601 M 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP N101 Quinn, C Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
This section will be a discussion of the principles and methods
performed in lab.
41609 LAB 801 T 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP 466 Quinn, C
41610 LAB 802 W 9:00am-11:50am LAP 466 Quinn, C
41611 LAB 803 R 2:00pm-4:50pm LAP 466 Quinn, C
41612 LAB 804 F 9:00am-11:50am LAP 468 Quinn, C
BIO SCI 325 U 3 Genetics
31866 LEC 401 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP N103 Wejksnora, P
31867 DIS 601 T 9:00am-10:50am LAP 257
31868 DIS 602 T 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 257
36022 DIS 603 W 12:00pm-1:50pm LAP 257
31869 DIS 604 W 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 253
36241 DIS 605 R 9:00am-10:50am LAP 257
37015 DIS 606 R 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 257
37792 DIS 607 M 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 257
37793 DIS 608 F 9:00am-10:50am LAP 250
~ BIO SCI 383 U 4 General Microbiology
36528 LEC 401 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 160 McBride, M Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
36529 LAB 801 MW 10:00am-11:50am LAP 480
36530 LAB 802 MW 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 480
36531 LAB 803 TR 9:00am-10:50am LAP 480
37011 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-12:50pm LAP 480
38315 LAB 805 TR 1:00pm-2:50pm LAP 480
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# BIO SCI 402 U/G 3 Immunological Techniques
37710 LAB 801 MW 1:00pm-3:50pm LAP 466 Steeber, D Add'l special course fee of $5.70 will be assessed to cover cost
of course materials.
CHEM 102
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry
34509 LEC 401 MWF 11:00am-11:50am CHM 190 Sorensen, T The Thursday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/16, 3/15, 4/26, and
5 /10 .
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
36055 LEC 402 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 190 Blecking, A The Thursday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/16, 3/15, and 4/26,
and 5/10.
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E R 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34510 DIS 601 M 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
34511 DIS 602 T 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
34512 DIS 603 T 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
34513 DIS 604 F 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
34514 DIS 605 W 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
34515 DIS 606 W 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
34516 DIS 607 R 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
34517 DIS 608 R 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
34518 DIS 609 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
34519 DIS 610 R 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
34520 DIS 611 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
34521 DIS 612 M 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
34522 DIS 613 T 11:00am-11:50am CHM 169
34523 DIS 614 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
35283 DIS 615 F 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
36056 DIS 616 R 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
36057 DIS 617 W 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 169
36058 DIS 618 F 10:00am-10:50am CHM 169
36059 DIS 619 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 169
36060 DIS 620 T 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 169
37166 DIS 621 M 9:00am-9:50am CHM 169
37167 DIS 622 F 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 195
34524 LAB 801 M 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 298 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
34525 LAB 802 M 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 286
34526 LAB 803 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 286
34527 LAB 804 F 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 286
34528 LAB 805 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 286
34529 LAB 806 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 286
34530 LAB 807 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 298
34531 LAB 808 R 8:00am-10:50am CHM 298
34532 LAB 809 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 298
34533 LAB 810 F 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 298
34534 LAB 811 T 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 298
34535 LAB 812 M 9:00am-11:50am CHM 286
34536 LAB 813 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 298
34537 LAB 814 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 298
35284 LAB 815 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 286
36061 LAB 816 R 8:00am-10:50am CHM 286
36062 LAB 817 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 286
36063 LAB 818 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 286
36064 LAB 819 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 298
36065 LAB 820 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 298
37168 LAB 821 M 9:00am-11:50am CHM 298
37169 LAB 822 T 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 286
CHEM 104
(NS+)
U 5 General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
34538 LEC 401 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 180 Murphy, K The Wednesday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/15, 3/14, 4/25 and
5 / 9 .
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E W 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
35830 LEC 402 MWF 9:00am-9:50am CHM 180 Murphy, K The Wednesday 5:30 meeting convenes only for monthly exams;
exams are scheduled for ALL lectures on 2/15, 3/14, 4/25 and
5 / 9 .
For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
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E W 5:30pm-7:00pm TBA
34539 DIS 601 M 9:00am-9:50am CHM 193
34540 DIS 602 M 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
34541 DIS 603 M 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
34542 DIS 604 W 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
34543 DIS 605 W 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 193
34544 DIS 606 R 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
34545 DIS 607 F 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
34546 DIS 608 W 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 195
34547 DIS 609 M 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 193
36011 DIS 610 M 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 193
34548 DIS 611 T 1:00pm-1:50pm CHM 195
35831 DIS 612 W 11:00am-11:50am CHM 195
35832 DIS 613 W 2:00pm-2:50pm CHM 193
35833 DIS 614 F 10:00am-10:50am CHM 193
37170 DIS 615 T 3:00pm-3:50pm CHM 169
41295 DIS 616 W 8:00am-8:50am CHM 195
34549 LAB 801 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 284 Labs will start the week of January 31st. Safety goggles are
required the first day of lab.
34550 LAB 802 T 8:00am-10:50am CHM 285
34551 LAB 803 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 284
34552 LAB 804 W 9:00am-11:50am CHM 285
36012 LAB 805 R 8:00am-10:50am CHM 285
34553 LAB 806 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 285
34554 LAB 807 R 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 284
34555 LAB 808 F 9:00am-11:50am CHM 284
34556 LAB 809 M 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 285
34557 LAB 810 M 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 284
35834 LAB 812 T 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 285
35835 LAB 813 W 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 284
35836 LAB 814 W 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 285
37171 LAB 815 F 10:00am-12:50pm CHM 285
37172 LAB 816 M 1:00pm-3:50pm CHM 284
CHEM 343 U 3 Organic Chemistry
32196 LEC 001 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CHM 180 Freschl, G For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
CHEM 344 U 2 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
32197 LAB 801 MW 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 475S Professor Hossain is in charge of this course.
Labs will begin as scheduled. Safety goggles are required the
first day of lab.
32198 LAB 802 MW 11:00am-1:50pm CHM 485N
32199 LAB 803 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 485S
32200 LAB 804 TR 9:00am-11:50am CHM 475N
35305 LAB 805 TR 9:00am-11:50am CHM 485S
35306 LAB 806 TR 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 475N
35602 LAB 807 TR 12:00pm-2:50pm CHM 485S
36798 LAB 808 MW 2:00pm-4:50pm CHM 475S
CHEM 345 U 3 Organic Chemistry
32201 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am CHM 180 Schwabacher, A
CHEM 501 U/G 3 Introduction to Biochemistry
34580 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Surerus, K A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
Online self-paced course. Students learn at their own pace and
must demonstrate mastery of each content unit before
proceeding to the next.
# COMMUN 103
(HU)
U 3 Public Speaking
E 34619 LEC 001 M 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
34620 LEC 002 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44
E 34621 LEC 003 T 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
E 36455 LEC 004 W 6:30pm-9:10pm MER G44
36454 LEC 005 R 3:30pm-6:10pm MER G44
E 41938 LEC 006 R 6:30pm-9:10pm MER 248
37773 LEC 407 M 12:00pm-12:50pm ENG 105 Keith, W
34622 LAB 801 TR 8:00am-8:50am MER G44
34623 LAB 802 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER G44
34624 LAB 803 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER G44
34625 LAB 804 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER G44
34626 LAB 805 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G44
34627 LAB 806 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G44
35991 LAB 807 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G44
35992 LAB 808 TR 9:00am-9:50am MER G48
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35993 LAB 809 TR 10:00am-10:50am MER G48
34628 LAB 810 TR 11:00am-11:50am MER G48
34629 LAB 811 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G48
34630 LAB 812 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G48
35644 LAB 813 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G48
35645 LAB 814 WF 9:00am-9:50am MER G44
35646 LAB 815 WF 10:00am-10:50am MER G44
37094 LAB 816 WF 11:00am-11:50am MER G44
37095 LAB 817 WF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER G44
37096 LAB 818 WF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER G44
41314 LAB 819 WF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER G44
~# ENGLISH 102
(ENG)
U 3 College Writing and Research
34264 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 342 Javers, K
34265 LEC 002 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 315 Smart, A
37669 LEC 003 MWF 8:00am-8:50am HLT G84 Kumar, N
37670 LEC 004 MWF 8:00am-8:50am MER 142 Singh, A
34266 LEC 005 MWF 9:00am-9:50am CRT 321 Terwelp, K This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34267 LEC 006 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 342 Javers, K
37671 LEC 007 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 213 Perso, J
37672 LEC 008 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 315
37677 LEC 009 MWF 9:00am-9:50am MER 142 Singh, A
37678 LEC 010 MWF 9:00am-9:50am HLT G84 Smart, A
34268 LEC 011 MW 10:00am-10:50am MER 311 Brehm, M This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
F CRT 108
34269 LEC 012 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MER 342 Javers, K
34270 LEC 013 MWF 10:00am-10:50am MER 213 Perso, J
34271 LEC 014 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 142 Andrews, A This is a blended course. Some class time will be replaced by
online discussions and activities. Computer and internet access
is required.
34272 LEC 015 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 211 Shields, A
34273 LEC 016 MWF 11:00am-11:50am MER 213 Perso, J
34274 LEC 017 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 211 Williams, P
34275 LEC 018 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 213 Thuemling, T
34276 LEC 019 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm MER 311 Abel, C
34277 LEC 020 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 211 Shields, A
34278 LEC 021 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 213 Perso, J
34279 LEC 022 MWF 1:00pm-1:50pm MER 311 Bowen, D
34280 LEC 023 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 213 Thuemling, T
34281 LEC 024 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 311 Bowen, D
34282 LEC 025 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm HLT G84 Anastasia, A
34283 LEC 026 MWF 2:00pm-2:50pm MER 342 Shields, A
34284 LEC 027 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 213 Edenfield, A
34285 LEC 028 MWF 3:00pm-3:50pm MER 311 Trease, M
34286 LEC 029 MW 8:00am-9:15am CRT 124 Siebert, D
34287 LEC 030 MW 8:00am-9:15am SAB G25 Brown, T
34288 LEC 031 MW 8:00am-9:15am AUP 189 Pacton, A
34289 LEC 032 MW 9:30am-10:45am CRT 124 Siebert, D Recommended for students who have completed English 095.
Please contact Sandy Brusin at sandyb@uwm.edu to register.
34290 LEC 033 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 189 Macdonald, M Cons ESL Coord is required to enroll; see Cathy Kaye in CRT 678
or email: cjkaye@uwm.edu.
37842 LEC 034 MW 9:30am-10:45am AUP 104 Bigler, M
34291 LEC 035 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HLT G84 Brehm, M
34292 LEC 036 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 321 Terwelp, K
34293 LEC 037 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 342 Blanchard, D
34294 LEC 038 MW 11:00am-12:15pm MER 315 Brown, T
34295 LEC 039 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 315 Green, J
34296 LEC 040 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 116 Mulvihill, J
34297 LEC 041 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G84 Bigler, M
34298 LEC 042 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT B14 Abbott, L
34299 LEC 043 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G25 Bott, V
34300 LEC 044 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 142 Bigler, M
34301 LEC 045 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm MER G16 Brehm, M
34302 LEC 046 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 321 Terwelp, K
34303 LEC 047 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 321 Harriell, D
34304 LEC 048 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 142 Bigler, M
34305 LEC 049 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 315 Brehm, M
34306 LEC 050 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 342 Heimermann, M
34307 LEC 051 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm CRT 118 Martinez, S
34308 LEC 052 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 211 Nelson, J
E 34309 LEC 053 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 213 Felten, R
E 34310 LEC 054 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm MER 311 Chose, A
E 34311 LEC 055 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm CRT B19 Rongstad, D
E 34312 LEC 056 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm LUB S231 Norman, J
E 34313 LEC 057 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm MER 142 Chose, A
E 34314 LEC 058 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm AUP 104 Mulvihill, J
34315 LEC 059 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER G16 Beebe, M
34316 LEC 060 TR 8:00am-9:15am LUB S231 Fuerst, A
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34317 LEC 061 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 189 Cristy, A
34318 LEC 062 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER 213 Rongstad, D
35464 LEC 063 TR 8:00am-9:15am AUP 116 Urban, A
35606 LEC 064 TR 8:00am-9:15am MER 315 Persinger, A
35465 LEC 065 TR 8:00am-9:15am CRT 108 Himmelheber, R
35466 LEC 066 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER G16 Marks, B
35467 LEC 067 TR 9:30am-10:45am LUB S231 Fuerst, A
35468 LEC 068 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 311 Dworschack-Kinter, J
36211 LEC 069 TR 9:30am-10:45am SAB G25 Mendel, K
36212 LEC 070 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 116 Urban, A
36213 LEC 071 TR 9:30am-10:45am MER 213 Beebe, M
36214 LEC 072 TR 9:30am-10:45am AUP 189 Nesheim, K
36261 LEC 073 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER G16 Blewett, P
36481 LEC 074 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 116 Nastal, J Cons ESL Coord is required to enroll; see Cathy Kaye in CRT 678
or email: cjkaye@uwm.edu.
36482 LEC 075 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 189 Sobol, C
36486 LEC 076 TR 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 124 Bott, V
36487 LEC 077 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 213 Marks, B
36678 LEC 078 TR 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 104 Nesheim, K
37844 LEC 079 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER G16 Listoe, D
37843 LEC 080 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
35803 LEC 081 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B80 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 002 that
meets in GML E159.
35818 LEC 082 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
35819 LEC 083 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B80 Sobol, C AOC students only.
35820 LEC 084 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B80 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 001 that
meets in GML E159.
35821 LEC 085 TR 9:30am-10:45am MIT 159 Bott, V AOC students only.
36743 LEC 086 TR 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B76 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 003 that
meets in GML E159.
36783 LEC 087 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B76 Klingbiel, C AOC students only. Must also enroll in L&I Sci 101, LEC 004 that
meets in GML E159.
38367 LEC 088 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B76 Chesky, L AOC students only.
36679 LEC 090 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 104 Banerjee, S
36680 LEC 091 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm MER 315 Marks, B
36699 LEC 092 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 116 Nawrot, D
36700 LEC 093 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 104 Sobol, C
36701 LEC 094 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER G16 Etlinger, S
36702 LEC 095 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm MER 213 Learned, N
36703 LEC 096 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT G84 Martinez, S
36704 LEC 097 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm CRT 108 Seeger, J
36705 LEC 098 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm AUP 116 Nawrot, D
36706 LEC 099 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER 315 Marks, B
36790 LEC 100 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm AUP 104 Gomaa, D
38358 LEC 101 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm MER G16 Seeger, J
36791 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Siebert, D A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36792 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Felten, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36793 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Hall, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36794 LEC 204 - ONLINE WEB Learned, N A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36796 LEC 205 - ONLINE WEB Thuemling, T A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
36797 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Macdonald, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37092 LEC 207 - ONLINE WEB Morrow, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
37093 LEC 208 - ONLINE WEB Pegram, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
41862 LEC 209 - ONLINE WEB Kirchner, A A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
MATH 116 U 3 College Algebra
35733 LEC 001 MWF 9:00am-9:50am EMS W119
31692 LEC 002 MWF 10:00am-10:50am EMS W119
31693 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-11:50am EMS W119
35502 LEC 004 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm EMS W119
35605 LEC 005 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm EMS W119
37898 LEC 006 TR 8:00am-9:15am EMS W119
35731 LEC 007 TR 9:30am-10:45am EMS W119
35732 LEC 008 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS W119
E 36004 LEC 009 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm EMS W119
MATH 117 U 2 Trigonometry
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31694 LEC 001 MW 9:00am-9:50am EMS E130
31695 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-11:50am EMS E206
31696 LEC 003 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E130
31697 LEC 004 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS W129
31698 LEC 005 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E130
31699 LEC 006 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS W119
31700 LEC 007 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS W119
35077 LEC 008 TR 2:00pm-2:50pm EMS E212
35503 LEC 009 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS W129
MATH 211
(NS)
U 4 Survey in Calculus and Analytic Geometry
E 35751 LEC 101 MW 6:30pm-8:20pm GDHS OFF CAMPUS. Meets at: Greendale High School, 6801 Southway,
Rm 127.
E 37899 LEC 102 TR 6:30pm-8:20pm WBHS OFF CAMPUS. Meets at: Whitefish Bay HS, 1200 E. Fairmount
Ave., Rm 253.
36873 LEC 403 MWF 10:00am-10:50am BOL 150 Schultz, L Fridays are reserved for testing.
36874 LEC 404 MW 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 170 Schultz, L For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
E 36875 LEC 405 TR 6:00pm-6:50pm LAP N103 Duff, C For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31712 DIS 601 TR 8:00am-8:50am EMS E212
31713 DIS 602 TR 8:00am-8:50am EMS E206
31714 DIS 603 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E212
31715 DIS 604 TR 9:00am-9:50am EMS E206
31716 DIS 605 TR 10:00am-10:50am EMS E212
31717 DIS 606 TR 10:00am-10:50am EMS E206
31718 DIS 607 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS E212
31719 DIS 608 TR 11:00am-11:50am EMS E206
31720 DIS 609 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E212
31721 DIS 610 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm EMS E206
31722 DIS 611 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E212
35752 DIS 612 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm EMS E206
35753 DIS 621 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E212
35754 DIS 622 MW 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E206
E 35755 DIS 623 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E212
E 35756 DIS 624 MW 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E206
E 35757 DIS 625 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E212
E 35758 DIS 626 MW 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E206
36483 DIS 631 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E212
36627 DIS 632 TR 3:00pm-3:50pm EMS E206
E 36628 DIS 633 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E212
E 36629 DIS 634 TR 4:00pm-4:50pm EMS E206
E 36630 DIS 635 TR 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E212
E 36631 DIS 636 TR 5:00pm-5:50pm EMS E206
MATH 231
(NS)
U 4 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
36866 LEC 001 MWF 8:00am-9:15am PHY 149
36867 LEC 002 MWF 9:30am-10:45am EMS E495 Musson, I
36868 LEC 003 MWF 11:00am-12:15pm PHY 127
36869 LEC 004 MW 1:00pm-2:50pm PHY 127
36870 LEC 005 MW 3:00pm-4:50pm PHY 127 Mandella, W
E 36871 LEC 006 MW 5:00pm-6:50pm PHY 149
36872 LEC 007 TR 10:00am-11:50am PHY 127 Boyd, S
37249 LEC 008 TR 12:00pm-1:50pm PHY 127
37585 LEC 009 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm PHY 127
E 37722 LEC 010 TR 5:00pm-6:50pm PHY 149
PHILOS 241
(HU)
U 3 Introductory Ethics
31765 LEC 401 MW 11:00am-11:50am END 103 Sensat, J
31766 DIS 601 R 9:00am-9:50am TBA Mesaros, C
31767 DIS 602 R 12:00pm-12:50pm TBA Mesaros, C
31768 DIS 603 R 1:00pm-1:50pm TBA Mesaros, C
PHILOS 244
(HU)
U 3 Ethical Issues in Health Care:
31769 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Tym, K TOPIC: Contemporary Problems 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
PHYSICS 120
(NS)
U 4 General Physics I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31788 LEC 401 MWF 8:00am-8:50am PHY 133 Giese, D For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
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31789 LEC 402 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 135 Gordon, S For 1-hr supplemental instruction review session times, visit the
website www.uwm.edu/Dept/TARC and click on 'Supplemental
Instruction' or email tarc@uwm.edu.
31790 DIS 601 TR 8:00am-8:50am PHY 230 Giese, D
31791 DIS 602 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 230 Giese, D
37014 DIS 603 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 230
31792 DIS 604 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 230
31793 DIS 605 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 146
31794 DIS 606 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 146
31795 DIS 607 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 146
31796 DIS 608 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 230
35938 DIS 609 TR 1:00pm-1:50pm PHY 230
PHYSICS 121
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory I (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31797 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
31798 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
31799 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
31800 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 233
E 31801 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 233
E 31802 LAB 806 T 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 233
E 36320 LAB 807 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 233
PHYSICS 122
(NS)
U 4 General Physics II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31803 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 133 Giese, D
E 35446 LEC 402 MW 5:30pm-6:45pm PHY 135 Giese, D
31804 DIS 601 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 144
31805 DIS 602 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 144
31806 DIS 603 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 144
E 35447 DIS 604 MW 7:00pm-7:50pm PHY 135
E 35598 DIS 605 TR 5:30pm-6:20pm PHY 232
E 36070 DIS 606 TR 7:00pm-7:50pm PHY 232
# PHYSICS 123
(NS+)
U 1 General Physics Laboratory II (Non-Calculus Treatment)
31807 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
31808 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
35448 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
35449 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 227
E 35939 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 227
E 36321 LAB 806 T 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 227
E 38481 LAB 807 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 227
PHYSICS 209
(NS)
U 4 Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
31809 LEC 401 MWF 9:00am-9:50am PHY 135 Wood, R
31810 LEC 402 MWF 11:00am-11:50am PHY 135 Wood, R
31811 DIS 601 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 232 Islo, K
31812 DIS 602 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 232 Islo, K
31813 DIS 603 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 232 Islo, K
31814 DIS 604 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 120
31815 DIS 605 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 120
35688 DIS 606 TR 12:00pm-12:50pm PHY 232
PHYSICS 210
(NS)
U 4 Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
31816 LEC 401 MWF 10:00am-10:50am PHY 135 Steiner, D
E 35451 LEC 402 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm PHY 135 Steiner, D
31817 DIS 601 TR 9:00am-9:50am PHY 142
31818 DIS 602 TR 10:00am-10:50am PHY 142
31819 DIS 603 TR 11:00am-11:50am PHY 142
E 36071 DIS 604 MW 5:30pm-6:20pm PHY 232
E 35452 DIS 605 MW 6:30pm-7:20pm PHY 232
E 35453 DIS 606 TR 7:00pm-7:50pm PHY 135
# PHYSICS 214
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics I (Calculus Treatment)
31820 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
31821 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
31822 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
31823 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 237
# PHYSICS 215
(NS+)
U 1 Lab Physics II (Calculus Treatment)
31824 LAB 801 M 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Purwar, N
31825 LAB 802 T 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Urban, A
31826 LAB 803 W 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Stevens, M
36072 LAB 804 R 2:00pm-4:50pm PHY 241 Urban, A
E  Evening Section
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E 35689 LAB 805 M 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 241 Stevens, M
E 36322 LAB 806 T 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 241 Urban, A
E 38472 LAB 807 W 5:00pm-7:50pm PHY 241 Stevens, M
PSYCH 101
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Psychology
E 34902 LEC 001 MW 4:30pm-5:45pm ENG 105
E 37711 LEC 002 R 6:00pm-8:40pm ENG 105 Stark, G
41457 LEC 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm LAP 162
41459 LEC 004 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm ENG 105
42562 LEC 013 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm LAP 162
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Professional Writing and Communication
  
       
 
ENGLISH 710 G 3 Advanced Project Management for Professional Writers
41524 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Spilka, R A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
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Rhetorical Leadership Certificate
  
       
        
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
COMMUN 665 U/G 3 Introduction to Mediation
36019 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 248 Ang, E
W 36020 LEC 002 S 9:00am-11:40am MER 244 Ang, E 01/23/2012-05/10/2012 
COMMUN 667 U/G 3 Great American Speakers and Issues
41944 LEC 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 344 Olson, K
# COMMUN 872 G 3 Rhetorics of Constituting Community and Social Controversy
41332 SEM 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm MER 244 Olson, K
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# ETHNIC 285 U 3 Cultures of Contemporary Russia
42026 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kitov, Y A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 330 U 3 Europe: East and West
36098 LEC 001 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm BOL B95 McCarthy, L
HIST 343 U/G 3 The Soviet Union: From Lenin to Gorbachev
37518 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HLT 180 Evans, C
POL SCI 330 U/G 3 The Politics of International Economic Relations
38324 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Horowitz, S A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
POLISH 102 U 5 Second-Semester Polish
42604 LEC 401 MTRF 9:00am-9:50am CRT B12 Mikos, M Students must register for both Polish 102-401 and Polish
102-801
42605 LAB 801 W 9:00am-9:50am CRT B74 Mikos, M Students must register for both Polish 102-401 and Polish 801
POLISH 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
34099 IND 001 - TBA Mikos, M
POLISH 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33430 LEC 101 - TBA Mikos, M
POLISH 299 U 1 - 6  Ad Hoc:
42603 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Mikos, M TOPIC: Joseph Conrad: Confronting The Irrational 3 cr
POLISH 497 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33431 LEC 101 - TBA Mikos, M
~ POLISH 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
34100 IND 001 - TBA Mikos, M
# RUSSIAN 102 U 5 Second-Semester Russian
38354 LEC 001 MTWRF 10:00am-10:50am CRT 119 Murphy-lee, M
RUSSIAN 199 U 1 - 4  Independent Study
36371 IND 001 - TBA Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 202 U 4 Fourth-Semester Russian
35419 LEC 001 MTWR 1:00pm-1:50pm CRT 181 Murphy-lee, M
RUSSIAN 210 U 4 Russian Literacy for Native and Heritage Speakers
41421 LEC 001 MTWR 11:00am-11:50am CRT 119 Familiant, N
RUSSIAN 245
(HU)
U 3 Russian Life and Culture
37971 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Peschio, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
RUSSIAN 289 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Lower Division
36960 FLD 001 - TBA Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 297 U 1-12  Study Abroad:
33654 LEC 101 - TBA
# RUSSIAN 311 U/G 3 Contemporary Russian Language:
37972 LEC 001 MWF 12:00pm-12:50pm CRT 303 Familiant, N TOPIC: New Russian Media 3 cr
E  Evening Section
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RUSSIAN 350
(HU)
U 3 Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy in Translation: Major Works
37752 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B83 Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Russian, Upper Division
36961 FLD 001 - TBA Peschio, J
RUSSIAN 497 U/G 1-12  Study Abroad:
33655 LEC 101 - TBA
~ RUSSIAN 699 U 1 - 6  Supervised Individual Reading
37370 IND 001 - TBA Peschio, J
E  Evening Section
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ANTHRO 404 U/G 3 Seminar in Human Evolutionary Physiology
41994 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am SAB G28 Campbell, B
ANTHRO 641 U/G 3 Seminar in Anthropology:
42001 SEM 001 F 9:30am-12:10pm SAB 281 Malaby, T TOPIC: Social Theories of Modernity 3 cr
42391 SEM 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm SAB 281 Richards, P TOPIC: Archaeology of Great Lakes Indigenous Groups 3 cr
ATM SCI 690 U/G 1 - 3  Seminar in Atmospheric Sciences:
36910 SEM 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm PHY 146 Roebber, P TOPIC: Daily Weather Discussion 1 - 3 cr
~ # + BIO SCI 380
(NS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
34488 SEM 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Forst, S TOPIC: DNA in Our Everday Lives 3 cr, Location: LAP 202
37698 SEM 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm LAP 258 Wimpee, C TOPIC: The Evolution of Evolution Theory 3 cr, Location: LAP
202
BIO SCI 670 U 1 Senior Seminar in Biological Sciences
34489 SEM 001 R 1:00pm-1:50pm LAP 257 Zhao, D
36857 SEM 002 W 3:00pm-3:50pm LAP 250
E 38496 SEM 003 M 4:00pm-4:50pm LAP 252
CES 490 U 1 Senior Seminar: Conservation and Environmental Science
36682 SEM 001 M 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 252 Dunn, P
41604 SEM 002 T 2:00pm-2:50pm LAP 250 Latch, E
42460 SEM 203 - ONLINE WEB Phillips, M A special course fee of $92.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
ENGLISH 624 U/G 3 Seminar in Modern Literature:
41523 SEM 001 W 12:30pm-3:10pm CRT 405 Puskar, J TOPIC: Dangerous Fictions 3 cr
ENGLISH 627 U/G 3 Seminar in Literature and Culture:
41519 SEM 001 M 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 382 Mcclanahan, A TOPIC: Literature and Culture of Financial Crisis 3 cr
ENGLISH 634 U/G 3 Seminar in English Language Studies:
41543 SEM 001 R 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 118 Mayes, P TOPIC: World Englishes 3 cr
~ # + ENGLISH 685
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
42137 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Schuster, C TOPIC: American Travel Literature 3 cr
E 42138 SEM 002 TR 5:30pm-6:45pm TBA Southward, D TOPIC: The Art of Poetry 3 cr
E 42139 SEM 003 M 5:30pm-8:10pm CRT 108 VanPelt, W TOPIC: William Blake and the Age of Revolutions 3 cr
FILMSTD 590 U 3 Seminar in Contemporary Film Theory
E 36192 SEM 001 W 4:00pm-8:00pm CRT 104 Blasini, G .
~ + FRENCH 192
(HU)
U 3 First-Year Seminar:
41973 SEM 001 TR 1:00pm-2:15pm TBA Kuiper, L TOPIC: World Cultures and Food 3 cr
GEO SCI 697 U/G 1 - 3  Seminar in the Geological Sciences:
37261 SEM 001 TR 2:00pm-3:50pm LAP 268 Hooyer, T TOPIC: Geologic Records of Quaternary Climate Change 1 -  3
cr
GEOG 600 U 3 Perspectives on Geography
36090 SEM 001 WF 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B95 Bonds, A
# GERMAN 115
(HU)
U 3 Seminar on Scandinavian Culture:
37976 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Lundback, V TOPIC: Crime and Criminals in the North 3 cr
# HIST 293
(HU)
U 3 Seminar on Historical Method: Theory and Approach
35618 SEM 001 M 12:30pm-3:10pm HLT 286 Evans, C
E  Evening Section
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~ # + HIST 398
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
41881 SEM 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Kim-Paik, N TOPIC: History Wars: Public Memory & the Past in E Asia 3 cr
~ # + HIST 399
(SS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
41882 SEM 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Singer, A TOPIC: Age of Revolution:Rad Ideology& Practice 1642-1848
3 cr
# HIST 600 U 3 Seminar in History:
37774 SEM 001 W 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 341 Minehan, P TOPIC: World Wars and Anti-Socialist Politics 3 cr
37131 SEM 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 341 Rodriguez, J TOPIC: Civil Rights Movement in Milwaukee, 1960s-1970s 3
cr
36823 SEM 003 M 12:30pm-3:10pm HLT 341 Schroeder, J TOPIC: The American Presidency 3 cr
37132 SEM 004 T 3:30pm-6:10pm HLT 286 Carlin, M TOPIC: The Role of Food in History 3 cr
# HONORS 200
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar: The Shaping of the Modern Mind:
34863 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HON 195 Singer, A TOPIC: Imperial Idea in Modern European History 3 cr
34864 SEM 002 MW 9:30am-10:45am HON 180 Emmett, R TOPIC: New Media and Contemporary War and Peace 3 cr
34865 SEM 003 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HON 155 Equitz, L TOPIC: Freudian Slips 3 cr
34866 SEM 004 MW 11:00am-12:15pm HON 190 Singer, A TOPIC: Imperial Idea in Modern European History 3 cr
34867 SEM 005 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HON 180 Emmett, R TOPIC: New Media and Contemporary War and Peace 3 cr
34868 SEM 006 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm HON 155 Hausdoerffer, W TOPIC: Pulp Fictions of the Ancient World 3 cr
34869 SEM 007 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HON 195 Southward, D TOPIC: Devious Cinema 3 cr
34870 SEM 008 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HON 155 Petty, A TOPIC: Up Close & Personal:The Lure of Autobio Poetry 3 cr
34871 SEM 009 MW 3:30pm-4:45pm HON 155 Hausdoerffer, W TOPIC: Breaking the Vase:Trgic Myth in Grk,Rom,Afr Contex
3 cr
E 36945 SEM 010 MW 4:00pm-5:15pm HON 190 Casey, K TOPIC: Pursuit of Pleasure: A History of Fun in America 3 cr
37471 SEM 011 TR 11:00am-12:15pm HON 155 Equitz, L TOPIC: The Last 'Good' War?: The Eastern Front 3 cr
37650 SEM 012 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HON 190 Casey, K TOPIC: Big Brother in the Bedroom 3 cr
37651 SEM 013 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm HON 195 Southward, D TOPIC: Devious Cinema 3 cr
37746 SEM 014 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm HON 155 Hausdoerffer, W TOPIC: Critical Humors 3 cr
E 42027 SEM 015 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm HON 190 Casey, K TOPIC: Big Brother in the Bedroom 3 cr
~ # + HONORS 350
(HU)
U 3 Honors Seminar in the Humanities:
35537 SEM 001 TR 9:30am-10:45am HON 180 Emmett, R TOPIC: American Introspection 3 cr
~ # + HONORS 380
(A)
U 3 Honors Seminar in the Arts:
34873 SEM 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am HON 155 Strini, T TOPIC: Classic American Songbook, 1920-1960 3 cr
35635 SEM 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Gabor, E TOPIC: The Art of Acting 3 cr
37574 SEM 003 F 9:30am-11:50am TBA Parsons, M TOPIC: Experiencing the Bodymind 3 cr
# + JAMS 661 U 3 Seminar in Media Communication and Society:
26003 SEM 001 TR 11:00am-12:15pm MER 347 Smith, J TOPIC: War News, Entertainment, and Persuasion 3 cr
# MATH 222 U 5 Honors Calculus II
37776 SEM 001 MTWR 9:30am-10:45am EMS E424A Volkmer, H
MATH 341 U 3 Seminar: Introduction to the Language and Practice of Mathematics
31731 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm EMS E408 Okun, B
31732 SEM 002 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm EMS E408 Ancel, F
# PHILOS 681 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Topics:
E 36314 SEM 001 TR 5:00pm-6:15pm CRT 607 Schwartz, R TOPIC: Mental Representation 3 cr
# PHILOS 685 U 3 Senior Capstone Research Seminar:
31770 SEM 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm CRT 607 Neufeld, B TOPIC: Contemporary Political Philosophy 3 cr
~ # + POL SCI 380
(SS)
U 3 Honors Seminar:
E 42622 SEM 001 TR 4:00pm-5:15pm TBA Ferguson, K TOPIC: Power and Knowledge 3 cr
SPANISH 447 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: Spanish to English
E 36067 SEM 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm CRT B9 Moore, W This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. Graduate
students must enroll in SPANISH 717.
# SPANISH 448 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: English to Spanish
41753 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Zeise, M This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.Taught with TRNSLTN 448-201.
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41772 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB Zeise, M This section is restricted to Graduate students. Special course
fee of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this
seminar. Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to
tuition/fees for any other classes in which they are enrolled.
Course delivered completely online; internet/computer access
required. Taught with TRNSLTN 448-202.
# TRNSLTN 448 U/G 3 Seminar in Advanced Translation: English to Spanish
41803 SEM 201 - ONLINE WEB Leone, L This section is restricted to Undergraduate students. A special
course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be
charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. Taught with Spanish 448-201.
Special Course Fee: $275.00
41804 SEM 202 - ONLINE WEB Zeise, M This section restricted to Graduate students. Special course fee
of $2205.00 will be the ONLY charge assessed for this lecture.
Fee applies to ALL students enrolled in addition to tuition/fees
for any other classes in which they are enrolled. Course
delivered completely online; internet/computer access required.
Taught with Spanish 448-202.
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# ANTHRO 105
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology
38328 LEC 401 M 9:00am-10:50am CUN 107 Esche-Eiff, K
38316 DIS 601 R 12:00pm-12:50pm SAB 281 Esche-Eiff, K
38317 DIS 602 R 1:00pm-1:50pm SAB 281 Esche-Eiff, K
38318 DIS 603 R 2:00pm-2:50pm SAB 281 Esche-Eiff, K
ANTHRO 150
(SS&)
U 3 Multicultural America
38301 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G28 Tenorio, R This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
+ ART 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
28606 LAB 291 - ONLINE WEB Callahan, V Add'l Special Course Fee of $275.00 will be charged for this lab
in addition to regular UWM tuition. Conducted completely
online. Internet/Computer access req'd.
E 42421 LAB 801 T 4:00pm-6:30pm TBA Greene, S
COMSDIS 210
(SS)
U 3 Survey of Communication Disorders
39113 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B56 Cottingham, L
+ CURRINS 470 U 2 Professional Urban Teaching Linking Seminar:
31374 SEM 001 W 9:30am-11:50am END 346 TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block I
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 MCEA program students only.
Block 1 / Cohort E1 students only.
Meets: 1/25, 2/1, 2/8, 2/22, 3/7, 3/28, 4/11, 4/25, 5/2.
E 31375 SEM 003 R 5:00pm-7:20pm BOL 281 TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 2
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Concurrent enrollment for 1
credit required in an assigned section of CURRINS 400. Please
contact Prof. Karen Rigoni (MCEA Program Director,
kskelly@uwn,edu) for additional information.
Meets Thursday, 5:00pm-7:20pm: 1/26, 2/9, 2/23, 3/8, 3/29,
4/12,  4/26,  5/3.
MCEA program students only. Block 2 / Cohort D1 students only.
E 31376 SEM 005 M 4:30pm-6:50pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 3
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 MCEA program students only.
Block 3 / Cohort B1 students only.
Meets Monday, 4:30pm-6:50pm: 1/23, 2/6, 2/20, 3/5, 3/26,
4/2,  4/23,  4/30.
W 42576 SEM 102 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block I
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets Saturday,
9:00am-12:00pm: 1/28, 2/18, 3/3, 3/31, 4/14, 5/5.
MCEA program students. Block 1 / Cohort E2.
Meets off-campus, location TBA.
W 42579 SEM 104 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 2
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Concurrent enrollment for 1
credit required in an assigned section of CURRINS 400. Please
contact Prof. Karen Rigoni (MCEA Program Director,
kskelly@uwn,edu) for additional information.
Meets Saturday, 9:00am-12:00pm: 1/28, 2/18, 3/3, 3/31, 4/14,
5 / 5 .
MCEA program students only. Block 2 / Cohort D2 students only.
Meets: off-campus location TBA.
W 42580 SEM 106 S 9:00am-12:00pm TBA TOPIC: Middle Childhood through Early Adolescence Block 3
2 cr, 01/23/2012-05/05/2012 Meets Saturday,
9:00am-12:00pm: 1/28, 2/18, 3/3, 3/31, 4/14, 5/5.
MCEA program students only. Block 3 / Cohort B2 students only.
Meets: Off-campus, location TBA.
CURRINS 547 U/G 3 Curricular Applications of the Internet
E 31256 LEC 001 M 5:00pm-7:40pm END 740 Scott, T Meets: Remstad Computer Lab A (END 740).
~ + DANCE 319 U/G 1 - 3  Dance Service-Learning
26932 FLD 001 - TBA Parsons, M Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
27943 FLD 002 - TBA Kuepper, D Additional Tuition $21.20/cr.
Dance Outreach Events section.
ENGLISH 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
36095 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am SAB G25 Schoeffel, M This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36096 LEC 002 MW 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G25 Schoeffel, M This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36795 LEC 003 TR 11:00am-12:15pm SAB G25 Walter, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
36883 LEC 004 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm SAB G25 Walter, S This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
E  Evening Section
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38207 LEC 005 TR 3:30pm-4:45pm SAB G25 Blewett, P Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
37761 LEC 206 - ONLINE WEB Schoeffel, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
This course requires service learning, which is an off-campus
community learning assignment.
ENGLISH 431 U/G 3 Topics in Advanced Writing:
38359 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm CRT 108 Moulthrop, S TOPIC: Digital Literacies 3 cr
41794 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Clark, D TOPIC: Writing for Social Media 3 cr, A special course fee of
$275.00, in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this
section. Conducted completely online; computer/internet access
req'd.
# ENGLISH 443 U/G 3 Grant Writing
E 37305 LEC 001 M 5:30pm-8:10pm TBA Stanton, S Course taught partially online. Internet access req'd. Regular
UWM tuition assessed.
ENGLISH 798 G 1 Graduate-Level Service Learning
35473 FLD 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
35474 FLD 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
35475 FLD 003 - TBA Blasini, G
35476 FLD 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
35477 FLD 005 - TBA Callanan, L
35478 FLD 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
35479 FLD 007 - TBA Clark, D
36391 FLD 008 - TBA Clark, G
35480 FLD 009 - TBA Dunham, R
35481 FLD 010 - TBA Eckman, F
35482 FLD 011 - TBA Fischer, J
35483 FLD 012 - TBA Gallop, J
35484 FLD 013 - TBA Gillam, A
35485 FLD 014 - TBA Grayson, S
35486 FLD 015 - TBA Grusin, R
35487 FLD 016 - TBA Hall, J
35488 FLD 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
35489 FLD 018 - TBA Iverson, G
35490 FLD 019 - TBA Jay, G
35491 FLD 020 - TBA Kalter, B
35492 FLD 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
35493 FLD 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
35494 FLD 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
35495 FLD 024 - TBA Laken, V
35496 FLD 025 - TBA Lanters, J
35497 FLD 026 - TBA Lynch, D
35498 FLD 027 - TBA Martin, A
35499 FLD 028 - TBA Martin, T
35500 FLD 029 - TBA Mayes, P
35501 FLD 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
38250 FLD 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
38251 FLD 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
38252 FLD 033 - TBA Oren, T
38253 FLD 034 - TBA Petro, P
38254 FLD 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38255 FLD 036 - TBA Sands, P
38256 FLD 037 - TBA Sangari, K
38257 FLD 038 - TBA Schuster, C
38265 FLD 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41103 FLD 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41099 FLD 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41100 FLD 042 - TBA Williams, T
41101 FLD 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41102 FLD 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
FILM 150
(A&)
U 3 Multicultural America
27890 LEC 001 F 9:00am-11:50am MIT B65 Cobb, P Audit never allowed.
Additional Tuition $63.60.
41402 LEC 002 T 12:00pm-2:50pm MIT B68 Umali, R Additional Tuition $63.60.
Audit never allowed.
GEOG 125
(NS)
U 3 Introduction to Environmental Geography
36209 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
E  Evening Section
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34813 LEC 402 MW 9:00am-9:50am BOL B52 Holifield, R Course has a required service learning component.
34814 DIS 601 M 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
34815 DIS 602 M 11:00am-11:50am BOL 262
34816 DIS 603 T 9:00am-9:50am BOL 262
34817 DIS 604 T 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
35901 DIS 605 W 10:00am-10:50am BOL 262
38074 DIS 606 W 11:00am-11:50am BOL 277
HCA 340 U 3 Healthcare Process Measurement
39193 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm MIT 191 Olewinski, K
HIST 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
37849 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Alinder, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd. No service learning
requirement in this semester
WMNS 150
(HU&)
U 3 Multicultural America
37583 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Gerhart, C
41914 LEC 002 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Robinson, B
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Swedish
  
      
 
  
       
 
SCNDVST 102 U 4 Second-Semester Swedish
36901 LEC 001 MTWR 10:00am-10:50am CRT 227
SCNDVST 204 U 3 Fourth-Semester Swedish
37306 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am TBA Lundback, V
E  Evening Section
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Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
  
       
        
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
        
       
 
  
       
 
ENGLISH 400 U/G 3 Introduction to English Linguistics
36543 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm AUP 189 Smith, H
E 41541 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm AUP 189 Smith, H
ENGLISH 403 U/G 3 Survey of Modern English Grammar
38325 LEC 001 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm AUP 189 Smith, H
ENGLISH 404 U/G 3 Language, Power, and Identity
41542 LEC 001 T 3:30pm-6:10pm CRT 118 Mayes, P
LINGUIS 350
(SS)
U 3 Introduction to Linguistics
31637 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Zafra, C
E 36638 LEC 002 M 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Zafra, C
37247 LEC 003 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Park, H
LINGUIS 400 U/G 3 Introduction to English Linguistics
36422 LEC 001 - TBA Smith, H Enroll in English 400.
E  Evening Section
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Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
     
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
# + ANTHRO 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
34368 IND 001 - TBA Ajirotutu, C
35078 IND 002 - TBA Anapol, F
35079 IND 003 - TBA Applbaum, I
35080 IND 004 - TBA Applbaum, K
35081 IND 005 - TBA Arnold, B
35082 IND 006 - TBA Bornstein, E
35083 IND 007 - TBA Brodwin, P
35084 IND 008 - TBA Gray, J
35085 IND 009 - TBA Heatherington, T
35086 IND 010 - TBA Hudson, J
35087 IND 011 - TBA Jeske, R
35612 IND 012 - TBA Malaby, T
35088 IND 013 - TBA Perley, B
35089 IND 014 - TBA Richards, J
35090 IND 015 - TBA Richards, P
35361 IND 016 - TBA Sherman, R
35759 IND 017 - TBA Turner, T
35760 IND 018 - TBA Villamil, L
36329 IND 019 - TBA
37501 IND 020 - TBA Campbell, B
# BIO SCI 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
36182 IND 001 - TBA Berges, J
36183 IND 002 - TBA Carvan, M
36184 IND 003 - TBA Cheng, Y
36545 IND 004 - TBA Dunn, P
36727 IND 005 - TBA Ehlinger, T
36728 IND 006 - TBA Hoebel, G
36729 IND 007 - TBA Hoot, S
36730 IND 008 - TBA Klaper, R
36731 IND 009 - TBA Petto, A
36732 IND 010 - TBA Rodriguez Sevilla, R
36733 IND 011 - TBA Strickler, J
36805 IND 012 - TBA Tomasiewicz, H
36806 IND 013 - TBA Yang, C
36974 IND 014 - TBA Young, E
37006 IND 015 - TBA Zhao, D
# + COMMUN 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
35092 IND 002 - TBA Braman, S
35093 IND 003 - TBA Burrell, N
35094 IND 004 - TBA Shields, J
35095 IND 005 - TBA Fonner, K
35096 IND 006 - TBA Harris, L
35097 IND 007 - TBA Haselhuhn, E
35098 IND 008 - TBA Jordan, J
35099 IND 009 - TBA Keith, W
35100 IND 010 - TBA Kim, S
35101 IND 011 - TBA Lim, T
35102 IND 012 - TBA Mabry, E
35103 IND 013 - TBA Meyers, R
35104 IND 014 - TBA Olson, K
35105 IND 015 - TBA Peterson, J
36603 IND 016 - TBA Ricigliano, R
36742 IND 017 - TBA Song, H
36846 IND 018 - TBA Timmerman, C
37117 IND 019 - TBA Timmerman, L
# + ENGLISH 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
35106 IND 001 - TBA Banerjee, S
35107 IND 002 - TBA Blaeser, K
35108 IND 003 - TBA Blasini, G
35109 IND 004 - TBA Buley-Meissner, M
35110 IND 005 - TBA Callanan, L
35111 IND 006 - TBA Cardenas, B
35112 IND 007 - TBA Clark, D
35113 IND 008 - TBA Clark, G
35114 IND 009 - TBA Dunham, R
35115 IND 010 - TBA Eckman, F
35116 IND 011 - TBA Fischer, J
35117 IND 012 - TBA Gallop, J
35118 IND 013 - TBA Gillam, A
35119 IND 014 - TBA Grayson, S
35120 IND 015 - TBA Grusin, R
E  Evening Section
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35121 IND 016 - TBA Hall, J
35122 IND 017 - TBA Hamilton, K
36388 IND 018 - TBA Iverson, G
35123 IND 019 - TBA Jay, G
35124 IND 020 - TBA Kalter, B
35125 IND 021 - TBA Kennedy, G
35126 IND 022 - TBA Kilwein-Guevara, M
35127 IND 023 - TBA Kincaid, A
35128 IND 024 - TBA Laken, V
35129 IND 025 - TBA Lanters, J
35130 IND 026 - TBA Lynch, D
35131 IND 027 - TBA Martin, A
35132 IND 028 - TBA Martin, T
35133 IND 029 - TBA Mayes, P
35134 IND 030 - TBA Mcclanahan, A
35135 IND 031 - TBA Moulthrop, S
35136 IND 032 - TBA Netzloff, M
35823 IND 033 - TBA Oren, T
38221 IND 034 - TBA Petro, P
38222 IND 035 - TBA Puskar, J
38223 IND 036 - TBA Sands, P
38224 IND 037 - TBA Sangari, K
38225 IND 038 - TBA Schuster, C
38226 IND 039 - TBA Spilka, R
41088 IND 040 - TBA VanPelt, W
41089 IND 041 - TBA Washburne, C
41090 IND 042 - TBA Williams, T
41091 IND 043 - TBA Wilson, M
41092 IND 044 - TBA Wysocki, A
# + GEOG 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
36158 IND 001 - TBA Baruth, C
36149 IND 002 - TBA Bonds, A
36150 IND 003 - TBA Choi, W
36151 IND 004 - TBA Day, M
36152 IND 005 - TBA De Sousa, C
36153 IND 006 - TBA Fredlund, G
36154 IND 007 - TBA Ghose, R
36155 IND 008 - TBA Gruhl, M
36156 IND 009 - TBA Holifield, R
36157 IND 010 - TBA Huxhold, W
35837 IND 011 - TBA Kenny, J
36159 IND 012 - TBA Mansson McGinty, A
36160 IND 013 - TBA McCarthy, L
36687 IND 014 - TBA Schwartz, M
37288 IND 015 - TBA Sziarto, K
37289 IND 016 - TBA Wu, C
# + HIST 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
35137 IND 001 - TBA Alinder, J
35138 IND 002 - TBA Amster, E
35139 IND 003 - TBA Anderson, M
35140 IND 004 - TBA Austin, J
35141 IND 005 - TBA Buff, R
35142 IND 006 - TBA Carlin, M
35143 IND 007 - TBA Carter, G
35144 IND 008 - TBA Chu, W
35145 IND 009 - TBA Divalerio, D
35146 IND 010 - TBA Eichner, C
35147 IND 011 - TBA Evans, C
35148 IND 012 - TBA Filippello, M
35149 IND 013 - TBA Galvao-Sobrinho, C
35150 IND 014 - TBA Hoeveler, J
35151 IND 015 - TBA Howland, D
35152 IND 016 - TBA Jeansonne, G
35164 IND 017 - TBA Johnson, B
35153 IND 018 - TBA Kim-Paik, N
35154 IND 019 - TBA Levine, M
35155 IND 020 - TBA McBride, G
35156 IND 021 - TBA McGuinness, A
35157 IND 022 - TBA Miller, C
35158 IND 023 - TBA Paugh, K
35159 IND 024 - TBA Pease, N
35160 IND 025 - TBA Pycior, H
35161 IND 026 - TBA Renda, L
34862 IND 027 - TBA Rodriguez, J
35162 IND 028 - TBA Ruggiero, K
35163 IND 029 - TBA Schroeder, J
36549 IND 030 - TBA Seligman, A
36550 IND 031 - TBA Silverman, L
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36551 IND 032 - TBA Smith, R
37530 IND 033 - TBA Vang, C
37531 IND 034 - TBA Wiesner-Hanks, M
# + JAMS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
26115 IND 001 - TBA Allen, D
26116 IND 002 - TBA Backes, D
26117 IND 003 - TBA Cao, X
26119 IND 005 - TBA Daley, J
26122 IND 006 - TBA Jurek, R
26123 IND 007 - TBA Levine, E
26124 IND 008 - TBA Mcbride, J
26125 IND 009 - TBA Newman, M
26126 IND 010 - TBA Popp, R
26127 IND 011 - TBA Pritchard, D
26128 IND 012 - TBA Rockow, J
26129 IND 013 - TBA Smith, J
26130 IND 014 - TBA Tasman, M
26131 IND 015 - TBA Zoromski, M
+ L&S HUM 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
37392 LEC 001 - TBA Mamalakis, M
~ + L&S NS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
31628 IND 001 - TBA
# + L&S SS 291 U 1 UROP Seminar
36675 SEM 001 T 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Esguerra, K Location: BOL 192
36676 SEM 002 R 3:30pm-4:20pm TBA Esguerra, K Location: BOL 192
~ + L&S SS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
31631 IND 001 - TBA
~ + L&S SS 496 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship, Upper-Level
37381 IND 001 - TBA Chakrabarti, A
LACS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
38142 FLD 001 - TBA
PHYSICS 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
36737 LEC 001 - TBA Hirschmugl, C
37401 LEC 002 - TBA Guptasarma, P
# + PSYCH 296 U 1 - 3  UROP Apprenticeship
34156 IND 001 - TBA Cahill, S
34157 IND 002 - TBA Davies, W
34158 IND 003 - TBA Dermer, M
34159 IND 004 - TBA Diba, K
34160 IND 005 - TBA Driscoll, I
34161 IND 006 - TBA Fleming, R
34162 IND 007 - TBA Frick, K
34163 IND 008 - TBA Greene, A
34164 IND 009 - TBA Hannula, D
34165 IND 010 - TBA Helmstetter, F
34166 IND 011 - TBA Kanter, J
34167 IND 012 - TBA Klein-Tasman, B
34168 IND 013 - TBA Larson, C
34169 IND 014 - TBA Lee, H
34170 IND 015 - TBA Lima, S
34171 IND 016 - TBA Medina, K
34172 IND 017 - TBA Merritt, M
36913 IND 018 - TBA Moore, J
35523 IND 019 - TBA Mosack, K
35524 IND 020 - TBA Moyer, J
35525 IND 021 - TBA Mueller, D
36971 IND 022 - TBA Osmon, D
37225 IND 023 - TBA Reddy, D
37226 IND 024 - TBA Ridley, R
37438 IND 025 - TBA Swain, R
38163 IND 026 - TBA Tiger, J
38164 IND 027 - TBA Woods, D
38165 IND 028 - TBA Schaefer, P
E  Evening Section
 
W  Weekend Section
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Urban Planning Studies Certificate
  
       
 
  
      
      
      
 
  
        
       
       
        
       
       
        
 
  
       
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
      
      
      
      
      
      
 
   
        
       
 
   
        
 
   
       
 
GEOG 114
(SS&)
U 3 Geography of Race in the United States
37204 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Kenny, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 525 U/G 4 Geographic Information Science
35211 LEC 401 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA
35212 LAB 801 W 10:00am-11:50am MIT 353
35213 LAB 802 R 11:00am-12:50pm MIT 353
URBPLAN 141
(SS)
U 3 Urban Planning Solutions to Contemporary Urban Problems
E 40758 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:20pm AUP 170 Brault, E
Casey, T
Riordan, K
40759 DIS 601 T 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
40760 DIS 602 T 3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
E 40761 DIS 603 T 4:00pm-4:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
40762 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
40763 DIS 605 R 3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
E 40764 DIS 606 R 4:00pm-4:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
URBPLAN 315 U 3 Great Cities of the World: Their Growth and Guided Urbanization
E 42179 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 110
# + URBPLAN 399 U 3 Independent Study
40771 IND 001 - TBA Frank, N
40772 IND 002 - TBA Harris, K
40773 IND 003 - TBA Hu, L
40774 IND 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40775 IND 005 - TBA Sanders, W
40911 IND 006 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 491 U 3 Urban Planning Internship
40777 FLD 001 - TBA Frank, N
40778 FLD 002 - TBA Harris, K
40779 FLD 003 - TBA Hu, L
40780 FLD 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40781 FLD 005 - TBA Sanders, W
40937 FLD 006 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 591 U 3 Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in Planning
E 40733 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-6:50pm AUP 110 Huxhold, W
40793 LAB 801 T 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 194 Huxhold, W
# URBPLAN 655 U/G 3 Negotiation Theory and Practice for Urban Planners
E 40765 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm AUP 191 Harris, K
# URBPLAN 662 U/G 3 Land Use Planning for Urban Redevelopment
40790 LEC 001 W 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 110 Sanders, W
E  Evening Section
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Urban Studies Certificate Program
  
       
 
   
        
 
  
        
        
 
   
        
       
       
       
        
 
  
        
       
      
       
 
  
       
 
  
      
       
 
  
       
        
 
  
      
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
  
       
 
   
       
 
  
       
 
  
        
 
AFRICOL 319 U/G 3 History of Blacks in the American City
42136 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA Mcclure, D
# + ARCH 584 U/G 3 Urban Landscape Architecture
E 42180 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm AUP 144 Additional Tuition $43.00/cr.
COMPLIT 230
(HU)
U 3 Literature and Society:
37587 LEC 001 MWF 10:00am-10:50am END 107 Fountain, M TOPIC: Italians and the Nazis: Literature and Film 3 cr
42289 LEC 002 TR 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Momcilovic, D TOPIC: Rock 'n' Roll Narratives: Lit, Music, & the Media 3 cr
+ ED POL 113
(SS)
U 3 The Milwaukee Community
E 31262 LEC 001 M 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Johnson, F
31195 LEC 302 MW 11:00am-12:15pm TBA Mathews, J
31292 LEC 303 TR 9:30am-10:45am TBA Rush, R
31555 LEC 304 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA McNally, J
E 42610 LEC 307 T 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 314 McNally, J
ED POL 114 U 3 Community Problems
E 42300 LEC 004 W 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Williams, G
31330 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Weber, N Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
42302 LEC 296 - ONLINE WEB Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
31356 LEC 301 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA Fehrman, D
ED POL 203 U 3 Communities and Neighborhoods in America
42341 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Farmer-Hinton, R Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
ED POL 507 U/G 3 Action Research on Milwaukee Institutions
31509 LEC 101 - TBA Rai, K
31569 LEC 102 - TBA Folkman, D Class will meet at St. Jacobi Catholic School
ED POL 601 U/G 3 Foundations of Community-Based Organizations
31335 LEC 292 - ONLINE WEB Mahan, S Taught completely on-line, internet access req'd. UWM off
campus tuition assessed.
E 31258 LEC 301 T 4:30pm-7:10pm MER 316 Mann, J
GEOG 443 U/G 3 Cities of the World: Comparative Urban Geography
41947 LEC 201 - TBA A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
GEOG 564 U/G 3 Urban Environmental Change and Social Justice
37216 LEC 001 MW 11:00am-12:15pm BOL B95 Holifield, R
HIST 308 U/G 3 A History of Rome: The Empire
41363 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm HLT 190 Galvao-Sobrinho, C
HIST 436
(HU&)
U 3 Immigrant America Since 1880
37145 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm HLT G90 Langill, E
# HIST 595 U/G 3 The Quantitative Analysis of Historical Data
41391 LEC 001 MW 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL 293 Anderson, M
POL SCI 213
(SS)
U 3 Urban Government and Politics
41617 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Rast, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOC WRK 206 U 3 Introduction to Social Welfare Policy
E 40382 LEC 001 T 6:00pm-8:40pm END 103 Pate, D
E  Evening Section
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SOC WRK 630 U/G 2 - 3  Women, Poverty and Welfare Reforms
E 40488 LEC 001 R 6:00pm-7:50pm TBA
SOCIOL 224
(SS&)
U 3 American Minority Groups
36956 LEC 001 MW 9:30am-10:45am TBA Wilson, F
SOCIOL 323
(SS&)
U 3 Perspectives on Latino Communities
41133 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Velez, W A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 325 U 3 Social Change
34658 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm BOL B84 Mantyh, M
SOCIOL 330 U 3 Economy and Society
37079 LEC 201 - ONLINE WEB Britton, M A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
SOCIOL 377 U 3 Urbanism and Urbanization
E 37762 LEC 001 R 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Harris, J
# SOCIOL 472 U/G 3 Population and Society
41141 LEC 001 TR 12:30pm-1:45pm BOL B84 Shin, H
URB STD 250
(SS)
U 3 Exploring the Urban Environment
34662 LEC 001 TR 2:00pm-3:15pm TBA
35257 LEC 002 MW 12:30pm-1:45pm TBA
36366 LEC 203 - ONLINE WEB Cadenas, J A special course fee of $275.00, in addition to regular tuition,
will be charged for this section. Conducted completely online;
computer/internet access req'd.
URB STD 360
(SS)
U 3 Perspectives on the Urban Scene:
E 37375 LEC 001 T 4:30pm-7:10pm TBA Ford, M TOPIC: Technology in the City 3 cr
36466 LEC 202 - ONLINE WEB Cadenas, J TOPIC: Urban Agriculture 3 cr, A special course fee of $275.00,
in addition to regular tuition, will be charged for this section.
Conducted completely online; computer/internet access req'd.
# URB STD 489 U 1 - 6  Internship in Urban Studies, Upper Division
34190 FLD 001 - TBA Anderson, M
34191 FLD 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
34192 FLD 003 - TBA Austin, J
34193 FLD 004 - TBA Bohte, J
34194 FLD 005 - TBA Bonds, A
34195 FLD 006 - TBA Britton, M
34196 FLD 007 - TBA Chesley, N
34197 FLD 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
34198 FLD 009 - TBA Costello, C
34199 FLD 010 - TBA Ghose, R
34200 FLD 011 - TBA Green, D
34201 FLD 012 - TBA Harris, J
34202 FLD 013 - TBA Holifield, R
34203 FLD 014 - TBA Ihrke, D
34204 FLD 015 - TBA Jordan, J
34205 FLD 016 - TBA Kenny, J
34206 FLD 017 - TBA Levine, M
34207 FLD 018 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
34208 FLD 019 - TBA McBride, G
34209 FLD 020 - TBA McCarthy, L
34210 FLD 021 - TBA Montgomery, R
34211 FLD 022 - TBA Oliker, S
34212 FLD 023 - TBA Rast, J
34213 FLD 024 - TBA Redding, K
34214 FLD 025 - TBA Renda, L
34215 FLD 026 - TBA Rodriguez, J
34216 FLD 027 - TBA Seligman, A
34967 FLD 028 - TBA Shin, H
34968 FLD 029 - TBA Smith, R
34969 FLD 030 - TBA Sziarto, K
35045 FLD 031 - TBA Velez, W
35251 FLD 032 - TBA Wilson, F
35730 FLD 033 - TBA Smith, J
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# URB STD 699 U 3 Independent Reading
34217 IND 001 - TBA Anderson, M
34218 IND 002 - TBA Aneesh, A
34219 IND 003 - TBA Austin, J
34220 IND 004 - TBA Bohte, J
34221 IND 005 - TBA Bonds, A
34222 IND 006 - TBA Britton, M
34223 IND 007 - TBA Chesley, N
34224 IND 008 - TBA Chikoto, G
34225 IND 009 - TBA Costello, C
34226 IND 010 - TBA Ghose, R
34227 IND 011 - TBA Green, D
34228 IND 012 - TBA Holifield, R
34229 IND 013 - TBA Ihrke, D
36369 IND 014 - TBA Jordan, J
34230 IND 015 - TBA Kenny, J
34231 IND 016 - TBA Mathiowetz, N
34232 IND 017 - TBA McBride, G
34233 IND 018 - TBA McCarthy, L
34234 IND 019 - TBA Montgomery, R
34235 IND 020 - TBA Oliker, S
34236 IND 021 - TBA Rast, J
34237 IND 022 - TBA Redding, K
34238 IND 023 - TBA Renda, L
34239 IND 024 - TBA Rodriguez, J
34240 IND 025 - TBA Seligman, A
34241 IND 026 - TBA Shin, H
34970 IND 027 - TBA Smith, R
34971 IND 028 - TBA Sziarto, K
35046 IND 029 - TBA Velez, W
35252 IND 030 - TBA Wilson, F
35736 IND 031 - TBA Smith, J
URBPLAN 141
(SS)
U 3 Urban Planning Solutions to Contemporary Urban Problems
E 40758 LEC 401 TR 5:30pm-6:20pm AUP 170 Brault, E
Casey, T
Riordan, K
40759 DIS 601 T 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
40760 DIS 602 T 3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
E 40761 DIS 603 T 4:00pm-4:50pm AUP 183 Brault, E
40762 DIS 604 R 2:00pm-2:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
40763 DIS 605 R 3:00pm-3:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
E 40764 DIS 606 R 4:00pm-4:50pm AUP 183 Riordan, K
URBPLAN 315 U 3 Great Cities of the World: Their Growth and Guided Urbanization
E 42179 LEC 001 W 5:30pm-8:10pm AUP 110
# + URBPLAN 399 U 3 Independent Study
40771 IND 001 - TBA Frank, N
40772 IND 002 - TBA Harris, K
40773 IND 003 - TBA Hu, L
40774 IND 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40775 IND 005 - TBA Sanders, W
40911 IND 006 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 491 U 3 Urban Planning Internship
40777 FLD 001 - TBA Frank, N
40778 FLD 002 - TBA Harris, K
40779 FLD 003 - TBA Hu, L
40780 FLD 004 - TBA Huxhold, W
40781 FLD 005 - TBA Sanders, W
40937 FLD 006 - TBA White, S
# URBPLAN 591 U 3 Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in Planning
E 40733 LEC 401 T 4:30pm-6:50pm AUP 110 Huxhold, W
40793 LAB 801 T 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 194 Huxhold, W
# URBPLAN 655 U/G 3 Negotiation Theory and Practice for Urban Planners
E 40765 LEC 001 R 6:30pm-9:10pm AUP 191 Harris, K
# URBPLAN 662 U/G 3 Land Use Planning for Urban Redevelopment
40790 LEC 001 W 1:30pm-4:10pm AUP 110 Sanders, W
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Washington Internship Program
  
       
 
L&S SS 498 U 9 Washington Internship
31635 FLD 101 - TBA Holbrook, T Washington CTR, 1101 14th Ave, NW; Washington D.C.
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